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PREFACE

United States and Canada. The original intent oCthis
Larix symposium was to Cerret the best information available for western larch CL. occidentaIi.), a very important
species in the Western United States and Canada. To do
this we formed a planning committee who concluded that
western larch should be featured, but other Larix apec:ies
of the world ahould alao be included. We then contacted
colleaguea in North America, Europe, and Asia, and the
planning proceeded.
The charter oC thie internationaleympoaium wae to
ezplore the ecology and management of Lam worldwide
and to feature the latest information on western larch and
ita 8!sociated resources. The eympoaium included technical indoor &e88ions with over 100 papen and posten, hiahlighted by field toun to Coram Ezperimental Forelt, Miller
Creek Demonstration Forest, Glacier National Park, Flath.ad and Lolo National Foreeta, and to BritiJlh Columbia
and Alberta, Canada. The pl'OjlrlJll we. de.iplod for
natural resource managers, research scientists, edUcatoR,
apecialiata in ecology, wildlife hahitat, hydrology, soil., e.thetics, fire, in.aecta and dieeaee, seneticiata, ailvicu1tur·
ists, and others interested in Larix Coreate inc1udi.ng seeds
and seedlings, nursery, genetica, etand cu1ture, growth,
nutrients, 88sociated vegetation, fire, inHCta and di_He,
animals, hydrology, and eathetics.
This symposium culminated over 2 yean of planning
by a dedicated and innovative comDIittee compoeeci of
researchers, managers, and educaton from the United
States and Canada:

This proceedings is a product of the first comprehensive
and international examination of Larix species of the world.
It reports most of the papers and posters that were presented at the International Symposium "'Ecology and Management of Larix Fore.ta: A Look Ahead,· held October 5-9,
1992, at Grouse Mountain Lodge, Whitefish, Montana,
U.S.A.
Larix species are key components of many cold-temperate forests in North America, Europe, and Asia. Altnough

there is not total agreement on the number of different
species, 10 species of Larix are generally recognized, with
three in North America and seven in Eurasia. Numerou8
varieties and hybrids of Larix are also recognized. TheBe
species developed over some 35 million yean, and during
that time BOrne species became extinct. An Lam epeciee
share e8sentiBlIy the same m~or characteri.ticI, the most
obvious being coniferous, dec:iduoue, and seral in nature.
Their beauty, much oCit associated with !lealOnal huee
oClight green in the spring and bright yellow in the Call,
make them unique in coniferous foreau. They occur over
extensive areas and transcend international boundaries
in the Northern Hemisphere.
How did this symposium come about? A steady increase
in demand for current information about temperate coniferous forests brought this idea to the forefront. Several
symposia and workshops, usually species oriented, have
begun to address these information needs in the Western
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Some 340 l5Cientists, natural resource managers, and
educators from 17 countries participated in the sympo.sium. Participants, such as those from Rusaia, repre·
sented vast forests of Larix, while others, such as Iceland,
sought information about species of Larix that might be
suitable for afforesting lOme of their almost treeless land8C8peS . A dedication of the International Larix Arboretum in Hungry Hone, Montana, U.S.A. ; associated with
Coram Experimental Forest, highlighted the global cooperation that made this sympoeium such a success. Small
seedlings grown from seeds provided by scientists from
around the world were planted by representatives from
nine countriel.
Without the sponlOnhip of the following organizatio08
this gathering would not have been poslible:
Forelt Service, U.S . Department of Agriculture

The wortd faces many environmental and resource chal·
lenges. Many of these challenges in temperate forests of
the Northem Hemisphere provide significant tangibfe and in·
tangible resources for the economic, ecological, and social
well-being of the world. Larch forests comprise a large proportion of these vast temperate forests, and we need to utilize the best Information available to manage them. That is
what this symposium was all about-making the best Larix
information avai:abla. We can loam much from each other,
and the Inlemalional scope of this symposium Is a major
step in that direction.
Wyman C. Schmidt, Pb.D.
Sympolium Chair
Intermountain Researcb Station
Foreat Service
u .S. Department of Agriculture

Northern Region
Intermountain Region

VORREDE AUSZUG

Pacific Northwest Region

Dieaer Bericbt ist ein Ergebnis der ersten intemationalen
Tsgung Uber die Uin:benarten der Welt. Er enthilt die
meiaten der Beitriige und Poster, die wlihrend des Internationalen Symposiums "Ecology and Manaaement of
Lam Forests: A Look Ahead" vorgestellt wurden. Dal
Symposium fand vom 5. - 9. Oktober 1992 im Grouse
Mountain Lodge in Wbitefi.b (Montana, U.SA) statt.
Uirclten bilden in vielen kalt-temperierten Wildern
Nordamerikaa, Europaa und Aliens die Hauptbaumart.
Hin.ichtlicb der Ge.amtzabl der Uin:benarten beltebt
keine einhellige Meinung. 1m. allgemeinen geht man
jedoch von 10 Arten aus. Davon sind eirei in Nordamerika
und lieben in Eurasien beheimatet. Hinzu kommen
zahlreiche Varietiten und Hybriden. AlIe Arlen weieen
dieselben Hauptmerkmale aur. Sie geMren zu den Konireren , sind laubwerfend und charakteristiach fI1r bestim·
mte Sukzession88tadien. Ihr hoher Isthetischer Reiz, der
vor allem von ihrer mit der Jahreszeit wechselnden Firbung
vom bellen Grtln im Frt1Iijahr zum krllftigen Gelb im
Herbst ausgeht, macht sie in den Nadelwildem zu einer
einziga:tigen Erscheinung. Ibre Verbreitung el1ltreckt
sicb in der NonibemispMre tiber groBe Gebiete und
internationale Grenzen hinweg.
Wie kam es zu dieaem Symposium? Daa treihende
Moment war der wachaende Bedarf an Informationen
tiber die kallrtemperierten Nadelwilder. Dal PlanUllpkomitee schlug vor LGri:c occidentalu zwar in den Mittelpunkt der Veranstaltung zu otellen, aber aucb andere
Urchenarten einzubeziohen. Danaeh wurden Kollegen
aus Nordamerika, Europa und Aaien einbezogen und die
Planung aur internationaler Ebene fortgeoetzt.
Ziel dell Sympoeium war ell, Erkenntniase tiber die
Okologie und Erfahrungen mit der Bewirl8cbaftung der
lArche weltweit zuaammenzutragen und llpeziell die
neueaten Kenntnieee Uher LGri:c oocidentalil und die von
ihr gepriigten Okooyoteme zu aammeln. WlIbnnd de.
Symposium. wurden tiber 100 Vortnlge gebalten und
Poster ausgestellt. HGhepunkte waren die Ezkuraionen
zum. Coram Experiment.al Forest, zum. Miller Creek Dem·
onatration Forest, Glacier National Park, Flathead and
Lolo National Forest lOMe naeh British Columbia und
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S1.05-00 Stand Eetablishment, Treatment, and
Amelioration
S1.05.03 Treatment of Young Stands
SI.05.06 Multiple-Use Silviculture
82.02-07 Larcb Provenances and Breeding
We al80 acknowledge the many other individuals and
groUPII who helped out in 80 many ways by providing
guides for field tours, spouse tours, facilities, and vehicles.
We particularly t hank the F1athead National Foreet and
Glacier National Park for moral and logistical support
during the planning and conduct of the symposium. Special thanks are due the Salish-Kootenai Tribe for their
opening ceremonies and hosting of a Native American festival evening.
Kathy McDonald of the Intermountain Research Station processed the manuscripts and did nearly all of the
typing (or the myriad ofletters, noticea, electronic mail,
and other matters of communication. Gerry Baert8ch and
Clan! Kelly of the Univel1lity of Montana developed all the
brochures, handled the mailings, and covered all the reg·
ittration and logiaticaJ arrangements. Louise Kingsbury,
Intermountain Research Station, edited the manuscripts
for the sympoaium and lIupervised the final layout and
publications proces8el!l. All did a tremendous job, and we
owe them many thanb.
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Alberta in Kanada. Dall Programm war 80 zUll8mlDengesteUt, daB es eine Vielzahllntereallierter 8US den
verschiedenaten Bereichen der Will8enachaft und PruiJ
anllprach.
An dem Sympoaium nahmen 340 Will8enechaftler,
Waldbauexperten und Unterrichtende aus17 Llndem
teil. Einige Teilnehmer, wie z.B. die Ruuen, vertraten
die Gebiete mit auagedehnten Llrchewnlldem, andere,
wie die III14inder. waren gekommen , um Inform.tionen
tiber Llrchenarten zu bekommen, die man mGglicherweise auf ihrer gegenwirtig fast baumloeen Jnael
anpflanzen k~nnte . Die Einweihung emell zum Coram
Experimental Forest geh~re.., den Intemationalen I...aris..
Aboretwoa bildete den H~helJunkt der intemationalen
Kooperation, die dieee8 Symposium zu einem aroSen Enola
werden lieB. Vertreter von neun Llndern pnanzten hier
l..iirchensamIinge, welche aus Samen herangezogen worden
waren, die man Uber Wiaeenachaftler aUII aller Welt erhal~
en hatte.
Wir danken allen Organisationen, die dieMS Sympoaium unteratUtzt haben. Oboe die UnteratUtzung durch
die nachltehend genannten Organieationen wire es nieht
mt)glich gewesen, aUllreichende Mittel zu hekommen.

International Union of Foreetry Reaearch Organizations

UUFRO):
SI.05-00 Stand Establiehment, Treatment, and
Amelioration
S1.05.03 Treatment of Young Standi
SI.05.06 Multiple-Use Silviculture
S2.02-07 Larch Provenances and B~
Die Welt .iebt aic:b gegenwflrtis vielen Herausfon:1erunpn
dun:b Umweltprobleme und Reuoun:ennulzuni gegentiber.
Viele der temperierten Wlldt!r der Nordhemilphlre
otellen wicbtice wirl8cbaftlic:be und okologioc:be ReNoun:en
dar und heaitHn weitreichende Wohl(ahrtafunktionen.
Lilrc:benwilder bilden einen graBen T.il di... r auoplebnten temperierten Walder, und wir brauehen die besten
verfUgbaren Kenntniue, um lie zu bewirtachaften. DAS
WAR PAS EIGENTI.ICUE ANLIEGEN DES SYMPOSnIMs.nAS YORHANPENE WlSSEN Z11IMMMENZIlTI'AGEN I!ND WBFOGDAR Z11 MACHEN Wir
kGnnen viel voneinander lemen, und der internationale
Rahmen dieses Sympoeiums iJlt ein gro.8er Schritt in dieee
Ricbtung.
AUlzug von Prof. Dr. F.-Karl Holtmeier

Foreat Service. U.S. Department o( Agriculture
Northern Region
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Wyman C. Schmidt is Scientist Emeritus, Intermoun·
tain Research Station'a Research Work Unit on Ecology
and Management of Northern Rocky Mountain Forest
Ecooyotems at the Forestry Science. Laboratory, Bozeman,
Montana, U.S.A. Dr. Schmidt'. resean:b h.. focused on
the ecology, regeneration processes, stand development,
and related cultural practices in coniferous foreste of the
Intermountain Welt. Much of hill research has centered
on the interrelationshiplI of tim her, water, and other resources 88 well 88 the interaction of cultural practices with
ineed. pesta lIuch as westem IIPruce budworm.
Kathy J . McDonald i. Project Secretary and bandle.
the administrative detaila for Intermountain Research
Station'lI Research Work Unit 4151 at the Forestry Sci·
ences Laboratory, Bozeman, Montana, U.S.A. She hall had
involvement with numerous other ecientifie proceedings.
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Keynote Add.ress: International
Cooperation in a Global Environment
Jeff M. Sirmon
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And what an examination it has been. Over these past
20 years while I was doing my part to affect the soil, air,
water, forests, and minerals aD our domestic forest lands,
wise people, thank goodnesa, asked larger questions:
Where are the current trends in industrial production,
in energy use, in deforestation, in air pollution, in fishing
leading us1 What is our world to be like when we add
5 billion more people to this planet with all their animals,
machines, and consumption patterns and who are atriving
for two cars in every garage?

What an incredible time to be a part of the forestry and
natural resources world! A time when technology and science can be focused on the natural world in 80 many exciting ways, A time when people and institutions are beginning to grapple with the inextricable linkages between the
social, economic, and environmental dimensions of 8U8tainabiJity. A time when 80 many faceta of a subject can
be synthesized in ways never before imagined.
Just 8S exciting 88 the technical and scientific aspects
of forestry are the social and geopolitical changes taJcing
place all over the globe. Changes that have profound implications for our interests.
A new world order is emerging and it is, to a large degree, responsible for the collapse of the old system and
signifies the awakening to the perils of poverty and pollution. The new order demands attention to problema
around us in our world every day. The old orders centerpiece was national security and EastIWest polarity. The
new order shifts to concerns about environment and development that are more real and threatening than ideologies. The new issues revolve around a NortblSouth
axia-between the rich developed countries and the poor
developing countries.
Human enterprises have Quadrupled since World
War II-a span within my lifetimo>-and will quadruple
again by the middle of the 21st century. The ability of
people to change the face of the earth-through digging,
scraping, fishing, logging, building, chemicals, and other
t.oola-affecte nature to the degree that nature itself is
threatened. There are enough of us that we are currently
destroying important parts of the earth's ability to replenish and restore itself.
The poat..cold war period-that is, the new world orderseems to be characterized by a need for economic succesa,
environmental security, and international equity. As we
explore the meaning of these goals, we find they are undeniably interrelated. The road to Rio for the international
Earth Summit in 1992 was paved by people who saw
these problems in 1972 when the Brunt1and Commission
was established. The commission was sponsored by the
United Nations with a charge to examine the connection
between economic development and the environment and
to look at the question of intergenerational equity.

EARTII SUMMIT: PREPARATION
AND EXPECTATIONS
The preparation process for Rio was a public education
proce88 of unparalleled proportions. The ""tent of poverty, environmental degradation, pollution, and CODBWDption patterns was described worldwide, over and over.
Charges of who is to blame for the bad aituation and
who should shoulder the burden for changing the trends
have had extensive debate. The broad questions of equity,
who pays, sovereignty, and 80 forth, are at least being addressed and in fact (orm. the basis for the commitments
from Rio. It is of outstanding significance that the accords
that came out of Rio were an absolute and total consensus.
Every last paragraph, word, and punctuation mark were by
complete oonsensus of 180 countries.
The Earth Summit in Rio-more properly called the
U.N. Conference on Environment and Development
(UNCED)--wa8 a watershed event in the affairs of
humankind in our attempt to wrestle with the way we
conduct our businesa on this planet. The 180 countries
coming together, all struggling with the questions of
development, environment, and swvival, no one storming
away 88 if these were not appropriate subjects to address.
About 40,000 attendees and more than 8,000 journaJists.
And in the end, lI8 he~ds of state, more than have gathered at any time in history, either in preparing for war or
planning for peace. All these people spoke about and
made commitments to the social, economic, and environmental basis of 8ustainability. This event was not
insignificant.
The expectations from Rio were high. Expectations for
specific treaties on climate change and biodiversity; for a
wide-ranging statement of principles afforest conservation and managementi for an ambitious Agenda 21 with
900 pages of aignificant new international commitments
to better environmental behavior; and for new financial
resources sought by developing countries.
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WHAT THE EARTH SUMMIT
ACHIEVED
Achievement: Framework Convention on Climate
Change, in which 154 countries committed to decreasing
harmful levels of greenhouse gaBeS, developing national
action plans, and increasing scientific research and
monitoring.
Achievement: Convention on Biological Diversity, a
treaty that ad dresses the problems of species lost world·
wide with a commitment to national plans and conserva·
tion strategies. The United States' decision not to sign
was 8 subject of intense controversy and criticism. In
public relations terms we never recovered from it. Our
decision was not based on opposition to the conservation
elements of the agreement, which we support, but rather
on our financial and legal concerns ahout characterizing
biotechnology 88 unsafe and on how to deal with intellectual property rights.
Achievement: The Declaration of Principles on Forestry
and the advancement of our -Forests for the Future Ini·
tiative." These were in lieu of and by a firm foundation
for the President's proposal for a worldwide convention
on foresta. This initiative promotes sustainable forest
use. The United States made forests the top priority for
our entire delegation.
Achievement: Agenda 21. Perhaps the most remarkable
achievement of the conference, these 900 pages of action
plans were adopted by consensus by all 180 countries.
The pIans provide a blueprint for action for the 21st cen·
tury to move the world to sustainable development.
Agenda 21 addresses issues of protection of the atmospbere and oceans, guidelines for environmental impact
statements, toxic release inventories, public participation,
community right to know, safe drinking water, and many
others. A number of these ideas-such 88 community
right to know, toxic release inventories, and environmen·
tal impact statements-were championed by the United
States. Agenda 21 is an extraordinarily new consensus on
standards by which to measure the performance of gov·
ernmenta. No doubt the press, nongovernment groups,
and environmental ministries will mine these documenta
for ideas and will use them to hold governments and in·
dustry accountable for their actions for years to come.
Just as in the field of human rights, these declarations
will be a force to beat recalcitrant governments.
Achievement: The Rio Declaration, or the Earth Char·
ter. This declaration. a kind of-Stockholm Two," outlines
principles that blend the perapectives of both developed
and developing nations. In a broad sense the declaration
embodies t he general positive political emphasis that
UNCED put on environmental and development needs.
The -spirit" of UNCED was as important as the substance. The conference had far.ranging impacts beyond
the individual agreements cited. It significantly height-ened the environmental concerns worldwide and in effect
was a 14-day crash course in environmental education for
governments, heads of state, and citium worldwide. The

North and South Americas, Europe, and Japan received
saturating press coverage.
The U.N. conference in RIO marked the arrival of the
international environmental issue in terms of trade, en·
ergy, technology transfer, bilateral funding, multiJateral
organizational commitments, and structures. It launched
the environment as a major new consideration in foreign
policy.
Rio created a compelling rationale for cooperation be·
tween the North and South, including funding commit·
menta. It created a new basis for developing countries to
make demands on developed countries. AB traditional Be·
curity and strategic claims have waned after the cold war,
developing countries have begun to appreciate that they
have a new rationale for demanding concessions from
richer countries. How they use their forests and bum
fossil fuel, or whether they conserve species, all matter
to people in developed countries who will pay to influence
new policies.

WHAT DOES TInS MEAN FOR
FORESTRY?
What does this mean from a scientific standpoint? If we
are to have less pollution and more jobs (and that is the
bottom line), then there must be an unprecedented transformation to replace technologies deployed today in industries, agriculture, and forestry with ones that meet more
exacting environmental criteria. Further still, there must
be increases in new technology and changed thinking 80
that environmental imparities and ec:)nomic opportunities
can go hand in hand.
We must change our attitude about environmental pro·
tection from one of mitigating to one of careful planning.
We must change from a command and control system
of regulation that fosters adversarial relations between
industry reguJatora and environmentalists. We must
move from restrictions to incentives.
What this means for forestry, fust and foremost, is that
the forestry voice must be more effective in competing for
influence in policy and political arenas. Resources must
be increased and horizons broadened. One of the stron·
gest criticisms worldwide of forestry professionals is that
they are mostly trained in specialist forestry colleges and
are not exposed to the breadth of other disciplines that
commonly form the grounding of other professionals. How
do we prepare foresten to be leaders in resolving cross·
sectorial issues? When the major destructive forces to
foresta are consumptive patterns of the developed world ,
poverty in the developing world. and population growth
worldwide, how do we prepare people to be on the front line
in the search for solutions?
I was pleased witb the quick action tbe U.S. Government took following Rio in setting up a high·level policy
coordinating group to focus on the implementation of
Agenda 21 and other agenda items from Rio. A specific
task force has been set up that is cochaired by the Council
on Environmental Quality and the State Department. This
task force is a88isted by representatives from the original
negotiating U.S. team in Rio 88 well as (\ther planning

experts from all U.S. Federal agencies that have a part in
ca. rrying out the agreements. The Forest Service will 0:.
amine all of its programs in light of our Rio commitments.
In addition, the United States is committed to the
Forcflts for the Future Initiative, begun in the Bush Ad.
min istratio n. We continue to engage other partnera of industrialized nations and developing nations in laying the
groundwork for the eventual delivery of this initiative.
Other aClions prompted by our agreements in Rio or encouraged by the overall atmosphere surrounding UNCED
are;
• Make UNCED documents available electronically to
all employees of the Forest Service.
• Add an inte rnational dimension to the 1995 Re.
sources Planning Act Assessment and Program renecting the UNCED Secretary General's report on
"Conservation and Development of Forests," which is
an assessment of the threats to and the conditions of
the world 's forests.
• Interpret the relationships and response to the agree.
menta from Rio within ongoing programe. Describe
how we will put the intent of the Rio agreements in
operation.
• Toke an active role in promoting the spirit and substance of UNCED with national and international
communities of interest.
• Become more focused in our internationa1 activities
as we seek to arrest deforestation.
• Follow through with quality implementation of the
ecosystem management policy in our National
Forests.
• Establish the InternBtionallnstitute of Tropical For.
eat ry in Puerto Rico.
• Establish a siste r forest program in the Forest Service as a way to facilitate technology t ransfer.
• Make strong ties to UNCED for the Forests for the
Future Initiative projects and programs.

NO HIDING FROM SCRUTINY
Forest Service Ch ief Dale Robertson , during the Rio
conference, announced that the agency would change
policy to one of ecosystem management and would abandon clearcutting as a preferred silvicultural tool. The an.
nouncement was not solely for domestic audiences. The
ha~dwri ting is clearly on the wall. Any domestic forestry
PO~ICY ~hat. tends to be at odds with the principles agreed
to In RIO Wlll be examined in the international arena. No
matte r where it occurs in the world, the physical evidence
of forest policy, the evidence of poHution, and the evidence
of overuse and overexploitation can be communicated

worldwide inatantly. There will be no hiding from scrutiny by nations and interest groups within many nations.
In domestic debates, discussions of only a narrow part
offol'eetry h~ve unfortunately been interpreted widely
as representing our total forest policy. For example, the
question of cleaTCutting in our country is closely associ.
aled with the notion of deforestation. The question of
subsidies in trade have been linked to our discussions on
below-coet timber sales. The debates around spotted owl
a.nd other spec~e8 have been framed in a way as to question our commitment to maintaining biodiversity. Some
of our policies in fire management have been associated
with excess carbon dioxide emissions.
. The fact of worldwide scrutiny pD8eS an important questIon on bow we and the profession of forestry are going to
addre8tl policies and practices in a way that we can reach
resolution and gain 8Upport. This fact challenges the
leaderahip in our profession. However, several examples
I hav~ observed lead me to believe that we are capable of
focuslDg on resources globally. In preparing for Rio, I was
proud of the way our leaders in the pulp and paper indus~ry came together to pledge their commitment to managIng lands and natural resources in a quality environment
and in fact developed 8 set of principles to govern their
membera' behavior. And membera of the environmental
community are realizing that methods and tactics used
domestically in framing environmental issues do not, by
and large, fit the situation in developing worlds and that
the human factor in finding solutions to environmental
questions must be addressed. I hope such examples will
be a pattern in the future.
In closing, let me say that for my generation the East.
W~st confrontation was our formative experience. For my
children the cold war is only a fading memory. For their
futu.re, t~e Nort~.South cooperation will become a living
reahty Wlth envlronmentally sound development as its
central concern.
The new world order is demanding a higher priority for
our earth's stabilization, for proper care of the oceans, the
atmosphere, and the forests. We are one world, and our
interdependence is a fact.
Maurice Strong, Director General for UNCED, made
the statement that UNCED was the most important con.
ference in the history of humanity. Surely we should
heed the direction that comes from such a conference.
The actions from our Government and the actions of the
Forest Service should be strong and appropriate. We
should be aware of and sensitive to the power of expec.
tations that may be released in many different ways
throughout the world.
The road from Rio has been surveyed. Now it needs to
be paved with deeds and not just good. intentions.

Around the World with Larix:
an Introduction
Wyman C. Schmidt
Circling the globe at 60° N latitude, one is seldom out of
sight of Larix on the extended landm asses of Eurasia and
North America. Larch forests essentially encircle the Northern Hemisphere, stretchi ng from eastern Siberia westward
across Eurasia (but presently abse nt in Scandinavia), resuming in eastern North America and westward across the
United States and Canada to Alaska, where except for the
Bering Sea, they essentially reach our starting point back
in Siberia (fig. 1). But along that approximate 20,OOO-km
(12,OOO-mile) path, larch s plits into 10 species and numerous

va rieties and hybrids. These 10 species occupy a wide variety of ecological conditions and zones ranging from lowland
boreal to upper montane to upper subalpine conditions a nd

extend south to 25° latitude at high elevations and north to
75° latitude in the boreal lowlands.
Larches have been in the same general area for a long
time. Larch fossils recovered from sediments laid down in
the Oligocene to the Holoce ne eras have been described in
North America, Europe, and A~ ia . More species of larch
have already gone extinct than the 10 presently surviving
species. Fossil larch have been found in northern Canada,
Poland, Russia, Japan , a nd Al aska , U.S,A, Lepage and
Basinger (1991 ) li st many of the fossil species described in
the world literature and describe in detail excellent fossil
remains of Lanx all"bnreails found in the Can adian Arctic.
All 10 larches are in the genu s Larix, a deciduous needI*!leaf gymnospenn in the family Pinacea e. Although similar
in a ppearance. shade tolera nce, a nd deciduous character,
larch species do differ subst a nti ally ill ~ rowth , ability to
establish on diffe re nt s ubst ra t c~, and a bility to compete
success full y with associated .!'peci es. La rch's deciduou s
characte rist ic clea rly di stinguis hE:'!' the genu s from evergree n conife rs with wh ich it is 3 110fJSt al ways :hisociated.
Larches are th e excertion in th t: characterist icall) evergreen world of the northern boreal a nd mountain subalpine
forests of the northern he misphere. They possess morphological a nd physiological cha racteri stics that distinguish
them from their eve rgree n or dcciduous counte rparts a nd
likely provide them with unique establi shment and survi val
ad va ntages . But they do well in spite of their differences,
especi ally in adding t he di versi ty that is adva ntngeous to
associated fl ora and fa una . Acto:thetically. Larix species have
no rea l matc h in the evergreen world of te mpera te forest
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conifers. Their light green hues in the spring and summer, the gold in the fall, and the absence of foliage in the
winter are but a part of the chann that this unique genus
adds to its environs.
The 10 most commonly recognized larch species and their
general distribution are listed in table 1. In addition to
these 10 species there are a large number of subspecies and
hybrids where natural ranges of species overlap. Larch taxonomy has had little attention internationally. The last real
defini tive examination was over 60 years ago by Ostenfeld
and Larsen (1930). This is Teflected in the lack of total
agreement in the intemationalliterature about what consti·
tutes a Larix species or a subspecies, It is the age-old taxonomy discussion between the "splitters and the lumpers ."
Splitting the species into subspecies often makes biological
sense at t he local or regional level, but in the larger context
it makes generalizations difficult. For the purposes of this
introduction, generalization to 10 species is in order, but for
pape!"s within this proceedings, breakdowns into subspecies
and hybrids are described that certainly prove helpful in
relating to individual research activities around the world.
To more readily illustrate the magnitude of and differences
in Larix s pecies distribution, I have divided the northern
temperate zone into four geographic areas: North America,
Europe, Northern Asia, and Southern Asia (figs. 2 , 3 , 4 , 5),
Larix distributions shown here are only approxim a te and
are based on adaptations made from maps and narratives
from several sources. Most of the descriptions in the literature are in at least partial, but usually not total, agreement.
Good definitive information on exact ranges of the species
is just not available in some cases.
Species boundaries in North America a re relatively well
defin ed with practically no overlap between L. laricina, L.
occidenlalis, a nd L. lyallii (fig. 2). Although L. occidentalis
a nd L. lyallii occur in much the same geographic area, they
are usually elevationally separated by 300 to 500 m , Exceptions to thi s are noted in this proceedings.
Larix laricina forests a re by far the most extensive of the
three speci es in North America, stretching from the cast
to the west of Canada and into Alaska , U.S .A. Its largely
borea l ha bitat contrasts sharply with that of the upper
montane/subalpine habitat of L. occidentalis .
Only one species of Larix occurs naturally in Europe.
Larix decidua most commonly occurs in the s ubalpine habi tat of the Alps, but it also occurs in other areas of central
Europe (fig. 3 ), Different subspecies and varieties are commonly recognized there and are described in this proceedings,
Larix russica (often refe rred to as Larix sibirica) and L.
gm t linii dominate the Siberian forest landsca pe in Northern Asia, with L, russica to the west and L. gmelinii to the
east (fig. 4). Their major boundary is contiguous in a generally north-south direction for thousands of kilometers,

Figure 1-Natural range of the genus Larix throughout the World (adapted from KrOssman 1985),

Tlble I -The 10 commonly recognized spedes of larch with IhIir _allocation and ocoIogIcaI situation.
utlnnlme

Common_

EcoIogIcaI_

Larix occidenta/is

Western larch

Rocky and Cascade Mountains of U.S. and canada

Larix/yal1ii

Upper montane to
-subalpino

Alpine larch

Rocky and Cascade Mountains of U.S. and Canada

Upper subaIpIno 10
tImbortlne ocolOne

Larix laricina

Tamarack

_ o m and Lake Slates and AlasI<a in U.S.
and • _
belt completliy ""'oss Canada

Mainly borlal

Larix russica

Siberian larch

A_

Larix gme/ini;
(includes L. dahurica.
olg6nsls. cajanderi.
other subspecies)

AsIan larch

Eurasia east of the Siberian larch range

Larix mast9fSiana

Masters latch

Mountain areas in south China

Upper mon1ano to

Larixgriffithiana

Sikkimlardl

Himalayas in Nepal, Bhutan, Tibet and south China

High subaIpIno

belt In nor1I1em Russia and in Mongotia

Boreal to nor1I1em
timbertine
~to

nor1I1em
~mbertlne

_subalpine
Larix potaninH

Chinese larch

WeslomChina

High subaIpIno

Larix 'eptolopis

Japanese ""ch

Honshu, Japan

SUbalpinl

Larix dBcidua

European latch

Alps area in France, Swnzerland, Austria, Italy,
YugosJavia, Germany with scaHered areas in

SUbalpine

Romania, Czechoslovakia, and Poland

NORTH

AMERICA
EUROPE

Flgur.3-NaturaJ
range of Larix species

in Europe (adapled
from Ostenfetd 1930;

Gower and Ric:hards
1990; HoItmeiBf, this
prooeedings).

NorthemAsia
•
•
1II111i1111

UrI.IYI""
Lilt. oc:c:ldenllfll
Liri. la,lolnl

•

lIOO _ _ _ _ _

~-

F~ur. 2-Nalural range of larix species in North America (adapted from Johnston 1990; Amo 1990;
Schmidt and Shearer 1990).

and where their boundaries overlap L. x czelranowslti (=L.
rUSB~a x !J, gmelinii) is often recognized. Within the wide
range of L. gmelinii there are numerous regionally recognized subspecies or varieties 8uch 8S L. cajanchri in northeastern Siberia, L. olgensis on the east C08St of RU8sia and
down into Korea, L. principis·rupprechtii in Dortheaet
China, and L. Icurilensis a nd L. Iramtschatica on Sakhalin
I.land and Kamchatka. These are described in other papen within the proceedings.
Southern Asia accounts (or a wide variety of Larix species,
raJlIing from the montane conditions of L. mosttrriona in
lOuthwestern China to the high elevation (oreats of L. ,rif·
fithiana in Nepal, Bhutan, and Tibet, and L. potaninii in
lOuthwestern China to the island environment of L. lfptoifPi. on Honshu in Japan (fig. 5). Larix I7UUtfr, ialUJ
and L. lf ptolfpi& are unique, along with L. lyaJlii in North
America, in having limited, but important, ranges.
To the casual obeerver most LarD: species look eaaentially
the same, but their cone and needle chnracterUtics and particularly their ecolOj[ical niches 8eparate them. Some of
the8e characteristic; are iUultrated in figure 6.

For at least 200 years people have carried seed from one
continent to the other in hopes offmding the perfect Larix
species (or their &rea. As a result, plantations of introduced
Larix can be observed at many locations in the world, particularly in Europe and eastern North America (Krussman
1985). Genetics research, particularly with hybridization
objectiv~s, has been extensive. Some hybrids exhibit superior growth and survival characteristics, and some of that
information is presented in this proceedings.
The value of Larix forests for wood products, animal
habitats, water production, aesthetics, and other resources
is impressive, but the values vary tremendously by species
and ecological zones. These foreats harbor a wide complement o( (auna ranging from the moose to the mouae, the
bear to the shrew, and the eagle to the hummingbird, not
to mention the vast array of micro flora and fauna, aa yet
only generally comprehended. Many of these values and
ecological principles of this truly international genus are
dellCribed in this proceeding• .
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F~ur. 4-Natur~ r~e of Larix spedes in Northern Asia (adapted from Osten'eld and Larsen 1930: Gower and
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SOUTHERN ASIA

Figur. 8-This sori. . 01 pho1OB dopic1s some of Ihe

c:I1ar_

of Ihe _,Larix species.

Larix occldental/s

L. occidenlalis in a tall landscape scene in western Monlana. U.S.A.

A 15-year old L _talis in Ihe spacing study
on Coram Experimental Fores1, Montana, U.S.A.

FIgIn ~tural range 01 Larix species in Sou1hem Asia (adaplod from Ost_ and Larsen 1930;
Gower and Richards 1990; Wang, INs proceedings), The ar.. shown u rualciigme/irJR Is - . r.
I",ad 10 as L. x c z _ , and Ihe area in """'-1 China shown II L gnWnii is - . ret.....cr
10 as L principi$·~~I.
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A 300-year okt stand of L. occidentaJis on
Coram Experimental Forest, Monlana. U.S.A.
Latga Itees are about 40 m tall and neatly 1 m
in diameter.

An ovulate cone 01 L. occid8nld/is in the
eat1yspring.
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Larix Iysllll

Ovulat.~

of L. fyaJli;
and emerging folIage

in early spnng.
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• I

during tho

A stand of L. Jananaperiod on a
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lowland in Abwta•
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-- and of L. frallii, Carlton Ridge
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A planted L. Iyalli; seedling.
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Larix gmellnll

Larix russlcB

A 'an scene in an intermediat&-age stand of the subspecies L. ~. Valwtia. Russia.

A mixed species forest of larch, birch, and pine in the fall season

near Lake Baikal in Russia.
A vigorous young forest of L. gmelinfi in Korea.

A landscape showing an extensive forest o! L. gmeIinii in Kc::IrN.
A mature forest m the steppe area of

Mongot~.
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Larix m8stel .~iana

I .

A young vigorous stand of L. gm8linii in northeast China.

A branch/et and cone 01 L. mastersiana in south ·
west China.

A lace-like crown showing the drooping characteristic in a southwest China forest.
A stand 01

L. gmelini; adjoining an agricultural area in northeast China.

Larix potan/nll

Mature cones of L. potaninii
in southwest China.

A plantation of L. gmelinii. subspecies olgensis in
northeast China.

Establishing weather Instruments in a lor est of the
subspeCies L. olgensis in northeast China.
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Larix leptolepls

The Evolutionary History of the Genus
Larix (Pinaceae)
Ben A. LePage
James F. Basinger
characteristics, currenUy no f088i1 evidence exists to shed
light on the evolutionary origina of the genus Lariz. Considering the cloee morphologic:al comparison between fa.
sil and extant larches, it would seem likely that the origin
of the group ia to be found well before the Eocene and
moot probably in the CretaceoWi.
With recent additions to our knowledge off088il high.
latitude larches, including late Tertiary remains from
Ellesmere Island reported here, it is pouible to augment
the a.....menta of lePage and Baainger (1991a,b) of
larch phylogeny and phytogeqrraphy.

Abnract.---The genus Larix Miller, commonly known u the
larches or tamaracks, ia widely distributed serosa North America
Alia, and Europe and is a prominent. component of the boreal, •
montane, and subalpine foresla. The genus has 10 specie.: three
endemic to North America and Beven occurring in Alia and
Europe. Living larches appear to fonn two natural, morphologi.
ca1Jy distinct groups: the widely distributed .hort·bracted fol'ml
and the geographically more restricted long-braeted fon'DJI. Only
ahort.-bracted species are represented in the fOllsil record' the
ecologically distinct long-bracted forms as yet lack a C08lil record.
The Cossil record of Larix indicates that the genus haa long been
widely distributed throughout the high latitudes of North America
and northeastern Asia but reached Europe only in the Jut few
million years. Phylogenetic relationships of the genua Larix have
been interpreted.

A vigorous intermediate age stand in Japan.

A thinned intermediate age stand wIth a
heavy understory in Japan.

LarIx decidua

Intermediate age L. decidua in a mixed·
species stand of spruce and pine near
51. Moritz. Switzerland .

DISTRIBUTION OF LIVING SPECIES
Insight into the history of the larch.. can be pined by
study of the distribution of livinc specin. Ten species of
Lariz are recognized by Oatenfeld and Lanen (l930a,b)
and FaJjon (1990): three apeci.. endemic to North America
and seven to Asia and Europe (fig. 3). The North American
tamarack (Lariz /aricina [DuRoiJ K. KDch), and the Asian
Dahurian larch !L. 87M/inii Tun:zaninow) and Siberian
larch (L. sibirica Ledebour) are widely diatributed as
lowland·boreal to subarctic species. The remaining spe-cies are restricted geographically and pouibly environmentally to mountainous regioD8 (Little 1971; Takhtl\jan

The larches, deciduous needle-leaved members of the
pine family. are common components of the boreal, montane, and subalpine forests of North America, Asia, and
Europe. Larches, especially the more broadly distributed
boreal species, occupy a wide range of ecological habitats
that include early successional forests, open-boreal forests, bogs, treeline (altitudinal and latitudinal), fluvioglacial soils, talus slopes, and moraines (Farjon 1990;
Gower and Richards 1990). Larches are well adapted to
regions where climate io typically cold and the growing
season is short. Deciduousness, intolerance to shade, efficient nitrogen and carbon use, and the ability to become
established on poor soils enable larches to become pioneer
species in mixed-coniferous forests and the dominant species at treeline (Farjon 1990). Although present knowledge of ecological tolerance, interspecific competition, and
silvicultural practices is substantial, relatively little is
known about the evolutionary and phytogeographic history of the group.
With the discovery of Larix altoborealis LePage &
Basinger from early Tertiary deposits on Axel Heiberg
Island (fig. 1). the fossil record of the larches was extended
with confidence to the Eocene (fig. 2), and the evolutionary history of the genus was reevaluated and reinterpreted (lePage and Basinger 1991a). Although Farjon
(1990 ) allies Larix with Pseudolsuga and Colkayo within
the subfamily Laricoideae on the basis of numerous morphological, anatomica1 , cytological, and physiolOgical

1986).
Current distribution of larches supports three distinct
patterns of displacement. In North America, displacement appears to have occurred eaat-weat 8croaa Canada

Paper pre&ented at the Symposium on Ecology and Management of
IAri. Foreata: A Look Ahead , Whitefi sh . MT. U.S.A. . October 5-9. 1992.
Ben A. lePage ill with U1e Depart;uent of80tany. Univenlity of Alberta.
T6G 2E9, Canada. James F . Balinger il with the Department of~
logical Scienu 8, Univenlity orSaakatchewan. Saakatoon, Saakauhewan
S7N OWO. Canada.

Figure 1-Map of Canada showing the position
of Axel Heiberg (small. left) and Ellesmere (large.
right)
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to Korea . Small populations of Kurile larch (L. gmelinii
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and south along the Western Cordillera. In Asia. two patterns are clearly visible: one extends from northeastern
Russia along the eastern coast of Asia and into central
China; the other. from northeastern Russia into western
Russia and ce ntral Europe. These dispersal patterns are
referred to 8S the North American, the Southern Asian,
and the Trans-Eurasian (LePage and Basinger 1991b),
In North America, western larch (L. occickntali., Nuttall>
and alpine larch (L. lyaWi Parlatore) grow in the montane
and subalpine/treeli ne regions of the Cascade and Rocky
Mountains of southern Alberta and British Columbia,
northern Washington, western Montana, northeastern
Oregon, and Idaho. The distribution of tamarack extends
north and east of the Cordillera from northern Alberta to
ce ntral Alaska across Canada into Newfoundland, and
south into the Great Lakes region of the Northern United
States.
Along the Southern Asian route several species a~e .
found . Dahurian larch ranges from northeastern Sibena

var. olgensis (Henry] Ostenfeld & Syrach L.), Prince ..
Rupprecht larch (L. gmelinii var. principis.rupprechtu
[Mayrl Ostenfeld & Syrach L.l, and Japanese larch (L.
kaempferi (Lambert] Sargent) gTow in the Changbai
Mountains of Korea, Taihang Mountains of northeastern
China, and subalpine regions of the Japanese Alps in central Honshu, Japan, respectively. Southwest of Korea ,
small restricted populations of Masters larch (L. master·
siana Rehder & Wilson) and Chinese larch (L . potaninii
Batalin) occur as montane and subalpine species in the
mountains north and west of the Sichuan Basin in southwestern China. In the Himalaya Mountains of Tibet
and Nepal, Himalayan larch (L . griflithiana (Lindley &
Gordon 1Carriere) grows at high elevations, commonly
as a treeline species.
The Trans-Eurasian pattern extends across Russia,
where Dahurian larch (east) a nd Siberian larch (west)
occur as prominent components of the boreal forest . The
hybrid, L. x czeltanowsltii Szafer, occupies the region .
between the Lena and Yenisei rivers in central Russia,
where populations of Dahurian larch and Siberian larch
overlap (Farjon 1990; Ostenfeld and Larsen 193?a).
Siberian larch occurs as far west as Moscow, while
European larch (L . decidua Miller) is fo~d as a su~pine
species throughout the Alps and Carpathian MOuntalOS of
southeastern France, Switzerland, northern Italy, southern Gennany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, and northwestern
Yugoslavia. The apparent hybrid between Siberian larch
and European larch, the Polish larch (L. decid.u a ,va.r.
polonica [Raciborskil Ostenfeld & Syrach L.), ,sl"ru~d .
to a few hillsides in Poland. This suggests that the distnbution of Siberian larch and European larch was much
more extensive in the past.
The living larches fall into two morphologically disti~ct
groups. The widespread boreal species (tamarack, Dahunan
larch, Siberian larch) and the more restricted Eurasian
species (Kurile larch, Prince Rupprecht larch, European
larch and Polish larch) possess short, nonemergent bracts
and ~ppear to form a natural group. The remaining species-all restricted to montane and subalpine/treeline regions of western North America, Japan , and southeastern
Asia-possess long, exserted bracta and form a second apparently natural group. Although curTe~t dist~buti~n iI
instructive, interpretation of phylogenetic relatlons~ps
and the phytogeographic history of the larches reqwres
evidence from the fossil record .

THE FOSSIL RECORD
Although the fossil record of Larix is meager, cones,
wood, needles, and pollen have been reported from Tertiary sediments of North America and Eur asia (table I).
The discovery of Lari.Jc altoborealis , a short-bracted form
from Axel Heiberg Island of the Canadian Arctic Archi,.
pelago, was the first reliable pre-Oligocene record of w,ru.
It demonstrated that the genus was present, at least 10
North America, during the Eocene (figs . 4, 5. 8). Reports
of Larix. of Oligocene age <Blokhina 1984, 1985; Dorofeev
1970; Gladeokov and others 1991 ) and mass burials of
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Figur. 3-Generalized map of the world showing the gfobaI distribution of extant species of Larix. legend common and sciOf1bfoe names: (1) lamarack (LariK 1 _ [DuRall K. Koch) :
(2) Dahurian larch fL. gmeliniiTurczaninow); (3) Si:lerian larch
(L. sibirica ledebour): (4) weslom larch (L. _la/is Nuttall) :
(5) AIpme larch (L. /yal/ii Parlalor.): (6) Japanese larch (L.
kaempleri[Lamber11 Sargenl): (71 Kurila larch (L. 9m<Mniivar.
oIgensis [Mayrl 0s19t1leld & Syrach Larsen): (8) Prince R"-echt
larch (L. gmeliniivar. principis·rupprflChtii(Mayr) Oslenfeld &
Syrach l.); (9) Chinese larch (L. potaniniiBalaJin): (10) HimaJayan
larch (t. grilfilhiana [lindley & Gordonl Carr~.) : (11) Ma'I.. ,
larch (L. mastersiana Rehder & Wilson): (12) European larch
(t. docidlIa Mill..): (13) Polish larch (L. decidua var. p%nica
[Raciborskij OsIOf1leld & Syrach Larsen): (1.) CzekanowskJ larch
fL. :II czekanowskii Sufer). Map modifl8d aher LePage and
Basinger (1991a) and references therein.

0'

(fig. I ), although neither illustrated nor described, have
been assigned to L. groeniandii by Matthews and Ovenden

Larix in the Miocene of Russia (Piemenov 1986) demonstrate that Larix became a well-established foreat constituent in northeastern Russia by the late Oligocene
(fig. 10). During the Miocene, larches became widely distributed throughout the high latitudes of North America
and Russia, as well 8S Japan and the Rocky Mountains of
Western North America. Larches first appeared in Wes~
em Europe. however, only during the Pliocene (fig. 11J.
The known fossil record appears to consist entirely
of short-bracted species; long-bracted fossils have yet
to be found . Dorofeev (972) proposed that L. omoloica
Dorofeev was a long-bracted species closely a1lied to western larch. lePage and Basinger 0991a ) disagreed and
considered L . omoloica to be short-bracted. There was no
evidence of an exaerted bract provided in either the diagnosis or illustrated material of Dorofeev (1972), Bennike
(1990) suggests that L. groenlandii Bennike fr om the 2.0
to 2.5 miUion-year-old (Pliocene) deposits of Greenland i8
a long-bracted species, even though none of the recovered
cones possessed intact exserted bracts. Cones and needles
recovered from the late Neogene (Miocene or Plioce ne) of
western Ellesmere Island, Canadian Arctic Archipelago

(1990).

We recovered remains of larches from Neogene deposits
in the same general area sampled by Matthews and
Ovenden (1990) near Strathcona Fiord. Ellesmere Island
(79°29' N., 82°38' W.). We consider our fossils equivalent
to theirs and to the fossils described as L . grwniandii by
Bennike (1990). Examination of our Ellesmere Island
cones clearly shows that the bracts are short, commonly
half the length of the cone scales, and rarely approach but
never exceed the length of the cone scales (figs. 6, 7, 9).
Our observations agree with the illustrations and description of the cones provided by Bennike (199(}), but we disagree with his interpretation of the bracts. We consider
L . groenlandii to be a short-bracted species (figs. 6, 7, 9).
Undescribed larch cones, most like those of alpine and
Himalayan larch, associated with larchlike seeds and
needles from middle to late Eocene deposits in Idaho and
Nevada have been collected by D. I. Axelrod (unpublished
data , personal communication 1992). If these cones are
demonstrated to possess exserted bracts, they would then
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Flgur. 4-Cone of Larix a/toborga/is attached to a brachtoblast
(shon shoot) borne on a long shoot. USt85-4003. All specimens

Paleocene and Eocene (Berggren and Schnitker 1983;
McKenna 1972a, 1975; Talwani and others 1976; Thiede
and Eldholm 1983). The Beringian Route was an effective
floral and faWlal conduit between North America and
Asia Crom Albian time (about 100 million years ago) to
the late Tertiary (Coaney 1940, 1947; Hopkins 1967;
McKenna 1972b; Tiffney 1985a,b; Wolfe 1972, 1975).
The North Atlantic routes were apparently functional
and available to constituents of high-latitude forests during Eocene time. However, the larches and many of the
other plants represented in the early Tertiary of the
Canadian north are absent from the Paleocene and Eocene
fossil record of western Europe and England (Basinger
1991 ; Boulter and Kvai!ek 1989; Chandler 1961-1964,
1978). In fact, taxa 8uch as Larix., Picea, and Pseudolarix
do not appear in Europe until the Miocene and Pliocene
(KrauaeI1938; Laurent 1908; LePage and Baainger 1991b;
Madler 1939; Reid and Reid 1915; Szafer 1947, 1954). Al·
though the two North Atlantic routes appear to have been
available for the exchange of plant and animal taxa, the
tropical to subtropical climate of Europe during the Paleocene and Eocene (CoUinson 1983) appears to have been an
effective floristic filter. When European climate became
cooler in Miocene and Pliocene time, the North Atlantic
land routes had been destroyed by sea·floor spreading and
were no longer available.
The similarity in paleolatitude, climate, and vegetation
of the North American High Arctic and Siberian Beringia
(Basinger 1991; Chaney 1947; Spicer and others 1987)
and the past and present distribution of the short-bracted
larches provide good evidence that the larches used the
Beringian Route at least aa early as the Oligocene (LePage
and Basinger 1991b). In addition, the distribution pattern of the living long-bracted forms of Asia and North
America indicates that displacement occurred across the
Beringian Corridor prior to their climatic exclusion from
the high latitudes, and that the current clistribution pattern was prohably established by the late Tertiary.

are housed in the University of Saskatchewan PaleobotanicaJ Collection. Scale "" 5.0 mm, except where noted otherwise.
Flgur. S-Fasclcular needles of Larix altoborBaJis. US185·4001 .
Figura 6-A kmg shoot showing the attachment and arrangement
of brachioblasls and cones of Larix cf. L. grrJ8nland;; from Ellesmere
tsland. US597·5567.
FJgur. 7--Cone with attached brachioblast of Larix cf. L. 9fOfH11andii

from Ellesmere ISland. Note that the bracts subtending the cone
scales are visible (arrows) and that they are short and not exsened.
US597·5568.

Figure ~EM photo of Larix sltobofeaJis showing a well·preserved,
short bract subtending the cone scale. USt 84·SEM 45. Scale_

-

1.0mm.

4

Flgu•• 9-SEM photo 01 Larix ct. L groenlandii sI'owing • well·
preserved, short bract subtending the cone scale. US597·SEM 46.

Scale"" 1.0 mm.

-

6

-

7

represent the first occurrence of long·bracted larches and
confirm LePage and Basinger's (1991a) idea that the long·
bracted species diverged from the short-bracted species
early in their evolution.
The general absence of long-bracted larches in the f088il
record may reflect their adaptation to alpine habitats,
where chance of entry into the fossil record is remote.
The distribution of the living larches shows that the
short-bracted species commonly occupy habitats at lower
altitudes, where chance of preservation is greater.
The f088il record (table 1) indicates that the distribution
of Larix in time and space correlates with the spread of
coniferous vegetation in the circumboreal high latitudes
during the mid- to late Tertiary (Le Page and Basinger
1991b). Report. of larches from the Pliocene of Greenland
(Bennike 1990) and late Neogene of the Canadian Arctic
(Fyles 1990; Hills 1975; Matthews and Dvenden 1990,
this report) and Alaska (Hopkins and others 1971; C. N.
Miller, personal communication 1992) indicate that the
larches persisted throughout the North American high
latitudes probably until the onset of Pleistocene continental glaciation less than 3 million years ago. The distribution pattern of the fossils further illustrates an apparent
absence of Larix from Svalbard, Iceland, and Europe during Eocene, Oligocene, and Miocene time.

TAXONOMIC AND PHYLOGENETIC
CONCLUSIONS
Identification of living larches is based on a whole-tree
concept. That is, recognition of significant features such
as the shape of the tree, the shape and pubescence of newgrowth shoots, the morphology of the needles, arrangement of stomates, the form of the bracts, and the size and
shape of the cones. However, it is largely on diagnostic
features of the seed cones that species description, classification, and identification are based. Nevertheless, problems arise with the use of some cone features for taxonomic purposes. LePage and Basinger (1991a) suggest
that intraspecific variability of features such as cone size
and shape and details of the cone scale margins may
make reliable species determinations difficult.
The bracts subtending the cone scales posse68 reliable
intraspecific morphological consistency and may be considered diagnostic for living larch species, L. altoborealis
(LePage and Basinger 1991a) and our Ellesmere Island
cones. Although most of the fossil cones reported (see
table 1) are similar in form to L. altoborealis and may

PHYTOGEOGRAPHY
During the Eocene, three land bridges were available
to high-latitude floras and faunas for exchange between
North America, Asia, and Europe (fig. 10). The DeGeer
Route (McKenna 1972a) was an important land bridge
that extended between North America and Fennoscandia
(the ancient Scandinavian Peninsula) throughout the
Paleocene and Eocene. The Thulian Route, via south
Greenland to Europe, is thought to have existed as a series of islands along the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge during the
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Teble1-fossil record of the genus Larix'

Typo 01_10
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Source

Nmh AmorIco
Larix aJtoborea/is LePage & Basinger
Larix aItoboreaJis LePage & Basinger

Ecoene
Ecoene

LePage and Basinger 19918
Bustin 1982

Larix gn>enIandii Bannike
Larixsp.
Larixsp.

Pliocene
Pliocene
Pliocene
Pleistocene

Basinger. unpublished; MaHhews and Ovenden 1990
Manhews and Ovenden 1990
Manhews and Ovenden 1990
Manhews and Ovenden 1990

X

Larlxsp.

Pliocene

Manhews 1987a. b; Matthews and Ovenden 1990

Unrepa<1od

Larixsp.

Miocene

Manhaws 1987b; Matthews and Ovendan 1990; Fyies 1990

Laricioxylon oocidIIntaJoidBs Roy & Hills

Miocene
MioIP1iocene
MioIPIiocene
Miocana
Pleistocene

Roy and Hills 1972; Matthews and others 1986
Manhaws 1987b; Manhaws and Ovondan 1990
Manhaws and Ovondan 1990
Hills 1975; Mat1hows 1987a; Mat1hows and 0...-.1990
Matthews and 0 - . 1986
Matthews and 0...-. 1990
Matthews and 0...-. 1990
Kuc 197.; Matthews and others 1986

I . Axel H_g Island

Geodetic Hills ~a~
Geodetic Hills 'tJ-

X
X

2. Ellesmere Island

Strathcona F"lOI'd
Makinson Inlet
IsacI1sen LocaIiIy
WoIfValloy

X
X X
Unrepa<1od
Unrepa<1od
Unrepa<1od

3. Meighan Island

Unnamed

• . Prince Palricl< Island

Green Bay and Ouvaney

5. Banks Island

Balast Brook
Balas! Brook
Balas! Brook
Duck Hawl< Bluffs
Duck Hawl< Bluft'
Duck Hawl< Blutfs
west River
Wor1hPoinl

X
X
X
X X X
Unrepa<1od
Urvepa<1od
X

X

X

X

KapKebonhavan

X

X

X

8. YuIoDn TorriIorY

Bluafish_
Ch'ijee's Bautf

X
X

X

o.von Island

9. _

-

10. U.S.A.

11 . Russia

12. Japan

_Btutt

X
X

lzoIa Camp Mine
Cone Btutt. Niguanak
Nor1h Slope
Kugruk Rw.. FISh Creek
I..osI Chid<an Mine

X X
Unrepa<1od
X
Unrepa<1od
Unrepa<1od
X
X
X

Nevada
Nevada

Idaho
Siziman Bay
Siziman Bay
Primor'ye
Mammoth Mountain
Mammoth Mountain
BoIChiRw.
Aldan
BotohiRiv...
Botchi River
KortBay
AlaxandrOYSky Log
Kamchalka

HokI<aido

X

X
X
X

X

Europo

X
X

Larixsp.

X
X
X

Miocene

Larixsp.
Larix Iaric;in.

Miocene
Pleistocene

Larixsp.
Larix _ _ Bannike

Miocana

Omar and

Pliocene

Bennike 1990

Larix sp.
Larix_Lsp.

Pliocene
Pliocene
Pliocene

SchwogarI987

Miocene
Pliocene
Pliocene
Pliocene
Pliocene

Hopkins and 0 - . 1971 ; Manhaws 1987b; _ a n d 0...-. 1990
Matthews 1987b; Mat1hows and 0...-. 1990
Matthews 1987b
Matthews and Ovondan 1990
Matthews and 0...-. 1990

Miocene
Miocene
Miocene

Wolf. 1984
Axelrod 1991
Axelrod 1984

OIigoceoe
OIigoceoe
Miocana
Miocene

B&okhina 1985
Biokhina 1984
Piemenov 1986. 1990
Dorofeev 1969
Oorofeev 1969
Akhmetiev 1973
Dorofeev 1972
Akhmetiev 1973
Akhmetiev 1973

Larix minutlI
Larix minutlI. L sp.
LarixSp.
Larixsp.
Larixsp.
Larixsp.

Larix _

NuIIaII

Lariooxylon jsrnro/8nl<Oi IIIoktina
Lariooxylon shillrinao IIIoktina

Larix primoriansis_
Lanx omoloica Ooroteev
Larixsp. 1. 2
Larix 8delsteinii Akhmetiev
Larix omoloica Dorofeev
Larix schmidfiana (Palabin) _ _

Miocene
Miocene

0-.

1987

Matthews 1987b; ~ 1987; _

and 0...-. 1990

Matthewsl987b; ~1987 ; _ando...-.I99O

X
X
X
X

Larix sp. 1. 2
Larix praob<ajBnsi<yi KtysIrtofovich
Larixsp.
Larix sp. 1- 5

Miocene
Mkxene
Miocana
?Miocene
OHgocene
Oligocene

X

LarixSp.
Larix onbataansis Tanai & Onoa

Pleistocene
Miocene

SuzUki 1985
lanai and 0008 1961

Larix ligulara Slafer

Larix europa" Lam. & DC. foss. Gay!. & KlrI<.

Pliocene
Pliocene

Szafer 1947
Szater 1954

Pliocene

Reid and Reid 1915

Pliocene

Laurent 1908

X

Onbara

Latixsp.

Larix churchi_Larix cassiIIIIlJ Axatrod

X
X
X
X

Larixsp.

Larix c!. om%iCa Dorof.
Larix c!. om%iCa Oarol.

X

Haughton-

7. Grenand

8.

Larixsp.

Kryshlofovich 1982

Doro!... 1970
Gladenkov and others 1991

Kr_ _
X

13. Poland

Czorsz1yn

X

1• . Nelher1ands

Row...

X

?Larix europa" DC.

15. France

Iliac

X

Larixsp.
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represent the same clade or species, incomplete deecri~
tions (for example. Dorofeev 1972; Hills 1975; Hopkins
and others 1971j Matthews and Ovenden 1990) make it
difficult to include this material in the interpretation of
systematic relationships among larches.
On the basis of features of the seed cones of both foeail
and living larches and past and present distribution patterns, we propose phylogenetic relationships among the
larches as indicated in the dendrogram of figure 12. The
larches form two long-distinct groupe: one poeeesaing
ahort bracts, the other po88e88ing long braw. As indi·
cated by the dendrogram, we propose a common ancestry
prior to Eocene time.
It seema evident that late Tertiary climatic change has
ilOlated members of each group into separate North
American and Asian lineages. The distribution and diver·
sity of the Southeaat AIIian long·bracted species suggest a
long evolutionary history and isolation.
Th. pootg\acial reestablishment of widespread boreal
foreets hu obecured late Tertiary patterns. Nev.rthel....

Flguo9 ll-Generalized paIoogoographic reconstruction of tho Northern Hemisphere for the
~ showing the disbibu1ion of fossi
_
and the Beringian eorr.dor (1). Legend

as in ligur. 10.

the similarity in cone morphology between L. altoborealis,
L . omoloica. and L. B"",nlandii suggeots these taxa probably belonged to a clooely related group that was widely
distributed in space and in time. The remarkable similar·
ity in cone morphology between L. g~nlandii and some
of the cones of L . gm~linii that we have examined sug·
geets that L. gmelinii is moat closely related "' these an·
dent larches, while L.lari.cina, and perhaps other shortbracted fonns, may be more recently derived and a
product of Pleistocene glacially induced provincialism.
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FIg~"12-Proposod pIIyfogony for Lanx. Tho Ian:has are divided inIo I'M> mooplOJfogic:al,
distinct groups; II10se spocios with bracts that are nono_ and those with tnds e _
Suggested is an oarfy divergence of
and tong-bracIod spocios. Tho spocios
.
with., groupo ate fur1h« divided. in pan. on tho basis of fhoit ~ _ _ (that is.
Nor1h America or Eur.... ). extornaJ morphological foafufoo of c:onos the fossil _
and
..-m disfrillutions (rnootiod after LePage and Basinger 1991.). •
•
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Larix occidentalis: a Pioneer
of the North American West
Wyman C. Schmidt
Raymond C. Shearer
in the United States and the province of Britieh Columbia
in Canada (fig. 1). On a geologic time scale, it may have
had a wider distribution, particularly in relation to the
numerous glaciations of the past. Although some western
larch have been observed eaot of the Continental Divide,
for all practical purposes larch occurs almost uelusively
west of the Continental Divide in the Columbia River
drainage.

Abnraet.-Weatem larch (Lam occid~ntalia) itt truly a pioneer
in the mountains olthe Western United Statea and Canad•.
Major disturbances such 88 fire, harveating, and seedbed preparation. with pre&eribed fire or ecarification provide the moet (avorable conditione for western larch eetablilhment. Like moet

seralepeciel.lareh regenerate. belt and grow. moat rapidly with
little or no .bade or vegetative competition. Western lan:h illonglived, iI the largest of the world'alarchea, and i. one of the moat
productive timber species in the Mountain Weat of North America.
Lan::h fOl'el!lta respond well to management and are the 80urce of
a wide variety ofre80urcea such 88 water, wildlife habitat, wood

Climate
The temperature where western larch thrives is relatively cool, averaging 7 °C (45 OF) annually but rBIIging
from 41°C (106 OF) to ~7 °C HI4 OF) (Schmidt and others 1976). Extremes of -46 -c (-50 OF) have been recorded
in valleys of Montana where larch occurs. Annual maximum temperatures average 29°C (84 OF) and minimums
-9 °C (15 OF). The May through Auguot growm, period averages about 16°C (60 OF). Frosts can occur any month
of the year but the froll~free period usually averages from
60 to 160 days-a big variation from year to year.

producu, recreation, and eathetiea. Insed: and disease probleme
with larch are minimal.

BLANK PAGE

When we in North America think of pioneera. we may
picture people in covered wagons heading across the prairies to start a new life. Western larch has similar pioneer
characteristics. For thousands of years larch followed the
advances and retreats of the glaciers that blanketed the
valleys and mountains of much of the inland west of North
America.
Glaciation is one of the most dramatic, albeit slow,
events shaping the land and leaving in its wake a moonscape of glacial debris largely devoid of flora and fauna.
Volcanic fallouts can have much the same effect on the
landscape, leaving it mostly bare and receptive to pioneer
species especially adapted to those conditions.
Western larch is one of those pioneers in the Mountain
West of North America. It establishes before the land is
fully occupied by more shade-tolerant competitors. Fire
is an integral part of larch ecology following the primary
succession. Most fires leave a mosaic of dead and surviving trees and other vegetation in larch forests, providing
favorable seedbeds for larch seedling establishment.

Larix occidentalis
(Western Larc h)

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF
WESTERN LARCH
Range
Western larch occurs naturally in the Upper Columbia
River Basin of Montana, Idaho, Washington, and Oregon
Presented at the Sympoeium on EcoIOl)' and Manqement orLan.
Foreate: A Look Ahead, Whitefiah, MT, U.S.A October 6·9, 1992.
Wyman C. Schmidt (retired) ia (ormer Project Leader and Research
Silvieulturial (now ScientiBt Emeritua), Intermountain Re:w!arch Station,
Forelt Service, U.S. Department o( Agrieulture. He waa at the F01'Ht Sci·
enen Laboratory, Montana State Univefllity, Bouman, MT 69717.()278,
U.S.A. Raymond C. Shearer il Research Silvirulturilt, Intermountain
Research Station, located a t the Foreltry Scienru Labonltory, P.O. Boll
8089, MislIOula, MT 69807, U.S.A.

Flgure1-NaturaJ range of western larch.
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The Pacific Ocean strongly influences the inland West
and results in a semimaritime climate, particularly west
of the Continental Divide where western larch occurs
(USDA Forest Service 1965). Most of the precipitation that
occurs in the range of western larch comes inland from the
Pacific. Annual precipitation averages about 760 mm (30
inches), with 710 mm (28 inches) in the north and 810 mm
(32 inches) in the southern part of its range. Extremes
recorded in precipitation are 460 mm (18 inches) and
1,270 mm (50 inche.). About 20 percent of the precipitation falls during the May through August growing season.
As a result, July and August usualiy have long periods of
hot and dry weather with low humidity and high evapora·
tion rates. Lightning stonos that start fires are common
in late summer. Snow blankets these forests for most of
November to April, account;ng for over half of the total
preCipitation.

slopes. Normally. western larch seeds produced in mature
stands are distributed up to about 250 m (820 ft.), but major frontal winds can carry seeds much farther - the exact
distance is unknown . MOBt seeds are distributed within
100 m (328 It) from the .eed 80urce (McCaughey and othere 1986).
We!ltern larch is one of the best seed producers in the
Mountain West with good crops at about 5·year intervals
and fair to poor crops in the intervening yearB. Good crops
can occur in succeeding years, but longer periods between
good crops are usual. There is a ratio of 1:1 of good and
fair to poor crops, so over the longer period about half the
years will produce adequate seed for prepared seedbeds.
Over 1.2 million seeds per hectare (500,OOO/acre) have
been measured in areas adjacent to timber edges of mature tree. (Shearer 1959).
However, in some areas within the range of larch,
particularly in western Idaho and central Oregon and
Washington, successive poor seed crops that resulted in
regeneration failures have been observed. The cause of
these seed crop failures has been studied and determined
to be due to late season frosts in the spring when stamiDate and ovulate buds are vulnerable.
Cone production is strongly related to crown size of
healthy mature trees, because cones are produced throughout the crown (Shearer 1986). Cones are produced on
trees as young as 8 yean, but trees do not usually start
producing significant amounts of cones until they are over
50 years old. Tree8 ('ver 500 years old have been observed
with heavy cone crops.

Soils
Most soils supporting western larch are in the taxonomic
orders of Incepti80ls and Alfisols with some Spadoaols at
upper elevations (Schmidt and Shearer 1991). Glaciation
and volcanic deposits of ash from the volcanoes of the Cascade Mountains have greatly influenced soil properties of
these foresta. Loess deposits are common in some areas.
Most of the soils where western larch predominates are
in the great group. Cryoboralf, Cryochrept, and Cryandept with some in the Eutrobralf and Eutrochrept. Mean
annual soil temperatures are 5 °C (41°F) at 51 cm (20
inches).
Deep, well·drained soils are most suitable for western
larch growth. Most of these soils developed over glacial
till, alluvium , or colluvium with volcanic ash usually incorporated into the surface horizons.
Western larch, like its relative alpine larch (Larix lyalW),
has the ability to grow on coarse talus substrates with essentially no soil material near the surface. Larch is superior to its evergreen associates in this regard .

Seedling Establishment

Topography
Western larch grows on steep mountain slopes 88 well
on flat valleys and gentle topography. On the southern
portion of its range larch is conspicuously absent on the
hot-dry exposures of south-facing slopes while its light
green hues often make up the majority of the tree canopies
on the adjacent northern exposures. At the northern limits of its range larch occupies al1 exposures.
88

Seed Production
Western larch is monoecious with staminate and ovulate conea distributed throughout the crown. Both are
distinguishable from vegetative buds and 8S a result can
be detected in the fall, nearly a year before they mature.
A15 a result, potential cone crops can be measured with
some degree of accuracy. Cones mature in late-August
and September and their winged seeds are commonly
dieaeminated by warm-dry thermal slope winds (Shearer
1959). Aa a result, aeed. can be di.tributed uphill by
thermal winds generated in the warm valleys and lower
34

some shade is tolerated in the initial germination and first
year or two following establishment, larch development is
severely restricted by shade after that. Usually it will not
survive heavy shading for long periods.
Ecological classifications developed within the range
of western larch are based on climax tree and undentory
species (Pfister and others 1977). Larch is not climax. in
any oft~e forest series or habitat types. However. it is
a long-lived early succcsaional species in the Douglas-fir,
grand fir (Abies grandis), .....tern redeodar (Thuja plicota), we.tem hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), and subalpine fir potential climax types. So, larch spans a wide
range of moisture and temperature gradients with mois.
ture being limiting at the lower elevations and temperatures limiting at the higher elevations.
Figure 2-These g·year·o!d westem larch in
faU color regenerated naturaHy on an area that
had been clearcut and subsequenlly prescribed
bumed . Seed from the adjacent larch forest
dispersed throughout the harvested alea.

Associated Flora and Fauna
Western larch forests typically have rich understories
ofherbaceoua and .hrub layere (P/i.ter and othere 1977).
For example, on one 40-ha (lOO-acre) study area, 10 conifer, 21 .hrub, and 58 herbeoua .peci.. were noted (Schmidt
1980). Shrubs included .peci.. of Ac.r, Ainu., Amehmchier,
Physocarpus. Rubus. Symphoricarpos, Vaccinium, Salix,
and others. Herbs included species of Aralia, Arnica,
Calamagrostis, Clintonia, Epilobium. Linnaea, Xerophyllum , and others. Species composition and density oflarcb
forest u~derstories vary 'DY ecological habitat. They also
renect different productivities of sites.
Larcb forests provide food and cover for a wide range
of fauna ranging in size from the moose <Alees alees) to
the deer mouse (Peromyscus manicuiatis). Some ofthe
most impres.sive animals such as elk (Cervus canadensis),
deer (Odocoilus .p.), grizzly bear (Ursus arctos horribilis)
are commonly associated with larch forests. Recent studi~s of birds and their habitat preferences are shedding
hght on how management practices can be used to enhance diversity of bird species such as the cavity nesters
(McClelland and othere 1979; Tobal.ke 1992). For example, .nag. of old-growth larch are key habitat for cavity
nesting bird. (fig. 3).

the season of germination coincide. Up to 100,000 trees
P€:' hectare (40,OOO/attes) have been observed on some
s.ites. (Schmidt 1966). More commonly. natural regeneration 18 about one-fourth of that, but even this rate of stocking is enough to inhibit growth of individual trees as the
!oung stands develop. Even without mechanical thinning
10 these yo~g stands, the individual tree8 will eventually
e..yress dommance; however, because oflarch shade intolerance, tree mortality will be high. Also, the dominant
trees can be severely suppressed in both height and diameter when stocking is heavy.

Seedling e.tablishment vividly illu.trateo the pioneering
nature of western larch. Assuming a seed source, larch is
one of the first conifers to occupy disturbed sites. Historically, glacial retreats and wildfire produced the raw seedbed conditions that favored larch seed germination and
seedling survival. At that time nutrients and water are
most available, and competition from associated vegetation is at its lowest level. Other species also benefit by
those seedbed conditions, but larch both requires and
capitalize8 on these conditions. High seedling survival
and rapid initial development are the result. Larch overtops its associated 8pecies in height at this time, and it
maintains this height growth advantage for about the
fint century of its life.
Harvest cutting followed by prescribed burning or some
type of site preparation such as scarification also creates
the conditions needed for this pioneer species (Shearer
1980). The biological requirements of larch are most effectively met with harvest cuttings such as clearcutting,
shelterwood, or seed tree. These, however, have to be accompanied by site preparations such as prescribed burning that prepares a mineral soil seedbed-essentially the
same as historically provided by wildftre or other natural
phenomena (fig. 2).

Western larch always grows in association with other
conifers-up to 10 conifers in the same general area have
~~. observed. Of these, Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga men.
zlE'su) an~ lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), Engelmann
spruce (Ptcea engelmannii), and subalpine fll' <Abies lasio.
carpa) are t~e DJost common associates of larch throughout much of lts range. Ponderosa pine (Pinus poncUrosa)
is a common associate on the drier sites, particularly in
the southern part of its range.
Larch and lodgepole pine grow fa.te.t in height of any
of these associates, with Douglas-fir about half, and Engelmann spruce and subalpine fir about one-fourth the rate
of those two species for the initial 30 to 40 years (Schmidt
1969). At about age 50 lodgepole pine .low. and larch e.ceeds it in height.
Western larch and its associates express different levels
of shade tolerance with larch the most intolerant of shade
followed by lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir, Engelmann spruce,'
and subalpine fll'.

Stocking

Sera)

Western larch commonly overstocks when good seed
crops, adequate aite preparation, and favorable weather

Western larch is seral in all forest series and habitat
types because of ita extreme intolerance of shade. Although

Composition

Insects, Diseases, and Animals
We.tern larch i. relatively free of .ignificant damage
from insects and diseases. Although there are many insects and diseases that can adversely affect larch seed
production and tree growth, their effects are less pronounced on larch than on the associated species (Schmidt
and Shearer 1991). There have been population flareup.
of.sever~l. msects such as the larch sawfly (Pristiphora
eru:hsonu), ~arch bud moth (7Airaphera improbana), budworm (Cho"sto""ura occidentalis) (Fellin and Schmidt
1967), and larch caoebearer (Coleophora laricolla ), but
they are usually short-lived and result in little or no mortality. ~rch casebearer, a defoliator, was aCCidentally introduced mto western larch forests in the 1950's and soon
spread rapi~ly throughout most of the range of larch, severely reducing growth and threatening larch aurvival.
However, biolOgical control utilizing parasitic insecta suc.
cessful1y controlled the larch casebearer to where it ia no
longer considered a problem - a real succeas story.
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a seed crop to regenerate the receptive seedbeds. Younger
seedlings, saplings, and poles of larch have thinner bark
and are readily killed by fire .
Many old western larch stands have survived numerous
flJ"es. Fire frequencies in the past varied widely in larch
forests . On the lower, drier sites o(Jarch, flJ'es of low intensity generally occurred at about 30 to 50 year interva1s. On the higher, wetter sites, fires were far less frequent, but when they did occur they were often of stand
replacement intensity. Sometimes these old-growth stands
al80 have a small component of older trees, survivors of
the atand-replacing wildfire . An old stand of larch near
Seeley Lake, Montana , had a tree with 915 growth ringe
mg. 4). Some of the.. old larch have reached up to 2.3 m
(90 inchea) diameter at breaat height and over 45 m (150 It)
in beight. More commonly, though, larch matures at 30
to 50 m (100 to 150 It) tall.
AB a result of fire or other major disturbance, young
larch atanda are uaually even aged (Schmidt 1981). To
survive, larch must maintain the dominant position in the
stand. If overtopped by other trees, larch will grow alowly
and will usually die. This characteriatic largely dictatea

Figure ~ fires in westom latch oearty
a/wa~ leave soma remaining trees to reseed
the area. Snags that reso.. from these fires
often remain standing for many y~ this

case 60 Yoar&---i>I'oviding porch sitos tor raplors and sites for cavity nesting birds.

Dwarfmiat1etoe (Arceulhobium IariciB) ia the moat aig·
nificant dieealle-e&uaing parasite aflarch, and it can result in 8ubstantial growth redUctiODS where infection lev-

els are high. Proper management practices can largely
eliminate dwarfmiat1etoe infections, but unfortunately
8uch management ill often not poaible on large areu of
public forest landa due to competing uses and VI'lUe8. The

the choice of stand mRnagement practices. Western larch
has to be kept in a dominant position in t he stand to perform near its potential.

Schmidt, Wyman C. 1966. Growth opportunities for young
western larch. Res. Note 1NT·50. Ogden, UT: U.S. De·
partment of Agriculture, Forest Service, Intermountain
Forest and Range Experiment Station. 4 p.
Schmidt, Wyman C. 1969. Seedbed treatments influence
seedling development in western larch (orests. Res. Note
[NT·93. Ogden, UT: U.S. D" partment of Agriculture,
Forest Service, Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station . 7 p.
Schmidt, Wyman C. 1980. Understory vegetation reapon..
to harvesting and residue management in a larchlfl.r
forest. In: proceedings; symposium on environmental
consequences of timber harvesting in Rocky Mountain
coniferous fore8ta. Gen. Tech. Rep. INT·90. Ogden, UT:
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Foreat Service,lnter·
mountain F·Jrest and Range Experiment Station:
221·248.
Schmidt, Wyman C. 1981. Effects of fire on nora: foreata
of the Rocky Mountain Weat. Gen. Tech. Rep. WO·16.
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, For·
est Service: 11· 16.
Schmidt, Wyman C.; Gourley, Mark. 1992. Black bear.
In: Silvicultural approaches to animal damage management in Pacific Northwest forests. Gen. Tech. Rep.
PNW· 287. Portland, OR: Pacific Northweat Research
Station: 309·331.
Schmidt, Wyman C.; Shearer, Raymond C. 1991. Larix
occidentalis Nutt.: western larch. In: Bums, RU8Sell M.;
Honkala. Barbara H., tech . coords. Silvics of North
America: Volume 1, conifers. Agric. Handb. 654. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service: 160·172.
Schmidt, Wyman C.; Shearer, Raymond C.; Roe, Arthur L.
1976. Ecology and silviculture of western larch forests.
Tech. Bull. 1520. Waahington, DC: U.S. Department of
Agriculture. 96 p.
Shearer, Raymond C. 1959. Weatem larch Heed diapersal
over cJearcut blocks in northwestern Montana. Montana
Academy of Science, Proceedings. 19: 13()"134.
Shearer, Raymond C. 1980. Regeneration eatabliahment
in response to harvesting and residue management in
a weatern larchlDouglaa-fir forest. In: proceedings; symposium on environmental consequences of timber harvealing in Rocky Mountain coniferous fore8ta. Gen. Tech.
Rep. 1NT·90. Ogden, UT: U.S . Department of Agricul.
ture, Forest Service, Intermountain Fortlt and Range
E.periment Station: 24~269.
Shearer, Raymond C. 1986. Cone production on Douglasfir and weltern larch in Montana. In: Shearer,
Raymond C., compoProceedings - conifer tree seed
in the Inland Mountain West sympoeium; 1985 August
5-6; MiaBOula, MT. Gen. Tech . Rep. 1NT·203. Ogden,
UT: U.S . Department of Agriculture, Foretlt Service,
Intermountain Research Station: 63-67.
Tobalske, Bret W. 1992. Evaluating habitat suitability
using relative abundance and Oedging succe8S of rednaped .. psuckeMl. The Condor. ~ : 55()..553.
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 1965.
Silvia offoreat trees of the United Statea. In: FoweUs,
H. A., compoAgric. Handb 271. Waahington , DC: U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 762 p.

CONCLUSIONS
The key to larch s uccess lies in the regeneration process (fig. 2). Openings in the forest canopy for adequate
light, m ineral soil seedbeds for optimum seed germination
and seedling survival , and reduced competition for light,
water, and minerals are the primary elements governing
the success of larch establishment and subsequent development. These conditions have h istorically been met
through wildfires, in many ca~es massive conOagrations.
Fire still plays that role in areas such as those designated
as wilderness areas.
In areas where management for 8 variety of resources
is practiced , the regeneration requirements for larch and
its associated species can be effectively met through harvesting and subsequent preparation of adequate seedbeds.
The use of prescribed fire is strongly encouraged for preparing seedbeds, but mechanical site preparation methods
are sometimes required.
In some cases, harvest cuttings are precluded or must
be greatly modified to meet specific management objectives. Exclusion of some or all of the above silviculturaJ
options will also likely exclude western larch. Ecological
requirements dictate that western larch play the pioneer
role or it will not play at all.
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Ecological and Geographical Distribution
of Larix and Cultivation of Its Major
Species in Southwestern China

The distribution map of Larix in southweste", China
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and beautiful grains. The timbers are rot resistant and
can be used for building, bridge construction, manufacturing of boats and vehicles. and making electric poles. sleepers and pillars, and also as fine material for making furniture and for the woody cellulose industry. Their bark can
be used to produce tannin enract and seeds to express oU.
During the growing period. their crowns are light green
and very beautiful. They are also the ornamental trees to
make the landscapP.s where they grow much more wonderful.
As for Sect. Multiseriales Patschke there is one variety
and six species in China of which one variety and five species occur in Southwestern China. They are:

A.betract-Aa for the Sect. Multilerialea Pat.echke of Lariz, there
are onl! variety and six epedes in China. This paper presenta the
suitable ecological environments of the onl!! variety and five apecles. Those plants, being photopbilotla, bygrophilous , cold reeia·
tant, highly adaptable, faat growing, and with their timber of good
quality, are pioneen in the regeneration oflhe cutover areu on
higb mountaina and reforeetation on the waste mountaina and
slopes in 80uthweatern China. They improve water conservation,
protect from aoil eroaion. and protect regeneration at the upper
limit of the subalpine foreat in southweatem China.

e

The plants of Sect. Multiseriales Patschke. one of the two
sections of Larix in Pinaceae, are tall and deciduous conifers, and are photophilous, hygrophilous, and cold resistant. The deriduous coniferous forests mainly consisting
of those plants aa edificatoes are usually cliBtribulA!<! on the
cold mountain ridges or upper slopes. They are often miIed
with the plants of Abies or Picea and form forests in large
areas, or scattered along the margins of Abies and Piaa
forests, or sometimes form forests mixed with the plants
of Betula or Quercus semecarpifolia. Above the upper limit
of those forests are commonly found the alpine shrubs or
meadows. They are one of the forest types that are vertically distributed at the highest altitude.
The plants of Sect. Multiseriales Patschke are deciduous.
Therefore, sunshine is abundant in the forests, and shrubs,
herbs, and grasses are well developed under the forest canopy. On the forest floor there is thick litter, which plays a
very important role in water conservation. protection from
soil erosion. and maintenance of ecological environment.
The plants of this section are cold resistant and require
little on soil conditions. Therefore, they are adapted to a
wide range of environmental conditions. They can be found
from river valleys up to the coniferous and broadleaved forests at 2,300 to 2.600 m. On the sunny slopes of high mountains they can reach aa high aa 4.600 to 4.800 m. They can
be easily cultivated llDd grow very fast. 80 they are considered the ideal pioneers in regeneration of the cutover subalpine forests and afforestation of the waste mountains
and slopes in Southwestern China.
The trunka of the plants are tall and erect. Their timbera are hanl. tough. light and soft with fine structure

•
•
•
•
•

Lariz potaninii 8atalin
Larix potaninii var. macrocarpa Law
Lariz masursiana Rehd. et Wils
Larix griffithiano (Lind!. et Gord) Hort. ex Carr
Lariz specitJsa Cheng et Law
Larix hima/aica Cheng et L.K. Fu.

ECOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPmCAL
DISTRIBUTION
Figure I shows the geographical cliBtribution of the five
species.
I. Lari:t potaninii. It is endemic to China and mainly
cliBtribulA!<! in Aba. Hongyuan. Nanping. 8ongpan. Pingwu.
Maoxian, Lixian, WenehUBD, Xiaojin, Danba, Seda. Luhuo,
OaoCu. Batang. Kangding. Yajiang. Oaocheng. Jiulong. and
Mull of western and northwestern Sichuan. It can be also
found in Minpian and Zhouqu in southern Gansu. They are
often cliBtribulA!<! vertically in the areaa of2.600 to 4.000 m
above ..a level with the highest at 4.300 m (in Oaofu) and
lowest at 2.300 m (in 8ongpan).
The deciduous coniCeroWl forests consisting of L. potaninii
Batalin often occur on the relatively cold mountain ridges,
upper alopes. or upper part of humid river valleys. They are
often rni:J:ed with Picea and Abie. and form forests. In the
forests the annual mean temperature is about ~ OC, mean
temperature for the coldest month is about -4 to -10 · C
and the hottest month 12 to 15 ·C. annual accwnulaW
temperature of ~IO
is about 500 to 1.600 ·C. and annual
precipitation is about 800 mm. Mountain brown soU. clark
brown soil, and mountain brown podzolic soil are found
there. The soU is thick, loooe. and rertile. 5 to 10 em. hum,,"
of more than 10 percent. total nitrosen 0.3 to 0.6 percent.
active potassium no to 230 ppm. active phoophata 20 to
128 ppm. and pH 4.2 to 6.2.
Trees averag<! 20 to 25 m high with diametar breast
height or about 20 to 40 em. The canopy density of the

-c

Pape., preMnted at the Symp:»ium on Ecoloo and Manqement of
t.ariz FONa\.a: A Look Ahead. Whit.efilh. lIT. U.SA. 0c:t.cIM.,6-9, 1992.
Wane Shiarln and Zhonc Shenpian are with Clwncdu Jnlutute of'BioI·
ogy. Academia Sina.
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Figure 1-The distribution of Larix species in southwestern China.

plants are also found there. such aa Ribu g/aciak. Sorb ...
,..h<kriana, S. hupeh<nsis. Spinua alpina, and Sinorundin·
aria chungii .
3. Larix masttrsiana Rehd. et Wils. It is endemi.: to
Sichuan. and found in some small areaa in Maoxian, BaOlling.
~iangyan, Wenchuan. Xiaojin, Lixian, and Pingwu. It
occura at 2.300 to 3.200 m with the highest of 3.500 m in
Lman and lowest of 1,650 m in Wenchuan.
The plants of this species are usually acattered along the
Ab~B, Picea, and Tsuga forests or river banks, or mixed with

forests with this species is about 0.4. The understory is
dense with cover of about 50 to 70 percent. The understory
is mainly composed of various species of Rhododendron and
some other plants, such 88 Rhodothndron aulutinatum.
R . dichroanthum. R . yunnanensis. R . lita11Bense. Lyonia
uillosa. Ribes glaciale. Sorbus ,..htkriano. S. koehneano.
Pot.ntil/a fruticose. Spinua alpino. Cok>neast.r microphyllus. Rosa omeiensis. and Sinarundin.aria chu1f/lii.
2. Larixpotaninii var. macrocarpo Law. This tree is
a variety of L . potaninii Batalin and endemic to China.
It occurs in 8atang, Litang. Jiulong, Derong, Xiangcheng,
Oaocheng. Mianning. Muli. and Yanyuan ofsouthweatern
Sichuan. Chayu. and Mangkang of southeaatem Tibet, and
Deqin, Zbongdian, and Lijiang of northwestern Yunnan.
The trees of this variety are distributed at the upper parts
of the Abies. Picea or Pinus forests, or mil:ed with the
plants of Abies and Picea . It occura at 3.400 to 4.400 m.
Trees of this variety are usually 15 to 20 m high with
some as high as 30 m . The diameter breast beight is about
30 to 50 em and the largest 70 to SO cm. The canopy density of its forests is 0.3 to 0.5. The mountain brown coniferous forest soil and mountain podzolic soil are found there
with pH of 4.6 to 5.S. The soU contains 7 to 10 pen:ent organic matter. The annual mean temperature is 3 to 6 °C,
mean temperature for the coldest month is -5 to -10 °C
and that for the hottest month 10 to 12 oC, annual aCCWDU·
lalA!<! temperature of ~ 10 · C is 500 to 1.200 · C. and annual
precipitation is 600 to 1.000 mm. The undentory of the
forests mainly consists of Rhododendron aulutinatum, R.
d ichroanthum, R . yunnanensu. R. aganiniphum. R. vtrn;·
COBum. R . trichostomum. and R . ariztlum . Some other

tho.. trees. They are usually 20 to 30 m high with diameter breaat height of 30 to 40 cm. The canopy density of
the forests is 0.4 to 0.6. The annual mean temperature is
5.8 to 9.1 · C with the mean temperature for the ooldeat
month of -3 to -a·C and the hottest month 14.6 to 17.6 · C.
The annual accumulated temperature of~10 °C is about
1,300 to 2,000 °C. The annual precipitation is 700 to 800
mm. Mountain brown soil and dark brown soil are found
there with litter of 10 to 20 em thick. The soU is fertile and
loole, and contains 8 to 20 percent of organic matters. Its
pH is 4.6 to 5.8.
Undentoriea oftheae forests are commonly Rhodot'..-!;,.·
dron prztwalski~ R. pachytrichum, R.
Sin=ndi·
naria briuipaniculata, S. nitidn. Lonicera lanl/utica, Sorbu.
rehthriana. S. Itothntana. RiMS rmytri var. tanguticum,
Pnmus puosiBcula, Rosa Omtitnsu. and so on. The cover
averages 60 to 70 pen:ent.
4. Lari:t griffithiano (Lind!. et Gord) Hort. ex CarT. It
is endemic to the Himalayan Region of China and mainly
occurs in the subalpine 8I'U8 of 2.SOO to 4.100 m in the
south and southeoat parts of Tibet, such as in Bomi. Linzhi.

maoe,....
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Milin, Jiali , Gongblijiangda, Lonpi, Dingri, Langzian and
Yadong.
This tree is usually found in mixed. species foreete with
Picta liltianst1l8is var. Lizhien..u, P. bnu:hytyla var. complanata, Abies spt:Ct.abiIi.8, and A fornstii. Sometimes it is
also mixed with Quercus .emecarpifolia and Betula platy·
phylla. Trees are commorJy 25 to 30 m high with the taU·
est of 40 m. The diameter brett.; height is about 40 to 50
em and the largest is over 100 em. The canopy density is
0.4 to 0.6. The annual mean temperature in the foreats is
4 to 9 °C, mean temperature for the coldest month is -1 to
~ ' C and that for the hottest month ia 11 to 16 'C, annual
accumulated temperature of~10 'C ia about 800 to 2,200 'C,
and annual precipitation is 600 to 1,000 mm. The litter on
the forest groUDd ia about 3 to 10 em thick. Acid brown and
yellow brown soila are deep, loose, and fertile with orpnic
matterB of 8 to 28 pen:ent and pH 5 to 6. The UDderBtory
often found with Larix griflithiana is Lonicera tOllRutica,
L . hispida, Viburnum hOll&uenu, Ikutzia PUrpUrtBCen.s,
Actr caudalu"" A cae8ium sap. giraldii. Prunus ul7"'Ulata.
and Rubus bi{lorus. Plant cover averages about 80 percent.
5. Lariz specWsa Cheng et Law. It is endemic to the
Himalayan Region of China, and mainly diatributed in
Bomi, Motuo, Chayu and the upper mOUDtaina along the
Yalutaangpo River valleya of Tibet, and in Deqin, Gongshan,
Weizi, Lijiang. Bijianl. Jianchuan, and Yunlong of north·
western Yunnan. This species is commonly found between
2,600 to 4,100 m and occurs in small areas at the upper
parts of Pi«a or Ab~s foreata.
6. Larix himilaica Cheng et LK Fu. It ia also an endemic species to the mountains of China's BOUth aide oftbe
Himalayan Range., such 88 in Jilong and Dingri of Tibet.
Thia 8pecie. ia commonly fOUDd between 2,800 to 3,700 m.

6 m high. Every year they grew about 50 em in height. The
cultivated plante of L. potaninii grew three to five times
f&ater than thoee in natural foreeta. In addition, L. principis·
rupprechlii Moyr, L .•ibirica Ledeb, and L. kaempferi
(Lamb) Carr were introduced and cultivated in Wolong for·
eat region ofWencbuan, Miyaluo foreat region of Lizian,
and Liangbei forest region of Sichuan. In the Miyaluo for·
est region, L. luumpferi (Lamb) Carr was regenerated on
the cutover area at about 3,300 m , and 99.8 percent survived and are otill alive. Larir iuJ<mpferi (Lamb) Carr was
a1ao introduced and cultivated. on the mountain areas in
northeast China, north China, northweat China, and south
China, and the plant. grow very weD. The oldeat introduced
trees are now more than 70 yean old.
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ThITRODUCTIONANDCULTIVATION
Since the 1960'8, studies have been carried out on the
introduction. domestication, and cultivation of eome species
of Sect. Multiseriale8 Patschke of Larir. In 1967, L. pota.
ninU and L. mastersiana were planted in an area of about
15 hectares in the Walong foreat region in Wenchuan.
Sichuan. By 1978 they grew into de.... foreat.. By then
the L. mas~rsiana were about 10 m high. On the average,
they grew 1 m in height and 1 em in diameter annually.
In 1959, Larir po/aIIinii were artificiaUy regenerated in the
Baoxing forest region of Sichuan and in 1972 they averaged

European Larch in Middle Europe
With Special Reference to the
Central Alps
Friedrich-Karl Holtmeier

Abetract A3 a cultivated tree, European larch ([AJriz d«idua
Mill. 1= Larix europaea De Condolle)) is common throughout Mid.
die Europe. Its natural range is in the Alps, Sudetic Mountains.
Tatra Mountains, and in the Beskides (southern Poionia ). Different varieties oflan:h peculiar to these regions have developed. Cli.
mates characterized by relatively low but late increasing summer
temperatures and endangered by late frosts are generaUy unfavorable ror this tree. Continental climates appear to be more suitable
to larch. In the Central Alps extensive pure larch roresta devel",ped, due mostly to human disturbances. mainly rorest pasture.

Compared to the genus Pinus (about 90 species) or Picea
(about 40species), the genus Larix is poor in species. Three
are native to North America and about nine, with many
races and varieties, to Eurasia (Meuse) and others 1965).
Two species onlY-Lari.:c decidua and Larix sultaczewii
(syn. Larix sibirica Lebdeb. var. uiridifolia) - are common
to Europe. Larix sukaczewii, however, only occurs in the
northeastern edge of Europe seP8T8ted by a wide gap from
the range of Lari.:c decidua and will not be considered here.
High-quality larch timber is used for construction, furniture, paneling, fine veneer, shingles, and many other purposes (Tschermak 1935). It has a high men:hantable value
but is less important to the economy than beech or oak. Because of its bright autumn colors, larch is of great esthetic
value in tourist areas such as the Central Alps.

their ~atural ranges they are described as Alpine larch,
Sudebc lan:h, Tatra lan:h, and Poliah larch (Dengler 1971 ;
Lelbundgut 1984; Rubner and Reinhold 1953). In the fol.
lowing, the terms "alpine larch" and "subalpine larch" are
used. •Alpine" referB to the natural range (A1pa) while -oubalpine" refers to the altitudinal belt.
Poliah larch originally had a wide diatributioo. Ho_ver,
only a few important OCCUlTences are left.. They are between
ISO to 600m above sea level.
The natural occurrences of Sudetic larch were conaiderably restricted by human influence and are actually small.
During the 19thcentury other provenances, in particular
from Tyrol, were introduced to the area of Sudetic larch.
In its natural range Sudetic larch occurs between 300 and
800 m above sea level. It shows good and regular growth
and straight .hafts. Sudetic larch also :s resiatant to larch
cancer. Because of its relatively great tolerance to shade
it can be more easily cultivated together with spruce and'
beech, compared to alpine larch.
Tatra lan:h - also caDed Carpathian larch-oho... a
scattered distribution along the Tatra and Fatra Mountains, eastern and southern Carpathian Mountains, and
in the Bihar Mountains. In view of its great altitudinal
range from about 600 to 1,65Om above sea level, the uiatenee of different local ra"". is likely (Leibunclgut 1984).

HABITAT
Native Range of Lam decidua
and Its Varieties
As a cultivated tree, Larix decidua is commonly found
throughout Middle Europe. It was introduced to moat of
that area at first in the middle of the 18thcentury. The nat,.
ural range, however, is in the Alps, the Sudetic Mountains,
and in Polonia. Some smaller occurrences are in the eastern and southern Carpathian Mountains and in the Bihar
Mountains (f1l.1). Due to the disjunctive distribution pattern, different varieties exhibiting different growth charac~~~tiC8, morphological peculiarities, and different susceptIbilIty to lan:h cancer (Lachn.llula (= Trichoscythella =
Da.cyphyllal willkommiil have developed. According to
I AJpme ......

II Sudetic Jan:b

IV PvIUb ......
Pa per prewnt.ed at the S)"IIIpcMlium on ~ ud Wanapment of

Figure I-Larix - . . and i1s varieties (..capt
(after Rubner and

Larix. Yo,:",,: A Look Ahead, Whitefi.h. NT, U.S.A o..:tobIr 5-9, 1992.

for Larix sukacz8wH) in Europe
Rsinhold 1953. modified).

Friedrich·Kllrl Holtmeier ill Lendecape EcoIO«i.t. lnatitut rur
Geognphie, Wntr.lilche Wilhelm.. Univel'litat MlIl\lter, Germany.
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+ small occurcoc:esof Tatra Iarda
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Table 1-Potential frost resistance ("C) 01 some corUfer species
during winter at timber1ine 01 the northern temperate zone

Similar to Sudetic larch, Tatra larch seems to be resistant
to larch cancer.
Alpine larch is common throughout the Alps (Fenaroli
1936; Mayer 1962; Morandini 1956; Tschermak 1935). All
large areas contain larch, and the Alps are the largest con·
tinuous distribution area of Larix. ckcidua in Middle Europe.
This wide distribution, however, ca nnot be explained by
postglacial vegetation history alone, but must partly be at·
tributed to human interferences. In the western and east·
em central Alps, larch mainly occurs from the montane belt
to tree line (greater than or equal to 1,000 to 2,400m). In
the eastern Alps, however, and along the northern and
southern rim of the Alps, it is also commonly found at eleva·
tiona as low as 300 to 500m above sea level (Dengler 1971;
Leibundgut 1984; Ruboer and Reinhold 1953).
Due to the different local and regional environmental conditio... and pat altitudinal range (climates. aoils) many
local varieties have developed (Ruboer and Reinbold 1953).
Roughly said, the provenances from low and middle elevations (eastern Alps, southern rim of the French and Italian
Alps) an! characterized by fast growth. straight boles. and
high "",istanc:e to larch cancer. as aIao are Tatra and Polish
larch (Rubner and Reinbold 1953; Wettstein 1956). On the
other hand. lan:hes from the subalpine usually grow slowly
and frequently show c:un1!d stems. While that growth form
might be genetically controlled (Burger 1928). in moet cases
growth bas to be attributed to the influence of snow and aoil
creep. factors peculiar to mountain slopea (fig.2; see a1ao
fig. 14). Moreover, there is some evidence that subalpine
larches are more susceptible to larch cancer than the provenances from lower elevation, which also are more shade
tolerant than subalpine Ian:h. Probably infections by Ian:h
cancer are favored by damages caused to the trees by eli·
matic influences such as late frost and mechanical damages, HpeciaBy at high elevations.
Subalpine larches are also different from lower elevation
provenances in phenology. They start annual shoot elonga·
tion considerably later and terminate height growth earlier
than larches from lower altitudes. In the Inn.Valley and
Otz-Valley, Austria, for example, m&.ture Ic:.rches at timberLine flush usually 2 to 2.5months late but tum yellow only

Species

_Ies

Buds

810m

Europe
Pinus cembra
Picea abiflS
Latixd6ddua

-501-70

North America
Pic6a engeImannii

Abies IasiocaJpa
Pinus aristata

-70

-70

-35/-SO

-45

-45

--40

-45

- SO
-70

-45
-70

- 70

-35
-70

-70
-70
-30

-70
-70
-70

--40

--40

East Asia
Abies veitchii
Pinuspvmila
Larix leptolepis

--40

l·month earlier compared to larches at 700m above sea
level (Friedel 1967; Tranquillini 1979; Tranquillini and
Unterholzner 1968).

Climate and Soils
Although lArix decidua has been cultivated in maritime
regions of Europe, where it actually shows good growth in
many areas, climates characterized by relatively low and
late increasing summer temperatures are generally unfavorable to this tree. While froot-resiataot in winter (tablel).
Lariz decidua is quite sensitive to frost wben flowering and
thriving needles. Thus, late Croat-common in maritime
climates and locations with frequent formation of cold air
layers-may become a critical factor in reproduction. Sub-alpine provenances planted at k ... altitude may be even
more endangered by late froota because they are already
thriving at lower temperatures than low-elevation provenances. On the other hand. low-elevation ec:otypes brought
to high altitude would thrive too late (higher temperature
demand) to fully develop during the short growing seaaon.
The main natural areas of distribution such as Central
Alps. southern slopes of the High Tatras. the Sudetic Mounta.in.s, and Polonia, are characterized by relatively continental climates that appear to be more suitable to larch. So
alpine larch has ita ecological optimum in the Swiss Central
Alps, in Carinthia, Stylia, and in the Wienerwald (Mayer
1962; Rubner and Reinhold 1953; Tschermak 1935). Though
different in altitude, these areas are characterized by a
warm and sunny growing season. On the other hand, larch
also occurs in areas with precipitation as higb 88 2,OOOmm,
such as the Tessin in the southern Alps. There, however, it
is more common at relatively dry and sunny sites (Ozenda
1988). At high elevations, alpine larch grows obviously
best on southern and western exposures. Open slopes and
convex topography seem to be more favorable than sites
characterized by stagnant bumid air. Because larch compensates its relatively low amount of needles and its comparatively short growing sea50n (deciduous tree) by high
photosynthetic activity (Tranquillini 1979), ventilation which, besides warmth and high insolation, increases
transpiration-is considered to be an important site factoi·

FJgut. 2-l¥c:hos lumod -...opo by snow creep.
_ . Pusd1Iav Valley. S_or1and.

to la n:h <Rubner and Reinhold 1953; Tschermak 1935).
Relative In 1000g needle dry weight. larch transpires about
40percent more than beech ( Fasus syluatioo) and 800per.
cent more than spruce (Picea ab~s ) (Leibundgut 1984).
Larch seems to be relatively indifferent to soil conditions
as it grows on s ilicate substratum as well as on limestone
if sufficient soil moisture is provided (high transpiration
rate ). Best growth is obeerved on deep, well-ventilated
soils, while soils influenced by ground water or stagnant
water are unravorable. Larch is able to adjust its root system to local site conditions. On permeable soils it is able
to take up water from great depth (4m and more) by deepreaching roots.

SILVICS
Larch, in general, is a light-demanding tree, and is not
able to thrive light-needles. ICtoo much shaded, needles
will atrophy. Thus, under natural conditions larch is a pioneer tree, typical of early stages of forest succession. Pure
larch forests only develop if shade-tolerant tree species such
as beech (Fagus sylvatico), fir (Abies alba), or spruce (PU:ro
abies) are missing due to natural environmental factors or
human interferences. Otherwise larch will be outcompeted.
That probably also explains the disjunctive pattern of natural distribution (fig. 1).
In cultivated forests outside its natural range, larch is
usually mixed with beech and spruce. To grow larch, special management is required to reduce competition of both
these shade-tolerant species. On the other hand, beech can
easily be grown under larch cover, 88 larch protects beech
seedlings from too intensive insolation and, in contrast to
spruce, does not hamper beech crown to develop. Thus, com.
bined management and rotation of both species are pos_
s ible. Growing la rch and spruce together is more difficult.
Though larch grows rapidly. it will be passed by spruce after 20 to 30 years and finally be outcompeted. In addition,
s pruce is the host of Taeniolhrips laricicorus. which may
cause severe damage to la rch by sucking sappy bark and
needles of young terminal shoots . Shoots will be killed,
and after being attacked for several years the upper part
of the larch crowns become dry and busby because lateral
branches will now substitute dead apical shoots (Novak
and others 1989).
Many other diseases and insects cause injuries to larch.
However , they cannot be considered here because a bundle
of factors such as prove nance, environmental conditions,
forest composition and structure, and successional stage,
are involved and require too much s pace for esplanation.

LARIX DECIDUA FORESTS IN THE
CENTRAL ALPS
In the Central Alps extended pure larch forests are com.
mon in the subalpine belt, although shade-intolerant larch
cannot s ucce88fully compete with Picea Qb~s and Pinus
cembra . Pure larch forests mainly occur on southern exposures and on relatively gentle topography, mainly in the
lower part oftbe mOl!r.tain slopes just above the valley ~t
toon (lip. 3 and 4). Their ex:istem:e can only be expl~ed
by human interferences.
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Under ""tun! conditions. pure larch standa occur on
boulder fana. - . aval.anche trac:.... and similar sites.
wbere mineral aoiI is ~ (... aIao figa. 10 and 11). At
advanced aua:esaional ataan. deoae understory vegetation
preventa light and wiod-diapersed Ian:h _
from getting
into a suitable aeedbed. Thua. Ian:h _
rejuvenate and
will gradually become outcompeted by more ........tolerant
speci.. IlUCh .. Pin... cemi>nl (Auer 1947; Holtmeier 1967.
1974. 1990; fie· 8). which would domiDllte at the fioaI stace
of natural folftt successiOD.
However, because of ita darIr. shade-giving crown, PinIU
cembra prevents the growth of pasture plant communities.,
and it was systematically eliminated at locations suitable
to graziog. Under larch cover, however, good grazing conditions developed. Larch a1ao is I.....nsitive to grazing
than is stone pine. Moreover, larch was favored by forest
fires. becauae it is relatively well protected by ita thick c:oritlike bark and by ita ability to replace needI ... while stone
pine uaually is killed by fire. Forest fires were frequent in
the past and were used on pastures to get rid of weeds such
as dwarfed juniper (Junip.".. IIGJUI) and to keep predators
away from grazing cattle and sbeep (Holtmeier 1974). Due
to such human influences that interrupted natural forest
sUCC'eS8ion in many central alpine areas, lan:b could spread
at the COI!It of stone pine during history (Auer 1947; Furrer
1955. 1957; Holtmeier 1987; Mayer 1974; Meyer 1955; Moaer
1960; Pitacbmaon and others 1970. 1971; Wendelberger
.nd Hartl 1ge9).
The cyclic mass outbreaks ortbe larch bud moth (Zei·
raphera dinia1UJ Go.) probably increased dae to human·
indueed I!lIpaosion of pure larch foresta. During the gnl_
dation peak. growth and seed production of larch become
reduced (figs. 5 and 6; see also Campell 1955; Holtmeier
1973. 1974; Niigeli 1969). The moot severe damages are
to be found mainly at normal sites in the upper montane
and up to the middle subalpine belt, especially within the
so-ealled "warm slope zone- (lig. 7). Older trees seem to
react more sensitively to defoliation than younger ones.
Young trees at timberline or other extreme sites are usu·
ally not damaged (Schweingruber 1979). However, what
surely is even more important to economy in tourist areas
is that the high esthetic value of the larch forests (bright
autumn colors, fresh green in spring) is loet during the
mass outbreaks of the larch bud moth. Moreover, people
feel unpleasant when walking through infested foreets
because caterpillars rain from the larch trees.
In many central alpine valleys tourism haa become tbe
main base of existence, and moat of the formerly grazed
forests are no longer ".l8Ed . Natural succession is going on
again. and under the larch canopy young Pinus cembra are
growing (fig. 8). This process, however, might be retarded
by the larcb bud moth, when the larvae feed on the young
stone pines in the understory after having defoliated the
larch crowns (Baltensweiler 1975; Campell 1955; Holtmeier
1990).
However, in moat of theae forests. larch will be gradually
replhced by stone pine. At those locations where larcb
should be favored for different reasons (esthetics, timber),
special management, such as e.xpoeing mineral BOil and
selective cutting of stone pine, is required (Au€r 1947;
CrunpeIl1951'1. Small clearcuts combined with removal
of the ",w h~usl6.yer-carried out when abundant ~~
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Figur. 7-Wrthin the "Warm slope zone~ the larches
have been defoliated by the latch bud moth. while
the l81ches close to timbertine and at the valley Ixlt10m (cold air layer) were not a"ected.

allow seedlings and sapling to grow up (Auer 1947). Also,
bum areas, clearcute, avalanche tracks, and forefields of re·
treating glaciers may rapidly be invaded by larch (figs. 10
and 11 ). Occasionally, larch also propagates by layering
(fonnation of adventive roots, fig. 12).
Though less resistant to deep freezing temperatures a nd
to desiccation than stone pine, larch is also able to grow at
extreme sites (Trallquillini 1979; Schtsnenberger 1985).
Contrary to stone pine, larch will not be affected by snow
mold <Phacidium infestans) in case of long winter snow
cover (fig. 13). Snow creep, however, may be detrimental
to larches older than 15 years because about this age the
trunk is losing its elasticity. Younger larches, however,
may even survive in avalanche tracks because after they
are pressed down to the ground by t he snow masses t hey
will emerge almost undamaged after melting (fig. 14).

Figure .........urch pasture-forest near Pontrasina (Switzerland) at about t ,850 m.

Flgur. 6-Reduced growth (in brackets) due to
attacks of the latch bud moth at the end of the
t9th century (from N3geli 1969).

®

@

DNo11'_

E--

_Good _

Flguro 5-<:ydM;
of Ihe larch bud motl1 (Z';r;,phoro dini/JlJa) and HOd production of some
conI... : (a) poputa1lon lI'owtIl (an.. II_ 1947): (b) HOd production of I. Pinu. ""_'" II. LMlx
d«:idua; III • Pinus Sytv8StriS; IV • Picfla abI.. (after the annual reports of the forest office at
CoIerina, lII>I>« Engadine).
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Pl'oductlon

production is occurring - might be even more favorable to
larch regene ration than taking single stems only (Campen
19551.
Above the human-caused present timbe rline, abandoned
or rarely used alpine pastures a re invaded by trees. In gen~
eral stone pine is more successful in resettling these areas
than is larch. Stone pine seeds are dispersed by the nut·
cracke r and a re usually cached at sites relatively favorable
to tree growth {Holtmeier 19901, while larch seeds are wind
borne. Wind-mediated seed dispersal is innuenced by a
bundle of factors such as seed-wing size, seed weight, wind
velocity and direction, topogra phy, and pl ant cover. Thus ,
in contrast to seed dispersal by the nutcracker, it depends
mainly on chance whether wind-borne seeds will reach a
suitable seedbed because of the mosaic1ike microsite pat·
tern in the timberline ecotone. Many of the microsites are
totally unfnvorable to germination, establishment of seedlings, and growth of young trees (Holtmeier 1986,1990;
Schonenberger 1985).
However, the most important factor that makes larch
less successful in invading the fonner pastures is the dense
dwarf-shrub and grass vegetation that prevents the light
larch seeds from getting into a seedbed. At sites where mineral soil ha s been exposed by e rosion or trampling, larch
occurs in great numbers (fig. 9). Thus, grazing may be
favorable to larch regeneration, provided that after genni·
nation of1arch seeds cattle will be excluded for a while to

Figur. 8-Revtved succession after forest pasture
has terminated. Stone pines are growing up under
the larch canopies.
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Figure 9-larches invading goat pasture ("U nOd," near
luoz , Upper Engadine) just after grazing has terminated,

Figure 12- larches "migrating" downwind by layering on
Pru del vent (Puschlav. Switzerland) al about 2,020 m.

Figure 100Larches Invading an avalanche track
on north-exposed stope of Piz Polaschin (Upper
Engadine) al 2,050 m.

Flgur.13-larch and slone pines (height 180 to 230 em.
about 50 years old) on an abandoned alpine pasture on
the northwest-exposed slope of the Upper Engadine al
2,200 m. Slone pines lost needles in their basal parts
by snow mold. while larch was damaged by climatic influences above the winler-snow cover.

Figur. 11-l31ch Invading the forefie'd of the
Motteratsch Glaaer (Upper Engadine) . The
area In the lor9glound became ice-fr&8 In the
earty 1960's

Flgur.l~arches that could survive for a
while in an avalanche track due 10 their great
elasticity (drawing after a photo).
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Larch and Larch Forests of Siberia
L. I. Milyutin
K. D. Vishnevetskaia
QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES

Abstract- I.Mch is th e most widely di stributed forest tree specie!l of Siberia And entire HU!lsia. The tnxonomy of Siberian
IMchc9 is vObrue as the reproductive i!K)lalion is weak in larch And
all species ea!lily hybridize, which results in varying views on the
taxonom .... ofth " Siberian larches. lArix. sihiriro lind L. Hml'linii
art! con side red AS the only separate s pecies or larch in Siberia.
The morphologica l. ecological . and forefltry features of subspecies
Bnd hybrid s a rc a lso described, inciudinc L. !luJracZf!wii. L. cajan deri. Rnd L. ('uJrarwll'!lkji .

The L ..'fukacuwii concs are broad·ovate, dfl rk brown
color , seed scales are big, wide thick. woody, at top turned
inside, and cover scales are not distinct. The L . sihirico
cones arc ovate and oblong·oval, light yellow or yellow
brown, seed scates are small , narrow, relatively slender,
straight at top and cover scales are well noticeable. How·
ever, in some regions, s uch as the South Urals, these two
species look almost the same.
Certainly some differences exist in morphology, ecology ,
and geographical distribution between L_sukaczewii and
L . sibirica, but these dilTerences are insufficient for identifying L. .~ukaczewii as a separate species.
The identification of L. cajanderi as a distinct species is
not acceptable either. The morphological differences between L. cajanderi a nd L. gmelinii are based primarily on
only one characteristic-the angle of deviation of seed
scales from the cone axis and its dependent features of cone
width and shape. In L. gmelinii . seed scale angle from the
cone axis is 15° to 45°, and in L. rojanderi it is usually 60°
to 90° and sometimes up to 110°. Consequently there is a
dilTerence in seed dispersal . In L. gmelini; it can take
months, whereas in L. cajanderi it is only a few days. The
above morphological features are controlled by ecological
conditions unlike the quantitative ones.
Larix gmelinii and L . cajanderi do not differ in either
qualitative morphological features or quantitative meas·
urements. There is both geographical and ecological isola·
tion between them. Larix cajanderi grows in more rigorous
conditions than L. gmelinii. However, those differences are
not evident from morphological and karyologicaJ characteristics of these larch t5pecies. The differences in these quali ·
tative characteristics are gradual and are probably caused
by clinal variation .
All of these factors lead us to conclude that L. cajanderi
is a subspecies of L . gmelini; and not a di stinct species.
While accepting the fact that there a re onJy two species in
Siberia-L. sibirica and L. gmelinii-we want to briefly
characterize L. sukaczewii a nd L. cajanderi because these
species are often described in Russian botanical and for·
estry literature.

At the conclusion of the Firth World Forestry Congress
in Seattle, WA, U.S.A., the parti ci pants planted trees most
typical of their home countries. Russian delegates planted
Larix Hibirica as the national tree.
Larch in Russia grows in forest tundra , taiga, steppe,
mountains, plains, and swamps. Larch is the most widely
distributed forest tree species of Siberia and entire Russia .
The larch fore sts occupy an area of 268 million ha, which is
about 40 percent of all forested a rea of Russia. Wood volumes are nea r 25.4 billion ml, which is more than 34 per·
cent of all Russian volumes.
The taxonomy of Russian larches and particularly the
Siberian ones is vague. This is evident because the main
species criterion, which is reproductive isolation, is weak in
larch , and all species easily hybridize under natural condi·
tions. There are two principal points of view on the taxonomy of the Siberian larch. Prof. N. V. Dylis (1981) maintains that there a re three species in Siberia: Larix sibirica
(LedebJ, L. gmelinii (Rupr. ), and the new s pecies L. sukaczewii (Dylis) derived from L. sibirica. Meanwhile, Prof.
E. G. Bobrov (1972a) denies the status of L. sukaczewii but
distinguish es L. cajanderi (Mayr.) as a distinct species from
L.gmelinii. N. V. Dylis (1981) considers it as a subspecies
from L .gmelinii.
Our opinion is that there are only two larch species in
Siberia: L . .~ ibirica and L . gmelinii . We reached our conclusion because originally the distinguishing of L. sukaczewii
as a separate species was based mai nly on quantitative features. However, the degree of variability in L. sukaczewi;
and L. sihirica is consi derable. Some qualitative differences between these two species have also been reported in
literature.

LARIX. SUKACZEWIl
The morphological features of L . sukaczewii were described earlier. This larch occupies definite limited habi-

tats in the northeastern regions of the European part of
RU88ia, the Urals, and western Siberian regions bordering
the Urals (fig. 111 D. Its sta nds a re a minor component
dominated by Picea obouata, Pinus .'fyluestris , Betula pen·
duia , and Populus tremula . Larix .~ ukaczewii occupies only
0.1 percent of larch forest areas of Russia.
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FIgure 1-Areas of Larix in Siberia.
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The L. sukaczewii stands a rc not highly productive {450
to 500 mJlha l, but there a re some stands with volumes up
to 800 m 3lha. Productivity is limited by competition with
other tree species. Those stands of L . sukaczewii growing
on fertile soils a re productive. For example, the famous
"LinduJowskaya roscha" stand near St. Petersburg has
wood volume of more than 1.500 m'lha at the age of216
years, and "KorahE:lnaya roscha" in Ivanovo district had
1,200 to 1,400 mJlha at the age of 130 years. The L . sukaczewij stands are characterized by a low quality of seeds.

Larix ame/ini ; grows in the northern regions of
Krasnoyarnk a nd Irkutsk di stricts, including the Putoran
Mountains, Nizhnyaya Tunguska, a nd the higher pa rts of
Podkamennaya Tunguska River basins, and the Vitim River
basin. It a180 grow8 in the western regions of Ya k uti a, northern and northeastern parts of Buratia , a nd the centraJ and
eastern regions of Chita districts (fig. 1141). In addition,
L . amelinii grows in Amur and Khabarovsk regions , where
different kinds of larch species a nd their hybrids were
reported, a mong them L . cajanderi a nd its hybrids L .
oIgensis (A. Henry l and L . maritima (Suk.l.
In the northem a nd mountain areas L . g melinii is shrublike, and sometimes it ca n have low-lying fonn. Here, the
needles are 5 to 40 mm in length. the brachyblasts grow in
bundles of 10 to 50, cones a rc 5 to 35 mm long. a nd the seed
scales are flat or wavy.
Larix gmelinii is ecologically tolera nt. It demands light
and grows on recently burned and clear cut areas. It can
also grow in forests with a light aown rover. Larix gmf'lin ii is
highly resistant to low temperatures. It is resistant to spring
and fall frosts except when it grows outside its c<:ological
niche.
Unlike all other species, the root system of L. gmeiin;;,
including L . cajanderi. is often subjected to low temperatures. Frost affects the root systems not only during winter. but also during the growing period in shallow pennafrost soils. Commenting on L . dahurica, a hybrid of L.
gmelinii and L. cajanderi (fig 1[51), Dylis (19B}) wrote:
"Probably there are no woody species on Earth as tolerant
to the high summer thennal gradient between air a nd soil
as L. dahurica ."
Pozdnyakov (1975) noted: "'The most characteristic feature of L. dahurica is its location in pennafrost region.
There are many other woody species in this region , but
L . dahurica is the best in terms of adaptation to pennafrost.- The frost negatively affects woody plants because
of inhibiting water and nutrient uptake. On the other
hand, frost assists in growing season by providing moisture
in the soil under the conditions of arid climate or low precipitation or both.
Larix gmelinii is capable of growing on soil with low fertility and grows in a wide range of soils: aridisoil s, coldboggy, stony, acidic, podzolic, and others. However ,
it is usually characterized by slow growth a nd low productivity. Its optimal growth is observed on the well-drained
soils with relatively deep frost layers.

LARIX SIBIRlCA
Larix sibirica stands (without L. sukaczew. :) OCtupy
nearly 14 percent of the larch forest area ofR Issia. The
largest concentration is in the continental mo..,ntain regions of southern Siberia (fig. 11 2 U. which is characterized
by low humidity. Larix sibirico is found on sites with
colder temperatures when compared to L. sukaczewii sites.
But in contrast with L . gmelini; it is less resistant to cold
temperatures. The boundary between L . sibirica and L.
gmelinii coincides with southwestern boundary of the
pennafrost region .
Larix sibirica has a series of intraspecific hybrids,
which may be considered subs pecies. Two subspecies-ssp. ros!iica (Sab.) Suk. in the northern and northeastem
regions of the Europea n pa rt of Russia, and ssp. obensis
ISukJ in the Ob' River basin (except AltaH-were combi ned to form the disti nct s pecies L. $ukacuwii. Others
that have been distinguished a re ssp. altaica (Szafer)
(Suk.l in the Altai area; ss pjeniseem:i..f!; Suk. (Jenisey
River basin ); ssp. saya n en s i.~ (Dylis) in the Saya ns area;
ssp. polaris in the upper Lena Ri ver basin a nd regions
of Irkutsk Pryangarje; a nd ssp. baicalen sis (Dylis) in the
southwestern a nd southeastern Baikal coast. It is also
useful to distingui sh the ssp. tran sbaikalensis in the
western Zabaikalje Mountains.
Larix sibirica grows to 40 m or more in height. The
branchlets a re on en straw yellow. The young cones are
red. seldom green, and mature cones a re li ght brown, 10 to
50 mm in length. Cones ha ve eight to 44 scales in three to
seven rows. Seed scales a re ovate or round , spoon-shaped,
and li ght brown. The scale border is smooth, and the scale
length and width a re 5 to 17 mm. The brachyblast needles
are 5 to 60 mm in length a nd grow in bundles of 10 to 50.
In ideaJ conditions on mountain slopes and foothills up to
altitudes of 1,000 m with well-drained and moist subacid
and neutral soils, L. sibirica ca n have wood volumes up to
1,000 mJlha with average heights of 36 to 38 m a nd diameters of 45 to 50 em. Unde r severe conditions in the northern regions. in swamps and other poor sites. wood volumes
in L. sibirica stands a re only 50 to 80 m:Jlha a nd lower.

s~.ge of hybridization a nd ecological and geographical condll10ns ofgrowth. The frequency offorms genetically similar to L . sibirica is higher in the warm and dry habitats.
whereas there are more form s si milartoL. gmelinii in cold
and wet conditions .
Theecological and forestryfeaturesofL . czekanowskii
are similar to the parental ones and depend on the number
offorms in the sta nd that resemble either L . sibirica or
L . gmeiinii{KruklisandMilyutin 1977). Somepeculia ritiesofL . czekanowsk ;;, according to Bobrov( 1972b)are a8sociated with the "introgression offormations," the result
ofintrogressive hybridizationofL. sibirica a ndL. gmelinii.
For example, in some regions of East Zabaikalje.L.gmtlinii populations with a portion of hybrid fonns can occas ionally mix with Abies sibirica . On the North Baikal
coast, L . sibirica sta nds with some hybrids can grow in
sta nds with Pinus pumila, which is usually typical for L.
g melinii and L . caja nderi. Different types of heterosis are
ofl.enobserved in L. czekanowskii stand s, such as somatic
a nd reproductive.
Some hybrid populations occur in the areas where
L . sukaczewii andL. sibirica,L. gmelinii, andL. cqjandtri
intersect, accord ing to current literature. However, this
question needs to be clarified because ofcontroversy surrounding the taxonomy of Siberian larches.
The karyological polymorphism oflarch species rrom
Siberia have been stud ied (Kruklis and Milyutin 1977).
All investigated larch species- L. sibirioo ,L. sukaczewii,
L . gmeiinii,L . cqjand.eri-have similarkaryotypes. The
highest similarity is observed in two groups ofrelated
species: (1) L . sibirica a ndL . sukaczewii and(2) L . gmelinii
andL. cajandtri . Forthe first time, Larix with an
additional chromosome have been found inL. gmelinii
populations.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The tremendous economic significance or larch wood is
invaluable in industry and construction. But recentlydue
to the problems in timber floating and processing, larch
wood has not been sufficiently used . Larch is often used for
shelter belts in the Siberian steppe regions and for landscaping, not only in Siberia, but throughout Russia .
Foresters, not only from Siberia but rrom other regions
ofRu8~ia and foreign countries as well. recognize the sig.
nificanceofthe Siberian larch. This recognition is explained by high productivityorIarch stands both in native
and introduced areas. The creation of seed banks from the
beet larch stands toestablisb higbly productive forest plantations is an important task for Siberian foresters.
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OTHER SPECIES AND HYBRIDS
Larix cajanderi stands occupy nearly 48 percent ofthe
larch forest area of Russia. It grows in Yakutia (except
western regions), in the continental part of Magadan district , in Chucotka. Amur, and Khabarovsk di stricts
(fig. 1161>, a nd , according to Professor Bobrov ( 1972a), in
Kamchatka. The morphological a nd forestry features of
L. cajanderi were described earlier.
The hybrid fonns of L. gmelinii a nd L ..~ jbirioo OCtur in
the area of interception of these species (fig. 1(3) . This hybrid (L. czekanowskii (Szaf.l) possesses features of both species. It is difficult to describe this hybrid because in different populations the number of hybrid forms with the
various degree of hybridization varies and depends on the

LARIX GMELINlI
Stands of L. amelinii (wi thout L . cajanderi ) occupy
nearly 35 percent of the larch fo rest a rea of Russia. The
boundaries of the L. grne/inii a rea a re difficu lt to describe
because the species hybridizes with L. sibirica in the west
and with L . cajandui in the east. Its most northern habitat is on the Taimyr peninsula in the Khatanga River basi n, occurring up to 7 ~40' N. latitude.
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Larix Laricina- Silvics and Genetics
D. P. Fowler
Y.S.Park
J. Loo-Dinkins
~-Lari:r

1orit:in4 (Du Roi) It Koch • .....", lard> or
...... oC any Lari:r opedeo. T....·
nek au.am. ita t.t pvwtb. on freah, moderately fertile sit.-.
[t caD. out compete other ~ OIl pnorIy dramed or aoeuively
dIy __ Tamorack ill dooeJy reIa~ to other North American

Iamarock. .... the _

lord>.. Geaotica1Iy. it iIIlrichIY nriablo at the proYODODCO.
- . and mdmdual tree ionia. It ill the oubject oCtree Unpr'O"'eIDeIlt procrama iD eute:m and central Canada. The spedee
.... be rudiJy

p_~

_tiYOl:t.

Lariz l4ricin4 (l)u
outem \arch) ia <.

Roi) It Koch. (tamaraclt, Ameri"",!\, or
.....n- to medium-sized tree. 10 to 20 L'
in heicht and 30 to 60 em in diameter. Under stand conditiona. the tnmk baa little taper and cupporta a amall.
coniaIl. open crown with slightly aacending branches. 10
the far north and on wet aoils. the species ia often s1owpowinc and stunted_
Tamarod< baa a Largu natural range than any other
North American oonifer and a broader range (longitudinal) than any other LarU species. Its range (fig. 1) extendo £nm NewfoundJand in the east to the central Alaaka,
which iJ: IOmetimee referred to as L. laricina var. altJ,.,4<..n._'!'be north-aouth range extends from north of the
An:tic: Cirde (tree line) aouth through the Lake States
and aouthern New England. Southern outlier populations
occur .. far aouth .. West Vu-ginia.
Tam.a..rack is OIIe of the faateat growing of the northern
conifers <Fowella 1965) and ia reported to outgrow other
native conifers (Littlefield 1939; MacGillivray 1967; Mead
1975) at leaat over short rotations. Fowella (1965) indicated growth rates for tamarack to he in the order of I .S
to 2.4 m' (oolid wood) per ha per year. lnformation on
plantation-gnnm tamarack ia limited. primarily because
the opeciea baa not heen widely planted_ Fowler and others (1988) reported a mean annual incnoment for 25-yearold, plantation-growD tamarack of 3.4 m' per ha per year;
approzimately a third of that of good Japan... larch
powinc OIl the same site.
Tamarack wood ia .uitahle for moot aolid wood producta. It ia moderately dense and atrong (aimilar to l'KudDulll/O ). baa reasonably good working properti... and
can he kiln-<lried. preaaure treated. glued. and finiahed
~y (BaIatinea 1986). Wood of young. futpowinc t.amarack baa aa:eptahle fiber propertiea for
cha:micaJ pulpina
eapecially kraft. Wood of
older _
with a high proportion of heart wood and

arabinogalact.an content ia leas desirable. eapecially for
mechanical pulpo (Hatton 1986).

Sll..VlCS
A detailed description of the ailvics of tamarack ill found
in Johnaton (1990). Only a briefoummary will he preaent.ed here. Tamarack is an early lIucce88ional. ahade intolerant species. It grows under a wide array of edaphic and
climatic conditioDl. Beet growth ia attained on _ . moderately rich aoill after fire or other IIU\ior diaturl>ance. On
th... sites, it ia generally unable to regenerate itaelf in
competition with more ! ~ade tolerant species. Tamarack
is at an advantage over competing apecies on eueaaively
wet "hog" sites. where it can peraiat for aeveral generations.
A similar situation can occur on exceeaive1y dry Bites.

_ . . - . . . . s,mpooiwD ... Ia>Ioo1 .... _

p_.

"

r.....,.

eutern North America in the 1930'•• hut baa failed to become a aerioU8 problem euept in coutaJ. &real iD Maine
and the Maritimea region of Canada (Mqui 1983).
The pom>pine (Emthuon dDro4tum [1.]) ia undoubtedly the Bingle moot damaging agent to plantatiODl of
tamarack and other Lari:t lpeciee in eutern Canada and
the northeastern United States. Porcupines feed on the
inner hark, often girdling the trees which reaults in death
or aerioua deformation.

GENETICS
Lam ia more closely related to J'KudDuuga than to any
other conifer genua (Prager and othoro 1976). Tamarod<
can be c:roaeed, but does not crou readily, with any other
Lari.% species. Baaed OD species c:rouability it appeara t!)
be more closely related to other North American larches
IL. occUknta/i8 Nutt. and L. lyo/lii Par!.) than it ia to any
of the European or Asian species, suggesting a Bingle migration to North America. C........ of tamarack and L. decidua. L. kptokpi8. and L. ,iberica are poeaible. but crouability is extremely low.
Tamarack is genetically variable a the provenance,
atand. and within-stand levela ofvariahility. At the provenanoe level. Jeffers (1975). Cech and othoro (1977. 1983).
and Riemenschneider and Jeffera (1980) reported significant differences with respect to height and survival. Baaed
on a study of electrophoretica.lly detectable variation in 36
popuiatioDl repreaenting much of the range of tamarack,
Cheliak and others (1988) suggested that differentiation
between provenances is greater than for many other randomly mating tree species. For other diversity measures;
i.e., allelic variation, allelic richneu, and polymorphism,
they reported tamarack to he comparable with other wid..
ranging speci ... Results from a range-wide provenance
study using trees from 65 provenancee. teeted at six locatiODS in the Maritimes ~gion of Canada, indicated aignifi·
cant ·...ariability among provenances for 6-year height and
stem form. Although relatively .mall. there ..ere significant provenance x location interactioDS. Height at age 6
w .. stroDgly correlated with latitude (r =-{J.7S) and moderately correlated with longitude (r = -{J.58) indicating
north·80uth and east-west elina! variation (unpubliabed.
data. Foreatry Canada-Maritime Region).
At the stand level ofvariation Rehfeldt (1970) reported
significant differences within a aingle _ _ phic area
<Wiaconsin). Large differenc:ell among atands. within
provenances, is also evident &om a test of clonally propagated populations of tamarack (Park and Fowler 1982).
Evaluation ofthia test. 9 years from pro_tion. revealed
that there w.. significant variation in growth traits due
to stando within a region (aouth-central Ne.. Brunawick).
Furthermore, t.hi.a variance was greater than the variance
due to famili.. within stands. However. thelargeat component of genetic variation was due to clones within families (unpubliahed data. Foreatry Canada- Maritime Region). Rehfeldt (1970) and Jeffers (1975) alao conoider
tamarack to he highly variable at the intraatand lewl.
Park and Fowler (1982) atudied the atructure ofa tamarack population in central New Brunawick with reaped
to relatedn... among Deighhorina treeo and inbreeding.

Reproduction
Tamarack is a relatively precocious species in which
both cone and pollen flowers can occur on vigorous open·
growth trees .. young .. 5 to 6 years of age. It ia the lint
of the Pinaoeae to flower in the opring (mid to late April in
eastern Canada). about 7 to 10 daya earlier then Japan...
larch <L. kptolopi8 Sieb. and Zucc.) or European larch
(L. tkc:idua Mill.) and up to a month earlier than native
spruces. Flowering often occurs when the ground is still
&ozen and 8now covered.
The cone Oowers are distributed over much of the crown,
without any well developed separation of the &eZe8. Tamarack does not produce copious quantities of pollen. Good
cone cropo are produced at 3- to 6-year intervals. with
some cones produced in most years. The small cone Oowers develop into small ( 1 em long) cones in late summer
(\ate Auguat). Although on average. each cone is capable
of producing 30 to 40 seeds, it is more usual to obtain only
one to eight full seeds per cone because of inadequate pollination. froat damage. insect feeding. and possibly other
causea.
Tamarack is easy to propagate vegetatively via juvenile
cuttings (Park and Fowler 1982). For older materials,
ranging from agee 3 to 10 years. Morgenstern and others
(1984) reported sigoificant variation in rooting pen:entage among clon... atriIring dates. and agee. aa well .. in
interactions.

Damaging Factors
A detailed coverage of inaecta and diaeases of importance to tamarack is provided by Pendrel (1986) and 0staJr
(986). reapec:tively. The larch sawfly I.Pri8tipiooru erich[HartigD. eapecially in conjunction with hark heetl ...
can be devutating to mature and over-mature tamarack.
Periodic outhreab of th ... inaecta have resulted in subatantial damage to natural atands. The aawfly generally
d... not result in mortality to young vigoroua treea. The
larch caaehearer (Coleopiooru laricella [Hubner]). may alao
C4uae periodic defoliation , but generally not mortality. A
number of cone and aeed inaecta contribute to the general
poor aeed lOt of tamarack (Amirault and Brown 1986).
Tamarack ia hi3h1y suaceptible to the European larch
canker f.LIlI:hMUuJa wiJIMmmU [Hartig])- prohably at
1 _ .. aenaitive .. European larch of Auatrian provenance. Larch canker .... inadvertently introduced into
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As a species, tamarack. tolerates utremea of temperature (mean January temperature. -54 to -1 °C) and p~
cipitation (1S to 140 em) (Roe 1957). The froat-free period
ranges from 75 to 160 daya.
Tamarack can he found in large pure atands after mojor
disturbances 6uch as fire. In the absence of disturbance it
is restricted to sphagnum. bogs and swamps or to expoeed
dry sites. Frequently it is found in usociation with black
spruoe CPiceo mariana [Mill.] B.S.P.) in open muskego. On
better drained soils it is a temporary aB80Ciate of a large
number of species including trembling ..pen (PopuJuo
trvnukJida MichL). white birch (&tula papyiferu [Maroh]).
haIaam fir CAh~. haUanua [L.] Mill.). and white spruce
CPiceo glauco [Moencb] Voss).

FIg&n l-LMfx_ tho ..... _
_(tom_1M).
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SELECTION ANO TESTING

flA[[OING

They found the lpeciel to be highly variable at the in·
trapopulation level and demollltrated that tree. growing
in cIo.." proximity to one another were often related. In
compar.:AOD to other conifer species, tamarack i. below average in self-fertility and above average in number ofle-thal equivalentl. Tamarack exhibitl relatively large lpe·
cific combining ability variancee for early oeedling height.
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BREEDING PROGRAMS
Tamarack i, not an important reforestation lpeciee. Leu
than 10 million tnea are planted annually. However, be·
C4U1e of ita rapid growth over abort rotations, it is recognized to be of potential value, elpecially to fill identified
Ihort-fa\lo in woodlupply (Erdle and Wang 1986). Breed·
ing prugrame for the genetic improvement of tam.arac:k
are currently active in Canada (Ontario, Quebec, and the
Maritime provinceo) and the United States (Maine). Cur·
rently all tamarack Ned used for roforeltation in the
Maritimeo region of Canada comel from lint generation
clonal ooed on:harda.
Tho brooding otratogy for theae programo io deocribed
in detail by Fowler (1986). A Oow chart depicting the
brooding otratogy io proaented in figure 2. Under the
program in the Maritime region, 300 plua tnea have been
aelocted, on the baaio of growth and form, and have been
grafted and planted in on:harda and brooding gardeno.
Currently there are approllimately 25 ha of producing
fint..generation on:harda. All aelocted clonea are being
croued (polycroao) and progeny teoted to determine gen·
eral comhininB ability and to rogue the on:harda. Initially
the otratogy c:alled for random lingle pair matingo to produce materials for the next generation of aelection and
brooding. Tbil aapect of the ocheme baa been pootponed
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figure 3-FIow chart for aI1amativa tamarack
i"1l'ovemant strategy: maaa producIIon ullng
Voga_1 propagation (~om Fowler 1986).

until early growth and form data (6 yeare) are available
from the progeny te.tI and a politive 88IOrtative mating
ocheme can be used.
The preceding breeding otratogy ia deaigned to capture
only general combining ability. There io evidence to lug·
goat thet lpecific combining ability may be important in
tamarack (Park and Fowler 1982). Figure 3 oullin.. a
otrategy to capture both lpecifiC and general combininB
ability uaing vegetative propagation to maao produce im·
proved materials.
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Distribution and Management
of J apanese Larch
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I
located at north latitude 38"05' and longitude 139°40' east,
near Shiraishi City, at the border between Yamagata
Prefecture and Fukushima Prefecture.
The southern limit of Karamatsu natural distribution
is located on Mount Tenguishiyama (1,866 m elevation ),
in the southern parts of South Alps in Central Honshu,
at north latitude 35°08'.
Mou nt Hakusan (2,702 m elevation) is the western
boundary. Its location is longitude 136°40' east (Tatewaki
and others 1965; Forest Agency 1970).
Vertical distribution of Japanese larch ranges from 900
10 2,800 m above ..a level (Forest Agency 1970). lis lowest location is Mount Anzayama in Fukushima Prefecture
and the highest is the south side of Mount Fuji (Hayashi
1960).
Vertical distribution of Karamatsu differs from latitude.
The higher latitude causes the lower elevation diAtribu·
tion and smaller distribution width (fig. 2). For example,
along latitude 35°, we can see larch forests at about 1,000
to 2,800 m elevation, and relatively well·established stands
are in the range of 1,200 10 2,500 m. Typical alanda of

Japanese larch (La rix l~ptoll!piR) is a species native to
Japan. Its common name in Japan is Karamatsu. The
tenn Japanese larch will be used interchangeably in this
paper with Kara "l1atsu. Since the late 19th century.
Japanese larch has been successrully transplanted to many
European countries, in particular Gennany, Holland,
Denmark, and England (Schober 1953). Japanese larch
hal proven to be disease resistant and has a fast growth
rate and good stem form compared to ita European
counterparts.
In Japan, Japanese larch forestation started in the
early 1840's in the inland areas of the highland region
in Central Japan. In the 1890's it spread widely to the
suhfrigid zone in the northern part of the Honshu (Tohoku
Region ) and Hokkaido, due to ita in herent cold resistance
and high growth rate com pared to most important planting species such as Sugi (Cryptomtriajaponica D. Don)
and Hinoki (Chamatcyparu obtuso S. and Z.) (Imai 1987).
According to the forestry statistics of Japan (Statistics
Burea u 1985), artificial forest areas of Japanese larch are
about 1.09 million ha and occupy about 11 percent of total
plantation foresta, compared to Sugi 4.5 million ha (44
percent) and Hinoki 2.34 million ha (23 percent), making
Karamauu one of the most important planting species in
Japan.
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Abetract.-Japaneae larch is nalive to Japan but hall been
planted exte nsively in other part8 of the world beca use ofi18
delirable grow lh, (ann. and beauty. Although it hall a relatively
limited natural range, it has been planted in lOme a rea. of Japan
for over ISO years. It i, shade intolerant and commonly growl
with a variety of other tree species. Although insects. disease.
and .mall mammals can cause problem8 in some areal, Japa nue
larch i. relatively reaiatant to th em.

1.000

35

36

37

Horizontal distribution of Karamatsu (fig. 1) occupies
a small extent of the limited highland region of Central
Japan. It is distributed among a small area, ranging from
north latitude 35 to 37" to longitude 137 to 140" east.
The northern and the eastern boundary of natural dis·
tribution is Mount Umanokamiyama f l,585 m elevation),
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Si n volume
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2,306
1,357
998
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412
397
84

33
20
15
13
7
6
5
1

200.4
139.6
104.5
164.2
205.5
152.3
140.e
191.0

Total

6,902
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latitude

STAND COMPOSITION

Flgur. 2-VerticaJ distribution of Japanese
larch (Foro.t Agency 1970) .

Stand Age CI888 Structure
Asaymayama baa a large amount of young .tanda, about
84 percent of total stands in this region. Yatsugatake ia
second with about 61 perc.nt (fig. 3). In contra.t, South
Alp. has 8 large n umber of old stands, about 51 percent
oflotal .tanda. North Alp. ha. a few young .tands, and
Mount Fliji has r are old fo rests.

this region can be seen on the upper part (1,800 10 2,400 m)
of Mount Fuji (3,776 m ).
Near latitude 36", Karamalsu standa are distributed
from 1,000 to 2,700 m elevation. Beautiful forests can be
seen at Mount Asamayama (1,390 to 1,500 m), Kamikochi
(1,54010 1,620 m), Mount Yalsugatake (1,720 10 1,850 m),
Mount Ontakesan (1,600 10 1,650 m), and Mount Kinpuzan
(1,36010 1,750 m).
Along latitude 37°,larch forests can be Been in the width
of 1,300 10 2,800 m. Typical stands are Nikko (1,020 10
2,320 m) and Mount Manza (1,800 m).

Mean Diameter and Mean Tree Height
Figure 4 shows the size of Karamatau natural foresta 8S
mean d.b,h, and mean tree height of some sample stands
in each region. According to this figure, Kamikochi forest
ha. the larg• • t , followed by Onlakesan and Nikko.
Aaaymayama and Mount F~i have small stands (Forest
Agency 1970).
8

Asada (1981) estimated natural forest areas and their
stand volume of Japanese larch at about 6,900 ha and
1.132 million m!l, respectively (table 1).
Mine (1954) reported natural forest areas of Karamatsu,
about 5,911 ha. According 10 table I, South Alp. region
has the largest areas of Karamatau, with about 2,300 ha
(33 percent of Iotal area). Next, Mount Filii with about
1,300 ha (20 percent), Yalsugatake with about 1,000 ha
(15 percent), and North Alps region with 860 ha (13 percent). For stand volume per hectare, Chichibu has the
most, 205 m'Iha, the second is South Alps, with 200 m'lha,
and Ontakesan has 190 m'lha.
Yalsugatake ha. the least slocking, 104 m'/ha,
Asamayama has 140 m3lha, and Nikko has 152 m' lha.
The difference of stand stocking in each region explains
the size dIfference of stands in tenns of mean diameter
breut height (d.b.h.), mean stand tree height and struc·
tural differences, stand density or area occupancy of
Karamatau in the stands,

1m Below 100 yoars

I

•

101-150 yoars

o

Above 151 years

f

1
Figur. 3--Occurrence ratio of age dass stands
In natural larch ""osls (Asada 1961).

Flgur.,-Horizontai distribution 01 Japanese
larch natural loros.. (Hayashi 1970).
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DISTRIBUTION OF NATURAL
FORESTS OF JAPANESE LARCH
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Figure 5-Occurrence ratio of stem form types In naturaJ larch forests (Forest Agency 1970).

Area Occup ancy Ratios and Mixed
Tree Species

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS IN
NATURAL F ORESTS

Area occupancy ratios of larch in some sa mple stands
in each region were classified into three categories: large
(more than 50 percent of occupancy ratios), middle (20 to
49 percent), and s mall (below 19 percent) (Asada 1981).
Karamatau dominated in the Yatsugatake, Mount Fuji ,
and Asamayama stands , and showed only a small ratio of
larch in the South Alps and Chichibu sta nds.
Japanese larch grows in admixture in some areas.
For example, in Yalsugatake, ha rdwood species s uch
88 Mizunara (Quercus crispuia ) and Shinanoki (Tillia
japonica) dominated. Larch sta nds on Mount Fuji mixed
mainly with su balpine conifer trees such 88 Shirabe <Abies
vtichii ). Kometauga (TsugQ diuersi{olia), and Shirabe CA.
lH!ichW. On the bank of Azusa River in Kamikochi, Shirabe
CA. u~ichii), Kometauga (Tlfuga di u~rlfifolia ), Aomoritodomauu <A. mar~lfii ), and Tohi ( Pic~aj~zMn !fiA var.
hond~n lfi6), and various species of Betula and Ulm u ~
commonly occu r with larch (Forest Agency 1970).

Weather Conditions
The weather conditions of the region where natural for·
ests of Japanese larch occur are generally cool and dry in
summer and severely cold in winter. This region has an
inland climate in which a large temperature difference
can be seen throughout the growing season. Mean temperature of growing summer season (June to August) in
this region is cool, 15 to 20 °C, and the winter season
(December to February), during the dormancy period,
has severe cold, 0 to -6 °C (Forest Agency 1970). Annual
mean temperature in this region is estimated about 4 to
6 ' C(fig. 6).
In this area , there is usually much rain in the summer
season and little rain and dry air in winter. Precipitation
in the summer season in this region is about 550 to
1,070 mm , equivalent to one-third of the annual precipitation. Winter rainfall is light (110 to 440 mm), which
is about one-tenth of the total annual precipitation.

Stem Form

Karamatau grows mainly on the gentle slope! of mountain hillsides or on relatively low ridges and sometimes
on the gravel depositions on the bottom of valleys and the
gravel-mixed soil of riversides.
The Mount Fuji, Aaamayama, YatsYlSatake, and
Ontakesan areu have beautiful natural larch forests on
the volcanic soil, which is composed of pyroxene andesite
andesite, or basalt.
•

ARTIFICIAL FORESTS OF JAPANESE
LARCH
The history of plantation foresta of Japan.... Ian:h io
relatively short, compared to Sugi (Mataui 1969) and
Hinoki, which have been the moot important planting
speciea in Japan for along time. The fint planting of
Karamatau was made with wild aeedlinga at Taumagoi
ViUage in Gunma prefecture around 1860. [n the early
1890's, artificial larch foreota apread to the subfrigid zone
10 the northern part of Honshu and Hokkaido. A large
amount of artificial foreate otarted at [n1al>d Central
Honshu in 1860.
Sugi and Hinoki are important speciea that grow in
relatively warm regions. However. mean annual temperature of Sugi and Hinoki natural atands ia 6 to 19 ' C
(Maahimo 1981) and 6 to 17 ' C (Soto 1971), respectively.
This is a large d.i.frerence when compared to Karamatau
stands where the mean annual temperature is 4 to 6 °C.
Japane.. 1an:h, which is reaistant to cold, waa spread
to northern Honohu, Hokkaido, and the highland of the
southwestern region of Honshu. The mean annual tem.
perature oftheae regions (mean annual temperature below 10 ' C) correoponds to the lower limit of growing temperature of Karamatau. The upper limit of growing
temperature for Karamateu ie 18 to 19 ' C (Kato and
Mateui 1966) (lip. 7 and 8).
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Soil, Topography, and Geology

Stem form data gathe red from some sa mple sta nds
of Japanese larch in each region show t hat the areas of
Nikko and Asamayama have a relatively large number of
bent stems of larch. In contrast , larch has straight stems
in the Yauugatake and Mount Fuji areas (Forest Agency
1970> (fig. 5).

Ja panese larch generally grows in volcanic regions. [t
appears as a pioneer tree species on the newly built volcanic immature or landslide deposition soil. These soils
are nutrient poor, but they have excellent air permeability
<Forest Agency 1970; Schober 1987; Takahashi 1960;
Talewaki and others 1965).

latitude (N)

REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT AND
GROWTH OF ARTIFICIAL FORESTS

Figure _elatlonahlp betwaen elevation,
latitude (north) . and annuaJ mean temperatures (F"'"t Agency 1910).

In recent years, there have been many studies aimed
at selecting auitable oites for planting Karamatau. Multivariate analyoes have been uaed to elucidate the relationahip between tree growth and environmental conditions.

60

61

T.ble 2- The border elevation of suitabkllarch growth in different regklns

Geology
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Japanese larch grows better on slate , sandstone, and
andesite than on rhyolite, quartzporphyry , granite, or
limestone (Ma shimo 1981 ).
Elevation (m)

TENDING TECHNIQUES OF
ARTIFICIAL FORESTS
Artificial (orest areas of Japanese larch have reached
1.09 million ha in Japan. Its age class and distribution
show that young stands of Japanese larch predominate;
for example, forests younger than 30 years account for
89 percent of the total artificial foresta (fig. 9).

Planting Stock Numbers

Flgu.. 7-Expanding artiliciaJ Japanese
larch IOf"" (Mihara 1978).

Hoklulldo

Since long ago, planting numbers per unit area of
Karamatau seedlings has varied from 1,700 to 4,000 trees
per hectare, depending mainly on tending practices and
timber utiliUltions (Takei 1978).
In recent years, the decision of planting tree numbers
generally depends on silvicultural costs, yarding distance,
and wood quality at the time of final cut.
At present, standards for planting seedling numbers
are generally 2,000 to 2,500 trees per hectare, and und~r
present conditions, the addition of 1,000 to 1,500 trees IS
being considered (fig. 10),

Results of these analyses clarified that the environmental
conditions significant to the growth of Japanese larch are
lTl ainly weather conditions, soils. topography. and geology
(Kok uUlwa 1978).
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Thinning

physiological tendency to fan down on their own and
make for low-quality woods. But bea.\UBC the utilization
oflareh wood has advanced and the Vlood industry has
demanded branch-free, good quality t imbers, there are
now many research projecta on larch pruning, These
show that adventitious branches can occur on branch-free
stems after severe pruning or severe thinning.

Thinning practices, including the periods of first thinning, thinning intervals, and the degree of thinning, depend on the timber size and yarding distance at the time
of final cut. For example, the current target of the timber
size at final cut is for large diameters of 30 to 50 cm.
With these diameters, the final yield is 300 to 400 trees
per hectare and the final cutting age is 70 to 100 years.
Four to five thinninga are uaually planned for Karamatsu
stands during a 70- to loo-year rotation. But in practice
today, these thinnings usually occur only once or twice in
a rotation.
Figure 11 is a stand density control chart that makes
it possible to determine quantitatively the relationships
between stand density and stand (stem) volume and tree
diameter for any given mean height (Takei 1989). These
charts have found wide practical applic!i.tion.

TENDING TECHNIQUES
Karamatau is a shade-intolerant species. It invades
burnt-over areas, slide areas, and other sites where the
soil has been exposed, regardl ..s of soil properties. It will
even grow on dry sites. It also is resistant to cold, and ita
growth ia faat, There are only a few other species that can
be planted and grow as successfully as Japanese larch
from the northern reaches of the temperate zone to the
subfrigidlaubalpine zone.

Pruning

Poor Growth Plantations

Until about 20 years ago, the timber utilization of the
larch tree, which grows fast, was aimed mainly at low
quality timber such 8S small, civil engineering wood or
mine timber. The pruning of larch trees was not practiced
because it was said that branches of Karamatau have a

Recently, many poorly grown and damaged stands of
larch have been seen. These were planted in unsuitable
environmental conditions such as poorly aerated and ex·
ceB8ively wet soils, high-elevation cold areas, and in areas
subject to strong winds.

Weather Conditions
Weather conditions, which include many factors 8uch
temperature. precipitation, and wind and snowfall, are
the moat important factors (or Karamatsu growth. Eleva·
tion ia also a good indicator of growth of Japanese larch
(Rato and Matsui 1966). Table 2 shows the elevationa)
borders of Japanese larch growth (Hayashi 1970).
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Karamatsu grows better on slightly wet soils than on
dry soils. Growth ia slow on massive structure Boils and
compact soils. The roots of Japanese lanh are biologically
aerobic. Consequently, growth of Karamateu ia better on
soils that are deeply aerated (Kato 1962; Kato and Matsui
1966).
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Topography
Local topography ia an important factor (or growth o(
larch. It groWl better on the IPur than on the lummit,
and growth i' hltter on concave·.haped Ilopel than on
conv6-lhaped Ilopel. There i. no relation to azimuth
for Japan..., larch growth.
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1966), In Hokkaido, this disease has been widely distributed, especially in the southern part, si nce 1962. Damaged larch plantations are mainly situated near the seashore, though the disease is spreading to inner parts and
eastern parts in Hokkaido.
Areas of damaged plantations amount to an estimated
7,500 ha, with 2,500 ha in northern parts or Honshu
(Tohoku region ). In 1973, this disease reached about
700 ha in central highland areas. Today, the intensive
application of disease preventing chemicals in nurseries,
the removal of infected trees from plantations, and the
avoidance of planting in areas particularly vulnerable to
outbreaks have resulted in no reports of new outbreaks.
Needle cast is found in all larch plantations and causes
all leaves of the larch trees to fall . Root rot, which de·
strays larch roots and lower stems, occurs mainly on the
poorly aerated, excessively wet, and massive structure
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The main insect pests include defoliators such as needle
spinners, sawflies (Anoplonyz spJ, and gypsy moth (Lym -

antria dispar L .).

Ftgur. 1~Tree planting numbers with changing times.

[n Holtkaido, Japanese larch plantations have been
damaged by a wild mouse (Clethrionomys ru(ocanus
b<dfordia.) for a long time.

Diseaaes, Insects, and Mammal Damage
Karamatau is damaged by a relatively large number
of di ...... and insecta (Mihara 1978). The principal dioe.... are needle cast (Mycosphll.,..I/IJ /lJricihp!ohpia Ito
and Sato), shoot blight (Bo!ryosphouia /lJricina [Sawadal
Shang), and root rot (Fo".., sp.).

Shoot blight disease infects only the current season's

shoota and not the shoota from the previous year. Infected
shoot. are soon killed, tree crowns are deformed into

broom shapes, and height growth is checked.
Studies show that the wind during the growing Beason
mUll. be regarded 8S the most important factor distribut-

ing the di ..... (Ito 1962; Nagano Prefecture 1974; Yokota

CONCLUSIONS
For a long time, Japanese larch plantations have been
rapidly spreading from the central highlands, where many
natural larch forests exist, to the northern parts of Japan,
where weather is cold and dry.
Many artificial forests, which exist in different environ·
menta, suffered incredible damage due mainly to the lack
of judgment concerning the environment. [n Jight of this,
we must. develop useful judgment techniques about envi·
ronments and must carefully make larch plantations ac·

cording to the principle of "the right tree on the right

Japanese larch. Progress of Karamatau silviculture in

site.-
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Ecology and Management of
Korean Larix spp.
Sung-cheon Hong
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1988). But its taxonomy remains to be solved in future
research.
Korean larch grown in the frigid forest region is between L. gmelini; Rupr. and L. princ;pis-rupprtchtii Mayr
in its morphological characteristics. Larix gmelinii grows
in North China and East Siberia at an elevation between
500 and 1,000 m. Larix principis-rupprechtii Mayr grows
in China at an elevation between 1,800 and 3 ,000 m. The
number of scales of Korean larch cones ranges from 25 to
40. The end of the cone scale is straight, and the bract
does not expoae (fig. 3).
Manchurian larch, which grows in the region of Mount
Paekdu and North China at elevations between 500 and
1,800 m, has 16 to 40 cone scales. One-year-old branches
are covered with red or brown hairs (Zheng 1983).
Korean larch and Manchurian larch are tall , deciduous,
shallow-rooted, and shade-intolerant like western larch
and Siberian larch (Amo and Hammerly 1987; Borodina
1966). Diameter at breast height can reach about 1 m.
Along with Betula spp. they ale pioneer species after forest fire. They first bear seeds around 15 years. There is
a good harvest every 2 to 3 years. Korean larch forms
pure forest or mixed forest with evergreen coniferous species such as Pinus cknsifloro, Abies holophylla , Pinus
Itorounsis, and A nephrolepis, as well as hardwood species such as &tula platyphylla var.japonica, B. ermanii ,
Populus davidiana, and P. mazimowiczii. Represented in
the shrub layer and herb layer are Rhododendron paroifoliam , Vaccinium ulibioxum, StYrTJ% obassia , Alnus mazimowiczii, M08nolia s~boldii , Rhododtndron mucronu·
latum, Acer puudo-suboldianum, Syringa reticulata var.
mandshurica. Qrurcus mongolica, S~rbus commuta and
Li.d.ra oblU$ilobo (Lee 1976).
A phytosociology study (Kim 1992) reported L. oI'S••sis
community on the north slope of Mount Paekdu at elevations between 700 and 1,800 m. Manchurian larch is the
dominant tree layer of this community. Piceaj(joensis, A
nephrolepi&. B. trmanii, and B. platyphylla var. japonica
compose the subtree layer in this community. Rhododtndron aureum, Juniperus communis var. montana , Clintonia udensis, Vaccinium vilis-idM, Linnata borealis, and
other speeles are represented in the shrub and herb layer.
Larix olegensis-Betula ermanii community is also reported as a result of ordination using TWINSPAN (TwoWay INdicator SPecies and ANalysis) and OCCA
(Detrended Canonial Correspondence Analysis) (Song
1992). It haa been suggested that temperature determines the distribution of Manchurian larch (Song 1992).
However, my resulta (Hong 1989) and the concept of Foreot Habitat Type Classification (Pfister and othere 1977)
suggest that Manchurian larch is not a potential climax
foreot but is inat.ead a seraJ foresl Forest lire and artificial

Abetract-T'wo apecies of Lam grow in Ko~a : Laris gm~l;nii
var. principi$,,,upf'ffhtii (M2yr) Pilger (l(orean larch ) and L..
ol~" sis A. Henry (Manchurian larch). :By the fOJ'ell habitat
theory, the Lam in Korea i. not potential dimu foretl but i.
seral. South Korea haa planum 30 millilln aeedlinp annually for
the 1all 5 years, which aecounts r... r AtouI. one-third orthe plantalion limber species. Stand volume h tair.able at 30 yean for
a Lam ,tand with lite inde. 16 il 270 m'lha with a growth of
• .3 percent.

Two species of Lam are distributed in the frigid (orest
zone of Korea. Laru spp. are one of the timber species
with Ab~.s. Picra , Pinus , QuercU8. and Iktula app. in
Korea. We planted 1.8 billion Ian:h seedlings on about
600,000 ha from 1957 to 1990. I would like to report
about disbibution, ecology. afforestation, and management aspects of Korean Larix spp.

DISTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY
Korea is a peninsula whose total area is about
220,000 Jun', located at the easternlIi08t of Asia from
33"4' to 43"2' north latitude and from 124"11' to 131"52'
east longitude. The forest area of Korea Peninsula covers
about 16 million ha, or 73.6 percent of its total area.
Meanwhile, in South Korea alone , forest area covers
6,476,000 ha , or about 65 percent of ita total area (fig. I).
Geographically, Korea Peninsula can be divided into
three zones according to an isothermal line: subtropical
forest region (above average annua1 temperature 14 OC),
temperate fo rest zone (5 to 14 °C), and frigid forest region
(under 5 °C). The temperate forest zone is divided into
the sout h (12 to 14 "C), central (10 to 12 "C), and north
temperate forest zone (5 to 10 "C). Figure 2 shows the
horizontal distribution zone of Korean foresta.
Larix s pp. grown in Korea are Larix olgtnsis A. Henry
(Manch urian larch) and L. gmt linii var. principisruppnchtii (Mayr) Pilger (Korean larch). They are distribu ted in the s ubalpine belt of the north temperate zone
and fri gid region s uch 88 Mount Kumkang (above sea
level 900 m ), Mount Nanglym (1,900 to 2,300 m), Mount
Poekdu (500 to 2,300 m), and Huchylyung (1,350 m)
(fig. I).
Some researchers c18.88ify Korean larch 88 Larix
olgtruu A. Henry var. Aortana Nakai (Kim and others
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Tlible 1-Reforestation accomplishment of larch from 1985 10 1990.
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In figure. and table 4, we find that the volume orludt
varies aooording to the site indell. All an eumpl., the vol·
ume and height growth of a 3O-year-o)d lltand on aite inde:r: 20 is almost twice &8 much as those on aite inde:r:. 10.
Hence, wben we affo.....t larch, the aile quality ;. one of
the moot important facton to be conaidem. Table 5
shows two parts of the yield table or a Iuclt atand, with
the older the stand the lower th. rate of growth.
In the afforestation area. ~r di.aeuee are
Myt:O$phM,./1a larid-hp'okpio Ito et Sato (a kind of
needle cast), Gui8nard<a laridna (S_da) Yamamoto.t
Ito (a kind of aboot blight), and otheR, but they are DOt
serious.
Diseases occurring in the nUJ"8ery include RAizodDnitJ
solani. Fusarium OX)'sponun, Pythiwn Mba.ryanwn ,
Cy/indrociadium st:OiJ<Irium (a kind of dampinc 011), and
I'rotyI<""hus PO""I'O'" (Cobb) Chitwood et Oteifa (a kind
of root lesion nematode cfuoeue) (FOfttIUy _
lnatitute 1991).
South Korea baa enfon:ed the afforeatation of ita fontot
land by means of the powerful affo...-tion policy and
erosion control policy. However, about 80 percent orferest land is occupied by young standa or under 30 yean.
The average stock. volume per hectare is DO more than
38.32 m' of wood.
Therefore, the domeatic timber aupply aooounta for only
IS pet<ent of Korea's tota1 timber c:onaumpaoo. The remaining 85 pen:ent of timber C<JIl8umed ;. imported &om
various countries. It amounts to $1 billion.. Table 6
abows the volume or imported Iuclt wood. With the d~
ve)opment or proceaaing t.echnoIOIY for Iuclt wood, our
import of Iuclt wood may inc:reue. Imported Iuclt wood
is WIed for manufacturing or Ooorinc, boarda, buildinjr materials, and panele.
SUct:e88 of Korean larch _ e n t in the coming
century may beaoiJy depend on the future deoeIopmenl or
proceaaing t.echnolOlY and reasooab1e priCM for Iuclt

8.
98
97
97
92

102
112
102

'Source: F0f8Stry Administration, R~ 01
Kat.. ('991).

'Source: FOfestry AO'ninistriItio. Republic: of Kotea (1991).
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behaviors such as logging may have had a great influence
on the present distribution of Manchurian larch.

1::3 Annual_....,......

AFFORESTATION AND
MANAGEMENT CHARACTER

~ I;'

South Korea started afforestation of Larix s pp. in the
early 1900's. Afforestation on a large scale was started in
1957. We planted 1.8 billion larch seedlings on about
600,000 ha from 1957 to 1990. This number of larch seedlings accounts for about 15 to 16 percent ar tota) seedlings
planted during the same period (11.4 billion).
Table 1 shows the areas and the number of larch seed·
lings planted rrom 1985 to 1990. Afforestation or )arch
will continue in the future.
We plant 2· and 3-year-old seedlings at a density of
about 3,000 per ha. Intennediate treatments such as fertHization , brush cleaning, pruning, and thinning are carerully rollowed . Thinning is practiced alter about 13, 18,
and 26 years of afforestation to improve diameter growth
and quality ofthe lumber. As a thinning method. optimum distance between trees is sometimes adopted.
Table 2 shows the remaining number of trees after thinning depending on diameter class.

F1gwe 2-The horizontal distribution of Korean forest

(F«85Ft _ . _.RepubIic of Ko<oa 1981).

Recently. intermediate treatments after afforestation
bave not been practioed because of hish labor waces and
low prices or thinning wood. Table 3 abows Ian:h wood
price &om 1983 to 1990.
The site index of Korean larch (the average height of
dominant tree. in 20 yean) is divided into clasaes of 10,
12, 14,16, 18, and 20 m on the basis of the clasaification
curve and classification table. Figure 4 abO.,s the clasaification curve for site indices of larch. Table 4 shows the
site index oflarch.
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Larix lyallii: Colonist of Tree-Line
and Talus Sites

moist through the summer by aerated seep water (fig. 1).
It can also tolerate boggy wet-meadow sites h eving acidic
organic Boils. The species is most abundant on cool, northfacing slopes and high basins where it fonns the uppenn08t
band of forest (fig. 2). It also covers broad ridgetops and
grows locally under relatively moist soil conditions on southfacing slopes. In the Canadian Rockies , where summer
rainfall is more abundant, it is often found in the timber·
line zone on south slopes.
In the Montana Bitterroot Range, alpine larch is abundant
above 2,290 m on northern exposures. It extends lowest on
north-facing talus slopes, free from other competing conifers. But, even when moist, open, boulder·covered slopes
extend down the mountainsides to the l,370-m canyon bot·
toms, alpine larch rarely colonizes them below 1,980 m.
In the Anaconda-Pintler Range of southwestern Montana,
alpine larch fonns a narrow band between elevations of
about 2,560 and 2,800 m. Northward in the Rockies, the
elevation of its timberlines decreases gradually. Stands in
northwestern Montana, Alberta, and southeastern British
Columbia are generally found between 1,980 and 2,380 m
and in the northern Cascades, between 1,830 and 2,290 m .

Stephen F. Arno
John Worrall
Clinton E. Carlson
range, however, alpine larch is abundant only local1y,
unlike its widespread evergreen associates subalpine fir
<Abies lasiocarpa), whitebark pine (Pinus albicaulis), and
Engelmann spruce (Picea engeiman nii).
In the Rocky Mountains alpine larch extends from the
&Imon River Mountains of central Idaho, latitude 45°30' N .
northward to latitude 51~6' N. several kilometers past Lake
Louise in Banff National Park, AB. (A fossil larch, probably
ofthia species, was growing about A.D. 1000 to 1250 near
the Athabasca Glacier, Columbia Icefield, 90 km northwest
oftoday's northernmost known isolated alpine larch trees
[Luckman 1986].) Within this distribution, alpine larch is
common in the highest areas of the Bitterroot, AnacondaPintler, Whitefish, and Cabinet Ranges of western Montana.
It is also found in lesser amounts atop numerous other
ranges and peaks in western Montana and northern Idaho
(Amo and Habeck 1972). In British Columbia and Alberta ,
alpine larch is common along the Continental Divide and
adjacent ranges and in the Purcell and southern Selkirk
Ranges.
In the Cascade Range alpine larch is found principally
east of the Cascade Divide and extends from the Wenatchee
Mountains (47°25' N.) in central Washington northward to
about 211~m inside British Columbia (4.9° 12' N .) Within
this limited distribution the species is locally abundant in
the Wenatchee, Ch.lan, and Okanogan Range• . Amo (these
proceedings ) provides a detailed range map and discusses
factors associated with the species' range limits.

AMtraet-A1pine larch (Larix lya1li;) i. confined to certain high·
mountain ranges of th e inland Pacific Northwest in the United
State. and Ca nad a , where it inhabits cold . I"O(;ky lubalpine lite.
a nd extends upslope to [Ot'm the timberline. But occ.. ionally al·
pine larch extend. sufficiently low enough to occur with L. occi·
cUntaJi5, and they hybridize. AJpine larch haa essentially no commercial value but i, an important component of diversity. The
apecie1J pro"idel watenhed protection and wildlife habitat and il
biologically intriguing and exceptionally picturuque.

Lari.:r.lyallii Parl.-known as alpine, subalpine, or Lyall
larch-()ften extends higher up on cool exposures than any
other tree, occupying what would otherwise be an alpine
tWldra habitat. It also fonns pure stands on high.-elevation
boulder piles or coarse talus sites that have no visible finer
substrate materials. Alpine larch requires a reliable supply
of moisture throughout the brief growing season. Thus,
in the drier portions of ita range, this species is largely restricted to north-facing slopes and glacial cirque basins. Its
distribution is positively correlated with acidic rock types
such as granite and quartzite; it is usually absent from
basic rocks, such 88 limestone. Growing on infertile rocklands in a cold, snowy, and windy environment, this species
usually remains small and stunted, but in wind·sheltered
basins it sometimes grows large. Much of the following description is condensed from Arno ( 1990), but some new informati on on r":!production , hybridization, and phenology is
included.

CLIMATE

NATIVE RANGE

Alpine larch grows in a cold, snowy, and generally moist
climate. The cool growing Beason, as defined by mean
temperatures of more than 6 °C (Baker 1944), lasts about
90 days, and occasional frosts and snowfalls occur during
the summer. July mean temperatures range from about
9 to 14 °C. January mean temperatures range from about
_14 °C in Alberta to _7 °C in the northern Cascades.
Mean annual precipitation for most alpine larch Jites is
between 800 and 1,900 mm, the larger amount being more
prevalent near the crest of the Cascades. About 75 percent
ofthl~ precipitation is snow and sleet. In April or May,
snCtwpack typically reaches a maximum depth averaging
about 2 m in stands near the Continental Divide and 3 m
farther west. The snowpack does not melt away in most
stands until early July. Average annualsnowfaU is probably about 1,000 cm in most stands west of the Continental
Divide.
The inland Pacific Northwest of't.en has a droughty period
for a few weeks in late s ummer. Although this drought
~ fTect is minor in most a lpine larch sites, dry s urface soils

Alpine larch occupies a 195-km tong stretch of the north·
ern Cascade Mountains in Washington and southernmost
British Columbia. In the Rocky Mountains it extends about
675 km from central Idaho to Banff National Park, AB. The
two distributions a re separated at their closest poirlts by
200 km in southern British Colu mbia. This and smaUer
gaps in the species' distribution gene rally coincide with an
absence of suitabl e high-mountain habitat. Throughout its

Paper pn!.nted at the Symposium on EcoIOlY ld Ma nagement o(L.l rill:
Forest.· A Look Ahead. Whitefilh. MT. U.S.A , Octobe r 5-9,1992.
Stephen P. Amo ia ReIe.,..th Por'ftlter . Inte rmountain Fin! ScieOUll
LllboI'1lUwy. lntermountain Ret.e.~h Station, For'ftlt Service, U.S. Department of Apiculture. Miaaoula. MT 59807. U.S.A John Worrall ia on the
(acuity ofPoreatry. Univllqity Briti,h Columbia, Vancouver, BC. Car.ad.
V6N IZI. Clinton t . CarllOn ia RHearch POl'Hter, Fore'try &iencel L.lt.
ratory. Intermountain Relearch Station, Pornt Service, U.S . Depl rt:nent
01 Ap-iculture. Miuoull. MT 59807. U.S.A
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Figure 1-Alpine larch on a snowy, rocky site
attha base of a northfacing cliff.

ECOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
Alpine larch grows in pure stands and also in 888OCiation
with whitebark pine, subalpine fir, and Engelmann spruce
near their uppP.r limits. Near the crest of the Cascades,
alpine larch is often associated with mountain hemlock
(Tsuga nurtensiana) and subalpine fi : .
Four species dominate tt-e underlP"owth c! most alpine
larch stands throughout the Pacific Northwest: grouse
whortleberry (Vaccinium scop~rium ), smooth woodrush
<Luzula hitchcockii), mount.lin arnica CArniea latifalia),
and red mountain heath (Phyllodoce empetriformis) (Amo

probably prevent seedling establishment in some years.
Summer drought may be a factor limiting the species'
southern extension (Arno, these proceedings). Northward
in the Canadian Rockies, summer precipitation is greater.
Most alpine larch stands annually experience winds reaching hurricane velocity, 117 kmIh or more, during thunderstorms or during the passage of fron tal systems.

SOILS AND TOPOGRAPHY
Although soil development in alpine larch stands varies,
most soils are immature. Generally alpine larch sites have
undergone intense alpine glaciation during the Pleistocene
and have been deglad ated for le88 than 12,000 yean. Chemical weathering is retarded by the short, coot summer sea·
son. Also, nitrogen-fixing and other microbiotic activity that
might enrich the soil are apparently restricted by low soil
temperatures and high acidity.
Throughout its distribution, alpine larch commonly grows
on slopes covered with granite or quartzite talus (boulders)
that have not been previously occupied by vascular plants.
The species also grows in cracks in massive bedrock. On
sites that have appreciable soil development or fme material
(including recent moraines), the soils are still rocky and
immature.
Throughout the range of alpine larch, pH values were
found to be acidic, ranging from 3.9 to 5.7 in the mineral soil
(B horizon) (Amo 1970). Such strongly acid, shallow, rocky,
and cold soils are extremely infertile. The species grows on
several types of geologic substrates but has an affinity for
acidic rock types; it is most abundant on granitic and qU8.ft..
zite substrates and absent or scarce on nearby limestone or
dolomite (Amo and Habeck 1972; Richards 1981).
Alpine larch achieves its best growth in high cirque basins
and near the base of talus slopes where the soils are kept

Flgur. 2-A1pir.e larch on talus in a high basin (2,530 m

elevation), on Lolo Peak, near Missoula, MT.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Seed Production and Diuemination-Seed production in alpine larch has not been well studied , and current
knowledge is based mostly on anecdotal information . Arno
and Habeck (1972) concluded that seed crops are s poradic
and may be dependent on fav orable temperatures during
cone development. Carlson ( 1990) found that early in their
development, in late May and June, the seed a nd pollen
cones can withstand temperatures of -10 °C and continue to
produce viable seed. During 1964 to 1966 and 1989 to 1992,
seed and pollen cone production was ubiquitous on Carlton
Ridge near MissouJo , MT, indicating that given favorable
spring weather, poDen and seed crops can occur in successive
years. The limits of "favorable" weather are not known, but
it seems likely that alpine larch cones can endure weather
that would damage cone buds of many other species, including western larch (Schmidt and Shearer 1990). The poBSible
influence of other factors on cone production is unknown .
Some of these possible influences include insecta, diseases,
and weather and growing conditions ·.he previous year.
Buds that produce seed and pollen cones are susceptible
to extremely Jow temperatures during winter. During the
first week of February 1989 the Northern Rockies were
subjected to a severe Arctic cold wave that caused wideapread damage and mortality to both introduced trees and
thousands of hectares of native conifers. Higher elevation
weather stations in western Montana experienced minimum
temperatures of -40 to -45 °C accompanied by high winds.
Buds of western larch and interior Douglas-fir (P.eudatsuga
menzie.u var. glauco) were injured or killed. In early spring
Carlson (1989) collected alpine larch branches with seed
and pollen cone buds. Nearly 100 percent of the collected
buds were dead. The only exceptions were live buds on
80me unusually low crown branches that had been covered
by snowdrifts. There wall no seed crop that year anywhere
in the Bitterroot Range, but a amall crop was found farther
south at Allan Mountain (see fig. 1 in Amo, these proceedings). There the Arctic front waaless severe, with nearby
weather stations recording minimum temperatures of about
-30 'C. Similar damage was observed by Van der Kamp and
Worrall (1990) in buds of several evergreen conifer species
in British Columbia during the same cold wave. They did
not detect damage in western larch buds. (Alpine larch
buds were not observed.) In Montana, vegetative buds of
weatern larch were not killed but were damaged; reproductive buds were killed outright (Carloon 1989).
Baaed on x-ray ana1yseo, open-pollinated alpine larch seed
in 1990 and 1991 were about 30 p!rcent sound, about the
aame as w..tem larch sampled during that period (Carlson
1993). Reaaons for the poor seed set were not studied. More
research i8 needed to define> facton such 88 weather, insects, and diseases that influence seed production of alpine
larch.

1970). But undergrowth beneath larch stands on bogs,
recent moraines, alpine tundra, or rockpHe sites is often
do mina· ~d by a variety of other species. Often shrublike
<krummholz) subalpine fir and whitebark pine form an
undergrowth layer beneath the larch on relatively cold or
wind-exposed sites.
Alpine larch is the most shade-intolerant conifer growing
at these high-elevation sites and is classed 8S very intolerant. Its evergreen associates attain their best development
in forests below the lower limits aflarch. On the better sites
where alpine larch grows, subalpine fir is the potential climax dominant and Engelmann spruce often attains large
size. Whitebark pine is most abundant on warm exposures
and thus tends to complement rather tha:l compete with
larch (Amo and Habeck 1972).
Because alpine larch foliage requires higher light intensities than ita evergreen associates to maintain active growth
through photosynthesis (Richards 1981; Richards and Blisa
1986), it is unable to ccmpete with a vigorous growth of evergreens. Instead, alpine larch owes ita existence to its superior hardiness. especially on cool exposures. At the highest
elevations alpine larch 611s a vacant niche and represents
the potential clim"". The larch's ability to grow at higher
elevations than evergreen conifers on certain sites is partly
related to ita Buperior resistance to winter desiccationdehydration of foliage during warm, Bunny periods when
the roots are still frozen or chiDed (Richards 1981; Richards
and Bli88 1986). Winter desiccation in conjWlction with lack
of summer warmth are evidently primary factors limiting
the ascent of tree growth on high mountains (Arna and
Hammerly 1984; TranquiUini 1979). Above the limit of
trees, the growing season is 80 short that new growth cannot adequately harden-off, or form a fully developed cuticle,
and thus it succumbs to desiccation in winter.
AJpine larch is less vulnerable to winter desiccation than
its associated conifers because its leaves are deciduous and
its buds are woody and protected (Amo 1970; Richards 1981).
Thus, there is little tendency for larch to grow in a shrubby
or krummholz fonn , unlike its evergreen associates. Its de-ciduous foliage requires slarge amount of moisture throughout the summer compared to the evergreens; consequently,
it occupies relatively moist sites. Near the upper limit of
evergreen conifers, severe climatic conditions allow alpine
larch to share climax status with subalpine fir, Engelmann
spruce, and whitebark pine. These evergreens often develop
in the shelter of a large "patriarch'" larch, sometimes growing up through the larch crown as if it were a trellis.

LIFEWSTORY
Cone Jnjtiation and Development-Alpine larch is
monoeciou..; male and female strobili (flowers) are borne
separately on ahort, woody apur shoota scattered among
the leaf-bearing apur ahoots. Strobili are normally mone>aponu1liata. Buds producing the atrobili begin to awell by
the end oCMay, and the wind-diapened poDen ia ahed from
Llte small yellowish male strobili in June when there are
still &eVeral feet of snow on the ground in moat stands (Arno
1970; Richards 1981). Female strobili develop into purpliAh
cones 4 to 5 em long in September. The importance offacton limiting pollination, ferti lization, and seed development
ia unknown .

PheDOlney-Vegetative buds of alpine larch flush early,
when snowpack still covers the ground, about 3 weeks before those of associated subalpine fir and spruce. Presumably the expanding alpine larch leaves have considerable
resistance to frost. The onset of larch leaf expansion i8
asaociated with a threshold tamperatura of about 1.5 'c,
in contrast to the 6-°C threshold cited for moat conifers
<Worrall 1993). Alpine larch aloo has a low heat aum
requirement, about 75 degree days, which is about half
that of auociated subalpine fir and spruce. Obaervationl
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of bud burst between 1969 and 1992 at Manning Provincial
Park, BC, showed that it varied by as much 8S 6 weeks in
May and June and was closely related to the temperature
regime (Worrall 1993). In greenhouse experiments, buds
burst at the same time in 24-hour days or in complete dark·
ness, and therefore any influence of photoperiod on this
process is precluded .
Between 1969 and 1992, the dste of occurrence of peak autumn leaf coloration likewise was variable in late September
and early October, and correlated with both date of budburst (early flush/early fall> and with temperature in the
summer (high temperatures/early fall), suggesting that
leaves have a fixed liCe span that is governed by heat sum.
In theory one could use spring and summer temperature
88 a tool to predict the dates of fall coloration, but this fails
when a severe late-summer frost damages the green leaves
and ey tum duD yeDow brown and Iilil to abacise promptly.

and others 1991; John 1979). Best success is achieved
using cuttings from young trees. These techniques have
not been tried with alpine larch but would be of considerable interest.
Gro~Alpine larch is a slow-growing,long-lived tree.
Vigorous saplings 1.2 m tall are about 30 to 35 years of
age. Dominant trees attain smaU to moderate dimensions,
depending on site conditions, in a typical 400- to 500-year
life span (table I).
Although four to five centuries is a common life span for
dominant trees, many individuala attain 700 yean, and the
oldest are estimated to be about 1,000 yean (Amo 1970).
Some could be even older (Worrall 1990). Complete ring
counts are riot poesible on the oldest trees because of eJ:tenaive heart rot. On average sites (high on north-facina
alopes) the dominant trees grow 12 to 15 m in height and
30 to 61 em diameter at breast height (d.b.h'). In moot
cirque basin aites on granitic or quartzite substrates, domi·
nant treea reach 23 to 29 m tall and 61 to 124 em d.b.h .
The largest recorded alpine larch, in the Washington
Cascades, ia 201 em d .b.h . and 29 m tall (American Forestry Association 1988).
When growing in pure stands near or above the limite of
evergreen conifers, alpine larch attains only modest height,6 to 14 m-but forms a broad, open, irTegular crown composed of long, often crooked branches. Stem analysia
(Worrall, these proceedings) indicates that although annual height increments of 10 to 15 em may occur, average
annual growth is about 3 em, not because leaders are l08t,
but because the leading bud frequently grows as a spur
shoot, often for several consecutive years. This capability,
plus the deciduous habit, may be involved in the development of an erect single-stemmed fonn on high-elevation
sites where associated evergreen conifers exist only 88 low
krwnmholz.
Alpine larch typically grows in open, parklike groves
oftess than 0.2 ha, interspened with natural openings of
various sizes. Stocking within the small groves is at the
rate of 125 to 200 mature trees per hectare (50 to SO/acre)
(Amo 1970). Productivity is low-annual yield capability
about 0.7 to 1.4 m'lha on sites having better than average
productivity. Defect is high for all species in alpine larch
communities. Essentially no commercial timber harvesting has been done, even in the best developed stands, nor
does any seem likely in the future.

Seedling Development-In contrast to previous work.
(Richards 1981, Shearer 1961), recent studies show that
germination of sound alpine larch seed is not difficult to
achieve (Carlson and Ballinger, these proceedings). Carlson
(in press) obtained about 40 percent germination of filled
alpine larch seed, about the same as western larch. Seeds
were placed in leach tubea filled with a peat-based soil
and covered with a thin layer (3 mm) of soil. Tubes were
thoroughly wet with tap water, covered with clear polyethylene, and placed in a cold room (2 ' C) for 30 days. FoDowing the stratification, tubes were placed in a germination
room with the temperature maintained at 30°C under flue>
rescent lighting. Soil was kept moist with tap water. This
procedure, which to some degree may emulate natural conditions, worked well in two successive years with different
seed lots.
Although genninated alpine larch seedlinga grow reasonably weD under artificial conditions, they do not grow tall
(Carlson, in press; Carlson and Ballinger, these proceed.
ings). Seedlings attain a height of 3 to 6 em in 4 months
compared to 25 to 35 em for western larch under the same
conditions. In contrast, alpine larch root growth is prolific;
the smaD seedlings filled the growth tubea with roots. This
paraDels the observations of Richards (1981) on natural
seedlings at high elevations.
Alpine larch seedlings germinated under artificial conditions can be successfully outplanted to their natural environment. Carlson and Doolittle (1993) planted containerized seedHogs at two locations in the Bitterroot Range south
ofMisaouIa, MT. After 1 year, mortality waslesa than 50
percent. Surviving seedlings had grown 2 to 5 em in height
and appeared healthy. Seedlings planted at a lower elevation , in Missoull\ at 975 m, did not do as well. Survival
was abou t 25 percent after 1 year, and survivors averaged
about 3 em in height (Carlson and BaDinger, these proceedings). The key to growing this species outside its natural
habitat seems to be in maintaining continuously damp soil
and negligible competition .

T.b" 1- Av,rage ages lor dominant ~ne larch of different diam·
ete.. (AToo 1970)
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Vegetative Reproduction-Vegetative regeneration of
alpine larch does not appear to be a m~or factor in natural
perpetuation ofthe species (Amo and Habeck 1972). Even
where t he species 888wnes shrublike form, we have seldom
observed layering. Techniques have been developed to
asexually propagate Larix spp. from stem cuttings (Edson
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drainage of the Bitterroot Range south of Missoula, MT.
They also produced artificial hybrids, using alpine larch as
the female parent. Seedlings were produced but died the
first summer due to lack of horticultural care. This work
was renewed when putative hybrids were described in a
sympatric area on the north face of nearby Carlton Ridge
(Carlson and others 1990), Natural hybrids can be distinguished based on interpretation of summer and fall foliage
color, pubescence of current-year twigs, needle luster, roughness of the bark on 3-year-old branchlets, and general tree
form. Variation in combinations of these features on the
putative hybrids suggested exte nsive introgressirn, implying that the hybrids produce viable seed~. Analyses of several foliar terpenes corroborated conclUSions based on morphological features (Carlson and others 1991). To date, 10
locations have been discovered where alpine and western
larch are sympatric. Five of these sites have been investigated, and putative hybrids h~ve been found at e~ch one;
all are on steep north aspects 10 canyons of the Bitterroot
Range. Additional sympatric sites may exist in the Cabinet
Range of northwestern Montana (Arno 1970).
.
Hybrids were successfwly produced through reclp~al
crosses in 1990 (Carlson and Ballinger, these proceedings)
and 1991 (Carlson 1993). Crossability with alpine larch as
the female parent is high; 63 percent of the total seed was
sound, and over 70 percent of the sound seed germinated
(Carlson, in press). The cross with western larch as the
female was less successful, presumably because alpine larch
pollen (which develops too late for fertilization with western
larch) did not preserve well when it was frozen for nearly
a year before pollination. Carlson and Blake (1969) forced
alpine larch pollen development with some success, but
subsequent attempts have failed. Hybrid seedlings tend to
be intermediate in height growth but exceed both parents
in stem diameter; they are short and staeky in appearan~e .
Hybrids will be field tested for growth and development In
warm· moist and cool-moist habitats.
Putative hybrids previously described produced a bumper
cone crop in 1991. Cones and seeds from hybrid trees were
collected and compared to alpine and western larch cones.
Hybrid seed tended to emulate western larch seed, but cones
were intermediate in some features and unique in the degree of exertion of the bract tip. Seeds collecte~ from th~se
cones were viable, and seedlings are now growmg and wdl
be studied for growth, development, and chemistry (Carlson
1992).
That alpine and western larch can be crossed with a high
degree of s uccess perhaps implies a common ancest.ry .that
is relatively rf'ent. Alpine larch evolved charactensllC8
that allow it to survive in cold, moist habitats that are marginal for growth of other trees. In contrast, western larc~
diverged to become a rapidly growing colonist and competitor on burned sites in warmer and drier habitats. Both
grow successfully at the margins of their distributi~ns i~
open north-facing talus slopes at about 1,8oo.to .2,00 j.m
elevation in the Bitterroot Range, the lower hrrut for alpme
larch and the upper limits for western larch. The search
for ancestry of these two species should be directed toward
studies of DNA, Some work has been done in the g~mWl
using chloroplast DNA (Szmidt and others 1987). Paternal
inheritance of chloroplast DNA seems to be common in
Larix.

Rooting Habit-Alpine larch roots exte nd deep into fissures in the rocky s ubstrate. Trees are well anchored by a
large taproot and large lateral roots and are windfirm. The
crown and trunk of old trees may break off in violent winds,
but the tree itself is seldom uprooted. Richards (1981 )
found that alpine larch "seedlings" 16 to 25 years old and
only 20 to 40 em tall had taproots penetrating 40 to 60 cm
and laterals descending 20 to 60 cm at about 45° from the
horizontal. Mycorrhizal development was found on aU trees,
but shallow roots had a higher degree of mycorrhizal association than deep roots. Cen ococum graniforme has been
identified as an ectotrophic mycorrhiza of alpine larch
(Trappe 1962).

Damaging Aaent&--Violent winds in alpine larch stands
often damage crowns in conjunct ion with loads of clinging
ice or wet snow. Nevertheless, this tree's deciduous habit
and supple limbs make it more resistant to wind damage
than its associates. Death usually occurs when advanced
heart rot has so weakened the bole that high winds break
off the trunk. The quinine fungus (Fcmitopsis officinalis>,
which causes brown trunk r ot, produces the only conks
commonly found on living trunks. This fungus is evidently
the BOurce of most heart rot. Other diseases and insects
generally cause little damage to alpine larch.
Snow avalanches and snowslides are important sources
of damage in many stands, but again this species is better
adapted to survive these disturbances than its evergreen
asaoeiates. Alpine larch poles up to 13 cm thick and 6 m
tall can survive annual flattening by snowslides only to
straighten again when the snow melts in summer (Arno
and Habeck 1972). As larch poles exceed this size, their
strong trunks and lack of dense foliage make them resistant to breakage in snowslides. Because of this su~rior
resistance, alpine larch often occupies snowslide sites.
BeC$use this species is usually confined to moist, rocky
sites without continuous fuels , even major wind-driven flres
usually cause only small pat<hes of mortality in alpine larch
stands. Larch and associated whitebark pine often survive
low intensity surface fires and retain fire scars as evidence
of these events. Conversely, associated subalpine fir is
usually killed by any fire. In contrast, fire appears to have
had a major influence on alpine larch's distribution along
the east slopes of the Continental Divide range in Alberta
(Arno 1970). Historically, in the area between latitudes
50°04' and 50°29' N., the east slopes burned in large standreplacing fires that extended up into the timberline zone.
In the southern portion of thi s area laTch survived in rocky
sites at timberline and then seeded into and colonized large
areas of bums in the highest elevations ofthe subalpine firspruce forest at about 2,050 to 2,200 m. In contrast, along
a 16-km segment in the northern portion, extensive replacement fires apparently eli minated larch. Here, larch seldom
occu pies talus slopes, perhaps because they are limestone.

GENETICS
The genetics of alpine larch are not well understood. We
are not aware of any studies dealing specifically with geographic variation of alpine larch. Moet of the genetics work
has dealt with hybridization between alpine and western
larch. Carloon and Blake (1969) first described natural
hybrids of western a nd alpine larch in the Carlton Creek
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Journal of Forest Research.
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Montana. Natural Areas ~·urnal . 10(3): 134-139.
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Experiment Station Bull. 37. Missoula, MT: University
of Montana. 12 p.
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Colenutt, M. E.; Luckman, B. H. 1991. Dendrochronological investigation of Lari>: lyallii at Larch Valley, Alberta.
Canadian Journal of Forest Research. 21: 1222-1233.
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Richards, J . H.; Bliss, L. C. 1986. Winter water relationa
of a deciduous timberline conifer, Larix lyallii ParI.
Oecologia. 69: 16-24.
Schmidt, W. C.; Shearer, R. C. 1990. Larix occidentalis
Nutt. Western larch. in: Burna, R. M.; Honkala, B. H .,
tech. coords. Silvics of North America. Vol. I. Conifers.
Agric. Handb. 654. Washington , DC: U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Forest Service: 160-172.
Schopmeyer, C. S., tech. coord. 1974. Seeds of woody planta
in the United States. Agric. Handb. 460. Waahington, DC:
U.S . Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 883 p.
Shearer, R. C. 1961. A method of overcoming seed dormancy
in subalpine larch. Journal of Forestry. 59: 513-514.
Sudworth, George B. 1908. Forest trees of the Pacific Slope.
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest
Service. 441 p.

SPECIAL USES
Alpine larch's primary values seem to be in watershed protection, wi ldlife habitat, outdoor recreation, and esthetics.
The ability of this species to occupy steep north slopes and
snow chutes where other trees scarcely grow suggests that
it helps to stabilize snow loads and reduces the severity of
avalanches (Sud worth 1908). Scientists from several countries (Switzerland, Iceland, Japan , and New Zealand) who
are interested in avalanche control or forest establishment
on cold sites have obtained alpine larch seed from the Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
A diverse assemblage of birds and mammals is associat. .l with alpine larch communities (Arno 1970). Grizzly
bears often dig winter dens in alpine larch stands in Banff
National Park (Vroom and others 1980). The greatest use
of these habitats by most wildlife species is as summer
range , when timberline vegetation is succwent, tempera·
tures cool, and water abundant. Mountain goats, bighorn
sheep, hoary marmots, pikas, mwe deer, elk (wapiti), black
and grizzly bears, red squirrel s, and snowshoe hares are
among the mammals that feed in alpine larch stands. Blue
grouse apparently feed heavily on alpine larch needles. The
trees provide some concealment and thermal cover in an
otherwise open habitat. Woodpeckers, other cavity-nesting
birds, and mammals nest in the larger, hollow-trunk trees,
The unusual hardiness of this species, its adaptations to
survival in a harsh climate, on rugged topography, and in
sterile substrates, make it of special interest for scientific
study and for reclamation plantings on high-elevation sites.
A recent dendrochronological study of alpine lan:h concluded
that its growth rings are excellent indicators of year-to-year
climatic variations, and they may prove useful for recon·
structing past climates and for studies of modem climatic
change (Colenutt and Luckman 1991).
The natural beauty of alpine larch stands attracts hikers
and photographers. The tree's foliage, a tr:loslucent bright
green in summer, turns lemon yellow and finally golden in
September befo,"" it falls in October.
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Physical Ecology and Regulation
Measurement for Establishment of
Fast-Growing and High-Yield Larch
Forests in Northeastern China
Yeh·Chu Wang
Ab.tr81ct-The climate in northea.tern China Vanet conlide ....
ably becauae oflhe va.t mountain ranp •. Lari.%6/Mlini and L.
princip;"·rupprtthlii are .pread aero.. theM nnpe. Artind.1
and natural regeneration are needed for these apeciet, and culti ~
vation .ucce .. haa been hilh. Included are five mealurement.
for larch fore.l management.

LariJc ol,r....ia HelllY (L. • ."..,00 Naw), the species, in
the initial time of this century was a variety of L. gmtlini
(Dr. Alfred Rehder), but it has been a Iypicalspecies for
a lona time. It is distributed alona the southern bank of
the Sonahua River, the Wanda Mountain Range, and the
Zhanguanpi Range at an altitude about 500 to 1.200 m.
The speciea also grows in the Chanabai.han Range at an
altitude about 500 to 1,800 m alona river land, valley, and
awamp land in pure foreate or mixed with some deciduous
tneo. Th.ludl plantation i. aln!ady up to 47 degree.
north.
LorD: principi&-ruppr«htii Mayr. had been the nomen·
c1atu", as a variety of L./lnulini (Rehder and Wiloon), but
now it la a typical apeciea and a particular tree in north~
em China. It grows in the high mountain region in Hebei
and Shanxi Province at an altitude about 1,400 to 2,500 m
and in the Wutaiahan and the Xiaowutaishan Mountains,
Hebei, at an altitude 1,600 to 2,800 m. In the Wutaiahan
and the GuancheJUlhan in Shanxi Province it grows up to
1,800 m in altitude in pure stande and I... than 1,800 m
in atanda mixed with spruce, picea, poplar, and birch.
Larch mainly is a . trona tolerant .peciea to all of the
environmental factors: the strong and weak radiant, the
high or low air humidity, the deep or .haIlow soil depth,
the more or lese aoil water content, and the different fer~
tility conditions. Although larch adapts well, the ooil
muat be kept porous for aeration. Thua, the larch foreats
alWIlYS distribute alona the timber line in altitude and
latitude. The maximum height and diameter are, reapettively, 30 m and 80 em for L. /lm<iini, 40 m and 1 m for
L. olgen..u, and 30 m and 1 m for L. principi!-ruppr«htu.
They bear aman aeeda with membranoua wing in cones,
apreading at maturity. They can germinate when the
aeed attachea to the mineral 8Oil. Natural regeneration
ia the beat way to eatabliah foreats allover the reiion.
The Great Xingan Mountains are in the cold temperate
zone where the temperature difference ia large and the coniferoua forests occur with several deciduoU8 species. The
envi ronmental capacity limits the kinds of animal and
plant specie8, which means the food chain ia aimple and
ahort. There ia no auccesaion atage and no difference i)e.
tween pioneer apecies and climu apec:iea, no lifeform in
autceaaion, and no meaophytiam at all. The community
juat fite for itaelf. Thua, the young aeedling can aurv1ve
under the old growth.
Meanwhile, the slope .ites Mould be kept in natural regeneration, not artificial regeneration, because the BOil
depth is ahallow, 9 to 10 em or 10 to 15 em. On the steep
810pee artificial regeneration increaaea eroeion. Finally,

We know that energy is the dynamics of life, and water
is the BOur<:e of life. On the earth surface, there ia a medium latitudinal zone in which the evaporation per year
ia greater than the precipitation per year. In China, the
northern temperate belt and cold temperate belt are in
that latitudal zone. Northern China and northeaatern
China are all included in the range. The climate ia a hu·
mid, 8t'lmihumid, semiarid, and arid pattern from eut to
weat. The aridity in northeastern China ia about from 1.6
to 3.4, and from Hebei to Shanxi Provinces, the aridity is
around 3 .4 to 4.6.
Meanwhile, the continentality in northeaatem China ia
about 65 to 85 percent from south to north; in northern
China about 65 to 70 percent from east to west. [n this
case, the climate 1a a heatlwater aynchronou8 activity pat·
tern, which is good for agriculture and forestry. [n the
eaatem range of northeastern China ia the mountainous
region where forests in the BOuth and north contain d~
ciduoU8 conifers. The middle part ia agricultural land
containing the famoua chemosem. The weatern ranae
of northeastern China is the arid region where the 80Uth
containa dune and the north has the graYland commu.
nity for husbandry.
Dahurian larch (LariJc /lm.lini Rupr.), with height of
30 m and diamter at breast height of 80 em, is distributed
in the Great Xingan Mountains at an aJtitude of 300 to
1,200 m, from the wetland (swamp) at the bottom to aum.
mit areaa containing pure forest standa covering about
70 percent of the whole mountain8. [n the l..eeeer Xingan
Mountain Region, the apeciea can grow to the a ltitude of
400 to 600 m on gentJe elopes and river aides as pure for·
eat standa or mixed with aome speciea of deciduous treee.
The apeciea grows well in Heilongjiang, the eastern part
of Jilin Province, and the eastern and western part of
Liaoning Province.

P're:Mnt.ed at the Sympoaium on £COlao and Man... ment oIlAri.
For.ta: A Look Ah.owd, Whiteraah, NT. U.S .A. , Odober5-9 1982Yeh-Chu W.", I, Virector, Ecoloeleal R.urch Group
P'orwtry Uni"lnlity. H,rbIn. People', RepubUc: olChIIUl.•
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where there is no mineral soil, there is no forest either.
Transportation or labor are also difficult in mountains.
The soil formation needs a long time, litter decomposes
slowly, and nutrients leach rapidly. In the valley or bottom plain, the soil depth increases to 60 to 70 cm. The
permafrost layer occurs in island shapes.
Artificial regeneration or natural regeneration or both
may be carried on to increase the soil water· holding ca·
pacity. In this region, the surface water flow cannot be
converted to underground water flow because the convert
sion mechanism and system of water cycle are not pres·
ent. Most important to the Great Xingan Mountain Range,
the southern slope has smaller capacity to hold the water
than the northern slope. This is a serie
'oblem to the
fresh water resource for the Ner\iiang J- ••~ r in south as·

III. Scientific Base of Larix
accidents/is

and high·yield plantation forests in the regions because
the forest coverage area is only 12.98 percent or our whole
country. The L. gmelini and L. oi.gensis are thf main species for the plantation forests, which have been cultivated
in Heilongjiang Province about 60 to 80 percent. The seed·
ling survival rate of L. olgensis in Weihe Forest Agency is
about 96 percent, and the preservation for 3 years is 95
percent. The average height of3.year..old seedlings is
244 em, and the maximum height is 287 em.
The measurements of the larch forest management are:
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D. Landscape Ecology •••..••• 136

1. The hybrid vigor and best provenance to the Olgen
larch.
2. Cuttings for plani:.8tion instead of seedlings to sim·
pUfy the productive process (in national nu.rsery of
Fangcheng County, Heilongjiang, 1990, the water cultural
cuttings of L. olgensis were successful , creating about
60,000 seedlings for plantation, and qualification with the
conversion percentage of cutting to seedling is 85 percent).
3. Larch species grow fast before 10 to 20 years, and
the short rotation for the forest is about 30 to 40 years.
4. Seedling and cutting mixed with soybean and com
crop either in nursery or in plantation.
5. In the nursery stage, HRC (high reserve chemicals-hypogeous root conservation), trace elements, humic acid,
chloride choline alkaline, and some nutrients, can be used
for root system to increase the growth rate and capacity.

pect region.

The Great Xingan Mountains are covered with pure
L. grMlini forests with a few deciduous species even as
Populus davidiana , P. sauveolens, lktula platyphylla, B.
dahurica, Quercus mongolica, and Alnus rr.andshurica .
The coniferous forest in this region contains two species,
Pinta $flwstris var. mongolica and Pi~a koraiensis,
above 460 m in altitude. Natural regeneration of these
two species is much better in the stand. and the former
is especially better than the latter. However, the Scotch
pine is only about 10 percent in the mixed stand because
of its lower tolerance of fire. The Great Xingan Moun·
tains tend to have the most important lightning fires in

I

Larix. principis·rupprechtii is a best and fast·growing
species in northern China, in the mountain area in Hebei
Province. The age of plantation stand in the province
ranges from 10 to 20 years with an average height growth
of 0.6 to 0.7 m per year. The species grows well on the
mountain brown soil developed from granite, gneiss, and

China.
The damage to larch cones by insects is about 85 to
95 percent. The most persistent insects are Lassiomma
laricicola Karl , L. melanio. melaniola Fan and L. infre·
q~nct Ackland. The population of pests and the amount of
seeds in larch ecosystem are related in synergism with the
coevolution between the community and the environment.
The larch is a kind of fast·growing species in northern
China, especially L. gmelini, L. olgensis, and L. principis·
ruppnchtii. We would like to manage the fast·growing

shale.
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The History of Larix occidentalis During
the Last 20,000 Years of Environmental
Change
Cathy Whitlock
AbRract-During the full·glacial period, tundra. wbalpme park.
land, and cold lteppe were prelent in the Pacific Northwelt. Between 16.000 and 12,000 yea,. ...,. the appearance of mHOphytic
lubaJpine ~ marh an increue in temperat~ and efl'ed:ive
moiature. After 12.000 yean ago. dqJaciated l"eKiON we~ colonized lint by herb-dormnated C'Omm uniliu and then by auhalpine
(Oretta. fn the late Holocene. effectively wetter and more equable
conditione allowed modem forvt communitiea to develop. The
modern range of Lam in the racilic Northwe.t ... "tabU-bed
in the Jail few thouund ye,. 'S.

-----------------

The restricted and diecontinuoul range of Lati.z occuuntal;., in western North America ill anomaloul when com.
pared to the broad range or many of its fol'Ht aHOciatee
(fig. I; Little 1971). PreaentecolOlli",,1 f.c:I<>n are, nocloubt,
important in maintaini ng this distribution, but tM pattern
il8elf appeal. to historical explanation •. Either of two biogeographic model. seems likely, The range of Lariz may
be a result of vicariance, in which cue a once widetpread
distribution has become re.tricted becauee of recent unfavorable condition •. Alternatively, the pattern may be.
re8ult of dispersal wherein ilOlate 8tanda an! evidence of
range expan8ion and ameliorating conditiolll. AlthoucfJ
both range contraction and expafUlion have likely occurred
at various times and perbaptl even .imultaneousJy, a knowledge of Larix hiltory should help d.iecloee the relative importance oftheae processes in creating the preeent distribution . The teat o(either model resides in undentandintr
the facton that have influenced the dietribution of Larix
in the paat.
My objmives are to diecu.. (1) the m~r eb~ in climate and environment that have affected the PacifJC Northwest during the I..! 20,000 Y"n, (2) the attendant YeIIetational reaponees that have o«urred, and (3) the history
of Larix dUrintr thie period baeed on available fouil data.
The Pacific Northwest refe,. to W"hintIton, Oreion,ldabo,
northwestern Montana, and lOutbern Britiah Columb lll.
The timefiame
the evento from the beilht of
the lut glaciation (.bout 20 to 16 u; u = 1,000 yean _),
through the late glacial period of ice reoeuion (about 18 to
10 u ), and into tho Holocene inte'lJlacial period (10 U to
the present).

Information on past vegetati<:>nal changes comes from
Itratigraphic record. of f088il poUen and other plant macrofoceila preserved. in the sediments of lakes and wetlands.
Sediment coree taken from 8uch 8itee yield continuous
recorda that range from the present back to the formation
of the lake or wetland. In formerly glaciated areas, including the region where Lariz now grows, these records extend
to the time of ice I'eCes8ion (about 16 to 10 Ita). In ungJaciated areas, the eedi.mentary record8 are often older and contain pollen from plant communities that grew during the
glacial muimum (20 to 16 Ita). The relationship between
modem pt'Uen rain, modern vegetation, and preaent climate
ia the baaia for recoDatructing past vegetation and climate
from the fouil pollen record. In the Pacific Northwest, studies of modem pollen rain necessary to establish thia relationlhip have been publiohed for many ...... (for aample,
Barnooky 1981; He\lller 1969, 1973, 1978; Kearney 1983;
Mack and Bryant 1974; Mack and others 1978a). Macrof08lQ (includiDl' leavea, needle8, and other plant remains)
found in aaociation with poDen provide additional paleoecolotic information that often pollen alone cannot provide.
Macrof'ouila are alto evidence that a particular species grew
in the local .atenhed.
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Both radiocarbon dates of organic matter in the core and
the presence of ash layel'"S that can be traced to known volcanic eru ptions provide a chronologic framework for the
vegetational reconstruction. Many Pacific Northwest 8itea,
for example, contain the Mazamll ash from the eruption of
Mount Mazama in southwestern Oregon about 6.7 to 7 ka
(Sarna-Wojcicki and others 1983).
Direct infonnation on the history of Larix is scarce. Few
pollen records have been studied within its present range
(for a listing of sites in the Pacific Northwest, see Baker 1983;
Bamosky and others 1987; Mehringer 1985; Thompson and
others 1993; Whitlock 1992J. Thu8, the history must be
largely inferred from the response of Larix forest associates
at other sites in the Pacific Northwest. Also, Larix pollen
is morphologically si milar to that of Pseudotsugo; from pollen data alone. one cannot determine whether one or both
of the trees were present in the past. Published. pollen diagrams often label the pollen spectrum as Pseudotsugal
Larix or Pseudotsuga-type. Most of this poUen is thought to
be Pseudotsugo pollen because of the greater importance of
Douglas-fir in the forest today (Mack and others 1978b,c,d,e,
1979, 1983). However, this may not be accurate. The pollen
of Pseudotsuga and presumably Larix is not well dispersed.
It only appears in modem samples when the tree is abundant in the local watershed. Even in samples from modem
Douglas-fir forests, it seldom accounts for more than 10 percent of the pollen rain. PseudotsugalLariJ: percentages provide information on their local occurrence more than on their
abundance in the regional vegetation. MaCTOf088il8 necessary to identify the source of PseudotsugalLarix pollen have
been reported at only one site (see below).

CAUSES OF REGIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE

today, and at 18 ka when perihelion occurred in January
(Kutzbach and Guetter 1986). As a result, solar radiation
in summer at middle latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere
was greater than present, and winter radiation was less
than present between 12 and 6 ka.
These global-8eale variations set in motion a series of
smaller scale changes, including shifts in a tmospheric circulation and variations in the temperature contrasts between
land and sea. In turn, these changes led to climatic differe nce8 within western North America. Notable outcomes
over the last 20,000 years were changes in the seasonal distribution of precipitation (related to the position of the jet
fltream ), the intensity of the northeastern Pacific SUbtropical high, and the strength of monsoonal flow from the Gulf
ofCalifomia and Gulf of Mexico. As a result, the vegetational history of the Pacific Northwest is different from that
of the American Southwest or Great Plains CBamosky and
others 1987; Thompson and others 1993).
Topographic variability in the Pacific Northwest has fur ·
ther modified climate and aecounted for mesoscale variationa in vegetational history. Precipitation and tempera~
ture differences between coastal and interior areas reflect
the orognphic influence of the Coast Ranges, the Cascade
Range, and the Northern Rocky Mountains on the flow of
air from the Pacific. While these areas show a common response to the large-scale controls, the specific vegetational
history displays considerable intraregional variability. On
the smallest 8patial scale, substrate, disturbance regime,
microclimate, and biology are important in shaping local
vegetational patterns. These factors sometimes produce
significant site-to-site variations in the f068il record. Their
detection, however, requires a comparison of closely spaced
sites in contrasting environments.

'fIlE GLACIAL MAXIMUM, 20 TO 16 KA

The vegetation history of the ta8t 20,000 years is largely
an adjustment of species' ranges in response to a series of
changes in the physical environment. The environmental
changes result from a hierarchy of controls that determine
vegetational responses on different spatial and temporal
scales (Bartlein 1988; Whitlock 1992; Whitlock and Bartlein
1993). At the top of the hierarchy, global-scale changes in
ice cover, concentration of carbon dioxide in the atm08phere,
and solar radiation have caused climatic changes that have
affected. the entire Northern Hemisphere on time scales of
millennia (COHMAP Members 1988). This gross scale of
variation accounted for the warming that ushered in the
Holocene; it also led to warmer-than-present conditions in
the Pacific Northwest during the early Holocene (10 to 6 lea)""
the so-called Hypsithennal Period.
Paleoclimatic simulations produced by general circulation models <GeM's) of the atmosphere suggest that two
large-scale controls were especially important during the
last 20,000 years (Broccoli and Manabe 1987; COHMAP
Members 1988) (fig. 2). The first waR the Laurentide ice
sheet, which at its maximum size covered north-central
and northeastern North America. The second control was
the changes in the seasonal distributio!l of solar radiation
as a result of variations of the Earth's orbit RIOund the Sun
<the Milankovitch cycles). At 9 Ita, perihelion (the time
when the Earth is closest to the Sun) was in July, unlike
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Paleoclimatic simulations suggest that the Laurentide
ice sheet at its maximum size created colder and drier conditions in the Western United States (Bam08ky and others
1987; COHMAP Membe ... 1988; Thompson and othe...
1993; see 18 ka simulation in fig. 2). In the Pacific Northwest, temperatures were lowered. by about 5 °C along the
coas'_ (Heusser 1977) and by about 10 °C or more in the interior (Mears 1981; Porter and others 1983). Regional aridity was caused by the sheer sile of the ice sheet, which split
the jet stream over North America and shifted the southern branch south of its present position. The more southerly position of the jet robbed the Northwestern United
States of ita winter storms, which were funneled into the
Southwest. Dry conditions also resulted from a large glacial
anticyclone that developed over the ice sheet. Clockwise
winds off the ice body generated stronger easterly surface
winds in the Pacific Northwest.
In general, vegetational records from the Pacific Northwest suggest that lower treeline lay above its present elevation during the glacial maximum as a ' 'esult of greater
aridity. West of the C85C8de Range, lowlands were covered
by xerophytic parkland; east of the Cascades, tundra and
steppe prevailed in the basins. Upper treeline in the Olympic
Mountains and Rocky Mountains was lowered by 600 to
l,roo m (Baker 1983; Heusser 1977), presumably because

implies that the climate of the Puget Troueh ..u more continental than that of today. This reconstruction ill conaistent with the model predictions of colder drier conditione
related to a more aouthem position of the jet .tream and
stronger easterlies from a IItreJllthened. glacial anticyclone.
Further evidence of the jet stream position cornea from
paleoenvironmt!ntal records from the American SouthWelt,
which .how expanded foreet and high lake level. duri", the
glacial maxima in areas that are presently arid (Thompaon
and others 1993).
We lack much information on the ranges {;ftemperate
forest tau durinc thel!lacial maximum. but available data
"'1I\Ie against .ignificant latitudinal displacements. For
eumple, PU:m .i.tcMn.si.s waa preeent in the coast range of
Oregon, in the area where it grows today (Worena 1993).
PuutiouUSa and Alnus rubru were present in protected
habitats in the southern Puget Trough at about 16 ka
(Bamooky 1985b). These trees apparently survived in
small numbers at a time when the region was largely covered by spruce-pine parkland. Tazus bfYuifolia and Abk.
la&iocarpa macrof088ils are reported from the Fraser Lowland of southern British Columbia at 21 to 18 ka CHicock
and others 1982). Pinus contorta was probably present in
the unglaciated highlands throughout the Pacific Northwest (Bamooky 1985b; Beiswe",er 1991). Its proJrimity
and ability to grow on well-drained BOils allowed it to colonize deglaciated regione of western Washington at the earliest stages of ice retreat. There is no information on the
glacial history of Larix, but it too may have survived in
the Pacific Northwest duri", the glacial maxima. Though
nearly all of ita present range was covered by glacial ice
between 20 and 16 ka, it may have survived farther to the
west and the lOuth, where the climate was lese severe.

In tha oouthom Pugst Trough. the pollan record ohow.
increaaed per<entapa of Picoa. T'/J8a m.rIt,..i4na, Abin,
andAln.... "nuala-type (Bamooky 1985b) between about
15 and 11 ka. Needl.. of PIcoa .iteM,..iI. Pin .. cant.rIa,
and Abio. Wen! aIoo recovend in the oediments. The poUen
auemblare il limiler to modem 8pecUa from 8ubalpine
fOnlta in w..tem Wuhington, where the climate il cool.
Climate reconatructions for this period indicate that annual
precipitation went from 500 to 1,200 mm and mean annual
temperature. roee by 2 to 4 ' C (WhitJock and others 1990).
Between 11.2 and 10 ka, temperate tau, includi", Pin .....
p..udtm/J8a. Aln .... rubra, and T.uga Ml<rophyllD. appear
in the lOuthem Puget Trough and imply further warming.
By 10 ka. the.. tau dominate the lowland veptation. and
Pi«a. Pinw. TlUSa rJWrUlUian.o. Abie•• and AInu .inuata
have .hifted their ....",e. to higher el.vationa (Bamoolty
1985b; Whitlock 1992).
The retreat of aJpine glaciers and Cordilleran ice occuned
between 16 to 12 ka. baaed on the oldeat radiocarbon dates
from lake sediments in theoe ..... (Porter and othen 1983;
Waitt and 11!oroon 1983). The early poo\glacial recorda in
the Okanogan region and Northern Rocky Mountains featured pollen asoemblqes dominated by Graminea•• ArItmilia, and othar barbo . .. well .. by Junipo,...-type. Betula,
and
These tau augeot that meadow and shrub communitieo developed in the cIecIaciated landacapeo. Junit»,...
communi.. (found al macrof08lils) apparently grew in area
of poor soil cover and few competitora. Betula 8landulo&a
and Sali% probably occupied riparian settiDgl. Some litH
show how high amounts of Sh.PMrdi4 canadtlllil. which
was a successful pioneer 8peaea (Mack and othen 1978e).
Between about 12 and 10 ka . pollen recorda from the
Okanogan Highlands and Northern Rocky Mountains .how
increased pen:entage. of Pic<a. Abio•• and HaplollYlon-type
pine (probably P. albicaulil) that resemble modem pollen
aampl.. from .ubaIpine foreato in the ...tem Caacade Range
and the Northern Rocky Mountaina. As in the Pugst Trough.
the climate wu probably warmer than before but cooler
than that oft.oday. Diploxylon-type pine and heudtmlJl1Gl
LaN appear in the pollen record between 10 and 9.5 ka .
Macrofouila identify the source of the pollen as Pinus con/orla. Psoudot'/J8G, and LAriz (inferred to be L. occuuntalil).
Theee taxa indicate the establishment of temperate conifer
foreate and provide evidence of further postglacial warming.

Sa/u.

THE LATE-GLACIAL PERIOD,
16TO 10KA

Flguro 2-5ummary 01 the major changes in atmospheric clrculalion during the last 20.000 years
(Thompson and others t993). The maps show tho coarse doPction 01 North America used by tho
National Center tor Atmospheric Research Community ~imat. Modef (COHMAP Members 1988).
The stippfed area shows the extent of ice sheets and sea ice thai serve as boundaty conditions for
a particular simulation. The thic:k solid arrow rept'8S8nts the apprOximate position of January jet
stream winds. wnHi the thidt broken arrow indicates where the iet stream is weak. Thin arrows
represent surface winds.

or lower temperatures and extensive ice cover. ThUB, coni~
fen were confined to middle and protected lower elevations,
and forest cover was probably discontinuous.
Pollen records that extend to the glacial maximum are
a vailable from eouthwestem Washington, southwestern
British Columbia, and the Snake River Plain of Idaho.
In the BOuthern Puget Trough of Washington. pollen data

between 21 and 16 ka contain hiih pertentaaes of ArIt-

muia, Gramineae. and other herbs, as well 88 Picw and
Diploxylon-type pine (Barnoolty 1984. 1985b). Needles of

Piceo ~ngtlmannii and Pima contorta were found in the
oediments of thia penod. The fOBOil ....mblqe moot c100ely
resembles modern poUen spectra collected from open BUb-alpine parkland in the Northern Rocky Mountains. which
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As the ice sheet shrank in size between about 16 and
12 ka, ita effect on the climate of the Northwestern United
States became attenuated. In model simulations that incorporate a amaller ice sheet (50 percent of its full size),
the jet stream was no longer split and ita position in weetem North America layover the Pacific Northwest (fig. 2;
COHMAP Membera 1988). Likewise. the glacial anticyclone
was smaller with a smaller ice eheet, and surface easterlies
no longer prevailed in the Pacific Northwest. Thus, the
modeleimulationa suggest that the climate at 12 Ita was
wanner than before (although cooler than today), while
winter precipitation in the Pacific Northwest increased.
The regional changes that accompanied the transition
from the glacial maximum to the late-glacial occurred at
different times in different places. In the Pacific Northwest,
an increase in moisture and slight warming are recorded
between 16 and 15 ka by geomorphic and paleoecologic data.
For example, the late-glacial advances of the Juan de Fuca
lobe and fuget lobe of the Cordilleran ice sheet have been
attributed to increased winter precipitation with the northward shift of the jet about 16 to 15 ka (Hicock and others
1982). Other lobes of the Cordilleran ice sheet may aloo
have reached their maximum limit in the late-glacial period, but the glacial chronology eaat of the Caacade creet
i. poorly dated (Clague 1989; Waitt and ThorBOn 1983).

THE EARLY HOLOCENE, 10 TO 6 KA
Between 12 and 9 Ita, the climatic effects of the ice sheet
were replaced by those brought on by the amplification of
the seasonal cycle of aolar radiation. Model simulations for
9 Ita incorporate radiation values that are 8 percent highe)·
then present in summer and 10 percent lower in winter
(Iia. 2). The direct e!Tecto of the radiation anomaly were to
increue .ummer temperatures relative to the present day
and decreeH winter temperatures (particularly in the interior). In addition, greater summer radiation indirectly
caueed an enhancement C1l the nonheutern Pacific aubtropical hiih p.....ure oyotem. which intenaified drought in the
Pacific Northweot (COHMAP Memben 1988; He .....r and
others 1966). The radiation anomaly aloo created greater
landl... contraato in temperature. which in turn strengthened monaoonal circulation. _
ofthe Northern Rocky
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Mountains today derive considerable moisture from the
Gulf of Mexico. including the region thpt supports Larix
(Tang and Reiu,r 1984). These areas were probably affected
by stronger monsoons and experienced wetter-thAn-present
summers and cooler. drier winters (Thomp60n and others
1993; Whitlock and Bartlein 1993).
Evidence of warm dry conditions in the early Holocene is
found throughout the region presently affected by the subtropical high (Bamosky and others 1987; Mathewes 1985).
Prauie taxa are regis~red in southwestern Washington and
suggest ~ ?orthward expansion of the Willamette Valley
commurutJes (Barn08ky 1985b). Xerophytic taxa. such as
Puudot&UBa and Puridium, were more abundant in c::oaatal
foreats (HeU88er 1977; Mathew.. 1973), and charcoal data
suggest more frequent fires in the region (Cwynar 1987). In
eutem Washington. the steppe/forest border shifted north
of it. present position into southern British Columbia. as
well u to higher elevations in the Okanogan Highlands and
Cucade Range (Alley 1976; Bamooky 1985a; Mack and othera 1979), In the Northern Rocky Mountains of Idaho and
northwe.tern Montana. Pinus conloria and Puudotsuga
were more widespread (Mack and otheR 1978c: 1983·
Mehringer and others 1977), and upper treeli~e lay ~bove
Ita preeent elevation. suggesting warmer growing seasons
(K2arney anrl Luckman 1983).
In contrast, the northern part of Yellowstone National
Park: ie a good example of an area that was affected by
stronger monsoonal now and expt:rienced summer condition. wetter than present (Whitlock and Bartlein 1993).
In the early Holocene, the region was covered by foreste
of Haploxylon-type and Diploxylon-type pine (probably
PinlU fkmis and P. contoria ), and Juniperus. &tullJ gumdulosa was also present. This assemblage implies more
mesic conditions than during the late Holocene when open
Pu udotsugo parkland developed. The climate of northern
YeUowstone apparently became drier after 7 kat as summer
monsoons weakened. The present climate regime was established after about 4 ka .
Pollen and macrofossil data from Johns Lake west of the
Continental :>ivide in Glacier National Park (fi~. I), suggest
that I~w elevations in northwestern Montana also experienced mcreased summer precipitation in the early Holocene.
Johns Lake is an important site, because it provides some
specific information on the history of Larix. Larix apparenUy was present in the Johns Lake watershed at the beginning of the Holocene as part of a mixed conifer forest.
(The a88Ociation with PtJeudotliuga and Pinus contorta suggeeta that the species is L. occidenlalis). Larix did not grow
there between about 9.8 and 6.5 ka (fig. 3). The macrofossil
~ implies that the P.euOOt&ugaiLariJ: pollen recorded
duz:tng the early-Holocene interval W88 from Puudotsugo,
which was more common in Northern Rocky Mountain for~te at that time. The absence of T3ugO. Thuja, and TCUUl,
In addjtion to Larix. further indicates that conditione in
northwestern Montana were unfavorable for coastal North-

Abies grandis (Minore 1979). High solar radiation during
the growing sesson is considered a major cause of death
(~o~ell~ 1965). In the early Holocene. increased solar radiation In summer would have restricted the range of Larix.
Larix also grows in cool temperate regions where the average maximum and minimum temperatures are 29 °C and
-9 °C <Schmidt and Shearer 1990). In the early Holocene,
seasonal changes in solar radiation would have increased
the temperature range and created a more continental climate that wasleS8 suitable for Larix . Furthermore, Larix
p.re.sen~y grows in moist areas where 80 percent of the pre-Clpltation comes fTOm Pacific frontal storms in winter and
20 percent from convectional storms in summer (Schmidt
and Shearer 1990). In the early Holocene, greater summer
precipitation would have created conditions more analogous
to th08e of the Central and Southern Rocky Mountains today. ~s change would favor the expansion of Pseudouuso
and PinUS contorla but not Larix. Finally. Larix requires
fire to become established in natural settings. and fire fre.quency in northwestern Montana would have been less in
the early Holocene as a result of wetter summeR.
One can speculate on the range of L. occidentalis in the
early Holocene. It would have been confined to areas of
coot summers, which implies that it lay farther north in
British Columbia. The range would have been more coastal
than today because of the greater continentality in the
Northern Rocky Mountains. A preference for dry summers
would also have shifted the range away from the influence
of the lItrengthened monsoons. Fire was more frequent
than today in coaatal regions of the Pacific Northwest. which
would have further promoted Larix establishment. Thua,
the range of Larix in the early Holocene may have been
farther north and west in British Columbia and Washington
than at present. Perhaps modern outliers of Lari:r. in these
regions are vicariant remnants of this period.

THE LATE HOLOCENE, 6 KA TO THE
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Figure _oIlen porcentago diagram of Johns Lal<e. Glacier Nalional Park. Dots mort< !he sttatigraphic:
position of macrofossils from the corn.

PRESENT
In modelsimulatione for 6 kat summer radiation was still
greater than present, although the anomalies were not as
great as at 9 ka (COHMAP Members 1988) (fig. 2). Summer tem~ratures continued to be higher than present. but
a weakerung of the subtropical high in model simulations
suggests that drought was less severe than before. Similarly.lower summer radiation may have reduced summer
precipitation in areas affected by the mODlOOD8. AJJ the seasonal cycle of solar radiation has approached the modern in
the lalt 6 kat the climate has become cooler and wetter in
the Pacific Northwest. In eastern Washington, the period
between 4.0 and 1.7 ka may have been cooler and moister
than today, although the causes .fthis cooling are unknown.
The overall vegetational changes that occurred in the late
Holocene are consistent with the model results. Throughout the Pacific Northwest, pollen sites record an increase in
mesophytic taxa starting between 8 and 4 ka . In we.tern
Washington and southwestern British Columbia, mndern
forests e<>mpnsed of p ..ud.t&uga, T'uga, Th~, Picea, and
AI.... were eBtablished between 7 and 5 ka (Whitlock
1992), and fir.. were Ie.. frequent than before (Cwynar
1987). In easu.rn Waahington, the area covered by steppe
shrank as the ecotone shifted south and to lower elevations

west tua.
To dilCern which elements of the early Holocene climate
elimi~ted Larix from Glacier National Park. it is neceeaary
to coDSlder the present ecology of L. occidentalu and the
likely impact of changes in solar radiation. temperature .
and precipitation. Larix is lesa drought tolerant today than
ItA common asaociates Pseudotsuga, Pinus contorla, and
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1978b,c,d, 1983)_ The.. pollen tau. are attributed to
P. eng<lmonnii and Abi<.1a8iocarpa or A grondio. Mndem
auoci.tiona of Pinw poruhrosa and Gramineae and, at
bieher elev.tions. of Puudotllugo and Abit'lIsrandis were
eotabliohed after 2.7 ka in the Sanpoil River area. Farther

in the Columbia Basin. This tranaition ia abrupt.t .pecific
sites. but the timing of the change occura from 8 to 4 ka
(Barnoeky 1985a; Mack and othera 19780, 1979; Nickmann
and Leopold 1985). Along the flanks of the ...tem Cascade
Range and in the Okanogan Highlanda, P. ponderosa foreot
developed in areas that were earlier covered by ateppe (ABey
1976; Mack and others 1978b, d, e, 1979). Increasing percentages of Pseudot&ugaILariJ:, Abi<s, nuga. Thqja. Picta,
Haploxylon-type pine, and (in 8Outh-eentral WuhiOlton)
Quercus trace the development of modem vegetational
a88Ociationa 8& the climate continued to cool. 7i1l80 mtrtemiana. Abies lasiocarpa, Picto tnstlmannii• • nd Pinw
conlorta developed in cool. moist aubalpine foretta. Abit'.
grandi>, T. uga het.rophylla, and Th~ plicakJ occupied
wet habitats, wltile Pinull po~rosa, P. contorta, P.udotsuga, and (at low elevations in 8Outh-central W.shington)
Quercus gorryana were present in :leric aitea. Larix. oedchntala. and Pinw monticola probably became important
aa fire seral apecies.
The evidence of cooling between 4 and 1.7 ka com.. from
sitee in the Sanpoil River valley, the Selkirk Range, and
the Kootenai River valley. which feature IIP'Nter percen~
agee of Picta and Abit'll than .t preeent (Mack: .nd others

BEST COpy AVAILABLE

eut in northeutem W.ahington. northern Idaho. and
northwestern Montana. modem communities that include
nuga laekrophylla appear between 2.4 and 1.7 ka_
Pollen and macrofOOlil data from Johna Lake offer the
beet evidence that Larix. wa•• component of the mixed
conifer fOl'Olts that developed in the late Holocene. Ita
prominence .t Johna Lake .ucgeeta that ltand-repkacing
firet have occurred every 2 to 3 centuries duri", the lut
6.6 k. (Barrett and others 1991). This ....rtion . however.
.hould be teeted by studying fooail chan:oa1 recorda.
At .ites where only pollen d8ta are .vail.ble. the timing
of Larix. eetabli.hment and ita lubeequent .bundance in
the veptation is uncertain. P_udouuplLa,u pollen i.
consistently p .....nt in the pollen ~d of the lat 7 0 .
In thel..t 2 ka percentqea _
.. while th... ornuga
increue .t .ite. in northe••tem Wuhincton. Idaho. and
northwntem Montana. TbeIe fluctuations in percent.ape
of PseudoloOJ8OlLariJ: pollen probably an! a diotorted picture
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of Larix abundance in late-Holocene vegetation that requires verification from macrofossil data. Larix grew UP'"
slope from most pollen sites, and its contribution to the pollen record was overwhelmed by lowland me80phytic taxa.
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CONCLUSIONS
Larix occichntaJiI has maintained a dynamic equilibrium with the climate and vegetational chanpe that have
occurred in the Pacific Northwest since the glacial maximum. Shift.e in its range (although not known in detail)
can be explained as a response to a hierarchy of climatic
changes ranging from global to local that oc:curTed during
WI penod. The inferred responae of Larix to theae changea
auggests that both vicariance and dispersal models ofbiogeography were involved in shaping the present diatribution. For example, range expansions probably occurred. during late-glacial warming, when Lariz and other temperate
tau dispersed from spatially restricted glacial populations.
In the early Holocene, the range wal restricted and fragmented, .. a result of greater insolation, reduced fire frequency. and greater annual temperature range. It illikely
that the early-Holocene diatribution of Lariz lay west and
north of ita present location. Aa the climate became cooler
and more temperate in the late Holocene, the range of Lariz
preaumably contracted in the north a."ld weat and expanded
in the east and eouth. The present diatribution was establiabed only in the lut few millennia. Clearly, thie reconatruction of the history of Larix ia apeculative. The test of
the reconatruction will come from detailed examination of
new poDen and mac:rofouil recorda in the Pacific Northwest.
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Domestication and Conservation of
Genetic Variability in Western Larch
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potential continues to increase toward the south, few
populations were sampled from south of the Salmon River.
Recent results (Rehfeldt 1992b), coupled with those involving Douglas-fir (Rehfeldt 1989) and ponderosa pine
(Rehfeldt 1991), suggest that the growth potential of western larch should peak in north-central Idaho and from
there decrease toward the south.
Like the elevational clines, geographic patterns also
are associated with variation in the length of the average
frost-free seuon. At comparable elevations, the frostfree period tends to be about 30 days shorter in western
Montana than in northern Idaho (Baker 1944). Consequently, populations from western Montana are better
adapted genetically to short frost-free seasons than those
from comparable elevations in northern Idaho. Within a
given locality, however, populations from low elevation expreBB a high-growth potential that decreases 88 elevation
increases and the frost-free period decreases.
Recent studi.. tend to corroborate thooe done by Rehfeldt
in 1982 w;th 2-year-old trees. Joyce (1985) and later
Zhang (1990) .t"died the determinate and indeterminate
components of the 2-year and the S. and 9-year shoots, respectively. In a test of 19 Idaho and Montana populations
growing in a common garden in Moecow,ID, differences
were detected among populations in the components of
shoot growth, but the differences were small. Likewise,
genetic differences have been detected among several

Gerald E. Rehfeldt
Abetnet-fn western larch CLarix occjd~ntolis), genetic variability ill abundant within and betw~n natural population • . Dif.
ferentiation among populations involves variety of growth and
developmental traila. morphology, and pest resistance. Thi' var.
iation i. diltributed along geographic and elevation.1 cline. of
rt:latively nat 8lope. Domesticating the wild genetic 'Yltem requil"H • 'lrategy that improvH economic values ".. hile maintaining adaptationll to natural environmenll. While seed transfer in
artificial refol"Htation can be relatively liberal, tree breeding p~
gram. that tap the additive genetic varia nce. within population.
must allO addreN the 'trong genetic corTelationa between growth
and other adaptive ttaill. Appropriate gene conOJervation measurell involvl! I!stablishing gene pool reserves while nalural populations still predominate.

Genetic variation can exist within individuals, among
individuals within populations, and among populations.
As di8CU8sed by Mayr (1970>, this variation has been
molded by biotic and abiotic environmental effects to pT~
duce populations physiologically attuned to only a portion
of the environmental gradient occupied by a species. Species, therefore, are composed of local populations, each of
which contains adaptively similar, interbreeding trees.
As a result, tenns such as silvia, ecological requirements,
and ecological characteristics that are commonly ascribed
to a species reflect the sum total of the genetic variability
contained within and among populations. Thi8 total constitutes the natural system of genetic variability.
Becauae genetics is a cornerstone of biology, understa'lding natural systems of genetic variability is essential to understand ing basic concepts in forest biology, such
as responses to environmental stress, silvicultural prescriptions and environmental change; inter- and intraspecific interactions; growth and yield; synecological and
autecologieal relationships; and plant geography (see
Harper 1977). However, because the characteristics of
species are controlled by the system of genetic variability,
they can be altered, either purposely or inadvertently.
On ly by studying genetic responses in relation to environmental gradient.e can managerial options be developed for
conserving th08e genetic mechanisms that provide ada~
tation to natural environments.

Piper prnent.ed I t the Sympolium on EcoIoc1 ud Marwprnent of
IAri. Fornu: A Look Nw.... Whiteftah. MT. USA. October 5-9, 199'2.
Ge ... 1d E. Rehfeldt ja Plant Geneticist. Forntry Sriencn Llborator)',
Int.mnoun~ in ReeHrdt SUtion. FOfftt Se"Q, U.S. [)ep.rt.nwnt of Acri.
cutturw. )(~. 1D. 83843 USA

In western larch, genetic variability is abundant. Some
of the variability appears to be neutral and some is adaptive; of the adaptive, some is distributed randomly and
some follows systematic patterns across the landscape.
The distribution of this variability within and among
populations detennines the most suitable approaches
to management.

GENETIC STRUCTURE OF NATURAL
POPULATIONS
It was on1y a decade ago that the first studies (Rehfeldt
1982) of genetic variation in western larch were completed.
These tests .involved 2-year-old trees from 82 populations
in the Inland Northwest. Seedlings were grown in three
common gardens: Moscow, ID, elevation 730 m, average
frost-free season 120 days; Benton Flat, Priest River Ex.
perimental Forest, ID, elevation 670 m, frost-free season
100 days; and Tarlac, Priest River Experimental Forest,
ID, elevation 1,500 m, frost-free period unknown (but
short). At these sites, differences among populations were
observed in growth, growth rhythm, and freezing damage.
Growth rhythm refers to the timing and duration of developmental events in relation to the suitability of the environment for those events to occur (Dietrich80n 1964). In
plants whose rhythm is attuned to the local environment,
developmental events (such as bud bunt, bud set, and
cold acclimation) occur when environmental conditions
are optimal.
Recent work (Rehfeldt 1992b) readily illuatratee genetic
differences among populations for patterns of shoot elongation (fig. I). Trees from Loot Valley, a population from
a relatively high elevation near the southern edge of the
species' distribution in central Idaho, elongated at a relatively slow rate, ceased elongation early, and tended to
be short. In contrast, the population from a low elevation
(670 m) in the Priest River Yalley of northern Idaho elongated at a rapid rate, ceased elongation late, and became
tall. A third population from the North Fork of the Flathead River in British Columbia wu intennediate.
Genetic differences among populations can be distributed either randomJy or systematically acrou the landscape. While random differences may be important to
the adaptation of a local population, systematic patterns
invariably correepond to environmental gradients, moet
likely result from natural selection, and, therefore, are
predictable. The early work in western larch (Rehfeldt
1982) related variation among populations to their elevation and geographic location. A. a result, the variation
could be considered in terms of geographic clinee. A cline
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Ftgur.1-Panems 0' shoot growth of 4-year-old
trees from three p;>pulations growing al the Priest
River Experimental Forest Oays are numbered
from May 1. 1: lost Valley. latitude (LT) _ 44.95,
longitude (LN) • 116.46. elevation (E) _ 1,460 m ;

2: Priest River, l T _ 48.28, LN _ 116.88, E _ 670 m;
3: North FOlk Flathead River, LT _ 49.10, LN _

114.48. E - l .35Om (from Rehfeld11992b).

reflects the amount of genetic change along an environmental gradient. The clines were of relatively gentle
slope; genetically different populations were separated
by relatively large environmental distances.
The clines suggested that populations in the same geographic locality (mountain range or drainage, for instance)
that were separated in elevation by about 450 m tended
to be genetically different. This elevational cline attributed a high growth potential and low cold hardin... to
populations from low elevations. Growth potential refen
to an iMate ability to produce photosynthat.e and assimilate wood in the absence of environmental effects (frost
injury, drought injury, insects, and diseases) that mask
the genotype. As elevation increases, however, the growth
potential of populations decreases while cold hardiness
increases. The clines therefore, paralleled variation in
the length of the frost-free period, a climatic variable that
decre&aes by about 90 days across an elevational interval
of 1,000 m (Baker 1944). As a result, western larch populations occupying environments that differ by about 40 days
in the mean frost-free period tend to be genetically different. By comparison, similar calculations yield 18 days for
Douglas·fir (Rehfeldt 1989), 20 days for lodgepole pine
(Rehfeldt 1988), and 35 days for ponderosa pine (Rehfeldt
IGQ1). Elevational clines, however, have not been detected ~ n western pine (Rehfeldt and others 1984).
Geographic variation is depicted in figure 2 as if all populations were from the same elevation. This figure shows
that populations from western Montana have the lowest
growth potential and highest cold hardiness; toward the
weat and south, however, the growth potential of populationa from comparable elevations increases while hardin... decreases. Although the figure implies that growth

Figur. 2-{loographic pansms of genetic
variation in growth potentiaJ expected for populations growing altha same efevation. Zero
marks the isopf.1h with !he lowest value; popu.
lations from geographic regions separatad by
two isopleths lend 10 be genetically different.
The base map outlines northern Idaho and
encompasses !he 13Ith forests of Idaho north
of the Safmon River. Washington east of the
Cotumbia River, and Montana west of the
Continental Divide (from Rehfeldt 1982).
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populations for patterns of shoot elongation (fig. 1), height,
and resistance to Meriel needle cast in tests of 4- and 8-yearold trees (Rehfeldt 1992b). The populations included in
these testa, however, were well dispersed both geographically and elevationally; therefore, large differences were
expected. Studies of aJlozymes (Fins and Seeb 1986) generally substantiated low levels of genetic differentiation
among populations from the Inland Northwest, although
the single population tested from south of the Salmon
River (near Lost Valley, fig. 1) seemed to be distinct from
populations to the north . All of these results are interpretable in terms of the relatively flat clines that were
d.scribed by the 2-year r.sults.
In 1981 , the Inland Empire Tree Improvement Cooperative established long-term field teste that now can be used
to substantiate the 2-year results. The cooperative's program for Montana included 112 populations, all but 10 of
which originated from Montana. By uaing the analytical
techniqu.. of Rehf.ldt (989) and the h.ight of S.y.....-old
trees growing on five sites, geographic and elevational
clines were again detected (Rehfeldt 1992c). The elevational cline described by the 8-year results (fig. 3) suggested that populations separated by about 475 m tend
to be different genetically, a result that was essentially
the same as the early resulta. Despite the fact that few
Idaho populations were sampled, the geographic patterns
closely resembled those described by the 2-y.u data (6g. 2).
Besides corroborating previoua results, the cooperative's
8-year data nicely illustrate that populations capable of
producing similar phenotypic responses tend to recur
across the landscape. For purposes of this paper, it is
aasumed that similar phenotypic r~sponses reflect genetic
simHarit:es. The recurrence of similar genotypes (see

Rehfeldt 1991) is illuatrated in figure 3 where the elevation ional cline for western larch is plotted for several
geographic localities. Populations with a similar growth
potential ~ 1.4 m in 8-year height, for instance) can be
found at ubout 600 m in the Kootenai drainage and at
abt....:t. 9C~ m in the Clearwater. Genetically similar populations t.end to recur presumably in association with reCUlTence of similar environmental conditions. This means
that when environmental gradients are multidimensional
(OCCUJ' both geographically and .I.vationally). g.n.tically
similar populations tend to be found at different elevations
in different drainages. Or, the same elevation in different
drainages can support genetically different populations.
Even though corroborative, the studies of population
differentiation (Rehfeldt 1982) and the cooperative's field
tests included many o(the same populations; therefore,
the resulte are not completely independent. Consequently.
validation of the early work is not complete. [n addition,
Rehf.ldt (l992b) found I....g. diff.r.nc.s between three
populations for resistance to Meriel needle cast. In a test
in the Priest River Valley, the local population expressed
high levels of resistance while two distant populations
were decimated. To further validate the early work and
to assess the influence of Meri,a on population differentiation, new studies of 143 populations were established by
the Intermountain Research Station in 1989 at the Priest
River Experimental Forest.

DOMESTICATION
Because forest trees must endure natural biotic and
abiotic environmental stresses, strategies for domesticating natural genetic systems must balance the production
of improved products against maintaining adaptednes8.
Without factual information to the contrary, one commonly asaumes that the adaptedneas of the natural population is near the optimum. Maintaining adaptedneu
during domestication requires, therefore, that programs
be based on the genetic structure of natural populations.
However, another view holds that the adaptation of natural populations is more conservative than neceaaary. According to thi8 view, patterns of genetic variation among
natural populations develop from infrequent (every two or
three generational and sporadic (here and there aCTOl8 the
landscape) environmental events. Aa a result, the adapt.dness of natural populationalap behind the optimum
(see Matyao 1990). and. therefore. th.loca1 population
is not neceaearily optimal CNamlr.oong 1969). Propon.nts
of this vi.w further Il88eTt that manlrind. being concerned
with single generations (a rotation), can accept greater
risu of maladaptation than nature seemingly is willing
to tak.. Ev.n though thia argument may be applicabl.
to the forests of the Rocky Mountains. risks have not been
d.fined quantitativ.ly nOT are they capable of being d.fined from the current prognuna. Until adequate infonnation is available. domestication IIInltetlieo fOT western larch
should reOect the genetic stnxture at natural populationo.
Domestication prognuna considered in this paper include seed transfer, tree breedin&, and gene COlllervation.
Th. chall.nge fOT each invol_1IUIJ18Iing the ..........,..
without irr.parably altering adaptive mecbanisma.
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WhiI. genetic varianceo in growth ore pronoUD<ed, so
too are genetic variances in adaptive traits auch u the
ceuation and duration of shoot elonption or reeWtanc:e
to M.ria needle cut (Rehfeldt 1992b). Both the rauIts
ofRehf.ldt (l992b) and unpublished ....ulta (Rehfeldt
1992d). of the Forest Service's early selection triaJa at
Coeur d'Al.ne. ID. indicate that thne adapQft traito have
strong genetic correlationa with growth trait.. All a result, strong direct selection to increue growth will alter
adaptational f.._
On the one hand. a favorable cvrrelation luggeota that selection f... mcr-d growth p0tential will be accompanied by an incnuos i n _
to M.ria needle cut. But on the other. selecting fOT inc:reaoed growth will alter the growth rhytbm-bud set will
be delayed "bile tho duration at ohoot growth is increued.
In fact, with regard to growth rhythm. one genmotion of
breeding is 02pected to be similar to the transfer at unoelected provenanca from • mild enviromoent w • .even
(that is, tranaferring provenan<eo upward in eJnatioo by
about 325 m). To the extent that the growth r~ of
natural populationa is optimal. strong oeIectioo to increue
growth will be accompanied by a deterioration of adaptedn.... This a1110 suggeota that _ all of the pins 02pected
from tree improvement can be realized from direct selection on growth alone.
To overcome advent genetic c:orrelationa auch u those
linking bud set with growth. bn!eden must accept I......
ezpected pins. Two approacheo =-m feuible: (1) cIewlop
l'Htrieted selection indices (Lin 1978) that allow pins in
growth to be optimized while correlated _
in 1M!Condary traits ...... l'Htrieted. or (2) select for the Tllte (r:mI
day) of shoot IIJ'Owth inatead of the amount of growtiL
This later approach not only seems suitable for western
larch (Rehf.ldt 1992b) hut aJso for ponderooa pine (Rehf.ldt
1992a). Jack pin. (Magnuuen and Yeatman 1988) and.
poosibly lobloUy pin. (Bridgewater 1990).
JIeprdI... of the technique. controlling the correlated
reoponsee requireo accepting about one-half of the pins
in height .lIpeCtecJ from direct selection. Tbio meana that
"""""""' would have to accept pins of 9 to 10 percent instead of 18 to 20 percent in s.y..... beight. The temptation
therefore. will be to augm.nt 02pected pine by Teluing
....trictiona on the correlated reaponaeo. Reluing the restrictions, however, inaeues the riaka of maladaptatio~
and the more the restrictions are relued. the more selective breedin& within adapted populationa """""bl.. provenance transfer.
An alternative to ..lectin breedin&. therefore. might
be to achieve pi,," in growth by _erring prove_
from sliabUy milder environmenta to slighUy more ........
While such a _
would _ alleviate the riab uoociated with aclvene genetic c:orrelationa. it "ouId alleviate
the coats uaociated with selective breedin&. All long ao
provenance tranafer io IUPported by long-teno fi.ld teats
(ouch .. th_ being conducted by the In1and Empire Tree
Improvement Cooperative), reuonable pins in growth
can be 02pected with TelatiYely low riaIt and coat.

Seed Transfer
If productivity is to be optimal. planted trees must be

adapted to the planting site. Adapted planting stock can
be obtained by (1) d.fining the limits to seed transfer in
term8 of genetic variation in adaptive traits, and (2) limiting tbe distance that seeds lIT. transf.rred from their
place of origin. For western larch, seed transfer cui.
lin.. have been dev.loped (Rehfeldt 1983) from the pattema of vll'riation di&cuUed earlier. Becauee clinee in
adaptive traits are relatively flat. eeed ulUlIfer can be
correspondingly liberal. In g.neral. seeds should be u.oed
within ±225 m of the elevation of the eeed 1IOUJ'ee. Ge0graphic zonea can be as broad as western Montana or
northern Idaho.
Such seed trarud'er guidelines, however, fail to take into
concideration the recunence of similar genotypes acrou
the landacape in B880ciation with the recurrence of aimilar environmental conditions. RecopUzi.ng this recurrence allows one even greater flexibility in seed transfer.
Although g.neral guid.lines ..... presented by Rehf.ldt
(1983) fOT altering the .Ievation at which seeds ..... planted
.s the geographic transf.r distance in."..,...... full OexibiJity requirea an expert ayltem such as that developed for
pond.1'08Il pin. on the Colorado Plateau (MODIel'Ud 1990).
The expert system, however, requires a model of genetic
variation for estimating the degree of rec:urrence, and
such a mod.1 will not be availabl. fOT western lu<b until
curr.nt teoto are completed by the Intennountain Resean:b Station.
Using guidelines that mirror natural patterns ofvariation is the moat conaervative approach to eeed zoning.
If, however. managen are willing to ~",~ the rieka of
maladaptation, gaina in productivity thr ...,h provenance
transfer seem poosibl •. Unpublished reoults (Rehf.ldt
1992<:) of Soy..... data of the Inland Empire Tn!e Improvem.nt Cooperativ. suaeot that the tranafer atfut-puwing
pTOVellllD(ft from northern Id!!ho to nortb....tern Montana
would inaeue s.year h2ight 6 to 10 percent. Tranafen
of broader sc:al•• howev.r. 6nt requiTe long-tenn field
data from which rub can be properly _ . Although
adequate data are not yet available, the pouibilitiea of us-ing provenance tranafer to increase productivity with only
a nominal increase in risk ReID feuible and worthy of
exploration.

Tree BreecIiDg
While tneo can be selectively bred for traits such u
growth. "ood quality. diseue raistance .... tolerance
to environmental streea, current pI"OII'BID8 with western
larch are concentrating on improving growth and productivity. All studies dealing with the quantitative genetics
of western larch purport subetantial additive genetic variancee in morphometric traits (Fins and Rust 1989; Joyce
1985; Rehf.ldt 1992b; Zhang 1990). These variances ouggest that pins of 18 to 20 percent in juvenil. height from
a single generation at direct aelection ..... available if
breeding is practiced within the seed zo.... (breeding
%onea) cIiscuoRcI earlier. Improvement prognuna boping
to capture thne pins ..... underway in the Inland Northwest and in British Columbia.

Gene COlUlervation
In ...estern luch, c:ontemponry popuIati_ have rauIted almoet euluaively from natural reproduction. Tben
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THE NEAR FUTURE
The last decade baa produced a general understanding
f1 the genetic structure o( western larch populationa.

While much of thia information baa been put into practice,
amaiderably more it required to assure that current programa are bioJosi<allYllOWld. Required an:

1. Completioo of the studies of genetic variation by the
Intermountain Reoearc:h Station. The primaIy objeetive
of thia - " " " is to develop mode" of genetic variation
(or picfine' gene rnouree management in a variable or
chancinc environment.
2. r..tabliahinc. le1iea of studies that will provide for
uee.inc pnotype-environment interactiona. predicting
the reoponaeo of genotypea along environmental gradimU, and forec:utina pine in yielcla from either tr..
breocIing or prooenaD<e _ e r.
3. Quantitatin definition of the riab and gaina _
ate<! with omaJJ-«aIe prooenaD<e tranafor. Potential
pina &om prooenaD<e tranafer and aeIec:ti.. breeding
within tranaferred prov......- are bipr, but more
riaky, than &om ..Iecti.e breeding.
4. Eotabli.hment of gene reserv...
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Reproductive Biology of Larch
John N. Owens
costly. Cones are relatively small with only a moderate
seed potential and few fill ed seed per cone.
In mature trees, seed- and pollen-cone buds usually arise
from a vegetative short (dwarf') shoot apex that is 1 to several yean old Seed cones commonly occur in the upper
crown and more distally on branches. Pollen cones commonly occur in the lower crown and more proximally on
branches. Hf\wever, there is considerable overlap in cone
positions in both crown and branch. Pollen cones and seed
cones frequently intenrungle on lower branches. [n young
treee, seed cones appear first followed 1Aithin a few years by
pollen cones, and eeed cones may difl"erentiate from newly
initiated axillary buds father than older short shoots, resultilli in mature seed cones being borne on l-year-old
shoote (Powell and others 1984). This is less frequent in
mature trees but has been observed in seed orchards and
on scions subjected to cone induction treatments.

Abetnct-The reproductive biology il limilar in alliarehel that
have been studied. Cones are nonnally initiated on ahort . hoots
in the summer, a nd overNinter.a prefonned bud .. Pollinat ion
occun in late winter or early spring of the second year. Fertili:ut·
tion oa:ura about 6 weeks later. and embryos and conelare mature in late aummer. Cone production ia periodic, and filled teed.
per cone ia generally low. Causes oflow teed set are thought to
be cauaed by poor pollination and e mbryo abortion.

The reproductive biology of lArix has been ~HCribed in
part (or &everal species and most completely for western

larch (Larix occUhntalis Nutt.). [(we .Blume a reaaonable uniformity within the genus, a general description
of the reproductive biology can be made. Although the
larches are frequent and often abundant producers of
conee, they produce relatively few tilled seeds per cone.
Consequently,low aeed production for reforestation is a
common conr.em for all species. This is particularly important in species for which genetic tree improvement
programs, seed orchards, or seed production areas have
been established Understanding the reproductive biology
is the first essential step for enhancilli se<..-ci production.
The purpose of this technical review is to: review ezistilli
knowledge of all 8Specte ofreproduc:tive biology, from cone
initiation to seed releue; draw attention to thoee are.. in
which infonnation ia lacking; and suaest areas of useful
research. Western larch will he emphasized, but information from other Larix species will be heavily drawn upon.
Larix has a reproductive cycle typical of moat genera
within the Pinaceae. Larix is monoeaous, bearing both
pollen and seed cones. Cone initiation occurs in early
summer, almost 1 year before pollination. Pollen- and
oeed-cone buds are fully developed before winleT dormancy.
PoUination occurs the next spring and is followed in about
2 monthA by fertilization Embryo development is rapid
and is completed by late summer when cones mature, dry,
open, and sh!d their seeds (fig. 1).

BUD INITIATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Vegetative Buds and Shoots
To understand and predict the position of cone buds and
the method and t ime of cone initiation, it is necessary to
be familiar with vegetative bud and shoot development
(fig. 2). The Laricoideae, within the Pinaceae, have both
long and short shoots. Lateral branches nonnal1y bear a
long shoot in the tenninal position and one or two in the
dilrtallateral position&. More proximal shoots are commonly .hort . hoota (fig. 3 ~ The dormant long-shoot buds
(LSD) are mostly preformed. They bear many brown
outer bud eca1es , and inside ofthis complex are many
baoaland lOme .mal leaf primordi. (fill"- 4 , 5). Following
dormancy, additional (approximately 30 percent) axial
leaf primo~ i a are initiated After flushilli, some axial
leaves initiate buds in their axile. Di stal buds commonly
develop into LSB, and proximal buds develop into short
shoot buds (85B), and the cycle is repeated The LSD un·
dergoes considerable internode elongation.
The SSB initiates a series of outer bud scales, then a
aeries of basal leaf primordia, the number being characteristic of the species. No axial leaves or axillary buds a re
initiated, and SSB are completely prefonned before winter
donnancy (fig. 6 ), The foll owing spring, leaves elongate
and ssa burst, but there is no internode elongation. The
apica' '1leristem initiates another series of bud scales followed by leaf primordia to fonn a bud and thus repeat the
cycle.
Larix is more opportunistic in bud and shoot develop-ment than most other members of the Pinaceae Occasionally older LSD convert to SSD, and vice versa The
phenology of LSB and SSB development described above
for western larch is shown in figure 2 (Owens and Molder
1979a). Some aspects of shoot, LSB , and SSB development have been described for L. ieptoiepis, Japanese larch

FREQUENCY OF CONE PRODUCTION
AND CONE DISTRIBUTION
In western larch, cones are produced infrequently before age 25. After trees are 40 to 50 years old they generaUy bear abundant cones for 400 to 500 years (Boe 1958;
Fowells 1965). Mature trees have good cone crops on the
average every 5 years, but this may ra nge from 1 to 12
years ( Roe 1966). Seed cones are onen widely scattered
throughout the crown, making conection difficult and

Paper pre.ented at the Sympollium on Ec:o"'cY Ind M.naeement of
t..ril FOl'Hte: A Look Ahuei, WhitefISh. MT, U.S.A, October 5-9. 1992.
John N. Owen. is Profeuor of Bioloo and Oimtor. Centre fo r FOl'Ht
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FJgur. 1~eproductive cycle of westem larch based on a study in south~aI British ~umbia .

Microsporophylls are initiated for about 2 months fol lowed by the differentiation of two abaxial microsporangia
on each microsporophyll (fi gs. 8-10). Microsporangia form
sporogenous cells which, in tum, form poUen-fTlother cellfL
The pollen-mother cells begin meiosis and overwinter at
the diffuse diplotene stage in western larch (fig. 9) (Owens
and Molder 1979b), L. siberica, Siberian larch , European
and Japanese larch (Ekberg and othe ... 1968; Eriksson
1968). Dormant pollen-cone buds are much larger than
SSB and are brown and dome shaped in western larch.
The short shoot axis on which each is borne varies in
length depending on the age oft,he short shoot (fig. 11).
Seed-<:one buds initiate severa! basal foliar organs, then
bracts and axillary ovuliferous scales during the next 4
months (figs. 12, 14). Two ovu1e primordia are init iated
on the adaxial surface of each ovuliferous scale (fig. 12).

(Fujimoto 1978), L. decidua , European larch (Frampton
1960; Fujimoto 1978) and L. laricina, tamarack
(Kozlowski and Clausen 1966; Remphrey and Powell
1984).

Cone Initiation and Predormancy
Development
Both pollen· and seed-cone buds are normally initiated
within I-year or older SSt1 After ssa flush in the spring,
the apical m !:!ristem continues to initiate bud scales for
abo.Jt 3 monthe. In western larch, bud-scale initiation
stops in mid-June, then apices begin to initiate leaf, microsporophyll, or bract primordia (Owens and Molder
1979b). The phenologies ofSSB, LSB, poll en- and seedcone buds are shown in figure 7.
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Each ovule forms a large. central megaspore mother cell
that does not begi n meiosis before winter dormancy. Both
pollen· and seed<one buds become dormant in early fall
in western larch (fig. 7) (Owens and Molder 1979b). Dor·
mant seed-eone buds are about the same size and color as
pollen-cone buds but are usually more conical (fig. 13)
(Owens and Molder 1979b; Roe 1966), The time and
method of cone initiation and phenology of cone bud devel·
opment in other larch species have not been described but
are probably quite simi lar to western larch (Owens and

Cone Induct ion
Cone production has been enhanced in Larix as in many
other conifers (Owens a nd Blake 1985). Earlyexperi·
menta demonstrated tha t bending of horizontal branches
downward induced ponen cones to form on upper surfaces
of branches (Longman 1961). Spacing in natural stands
has enhanced flow ering in we:ltern larch (Shearer a nd
Schmidt 1987). Girdlin6 h.9.s been effective in several spe·
cies (Bonnet·Masimbert 1982) with and without ammo·
nium nitrate fertilizer (Graham 1986). Exogenouslyap·
plied gibberelIins (GA's) have given rew consistent results
for larch. GA~ treatments on 7·year·old seedlings of
Japanese and European larch resulted in twofold and
eightfold increases in pollen cones and seed cones, respec·
tively (Bonnet·Masimbert 1982). The response was en·
hanred with girdling Roaa (1991) applied GA", (30 mg/mL
in 95 percent ethanol) by pulsed stem injection into 30·mm·
deep drill holes with double-overlapping stem girdles to
17-year-old western larch. The first treatment was given
in May. when long shoots of approximately 85 percent
of the tree8 had flus hed The second treatment was
2 weeks later. New holes were drilled on each treatment

Molder 1979b).

Proliferated seed cones are common in Larix. (Tosh and
Powell 1986). This ha ppens when a see d~one apex ini·
tiates a series of leaf primordia and bud scales after
bracts have been initiated This results in a seed cone
with a vegetative long shoot at its apex. Bisporangiate
cones are also common, especially in young trees or trees
given cone induction treatments. Most bisporangiate
cones initiate prOximal microsporophylls and distal bracts
(Tosh and Powell 1986). Proliferated and bisporangiate
cones may partially or fu lly mature but are usually not
abundant enough to be a significant factor in the repra.
ductive biology of Lariz. .
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Flgur. 6-Median longitudinal section of a dormant SSB. l P. leaf primordia. x 35.
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date. The G~ dose was acljusted to tree diameter by
varying the number of holes drilled around the stem and
the amount of solution injected per hole. Girdling alone
did not increase the percentage of trees bearing cones and
girdling + GA4I'I was not better than GI\" alone. Both responses were small and provenance specific.
Severe root pruning, resulting from root weevils, stimulated abundant cone production in 3-year-old potted western larch grafts (Ro88 1991). Philipson (personal communication) has also obtained nowering in 3-year-old grafts
of Japanese and European larch using G"", high temperature, and water stre&& A followup study demonstrates
the effect of these treatments on SSB development and
cone bud differentiation (Owens and Philipson, unpublished data). These studies suggest that container orchards may be a viable option in larch. As in other conifers (Owens and Blake 1985), the timing of treatments in
larch is important and must be related to bud and shoot
phenology rather than calendar date.

Post dormancy Prepollination
Developm ent
Donnant cone buds resume development in late winter or
early spring (early March in western larch). Pollen mother
cells complete meiosis within 1 to 2 weeks followed by several weeks of pollen development and pollen-cone enlargement (fig. 1). Larix pollen development is typical of the
Pinaceae (fig. 15). The four haploid microspores separate
and become round, the outer pollen wall (exine) thickens,
and starch accumulates within (fig. 16). The microspore
then divides unequally twice, forming two small, lensshaped prothalliaJ cells and a large antheridial initial
During these divisions, the intine forms within the exine
and around the prothallial cells. The antheridial initial
divides unequally to form a small generative cell suspended
within a large tube cell The generative cell then divides to
rorm the .talk and body cell. (fig. 17). Mature pollen dehydrates to 10 to 15 percent moisture content, which usually
causes it to indent. Mature pollen is 60 to 80 11 in diameter,
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F~ur. I-Median longitudinal section 01 a poUen-cone bud collected in early July showing bud scales (85), microsporophylls (M),
and apex (A) . x 65.

lacks wings. and has a smooth exine except for triradiate
ridges where the microspores joined (fig. 18).
During meiosis and pollen development, microsporangia
swell and pollen cones enlarge and push through the bud
scales. Pollen-cone buds common ly begin to nush several
weeks before pollen is shed The pollen-cone axis elongates for about 1 week separating the microsporophyJJs,
which dry, split open, and shed the pollen (fig. 19).
Immediately after donnancy, the seed-cone axis, bracts ,
and baw foliar organs elongate and cause buds to flush
within 2 to 3 weeks (fig. 20). OvuJiferous scaies and
ovules grow rapidly (fig. 21 ). The outer layer of the ovule,
the integument. elongates to fonn a tubular micropylar
canal and two integument lobes. The adaxial lobe is long,
the abuiallobe remains short, and there is a slitlike micropyle between the lobes. Short stigmatic hairs develop
primarily on the adaxial lobe (fig. 221 Within the ovule,
the nuceUar tissue grows, and the large central megaspore mother cell undergoes meiosis to form a linear
tetrad of haploid megaspores. The large inner megaspore
remains functional , whereas the outer three degenerate.
The seed-cone axis elongates Cfiga 23, 25) widening the
spaces between the bracts to allow pollen to pass down to
the ovuliferoua scales and the receptive ovules.
Pollen- and seed-cone early development have been described in detail for western larch (O wens and Molder
1979c). The cytology and the environmental effects on the
phenology o( meiosis, micr08porogenesis, and pollen development have been as thoroughly studied for Lorir. 8S for
any other conifer (Eriksson 1968; HaJJ and Brown 1976;
Owens and Molder 19790).

Figur. ~Median longitudinal section 01 a dormant pollen-cone bud
showing microsporophylls (MS) containing pollen mother cells. A,
resin canals. x 90.
Figure 1G-Scanning electron micrograph 01 an unfixed dormant
bud with nearly all bud-seales removed. x 85.

~Ien-cone

'tgur."-00rmant pollen-cone bud on 3-year-old shoot. x 5.
' ..... 12-Median longitudinal section of a dormant seed·cone bud
showing brac'.s (8), ovuliferous scales (OS) , and basal foliar organs
(FO). x '00.
F . . . . 13-Oormant seed-cone bud on a 2-year-old shool. x 3.

r:..". 14-Scaming electron miaograph 01 an unfixed dormant
SHd-cone bud. x 100.

POLLINATION
Pollen is dispersed by wind. Because the number of pollen cones is limited by the number of SSB that can differentiate into pollen cone buds, poUen cone and thus pollen
production is not 88 abundant in Lari:t. as in many other
conifers. Pollination 0CCUJ"8 in early spring, 800n after SSB
(figs. 19, 20) flush but usually before LSB nush.
The pollination mechanism has been described for western larch (Owens and Molder 19790), tamarack <Powell
and Tosh 1991), and Japanese larch (Villar and c.thers
1984). The following description is (or western larch.
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figure 1~ Ihrough a _osporang;um showing __ end
two-cen polen grains c:oItected in mid · ~ch . E. exine. 1300.

The integument tips of the ovules form a spiral of large
receptive lIurfacee around and along the length of the cone
axi.. Stigmatic hain develop on moet of the tips by the
time the seed cone Ie open (figs. 24, 25). Pollen may pass
directly to the tip or land on the IImooth bracts and be
funneled down to the tips.
PoUen collects on the stigmatic hairs over several days
(the micropyle is too narrow for pollen to enter directly).
The outer cells oUhe integument tips then elongate, and
the hairs around the micropyle collapse. This causes the
integument tip to grow inward, carrying J,.')Uen attached
to stigmatic hairs cloee to the micropyle into the micropyle (fig, 26) ( Oweno and Molder 1979c), More peripherally situated pollen may not be engulfed. The integument
tips do not discriminate between different types of ponen
or other foreign particles; if they fit they can be taken into
the ovule. Also, the engulfing proceBl occur8 in the absence of pollen.
Each cone is receptive for several days in western larch,
and maximum receptivity occur8 during the 3 to 5 days
(fig, 25) after ...d-<one buds noab, Con.. are no longer
receptive once the engulfing proceaa is completed for all
ovules or when the scales thicken and eeal the cone eo that
pollen cannot enter (figs. 26, 27). This usually occun 5 to
7 day. after aeed-cone bud. noah (fig, 1) ( Owens and othe.. 1994),

Figure 17-5ection of a malufe five-cea polen grain collected in
oarly April
0';110, ;,mIlO (I). pr_aI colis (PC) , s1aIk coil
(SC). body coil (SC). and lube nucleus (TN) ;,,!he lube cylopIasm,

_"II

1_

11 .000.

Flgu.. 18--Scanning - . . .
coaled pollen showing !he

figure

_ograph of maturo. dry. gold

Irir_ sea' (R) , .1 ,000,

at pooIination "' lat. April showing a pollen cone

(alTowhead), • 1,

figure
.1 ,

_anch

at poINnation Ihowing • . - cono (arrowhead),

figure 21-5canring - . . . _ograph of an unfixed owiforoul
B. bract .130,
_bNring_ovuIos_~ ,

figure 22-sc.m;ng - . . . _ograph of an unfixed ;n1Ogumoni
);p just _ _ conos are rocoptiYe poI);natkln showing !he stigmatic
han (SH) and ... _ _ "'""-'" (1.11) , • 270,
, . . . »-£meJging prereceptive seed cone. x 1.

figure 24-Scanring - . . . _ograph 01 an unfixed ;n1Ogumoni
);p showing stigmatic han _ pollen (P) attached from a rocoptiv.
seed cone . • 270.
figure 2S--Roceptive . - cono, • 1_

OVULE DEVELOPMENT

figure a-Scamng - . . . _ograph of an unfixed In1ogumonl
);p showing pollen bo01g engulfed ..., !he "'""-'" from •
postrocoptiYe . - cone, • 270,

The ovule develope rapidly after pollination rorming
• mature megagametophyte within 6 to 8 weeD (fig, 1),
Megagametophyte development is similar in alilareh species deecribed thus far and follows the typical Pinaceae
pattern. The inner functional megaspore enlarges as the
outer three degenerate. The functional megaspore then
undergoes free nuclear division. A peripheral layer of cytoplasm containing the haploid nuclei surrounds a large
central vacuole. About 1 month after mei08il, cell wall
rormation begins in the megagametophyte, Anticlinal
walll separate all nuclei forming elongate primary prothallial cells. Theee celie then divide periclinally and the
central vacuole becomes filled with ieodiametric megagametophyte cell. (Owens and Molder 19790),
Several longer pyramidal cell. at the micropylar end of
the megagametophyte do not divide but enlarge to rorm
archegonial initial. bordered by small jacket cells. Within
1 or 2 weeks, each large archegonial initial divides unequally, producing a small outer primary neck cell and
a large inner central cell. The primary neck cell divides
anticlinally to fonn several neck cells. The central cell enlarges and becomes vacuolate. Then about 2 months after
pollination, the cell divides unequally to form a small
lens-shaped ventral canal cell beneath the neck cells and
a large egg cell. The egg nucleus migrates to the center
of the egg, its position at fertilization (fig. 28) (Owens and
Molder 1979c),
Cytoplasmic changes occur within the developing central and egg cells. PJastids enlarge and engulf large areas
of cytoplasm, the plastid stroma becomes reduced and
condensed, and lamellae disappear. This process converts
all plastide into the large inclusions of the egg (fig. 28j
Camefort 1967; O,,,ens and Morris 1990). Tiny cytoplasmic nodules enveloped by crescent-shaped vacuoles form

figure

27-Pos~aceptive . - cono,
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many small inclusions (Singh 1978). Mitochondria be·
come deformed and migrate around the egg nucleus where
they, with the dense egg cytoplasm and small organelles,
form the perinuclear zone (cytoplasm ) (figs. 28, 29;
Camefort 1967). The mature egg structure of Larix
is typical of the Pinaceae (Singh 1978).
Th~ number of archegonia, and thus eggs, per megaga·
metophyte varies among individuals and species: Euro-pean larch from one to five (Schopf 1943), western larch
two to five (Owens and Molder 1979c), but three to four
are common numbers in Larix. The mature megagametophyte is bounded by a megaspore cell wall, and outside
this is the nucellu& The nucellus is attached at its base
to the integument, which completely encloses the nucellus

Ftyur. ~ian longitudinal section of an ovule coIfected in midJune showing integument (IN), micropylar canaJ (MC), nucellus (N),
collapsed nucellar lip cells (CN) . megagametophyte (MG), iaCket
cells (JC). egg cell (ECi. egg nucleus (EN) . perinude... cy1op1asm
(PC). large inclusions (lI). ventral canal cell (VCe). and neck ceUs
(NC) . • 50.
Figur. 2t-Median longitudinal section of an egg cell at f8ftilization

mearly June showing the male gamete (MN) entering the egg
nucleus and !he paternal cy1op1asm colTbning wi1II!he maternal
perinudear eytopfasm. II 225.

Figur. 3O-Median longitudinal section of a four tiered earty embryo
a>IIected in mid-June showing !he embryonal lief (ET) . elongating
~ lief (ST). rosene tier (AT). and open lief (OT) . • 340.
CC. c:orrosion cavity. 11340.

(fig. 28).

Figur. 31-Median longitudinal section of a megagametoph)1e
showing two early embfyos (E) coUecled in late June. II 120.

Pollen taken into the micropylar canal is sealed inside
by the closing of the micropyle. Pollen remains in this
position for several weeks. There it hydrates, swells, and
sheds the exine. In western larch. about 7 weeks after
pollination, secretions from the nucellus fill the micropylar canal then recede, drawing the pollen down to the nucellar tip (Owens and others 1994~ There the pollen germinates and forms a pollen tube, which penetrates the
nucellu& Commonly, several pol1en grains are in the mi·
cropylar canal, but not all are drawn to the nucellus nor
do all germinate. Usually more than one (onns a pollen
tube. Each pollen tube grows unbranched between the
nucellar cells to an archegonium The large body cell, the
tube nucleus, and often the stalk cell pass down the narrow pollen tube within the tube cytoplasm The body cell
settles into a depression (the archegonial chamber) above
the neck cella. There the body cell divides to form two
large male gametes both surrounded by a common, dense
body-cell cytoplasm, rich in plastids and mitochondria.
A receptive vacuole forms in the egg cytoplasm, the pollen
tube penetrates between neck ceUs and through the ven·
tral canal cell then bursts, releasing its contents into the
egg. The two male gametes and the dense body cell cyto-.
plasm migrate toward the egg nucleua The leading male
gamete fuses with the egg nucleus to (onn the zygote
(fig. 29) and the second male gamete eventually degener·
ates (Owens and Mo)der 1979<:).

Figur. 33--Median IongiWnal section of a megagametophyte and
embryo from a mature seed collected in September. EC. embryonic
c:or1ex. II SO.

CYTOPLASMIC INHERITANCE
A large amount of the body cell cytoplasm, containing
paternal plastids a nd mitochondria, fUBes with the peri·
nuclear cytoplasm The perinuclear cytoplasm contains
deformed maternal mitochondria but lacks plastids. The
combined paternal and maternal cytoplasm, the neocyt.cr
plasm, surrounds the zygote nucleus and the free nuclei
of the proembryo as they migrate to the chalazal end of
the archegonium There the maternal and paternal or·
ganellee freely intermingle. In the neocyt.oplasm, all plas
tids are paternal in origin (from the body cell), and most
mitochondria are of maternal origin (from the perinuclear
cytoplasm); whereas, BOme paternal mitochondria come
from the body cell. This pattern of plastid and mito-chondrial inheritance has been studied only partially in
6
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EMBRYOGENY
One of the moet precise and thorouah Rudin or conifer
embryogeny ia that for European larch (Schopf 1943).
which alBO includes BOme obIervation of other larch.pea .. and hybrici& Scbopf described the
of devel·
opment and origin of ti88ueB present in the mature em·
bryo .. 'Well .. the theoretical interpretation or thi.
embryogeny. The embry...,ny and seed development
....tern larch have been described )... u.orou.td,. (Qwena
and Molder 19791:) but appear 10 be identical to E....,.,....
larch. Seed development. emp....izinc seed oterilit,., ....
been described .. neral)y for Larix (~I960~ The
followinc phenology ia that of weetem lar<h with clilrer·
encea noted for some other speciee.
Proembryo development begins with me nuclur di·
vision of the zygote. Four free nuclei form and mipate
within the neocylopla.m to the chalaza! end or the arcbe£Onium where they fonn a single tier of nuclei. Mit.o.i.
0CCW1I to form eight nuclei followed immediatel, by tn,na.
vene then vertical cell waUs to form a two-tiered proembryo with four celts per tier. The prosimal tier eliYidee
transversely to form an open tier and a roeette. or eli.
functional SU.8pensor tier (Singh 1978), The di.tal tier
then divides transversely to form the embryo tier and
the subjacent suspensor tier. The proembryo stage enda
when the suspensor tier elongat.e8 and forces the embryo
tier out of the archegonium and into the cOIT08ion cavity
of the megagametophyte (fig. 30). This occun about
2 weeks after fertilization in western larch (Owens and
Molder 19791:~ The corrosion cavity forma throllllh a
breakdown of megagametophyte cells in advance of the
embryo (fi"" 3G-32~ The suspensor cello elongate and
coil, and embryonal tubes are added distally by tranavene
division of the embryo tier. The SU.8pensor cells and embryonaJ tubes (orm a wide, coiled suspensor 8ystem At
the distal end, the embryo tier divides to form a small
multicellular embryo (fig. 31).
Simple polyembryony commonly occun when adequate
pollen is available. However, by the time the multicellular embryo stage is reached in late June, usually one embryo dominates while the othera degenerate (fig. 31~ No
cleavage polyembryony .... been oboened in lar<h. aI·
thollllh all four quadrants of the multicellular embryo
may not contribute equally to the embryo. This has been
referred to 88 delayed cleavage (Singh 1978) and involves
a dominance or overgrowth of one OJ' more quadrant.e of
celie during formation of the mwticelluJar embryo. This
is deoc:ribed in detail by Schopf (1943).
Subsequent embryo development i8 rapid The multicellular embryo undergoes frequent cell division to form
a club-ohoped embryo with prozimal and diotal ",pona.
The prollimal region basally adds embryonal tubes to the
8U.8peneor and distally adds cells that are forerunnen of
the rootc.ap and the root initials. The hemisperical portion above the root initials forma the distal region, which
develops iuto the embryonic shoot 8ltia. About 1 month

_""nee

or

FERTILIZATION

Figur. 32-Median k)ngitudinal section of a megagametophyle c0ntaining a young embtyo cotlected in mid-Juty showing !he ape. (A).
cotytedon primordia (e). e~ stile (ES). root ape. (RA). and
foot cap IRC) . 1130.

European larch (Camefort 1968) but appoan 10 be typical
of the pattern found in other Pinaceae that have been
studied (Owens and Morri8 1991). Recent Tfttriction fracment length polymorphism studies of plastid and mitochondrial DNA support this interpretation of cytopiumic
inheritance in the Pinaceae (Neale and Sederofl" 1989).

after fertilization aeveral meristematically active regiona
ariae on the surface of the distal region to fonn the cotyle.don primordia. This leaves a small shoot apical meristem
between. Below these, the ahoot aDs elongates rapidly to
form the embryonic atele and corte. (fig. 32) (Owens and
Molder 19791:).
1be embryonic shoot and root elongate rapidly. By midAuauat the embryo i8 mature and nearly fills the megagametophyte. It is divided into approximately equal thirds:
(1). prozimaJ root cap joined to the suspensor at ita baae
and ending with a distinct root apical meristem above;
(2) a central .hoot asi. with a distinct central stele endc.ed by A cortex and terminating in 8 small mitotically
irwctive shoot apical meristem; and (3) several cotyledons
with di.etinc:t proc:ambial 8trands that are continuous with
the otele of the ohoot alIia (fig. 32).
Durinc aeed development the integument differentiates
into the eeed co.t. which consists of a atony middle layer
and thinner inner and outer Iayen. During embryo devel·
opment, the cella of the megapmetophyte and moot cells
within the embryo become nearly filled with lipid and pr0tein bodi.. but Itore relatively little otan:h except in the
root cap and cortex. Dehydration occun during the I..t
.tap or seed development IIJJ. reault. the embryo fito
more 1....ly in the corrooion cavity (fig. 33~ A seed wing
clilrerentiateto &om the .daxial surface of the ovuliferoua
ocale and i. firmly attacbed to the ovule. An abociaoion
Ia,.... begine to develop beneath the ovule and seed wing
at fertilizatiOlL ne.eloping oeeda and seed wingo bqin to
~te &om the ovu1iforoua ocale IIOOn after fertilization.

FACTORS REDUCING SEED
PRODUCTION
Ileopite the low production of filled seed in larch. there
has been no one comprehensive pubUlhed study of causes

of.eed lou in any of the species. Various po88i~le causes
of seed I... in European larch ..ere deoc:ribed by KDoinaki
(1986~ Scbopf(1943) and Owens and Molder (19791:) at·
tributed much of the seed )... to low levels of pollination
that results in no embryoe, abortion of the megagametophyte. and empty oeeda in oeven1larch apeci.. including
..eet.ern larch. Hakanaaon (1960) aloo noted • low num·
ber of fertilized ego. presumably due to poor pollination,
in European, Japaneoe, and Siberian larch. Embryo abor·
tion, preeumably due to _If·inviabiJity, was deec:ribed for
the last three apeci.. (Hakaaeon 1960) and for ....tern
larch (Owens and Molder 1979<:~ Obeervations ..ere
similar in all lpecie& Abortion commonly 0CC'\II'8 during
early embryo development (fig. 3 n Embryo development
alo... and Il10.,.. then the embryo c!egeneratetL Although
the m~tophyte then degenerates to varyinc ...
tento. it .... not been determined if embryoa abort independent of the meppmetopbyte or in reaponae to
embryo-megapmetophyte interactiona. Careful otuely
of both embryo and megagametophyte development and
accumulation of storage products (lipids, proteins. and
starch) in response to eelfilll and out.c:rouing must. be
made 10 determine the frequency and cauae(a) or poet.
fertilization seed 1_ Similarly. the pollination elliaency
(pen:entage of ovules pollinated) and the fertilization eIIi·
aeney (per<entage of ego fertilized) muat be determined
to 888e88 other caU8e8 of seed lou.
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Once the major causes of seed and cone 1088 are identified and the order of their importance determined, it
will be possible to correct some of these csusee in seed orchards and seed production areas through cone enhancement, supplemental mass pollination, improved poUination techniques, and selection of parente lacking inherent
developmental constraints to seed and cone production.
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Carbon, Nitrogen, and Water Use by
Larches and Co-occurring Evergreen
Conifers
Stith T. Gower
Brian D. Kloeppel
Peter B. Reich
W. compare loaf and canopy cbancteriotico and .-.n:e
use efIiciency oflard>eo and e v e _ eonifen. 1m UDder-

AbR:ract- Larches and evercreen conifen can ac:bie.... a aimiIar
carbon balance; however, the carbon. nitmpn. and water \I.e ef-

atandiDtJ or tbeae facton <l1li belp apI.oiD bowlan:boe

ficiency and aIIoeation difFer eubetantiaDy and appear to be intrinoicaIJy mated to leaf ........,.. The DOt photooynthotic: rata
(weight buie) io ....... forevergnen _

than_-.

but nerperen conifen often npport two to t.Juee t:ima pealer
roliage m. .. The greater water demaDcI by 1an:bee may help q
plain the ft8triction of ian:hes to more mnic: aita.

acbine ... annual net primary produetiYity oimilu 10
everp-een conif.... W. define _
pl'ClCiuclmty u
aboveground net primary produ<trrity (]{PI'), _ _ oquaIo
annual biomaaa incremeDt (B1) plua _ _ pnductiaD
(D), plUB bi....... aJIIOWIIOd by _ ( I f ). _
production ref... to the biomaaa tIuot ill ~ and
.bed annuaUy (ouch .Ioaflitterf'all). Th...:

-

NPP=BI+D .. H

The expansive boreal and subalpine forntll in the
Northern He:niephere 8ft typically charac:terized by ever_ n tree. <Wolf. 1979). Lan:bea, deeiduaua DftdJe.1oaf
gymnoeperme, however, are common compooente in many
IUbeJpine and borea1 forests in the Northern HeJDi8pbere.
In fact. 1arches can occur .t the northern aDd aJtitudiDal
limit for tree growth where evergreen conifen aft abeeDt
(Gower and Ricbarda 1990). The wideapread ~~
oflarches in these ha..rah environment. 18 an inb"icuiDa
mystery given the concept that the f!9'ef'II".!U habit 18
more advantageous in hanh environmente (Gower aDd
Rich.ordo 1990; Mooney 1972; Schul.. and otben 1977;
Waring and Franklin 1979). Lan:bea poaaeoa pb~
cal and morphological ch.aracteriatica th.at .nabIe them
to aurvive, grow, and reproduce in environmeJrt.a that are
commonly dominated by evergreen coniferw.
In tbia poper we compare the major morpbolop:al and
ph)'lliological cbaracteristic:a th.at infIue..... the pruductrtity, allocation, and reeoun::e use efficiency ofJ.ardan and
co-occurring evergreen conifen. We focus 011 Bet pri.m.uy
productivity because it is related to the auo<eOB 0( a plant
or reproductive output (Harper and White 1974). Thua,
from an evolutionary penpective, the leaf' habit and mor·
phology th.at maaimizea long-term net primary production
in an environment ahould be favored. To fully UDclentand
the natural distribution oflarchee, we must also understand the reproductive biology and community ecology of
larches in relation to sympatric evergreen conifen; theee
topics are covered by numerous autbon in this volume.

W. uae net primary pnductiaD _
oriented _
of powth, ouch _

of __ - , . -

'-"1_ ... cubi<

..,IUDM, for two reuoao. Firat, _ _ oIIocatioa 1 0 _
pvwth bu a lower priority thea II> IOIi.- and liDo . (M.....,. 1972; Warm. and P i _ 1986). SoooDoI.IOIi.and 1iDo.- ..... .-..-;I>Ie forcuboa diaDIe,_,
and autrient uptaileo, _ _ dinctIy iaIIumw:o the COlD~o(aplant.

LEAF CIIAIlACl'EIUSTICS
A1thouch the ....rp-een habit proridea aneraI aciYan-

taan 0ftI' the deeiduowo habit, the wiDter_
habit predudeo the _ t y 10 -1outIh fi>Iiap.

E",......,.a eonifen muot _
prnent deaia:atioa and _

a thidI. cuticle 10
hert>moy (Baia and

'l'raDquilIini 1976). Howner, beca.... 1arcMo muot build
their .ntin! IOIi.- canopy _
1IIriDI, it ill import,aat
th.at they _ . _ p , ~ loaf. For ......pIe,
apecific loaf ...... the amount ofloafuea _ _ per
unit leaf _ , iIIlwoCoId 10 threeIOId pater hlan:boe
thea ....
eoailen (table I). In r..t, Gower and alben (1993) oboerftd a eipificant i n _ relatiauhip •
tween specific leaf uea and leaf ~ fir European
larch and th.ree ....rp-een eonifen.
An appreciation of the importaDce for IarcMo to COlIotruct a _p, ~ loaf eaa be piaod by alcuJatinti the additional _
th.at wouJd be - . y fir
Iard>eo to build their aame loaf ...... bot with a opecific
leaf area eomparable 10 th.at 0( an _
caaiIer. F...
......ple, Iard>eo wouJd h.o... 10 _
fIIi 10 ""'"' thea
300 pen:eot more fi>Iiap _ 1 0 aupport the _ _

......,.n

Pllper praented .t the 5,mpoeium on f.aJIDp aM ........... fII
LarU: FOIWW: A Look
Wh itefil.h, aIT, U.SA , 0daIJe0 s.., llr.Z.
StilhT. Cower wAMociate ...........nd Bri.n D. JOoeo,.,.i iltCf'IIdvate Raeard. AMi.tent.. Dq.l'tment 01 '0f'aU'J, Urm.ntty fIIW--.ain.
ibdiaon. WI. U.5.A; hWr B. R.kh wProIe.eor. ~
ReeouRIN. Uni.-enit;y of Minnnota. St.. PIIuJ, lIN, U.SA n.."pn' __
pnpued _hile the .uu-. ..,.. IlUpported by • National sa...:.
UooCrant(DE~9107419)a...rded \oS. T. Gonrud P. B. .......

Abe_.

area i1they_.....ue. oimilulo_ .....
fen (table 2 ). Ma~ (1986) aIoo DOled the beaefit of
the !up opecific loaf area of larch _ _ _

wi'...
'ouM.-

eoailerroJ •
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TIIb-. 1-Net photosynthesis on an area (Ps a1ea) and mass (Ps mass) basis, leaf nitrogen concentration on a mass basis (leaf N) and specific
leaf a:ea (SLA) data lor larchs and sympalric evergreen conifers

Location

SpocIM

Larixd9cidua
L. loptolepis
L. dsc. • fep.

Bayreuth,
Germany

T'M
ogo

Psar. .

Pomo..

L..tH

SLA

Years

}JmoVrn'ls

nmoVgls

gll<g

"I'II'g

58.8
58.8
65.0

22.0
25.0
29.0

12.5

17.•

16.0
16.0

33

4.7
4.7
5.2
2.8

Pic6a abiBs
Pinus sylvesms

--

Larix decidu£

Bayreuth.
Germany

30·33

Larix decidua
Pinus confof'fa
Pinus mvgo

Craigiebum Aange.

12

Larix decidua

Gif·$Uf Yvet18,
__
study)
France
(growth

Seedlings

Bayreuth.
Germany

33

L.~

' .0

"""" syi>eslris

Larix dtlcidua
L.~

---

27

8.9
8.5

Pinus resinosa

Slave UII<e.

L8lix faricina

Slav. UII<e.
Alberta, Canada

Larixlsriclna
PicfJa mariana

Sarona. WI

Lartxfaricina
Pkea mariana

Slave Lake.

Larixfaricina
Pies. marisna

Trout lake. WI

Larix fMicina

OttIwa. Canada

_sil_

_

. Canada

_ .Canada

Picea mari.".

Larix feptolepis

T_
T_---

Devon.

11 .1
10.0

....

Mature

2.2
2.5

2'·30

2.2
2.7

.-....
.-

ChumstidlMt ..

Pinus confofta

WI'.

~mtIfIZ
_

LMiIC oocitJfInWs

""""-

Baewett Pass. WA

31 .0
29.8
21.9
16.3

12.3
9.9
7.'
5.0
' .0

Larix decidua
Pinus strobus
Pinus fSsinosa
Piesa abies

17.8

11.6

20.8
11 .1

Ma1ure

15.6
6.7

5Q.6O

10
11.6

3.7

Ma1ur.

66.5
27.3

19

5.8
8.8
7.1
6.3

hetorophy11a

Larixoc::dc»nfaJis

19.7

10.'
12.2

17.3
10.8

UnHod Kingdom

IngleP.... WI'.

57.9
92.3
36.8
23.6

25.0
2'.0
30.0

Mature

AIOosgrondis

Lon. Iyallii
Pinus alblcaulis

ObMrvedSLA

~/~

~Arg

Perc«lt IncrM:M
In tollage mae

1.4
1.9

8.'
3.9

Sou...

5.1
7.'
62

13.7

~

112

10.2

and o,,*" 1989

~andGriefl989
~

Coulee Exp. Forest, WI. U.S.A.

170..
1:M.S

12.6

Larix Iaricina
PicH mariana

ObMrVod LAI

and 0 - . 1993

65
262
316

7.6
3.8
3.3

4.8
3.8
' .5

New Zealand

CoukKt Forest, WI

Larix OIXidentaJis
Pinuscontor1a

8.7
7.6

L. doc..,.".

Larix
dflcidva
Pi_
_
0uen:vs1tlbts

Silo ond _1M

Chumstick MI., WA. U.S.A.

12.5

12.5
6.2
11.9
1• .3

' .0
5.0
2.5

L. doc. • ,.".

Source'

Table 2-Percent il'lCfease in foliage biomass with the SLA 01 a co-occuning evergreen conifer that must be constructed for larch to support the
observed leaf area tndex

10.2

11

12.8

82.1
43.8
36.0
66.3

1• .1

Ma1ur.
,,-

21.0

65-70

20.0
" .0

8.'
' .0
' .5

17.0

7.8
3.8

11.0
12.0

.-

Malure

12.0

13.3
5.1
' .8

'SI:JuIu: (1) Matyst.eIIUII!I8; (2) 3chulz. iW'd otheI"I l 91!18; (3) aen.:u WId Ha¥I'a'Iek 1980, (4) Gowin and 0Iher11Q80; (5) MaIyuek iW'd Schutz. 1987;
(e) Gower and Richa-ds 1990; (7) MacOonaIdand Uefterlli90; (e) o.ngand othef.'GG1 ; (9) T~" and ~ 1987; (10) Lieft. . ..-dMacoan./d li90;
(1 1) Smd 1972; (12) Fry and Philips 19n; ( 13) Gower 1987.
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CANOPY DYNAMICS.o\ND
PRODUCTMTY

Leaf nitrogen concentration also influences productivity
because net photosynthetic rate is poeitively correlated to
leafN concentration (Field and Mooney 1986; Gower and
othe .. 1993; Reich and othe .. 1991. 1992). In general,
leaf N concentration is greater (or deciduous than ever·
green tree species (Gon 1981), and larches are no ucep-tiOR. Leaf N concentration of new foliage average.
83 percent greater for larches than co-occurring evergreen
conifers (table 1). The difference in learN concentration
is even greater between larches and evergreen conifen if
all age cohorts (or evergreen conifers are considered be-cause foliage N concentration commonly decrea&es with
needle age (Son and Gower 1991).
In general, net photosynthetic rate (mass basis) is
greater for 8 deciduous thaD evergreen species (Chabot
and Hicks 1982; Larcher 1983). Net photoByntheoi.
(weight basis) is greater for larches than for evergreen
conifers, whereas net photosynthesis on an area haeia
does not differ consistently between larches and evergreen
conifers, The greater specific leaf area and leaf nitrogen
concentration of larches thaD evergreen conifers belps ex·
plain the greater net photosynthetic rates (weight basis) for
larches (table 1). The maximum net photosynt hetic rate
of conifers is inversely related to leaf longevity (Gower
and others 1993). A similar inverse relationship between
leaf longevity and net photosynthesia has been reported
for other tree species (Reich and others 1991 , 1992), BUg·
gesting that this relationship may be universal. The dif·
(erenceB in biochemical and morphological leaf character·
isties between larches and evergreen conifers es:plain in
part how larches successfully compete with evergreen
conifers.
One suggested advantage of evergreens is that they
accumulate a significant percentage of their annual car·
OOD budget during the leafless period of deciduous species.
While this theory may be correct for evergreens growing
in mild climates (Emmingham and Waring 1977; Waring
and Franklin 1979), only a small amount of the annual
carbon assimilated by evergreens occurs during the leaf·
less period of larches due to adverse effects of the low
light levels and es.treme air temperature on photosynthe·
8i8 (Benecke and Havranek 1980; Kloeppel unpublished
data; Tranquillini 1979).

A long·time argument is that the evergreen habit aiM
lows evergreens to support. a greater foliaga maae or area
than is supported. by deciduous tree species (Schulze and
othen 1977). Compariaon offoliap: biomasa allometric
relationships between larches and ~ evergreeDB suggests that evergreens support a greater foliage
maaa than larches (fig. I). Moreover, the difference increases .. the leaf longevity of the evergreen conifer increases. However, leaf area does not differ .. ml.&cb, and
sometimes does not differ at all, between larches and
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Figur. 1-AllometriC refationship between total foli age mass (kg) and stem diameter (em) for larches
and co-occurring evergreen conifefS. Closed symbols
are for western larch (WL) and 1ocIgepot8 pine IlP) In
a natural, mixed stand in Washington (Gower and olhers t 987) and open sy~s are for European larch
(EL) . mle pine (WP). rod pine (AP). and Nofway

spruce INS) plantations In southwestern WISCOOSin
(Gower and others 1993).
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T8bIe 3-Aboveground net primary produdion fof natural and plantation forests dominated by or
containing larch

l_1on

ANPP

Spocloo

Efficient use of nitrogen by larches is particularly important because nitrogen availability is low in subalpine
and boreal foresla (Cole 1981). Nitrogen use is 8110 important becauae it is an eeeential element in RuBP carbozyIeee, an enzyme aeeociated with photo.ynthesis. In (act,
net photoeynthesis it often poeitively correlated to leaf N
concentration (Field a nd Mooney 1986; Gower and others
1993; Reich and othe .. 1991, 1992).
In general terms, nitrogen uee efficiency refers to the
amount ofbiomau produced per unit ofnit.ropn inveeted
«(or example, nitrogen content). However, different work.ing defInition8 of nutrient use efficiency can refer to periods varying from seconds to a year or to epatial lCBles
ranging from the leaf to the stand level. Foliage nitrogen
concentrations are much greater for larches than ever-

Source'
100

~
H8tu~1

Idaho, U.S.A.

.a"2O'N.

Foreeta

WK occkhmtalis (17)2

""Z

10.0

.
I;

Thuja plica'. (54)
Idaho, U.S.'"
oI6~N .

Washington. U.S.A.
47"39'N.

WashingIon, U.S.'"
.a"3O' N.

80

C

Pinus mon_ (24)

:I

7.5

Larix ooddentalis (21)

60

E

Pinus mon_ (15)

_
grandis (43)
_ _ n»nzHJsii(19)

~

Larix occidenraJis (-46)
Pinuscanlot1a(51)

8.9

Larixoa::icl6rttafis

8.0

0
E

i

Pinus canton.
Pseudotsuga menziBsii

40

green coDife.. (tab). 1). The qh (oli_ nitropn concentration ezplainJ , at least in part, the greater maxi ~
mum net photoeynthetic rate oflan:bes than that of

20

~Ion.

WlIClOflSin, U.S.A.
43"!i2'N.

Japan

Lsrixdocidu.(l00)
Pinus resinosa (100)
Pinus
strobus
(1 00)
__
(100)

9.3
6.1
9.3
12.0

Larixloptol8pis (100)

12.7

Larix loptol8pis (100)

'4.7

El

5, 6

43°13'N.
(8)

RP

NS

Speclel

3So45' N.

Japan

WP

'Source: (1) Hanley 1976; (2) Gower and Grier 1S189; (3) Gower 1987; (e) Gower ando1hefs 1993: (5) 5moo 1970;
19n; (7) 5aIoo 1973.
'Pen:en1 basal . . . of SWId for species with basal8fe8 greater than 5 percent.

Fig... 2-Foliage and woody (stom plus bfanci1os)
mass or production as a pet'centage of the total
aboveground mass or ne1 primary production, respectivef)'. Data are for European larch (EL). white
pine (WP) , red pine (RP) ar1d Norway spruce (NS)
in Gower and others (1993).

s.mo

co-occurring evergreen conifers because the specific leaf

production was greater for stone pine (Pinus cembra) than
for European larch. Based on the few data available, it
appears that t he carbon allocation to (oliage versus wood
production does not differ consistently between larches
and evergreen conifers mI'. 2), despite the marked differencee in proportion o( foliage versus woody biomass (or
larches and evergreen conifers.
The similar net primary production rates for larches
and co-occurring evergreen conifers, when grown in com~
mon gardens or in natural mixed stands, clearly indicate
that species with different leaflongevities can achieve a
similar net primary production rate, despite the fact that
evergreen conifers support threefold to fivefold greater
(oliage mass. The decoupling ofthe relationship between
net primary production and foliage mass is related in part
to a production efficiency (aboveground net primary production/foJiage maBS) t hat is greater for larches than for
evergreen conifers (Gower and others 1989, 1993). A
similar inverse relationship between production efficiency
a nd leaf longevity has been reported for a wide variety of
tree species (Reich and others 1992). The greater production efficiency of larches can be attributed in part to the
greater maximum net photosynthetic rates and better
illumination of the canopy of larch than evergreen
conifel'! (Gower and Norman 1991).

area is much greater (or larches than (or eympatric evergreen conifers (table 1) (Gower and others 1987, Gower
and Richards 1990), However, photosynthesis (weight basis) is greater (or larches than evergreen conifers, ilJustrating IlD important ecologiea) tradeoff between the deciduoue and evergreen habit.
Stem and aboveground net primary production values
(or larch (oresla range (rom 7.5 to 14.7 tons per ha per
year (table 3). Stem wood net primary production rates
were similar for larch and evergreen conifers, whereas
Item wood net primary production rates tend to be
greater (aT evergreen conifers t han (or broad-leaved
deciduous species (Aumann 1970). For example, aboveground net primary production rates did not differ between western larch and lodgepole pine in a natural,
mixed stand in the Waahington Cascades (Gower and
othen 1989). Gower and othen (1993) estimated that
th~ aboveground net primary production (tonalhalyear )
did not diffeT significantly among European larch (9.2),
white pine (9.3), and Norway epruce (l2.l), but that all
t.hree epecies had a significantly greater production than
red pine (6.0). Maty... k (1986) reported that larch hybrida had a eimnar or greater net primary production rate
than a eimilar-diameter Norway spruce tree. Howeve r,
Tranquillini ( 1979) reported that the annual net primary
113

Because larches are shade intolerant (Fry a nd Phillips
1977), high levels of incident light are required to maintain high photosynthetic rates. If larches do not maintain
high photosynthetic ratell, the productivity of larches is
lIubatantially smaller than that of evergreen conifers
(Matyssek 1986). In fully stocked stands whe ... tree.
compete for light, larches maximize the illumination
of their canopies in two ways. Fint, larches allocate a
greater amount of carbon to height growth , relative to diameter growth, compared to ever,::reen conifers, thereby
maintaining their canopy above that of the canopy of competing evergreen conifen (Gower and Richards 1990,
Vogel and others 1994). This allocation pattern provides
a more dominant canopy position with greater light
interception.
Second, results from theoretical model8 that simulate
radiation penetration through (orest canopies suggest
that a large height to radius crown ratio (such as conical
crown oflarches) increases radiation interception, especially at higher latitudes where the angle of incident radiation is lower (Oker-Blom and Kellomaki 1983). Tree
crowns with a ratio of 1 or lower (such as the crown of
broad-leaved deciduous tree8) also intercept a large
amount of radiation, but trees with this architecture are
unable to support the ice and s now load typical of larch
environment. Con8equently, the conical canopy architecture ofJarches provides a more favorable carbon balance
than that of a more rounded crown of broad-leaved d e~
ciduous trees in northern latitudes where larches occur.

evergreen conifen. Moreover, potential photoeynthetic
nitl'OtJen use efficiency, or th e instantaneous carbon
gained per unit of foliace nitrogen, it positively correlated
to foliage nitrogen concentration (Field and Mooney 1986;
Reich and others 1992) and i.e invenely related to leaf 10ngevity (Reich and othen 1991, 1992). Gower and others
(1993) obIerved an invene relatiolllbip between potential photoeynthetic nitrogen use efficiency and leaf loncev~
ity for larch and four other tree
planted in adjacent pla ntations.
Larches allO effectively retrallliocate nitrogen from
seneecing foUace. thereby m.in.imiziq the loa of nitrogen
from the tree and further _ina Ditropn Il1O eIIicieDcy.
Chabot and Hicluo (1982) and Chapin and Kedrowoki (1983)
reported that evergreen conifers and broedleaf deciduous
trees retranelocate nitrogen with .im.ilar efficiency.
Larche., however, appear to reuaDllocate N more efficiently than broadJeaf deciduous or needle-leaf evergr'ftn
conifers (table 4). In fact, we do not know of another tree
genera that retranelocatel nitrogen .. efliciently .. Larix.
Because larches retranslocate a similar percentage of
nitrogen from fllliage when grown on infertile or fertile

.peci"

,,-_t N _ _
Spocloo

L. _

Ronge
70-84

L. aurolopis
L.laricina
L.loptolopis
L. lyaffii

L. ocddentah's
All LariK
Broad/eaf deciduous

Evergreen conifers

.a-eo
66-70
81 ·86
82-90
66·90
21-75
4' ·74

-.

Sou...•

78
81
70
70
84
86
76

1, 2, 3
4
5,6, 7, 6
1
9
9,10

52

6
6

58

11

'Source: (1) MatySSek 1986; (2) Schueller 1976; (3) Son and aow.t 1991 ;
(e) Cartyle and Malcolm 1986: (5) Bares and Wall 1979; (6) Chapin and
Kedrowski 1963; (7) Tillon 19n ; (8) Tyrrell and Boerner 1987; (9)

aow.. and

othe~
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1989: (10) Cole 1981 ; (1 1) this study.

soils, we speculate that this trait is under strong genetic
control.
The greater instantaneous nitrogen use efficiency at the
leaf level and greater withdrawal of nitrogen from senescing foJiage exhibited by larches compared to evergreen
conifers ezplains, in part, why stand level annual nitrogen
use efficiency is greater for larches than for evergreen conifers (Gower and others 1989; Son and Gower 1991).
The efficient use of N from senescing foliage appears to be
particularly beneficial to larches because of the adverse
effect of cold soil temperature on soil nitrogen availability
and the greater annual nitrogen requirement of deciduous
than evergreen trees (Gosz 1981; Son and Gower 1991).

lower water use efficiency of larches than of evergreen
conifers may in part explain the absence of larches from
xeric sites and their greatest abundance on mesic sites
(Arno and Habeck 1972; Schmidt and others 1976).
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WATER USE EFFICIENCY
In m08t trees, carbon gain and water loss are tightly
linked because CO2 and water vapor enter and leave the
foliage, respectively, through stomata. Consequently, efficient use of water (such as greater carbon accumulation
per unit water transpind) may increase net primary production if water is limiting. Efficient use of water is particularly important in subalpine and boreal environments
where winter desiccation is believed to be a primary factor
controlling alpine timberline (Tranquillini 1979).
One advantage of the winter-deciduous habit of larch is
that winter desiccation and abrasion of foliage are avoided .
Hadley and Smith (1986) reported that more than 75percent of the needJes of Englemann spruce (Picea engle·
mann;i) were ehed prematurely due to winter deeiccation.
It is interesting to note that subalpine larch seedlings retain their needles during the winter if deep snow protecte
the seedling from blowing ice crystals and desiccating
winds (Richards 1985). Despite the winter deciduous
habit of)arches, they still must protect their buds because
they contain the nen years foliage. Richards and Bliss
(1986) found that lethal desiccation of buds was SOpercent leu for aJpine larch than sympatric evergreen conifers growing in the Canadian Rockies; the greater avoidance of bud desiccation can be explained by the physical
isolation of the bud from the stem by the crown. The
aown forms between the bud and stem late in the season
and contributes to the resistance to fref:zing damage by
anowing ice crystals to fonn outside the bud.
Altbough tbe winter..cJ.eciduous habit oflarches reduces
winter desiccation, larches use water Jess efficiently than
evergreen conifers during the growing Beason. For eJ:ample , MatysBek (1986) reported that for a similar maxi·
mum net photosynthetic rate under ambient conditions,
European Jarch, Japanese larch (L. l~ptolepu) , and their
hybrids aU exhibited greater rates of stomatal conductance than did Norway spruce, suggesting that water I08S
per unit carbon ga in was greater for larches than for
spruce. Dang and others (991) reported that water use
efficiency was greater for tamarack than for black spruce
when BOil moilture W88 high but was greater for black
spruce than tamarack when BOil moilture was low. Gower
and Richards (1990) uaed 6'JC values for foliage collected
from co-oc:cuning larches and evergreen conifers in late
growing seuon to infer relative annual water use efficlencle!. They reported that water was used less efficiently
by larches than by eo-oc:curring evergreen conifers. The
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Survey.

the Continental Divide in Montana, and south of the 52nd
parallel in interior British Columbia and extreme weltern
Alberta. However, Eliot (1938) reported weatem larch
on the west side of the Cascades south of Mount Hood in
Oregon; Fiedler (1968) observed larch about 10 miles east
of the Continental Divide in northwest Montana; and Uoyd
and others (1992) reported an isolated 8tand of larch approxi·
mately 60 miles north and west of its previously documented
northern limits in British Columbia.
Western larch is limited by drought at the lower end of
its elevational range, and by cold temperatures at higher
elevations. In the United States, weatem larch ranges as
low as 2,000 ft. in northern Idaho and extreme northwest--

Abetract-Weatem larch occupiea a limited geographic range in
the Northweltem United. States and Weatem Canada and uhibita
moderate ecological amplitude within Utia range. Larch'sahade-intolerance relegatea it to an ezciuaively aeralaucce ..ionaJ role.
Great longevity and eJ:ceptional fire rtaietance account for ita occurrence in late-auec:eaaional stand.e. Western larch will likely
decrease in abundance compared to hiatoricallevelt. Effective
wildfire l uppreaaion and decreased nee of clearcut and aeed,-tree
regeneration methodl will likely put latth at a competitive diudvantage compared to ita associatea.

Western la.n:h (Larix occithntaJis) is a distinctive western
conifer due to its brilliant autumn color, rapid growth, and
deciduous habit. Larch's properties make it a preferred spe·
cies for dimension lumber and utility polea, and a favorite
among western woodcutters for rlrewood . This apeciea has
also picked up a myriad of common names over the years,
including hackmatack, larcb, western larch, great western
larch, M9ntana larch, Oregon larch, red American la.n:b,
tamarack, western tamarack. and British Columbia tama·

.rn Montana , and as high .. 6,500 It (Habeck 1967) to
7,000 It (Sudworth 1918; Larsen 1930) in we8tern-centraJ

Montana and central Idaho. Larch 0CCW1I almost exclu·
aively on north and east aspects as it approaches the southern (dry) end of ita range; however, it can occur on all as·
pecta on moister sites and in the northern portion of ita
range.

rack (Green 1933).

Climate

TAXONOMY

to the breadth of climatic c:onditions within ita geographic

Western lan:b occurs in moderate environments relative
range. Table 1 depicts the range of climatic parameters
aBBOciated with the forest habitat type series (United
States) and biogeoclimatic units (Canada) within which
larch occurs.

Western larch is genetically distinct from all otber spe·
cies occurring within its range. with one exception. Weatem larch occasionally hybridizes with subalpine larch
(l.4riz lyallii) where the elevational ranges of the two a~
cies overlap (Carlson and others 1990). Hybrid vigor re·
suIting from crossing other larch species has already been
exploited. Carlson and others (1 990) hypothesize that a

Soils
Western larch ia typically found on deep, weU.mamed
soils that have developed from glacial till or colluvium par·
ent materials. These soils commonly have volcanic ash
incorporated into the aurface horizon. The greatest deposi·
tion of volcanic uh typically oc:curs on north to east aspects
(Nimlos and Zuuring 1982)-aspect8 favored by western
larch. In the United States, larch most commonly occurs
on soils claslified within the Alfisol or InceptiBol (and les8

L. occidentalis x L. Iyall;; hybrid retaining the rapid growth
characteristic of the former along with the cold·hanliness
of the latter would have considerable management p<tential.

HABITAT
Distribution

frequently, Spod...n soil ord.... Embry (1960) found that
growth performance of weatem larch in Montana was sig·

Western larch occupies a limited geographic range in
four States (Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington )
and two Provinces (British Columbia and Alberta). Trua
species is found in a zone roughly east of the Cascades in
Washington, north of the Salmon River in Idaho, weat of

nificantly related to effective soil depth . However, Pearcy
(1965) could find no physiographic or soil factors to predict

larch site index in the Swan Valley of western Montana.
Spitzn.r and Stark (1982) inv••tigated differential lan:h
growth rates on andic soila overlaying glacial tills in north·

weatem Montana. Larch grew better on rapidly drained
sites than on otherwiae aimiJar sites with slow subsoil percolation. Spitzner and Stark (1982) hypothe8ize that nutrient
deficiencies resulting from a restricted rooting zone on the
poorly drained sites limited growth more than moisture

Paper preMnted at the Sympolium on £COlOI)' and Mana&ement 0(
I..ariI: Fore.la: A Look Ahe.d, Whiteratt, MT, U.SA, October 5-9,1992.
Carl E. Fiedler i. Reeurch ANiitant Proreaaor or Silvicuhure and
Forat EcoIOl)', Sehool ofForNtry. UniV'llr.ity orMonUina, Miaaoul., MT
598 12 U.SA Dennia A. Uoyd ia RerionaJ RHearch £colotri.t, Britiah
Columbia Mini.try or Fore.la. Kam loo~, BC, V2C ZM, Canada.
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Tlble ,-Climatic profile of forest habitat type series (United States) and bIogeocIimatic zones
(Canada) where westem larch OCOJrs.
HIIbhll type ..,1. .
Blogeocllmltlc zonl

DF

Mean Annual Precip.

(in)
(em)

Mean Growing Season Pr8C.
Mean Annual Snowfall
Mean Annual Temperature

(in)
(em)
[In)
(em)
(F)

(C)
Frost-free Conditions

GF
MS

IDF

(season)
(daySlyr)

WC!WH

ESiAF

ICH

ESSF

• ••••••••••••••• · 17·50 ··········· ·· _ .•
37·57
50-68
57· 113
70-85

·· ················· 6 ·············· ··· .
20-29

18·27

21 ·37

20-32

... ........ ...... · 103· ··········· ···· ·
120-350

193·450
130-560
200-620
..••••••••••• •••• ·. 45 ·.· •••• •• • . •• •• • •
4.0·7.5
2.5-4.0
2.5-7.8
1.0-2.5

.. ........ ..... .. 6().160··· ··· ........ .
40-140

35-80

50-170

40-70

AdlpCed from Schmidt and othefs (1976) and Goetz. (1983)

Douglas-fir, Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii ), subalpine fir (Abits lasiocarpa), and lodgepole pine commonly
co-occur with larch in the grand fir type in the United
States; ponderosa pine and paper birch <.&tula papyrifera)
are occasional co-occurrents. Douglas-fir and white spruce
(Picea glauca) are primary associates of western larch in
the montane spruce type in Canada. M~or associates of
lan:h in the eedarlhemlock type an! western redeedar (Thuja
pli<al4), weotA!TD hemlock (Th_ MurophyUa), Dougl ..·fir,
Engelmann spruce, subeJpine fir, and grand fir. Minor associates in thie type include lodgepole pine, western white
pine (Pinus monticola). and paper birch. Engelmann spruce,
subalpine fir, Douglas.fir, and lodgepole pine are common
companions oflarch in the Engelmann spruce/subalpine fir
type, while western white pine and whitebark pine (Pinua
albicauli.8) are occasional associates.

ItrHI on the well drained sites. General characteristics
of soils supporting western larch are shown in table 2.

SYNECOLOGY

Ecological Amplitude
Western lorch ezhibita moderatA! e<ological amplitude
within ita ratrict.ed. geographical range; it does not occur
on very warm or dry sites, nor on cold or wet ones.
Wenern larch occun as a seralspecies in 24 of the 64
forest habitat types in Montana (Pfister and others 1977),
in 30 of the 41 habitat types in northern Idaho (Cooper
and others 1987), and in 11 of 21 habitat types in eastern
W..hington (Daubenmire and Daubenmire 1968) (table 3).

Associated Tree Species

Successional Status

Western larch is found in four mltior forest types in
the United States and Canada-Douglas-frr, montane
spruce/grand flT, interior cedarlhemlock, and Engelmann
spruce/subalpine fir. Primary associates of western larch
in the Douglas-fir type are Douglas·fir (Pseudotsuga men·
ziesii var. glauco), ponderosa pine (Pinus porukrosa), and
lodgepole pine (Pinua contorta). Grand flT (Abies grand;"),

Western larch is the most shade intolerant species within
ita range, relegating it to an exclusively seraJ successional
role. Larch is an aggressive pioneer in the historically 6redominated ecosystems within which it occurs. However,
larch's longevity-300 to 500 years commt)n, occaSionally
700+ years (Franklin and Dyrness 1973), maximum 900+
years (USDA Forest Service 1965)-accounts for its occurrence as relicts in late-successionalsta.nds. Western larch
traits of low shade tolerance and rapid early height growth
are characteristic of early successional species. However,
aome other attributes of larch, such as relatively advanced
age to first seed production (-25 years) and great longevity
(700+ years), are more representative oflate-succesaional
species based on clasaical r-K selection theory (Turner 1985).
The capability of mature larch to occasionally survive stand
replacement wildflTes is due to thick bark and the considerable height of the crown base above the ground. Further·
more, defoliation by fire is less traumatic for larch than for
other conifers, since it replaces its needles annually anyway
(Fiocher and Bradley 1987). Th... attrlbutA!s, coupled with
low aeed weight (137,000 aeedollb; USDA Forest Service
1974), give larch a different stratA!gy than lodgepole pine
for regenerating extensive burned areas, but one that is
nearly sa effective.

Tlble 2-Primary characteristics of soils supporting western larch in
the United States and Canada.
UnhldStlt..
Parent Material

Developmenl

Glacial tins. colluvium
Tertiary alluviums
Volcanic intrusives
Inceptisols

Alfisols
(SpodosoIs)
Texture

Gravely loam to silt

loam surface soiis;
sih loam to day subsoils

Conodo
Morainal and colluvial
Gladal nuvlal (";nor)

Oystric Brunlsols
Humo-Ferric Podlols
Brunisofic Gray Luvisol
Fine day to
coarse sandy

pH

4.8-6.1

4.5-5.8
Calcareous (7.5-7.8)

Humus depths

Mean: 1·2 in
Range: 1·8 in

Mean: 4-5 em
Range: 1·25em
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TebJe 3-Oc:c:urrence 01 western larch relative to forest habitat type
series in t.Aontana. Idaho. and eastern Washington.
CI...tticetlon
(geogrephle er..
end euthor)

For..t habitat
type .......

Number 0'
Number of
hob,,",_ hob,,",_
within _
with WL

Montana (Pfister
and others 19n)

Umber Pine
Ponderosa Pine
DougIas·fir
Engelmann Spruce
Grand FIr
Western Redoedat
Western Hemkx::k
Subalpine Fir
Lodgepolo Pine
N. Idaho (Cooper Ponderosa Pine
and others 1987) Douglas-fir
Grand Fir
Western Redcedar
Western Hemlock
Mountain Hemlock
~~Rr
Lodgepolo Pine
E. Washington
Ponderosa Pine
(Daubenmire and DougIas·fir
Oaubenmire 1968) Grand F..

Wos1om Redcedar
Western Hemlock
Mountain Hemlock

3

0

5

0

14

7

8

2

3

3

2
1

2
1

23

9

5

0
0

4
7
6
..

..
5
0
0
3
1

2

Subalpine Fir
Pine-SAF

Wh~_

AUTECOLOGY

Silvical Characteristics
Autecological characteristics are important in that they
defme t he ways in which a given species is unique. They
also provide insights into a species regeneration habit, BUCcessional behavior, management potential, and cfuJtributionallimitations. Western larch is a rather modal species
in terms of most silvical characteristics, with two notable
exceptions: it is extremely shade intolerant. and it i.e highly
resistant to fire. Western larch's silvicalattributes are
listed in relation to its associates in table 4.

Height Growth and Site Index
Western larch exhibits rapid height growth . Fiedler
(1990) found larch to outgrow all of ita common auociates
to ace 12, with the exception of lodgepole pine (identical).
Schmidt and othe... (1976) reported that western lan:h
and lodgepole pioe heights are also aimilar at age 50, but
that larch is taller at age 100 than any other conifer in the
Northern &clri... However, Deitacbman and Green (1965)
and Steele and Cooper (1986) report that western white
pine i.e taller than larch at age 100 on productive siteslite index >60 (18.3 m), base age 50-in northern Idaho.
Mean maximum height of western larch varies from a
low of 96 ft, ±l0 ft (29.3 m, ±3.0 m) on the A UuWcarpa/
X tenaz h.t. to a high of 1~9 ft, ±21 ft (45.4 m ±6.4 m) on
the T. plU:atalC. unifloro h.t. (PIiotA!r and othero 1977).
In the United States, western larch site index (base age
50) varies from about 50 ft (15.2 m) in the relatively cold,
dry habitat types within the subalpine fir series, to about
80 ft (24.4 m) in the warm, moist western redeedarlwestem
hemlock aeri.. (Pfister and othe... 1977; Cooper and othero
1987). Mean lite index for this species is shown by habitat
type series and biogeoclimatie zone in table 5.

Productivity
Western larch , because of its deciduous habit. would
appear to be at a growth disadvantage to sympatric evergreen conifers. Furthennore, for trees of a given diameter,
larch ha.s much lower foliage biomass than its associates
(Brown 1978). However, both larch and its a880ciates have
similar aboveground production rates. Gower and Richards
(1990) attribute larch'slow-carbon-cost, well·ilIuminated,
nitrogen-eflicient canopy for carbon allocation rates similar
to evergreen conifers. Total cubit: volume production of
western larch at age 100 varies from about 2,950 its/acre
(206 m'lha) on low quality oitA!s, to 6,000 ft"aao (420 m'lha)
on medium sites, to 9,600 fts/acre (672 m'Jba) on high qual·
ity sitA!. (Schmidt and othero 1976).

Pests
While western larch is susceptible to numerous pests, few
are lethal to trees of pole size or larger. Primary i.nsect pests
include lan:h cuebean!r (Cohophora laricella ), lan:h sawfly

Regeneration
Western larch seeds germinate from late April to early
June, usually about a week or two earlier than associated
species (Shearer 1967). Death offLnJt·year seedlings early
in the season is mainly due to biotic factors such as fungi,
birds, and rodents, whereas drought is the primary cause
of seedling mortality after about mid-July (Schmidt and
Shearer 1990).
Western larch is more dependent on a prepared seedbed
to regenerate than any of its associates, including lodgepole
pine (Fiedler 1990). Successful regeneration of western lareb
virtually requires mineral soil or burned seedbeds (Shearer
1980; Schmidt and Shearer 1990). The probability oflan:b
stocking after clearcutting has also been found to vary inversely with elevation and percent grass/sedge cover
(Fiedler 1990).

Teble 4-Relative silvieal characteristics of western latch and its
common coniferous associates.
L o w _ Mod.,..te_ High
Shade tolerance
Frost tolerance

Drought tolerance
Fire resistance
Excess water tolerance
AF
OF
ES
GF
LP
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WLLP PPWP OF ESGF AF WC WH
WH WCGF PP WL OFWPAF ESLP
WH WC AF ES WPGFWL LP OF PP
WH AF ES WC LP GF WP OF PP WL
PP OFWL GFWP AFWH ES WC LP

Subalpine fir
Douglas·fir
Engelmann spruce
Grandfir
Lodgepole pine

PP Ponderosa pine
we Westem redcedar
WH Western hemlock

Y/l Wos1om larch
WP Western white pine

TIIbfe 5--Mean 5O-year site index for western lard'I in the Northern Rocky Mountains (by
forest haIlita1type series)' and BrI1ish CoIumilia (by ticgeodimatic: zone).

H.T . _

5O-Y'" 5.1. (ft)
(Nor1hem Rockies)

moan
range

OF

OF

WCJWH

ES/AF

S9
55-74

67
62-72

71
62-80

61
S1-07

fDF

US

ICH

ESSF

17
13-19

20

23

17

16-22

18-26

16-21

aacz....
5O-Y'" 5.1. (m)

moan

(British CoIu""')

range

'AdIpted!'rom Pfister IWKI ott1ets 19n, end Coopet end ott1ets 1987.

(Pristiphora ericmonil), and weatern spruce budworm
(ChorUton~uro

occidentalia). Cuebearer larvae can completely defoliate larch trees in the .pring by mining the
needles. Continued defoliation reduces radial growth aignificantly and can cauee mortality (Tunnoek. and othen
1969). The impact of caeebearer appean to be inversely
related to .tand density (Denton 1979). The larch .. wily
io a periodically .ipificant defoliator of larch. Thio inaect
leavea ita aipature by biting chunka out of needles rather
than mining them, but seldom causes mortality (Drooz
1956). The western spruoe budworm is particularly damaging to sapling-sized tftes. Budworm larvae typically sever
the terminal and current-year laterals of young lan:h (Fellin
and Schmidt 1967), ~ that reduceo height growth and
alfec:ta form (Schmidt and Fellin 1973). Spruce budworm
larvae have also been documented doing damage to larch
con.. and oeedo (Feuin and Shearer 1968). While Douglasfir bark beetl. W.ndrocton .... p ..udoUU8a.) will attack
western larch (Furni3s and othen 1981), succeseful brood
production in standing live trees baa never been documented
(Reed and otben 1986). Larch'e apparent resistance to the
Douglae-fir beetle is attributed to ita high concentration of
3-earene: a zylem monoterpene that has a significant negative correlation with beetle attack rate.
Major diaeaees infecting larch include dwarfmisUetoe,
needle blight, needle cast, and root/stem rots. Trees PfJ1l.itized by larch dwarf mistletoe CArceuthobium laricia) commonly develop witches brooms, burls, and spike top.. Mistletoe infection :educes growth and increases vulnerability
to other damaging agents, but only occasionally causes death
(Kimmey and Graham 1960; Pierce 1960). Initial visual
oymptotrul of needle blight (J{ypod.,.nudla lamis) and needle
cut (MUM larici!) are similar - red needles (Leaphart and
Denton 1961 ). However, needles infected with blight are
retained on the tree for a year or more, whereas needles
infected with needle cast are typically shed within weeks
after infection (Hagle and others 1987). Larch is aJ80 susceptible to red ring rot CPhellinu6 pin i), schweinitzii root/
butt rot CPhcuolWl schweinitzii), and quinine fungus (Fomitop 6ia offu:inalit).

DISCUSSION
Bad news-The range of western lareh, as with other wes~
em tree llpecies, is determined by drought at low elevations
and by col d temperatures at high elevations. Within its
range, .uece.sfu1 perpetuation of this species requires full
or nearly full sunlight and mineral soil or burned seedbeds.
Historically, t hese cond itions were provided by wildfires.
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More recently, managen have created favorable conditions
for larch regeneration Uling either clearcut or seed-tree
regeneration methods, followed by dozer acarification or
broadcast buming. However, changing management direction. eopeciaDy on publicly owned lands, points to decreased
use of clearcut and seed-tree methode, and less severe and
complete .ite preparation. The resu1ting environmental
and seedbed condition. willli.kely put larch at a competitive disadvantage compared to its associates.
Good news-Two developments related to the geographic
distribution of western larch offer promise for expanding
the traditionally recognized natural range of this species.
The tint development is the discovery of a disjunct etand
of western larch apprOlnmately 60 miles (100 km) north of
the previoUily recognized northern limit of thi. species in
British Columbia. The location, size, age, and density at.
tributes of this isolated population have been documented
by Lloyd and othero (1992). The apparent vigor and ability of this population to reproduce suggesta that management efforts to extend larch northward to this latitude &om
its existing limit! may well be successful.
A second development is the apparenUy successful plan~
ing of western larch at aeverallocations north and west of
its traditionally recognized range in Britieh Columbia.
Some extended plantings have survived and grown for up
to 20 years. The CUJTeDt northern limit of western larch is
believed to be determined by cold-temperature disruption
of the regeneration procesa. This limiting factor can be circumvented to some degree Ulrng artificial regeneration.
Carlson (1994) has outplanted western larch, subalpine
larch, and L. occidentalis I L. lyallii hybrids at four locations outside their natural ranges in Montana . Early results are promising, particularly for the hybrids. However,
survival and adequate growth to mature size will be required before such efforts can be deemed a SUcce88.
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forestwi.de moeaic of etancb, baed OIl .,n. • izee. and
compoeitiona that reeemble thoee in preeettlement times
likely would 10 rar in ameliorati"l budworm pr'Obiema ?n
western Ian:h.

Western Larch: Pest-Tolerant Conifer
of the Northern Rocky Mountains
Clinton E. Carlson
James W. Byler
Jerald E. Dewey
ANtraet Western larch <Lorizoccichl11aJia) ia tolerant to most
iJUIedAI and di8eaee peats found throughout ita Northern Rocky
Mountain range. Proper s ilviculture can minimize problems
cauaed by dwarl'miatletoe. western spruce budworm. and larch
c.ueOtarer. Pathogens ranly UUJe seriom daa:ap. Harvesting
and manapment prac:ticu that fav!)r shade-tolerant apea" are
the wont enemies of western larch. MaJUlI'!ment practices that
emulate pt"Ht'tUement fire regimes ..rill favor establishment and
culture of wnkrn lU'tb.

Trees, insects, fungi. and other biotic agents are integral components of forest ecosystems. Microorganisms
may damage trees but also are important in the decomposition of plant substrates and contribute significantly to
nutrient and water balances in forest ecosystems. They
do not always adversely affect trees. Depending on environmental conditions , species composition, and numerous
other variables, tree growth may be favored at the expense of in&ect8 and microbes. Convenely, insects and
microorganisms can predominate at the expense of trees.
When insects and diseases seriously impact tree regenera·
tion, growth, and development, they are frequently brand·
ed as -pesUJ and receive serious attention from forest
managers, biologists, and often the public. Direct control
measures often are undertaken to reduce pest activity.
Because susceptibility and vulnerability to insects and
diseases vary among tree species, several long-term options uaing vegetation management may be available to
ameliorate pest problems. It is important to forest man·
agers to understand this concept so they can minimize
impaC1.8 on commodity production while maintaining beneficial ecosystem functions.
Western larch (La rix Ottid~ ntali.s) is an important coni·
fer species indigenous to the Northern Rocky Mountains.
The species is highly valued as lumber, and is important
for esthetic, wildlife, and watershed reasonA (Schmidt and
others 1976). The purpose of this paper is to review
knowledge of important insects, pathogens, and other
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Larch Caeebearer
Larch cuebeaftr wu introduced into the Eastern
Uniled States in the 10'" 1800'0 ond w. . lint diocooerod
in Idaho in 1967. This iuect 800D became the moet eeri·
oua insect problem OIl western lardJ (Dentoa 1979). Un·
Iilc:e bud worm. c:aeebearer baa only one primary bot:t in
the Northern RocItieo-waIenllardl-but the ino<ct will
survive on other con.ifen when fofted to UDder laboratory
conditio.. (Ba.....y ond LoaIJ 1988) ond boa been 0bserved ou"""",,fuIly Ii!ediDc 011 oCher c:onikn in the field
(I)._y 1993). The Iarno ... _ puoi. .1y diopenod by
wind u are bud~ but tend to remain OIl the tree
where they hatched.
Cuoboaron quickJy built 10 epidemic: ~ in
the 1960'0 ond oproad tJuoucbout _
of the ...... of
.......rn larch. AIthoucb II01De mon.Jity oflardl occurTOd
due to repealed cIofoIioticm. the bignt imPKt in natunl.
untended atande w.. refJected iD cIecftued diameter
growth (Donlon 1979). ThiDDod otonds. oItboucb ...-m.
in« !Upr populotiono of cooobo..... (Denton 1979). _re
not oignificantly impacted (Seidel 1986). HC>We'fOr. ....
pealed heavy defoliotion of natunllltoDcla may ~
trees to mortality by other fodon (Tunnock ond othen
1969). In general, western larch can wit.bstand outbrub
orIan:h casebearer and ahow neelicible imJ)Kt.
Two stanu attributes influence cuebearer populatioD8:
stand density and elevation. Adulu preferentially eeled
larth on which to lay their egp. T!::.:.s. for a liven population, trees in dense stands would tend to have fewer lar·
vae than trees in open stands (Denton 1979). Eftn
though open·grown larch stands bad hi3her cleDlitiea of
larvae, mortality ofla.rvae W8.8 higher in the open stands
during an unus ually cold, wet period (Denton 1979).
Trees in open·grown stands probably would recover from
defoliation faster than thoee in deue stands, s~
that over a period of yean, well·spaced stano may incur
lower levels of damage than dense .tanda. Larch cue-bearer also is influenced by elevation; appanntly the in·
&ed. is more suceessful at lower eleTationa (2.000-4,000 ft
m.o.l.) and K"nerally does poorly .bo.. 5.000 ft m.o.l.
Denton (1979), however, in one cue obeerved ai.gnificant
deroliation up to 5,000 ft..
Lan:h casoboarer populotiono dedinod dramatically
during the late 1970's and early 1980's. Several factors
probably contributed to the decline. An ~ive p~
gram in which parasites of cuebearer were introduud
seems to have been effective (Denton 1972; Ryan and oth·
en 1987). Native parasitea and predators too may have
had significant influence. Also, available reec:ling sites
were s ubstantially reduced when larch needle di.eea.sa be-came epidemic. Ccld. wet apring weather illmown to ...
riously impact cuebearer populatiooe (Denton 1979). UI·
tim.ately, a combination oftheee fadors may have caueed
the population collapoo (Kohlor ond othen 1983).

agents affecting western larch and to discu.as silvicultural
methods and strategies to reduce their impacts on this
valued species.

INSECT PESTS
The most notable insect pests of western larch are defoliators. Western spruce bud worm (Choruloruuru Otti.thn·
tal") and larch casebearer (Colmphoro lal"i«lla) are the
most serious. Larch sawfly (Pristiphora ~richM>nii), larch
budmoth (Zeirapi1~ra griMana), and larch looper (Bemiathua sunuu:ulata) occasionally reach outbreak levels and
cause noticeable defoliation.

Western Spruce Budworm
Western spruce bud worm is native to the western
Rocky Mountain.s in the United States and Canada
(Johnson and Denton 1975). Ita primary ho.ota are grand
fir tAb;'. grondis). subalpine fir (A huiocarpa). white fir
CA. concolor), Dougla&-fir (PseudotsU6o TMTlZiesii var.
glauco), and Engelmann spruce (Pit:ra e1lcfelmannii).
Budworm feeds on and completes ita life cycle on theee
species. Western larch is a secondary boat becaU8e bud·
worm seldom completP.s its life cycle 00 this species, even
though feeding damage is occasionally serious. Small larvae are passively dispersed by wind (fall and spring dis·
persaJ of fint and second instan ..... pectively) to all coni.
fers , including larch. Western larch nushes 1 to 2 months
before other hoats and larvae previously deposited on
larch tend to stay and feed temporarily on developing foliage, seed cones, and pollen cones. The insect has a peculiar feeding habit on larch; it mine. and severs ezp6Dding
long shoots (Fellin and Schmidt 1967). When the termi·
nal leader (long shoot) is severed, height growth is reduced and multiple leaders compete for terminal domi·
nance. This forked-top condition lute only a few yean,
until one of the laterals becomes dominant and rapid
height growth resumes. Number oflarvae on larch de-crease when other hosts nush (Carlson 1985); reasons for
th:8 apparent ezodu8 are not known. P068ibly the nutri·
ent value oflarch is not as good a8 the other hosts, and
budworma are able to respond to this difference, epin off
the larch, and iflucky are depoeited on favorable eubstrate. Perhaps larvae on larch are more vulnerable to
predators. We have obeerved western Ian:h with branches
intertwined with Douglas-ftr; larvae were abundant on
Dousla.. fir _
. but few were found on the Ian:h (Carloon
1985). Some budworms pupate on larch, indicating they

Agure 1-Western larch survives severe intes·
tation of western spruce budworm.

can complete their life cycle on this species, but indica·
tions are that western larch plays a minor role in the
population dynamics of western spruce budworm.
Cone and seed production of western larch can be &eri·
ously reduced by budwonn. Extensive reeding by western
spruce bud worm on larch cones was observed by Fellin
and Shearer (1968). Chrisman and others (1983) reported
lower cone production in stands infested by western spruce
budwonn in Montana, More detailed studies suggested
tht.t up to two-thirds of larch seeds were killed by in5eCts
(Shearer 1984).
Budworm damage to sapling western larch probably is
more extensive when t he surrounding rorest is compo8ed
mainly of primary hosts. or there is abundant other host
biomass inte rmingled with the larch (Carlson and Wulf
1989), Stand conditions that favor and support epidemic
budworm populations will generate overwhelming num·
bers of bud worm larvae; in these cases long shoots, including tenninalleaders, may be severed or killed. How·
ever , western larch is resilient and survives where other
apecies are killed by budwonn (fig. 1). Silviculture with
a n eye for budwonn can substantially reduce the hd%8ro
to larch. Seral species should be cultured when possible;
tree8 s hould be optimally spac4!d for the habitat . A
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Larch sawfly occasionally causes defoliation of western
larch , but impact hoa been limited to 8 small decrease in
radiRl increment (Denton 1958; RoS8 and Sugden 1968).
Similarly, larch budmoth and larch looper occasionally
reach epidemic status but do not cause significant damage. Infonnation on relations of environmental and stand
conditions to populations of these inserts is lacking.
The Asian gypsy moth (Llymant,.ia dispa r ) poses a significant risk to western la~h if it becomes established on
the North American continent (USDA 1991 ). This defoliator fleverely weakens infested trees. reduces growth. and
increases mortality. It is known to infest more than 250
pl ant species. including many broadleafa and conifers.
Larch logs imported from Siberia a nd other parts of Asia
can carry the insect. Asian gypsy moth wa6 found in 1991
on grain ships docking at western U.S.A. and Canadian
porta. An aggressive eradication effort appears to have
been successful (Dewey 1993). Asian gypsy moth prefers
larch as a host; in the event it gains a foothold, multispecies stands may decrease stand impart caused. by this
insert; however, it will feed on a variety of conife r and an·
giospenn h0818 (USDA 1991).

Other Diseases

PATHOGENS
The most serious disease of western larch is dwarf
mistletoe (Arceu thobium la,.icisJ, an angiospenn parasitic
on twigs and stems. Other disease-causing organisms. including larch needlecast (Hypodernu!lla la,.ici& ), needle
blight (Me,.ia laricia). root disease (A,.milla ,.ia spp.,
Phellinus wei,.ii. Fomitopsis annosus), and wood rots
(Fomi/opsis officinalis. Phellinus pin;, and others) usually
do not cause significant damage to larch forests . Larch
seediings in nurseries at times a re seriously damaged by
Fusa,.ium spp. and Botrytis.

Figur. 2-Owart misUetoe is the most serious
pest of western larch.

The disease is easily controlled silviculturally (Baranyay
and Smith 1972; Dooling 1974). Spread by seeds is mostly
downward and latera1, and 88 noted above, seeds generally
do not move more than 16 m laterally. In mature stands
ready for a regeneration cut, 2- to 5-acre group selections
or small c1earcuts in which all the infected overstory is
removed will limit volume losses to 20 to 40 percent compared to an uninfected stand; the small cut size allow!
infectioll to spread in from the perimeter. CJearcuts of
20 acres will limit loases to 5 to 10 percent of uninfected
(Taylor, these proceedings).
Site preparation, preferably by prescribed fire . will
ready the area for a new stand of mistletoe-free larch. In
immature larch stands lightly infected with dwarf mistletoe. thinning and sanitation are eff~ive options for deal ing with the parasite (Baranyay and Smith 1972; Dooling
1974). Although thinning will increase the growth and
seed production of mistletoe on infected leave trees, if the
infection intensity is less than 2 in the 6-class rating system (Hawksworth 1961) the benefits ofthinning on tree
growth outweigh the adverse effects of stimulation of the
dwarf mistletoe plants. Crop tree thinning of larch in
northeastern Oregon decreased dwarf mistletoe impact
and significantly increased growth of residual stocking

Dwarf Mistletoe
Larch dwarf mistletoe is d istri buted. throughout the
botan ical range of western larch (Hawksworth and Weins
1972). All ages of trees are susceptible. The disease
spreads mainly by natural expulsion of seed. During late
summer, the seeds mature and are expeHed with sufficient force (30 mlsec) to carry them up to 16 m from the
seed pod . Seeds have a viscous coating and will adhere
to whatever object they land on. Ifthey land on a host
twig, they can genninate and may penetrate the hoat tissue. Successful infections wi1lspread in the cortex of t he
host for about 2 to 5 yean before producing aerial shoots.
Lt.rch dwarf mistletoe can cause signi ficant growth loss
and BOrne mortality in infected sta nds (fig. 2). Losses in
to-yea r basal area growth approached 69 percent in
Montana (Pierce 1960). On and Dooling (1969) estimated
that severely infected stands on good growing sites in
western Montana produced only 20 percent or less of their
potential volume . Weir (1916) reported similar impact in
the Blue Mountains of Oregon. Severely infected trees
a re weakened and become susceptible to other insects and
di seaees.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Western larch containerized seedlings in nurseries
usually are not seriously affected by soil-borne diseases
(James 1985b). Occasionally, however, losses can be sub·
stnntial. In 1987, severe mortality to containerized western larch occurred at the Forest Service nursery in
Coeur d'Alene, 10. U.S.A. Nearly 45 percent of all the
seedlings exhibited disease symptoms and 54 percent of
a ll seed a nd seedlings were infected with Fusa,.ium spp.;
nearly 27,000 seedlings were lost (James 1987). Environmental conditions may have predisposed the seedlings to
the disease. Me,.ia needle cast caused serious losses of
western larch seedHngs at a 8Outhwest.em Washington
nursery (Cooley 1984) and at a nursery in northern Idaho
(James 1985a). Multiple cycles of the disease occurred in
a single season, and outplanted seedlings did not survive
as well as healthy ones. Gray mold (Botrytis cintTl!a). can
damage container stock, but proper sanitation and storage conditions will prevent serious problems (Mittal and
othe .. 1987).
Western larch is generally well adapted to the climate
of the Northern Rocky Mountains. Howev~r, seed and
cone crops appear to be vulnerable to weather. The single
greatest factor causing demise of cone and seed crops appears to be low temperature during conelet development
(Shearer and Theroux 1986). Temperatures as low as
_9 °C killed up to 100 percent of the developing cones.

(Fi lip and others 1989). Wicker <1983 ) reported rapid
intensification of dwarf mistletoe infection vertically up·
wa rd in crowns of im mature western larch . He suggested,
appropriately, t hat multispecies stands are gene rally preferable to la rch monocultures because not only will sta nd
losses to dwarf mistletoe be decreased, but biodiversity
will be enhanced and impact from othe r insects and diseases will be minimized. Low levels of dwarf mistletoe
are not considered a se riou s problem.

Other Insects
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Larch needle cost and larch needle blight are indigenous diseases of western larch that periodically cause
defoliation. Impact is considered minor <Ga rbutt 1984;
Vande rwal 1970) and is gene rally restricted to growth
loss. Successive intense defoliation likely would cause
more serious impact (Dubreuil 1982). Needle diseases can
seriously damage seedlings and saplings because tenninal
shoots may be killed. Little is known of relations between
sta nd conditions and disease intensity. Usually the disease appears in epidemiC fashion over extensive a reas for
only one or two seasons, not to be seen again for 10 years
or 80.
A,.milla,.ia root disease, Phellinus wei,.ii, and Fomi·
lopsiN annosu&, serious pathogens of most Northern Rocky
Mountain conifers, do not often cause serious impact to
western larch . McDonald and others (1987a) found that
western larch does not support pathogenic A,.milla,.ia,
even though epiphytic rhizomorphs were found on the
roots (McDonald and others 1987b). In the most comprehensive work done to date on A,.milla,.ia (Shaw and Kile
1991 ), western larch is only rarely listed as a host for the
fungus. James and others (1984) list western larch as B
host for A,.milla,.ia , but the authors d id not discuss the
degree of susce ptibility or vulnerability. A,.milla,.ia was
found as an incidental decay fungu s in t hinned stands in
northeastern Oregon; mortality in residual living trees
was infrequent (Filip a nd others 1987). Western larch
seedlings were infected by A,.milla,.ia oslnyae at the same
rate as grand fir, Douglas-fi r,lodgepole pine (Pinus conto,.'a v . latifolia). and ponderosa pine (P. ponde,.o.<;a) in a
controlled study. Seedlings that received balanced light
a nd nitrogen were less susceptible than stressed seed lings
(Entry and others 1991).
Given the low susce ptibility of western larch to A,.millaria and other root diseases, larch shou ld be featured
a long with other se ral conifers in regeneration of sites
with root disease within the ra nge of western larch . Thi s
strategy will minimize stand susceptibility and vulnerability to t he disease and is supported by Williams and
others (1986), Hadfield a nd others ( 1986), and Hagle and
Shaw (1991).
Trunk and hea rt rots caused by Fomitop.<;i., officinali."
Phellinus pini, P. wei,.ii, and species of Polyporous arc
significant mainly in overmature, old western larch . They
arc not perceived as B serious t hreat to timber production in managed western larch stands. Trunk and heart
rots are important in creating habitat for cavity-nesting
birds and other wildlife indigenous to old-growth western
larch stands, and contribute to the biodiversity of these
communities.

IMPACTS INDUCED BY
MANAGEMENT
Adverse effects of insects. diseases, and abiotic agents
on western larch appear small in comparison to impacts
induced by previous forest management. If western larch
has an Achilles heel, it is because the species is the most
shade· intolera nt conifer in the Northern Rocky Mountains; it is always seral in forest succession (Schmidt and
others 1976). This shade intolerance has important implications for larch . Historical1y. the western larch resource
was regulated by natural flre. Even-aged western larch
forests often followed intense stand-replacing fires in
mesic-to-moist habitats . In drier habitats. western larch
stands were maintained by frequent surface fires that
cleaned out competing shade-tolerant conifers (Antos and
Habeck 1981; Habeck and Mutch 1973; Mutch and others
1993). Since the early 1900's. much of the mature weste rn larch resource has been removed by logging; in many
cases little thought was given to regenerating the disturbed sites to larch . Onen, no site preparation was done.
a nd shade-tolerant conifers such as alpine fir, grand fir,
and Douglas-fir quickly took over the site, at the expense
of western larch regeneration (fig. 3). Never-harvested
larch forests also are seriously threatened because prevention and control of wildfire have been highly successful
since the early 1900's. The shade-tolerant conifers seed
in well under the canopy of old-growth larch; without fire
they proliferate ond compete intensely with larch for water and nutrients and undoubtedly cause premature death
of the old growth .
Replacement species are nearly always far more susceptible and vulnerable to insects and diseases than western
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Threat to the species comes not from the natural processes
operating in the ecosystem, but from human actions and
inactions that disrupt natural events. Every effort should
be made to culture larch in conce rt with other seral species. These stands will , over the long run, be the most resista nt to insects a nd diseases and will provide the greatest benefits.
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Figure 4-Aetention seed tree and retention
sheft9fWOOd silvicullural systems can be used
to perpetuate esthetically pleasing, productive,
insects- and disease-free western larch stands.

F~ure 3-Seleclrve removal of western larch
during harvesting, along with improper preparation of seedbeds, results in compositional shifts
of species from western larch/ponderosa pine

to Douglas-fir and other shade-tolerant taxa.

lerch. Douglas-fir. alpine fir. a nd grand fir are primary
hosts fo r weste rn spruce budworm . Douglas-fir tussock
moth. a nd root diseases ca used by Armillaria . Fomitopsis.
Ph~llinulf . and others. Root d i~ase may occur in conjunction wi th re peated defoliation by in sects; the effect may be
more synergistic than additive. Insects a nd diseases have
caused serious da mage to t hese re pl acement forests in
Orego n, Washington, Id aho, and Monta na. In the Blue
Mounta ins of Oregon, over 80 percent of many stands in
the replacement fo rest have been seriously impacted by
in8eCts and diseases (Mutch a nd other! 1993 ). Not only
has a productive species tolerant to insects and diseases
been replaced by less productive, shade·tolerant species,
but insecU! a nd diseases ca use fa r more serious damage
to the replacement forests. These repl acement fo rests
al80 te nd to be overstocked with a great deal of vertical
structu re; they a re highly vu lnerable to a bnorm ally intense wild fires. We do not know exactly how much a rea
has been converted from la rch to fir foresta; several hundred t housand acree is an estim ate. Forest managers

need to make a concerted effort to reestablish larch in
ha bitats where it has been replaced by shade-tolerant
conifers. This would be an effective way in which to minimize fut ure insect and disease losses (fig. 4).

CONCLUSIONS
As we have described , western larch has few important
insect and d isease pests. However, the most serious, longlasting impact on regeneration and growth of western
larch has come not from insects and diseases. but from
ha rvesting and management practices that favored shadetolerant species and excluded larch following harvest.
Little attention was given to good silviculture, where
proper site preparation, a good seed sou.rce, and planting
a.re necessary to aseure regeneration oflarch and other
seral species.
Sustaining western larch depends on our management
st rategies. The species does wen under the natural ecosystem processes that include fire, insects, and diseases .
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Stephen F. Arno
William C. Fischer
1991l. Interestingly, western larch's close relative, alpine
larch (Larix lyallii ), has thin bark but grows in damp,
rocky sites at the highest elevations where it avoids most
fires .
Unlike associated evergt'een conifers, western larch develops a high, open crown of relatively noncombustible foliage
in which the lower branches are self-pruned. This tree is
able to tolerate crown scorch and defoliation in a fire and
then produce new foliage from heat· resistant woody buds
and epicormic branching on the main stem. Some larch
trees survive major fires and become seed trees, Even larch
that are killed will occasionally contribute to reseeding the
burned area . Damp fresh cones may survive in the scorched
upper crown where they mature and scatter their light,
winged seeds jnto the burned area. On burned seedbeds
western larch seedlings generally outgrow their competitors
(Schmidt and Shearer 1990>, which is important because
larch growth is greatly suppressed in competition with other
conifers of equal or larger size.

Abstract-Western larch {Larix occidentalis ) requires diaturbanee to perpetuate itself. Until the ea rly 1900's fire was the
primary disturbance for .....estern linch in the inland Pacific North..... est. More recently, prescribed burning or mechanicalscarification have been used to regenerate ..... estern larch. Where other
kind s of timber management are practiced. and in parks and
natural areas ..... here fire is excluded. ..... estern larch il declining
and could become scarce. Fire management considerations and
review guides for prescribed fire are included,

FIRE ECOLOGY
Western larch (La rix occidentalis) is a large, long-lived
tree of major importance for wildlife habitat and timber production. It is widely distributed in lower and mid-elevation
forests of the inland Pacific Northwest, between the crest
of the Cascade Range and the Continental Divide in the
Rocky Mountains. This region supports extensive natural
coniferous forests where western larch is the only major
deciduous tree. The climate is generally moist except for
long droughty periods during the summer. These are accomparied by occasional dry lightning storms. As a result, fires
have burned these forests continually since they developed
more than 10,000 years ago, following the last Pleistocene

SUCCESSIONAL RELATIONS AND
FIRE REGIMES
Western larch is listed as an important seral or pioneer
species in more than half of the forest habitat types (or site
types) identified in northern Idaho and western Montana,
and it also has a broad distribution in several other areas
(Cooper and others 1991 ; pfister and others 1977). This
species occupies habitat types in the mC"ist portion of the
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauco) seri es-that is, where Douglas-fir is the most shade-tolerant species and thus will become dominant in the absence of disturbance. Larch is also a seral species in the spruce (Picea
spp.), grand fir (Abies grandis), western redcedar (Thuja
plicata ), and western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) series,
and the warmer habitat types in the subalpine fir (Abies
lasiocarpa ) series. Surveys of the indigenous forest in the
late 1800's and early 1900's indicated that western larch
was an abundant overstory species within most of its environmental range, no doubt covering several million hectares
as a m~or species (Ayres 1900, 1901 ; Leiberg 1898. 19oo;
Whitford and Craig 1918). This abundance of a highly
shade-intolerant species was linked to the pervasive influ·
ence of forest fires ,
Several studies have investigated the historic patterns
of fire frequency and severity associated with western larch
forests (Arno 1976, 1980; Arno and Davis 1980; Arno and
Scott, in preparation; Barrett and others 1991; Davis 1980;
Freedman and Habeck 1985; Gabriel 1976; Habeck 1990>.
These patterns ca n be classified into the following three
kinds of fire regimes.

glacial period (fig. 1; Mehringer 1985).

FIRE ADAPrATIONS
Western larch is considered the most fire· resistant tree
of the inland Pacific Northwest. Even if trees are killed
in crown fires, larch's lightweight winged seed can be dispersed by wind over considerable distances from neighboring stands. Nearly a century ago Forest Service Chief
Gifford Pinchot ( 1899) remarked that western larch's thick,
nonresinous bark is an outstanding adaptation for surviv·
ing fire . The bark near ground line on large trees is often
15 em thick , which protects t he cambium from lethal heat·
ing in all but the most severe surface fires. Young larch
trees are often wounded at the base of the stem in a surface
fire, but heal and continue to grow for centuries. Some living larch have multiple fire scars that record numerous fires
over the past 350 years (Arno 1976; Barrett and others

control: the casebea rer in North America. Journal of
Forestry. 85(6): 33·39.

Paper pre!lented at the Symposium on Ecology and Management of
u. riJ: FOl'e!ta: A Look Ahead. Whitefis h. MT. U.S.A., October 5-9, 1992.
Stephen F. Amo and William C. Fische r are Research Fore!lte~ . Inte r·
mountain Fire Sciences Laboratory. Intermountain Research Stlltion. Fore!lt Service, U.S. Depa rtment of Agriculture. MiMOula. MT 59807, U.S.A.
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Cool-dry larch sites were codominated by serallarch,
lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var. latifolia), and often
Douglas-fir. These sites are on dry subalpine fir !Abies
lasiocarpa) habitat types and cold-moist Douglas-fir habitat types. They burned at average intervals of about 30 to
75 years in a mixture ranging from nonlethal understory
fires to stand-replacing fires. The latter occurred at intervals of about 140 to 240 years in a Glacier National Park,
MT, study area <Barrett and others 1991).
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Prior to 1900, wann-dry western larch sites--on Dougt. .
fir, spruce, or grand fir h$lbitat type~were cod.ominated
by open park1ike stands of serall arch and ponderosa pine
(Pinus ponderosa var. pondero.<;a) (Amo 1988; Habeck 1990).
These sites burned primarily in freq uent surface fires at
intervals averaging about 10 to 30 years. Some of these
stands also experienced replacement fires at long intervals
of ISO to 400 years (Arno and Scott, in preparation; Barrett
Bnd others 1991). Ponderosa pine is a long-lived shadeintolerant species that often requires freque nt surface fires
to perpetuate itself in competition with the shade-tolerant
species (Arno and others 19S5). Unlike larch and its other
associates, ponderosa pine produces leaf litter that is highly
combustible. Large quantities ofthislong-needJe pine litter
are cast every year, which is conducive to the development
and spread of frequent surface fires (Mukh 1970).
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When fires are suppressed over a long period, succession
advances. Shade-tolerant species increase while seral species fan to regenerate (Arno and others 1985). On many of
the sites Buitable for larch, foresters have substituted for
natural fires by usi ng clearcuts and shelterwood cuts with
prescribed burning or mechanical scarification. However,
vast areas of the larch sites have had no silvicultural treatment or have had various kinds of partial cutting t hat removes the oventory trees and allows shade-tolerant conifers
to become dominant. In National Parks, wilderness, and
other natural areas, rwe has generally been suppressed except for t he most severe wildfires. For example, during the
past 15 years 80me prescribed natural fires-ligh tning ignitions allowed to burn under previously deaignated criteriahave burned a few t housand hectares of the larch type in
t he Selway-Bitterroot and Bob Marshall Wildernesses.
With fire suppression in partially cut and unharvested
stands, dense understories and thickets of shade-tolerant
trees develop and the health of all trees declines (Amo and
Scott, in preparation ; Out and others 1991; Monnig and
Byler 1992; Mutch and others 1993). Dense stands of stagnating trees have now developed over large areas in a nd
acijacent'" the western larch type. During the past decade
disastrous insect and disease epidemics have swept through
a half-million hectares of forests in the Blue Mountains of
eaetern Oregon, where western larch a nd ponderosa pine
once dominated but have been largely replaced by thickete
of shade-tolerant trees. This (orest decline is spreading
northward into Washington (Oast and others 1991) and eastward into central Idaho (Steele 1993). It is linked to longterm fire suppression a nd partial cutting that gave rise to
stagnant stands of shade-tolerant species in which mortality was hastened by epidemics of several insects and diseases (Oast and others 1991; Mutch and others 1993).
A traditional forestry solution to advanced succession and
decadence of forests in the western larch type would be to
greatly expand clearcutting and shelterwood harvests with
site preparation. This would require extensive road building in roadlesa areas, would impact watershed values, wildlife habitat, and esthetic concerns, and would no doubt be
unacceptable politically. The U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, and other land management agencies
have . hown considerable interest in new ecologically based
a pproaches to maintenance of forest health and biological
divenity in wildland forests (Overbay 1992). Numerous
alternatives involvi ng silviculture and prescribed burning
are available for reestablishing an appropriate semblance
of the fire process. There is an urgent need to replace fire
exclusion with ecologically based management of fire and
fuels in a variety o(western forest types. Ifand when land
managers make significant progre88 in restoring and substituting for t he fire process , they will surely benefit western larch, which is a consummate fire species.
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Moist larch sites were codominated by serallarch,lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir, and Engelmann spruce (Pi«a engelmann;;). These sites are fou nd on the wetter grand fir and
subalpine fir habitat types as well as the weatern redcedar
and western hemlock habitat types. They burned primarily as stand-replacement fires at mean intervals of 120 to
350 years. Because of larch's high resistance to fi re, seattered individuals or groves often survived and served ..
seed treetl.
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During the past 50 to 80 years fire sUPPJ'e88ion has significantly changed the role of fire over large areas of the western larch forest type. S uppreasion is effective in stopping
surface fires of low to moderate intensity. Some of these
suppressed fires could have become large stand-replacing
fi~for instance, when high winds arose (Agee 1990; Amo
1976; Arno and Brown 199 1; Barrett and others 1991 ; Hall
1980). This reduction in fire is ge nerally unfavorable for a
fi re-adapted seral species such as larch.
Sta nd-replacing fires favored larch over ita competitors
because larch was most likely to survive as individual trees.
It could al80 seed into burned areas and outgrow seedlinp
of the shade-tolerant species. Low-intensity to moderateintensity fires favored larch by thinning out much of the
competition.

GUIDES FOR PRESCRIBED FIRE
Because western larch is a seral , fire-de pendent tree, the
use of prescribed fire is an important part of management
to perpet uate the species. Results of research during the
past 30 yean provide specifiC3tione for the ~ of fire in
western lardlatands for various silvicultural goals such as
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fuel reduction , site preparation, regeneration, and vegeta.
tion management. Early studies were directed at broadcast
burning of c1earcut harvest units (Artley and others 1978;
Beaufait and others 1977; Boyd and Deitschman 1969;
DeByie 1981; Shearer 1975. 1984. 1985. 1989; Steele 1964;
Steele and 8eaufait 1969). Later work includes understory
burning in partial cut stands and in relatively undisturbed
forests CAntos and Shearer 1980; Brown and others 1985'
Miller 1977; Norum 1975. 1976. 1977).
•
When there is adequate fuel and when burning is done
under dry oonditions, the duff is reduced in depth sufficiently
to allow luch seedling establishment. Even harvest units
with little burned surface regenerate significantly better
than unburned units. The amount of bare soil will increase
with time on burned but not on unburned units (Shearer
1989).
Timing of prescribed fires to achieve satisfactory site
preparation for larch regeneration is criticaL Consumption
of duff is strongly influenced by moisture content of the
duff, especially the lower half (Brown and others 1985'
Norum 1977; Shearer 1975). Fires in spring CI' early ~er
usually burn only the s urface of the duff layer and therefore
do not expose mineral soil. Following dry summers, late
summer or early fall fires more effectively remove the duff
layer and expose adequate mineral soil for larch regenera.
tion. Conditions under which north slopes can be burned
to substantially reduce the duff layer us ually occur only in
August and early September in the larchlDouglas·fir forest
type. On wanner aspects there are usually more opportunities to broadcast burn logging slash and provide seedbeds
CDeByle 19811.
High-intensity fires over a dry duff layer usually are
unnecessary and undesirable. These fires expose a high
proportion of mineral soil . If a good seed crop follows,
dense overstocking of tree seedlings can result. Moderateintensity fires in dry duff will us ually cons ume most of the
duff and prepare a seedbed that is adequate fOT larch regeneration. Harsh sites with poor natural regeneration potential can often be successfully planted with larch after burning CDeByle 1981).
Fire will burn most of the duff on a larch·fir forest floor
when the duff is at 50 percent water content (by weight).
As water content of the duff' increases, a decreasing percentage of the duff is consumed (Shearer 1975). Whe n water
content exceeds 100 percent in the lower half of the duff
layer, fire will not adequately prepare a seedbed (Artley and
others 1978). Brown and others (1985) presented numerical rela tionships of known precision for predicting duff consumption that incorporate r esults from these forests. These
predictive models were designed for easy use by practitioners a nd apply over a wide range of conditi ons.
Duff cons umption is expressed in three ways: depth reduction , perce ntage de pth reduction , and perce ntage mineral
soil exposed. Each expression is appropriate to evaluating
certain prescribed fire objectives. De pth of duff reduction
re lates to actual amoun t cons umed and s moke production.
Percentage duff reduction describes and sets objectives of
prescribed fire to leave specifi ed amounts of duff on s ite.
Mineral soil exposure is commonly used to define site preparation needs .
Safe , effect ive prescribed fire treatmen!s in partially cut
or un cut western la r chlDougJas-fir forests can be achieved
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the 12 percent mark.
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Spatial and Temporal Relationships
in Larix Forests
B. John Losensky
Ahetnct-Lariz foreate are a ~or portion or the Northern
Rocky Mountain landacape. Thia diltribution
afrected by put fire cyc::1es and lire aevmty. With the advent or
fire exc::1usion there ia an increued riak or major c:hanpI; in Nod
compolition and a lubeequeDt lou orthe larch type. To better
aaaeea WI potential impaet, early aurveyB and timber euminatione were consu1ted to determine the diatribution and Itructure
onarch atanda at the tum of the teDtury. Thia inlOl'Dlltion ia
preeented by county for Idaho and Montana. U.SA

."creaU,

In our attempts to maintain the biodiversity of our
world new approaches to land management have emerged.
One of these methods that is gaining recognition on Federallands in the United States is the concept of ecoeystem
management. This approach features a landeeape analysis of portions of the forest during the planning proceaa
to aasure that
the pieces" of the ecoeystem are considered and eumplea of each are maintained. To do this
analysis requires an understanding of the natural communities and the processes that playa role in their development. While the cover type is an important part of the
analysis of foreated environments. stand age and structure also contribute to environmental diversity and subsequently the number and types of species present. For ex~
ample maintaining immature stands of pondel'088 pine
where historically sites were dominated by old growth
conditions may uclude certain species. The &everity and
frequency of proceaees such lUI fire also playa nuQor role
in the life cycle ofmoet plant species in the Northern Rocky
Mountains and therefore must be included in this analyw . At lint glance detemrining natural s tand structure
may seem fairly simple in the Northern Rocky Mountains
when compared to other parts of the country 88 eumples
still ",main of standa uncliatwbed by ICJt!Iing. Unfortu·
nately fire protection haa had a dramatic impact on stand
structure and from a landacape penpective ecoeystem.8
have undergone significant change.
Tbia paper attempts to u&e historical information to
help reconstruct a description of our naturalsta.nds and
in particular the larcb·Douglas·fir commuruty that was
found in the Northern Rockies at the time of settlement
by EuroAmericano in the late 1800's.

-an

METHODS
Data for the anaIyais were obtained from p _ . .
porta published by tho Forat Survey Section altho Northem Rocky Mountain Foreot and Rooce ExperimeDt Sta·
tion between 1938 and 1942 and from tho unpublished
data from the same survey that are Irtored u CoUec:tion
84 in the Archi""s oection ofth. Manofield Ubrory at tho
Uruvenoity of Montana.
For Idaho thelan:h-Doucl»-fir type (l.oI'iz~.
P..udotoU8G 1M~.ii) ill defined by tho Foreot Surny u
atands containing 10 pen:ent or more orweotamlan:h and
75 pen:ent or more oflan:h and Doucl»-fir combined but
I... than 15 pen:ent white pin. (J'Uwo monJieo/a). Tbe
area included northem Idaho from the Salmon River to
the Canaclian boundary. I'or Montana th.1an:h type ill
defined as foreata in which 50 pen:ent or more altho stand
ill Iud> and leu than 20 percent ill weotam white pine.
The area west of the Continental Divide was covered in
the analyw.
Field data we", collected between 1932 and 1937 for
northern Idaho and western Montana. Data were col·
lected from all land ownerahipo, and theee data wve UIed
to portray the pen:ent cover of the veptatioo typeo. By
the 193O'a appreciable portions of the private lancI bad
been harvested which cbanaod the .... structure of th....
stnnda. The Forest Service lands on the other band were
largely undeveloped. For th.ia reaaon only the area in Forest Service ownership waa used to evaluate the ap: structure of the various vegetation cover types.
The age structure for the various cover types in Idaho
is based. wholly on uncut acree while in Montana the data
for Forest Service lands included cutover are... A. a reault the mature and old growth .... ~ for ponderoea
pine (Pinus pon.ckroaa) cover type may be undereatimated
in western Montana. All cover types in Deerlodgtl and
Silvecbow Counties may also be affected .. a result of
early timber harvest to support mining activity in the
But;te...Anaconda area. This area is relatively Im&ll and
represents less than 2 percent of western Montana.
The 1930's inventory data provided a breakdown of
acres of the various cover types by 20-year age incrementa. The&e age groups were acljusted to reO.ect their
age in 1900 to better expreaa the naturalltand CODdition.
Thla aIao helped to eliminate the effect of the 1910 fino.
Acres shown 88 cutover in 1938 were considered to be mature in 1900. Acres shown 88 burned in 1938 were dietributed to the various age claaaee baaed on the percentage of the cover type in that claas. This W&II done to
better represent the natural fire proceaa where fires
burned in all .... claaaea and not just mature stands
(~1901 ).
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All acre8 were a88umed to remain in the same cover
type. While this assumption may be flawed there W88 no
apparent method available to determine the previou8
cover type. There is also a high likelihood that acres loat
to one cover type were offset by gains from another area
at the landscape level.
. There i. always a concern that the vegetation compoaition or structure at anyone point in time may not reflect
tbe "natunJ- community because cf a climatic shift or
other major perturbation. This ia a valid concern and
.bouJd temper any analysis of this type. Bog ..nalysia
conducted in western Montana . ugen relatively uniform
climatic conditioll8 for the last 4,000 yean (Mehringer
1976). The8e data would sugge.t that v~tative communities were aomewhat uniform for thi8 time period.. Periodic dry perioda: did result in major fire eventa (Gabriel

1976) which could change age structure at the multidrainage level. For this reason average age conditions
ahould be coD.idered at the county or state level so that
fire eventa such as the 1889 fire year do not dominate the
age structure.

County
Be_ah

Bonner
Boundary

RESULTS

Clearwater

Distribution

Idaho

Based on the 1930's inventories the larch-Douglaa-fir
type represented. 13.7percent of the aerea in northern
Idaho and western Montana. In Idaho the type occupied
9.1 percent and in Montana 17.3 percent (table 1). Bonner,
Boundary, Idaho, Kootenai, and Shoshone Counties accounted. for 76 percent of the type in Idaho. In Montana
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Stand Structure

84 pen:ent of the type occurred in Lincolll, Flathead, Mg.
soula, and Sandera Counties. The moat common cover
type in Idaho was white pine occupying 22.4 percent of
the area followed by nomorest with 17.5 percent with
larch-Douglas-fir tbe fifth moet common cover type. In
Montana the nomorest type covered. 17.6 percent of the
area with larcb-Dougl88-fir the aecond most common type.
To underatand the actual amount onarch that '!IfU
present at the tum ofthe century, the volume onarch in
the various cover type8 W88 compared. to the total volume
for the types (table 2). Larch W88 mucb more common in
Montana than Idaho with 32 percent of the total commercial volume composed of larch as compared to about 8 percent for Idaho. Within the larch-Dougl88-fir cover type,
larch made up 61 percent of the volume in Montana and
41 percent in Idaho. Larch was also a significant pert of
the white pine and pondero88 pine types in Montan... with
20 and 16 pen:<nt re.pectively being compooed oflarch
volume. This W88 not the case in Idaho where larch volume dropped to 9 percent for the white pine type and
5 percent for the pondero88 pine type. In Idaho larch was
moat common in the lodgepole pine cover type where it
represented. 10 percent ofthe volume. Lan:h W88 found in
eacb county in northern Idaho. In western Montana three
counties did not contain areas of the cover type. These
counties are shown as having zero percent of larch in oy
of the cover types.

A meuure of ataod density for various aced stands was
developed b, evaluating the volume per acre for sawtimber otauda and the .tocking denaity for pole and eeedIing
and aar~ ltanda. In Idaho the average volume for the
.arch-DoUfllaa-fir type wu 9.7 mbflac. .. compared to
13.5 mbflac. for all of the other type.. The hiPeet volumes were found on the western redeedar type which averaged 21.6 mbfloc. and the white pine type at 18.5 mbflac.
The pattern was similar in Montana with the lurch;>OugJu-fir type averaging 8.5 mbflac. which was the
eame u the avenae for all co..,r typee. Thelarch-Dougl...
fir type again was one of the least 8tAxked types with the
most volume found i..D the white pine type with 13.9 mhOac.
and western redc:edar at 13.1 mbflac. III reviewiIIB table 3,
it can be noted. that the larch-Douglu-fir type was one of
the lower denaity types U expreseed by board foot volume
in both northern Idaho and western Montana.
Stocking level information for the pole and eeedIing
and sapling stand. W88 available only for Idaho (tables
4 and 5). While the mature otauda tended to have lo"er
biomau present u indicated by the volume per acre, the
younger stand! tended to be well stocked. For the pole
.ize otauda, the type averaged 72 per<ent ... 0 lIIOclted
compared. to 63 percent for aU other types. Only 7percent
of the Iarcl!-Dougl..-firtype w.. in the poorllloclring duo
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feb" 3-Average board foot volume per acre by cover type lOt' counties in northem Idaho and western Montana (all acres), 1930's
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12.2
12.8
17.9
10.1
12.7

Nonhern ldoho

Idaho

7.9

7.8

17.2

8.8
9.1
9.8

7.8
7.0
7.8

11.4

11.6

10.7

13.0

7.3
6.8
8.9
7.8
5.6
5.2
0
6.7

12.8

11.2

15.0

18.5

9.6

9.7

10.1

8.3

11 .8

6.1

21 .6

11 .6

13.0

0
9.1
7.6
7.8
0
9.1
7.0
7.8
7.2
6.1
7.5
0

W-..MontonI
3.3
0
9.5
6.6
0
5.5
4.3
0
4.8
0
9.0
7.0
0
5.'
5.7
0
4.7
0
0
8.0
12.5
6.6
0
4.0

4.5
12.2
5.5
7.9
7.3
14.6

3.'
' .8
3.8
' .0
3.9
5.0
' .8
' .9
3.3
3.2

0
17.0
0
9.3
0
" .2

0
0
0
0
0
10.8
7.6
0
0
0
8.3
0

3.6
9.7
5.2
7.6
5.5

7.2
6.8
9.8

10.1

16A

Koo1anal
l.a1ah
Shoshone

15.2

Not1hem Idaho

o-1odge
Fla1hoad

0
12.0
0

Granite

11.0

SiIYeIbow

0
0
13.8
0

5.0
6.7
6.6
9.8
6.1
6.4
6.1
7.5
8.0
0

Wes1em Montana

13.9

7.8

Lake
t.ew;s and Clark

11 .8

UncoIn

16.3
10.1
13.0

0

Mineral

Missoula

Pow..
Ravalfi

Sandots

18.0

8.5

10.7
10."

11.2
10.4

15.5

5.8
6.2
5.5

9.1

'1 .7
15.4
11 .3

10.7

9.8

0
0

12.7
7.9
7.1
7.8
15.4
0

B.8

10.1

72

17.6
13.8
10.6

16.6
23.2
0
6.0

7.8
9.1

13.5
8.7
0
0
13.3
0

11.0
3.1

8.5
11.0
5.6
11 .6
_ _ _ W...omMon.........

9.2

4.6

9.9

10.4
6.7
7.0
5.9
7.2
8.2
3.3

13.1

9.7

8.5

20.5

11 .8

10.6

""'~

11 .7

5.1

a fonn that could be readily evaluated. With the development and application of GIS technology this information
ehould be readily available for future analysis.

Age Structure
An analysis of the age structure suggests some marked
differences in stand structure between Montana and Idaho
(tables 6 and 7). In Idaho nODstocked areas accounted for
21 percent of the larch-Dougl88~fi.r type which W88 the
same 8S the average for all othf"r cover types. In Montana
18 percent were nonstocked which is similar to Idaho and
slightly higher than the 13 percent for other type. in
Montana. Seedling and sapling stands occupied about
28 percent of the type in Idaho which is slightly higher
than the other cover types (21 percent). ]n Montana the
situation is reversed with about 19 percent oftbe larchDouglas-fir type in 8 seedling-sapling condition 81 compared to 26 percent for all other types.
When comparing the percentage of area with vel')' young
otando (Ie•• than 40 yean of age) the llU<h·Dougl ... fir
type ranks third in Idaho with 49 percent following the

well stocked 88 compared to 48percent for all other forest
types. Poor stocking accounted for 14percent of the larch
type compared to 19 percent for all other types. There is

more variability between types, however, with the larch·
Dougl . .·fir type about in the middle of the opread.
Pate? Sl~ ~d community juxtaposition are also important cntena In undentanding ecosystem function. While
data are available to make this analysi8, they were not in

T_ 4-Pe<cent of ...er 1ypo by stodUng class 'Of nor1hom Idaho
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Pofec_

c-typo
WWP
PP
L·OF
H-WF
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ES
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C.WF

Wofl
81
36
72
69
50
71
75
0
65

65
113

13
37
21
17
39
22
22
0
27
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County
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50
32
18
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25

8
27
7
14
11
7
3
0
8

45
37
54
49
45
81
62
67
53

~c_

Po«

35
37
32
32
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29
27
10
17

ExcludlnO L.oF typo
12
48
33

Bonner
Boundary

Clearwater
Idaho

Koo1anal
l.a1ah

Lewis
~z Perce

Wofl
52
70
73
88
91
65
71
99
95
80
72

19

113
139

30
24
22
11
7
25
21

14

18
6
5

_,....

-1nO

10
8

18
52
78
35
75
36
51

40
36
18
43
18
40
27

0
0
8

45
39
53

55
81
31

---""'~
21

25

7
54
32
Alf _ _ typoo
12

-

ond!!l!!!!!1!_
Wofl

48

33

42
10
4
22
7
22
22
0
0
18

'ua-

pine type (46 percent). The date
thot young stands
were common throughout the two state• . This trend i.
also seen in stands that potentially could have met the
Northern Region draft old·growth criteria. Only the age

portion of the definition could be evaluated aa other com88 tree diameter and Dumber were not
available. For this reuon the percentages repreeent the
maximum acres that may have met the definition. In
Idaho only 20 percent of the lan:h·Dougl...fir type quali·
fied compared to an average of 26 percent for other cover
types. For comparison the potential old growth for the
western redcedar type wae 81 percent and 52 percent for
the hemlock·white fir type. In Montana the percentege
i••lightly higher for potential old growth (31 percent) for
the larch·Dougl. .·fir type compared to 19 percent for all
other types. Cover types with the highest percentage in
potential old growth in western Montana were western
redcedar (62 percent) and pondo""", pino type (54 pen:ent).

ponents such
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Northern Idoho
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15.0
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0
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27.1
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0
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21 .8
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0
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0
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2.6
7.9
6.8
5.2
3.2
5.4
6.3
8.1

Northem Idaho

20.7

28.5

6.2

Bonner
Boundary

ClellWatar
Idaho

15.7
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26.7

utah

0
8.2

OHrlodgo
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Granite
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1".7

Lewis and Claric;
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18.6
0
13.8

Mineral

"' .0

Missoula
Powell
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Sand.,.
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Western Montana

11 .6

0
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16.2
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0
27.4
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0.5
1.9
9.7
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8.6

39.1
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0

0
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Wootom_
0
0
4.8
2.0
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1.3
0
0
8.2
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3.3
0
0
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30.2
22.7
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feb" &-Percent acres by age dass fOf IlIch·DougIas·fir cover type on national forest land for countiesln northern
Idaho and western Montana, 1900

County

u compared to 12 percent for all other types. The averages for all other types are somewhat mi81eading sinee
they are weighted by values for pondero88 pine (37 percent well and 26 percent poor) and Douglas-fir (50 percent
v.:e~ and Upercent poor). The remaining cover types are
similar to the larch-Douglas-fir type.
A simiJ.ar pattern was found in the seedling and sapling
stands WIth 54percent ofthe larch-Douglu-ftr stands

lodgepole pine type (76 pereent) and the DougJaa.fir type

(56 percent). In Montana it allO ranka third at 37 percent
behind the lodgepole pine type (57 percent) and the white

7.Q

17.4

11.1

28.5
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Theee differences between Montana and Idaho are
partlyapIained by th e proportions of the various cover
typea (ound in the otaw. In Idaho typea ouch ......tern
rodc:edar and hemlock-white fir are more common which
have hicher proportiOOl o( old growth whil. in Montana
the lodgepole pine cover type dominates much of the area
which wu characterized by young stands. Of interest ia
the high amount o(potential old growth Iarch.Dougl..fir type III Flath. ad County (53 pen:ent ). Thio value i.
eueedod only by Benewah County (64 pen:ent) in Idaho
which repre..nul ... than 10,000 acre. o(the type
MiMoula (44 pen:ent) and Powell (43 percent) Counti;'
alao were ""Iior areu ofpot.ntial old growth. '111 ... val.
tlel are ofin ternt . inee much of the research (or larcb
baa heen conducted in Flathead County.

wu the proportion of'lan:h volume greater in the larchDougl..·fir type but I£rch conatituted a hich.r pen:entage
o( the volume in mOlt of the other cover types in weltern
Montana.
• While otand d.noity tended to be high in young
otand., mature stando ..ere not particularly high in volume. Thia may be the result o( underbuma which tended
to thin the stand over time.
• The 20 percent nonatocked stands wu greater than
what might have heen expected (or a type that io com.
monly thought to have experienned frequ.nt und.rbums.
For example the pond....... pine type which typieally
underbumed had only about 10 percent nonotodted uus.
ThiI fact plus the relatively low volumes found in mature
otand. in thelarch·Douglaa-fir type may IUaut a more
inten .. fire cycle with at leut portiOOl being o( a ltand
replacement intensity. While a portion of the noD.ltocked
condition could be due to 10Qing this impact would have
been more .ignificant on the ponderoaa pine cover type.
• The percent o( stands that were potentially old
growth (26 percent) w.. lower than antic:ipated. It woo
Ulumod that the type would be oimilar to pond...... pine
but in.tead it was more aligned with the white pine type

DISCUSSION
AIlalyoio o(theoe hiatorical data on the larch.Douglaafir cover type brinp out a number o( intereating points:

• Larch wu • more important component of timber
in w_rn Montana compared to northern Idaho.
Thia io particularly true in t he Flathead Valley. Not only

'ta.nda

which i8 commonly espoeed to stand replacement firel.
Only two type. had Ie.. potential old growth: the lodgepole pine type (3 percent) which w.. ezpeeted and the
Douglas·fir type (7 percent).
A test of any new analysia procedure is bow effectively
it addresses the issues of concern. The value of analyzing
historical vegetation is to develop an u nderstanding of the
natural ecosystem and provide a benchmark or model for
ecosystem management today. Using present conditions
as 8 guide will not suffice 88 many of the natural proceuee
such as fire have been removed or substantially altered.
Age structure 88 well 88 etand composition have continued to change until the vegetation communities we see
today may reflect a condition never before present on the
landoeape.
While it may Dot be possible or desirable t.o return our
National Forests to B "natural" condition, using historical
data such as these to compare with existing stand condition8 and proposed actioDs will help to reveal potential
coollicta and stand components that need consideration
to usure that all the pieces are preserved.
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Distribution and Volume of Larch
Forests in the Western United States
Roger C. Conner
Renee A. O'Brien
British Columbia. The range of alpine larch (L . [yallii )
is restricted to higher elevations in the mountains of western Montana and northeastern Idaho and to upper elevations in the Cascades of north-central Washington.
Western larch typically occupies cool, moist sites ranging in elevation from 2,000 feet to more than 6,000 feet
(USDA 1965). It is most orten found on northerly or
easterly exposures but does well on all aspects on highelevation sites (USDA 1990). Most of the larch stands
outside the National Forests in Washington and Idaho
occurred at elevations of less than 3,500 feet, and at elevations of less than 4,100 feet in Oregon and Montana,
Figure 1 illustrates the extent of the western larch forest type according to Eyre (1980). In addition, each tn.
angle in figure 1 represents an inventory location outside
the National Forests where larch is an established compone~t of the stand, but does not necessarily comprise a plu.
rahty. Data from FIA locations also indicate that larch is
a component of 19 other forest types throughout its Western United States range. Its most frequent associates are
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and grand 'fir (Abies
grandis), according to inventory data.

Abstract Tw-o species of larch occur in the Western United
States: western la rch (Larix ocr::identalis) and a lpine la rch (Larix
lyam i). Western la rch is more widespread in ita di9tribution
and is the predominant tree species on over 2.3 million acres
in Idaho. Montana , Oregon, and Washington combined. Larch
growing-stock volume a mounts to 6.0 billion cubic fee t. Recent
estimates show net a nnual growth at over 100 million cubic feet .
This represents an average increase in larch inventory volume
of 1.7 percent.

The larch resource statistics presented in this paper
were derived from two sources: Forest Inventory and
Analysis (FIA) and National Forest stand inventories.
Larch area, volume, growth, and mortality estimates for
lands outside National Forests were based on FIA sample
locations established by the Interior West Resoun:e Inventory, Monitoring, and Evaluation Program at the Intermountain Research Station, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the Inventory and Economics
Pro~m at th~ Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Expenment Statlon, Forest Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, (USDA 1992a,b). These data were combined with data from National Forest stand inventories
to arrive at statewide assessments of the larch resource
(Bassett and Oswald 1983; Benson and others 1987;
Conner and O'Brien, in preparation; Farrenkopf 1982).
En~lish units of measurement were used for these inventones and reports, so this standard is used here.

AREA AND OWNERSIllP
Based on recent inventories, the total area of the west.
em larch forest type in the United States is estimated to
be more than 2.3 mi1lion acres (table 1). In terms of area
the larch forest type accounts for just 3 percent of all tim:
berland acres in the four States combined. Nearly 131,000
acres of larch under National Forest management are reserved. Reserved acres, such as those in wilderness ar.
eas, are not available for timber harvest. Typically, these
areas are not inventoried, 80 no additional statistics are
available. The 2.2 million acres of nonreserved larch are
the subject of the remainder of this paper.
Most of the nonreserved larch acres are National Forest
land. Combined with the nearly 112,000 acres of other
public land , 81 percent of the larch resource is managed
by public agencies. The other public owner group includes
the Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Department of the
Interior, and lands in State, county, and city ownership.
Ownership of the remainder of the larch resource is
~vided about evenly between two owner groups: fcrest
mdustry and private. Forest industry lands are the more
important in terms of supply of larch for timber products.
Ind~stry land~ are owned by individuals or companies operatmg sawnulls or other primary wood-processing plants.
These lands are managed primarily to supply these plants

DISTRIBUTION
The distribution of larch species in the Western
Uni~ States is limited to four States: Idaho, Montana,
Washmgton , and Oregon. Western larch (Larix occidentaIi, ) is found in central and northeastern Washington and
Oregon. In Montana, western larch occurs west of the
ContinentaJ Divide, and in Idaho, from the Salmon River
Mountains in the central portion of the State north into

~ape r p~l4!nted at the Sym poeium on Ecology and MllUlpment or
~. FoI'ftU: A ~k Ahel d , Wh iterlSh. MT. U.S.A . October S-9. 1992.
~r C. Conne~ .1 a Resel rch Foreat.eor with the FOretlllnventory and
An.I~1 Work Unit , Southeutem Foretlt Ellperiment Station. Fornt
Se:I"\'KlI!, U.S, J?e partment of Agriculture. Alheville. NC 28802, U.S.A
Renee A <YB.n en t. a Ra nge ~nt"t It the FOrHtry Sde ncea Laboratory,
IntermounOlln Re.earch Statto n. Foresl Service, U.S. Department or Agri _
culture, Ogden, lIT 8440 1, U.S.A At the ti me ofthia research Rorer
~~:aa a Re.arch Forester at the Forestry Sdencea Lat.o'ratory
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F~r. 1-0istrbution of FIA locations where wes1em Iard'I is a stand
component, overlatd on a larch forest type map (Eyre 1980).
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with sawlogs and other raw material. Over 123,000 acres
of larch owned by forest industry are in Montana.
The larch in private ownership is owned by farmers
and ranchers or located within Indian reservations. Reservation forest land is often managed for the production
of timber but is also highly valued for its nontimber attributes. Although intensive management of forest land
owned by farme rs and ranchers is frequently precluded by
small tract size, timber harvest from these lands can con·
tribute substantially to annual removals.
Montana has almost 946,000 acres of the more than 2.2
million acres of nonreserved larch (fig. 2). Another 657,000
acres are in Idaho, about 511,000 acres in Washington,
and over 177,000 acres oflarch are in Oregon. The distribution by owner within each State closely approximates
the overall distribution. The National Forests have the
most, ranging from a maximum of about 80 percent of the
larch area in Idaho to a minimum 63 per~ent in Oregon.

Teb.. 1-Total larch forest

Owner

Larch sites have the potential to be very productive.
This productive potential is based on the ~ti mated growth
offully stocked, natural stands and can be quantified by
c1a88es measured in cubic feet of wood growth per acre
per year. By recent inventory estimates, over 1.1 million
acrea, or half the larch sites, are capable of growing at
least 85 cubic feet of wood per acre annually. Another
930.000 acres have the potential to grow from 50 cubic
feet to 84 cubic feet per acre annually. Most of the larch
sites with the capacity to produce over 85 cubic feet per
year are in Idaho and Montana. Generally, productivity
over 50 cubic feet per acre per year is considered average
for forest sites in these and other Interior West States.

OLD·GROWTH
Recent concern about old-growth prompted an addi·
tional screening of larch stand age to determine how
much of the resource is in older age classes. Stand age
for National Forest land was unavailable, so this analysis
was restricted to that portion of the larch forest type area
outside the National Forests.
Although stands are no longer classified as old-growth
by FlA, stands with an average overstory tree age of at
least 100 years are classified as mature. The 100-year
age criterion does not necessarily indicate an old growth
condition, but advanced age can serve !:IS a starting point
to identify lan:h stands where recent disturbance, such
as timber harvest, may not have occurred.

type area by land dass and owner

Reserved

Nonrnerved

Totet

_. - _ . . - . - _ . . - . ·Acres - - - - - - _. - - _. - _.
Nalional Foresl

130.962

Other public
Prrvate
Forest industry
Tolal

130.962

t ,694,006
111 ,622
200.673
224.280
2.230.581

1,824 ,968

111 ,622
200.673
224.280
2.361.5<13
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larch growing stock currently is increasing at a rate of
about 1.7 percent annually. These estimates, however.
are by no means constant. Mortality losses due to wildfire, insects and disease, and other causes can fluctuate
widely from year to year. These in turn affect net annual
growth levels. Typically, at least in Montana and Idaho,
an average growth rate of between 2 and 3 percent of total
inventory is common.

Larch gTowing·stock volume a mounted to more tha n
6.0 billion cubic feet a nd accounted for just over 3 percent
of the total growing stock in a ll four States . Most of the
larch forest type is in Montana , wh ich is also where most
(37 perce nt) of the total la rch growing·stock volume is
found . The di stribution of la rch gTowing-stock a nd sawtimber volume by state is:
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Growing stock
Million cubic {eet
1,422.8
2,217.4
874.0
1,513.0

5,322.0
8,787.0
3,716.6
5,981.2

6,027.2

23,806.8

Idaho
Montana
Oregon
Washington

WA

Total

Agur. 2-Nonr8S8fVed larch fores t type area
by Slate and owner.

Sawtimber
Million board
{eet Scribner

By owner group, the National Forests have nearly
3.8 billion cubic feet (fig. 4), or 63 percent of the larch
growing-stock volume. Larch growing-stock volume on
forest industry lands amounted to 876 million cubic feet;
roughly 500 million cubic feet are on other public lands
and an equal amount is found
on private lands.
The distribution onarch growing-stock volume by diameter c1a88 gives an indication of tree size. which is an
important consideration in harvesting and utilization.

Less than 95,000 acres ofthe larch forest type outside
the Na tionaJ Forests are cl assified as mature. This is just
18 percent of the total area of western larch outside National Forest boundaries. In addition, larch trees at least
100 years old were found on fewer than half of the FIA
locations distributed over the species' western U.S. range
(fig. 3 ), excluding that portion in the National Forests.
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Additional analysis of the data reveals a gradual decline
in la rch volume within each State in trees greater than
10 inches diameter at breast height (d.b.h.), with a substantial decrease in volume in trees greater than 20
inches d.b.h . More than half of the larch growing-stock
volume, about 3.4 billion cubic feet, is in trees with diameters of less than 17.0 inches.

COMPONENTS OF CHANGE
One method of detennining change in the larch resource
is to estimate growth and mortality and assess their impact on growing-stock inventory. Latest estimates of total
growth of larch over the four States amounted to 134.0
million cubic feet (table 2). After deducting for mortality,

Tab.. 2-larch growth. mortality. and net change to inventory
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Tola! growth

Mortality
Net growth

6.'

32.0
-6.0
26.0

62.7
-15.3
47.4

-1.7
' .7

1.8

2.1

0.5

32.9
-10.5

-'13.5

22.'
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F.ur. 3-Oistributioo of FIA k)cations where larch trees.t least
age were inventoried.
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Aesthetics of Larch Forests
Larry Blocker

At.tract Among the nonmarket benefita of Lorix occu;un'olu
is the wide variety of nHelle color display. throughout the year:
soft ~n IIh.des acroea much of the landacapc! of Idaho and
Montana in May and June. followed by darker greeN! throughout

the summer, brilliant yellow shades orran. and 6nally the gray
of winter. A lIicnifieant amount oflan:h is in popular places for
people to vieit.. suclt .. Glarier National Park in northwestern
Montana. Larch. particularly i.n the fall. adeb to the reaution
and viewing uperience of ...wton. ThiB p"per dixuaeell the role
of acenery. variety. and diversity in the management offorested
land. Diversity of rotated lambcapes to meet wildlife ~s an:
ezamined and compared to the Med of dOvenit)' (or human netda,
put:M:uJariy .. diveraity relates to the vi5uaJ environment

Moet of what baa been diacussed at this symposium is
hued on science, with many scientific facta and references.
I will preface this paper by saying none of what I say is
bued on ecientific data, DOr is anything in this paper "factual,- That is because the area of aesthetics deals with
people aDd all the romplexities and biaaes asaociated with
being a human being. In tbis paper, I will dilCU88 the

aesthetic conaiderations of a larch forest. But I will also
diocu.. the Gnmd Canyon, Chieqo, San Franciac:o, mushrooms, rabbits,. elk:, campinc, and cowboys. By the end of
this paper I hope you will see how all of these are related.
The human relationship to environment and identifica.
tion with that environment is primarily through the visual
&enae. Introducing the human element to the ·science" of
managing forest.a complicates things tremendously. But
for public land manacen, we have a responsibility to in.
volve the public in the management and decisionmalting
for public landa. Thia is not only supported by law, it is
.Iso the ncht thiq to do.
I will fint ditcuaa the importance of managing scenery
and ita contribution to a 8e.b.8e of place, then focua on the
aesthetic qualities of western larch (Larix oc::cuuntaJis),
and finally. management of scenery as a part of ecoeystem
management.

MANAGING SCENERY
Alan Guuon , an artist living in New York City, wrote a
paper a few yean qo tiUed ·Conserving the Magnitude of
Uselessness"" (Gu.s&on 1979). He points out that a ·scene

is something we are a part of, to which we relate not as
spectators to a play but as players in the event."
This comment has a direct link to the management of
the natural-and national and international - resource
we call forests. [t does not matter whether we are talking
about the forests orthe Pacific Northwest or Northern
Rockies of the United States, or the rainforests in Central
America. The themeo Gusson's paper and most of what I
will be discussing is on the preservation of the sense of
place. That sense of place is as important to the inhabit.
ants of a logging community in Oregon, U.S.A., as it is to
the indigenous people of a Central American village.
AJJ I discuss aesthetics, I am also referring to the scenic
resource or the visual resource. And I refer to this as a
-resource" because that is how the public perceives it.
We as public land managen have a responsibility to treat
scenery as a resource, but beyond that we must treat it as
an ecosystem. What exactly is this item we refer to as a
scenic resoun:e? Most of us think of scenery as a scenic
viewpoint or scenic vista. In this sense, the scenery be-comes a background or is relegated to a faed view from
a fIXed viewpoint. The landscape, or the aesthetic, offers
more than fu:ed. views. It is all views, both seen and sel.
dom seen. It encompasses the biological parts of the landscape such as the animals, both game and nongame, big
and small. It also includes large to small plants and fungi ,
along with everything else that oc:curs in the world of a
forest.
We all know that our landscape has changed tremendously over time due to both natural and human causes.
Russel Baker wrote an article in the N~w York Times sev·
erat years ago that dealt with the subject of a changing
American landscape. He asked the question ·Has anybody noticed that America is vanishing?"' Whst Baker
was referring to was not only the Vanishing of the Ameri.
can landscape, but alBO the vanishing of a sense of place
that landscapes are able to convey. He was referring to
the endless miles of strip development in many of our
m";or cities. He goes on to say that what is vanishing is
the -diversity in the landscapes we inhabit and the places
where we live ... the capacity of the landscape to evoke
memories, to provide us with the direct ezperience of
spaC'H ... and with connections to our own source .... • The
places we live help give us our identity and are an inte.
gral part of our identity. The places we live eventually be-come a part of us. The longer we stay in an ~nvironment,
the stronger are the ties to that environment. Th.ia is also
true for forests where we spend a good part of our leisure
houn. They become familiar to us, BO changi~g the forest
environm~nt becomes important. Tha,is why the public
has become 80 intete8ted in what we do to their foreats.

AESTHETICS OF WESTERN LARCH

and islands of habitat and look. at the entire ecoeyatem.
My point: the human element, whether in the form of
viewing a landscape or habitat.ing in it, ia a part. of the
ecoeystem of a larch forest, or any other forest or natural
resoun:e-dependent area.

Seldom do we see large eKp8D8es of pure larch in the
Northern Rockies of North America. It is usually associated with other species such as lodgepole pine or subal·
pine fir. A!J stated in one of the handbooks ohbe VUlua}
Management System used by the Forest Service as a guide-.
line for vi~ual resource management, larch when viewed
with other contrasting species such as lodgepole pine, En·
gelmann spruce, and subalpine fir produces a ""rich diversity ofform, line, color, and texture." The stand also hegins to offer more vertical diversity. These elements of
form, line, color, and tez:ture are the same elements used
in art and architecture.
M08t of the larch forests in northwestern Montana and
northern Idaho, U .SA, are managed for multiple resource
values. For those lands within t he National Forest Sya·
tern , the decision on which resource values are empha·
sized. are made in Forest Plans. In BOme ca8e8, the visual
resource values are more important than the commodity
vah.!9. In other cases, the commodity values take precedence. In either cue, the management of the visual resource (aesthetics) is given full consideration through an
interdisciplinary planning process (USDA Forest Service).
I cannot in this paper cov~r the details of all possible
management regimes nece888ry to perpetuate Ule visual
characteristics onarch foreata. Instead, I would like to ex·
pand on the pape'" by Jack Looensky and Clint Willi:uns.
They deal with landscape ecology and the relevance to the
management of the visual resource, and even beyond the
visual resource to include the entire human habitaL
For some reason, we have relegated the -seen" area of
the forest to those important travel routes through the
flt:"est, forgetting that the uses of a forest go beyond those
corridors. In my mind, the management of these human
corridors and recreation sites are similar to the management of wildlife corridors. wildlife linkages, and wildlife
habitat in general. If we focus on the concept of human
and wildlife needs, how different are the needs for a recreation campsite versus the needs for wildlife habitat? Both
humans and wildlife are looking for isolation (vegetative
screening between campsites versus hiding cover), and
both are looking for thermal cover (canopy versus a WBnDing fire and tent). But we must go beyond these corridon

AESTHETICS IN ECOSYSTEM
MANAGEMENT
Managing the aeathtltics (or the wildlife habitat) of a
larch fnrest is only a part of a biger picture-a picture
that includes a strong sense of place that can be sustained
ecologically for several generations, perhaps even indefi·
nitely. It invol... stewardship of the landac:ape. As stated
in the draft Ecooystem M~ment Stra1egy for the Pacific Ncnthwest Region of the Foreat Service, "Stewardahip
means passing the land and resources- including intact.
forest, riparian, and aquatic functioning ecooyotems-to the
nut generation in as good or better condition than they
were found, while also meeting this generation's oeeda...
this includes: 'providing habitst for people which sustain aDd
enhance their physical and mental weU-beiq:·
Stated in perhaps a less bureaucratic or scientific way
in Robert Fulgham's book Euerythi1l61 N~ to Know in
Lif~. llAomed in Kirukrgart~n, one of the finrt things we
learned in kindergarten was to hold hands when we crou
the street. Relating Fulgham's words rega.rding our responsibilities as natural resource managen, we must re-member to take care of each other, including people now
and in the future, the plants, and the animals that inhabit this planet. Basically, that is what stewardsbip is
all about.
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Ownership Patterns
Orville L. Daniels
mSTORY

Abltract-In the United States. National Fore.t management
of e'lmmercial timber 'pecie., including Larix. hal been evolving
over the lalt 20 yean. The development of 'Ultainable eeoey.
tern management ereatel management object.ivn that are much
broader than the .und. Ecoey.tem ma nagement con.ideA
biodivenity and Jandacape ~Iogy. which exacerbate. the prob-

Historically, timber harvest started in the late 1800'8,
mOltly in the valley bottoms in ponderosa pine and larch
types on private lande. This spread to the National For·
e8t8 where partial cuts were common. This approach
continued until the early 1950'8 when major commercia)
harvest began on the intennediate elevation lande that
included more of the National Forests. At first the Na~
tional Forests continued to harvest 88 they had in the
valley bottoms, with light cutting and partial removals.
Meanwhile, on private landa more cleBTCuts occurred.
So even at this early date difference8 in land management
objectives were evident.
M the National Forests Jegan to recognize that the
heavier cuta on private land8 and the resulting mineral
soil ~xp08ure were producing better reproduction and
early stand growth, the ailviculture treatments and man·
agement objectives began to get closer and cloaer. Around
the mid· 1960's, harvest practices and postharvest trea~
ment on large corporate holdinga and the National For·
e8ts were almost identical. A 8tudy of aerial photos from
that era reflects that on cutover lands the boundariee be·
tween the two ownerships were often indistingui8hable.
Harvest practices, yarding, and postharvest treatments
reflects a complete similarity.
In the late 1960's, principally becsU8e of visual values
or the 80cial unacceptability of large clearcuts, the cooperative relationship and similarity began to erode. By the
mid~ 1970's other valuea of water quality and wildlife were
further eplitting the two major landowners. The 1979
Lolo forest plan included strategies for mitigation for the
heavier removal and larger units on corporate land hold·
iogll. Between that time and 1987 individual harvest
unite on the National Forest were often deferred or rede·
ligned to take into account the different typee of harvest
patterns on private land. Thie remained an internal coor·
dination effort between the Forest Service and the private
landownere until 1987 when it became public knowledge
that the Lolo National Forest W88 delaying for 10 years
any further harvest in the head of Lolo Creek because of
heavy cutting on the private lands. The actual reason for
the delay waa .!Doet1y for wildlife purposes with a leaeer
reuon of water quality protection.
This lo·called :noratorium catapulted the concern into
the public area a~d became a rallyi", point for diverse in·
tereeta. The timber induatry appealed the deci.ion, and
environmental groupe lauded it. 'I'he aftermath was an
attempt on the part of both corporate landowoen and the
'oreet Service to cooperate more clotely on timber harvest
ocheduling. Although W. w,," a worthy effort, it did not
.ucceed becauee of radical differences in land manage..
ment objectives. Corporate objectives were to convert a
~ part of their holdinp to thrifty YOWlier .lando at

lem created by different management phila.ophiee auociated
with different land ownenhip•. The .ignifieance ofphiloeophie.
auociated with land ownenhip within the Lo10 National Forett
i. e:r;plored .. an example ofthe current .it.uation.

Di8CU88ing something as subjective 88 "contemporary
i18uee ofland ownerehip· could make any aympoeium
epeaker nervous. However. the land ownenhip issue is
important to those of us who manage larch stands, so [
am pleased to discuse the il8ue.
Why is this a contemporary issue when the land owner,hip pattern in the United States has remained the same
for many years? This is a contemporary iuue because t he
lut few years have brought major change to land man·
agement in this part of the world . The Threatened and
Endangered Species Act, new wildlife management objec·
tives by the State of Montana, the western Montana wa·
tershed cooperative, development of ecosystem manage·
ment approaches on National Forests, and a public outcry
against forest management practices have pushed us into
a spiral of change. When theae changes are superimposed
over a land ownership that is fragmented such 88 on the
Lolo National Forest in Montana, the management prot>.
lems are exacerbated. The fragmentation is eevere with
over one·fifth of the land inside the boundary of the Na·
tional Forest being privately owned. That then is our
aituatioo--e mmplex ownenhip pattan and rapid ~.
I contend that 88 we move from ltand level preecriptions
to landacape ecology considerationa, a fragmented landscape with differing management objectivea will create
a difficult situation.
Because land ownership patterns 88 they affect land
management vary a great deal acrOM the United States,
I intend to use western Montana and particularly the
Lolo National Forest 88 a ease study.
A caveat that I want to make clear ill that I intend no
judgments ot the ii..,vropriatenese of land management
objectives practiced by any landowner. Aa a public olli·
cial, my stand ie that any land management practice ie
appropriate as long as it is within the intent of the law.
So please take nothing that I 88y 81 a criticiem. Different
objectives are a direct result of private landowner rights.
P.per prnented .t the SympoeiUDI on £coLoo ...d ... napment 01
lArix FGr'nUI: A lA:Iolt Mud. Whiterllh. MT. U.S.A. . October 5-8, 1992.
Orvill ~!. Dtlniel. illornt Supervitor. U.S. Dtpt.rt.lDlntof AcriaIlture.
Fornt Service. NortMm Region, Lalo N.Uou,1 Forwt. Buildl". 24. Port
MiMoul• • MT &9801. U.SA
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an accelerated rate. Cn the National Forestl, even·flow
8u8tained yield, along with other resource needs, con·
trolled the harvest. 'These differing objective8 made coop·
eration almost impos8ible.
The next step in this schism between management ob-jectives took place in September 1991 when the Lolo Na·
tional Fore8t announced 8 8ignificantly reduced timber
harve8t schedule. One reason given for this reduction wsa
the high harve8t rate8 on the 400,000 acres of privately
owned forest lands within the National Forellt boundary.
Other factor8 also contributed to this reduction. However,
different land management objective8 on different owner·
8hips were clearly causing change.

PRESENT
This bring8 U8 to the present 8ituation, which I "mlider
to be one of uncertainty and transition. 'There is not a
clear vision of where we 8hould be heading, no clear eet
of common objective8. In fact, we are experimenting with
different approache8.
In 1990 the Fore8t Service started a program called
New Perspective8 on the National Foresta. On the Lolo
National Fore8t that meant we began to cbange silvicul·
tural preecription8 to be more in tune with the concepte
ofbiodivenity and landscape ecology. After 2 yeal"8 of
that program, we began evolving into a program called
ecosY8tem management. In this program we are looking
at large pieces of land to determine the linkagee between
the component parta and attempting to ma.nage more nearly
along natural ec08Y8tem lines. The artificial boundary
lines between different ownerships are normally etraight
linell that do not take into account ecoeYlltema. Thi8 is
difficult for us .
As an ezample, part of the ecosystem management p~
gram ie a greater understanding of fire'8 role historically
in the development of the vegetative patterns on the land.
Again those fire patterns are no respecters of ownenbip
boundarie8.
Also typical of today's world is the rapid development
and even urbanization of the small private land holdings
within and acljacent to the National Forest boundary.

'The ownen of theee new homes are demanding less and
less vegetative disturbance adjacent to their land holdinp
and are not allowing natural proce8se8 to !.ake place on
their land• .
Commercial induatrialland8 are dill being managed in·
tensively for fiber production, but the owners are attempt-ing to move into a II new forelltlY' approach to land man·
. .ment. The early a.sseBlment of their cutting patterns
is that they are quite djfTerent from that on the National
Forellt. Much ofthia may be explained by the changing
management objective on the National Forellt. Simply
put, we are no longer attempting to maximize fiber p~
dudion, but rather are strongly into the concepts ofbiodi·
venity and eco8yetem management.

FUTURE
The future ill not clear. We are in transition, a time
of innovation and creativity and differences of approach.
No one ill able to determine how it will end, if only be..
cause we are 80 dependent on the world economy that we
don't know what future land management objectives will
be for anyone.
However, lOme thinga will probably 8hape our future.
One of the main facton will be the steadily increasing
undentanding of landscape ecology and biodiversity. We
are on the threshold of this 8ubject. Further reeearch and
thought about thillllubject will be neceesary to create a
changed philoeophy for the management of foreat landa.
Second, increaeed population coupled with the Wider·
ltanding of ecosystem management and the eft'ect8 of the
world economy will probably change our concept of private
property rightl. More and more there will be demand
that private lands be managed in accordance with the
broader social values. This will be an unpopular change
but probably i8 inevitable if we look at current trends .
Third, al populations increase and people flee the citie.,
we will lee an increased urbanization of the private land8
within the National Foresta. This will bring demanda (or
changed patterns of land management practices.
We cannot tell how this will play out, but I'm fairly con·
fident that these three facton win cause further change.
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Use and Value of Western Larch
as a Commercial Timber Species
Charles E. Keegan, III
Keith A. Blatner
Daniel P. Wichman
Abanet-We.tem larch <Loriz OtXuuntalu) provides a wide
variety of primary producte that include: lumber, plywood, pulp
and Pllper, particlebo.rd and fiberboard . hOlLle lop, pole •• pil.
inp and po.u, fuel wood. and a water IOluble cum u.ed primarily
in the pharmaceutic.al and food proceuinC induatriH. The an.
nual harvnt of western larch i. approximately 2.3 million cubic
meten. The value of primary product. manufactured (rom W"t.ern larch n:eeeda $350 million annually. Harvettinc and proc_inc directly empJo)"l an e.timated 4,000 worken. eami.nc:
about 1140 million annually in labor income. In Montana, U.s.A,
we.tem larch providea about 16 percent of the timber proceued.

often preeened and can command a premium. in a laminatedbeam.
Higher quality clear lumber finds ita way into appearance and factory use. luch as interior fini.h, paneling,
window and door trim, or window and door parte. A number of westem larch lumber producei'll in the Inland ~
gion have been targeting lOme of the appearance and ractory grade ...... the ,upply of clear IlouiIlu-fir lumber
from the Pacific Northweet baa beeD reduced due to reduction in the availability of old growth Dougtu.fir timber.

Plywood
Weotem larch i. allO a preferred .peci.. for plywood
manufacturing, not only becauee of ita structural propertiee, but allO because it yields large volumes of clear veneera or veneen with small tight eote.
U... of ..eo tern lan:h plywood include .tandard con.truction .... euch ...heathing, roof decking, and Oooring I)'Itema u well as patterned. aiding. Other uses include the manufacture of recreation vemcle" mobile
hom.. , and boota, and the manufacture of carpet .tripe
for otretching and holding carpet. In fact, more than half
the carpet .trip market in the United State. i8 ,upplied
by Montana produc:eno.

PRODUCTS AND CHARACTERISTICS
Western larch i. proc::need into a number of primary
foreat produc:U that include
•
•
•
•

Lumber
Plywood
Pulp and pope<
P.rticleboard and fiberboard

• Houlelop
• Poles, pilinp and poeta
• Fuelwood

• Gum (arabinoplactan)

Log Homes

Lumber

W..tem larch ia a preferred epeci.. by a number of log
home manufacturers producing hom.. from Ill1'Pr diameter lop. Ita hili> otrength make. it particularly de.irable for structural component. in log homee.

The primary uee of western larch i. (or lumber UMd in
the building or conetruction induetry. Larch ia one 01 the
.trong..t of the ooftwood .peci.. , having otraili>t .,..;n,
high specific: gravity, and sman tight knata. Western
larch lumber generally baa been and ia IOld mixed with
Douglas-fir (Puudot. u.ga nunz~.ii). but it doee have an
identity of ita own in lIOIDe lumber U8e1.
One special uae of larch lumber i, .. laminated beam
.tock. rr proper drying techniques are UHd, larch con.
taina a high percentage of ,uper1or endea to be u.eed. in
the tension and compression zonea of the laminated beama
(Gorman 1992). Abo, the reddi.h brown color oflarc:h i.

Firewood
Wettem larch is a preferred firewood species in the region boca..... of ita hich .pecific gravity and reoultant high
BTU content compared to other IOftwoode .peci... Weotem
lan:h alao hal relatively otraili>t grain and .plila euily.

lDIIDufacturing the product (table 2). Sal.. value iII,,"tratea the importance of the reaidue oecton_ Reaidu&rela~ producta ....unted for .bout $130 milliOD of the
annual we.-about 36 percent of the total. Lumber aDd
other IBwn producta accounted for about 40 percent of the
total wee value, or an _ t e d $160 million per year.
Plywood .....unted for about $76 million in annual we.,
or about 20percent of the total. Other produc:U ouch ..
log home. aDcI poIta and pole. accounted for about $10
million or3 pen:eDt of the total.

Residue Related Product.
It ia important, WbeD uamiDing UNO of weotem lareb
.. a raw material, to look p ..t the point .t which the lop
are broken down into producta, or a great deal of the primary product output will be miaoed. The.. other .ignificant producta are derived from proceaiDg wood fiber reeidue from oawmi1l. and plywood planta. WheD lop ....
broken down into lumber, for ezample, leu than halt the
...ood fiber in the log actually becom.. lumber. Much of
the remainder, often labeled or mislabeled mill rnidue, iJ
uoed .. raw material for the pulp and paper induetry and
for recoDOtitu~ board produc:U .uch .. particleboard
and medium denaity fiberboard. Mill reaidue ia allO uoed
by f.cilitiee producing produc:U .uch .. fuel pelleta, electricity, and decorative bark.
Of the 2.25 million cubic meten oflop that ..wmi11o
and plywood planta pn>eeNed annually, about 1.20 million cubic meten actually aDded up .. fiDiahed lumber
and plywood. In...,... of 0.76 million cubie meten-in
the form of chipe, planer shavinp, and 18wdUlt-w..
taed .. raw material to produce pulp and paper, particle.
board, and fiberboard.

EMPLOYMENT
Approzimately 1,400 people are employed annually in
harveoting aDd hauling weltem larch to mill., and aDother 2,600 worken .... employed at facilitie. that proc_lareb lop into primuy producta (table 3). TheM ',000
private Metor worun clirectly auociated with proceuiDc
weltem lareb into primuy foroot producta 0U1l an eotima~ $1.0 milliOD lUlDually ill labor income.
The impact on employmeDt .... beyoDd the ',000 worken direc:tly employed in haneating and proceaaing weltem larch. AdditionalemploymeDt ia generated in other
oecton of tbe economy throUJh the foroot produc:U induetry'••peneling aDcI the .pending and re-epending of the
warun' payroUa.
The primary proceum, of western larch give. riM to an
additional ',000 to 8,000 joho in derivative oecton ouch ..
retail trade, medical ..mon. and other areal. The total
impact meuured by employment would be IIOme 8,000 to
12,000 workenllDd in _
of $300 million in labor income annually. There are a1ao HVeral bundred worken
in the varioualand ma.naaement aaenc:in man.agi.na weat;.
ern larch .. a commercial timber lpedel.

TIMBER HARVEST AND
UTILIZATION
The volume of ...eltem larch harveetedand pn>eeNed
ODDUally h .. beeD .bout 460 million board feet (MMBF)
Scribner or about 2.30 million cubic meten. Of that, 300
MMBF (1.60 million cubic mete,,) oflop-about 66 percent of the total-were delivered to ..wmille and proceeaed
into lumber (table 1).
Annually, about one-third of the western larch
harv••ted-l60 MMBF (0.76 million cubic meten}-haI
been proceooed into plywood.
The romaining 2 to 3 percent of the timber-appraximately
10 MMBF (60 thoueand cubic meten)-...ae uoed to
manufacture log homes, roundwood productllUch .. utility poles and poet.. shakes and ahinglea, or . . . .old ..
lin!wood or ..... chipped at whole log chipping f.ciliti ..
for pulp chipo.

T_ _vorago annual ..... value of _larch primal)"
~, l_ll11lO.

-lunar

Plywood
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150

75

130

(major.,.-: puIp,-,

SALES VALUE OF WESTERN LARCH

~ , -.t)

PRODUCTS

01h0r

Total

Average annual woo value of the primuy produc:U
manufactured from ...eltem larch from 1986 throuah 1990
ha. been about $366 million in 1990 dollan, f.o.b. the mill

10
365

-.._ _01_

~and...-.nt

Other Products
Because of it. strength and moderate resistance to decay, weatern larch baa found lOme uee in the production
of utility pol.. and other round",ood produc:U. Some larch
is &leo uaed to manufacture shaketl and shiniles.
A water IOluble gum (arabinoralactan> is enracted
from weltem larch and marketed under the trade name
"Stractan·. Stractan ia uoed priuwily .. a binder in the
food, pharmaceutical, coometic, and bio-tech induatri...

lIII..... oIll11lOdoI_

Sa_
Plywood pIan10

01h0r
Total

--

IlllAon cubIc_

-

logging

III)Aon_-,
300

Plywood pIan10

.,.01h0r manur_f1nQ and

1.50

150

0.75

privata _land ~

10

0.05

Total

480

2.30
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1,400
1,000
800
800
300

. ,000

REGIONAL AND LOCAL ECONOMIC
IMPACTS OF WESTERN LARCH
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The forest products industry plays an important part in
the Inland Northwest Region's economy, and the range of
western larch includes some of the most timber-dependent
regioDs of North America . The contiguous region encompaging western Montana and northern Idaho, with the
polllible es:ception of southwestern and 8Outh..central
Oregon. it the mOlt timber-dependent region in the United
State., and interior British Columbia ia one of the mOlt
timber..dependent regions in Canada (Keegan 1992).
As shown in table 4, of the 460 MMBF (2.30 million
cubic meters) of western larch processed annually from
1986 to 1990:
•
•
•
•

Over 40 percent was proceued in Montana
About 25 percent in British Columbia
20 percent in Idaho
About 5 percent each in eutern Wuhington and
eastern Oregon

Western larch is moet important in Montana providing
about 15 percent of the timber proceNed in we .tate
(Keegan and othen 1990). In Dorthwe.tem Montana
it provide. about 20 percent of the timber proeeued ~
a groU? of countiea where the foreet product. industry
compnJel 25 to 50 percent oC the counties' economic bale
(Keegan and othen 1990).

T_ 4 - A _ annual _"'" of

_om

larch proc:eaod

by ..... Of ptOYince, 1986-1990.

1111 _ _ '001.
__

British Columbia
Idaho

Mon1ana
e-nWuhington
e-nOrogon
Total

110
90
200

30
30
<80

lllillon cubIc_
0.55
0.45
1.00
0.15
0.15
2.30

Management Issues of Larix occidentalis
Forests in British Columbia

c. F. Thompson
(38 years), 41 (75 percent) dealt with insecta and diseases.
And 31 percent oCthese publications dealt with the casebester (Cokcphom laricella (Hbn.» and its parnsites. The
remaining 14 publications ranged from studies of fume
damage through silviculture to wood properties.
Wilhin British Columbia, 75 pen:ent of all lan:h (standing
volume greater than 17.5 em , all ownerahips) occurs in one
administrative region, the Nelson Forest Region. in the
southeastern corner of the Province (BCFS 1992). There,
western larch is still a relatively minor species, representing only about 5 percent of the volume harvested in 1991
and about 4 percent of the trees planted.

Abstract- In the western larch foresls of Britis h Columbia cerlain management practices faillo recognize the seedbed requirements for weslern larch regeneration or the important role that
fire plays in western larch ecosystems. By failing to provide an
appropriate environment for western larch regeneration, these
practices threaten to reduce the amount of weatern larch in the
future foresls of the Province, unless special steps are taken to
promote regeneration of that species.

Western larch is a species with many attributes that
make it a valuable component of the forest types of British
Columbia. Within its range , it is one ofthe most rapidly
growing species and has few serious pests, which makes
it 8 popular species for management. However, it owes ita
occurrence to major disturbances that are not being emulated in modem forest management. As a result of the reduction in the use of fire as a management tool and the increasing use of low-impact harvesting and Bite preparation
techniques, inappropriate environmentB are being created
for the natural regeneration of the species. As a result. tile
pen:entage of lan:h in future roresta will be much I.... than
at present, unless specific measures are taken to ensure
the regeneration of the species.

OCCURRENCE OF WESTERN LARCH
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
Within ita range in British Columbia, western larch is
confined to the moist and dry climatic regions. It doeo not
occur in the wet region found generally north of latitude 51.
lt is also almOBt completely aboent in the very dry climatic
region west of the Okanagan River. The eastern limit
approximates the Continental Divide.
The range of western larch in British Columbia is thus
primarily a reflection of the frequency of wildfire. This
range is further modified in the west by the octurrence of
exceuive summer droughts and in the east, probably, by
the occurrence of summer frost events. Both drought and
frost will prevent the successful establishment of western
larch regeneration. In the north , the natural exclusion
from the wet climatic region is probably a reflection of the
inability ofthe species to germinate and compete in a climate where vegetation growth after disturbance is both
rapid and vigorous. There is some speculation that the exclusion of western larch from these areas may also be related to the higher natural incidence of needlecast dilIeaseB
in the wetter climate.
Western larch has not been planted extensively beyond
its range but it has been successfully planted as much as
6" north and 4" west of ita natural range . It seems to perform well in these locations, at least for the fi rst 10 to 15
years for which data are available. Its current northern
natural limit is presumably defined more by the reproductive biology of the species than by identifiable climatic or
geolOlPcal limitations. Similar .uooeooful, but I.... dramatic,
extensions into the wetter climatic region tend to confirm
that the succeu of the more northerly plantations is not a
coincidence but is probably a reflection of t he plasticity of
the speciee. Evidence from some trials suggests that the
speciee has a low temperature limit that i8 coneiderably
north of ita present range (Newsome and others, this
proceedings).

STATUS OF WESTERN LARCH IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA
On a Provincial scale, western larch is a relatively insignificant species. Of the total volume harvested in the
Province in 1991 (74,304',000 m'), western larch comprised
a meager 0.6 percent (Anon . 1991). Similarly, of the trees
planted in the Province in 1991 (245,596,000), western
lan:h comprised a proportionally meager 0.5 pen:enL This
may be an underestimate of its future significance when
the many immature stands of western larch reach maturity. The currently low Provincial profile is reflected in the
magnitude of ita prominence in other aspecta of the Pr&
vincial forest resource. For example, a literature search
found a number of publications (mostly American) that
only included British Columbia in di8CU88ions of the range
of the species. If these are excl uded . the remaining list
makes interesting reading, if only for the paucity of its
contents. Of the 55 publications identified since 1953

Piper preHnted It the Sympoeium on Ecology nd Mlnlgement of
lArb FOrHlI: A Look Aheld. Whitefi.h, MT, U.S.A.. October 6-9, 1992.
C. F. ThomplIOn il ReMlrch SilvicuitUrillt, Briti.h Columbil Folftt
Sernce, 618 lAlce Street, NelllOn, se, C.o,d, VIL "C6.
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Where in elevation western larch occurs also reflects fire
frequency. In the southern portion of its range in British
Columbia, it occurs up to 1,600 m. Farther north, as the
climate beco~es wetter and fire frequency decreases with
elevation, the upper elevation of westem larch also decreases. There may also be an inverse relationship with
snowpack duration.
Pure stands of western larch are rare. More typically,
the species occurs in a mixture with a large number of spe_
cies. The forest cover of the moist climatic region contains
large areas of seral stands characterized by great species
divenrity, in which western larch is one component. In the
dry climatic region, western larch occura in a mixture with
Douglas-fir CPuudolsug(J m.enz~sii (Mirb.] Franco), and
ponderosa pine (Pinus pornkrosa Dougl. ex Laws.). There
are also large areas of lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var.
kUifolia Doug!. ex Loud.l that contain Doug!8&-6r and western larch in variable composition. At the upper elevations,
western larch usually occurs as a minor component of the
Engelmann spruce (/'icea e118elm.a.nnii Parry ex Engelm.~
subalpine fir CAbi<.lasiocarpa [Hook.] Nutt.l foreata.
Wherever it occurs, western larch grows as fast as if not
faster than the other species with which it OCCUR. In the
moister portions of the region, where stand dellBities are
relatively high, tree height is often achieved at the expense
of diameter growth, resulting in relatively tall slender individuals. In the drier region, with usually lower stand densities, height growth is often achieved without aaaificing diameter growth. With the possible exception of paper birch
(lktula papyri/era Marsh.) and trembling aspen (Populus
tnm<doidu MichLl, this ability to outgrow all ita aaaociated
speciee is the principal basi! of what is best described as an
affection for western larch by those who manage the species.

of western larch will mention this resistance almost 8S an
afterthought. This greater residtance to Annillaria is, however, one reason why western larch is being planted within
its range, on otherwise appropriate sites that did not have
western larch in the original stand. Many of these are winter or spring ungulate range. Proposals to introduce we8~
em larch to the site have occasionally met with opposition
(rom wildlife management agencies. In winter, western
larch provides no hiding or thermal cover. As added irony,
western larch is also much less attractive as a browse species than its associated conife(q in winter and early spring,
due to it8leatless condition.
Because western larch ust.: "Uy occurs as one component
in a number of forest types, the selection of regeneration
method frequenUy causes dichotomous thinking among
foresten. Should they plan the regeneration phase for the
8880ciated species in the stand, or should they plan the regeneration for western larch? The latter option frequently
entails, at least in their minds, a special effort and therefore ems cost.
The regeneration phase of western larch is probably the
IIOW'Ce of more disappointment and misunderstanding than
any other aspect of western larch silviculture. Failure to
appreciate the seedbed and environmental requirements for
western larch regeneration, and the irregular and somewhat unpredictable nature of western larch seed crops, at
least over the majority of its range in British Columbia,
have resulted in many larch regeneration failures. These
are still occurring, but fortunately the number of successes
seem to be increasing.
~AGEMENTISSUES

Because of concerns about the regeneration of western
larch, I have created a short, rather personal. list ofiasues
on the management of western larch in British Columbia.
The first i88ue is manifest in drier areas where stands of
predominantly lodgepole pine are being harvested for mountain pine beetle salvage. A second iasue focuses on the ability of the forester to create the necesB8Jj' seedbed for good
western larch regeneration. The third issue looks at the
potential impact of nonsilvicultural i88ues on the environment required by western larch for regeneration.

A1TITUDES TOWARD WESTERN
LARCH
DiSCU88ioD.8 with foresters who manage western larch
in British Columbia reveal the follOwing attitudes. Unlike
moat other &,ecies in British Columbia, western larch is
not a readily iOf!ntifiable forest type and usually 0CCW'8 as
a minor compolk~nt in many different forest types. Therein
lie both its strengths and weaknesses.
Within its range, when compared to the frequency of its
OCCUrTence, western larch enjoys a popularity that is disproportionately high. Jt is highly valued esthetiCflly for
ita four-season coloration. Its rapid early growt}- md relatively small number of pests make it a popular ecies for
early achievement of "free growing" status. It produces
good quality wood , due to both ita high strength properties
and ita good stem form. In the drier regions, it :s highly
sought after aslirewood, perhaps an unfortunate attribute
for a deciduous species. One forester even suggested that
.... e would lOOn be looking even more to western larch 8S a
1Ou:rc.e of shake material.
Western Ja.n:h has occasionally been planted beyond its
natural range. Foresters will usually justify such selection
by qaotrna" the greater resistance of western larch to Annil!aria root rot (Armillaria o&/oyoe [Rom.go.] Herink l. Curiously, when questioned about the properties and uses of
western larch, foresters working within the natural range

Western Larch After Mountain Pine
Beetle Salvage Harvesting

fi.

In the mid-1970's, mountain pine beetles Wendroclonus

ponderosae Hopkins) began attacking the large areas of
lodgepole pine in the eastern and western portions of western larch's range. Some attacked stands were pure lodgepole pine, but many others were mixed with Douglas-fir,
Engelmann spruce, and frequently western larch . It rapidly
became evident that to minimize overcutting the annual
allowable cut, only the pine should be cut-not the initial
practice. The result is large clearcut areas with partially
harvested islands. These islands vary in composition and
density, from virtually fully stocked stands of Douglas-fir
and western larch, to islands that more resemble seed tree
cuttings than anything else. This latter situation produces
the classical dichotomy.

Faced with a seed tree stand produced by default rather
than deSign, the forester feels challenged to attempt to
regenerate western larch naturally, with the frequent result of, at best, natural regeneration oflodgepole pine, and,
at worst. planting lodgepole pine. Unfortunately, under
this scenario, achieving natural regeneration of western
larch is more the exception than the rule.
When natural regeneration of western larch is achieved,
it is usually the result of appreciation of the importance
of site preparation, and patience. In the majority of cases,
the site preparation of choice is mechanical, usually with a
bulldozer. Drag scarification has rarely been succeasful in
producing anything other than lodgepole pine ~generation
on most ofthese sites. Disk trenching, while effective as
a technique of preparing sites for planting, generally has
proved to be ineffective as a method of producing natural
regeneration. Apparently, more drastic aite preparation
than can be obtained with a disk trencher is required to
achieve larch natural regeneration on most ofthese sites.
As with all generalizations, welcome exceptions exist.
And the isaue here is not the apparent difficulty of obtaining regeneration, but more the effort the forester feels
obliged to make when presented with an unplanned seed
tree stand.
The iI ony is that although these sites have a history of
relatively &equent firea, and western larch is a species ~
ciated. with fire, fire is rarely contemplated 88 a site preparation tool on these sites because of concerns over the low
organic matter content of the soil.
When wild fire runs through these same stands, if western larch is a C':)mponent of the stand, it usually becomes
a component "fthe regeneration. This is often in spite of
stem quaiitief: . which normally would not qualify those trees
as candidates for a planned seed tree cutting. Frequently,
the problem changes from how to get regeneration, to how
to reduce excessively high stocking levels to a manageable
level.
A final irony is that the postharvest timber volume left
in the stand to minimize overcutting is often lost in the reinventory due to too few stems in a large inventory polygon.

types of site disturbance on any site. These guidelines
are being extended, with modification , to mechanical site
preparation.
One of the disturbance sensit!vities included in the guidelines is forest floor displacement. The underlying objective
of keeping the forest floor near the seedling has resulted
in the most acceptable form of mechanical site preparation
being disk trenching, and one of the least acceptable being
blade scarification. However, experience has shown that,
at least for western larch, disk scarification is not usuaUy
effective in preparing sites for natural regeneration and
that blade scarification frequently is effective. The proposed
guidelines have already resulted in a considerable reduction in the amount of blade scarification. It is too 800n to
see if the attempts at scarification within the guidelines
will result in a lowered regeneration success. Early di8CU8sions with foresters who have good success regenerating
western larch lead us to expect reduced success. However,
succellful western larch regeneration should be possible
within the guidelines, but much greater operator awarenesa may be required.
There is limited experience in British Columbia with the
use of fire as a site preparation tool for western larch regeneration, and the results are varied. The notable successes
are usually aB80ciated with high levels of organic matter
consumption. Bums with low levels of organic matter consumption have often resulted in inadequate site preparation for western larch and usually have destroyed the pine
seed source in the harvesting debris, liuch that no natural
regeneration was achieved . These sites generally require
planting.
I am told that the next technique to be the subject of site
preparation guidelines is broadcast burning. The use of
high-impact burna haa already been discouraged. Maybe
that will be my next i88ue because fire is a natural component of western larch ecosystems. Without fire, the future
existence of larch on many sites is uncertain.

Visual Quality Objectives
In the lower elevation valleys in the moist climatic region,
western larch is a frequent component of a complex seraJ
forest type. In its simplest form the stand structure is often
an even-age stratified mixture, with western larch, Douglasfir, and western whitE' pine <Pinus monticola Dougl. ex D.
Don) in variable composition, together with other species
as a discontinuous A stratum. Western redcedar (Th4ia
pliaJla Donn ex D. Don) and western hemJock. (Tsug(J Mumphylla [Rat.) Sarg.) usually form a more continuous B and
C strata. These stands occupy major travel and vacati on
corridors and significant portions of many domestic watersheds . Many of these stands became established around
the turn of the century and thus have had little harvesting
activity in them . However, plans for their harvest are now
being developed.
A heightened public awareness of forestry activities, increasing public opposition to the use of clearcutting as a
harvesting technique, greater concern over the integrity
of watersheds, increasing awareness by forest managers of
the visual impact of harvesting activities, and a new attitude toward integrated resource management by forest
managers have all resulted in a dramatic change in the

New Site Disturbance Guidelines
Among foresters who manage western larch there is a
common belief, based on observation, that to get western
larch natural regeneration you need aggressive site preparation. It may not be the literal truth, but in the stands
where western larch natural regeneration has been
achieved. it has usually been achieved as a result of site
preparation, either mechanically or by fire. Even planted
western larch seems to benefit from an establishment phase
with reduced competition from site preparation. While succeasful plantations can be created on some sites without
site preparation, appropriate site preparation usually improves early western larch performance on all sites and can
frequently make the difference between acceptable and un·
acceptable plantation performance.
There is an increasing awareness in British Columbia of
the potential impact of harvesting activities on soil properties, and thus on site productivity. This is manifest in the
development of site disturbance guidelines that describe
the maximum acceptable amount of each of the different
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nature and scale of harvesting proposa ls in these stands.
Among other criteria, t he development of visua l quality
objectives has resulted in the development of harvest ing
proposals with a low visual impact. In some forest types
these modified proposals otTer little more than changes in
the spatial distribution of harvesting activities, but in this
strati fied mixture, the potential impact is one of dramatic
alteration of the species composition of the mixture.
The introduction of harvesting with a low visual impact to
this stratified even-age mixture, will probably result either
in the removal of much of the A stratum of which western
larch is a component, or the creation of small openings, with
minimal site preparation. These treatments will resul t in
either the selective removal of western larch or the preclusion of western larch regenera tion through excessive shade
and inadequate seedbed preparation. This will mean, at
wont, the elimination of western larch from the mixture or,
at best. a significant reduction in the percentage of western
larch in the stand.
Given the value of western larch as B species, and its significant visual contribution to the forest landscape, this p0tential reduction has to be regarded as an issue of concern,
particularly when more appropriate regeneration techniques
are available.

CONCLUSIONS
Reduced or inappropriate site preparation, or the selective
removal of the species, may threaten the future of western
larch on many sites , but I do not believe that western larch
is .. n endangered species. The issues presented are serious
and must be addressed, but they a re not insurmountable.
Their identification will, I am sure, be followed rapidly by
their solution. Western larch is a remarkable species, with
a strong, almost fanatical group of "western larch lovers"
who seem to go to great lengths to try to promote the species. Larch mania seems to go beyond di spassionate objectivity, and borders almost on the emotional. For this reason, solutions will be found.
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Pest Risks Associated With Importation
of Unprocessed Larch Logs From Siberia
and the Russian Far East to the United
States
Donald J. Goheen
Borys M. Tkacz

habitat, and watanhed value• . Introduced inoecta and

Since the late 1980's, a number of American timber
companies have shown considerable interett in the pouibility of importing raw I... from Siberia and the RuuiaD
Far Eal to the United Stain. Thio is vie_ .. an opportunity to obtain ...Iativ.ly inupel1live bul hqrh quality
softwood lop Cor proc:e88ing here at a time when many
American milIo ...pecially in the Pac:ifu: Northweol, ....
racine ..rioue domestic lOll mC>rlqM. SoveraI conifer opeaee have been collllidered for importation, but moat interest haa been shown in lan:b.
In mid-I990. lwo.maIl teot ohipmenu. of Siberian
I... were brolll!ht to Eureka. CA The Animal and Plant
Health inopection Service (APHIS) oCthe U.s. Departmenl
of Agriculture. and the California Department of Food
and Agriculture inopected the _ ohipmenu. and detectad
uotic nemetod.. and Cerambycid boron that they felt
michl be oerioue peota. The ohipmenu. ....... fumipted.
Th. oc:ientilic community and the USDA Foreot Service
were concerned. While we did not oppoee free trade and
admitted that efforts to locate new 8O\1l'CeI of raw material. might be worthwhile end....n. we fell otrol1llly thai
great caution wu needed when couiderina the pouibility
of importing unprocesaed I.... In our vie.... destructive
forest inoecta and path....DI have col1liderabl. potential
to be transported on or in lop that are shipped
intercontinentally.
Ample historical .vidence Ihowe thai uotic inoecta and
pathogelll can be introduced. into Dew areas, become eatabli.hed. and have dev ••tatiDe.ffecta. AI ... once ..tabIiohed. introduced inoecta and dieeaoeo tend to be ..peclaDy difficult if not impouible to eradicate or control.
One haa only to conaider the well-documented records of
European gypoy moth. chestnut blight, Dutch elm diIea...
white pine blister Nst, beech bark dieeaae. la.rd1 eanker.
and Port-Orford-cedar root diJJeaae to appreciate just how
staggering the economic lonel and ecolocicaJ impacta uoociated with inln>duced foroot inIecta and _
can be.
The foreat re80UJ"Ce in western North America it vaat
and tremendously valuable. In addition to timber vatu..,
the We.t hu incalculable aesthetic, recreational, wildlife

cIiIe.... could oerioualy threatan .ubetantial portiona
ofthio ....,uroe. Nunety stock, ornamental trMI. and
Chriatmu _
p1antatiOD.l could be at equally peat riok.
In reoPODOl to IlUch con.....,.. APHIS impooed • tamporaJY ban on additional RuuiaD lOll importo until a riol<
~ent could be don. to d.termin....hat fIDa) ...ruIatiOD.l mould be inotituted. Thouah APHIS bean the ...
.ponaibility for pre_tiDe introduction of ""otic petta. the
apncy hu limited uperi.nco and uperti.oe with fonet
treee. Therefore, .joint APHlSlForelt Service team wu
orpnized to do the riol< ~ent ofRuuiaD larch I....
W........ membon of the team. Our objecti.......... to
identify inoecta and path. . . . that miKbt be introduced
on unpn>eeued larch I... from Siberia and the Ruoaian
Far Eut. _ _ potential for th_ orpnilmo to colonize
I.... ourrive tranoit, and ouboequenUy become eotabliahecl 011 North American tree lpeciee, and consider reIati"" potential impecta ofth... orpnilmo mould th.y bocome OItabliohed in the United Staw.
For our aueument, we relied on an utellllive aea.rch
of the literature and coDlUltation with American plant
patholotriota. entomolociJta. and ecolotliota with kno...ledae that pertained to the ieou.. In addition . .... viaited
the RuuiaD Far Eat and Siberia ...h ........ coDlUlted
with Ru.ooian oc:ientiata and f o _ and did on-oite
.valuationa orroreot otanda. timber barveltiDe operationa,
101 Ito.... areal, and railroad, river, and leaport tnmaportation facilitiee.
W. found that thouab information on fo ...ot inoecta
and dioeuM from the Ruaaian Far Eut and Siberia io
far from complete• • t leaot 175 phytophqoua inoecta
and path. . . . that have lan:h opeci.. u hoota have been
reported &om the rqion. We concentrated on developiDa
prom.. of orpnilmo from thio Iiot that either do not yet
occur in the United Stain or that miKbt diIfer poetically
be_n RuNia and the United Stain.
S;,. orpni.omo thai .... feel conotitute documentabl.
riok ofbeinc introduced on larch I... from Siberia and
the R....ian Far Eaol are Aaian IIYJ>OY moth fLy""""""
diopar). nun moth (L. 1IIOIO<IdIo). oproce lpo bootI. <II"
ty".,...apA"').lIYlem-inhabitiDe nematod.. (BurropIoolcnopp.). the larch canker ft1qua (Lac}uwllu/a willAommii~ and the annooua root cIioeooe ft1qua (}lmrobaoidion
"""",um). 'i'boM .... by no m..... the only orpnilmo
that miKbl be introduced. bul .... feel that they are fairly

m...
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thne II"nerationo a year. Hoot treee are killed by the
combined e!recto of the beetle. mini.ng in the inner herk
and ti.IIue mortality caused. by innoculation of uaoc:iated
llain funci. Funral uaoc::iatee of the spruce lpe beetle
have been shown to he partic:ularly virulent.
Due to limitationa imposed by inclement weather, poor
acceea, rudimentary tranaportation faciliti.. , and echedul·
inc problems, many Ruaaian lop spend conoid.roble time
(often montho) in _ , in tnina or log rafto, or in log pU..
at millo or porta. Frequently,lop are in the viciniti .. of
many other lop and often cloae to f"""'ta. Incidence of in·
feetation oflop by herk beetl.. , including but not limited
to the Ipruce ipe beetle, i. _ e \ y hich. Beetle_,
larvae, pupae, and callow adults occurrioa io galleries un·
der the herk would he very dilIicult to detect on unproceoeed lop. They would he very likely to survive eoean
tranoit. Colonioation potential in the United Statee alao
should he _ t . Though spruea ipe beetl.. could he introduced on 1arch lop, it ia moot likely that they would become eetablished and Ipread in spruce stando should they
arrive in North America.

repreeentative of the variety of foreat inIec:ta and patbo11"1111 that potentially could enter the United Stateo from

Ruuia.

ASIAN GYPSY MOTH AND NUN
MOTH
Aaian CPOy motho and the related nun motho are
voracioua foeden on the foliqo of a broad range of treeo,
ahrubo, and herbaceoua planla. The reeulting defoliation
can contribute to lubotantial growth lOll and, in lOme
C&IeI, bolt death. Asian IYP8Y motba abow lOme prefer·
ence for larch. alder, and willow u hOlla, and nun motho
prefer apruce, larch. and true fin. Both motba are widely
diatributed and conaidered to he ....r peeta in Siberia
and the Ruuian Far East. Nun mothl do not occur in
North America. The IYJIOY motha that are a1rudy eotabliahed in -..m North America dilfer from the Asian
race in that they oricinated in Europe, han oom....hat
dilferant feedina habita, and han flichtl ... femal... Female Aaian IYJIOY motha .. wall 01 female nun motho are
actin Oiero that are capable of coverinc diatanoee ..
_too 10 mil...
Asian I1PQ' motba and nun motha pue the winter in
the ... otap ..hich !uta apprnaimate1y9 mOlltho. Both
opeci.. frequently lay their ... mauea, each of ..hich
_
OOIltam up to 1,000 _ , on tha bark of _ _ and

XYLEM·INHABITDNG NEMATODE
Senral lpeci.. of zylem·inhabitiD( nematod.. that

occur in Siberia and the Ruaian Far But are oot reported from the United Statee. Theee include B. """',....

_
and B. iolym<,..i& "hich have true fin, 1arch, and
pine lpeciee .. hoeta. Xylem·inhabitiD( nematod.. ma,y
breed in cut lop, wood chipe, weakened treee, and, in
lOme _
, healthy treeo. They may oocupy wood to con·
Ii_Ie depth in lop. They han a tremendoua capacity
for rapid reproduction, fJ:Ipecially under warm conditiona.
Each female produces about 80 .... , and the life cycle can
he completed in u oI:ort a period u 4 days.
In live hoata, the nematod.. feed on and kill the epith.
lial ceDs in tha reein canala baatening tree death. In dead
hoot material, they feed on funci. They are nry wall
adopted to withatand drying and are capable of lurvi";'"
without food for I _ periods of time. Xylem·inhabitiD(
nematod.. are _
to new _
by woodhoriD(
beetl.., eepocially momhen of tha fami\y Cerambycidea.
Beeauae of the Ruaoian practicea oflea";'" lop decltecl
in the forwt or in pil_ at porta or milla, there ia an 0 tremely hich likalihood that many deotinecI for import
would he viaited by Cerambycid heetleo for feeclinc and
... 1.,;." p _. Vectono are mo", Oiero, and _ .
inc ia nry elIicient. Many lop would almoet certainly he
contaminated with nematod... Nematodee and _ _
ahouJd .urvin tranoit euiI;y in unproceeaecllop. In fact,
B. muc""""... and ita vector were found on tha teat ahil>menla that have a1raady arrind from Siberia.
Likelihood of sw:ceaeful coloniaation oflop, aluh, and
ltandi", trees around porta of entry io very hich and ouboequent .pread potential aloo would he lubotantial. The
unlmown factor with zylem·inhabiting nomatodee i. their
cIamqe potential. Some zylem·inhabiting nematodee
merely hned in a1rudy-dead or nry oeverely atreeoed
_ , cauoinl!little or no eerioua cIamqe. Thia ia ~
tha ......hen they are in their native habitat. When in·
troduced into n.... areu. howevv, then ia a ~t;y

branchea 01 tnea. inc:1udina 1arch. Ea mauea are depoaited preferentially in bark c:rrriceo and fiaaureo and are
nry cIi1IIcult to detect via~. Ea mauea are aloo nry
tolerant of _
.. in temperature and moiature and are
attached _ y to their lubotrate.
The potential for occurnnce of viable Aaian IYJIOY moth
and nun moth ... muaeo on untreated RUNian larch lop
tnnaportecI. to tho United Stateo would he subotantial.
Thia ..ould ..pocially he true at tim.. when epidemico
were ocxurrinC in tho vicinity of Ruaoian tranaportatiOll
routeo or _porta (01 ia currently the cue). Ginn the
wide hoot ........ and tho adaptability oftheae opeciee,
colonization potential ahouJd he _ t . The capacity for
I"", diatance flicht by femalee imparto an eepocially dan·
proua epnad potential to Aaian IYJIOY motho and nun
motho.

SPRUCE IPS BEETLE
Spruce lpe heetI.. are found ..herever _ . . . , . . .
on the Euruian continent. They do oot occur in North
America. Sprucea are their preferred hoata, but they aloo
will inleet other ccoifer opeci.., eepocially 1arch and pineo.
They normally bned in cut lop and windthrown trees but
attack numeroua atanding treeo durinc epidemico. OutbreW are triqered by population buildupe foUowi",
windatorma. drouabta, firM, or other eventa that weaken
or _
aubotantial numhen of trees. Once Itarted, outbreW ma,y net .uboide for lOme time.
Spruce lpe heetI.. are otnma Oiero capehle ofinl..w..
trees at diotance. of up to 30 mil.. from ..here they
om ...... In cool climateo, they produce ODe _ t i o n
per _ , but in warmer ..... they ma,y han two or enn
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of a very different lIOIDU'io. For eumple. the pine wood
nematode (8. zyIopIaihu) ..hich .... introduced into Japan
from North America baa cauaed devutatiD( 1 _ then.
Mortality of 25 percent of all Japan... red and black
pin.. baa been attributed to this nematode.
World wide, there ia creat coocern about xyleminhabiting nematodee. Many European countri.. have
a zero tolerance for nematodes in their loe importa.

LARCH CANKER FUNGUS
The larch canker funcua (L. willMmmiil ia native to
Alia. It is widely diatributed in Siberia and the Ruaaian
Far Eut. It aloo occur8 in Europe where it .... probably
introduced and in the North.utem United Statee and ad·
jacent portiona of Canada where it ia known to have been
introduced. eradicated. and introduced apin.
The funcua affects oumeroUi larch aped_ and, in inoculation _
baa been shown to he virulent on weatem
1arch. There are indicatiOl1ll that it aloo may alrect DouiIufir. Infection nouIta in formation of aun&en perennia1
cankero oenterecl OIl dead hranchleta and dwarf_
Cankare often Iirdle _
cauoinl! branch d..th or, ...
pecially in the cue of omall treeo, whol~tree mortalit;y.
L. willMmmii produOOl fruiting bodi.. in cankero which
diacharp lporeo when moiatened by rain. Sporee are di.
pened by wind onr conaiderable dietancee. N_ inl..•
tiono occur at any time of the _
but eapecially in fall
through woundo or dead hranchleta. Infection ia favored
by moiat, cool conditiona. Where ouch COnditiOl1ll prevail
in E~ and eutern North America, eepocially in oouta1
locatiOl1ll, 1arch canker baa cauaed 50 to 100 percent mor·
tality in larch plantationa.
L. wilUlommii ia a sood ..propbyte that can lurvive for
lOme time in dead "ood and herk. It can oocupy wood of
lop to conaiderable depth and could he very cIi1IIcult to
detect.
Given ita characterietico, the potential for the larch
canker funcua to enter the United Statao on unproceaoed
RUNian larch lop il _ e l y hich. Climatie conditiono
on the Weet Cout ehould he particular\y favonble for L.
willMmmii. However, bocauae the natural range o f _
orn 1arch ia out of the Cucade Mountaina, wild trees
should not he directly upceed to innoculum from import
lop unI... ouch lop were tranaported from the cout to
out-side millo. Ornamenta1larch are grown near porta
of entry. They could he inleeted and oem .. hridpo to
natural atande of weatem larch. Of couree, if the funcua
could inlect Douglae-fir, coloniaation potential would he
utremelyhich·

. Two
dilfer markedly in pathogenicit;y and hoot _
otraina of H. """"""'" occur in weotarn Norih America.
One primarily aft'ecto
pine OIl nry dry litao
and the other alrecto hemloclta and true lin. SInino of
H. OII1IOIUnl from eutem Ruaeia have not been otudied.
he nry dilferent from thooe
Indieationa are that they _
currently found in the United Statao.
H. """"""'" ia .pread by wind- or _ter-bome _ _
SeauaI fruiting bodi.. are produced in hoUow _po. root
c:rotclIeo, or the un_de oflop and windthrown_
Sporeo are releaaec1 virtually.U _10", and are carried
by the wind for diatanOOl of up to 100 mil... SporN that
land on freeh\y cut ltump .urfacea or fneh """"do pnni.
nate and the funcua co10nise0 the tree or .tump. Sut...
quently, the pathnpn can grow via root contaeta into lUI'rounding hOlta, c:reatiD( ....d~ _ding _
foci.
AaezuaI eporeo of H . OII1IOIUnl are :oroduced OIl damp, decayed wood and are dioperaecI by _tor and probabbo wind.
They do not epnad .. far .. oexuaIeporea. but they too
are capeble 01 initiating new infeetiona.
H . OII1IOIUnl daJnaa- _
in two waye. lither by cauainc outricht mortality or h1 eauoinl! _ _ve butt and
atem dec:a,y. The funcua can IUl"rin fOl',... in coIODiaed
wood and can oocupylop to the nry oenter.
Ruaoianlop inleeted by H. 0lI1I0I''''' would he cIi1IIcult
to detect, eepocially if they on\y contained indpient decay.
Enn lop with conka on them micht he miaaecI boca.... of
the eryptie appearanc:e and inoonopicuoua nature of ouch
fruiting bodi... Likelihood of H. CINIOOUnl enterina tha
United Statao on unproceeaecllop from Siberia and tha
Ruaoian Far Eut would he hich, and initiatioo 01 n.... infectiOl1ll on wounded and cut _
in the vicinity of porta
would he nry pooaible.
ConaeqUODcea of eatabliehment would depend entirely
on the characteriatico of the Ruaoian otraina 01 tha funcua·
There micht he no _
in cIamqe, thare micht he in·
c:reued cIamqe on the aame hoata that are a1raady of·
feeted by native atraina. or tree lpeci.. currently not of·
feeted micht he cIam.qad. If a &train of H. 0lI1I0I''''' that
damqed either weelem larch or oouta1 Dougl...fir ....
introduced, 1 _ could he partic:ular\y MVere. Neithar of
theae opeci.. are damqed to any dqree by native otraina
of the funrua.

pOIl_

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECO~ATlONS
In our team'l final report (Pool Riak "-">ent of
the Importation of Lax<h from Siberia and the Soviet Far
Eut. USDA Foreet Serviee, MiacaIlanaoua Puh1ication
No. 1496. September 1991), ... eoncluded that all six
repreeentative orpniama had conaidorabl. potential for
colonizinlr RUNian larch lop, survi";'" on or in lop durinc tranoito hecomiD( eotab1iehed in North American fOl'
_ , and IPreadinr rapid\y once eotahlished. Many other
orpniama, including a lubotantial number of preMIltly
unknown inaecta and pethogeno, probeb\y han aimilar
potentiala.
We further indicated that. in our eetimatioo. it ia....".
likely that introduction of 80me of theM peota could have

ANNOSUS ROOT DISEASE FUNGUS
The annooua root diaeaae funcua Uf. CIIIIIOIum) oocure
throuchout the Northern Hemiaphere. It il found in vir~ all RUNian foreeta and io conaidered to he the moot
damqina tree pathnpn in Siheria and the RUNian Far
Eaat. H. CINIOOum ia a heterothallie funcua. There are
IO'I8ra1 morphoiogicaUy identical but II"naticaUy dilferent
otraina of the funcua that ore interaterile. Theee otraina
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of the wood. In a companion report prepared by APHIS
Efficiency Revi... of Control Meaaureo for Potential
Peete of Imported Soviet Timber, USDA Animal and Plant
Health inepection Service, MioaIlI.oneouo Publication No.
1496. September 1991), poaeiblo elrocti... treatmenta were
considered. APHIS is c:urn!ntly in the proceea of preparing IinaI regul.ations to be applied to RWlllian Inp. It i. to
be hoped that th... will incorponote tho recommondationa
,fthe riok _ _ ont.

very significant economic, ecological, and social impacts,
oimilar in magnitude to thooe caueed by introduced foreet
inoecta and c I i _ of the put. Becauee the pathopns

(An

are 00 dilIicult to detect and often occupy wood to considerable depth in lop, they repreeent particularly gnat
riab in our view.
We recommended that, to be we,lop for importation
from eaatern RWlllia to the United States should receive
mitipting treatmenta that would eliminate inoecta and
pathopna on the .urrace, in the bark, and to the center
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Natural Regeneration After Harvest and
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quicldy resumed for Dougla&-fir and more slowly for Engelmann spruce and aubalpine fir.
Natural regeneration began in 1975; .oeotem larch regenerated mootly on ooil espooed during yarding of logo. and
western hemlock on moist sites, eepecially near the bottom
of the lower elevation unil8. By 1979. an average of 1.435
oeedIinp per ha were counted on all unil8: 808 larch. 571
DougJ.u.-fir. 10 subalpine fir. 15 spruce. 21 hemlock. 5 weatem redcedar (Thuja plicota). and 5 lodgepole pine (Pin ...
contorM). A1thouch the average number of oeedlingo exploded to 16.494 per ha in 1992. the """"'I" number of lareh
d........d to 649 oeedIinp. Quick recovery of shrube and
herbe virtually stopped eotabliahment of new larch by the
early 1980·s.
In contrast. Do.,lu-fir regenerated prolifically during
the 1980's and averaged 15.120 oeedIinp per ha in 1992.
The number of subalpine fir and Engelmann spruce oeedlingo continued to inc:re.... slowly within all unil8: to 268
subalpine fir per ha and to 175 spruce per ha in 1992. A1oo.
\ "eetem hemlock and western redcedar increued in numhera to 180 and 36 oeedIinp per ha in 1992 mootly on the
warmer, moister areaa oftbe lower elevation units. Lodgepole and western white pine (Pin". monticoUJ) were occasionally represented.
Compoeition of natural rereneration in 1979 was, in
percentap: weotern larch 59. Douilu-fir 38. and all other
species 3. Pen:entap otoclting of 0.0004 ha plol8 wao 16
for weotem larch. 11 for Douglu-fir. and I... than 1 for
other specieo. In 1992. 18 yean after treatment, percentap
natural regeneration
composed mootly of Dougl...fir
at 92, western larch ., and all other species 4. Percentage
stocking w.. 80 for Douglu-fir. 15 for larch. 6 each for
spruce and subalpine fir. 4 for weotem hemlock. 2 for weatem white pine. and 1 each for western redcedar and lodgepole pine.
Without subsequent disturbance, the new (orest will be
dominated by Dougla.fir both in the overotory and understory. OccuionaJ groupo or individual weotem larch will
alao occur in the overat.ory, moet1y where lOil wu expoeed
during logging or where preocribed fire decr....d the duff
layer. Subalpine fir and Engelmann spruce will slowly increaee in the understory throughout the units. Western
hemlock and weatem redcedar will be limited to the warmer.
moist areaa on the lower elevation units. Oceaaionallodgepole pine will mature as an oventol')' tree and may provide
a temporary seed oource following a future dioturbanc:e.
eopecially fire. Because of il8 greater ahade tolerance. the
few western white pine will continue in thie atand in the
overotory and understory unI... killed by the white pine
blister rust (Cronartium ribicola).

EdJtor'. Note: Thi. it an .betract of. paper that will be pub-IUhed Mparately from thit proceedinp. Jnquirin reprdi.nc the
lltudy and data may be made throuch the authors at the addreu
lilted .t the bottom of thi. column.

Historically. major disturbance. usually wildfire. preceded regeneration of we.tem larch <Larix occU:Ulltalu)
in the foreata of the Northern Rocky Mountaill8. Observation and research ehow that establishment of western
larch and other conifers :s enhanced by coupling timber
harvest with lite preparation that exposee lOme mineral
1Oi1. But regeneration probability decreuee, especially
for ahade-.intolerant species 8uch u western larch, when
there ill little disturbance. This research tracked esteR>-.
liehment of natural regeneration 88 influenced by harvest
cuUing method. and forest residue reduction treatmenta,
including light preocribed fire. on the Coram E"""rimental
Forest located in northwestern Montana, U.S.A.
In 1974, on an east-facing slope, a forest compriaed
moetly of oventory Inland Douglas-fir <Puudouugo rrwllz~.ii) and western larch was harvested using three meth·
ode o( harveat cutting: a ahelterwood, a clearcut, and a set
of eight amall group seJection cuttings, within each of two
elevationa) zone• . The lower units lay between 1,195 and
1.390 m and the upper unil8 between 1.341 and 1.615 m.
Each shelterwood, clearcut, and set of group selections received (our level. o( timber and residue utilization. Moist
(uels on ahout half of each area were prescribed burned in
September 1975.
The interaction of poor site preparation, low cone production, and high seed mortality initially limited natural
regeneration. At the outset o(Uris study in 1974, a serious
western spruce budwonn (ChoriltoMura occidtntali.) outbreak was ongoing in the study area . Budworm larvae
killed moot potential seed conea of subalpine fir <Abi<.ltuiocorpa ), Inland Douglu-fir, and Engelmann spruce (Piceo
tngtlmannii) that year, but larch and western hemlock
(T, .,o h<urophy/Ja) diMeminated considerable seed. The
bud.oorm population coUapsed in 1976. and cone production

.0"

Piper praented I t the Sym~um on !cokleY and Manapment aI
Lui. Pon.c.:A Look Ahnd, Whit.fiah. Mr. UBA. 0d0ber6-9, 199'2.
Raymond C. Shurv ~ Reward! F~ and Juk A. SchmMtt. For...,. Intermountain Rnnrch Scation. FONat s.me.. UB. D.pIrtment
aI Acricultu~. located at the Porntl')' ~ IAbontory. 800 Eat.
Beck.-ith An .• MiMoul• . MT 69807-8089, U.S.A.
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.u.tnet-Survival, annual hei.ht increment. and type and d.

.... of cbmap and diNaoe. of lOme 100.000 EuropeaD lardI

CLariz d«idua Mill.), cembran pine (Piruu «mbl'O L), ud muao
pine CP. unciMla [Miller] Domin) Nedlinp were recorded anDUaJly after pla.tina ill 1975. By 1991.lardI survived much boiler
than the two pine l))eCiet, 73 pen:eut for larch, 38 perceat (or
muao pine, and 26 percent (or eembran pine. Loeea 01 larch ,..
lulted from 1001 duration o( Inow cover io 'Prine' and competition with berbaceoUi VeptatiOD. Larch wu 1... IU8Ceptible to

and _lopes. The c:reot above the avalaDche ~
zone ia Oatter... ia tba avalanche depooition zone at tba
oIope foot.
The meooclimate of the aperimental ana bas been deac:ribed by Tumer and others (1982. 1988). SchI!nenberger
(1986). and Scb6nenberger and others (1988). Tba climatic
deta from tho meteorolOllical otation at 2.090 m elevation
are:
• annual mean temperature (period 1981-1980): 1.6 "C
• mean temperature of the warmeot mooth (July): 9.1 "C
• of the coldeot month (January): -6.5 'C
• annual precipitation (period 1975-1981): 1.063 mm
• the annual mean temperaturea vary between 2.2 and
0.7'C
• the mean July temperatureo between 11.3 an 7.6 'C
• there are no froet.free months
• number of rrost-deyo per year: 217
• number of ice cIayo: 80
• the annual maximum anow cover variee between 130
and210cm.

paruitic: fUnci. Reicht ioc:rement of'1areh wu muc:h better OD
mioerallOU than on thick raw bumUi layert. Dry twia tiP' OD
yOUDIlarcb could be ucribed toAleoealy.c obiltino attack and
IOIDetim.. to tro.t.

A1foreotation at hiih altitudee ia coot1y and involveo high
riIk, u frequeDt failurea demonotrate. Because of the oIow
development of.uch atroreotationa it ia difficult to under.Iand and to foUo.. the ....... and proc:eues tbat lead to
a failure and then to ouggeot meuureo to improve 1IUCCeOI.
In a long-term atroreotation ezperiment we thenfore
studied the bebaviour of young treeo under vari ' us aite
conditiona with meaaurementl and oheervationa. In additiOD, utenaive environmental inveet:igationa and climatic
recordinga were carried out in the ezperimental area, in
order to understand the dift"erenceo in diaeues. growth,
and survival rate between different aitee.
The aim of thi. otudy ia to provide the basis for oelective
planting luited to tite and _ speci.. in order to be more
succeuful with leu expense.

The bedroc:k is silicious. The IOu.. are acid. mootly
podaoliaed. and partly with _ e l y deep layen of ra..
humus (BI...r 1980).
The aperimental area is dominated by different subalpine dwarf shrub and 11'''' communitiee.

STUDYSlTE
The StiUbel1l ezperimental area Ii.. near Davoo. in the
central SwiM A1po. at the timberline on a 35 to 40" inclined
NE slope at 2,080 to 2,230 m elevation. The slope i, an
avalanche catchment divided into several "poc:kel8" by
.pure (fig. 1). All a ....ult there are four diotinct relief
typeo in horizontal .w:coooion: spure. north-e1opeo. KUllieo.

FIg... l-T~mocIoIoI"'_

""""'* .....

....~ . Tho~
000_
unitloftho'-.oac:hbolng3.5mIUm
II1d c:ontaIring 25 _
of tho ..",. apodoo. - no1Ivoly EUR>pOaI1Io1d1. _111 pino. 1I1d moun-

hper ~t.l.t tbl8JmpGliUID OD Bcolocr and IilaMpmeDt t:I

lMtIr:'.....ta: A 1Aok~, WhitaftIb, In, UAA., Oct.ober 6-9, 1112.
0.. W a l t o r _ . Road ol8oedoo 9II.t<u1two. o..J...ts.ca,
ud Ueu W_ an II:IItIIlben altha HiIb Altitude Afro,..Uoo ~
Group at tba hill ' ....IIDKitute for
&ow ud 1.aDUcapt R.
Si _. ...tMriaDd.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

In the middle ,lope a typical correlation of plant communi.
ti.. with relief-type ia evident. On tho wind-expoeed .pure
tho I",".,.....;n" opon Cotrurib-Loiwkurioturn cladoni<tooum,
which ia rich in lichens, occun. Towards the north.alope8,
but atill near the apurs, followa Empdro--Vaccinietum
cttrarNtoIum with many lichens. Nut ia the mOl8y aubueociation Empdro-Vaccumtum hylocomietOlum on the
actual north.,lopei with much .now, little IOlar radiation,
and a deep ra" humuo layer. Th. avaJancho gullies are
doneely covered with m.b-crowinJ JraOO (ColamaI/rootiotum um-.). On the at\ioininJ out-lIopeo 8D8UO the thermophilo Junip<ro-ArokJOl4phy/num, firatjunipo,../ooum,
towarda tho spun coll_urn.
Th. plant communiti.. "ere taken u a bai. for th.
anaIyoio of the alI'oreotation resulte, becauee they are oxceDont lito-indicators for th. expert. On account of the
plant communiti.. tho Imowledeo from tho StiUbori experimont can be raJiably tnuuoferred to other re,iona.
The map of mean mow diaappearance (fie. 3) abo... ,....
markablo variation within the area. On .pure and outfacine 11_ onow UluaJly diaappoara firat, before tho beJinninJ of May in the 10 yoara .vorap. Snow cover lute
1000000, until later than Juno 20, on the north .Iopeo and
on the crat in the uppermoot part of tho aporimontaJ

In 1975 about 100,000 young tree. of three .peci..
(Europoanlarc:h, Lariz d<cidua Mill., ... 110, heiiht 2 an;
cembnm pine, PUuu «mbra L., 411, 14 an; and muco pille,
PUuu lUlCiII4ta !Mill.) Domin, 211, 10 em), "ere planted
at oquaJ diotanceo over an area of 5 bec:tarM. Two montho
botore plan~ th. tnea were tnuuoplanted into 10 x 10 em
peat pots filled with peat and 10Djl-term fertilizer (2 , per
liter), so that tho root-oyotemo aIre.dy _rated boto..
plantine.
The alI'oreotation ......... divided by a grid of 3.5 x 3.5 m
into about .,000 oquare unite (fi,. 1), each unit containinJ
26 !reM of the ..."., opeciea (dietanco between !reM 70 an).
The _ opeci.. alternated from on.oquare unit to th.

nen.
Survival of aJI !reM "u recorded annuaJly .. from
1976 (number of oquare unite with larch. . . 1,361, with
cembnm pinae. 1,361, and with mountain piDee • 1,360).
Tree heiJht and mortaJity cauoea "ere uoeooed annuaJly
in a repreoentetive eampl. of 226 oquare unite containinJ
1arcbee, in 228 Iquare unit. containina cembran pinel,
and in 228 oquare unite containinJ mountain piDee. Tree
Miebt relatae to net heiJht, i .• . tho frequent I... of apical
aboota io taken into aa:ount.
The aperimentaJ area bad been ecolneicaJJy analyzed
1980) and mapped prior to plantine. For interp....
tetion of the alI'oreotation, reouIta of the foDowiDjI mapo are
~voiJabIe : veptation map (Kuocb 1970), eoiJ map (Bluer
1980), map of wind apeed (N1Je\i 1971), map of,lobaJ radiation
1966). The oriJinaJ mapo "ere later .uperimpoeed on the alI'oreotation grid and computer-plotted.
hconIina" to the veptation map (fie. 2) the confiJuretion
of the plant communiti.. in the torrain baa tho followiDjl
pattern: the uppermoet part of the area, th. creet, ia larply
covered with the ouhueociation Empdro-V=iniotum co/ruridoown, and the lIope foot with RJuxiDdmdro. V=iniotum .
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Survival
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Flgu.. ~ of ~ of snow OOVOf" aprtng, lIdapIed 10 tho .nor....tion grid, data
baled on 10 year average.

In 1991, 16 yeara after plantine, 73 pernent of the Jarcheo

"0" ttiII a1ivo, compared to 26 percent of tho eombran

pineo, and 38 percent of tho muco pineo. In aJI three .pecl .. , .urvival woo clearly dependent on a1titudo and local
.ito parameters, and varied onormoul1y within tbort di..
tanceo (fig. 4). Looeeo were bicbeet in tho upper part oCthe
area, oopeciaJIy on th. creet. Here only larch ourvived to a
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Figure 4-Map of 11'.. survival rale In percentage (number of trMl alive In 1991 In a squ....
unit' lOO1nu_of._ pIantad In 1975). All II".. "H IjIOCios shown.
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certain atent (clemoDltrated by th. diqonaJ aIipm.nte of
Iq\Ian unite with good,urvival). Survival ..u boot on th.
.Iope foot. On th. undulating middle part of th. a/foreltlltiOb area, tree lurvival "'.. relatively high on e,ut..racinc
elopel and on 'Pun. Avalanche gullies were noted for poor
lurvival, which wu .Jeo reduced on north-alopee.
Development of ourvival rate varied conoiclerably between
and within the tree specie. accordin, to the lite conditiou
u ... Oected by th. plant communities (fill. 5). Th.I.....
of lan:h were relatively hich in th. lintt ye.... but later decreued. Cembran and mugo pine on the other hand luf.
fentd fewlOOMl at the becinninI. but I..... increued later.
The main rea80n (or the variation in lurvival between the
tbnte .pociea durinjr the lintt y..... may be the differencea
in age and.ize at the time o(plantina. The one-year-old
IarclIeo w.... on average only 1.9 em hich and therefore leu
robust and weaker competiton than th. tbree-year-old
mountain pineo and the 6ve-year-old c:embran pineo. which
we... on ave..,., 10.4 em and 13.8 em hich.

Empet~Voccinidum and a. CalamtJ61Wtietum, the para.
8itic fungu8 Aacocal)'% ab~tina waa the major mortality
caUIJe for pine•. The larch, however, wu much leu.u.
c:eptible to fungal dioe..... Only 1.1 pertent of the planted
larch.. were recorded .. killed by AacocoIy.r ab~tina compared to 53.3 pen:ent of c:embran pin•. No other funpJ
dioeue hao been found to heve a .cniIlcant effect on larch
mortaJity. Field ......ment of AacocoIy.r cIamap in larch.
however, hu IOmetime8 been difficult linee &oat damace
may have looked very limilar. The biggelt problem for
larch at lite. with 10ng·la8ting Inow cover in IPrina may
be thick. layers of raw humul. Low temperaturel lNatly
reduce decompo8ition and lead to the accumulation of or·
ganic material on which European larch groWl poorly.
The aecond important of the Bite facton we included in
the _ i o n a.wyeia oflarch mortaJity wu the frequ.ncy
of avaJanchOl. On ,iteo with frequent avalancheo the young
larch treee lurvived leu well than on lites with few or no
avalanchet. The re8lOn for thie relationehip, ho~"er, W'U
not uprooting or Item brea.k.aae by the moving .DO,":'. Avalanche. carried mineral aoil into the gulli•• leading to i;;:!,
herbaceou. vegetation IUch u ~t~tum caUliDa
strong ir tenpeci.fic competition. At the time of plantina.
lan:h.. were by far the 1IDaIl00t in h.icht compared to th.
pinu and therefore sufrered mOlt from competition with
herbaceous veptation. However. once the larch tree. Iurvived th. 6nt yean and manaaed to OItabliah th.maelveo
th.ir furth.r ourvival wu mueh better than that of th.
two Pin," .pecie•.
The impact of the other lita facton. global radiation. oIope
inclination, and wind velocity, on survival oflarc:h wu Iii·
nificant, too, ezplaining betw..n 1 and 2 peroent of the total
variation. Survival inctaued with inereuina' global radia·
tion, Ilope inclination, and wind velocity. but decreued
with increuing altitude and with increaling number of
.no,,·free daY' in winter.

CD
~

~
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~

Mortality CaUHa
Duriq the 6nt 16 Y"ant. 27 pe...nt of the plantedlarclleo
died•• proportion that wu relatively ,mall compared to the
two pine 'pociea. In 78 pertent of all dead IarclIeo no cauae
for mortaJity could be rec:otrnized. In 8.3 portent of the
dead 1arclIeo, death wu uoiped to competition with hertaa!Ouo _tation. The paruitie ru.".... AacocoIy.r abidina
(Lagorb.) (. GN!m"..n~114 ab~'ina (Lagerb.) Morel.t) ..u
aueued .. the mortality eau.ee for '.2 percent ohhe
1arclIeo. LethaJ mechanical bark illjurie, w.re found in
2.3 percent, and uprootina by mow and lOil movemenu
wu reepoD.lible tor another 1.9 percent of the tree louee.
Browsing herbivores, particularly cbamoia (Rupicapra
rupicapral, contributed 1.1 percent to the total mortality
of larch. 'f11elut filrure, bowever, may be conoiderably
hicher ,inee many of the young trees that diaappeared may
have been broweed by chamoil.
To learn more about the impact of lite (acton on .urvival
we performed ltepwioe _ i o n a.wyeia (BAS 1985) with
lJ'CIine tran.formed sW"Yival rates of la.rt:hea (number of
trees in alq\lan unit alive in 19911number of trees planted
in 1975) at the dependent variable and the .ite (acton alti.
tude above IU. level, slope. radiation, wind velocity, num.
ber of .now·free daY' in winter, avalanche frequency, and
date of diaappe.arance o( 'now cover in .pring u the infIu.
ence variables. Since aome o( theM .ite (acton were not
mutually independent the roUowinjr result ,hould be reprded with caution.
Date of di.lnppeanmce of .now caver in ' Prina wu the
moct import:mt factor explaining aome 23 percent of the
totaJ variation in lurvival of larch. Survival decreaaed
with increum., duration of .now caver in .pring. Larch,
however, wu much more tolerant to 10ng.1utm., .now
cover in .priq than were the two pine .peQ.e.. In 1991
30 percent of the larche. were atill alive in aquare unite
that were .now~ef'ed after June 10, where .. the pinel
had virtually diaappeared at ouch ,iteo. At lite. with lata
diaappearance (6,. 3l that can be cbaractariJed ..
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CONCLUSIONS
The conoeque"""" of the reouIts fnlm the StiIIbera aperimental plantation for afforeltlltion practice are thoroucbJy
di.ec:uaoed in Schonenberpr and othen (1990).
A goodlmowledp of the _lOll' of ouhaJpin. habitata
ia required in arcIer to _ t e the proopecto ollWDlOl of
afforeototiono. The aliihteat irntJuIaritiOl in the tarrain
give riM to larp: diff'erencee in DlicnHite, 10 that Cavourabl. and unfavourabl•• iteo may U. very dOlO topth.r.
Specific threats to partieular _ 'pociea fnlm fungi, pm••
inaecta. climatic atreme., IDOW movemer.te. and competi·
tion on the individual lite. muat be taken into account.
dilIIculti•• it may pay to .mploy opec:iaJ. more
Givon
leborioWl methoda of cultivation and planting••. , . to uae
potted rather than bare-rooted planta. C1uotar arranpmant must be preferred to a resuIar planting pattern. oince
it allcnn conaideration of mic:nHite conditione, the etta~
lilhment of. good aurface atructun, and the predwoion of
uniform atancle. Lut but not 1...1, th. growth conditiono
in mountainoua rqiODl impoee appropriate methoda of
tending for young growth and thicketa. ,.. development
proceeda only .Iowly. th. thoroUjih documentation of work
conducted ia OIpec:iaJly important to .nou... that eoperiencea are not 10it.
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heicht of larch _
wu only a f.w cenlimltlln after
16 Y"ant. which greatly reducad the overall_ heicht
of larch. Mean heicht of the two pin••peci.. on th.o!bar
hand gained from th••baence of valUOl from poor liteo.
When we compared the litao that allowed vicoroWl
1an:h0l ware obviouoly th. moot oucceaoful of the three
attaining the greateat h.icht and _
ourvival
rate.
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In 1991 Jr.t..: n h.icht ofth.larch tree. w.. '1ichtly greater
than mean height of cembran pine but lignificantly lower
than thut of mountain pine.
Stepwiae regre8lion of tree height of larch on the various
.ite facton ",veaJed altitude and global radiation .. the two
moet important facton ezplaining ..me 28 and 18 per<ent
of the total variation. Tree heicht decreued with increuing
elevation, and increased with incre.lina global radiation.
Further, wind velocity explained 9 percent, and slope incll·
nation 6 percent of the variation in height. Tree height d~
creased with increaling wind velocity but inerealed with
increaaing Ilope inclination. No other of the 8ite facton
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impact on height in larch.
Comparin, only mean heicht among the tbnte tree 'pecies, howe'ler, may lead to WI'OI1&' conclUlioDli. Variable lite
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.. in ourvival. Survival rate oflan:h w.. about doubl. that
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Microsite Characteristics and Safe
Site Description for Western Larch
Germination and Initial Seedling
Establishment
Brian P. Oswald
Leon F. Neuenschwander
Shearer (1975). Schmidt and othen (1976). and Artl.y
and othere (1978) evaluated the general ecolOllY and the
aeedbed and aermination requirements of western larch
(LarUe """uuntalia). Weetem larch ..as found to germi.
nate on a variety of seedbed typee. but eeedlinasurvival
..as generally limited to mineral lOil seedbeds. Mortality
.... cauaed by funci. predation. insolation. and droUllht.
Geier.Hay.. (1987) surveyed the eeedIing survival ofm
conifer .pean. including weetem larch, on various microlite conditions within lo.mt plots in central Idaho but did
not evaluate we lite characterietica for germination or
initial eeedling eatebliahment.
The objectivea of thia study ..ere to deecribe and quan·
tify microaite variability of the foreat noor in a mUted coni·
fer foreot ueina phyeieaJ seedbed characterietico impor·
tant for the regeneration of westem larch. Microeite
variability wu then evaluated as to ita impact on the germination and initial aeedlin&' eetablilhment of western
larch. SoC. sites were deecribed and oaf. site threoholde
determined. The phyeieaJ characteristice having the
greatest influence on germination and initial establish·
ment were identified. The influence on the germination
and eeedling eateblishment ofweetem larch of abedina.
burning. and mechanieaJ effec:te and protectina eeede and
aeedlinge from predation were quantified.

Abet... et-Eight. variablel were ueed to dncribe miCfOlit.e typet
and meallured before treat.ment., at ~tburninc treatment., and
1 yeu later microeite condition. Litter, lmall veptatioo, lOil
lurface roughneu. duff', and ItieU were lirnific:antly affeded. by
burning treat.ment; IIhading. mau, and larp VecetatiOD wen DOt
lirnificantly affected by treatment.. Germioation percentapl
and .eedling development were lignificantly ereater Oft capel
unit. than on uncapd unit. by midMUOn. No lien-meant differ.
encel occurTed in rennin.tion or initial teedlinc utablilhmeat
between burned and unburned treatmenta.

Gennination and seedling development depend on the
interaction of a seed and aeedling with ita phyaical and
biological environment. Some of the miCT08ite and aeed·
bed facton affecting germination and seedling eetablilh·
ment are shading, litter and duff cover, eoil moietun,
competing vegetation, in80lation, predation, and the inter·
actions among these variables. Traditional natural regen·
eration site preparation methode are applied to create the
optimal seedbeds for the te'lIOted species.
During the period between weed dispersal and aeedling
establishment, events occur that frequently determine the
fate of individuel plante (Fowler 1988). Harper and oth·
en (1965 ) defined a safe site as a zone eurrounding a eeed
or seedling with the stimuli required to break seed dor·
mancy. with the conditions for germination to occur, with
sufficient oxygen and water for germination, and with a
lack of predators, competiton, and pathogene epecific to
the seed or seedling.
The microsite eize required for germination and eetabliahment varies with the size of the weed and the seedling.
The tenne -microsite- and -microenvironment- have been
uaed to describe areas ranging from as large Be 16.4 ha
(Gashwiler 1967) to ae small .. tree fall mounds and pita
(Beatty and Stone 1986). The eize ofa eafe site will vary
with the size of the seed or seedling but will encompase
the immediate area surrounding the seed or aeedling
(Harper 1977).

METHODS
Five relatively undi.turbed ......,..,h sites reOectina the
natural variation of the foreet Door were aetectect in the
foll of 1987 on the Univenity of Idaho EzperimentaJ For·
eet, approumately 48 km northeast ofMoecow,ID. The
eites were choeen as deecribed by MueUer·Domboia and
Enenebera (197.): -subjectively but without preconceived
bias,- to represent sites at the ecological ed&e of wutem
larch. Sites were cl ...ified as Abiu/lrolldio/Phy.ocorplU
malv"",... (grend fir/nineherk) habitat type foUowing
Cooper and oth.n (1991).
Ten tranaecta, each 15.3 m long, were randomly located
ac:roaa elope contours. At each 0.3 m along theee tran·
sects, a 6.1..an diameter circular sample point wu established end wee quantified with categorieaJ deacr!ptora for
the amount of duff, litter, amall ltiCU «2.km in diam·
eter), vegetation. aoil eunaee roUCbnel8 <relative eoilaur·
face in relation to eeed eir.e), and ehading (estimate of
shadina between 12 and 2 p.m.). A combination ofth...
phyeieaJ characterietice defined a microaite type.

P.per prHtnt.d .t the .ympGIium on Eeo.IDI)' .nd ... .."...ment 01
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. After the sample pointa were deecribed , half of each
randomly selected and the five tranaecta within
that halfbumed with propane torches between October 7
an~ 11,1~7 . The burned sample points were again de~bed WIth the aame categorical descriptors after bum1DI treatment, and all sample points were cluaified in the
fall of 1988, 1 year after treatment..
Two 0.74-ml plots were also located on each research
site and subdivided into O.09-mll experimental units. The
treatments applied randomly to each ezperimental unit
and replicated on each Bite were: oeedbed treatment (burn,
ed or mechanical), BOil (mineral BOil or dull), shading (fuJI
or 60 percent lun), and caging (protected or not protected
from bird or rodent predation). Hand trowela ..ere \lied
to eimulate mechanical lite treatments; propane torches
were uaed for burning treatment.. Shading racb created
the shading factor, and 0.6-cm meah hardware cloth, .un!<
10 em mto the ground and covering the sides and top of
the experimental unit, wu used to limit bird and rodent
predation.
After the eecond cluaification in October 1987, seven
....tern larch oeeds (four upected to germinate baaed on
germination testa) were distributed on each sample point.
and ISO (100 upected to germinate) oeeds diatributed on
each experimental unit..
Beginning in April 1988, the sample pointe and experimental units were visited every 3 days. The numbers of
ge.~tiona (radical emerging from seed). germinants
~~~cal entering lOil to development of first needles), and
lDltial &eedlings (eeed cap off and needles visible) were recorded. In this otudy, aeedhng eatablishment referred to
HedJin&: survival at the end of the fint growing BealOn.
The 3-day achedule was maintained for 3 months, then
wee~y measurements were made for a month, followed
by biweekly obeervationa for the remainder of the growing
eeuon. A new aet of 0.74_ mll plota was established in the
fall .of \988 on the same sites, and this portion of the expenment was repeated during the 1989 growing season.
. Statilti.caI testa (ANOV A, Principal Component Analy·
III, DiacTurunant Analysis. Regression) were performed
on the data to determine sources of forest floor variation
to isolate lhe variables influencing germination and
ling establiahment of western larch, and to determine
-we lites- for western larch germination and seedling
establishment.

Stte was

seed-

aample points; after 1 year this microeite type wu little
different from pretreatment levels. 'nle 10 moet common
pretreatment types showed little or no change in levels of
duff. la...., vegetation, moea, and aoil surface rougbneu
between microeite types, while litter changed the moet.
There wee no difference in the microeite typee comprising
the 10 moet common microeite types poettreatment and
1 year later. Deecriptor variables accounted for 96 percent th~ variation among foreet floor microeiteB. with
ahading,litter, and aman vegetation aaaociated with apo
prommately 78 percent of the variation.

?'"

Germination and Seedlings on Various
Microaitea
Fro~

17,.500 oeeds distributed on 61S microaite typH,

206 IDlCl"OOlte typH supported 741 germinations and 200
mieroeite typeo supported 656 germinanta (fig. 1). By the
end of the first growing aeaaon, 47 seedlings on 33 micrcr
site types were found. Winter mortality and predation
reduced survival to four individuals on three microeite
typH.

. Overall, three variables (duff, aticks, and large vegeta·
tion) were never significant desc:ripton, while site, small
vegetation, and lOilsurface roughneu were significant
deocripton at aU developmental stages. Roughn... and
litter were significant deeaipton until the end o( the first
growing aeaaon. and moea only at the later stages. On
bumed sample points, litter at the germinant stage and
m088 at the eeedling stage were significant descriptors.
On unburned sample points, site, small vegetation, and
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RESULTS
Micl'08ite Variability
Only 61S of the 135,000 poeaible different microeite
typeo occurred. Littl. change occurred on the unburned
sample pointe, while the number of different miuOIite
typeo (388 to 2171 was reduced after burning. The num·
ber of burned microeite types that occurred only once was
reduced to 49 after burning; the number oftheae microeite
types I year later (102) W88 little different than initial
( 1-40) meaauremente. The microeite type that occurred
~ often had moderate soil cover, no vegetation or shadIng, and waa the aame for pretreatment, poettreatment
and I-year measurements. There was an increase in
OCCUlTeDCe of this type after treatment on the burned
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duff were significant descripton at early developmental
stages, while litter, mose, and shading were aitnificant
at later stages.
The number of significant variables and interactiolUl (or
unburned sample pointa inctuaed .. the oeeds germinated
and became germinanta, with fewer significant interactions at the end of the fint if'Owina aeuon. Analyail of
burned aample pointa indicated no aignificant interacti....
ofvariablee and only individual variabl_llignific:&Dt at
each seedling stage.
Multiple regreaeion analysis for germination and
germinant stag.. produced R~a of 0.02 to 0.08 (Oswald
1992). Using only the 37 aample pointa that supported
seedlinga at the end ofthe lint IJI"Owine oeaoon. a buie
regreaBion model (y. A + BJ() explaining 75 percent of
the variation for the we site that IUpporta a weetem
larch seedling at the end of the lint ....wine _ n on
a grand fir/ninebark habitat type ..u : Seedling .unival
at the end of lint growing .....,n . 1.65 + 2.S1 (oita) - 0.15
(seedbed treatment' shading) - 0.114 (Bite' moao).

Seedling Development on Various
Seedbeds
No significant (p < 0.05) differen0B8 in mean number
of germinationa or germinanta were found from shading.
Significant differences in number oC germinationa from
caging effecta ended May 14 in 1988 and April 22 in 1989,
and by June 14 in 1988 and May 28 in 1989 for germinanta.
'nle significant variation cauaed by aeedbed treatment
in 1988 ..as found only on May 1 for germination and
throuchout the study for germinante.
Shading ..as not a aignificant factor affecting seedling
numben either growina eeaaon. Soil was a licnificant
factor throughout the 1988 ....wine....,n but only duro
ing the aecond half of the ....wine oeaoon in 1989. Cqing
and seedbed treatment were Bignificant facton in both
yean. In 1988 and 1989, Bignificant d i f f . - in seed·
ling numben were found at each data between caged and
uncaged unita.
Unita protected from predation produced oignificantly
more (p < 0.021 &eedlings by miclaeaaon (June 2 to July 22
in 1988, June 20 to July 20 in 19891, with four to 10 tim..
the mean seedling numben found on uncaged unite, depending on other seedbed treatmenta. On mechanically
treated plata in 1988, shaded unita supported mon seed·
lingo than unshaded unita, as did shaded caged unito on
minerallOil over the other caged unite in 1989. Seedling
numbeR per plot peaked by early June on burned units
both yeara: the number of seedlinga on unburned plata
pealted in late May in 1988 and late June in 1989. Rapid
reduction in seedling numben occurred in July both yean
regardI ... of treatment, with nonsignificant diffennceo in
mean seedling numben between tnatmenta by August 15
in 1988 and August 7 in 1989.
For seedling numben during the IIOCOnd half of tha
growing eeaaon, leaat square regreuion uai.nc the linear
mod.e~ of the form N . 8 0(7') + 8 1, where N. number or
seedlinga, B. and B, • Ilopo and intercept, and T. Julian
dates between June 20 and October 19, produced the fol·
lowing eumpl .. of best fita for unc:aged unito both yean:

Uncaged 1988 burned:
N. -0.24(7') + I .SO R'. 0.91
Uncaged 1989 mechanical: N. -0.36(7') + 4.45 R'.0.94

The caged unita were fit beet by the lociatic model:
N. A + C - W (1 + (A. - CIC)e 14011 ·l ltn)>-,
..han
A and C • upper and lower aeymptotee, and B and 8 •
parameteR, producing the following example eq~tiOIUl~

Caaod 1988 burned:

N. 29.52 - (351(1 + 5.390...··'))'·..

R' . 0.S7
Caged 1989 mecbanical:N .92.58 - (100/(1 +12.480"""1)'R'.0.88

DISCUSSION
Bumina redU<Od mic:rooite variability, as there were
fewer tota1 mic:rooite typH on burned pointa. The impact
ofbumina 011 mic:rooite type variability on tbeoe Bites uaing th_ deKriptor variabl....u abort lived; probably,
the low intensity and low 8fIverity of fire resulted in the
rapid recovell'.
Mou and large vegetation levels were the eame in the
moot common typeo aft.er bumina and 1 year later, ....
Oecting the abeence of tbeoe variabl.. on tbeoe pointa
and, tharefore, ...... not upected to change within 1 year.
Tbe reduction of duff and litter aft.er bumina inc:reaaed
the number of mic:roeitee with a lIIDooth aoil .urface from
IS to 70. On tbeoe aample pointa, .ticks were rare (zero
to five oticka per point), renecting a lack of BOUn:etI (large
veptation) on theee sites. Litter, the moat variable d~
ocriptor, appean inOuenced by outside facton, since PCA
teota did not ab_ a strong correlation between litter and
the other deo<:riptor variabl...
Shading was aI..aya the primary variabl. in the 6nt
principal component (42.7 percent ofvariation). On the..
sit. it "'u caueed by ponderoea pine overshadowing the
Bite and the occaaiona1 dumpe of oceanapray and ninebarIt
on the eitea. Litter, almost entirely pine needles and
1.._ from tall ohrubo, dominated the IIOCOnd principal
component (23 percent of variation1. The remaining domi·
nant variable, .mall vegetation. wall leas patchy than the
above variabl... Due to the BOutherly expooure of tho
oiteo, we did not expect duff to be important in diotin·
guiohing mic:rooite typH. Althougb common on all Bileo,
mOM wu not found on enouab sample points to become
a major variable.
The number of ....tern larch oeeds germinating and
bec:omi.nc prminante on a aimilar number of microeite
typeo reOec:ta the ability of "OBtem larch to germinate
under • wide variety of conditiolUl, even at the dry end oC
its range. 'I1MI minimal cbanp in the number ofmic:roaite
typH .upporting germination and germinanta nllec:ta a
lack of difference in oare Bite (seedbecla with proper condi·
tiona) requirements for theee developmental stqee. The
decreaae in seedling numbera by the end of the 6nt ....w·
ing _ n ,..,u1ta from oare .ite requirement " " " - between .t.age&, nOected in c:bangee of BOil temperature, aoiI
moilture, and plant competition that oc:cuned on theee
Biteo during this period. The area uaually baa • dry, hot
period June througb August, when moot vegetation is
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under moisture streB8. Most of the seedling mort lity oc-

range and in abnormally hot and dry years. This reduc-

curred from June through August, largely due to drought,

tion also highlighte the natural variation in microsites
and potential safe sites for western larch on this habitat
type.
Predation greatly affected the success of western larch
germination and seedling development. Caged units had
significantly greater germination and seedling numbers
than uncaged units in both 1988 and 1989. Most predation was of seeds during the fall, winter, and early
spring before germination; Schmidt and others (1976)
reported similar results for western larch. Burned plots
had greater seedling numbers in both caged and uncaged
units than unburned plots, indicating improved germination conditions on burned seedbeds with reduced duff
depth. When seeds germinated on mineral soil, more
survived on mechanically treated plots, confirming the
results of Boyce (1985). The overall lack of significant
differences from seedbed treatment (mechanical versus
burned) was surprising. These results perhape reflect
slight site differences of slope and aspect that on the western, low elevation and dry end of the species' ecological
amplitude (Cooper and others 1991) influence germination and seedling development conditions to a greater degree than previously thought.
Through the middle of the first growing season, seedling numbers were three to 10 times higher in treatments
protected from predation. However, overall seedling numbers were not significantly different after August IS, regardleea of seedling treatment. After a month of dry, hot
weather, mortality from heat girdling and moisture streBB
may have reduced any early benefit of protection from
predation, overwhelming any beneficial effect of the shading treatment. Even though seed predation was a nuijor
factor in the germination of western larch, it was not a
factor directly determining the survival of western larch
seedlings at the end of the first growing season.
On mineral soil, seedbed treatment and caging had
higher number of seedlings at midseason both years.
These results coincide with results of previous studies
(Shearer 1975; Boyce 1985; Wellner 1990). Unlike these
studies, however, we found no significant differences in
the number of western larch seedlings at the end of the
first growing seaaon. The best-fit regression lines to seedling number.' show that. although the influence of predation produced dramatically di.f ferent models, other factors
p-eatly influenced first.year seedling survival. The tenuou survival of western larch aeedlings on grand firl
ninebark habitat type at the edge of western larch's ec0logical amplitude is more likely the reaaon for the lack
of significant differences in aeedling numbers at the end
of the growing eeaaon.
Many individual seeds were removed by seed predators
before or during germination; little mortality occurred aftsr prminatioo in the first half of the growing eeason.
The lack of significance of the shading and seedbed treatment variabl_ on germination or seedling development
and the low mortality after germination both years suggest a low imptlCt off'ungi on aeedling survival. Heat girdling baa been identified as a ~ factor in aeedling survival (Schmidt and others 1976; Shearer and Halvorson
1967) and may have been a cauae of seedling mortality in
this study. The role of seed predation was much greater

but predation of seedlings by rodents, insects, and birds
was also a factor. Winter 10BBe8 of 33 seedlings were probably the result of both predation and mortality from moisture and temperature streB8 the previous growing season
(1988).

The importance of site on seedling development reflects
the differences that exist in forest floor heterogeneity and
safe site distribution within a single habitat type. The
lack of statistical significance for duff and small vegeta-

tion on burned sample points was not surprising, since
duff was often less than 2.5 em deep on these south-facing
slopes before burning and 8D18l1 vegetation was consumed
in the fire.
On burned sample points, soil surface roughness was
significant at early stages of seedling development. but
DOt important for seedling survival at the end of the first
growing season. As seedlings grow, they require additional shade and moisture-as provided by vegetation, litter, and sti~ in earlier stages, as well as continued protection from predation and competing vegetation.
On unburned sample points, the existence of small vegetation and duff was more important at the early developmental stages.
The inc:reaaed specifica .on of safe site requirements as
the seedling develops suggests a multiple pathway development for seedling development. Regression analysis
sbowa the inc:reaeed specification of safe site requirements
with advancing seedling development, especially on unburned sample points. The J(l (0.74) at the end of the first
growing season shows that we were successful in identifying some of the physical characteristics influencing seedling survival on unburned sites for western larch at the
dry end of its range. The low I(l's (0.04 to 0.1>6) for earlier
developmental stages on these same sites indicate that
additional variables impact western larch germination
and initial development.
The differences between unburned and burned sample
points were in the interactions bet ween site and other
variables. On unburned sample points. the interacting
variables (m088, shading) can provide protection from
seed predators and sha.d e seedlings from high soil surface
temperatures and moisture stre88. On burned sample
points, the only significant variable for germination was
aoilsurface rouahneB8. idicrovariation in soil surfaces
ahouId provide some protection from predation and incre.aae soil moisture availability.
Traditional site preparation methoda, such as burning
to improve seedbeda, may actually decrease survival of
western larcll once germination is completed. The wide
ranae of safe sites for western larch germination coincidee
with Schmidt and othen (1976), who found western larch
prmination under a wide variety of conditione. The hiah
mortality rate in the first year also supports previous
atudiee.
The reduction of 17,500 seeds to 47 seedlinp after one
growing eeaaoo highlights the interactive nature of microaite c:haracteristica for the different stages of development
and the tenuous nature of s11CCell8ful natural reameration
of a apeciee at the edp of its ecological range. The number of aa!e ·w should be fewest on the edge of a speciee
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than reported in an earlier study of western larch (Shearer
a nd Halvorson 1967). Seed predation on south-facing and
west-facing aspects may be greater than on other aspects
due to le88 snow and warmer habitat for rodents and insects in the interim between conifer seed distribution and
germination. We did not separate mortality causes eKcept
that caused by predation.

CONCLUSIONS
Microsite variability is an important factor in the availability of safe sites for a species' regeneratio~\ . The we
site concept is effective for evaluating natural regeneration requirementa for the different stages of eeedling development. The differences in safe site for germination
aDd initial aeedling establishment show the changing
seedbed requirementa tor the different stages. The effect
of seed predation on the natural regeneration proce88 may
be understated for western larch, and ecarification may
not provide sufficient increases in seedling development
to wan-ant its cost over that of shallow duff. On this habitat type, it might be more effective to manage for the
natural regeneration of other timber species and eKpect
some natural regeneration of western larch.
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Potentials for Establishment and
Cultivation of Siberian Larch (Larix
sibirica Ledeb.) in the Nordic Countries
Markus Lassheikki
Anders MattsSOD
Growth and yield of Siberian lan:h . - that of d0mestic Norway Ipruce and Scots pine OD the beat lite.
(Martinaoon 1992; Vuokila and othen 1983). Lard> can
withstand .tn>ng winda and ;. fairly tolerant of froot.
Larch il &180 reaistant to lOme atent apinat butt rot. although thi. property baa put1y been _ _...ted (Lain.
1977; Palmberg 1969). Lard> i. alao ...ther reaillant to
pollutanta.
One of the beat known .tanda of Siberian larch i. the
one at Raivola near Saint Peterab\ll'l. The ltand wu
originally established in 1738 for ohip building. The lint
part of this forest waa seeded with seed from An:hangel.k.
Later, the stand waa aupplementary planted with seedlings {llveaaalo 1916). The aeedlinga may be ofUfa origin.
Therefore, seed from the Raivola seed source is often })e.
lieved to contain provenance hybrids.
Stands from the Raivola seed source grow eIcellently
throughout the Northern count~iea in a wide range of lite
and climate conditiona (Edlund 1966; Lllhde and othero

AbRnIei--Int.erest in larch cultivation is inerealing in the
Nordic countries for ecological and aocio-economical re.uon •.
Siberian larch is one of the mOlt promi.ing Hoties for cultivation
in northern Europe. A Nordic project has .tudied. the efFect of
cultural regimes in nwaeries on Redling development and early

field establishmenl

[n the Nontic countriea--Sweden, Finland, Norway,
Denmark. and Icelan~nvironmental consideration and
aspects oflandacape management are becoming increasingly important in forestry. Airborne pollutants and forecasted change in global climate will affect the resources
that are available for plant growth and plant composition.
For example, nitrogen deposition in southern Finland today already amounta to more than 10 kg/haIyear. As
wood production will remain important along with environmental awareneB8, and as physiochemical changes are
likely to occur in forest ecosystems, we have to seek alternative tree apeciea for the aite-adapted sU8tainable forestry that ia carried out in the Nordic countriea. In this
connection, larch may be a species of great interest in the
futUl"\!.

Larch is not a native species in the Nordic countries
(fig. 1). However, according to di800vered wood fragmenta
and pollen studies <Hirvas 1991; Mllkinen 1982),larch
grew in northern Europe before the last glacial period.
Larch has not returned naturally to Sr.andinavia probably
due to the humid climate. It has also been postulated
that larch just hasn't had enough time to return and has
been preve'nted by edaphic factors a nd topography.

SmERIAN LARCH
~ndom dendrological experiments and. later, designed
studies over more than 200 yeara have given valuable information on t.he ada ptation and productivity of exotic
species. Siberian larch is one of the most promising exotic
species for cultivation in the boreal a nd hemiarctic tones
of northern Europe !Bldndal 1982; Ulhde a nd others 1984;
Martinaoon and Winaa 1986) (fig. 2).

FJgure 1-C>istrixltion 01 larch spedes over the
northern hemisphero (Lo Page and Basinger 1991 ).
Lagend 01 scientific names: (I) Larix IJIricinII (Ou Roi)
C. Koch; (2) L. gmelini Tu"".; (3) L _
Lsdob.;
(4) L. ~_ Nun.; (5) L /ylllli/ Parta"".; (8) L
kaempIBri(lamb.) SII1gOI1'; (7) L gmWnivar.
o/gensis (Mayr) 0s.O<11. and Syracn ~ ; (8) L
gmolini var. principis·ruppfscMi (Mayr) o.tenl. and
Syrach Larsen; (9) L polanini Salalin; (10) L
grillilhiana (Undfoy o' Gordon) CanioI<s; (11) L
masfofSiana RBhde< and Wilson; (12) L - .
Mill",; (13) L - . var. pojonicI (RadborskI)
Os.O<1'. and Syrach Larsen.

~Iper preeent.ed It the Sympoeium on Ec:oJoo and Mlnagement or
Lui. Foren.: A Look Ahe.d. Whit.ef18h. MT. U.S.A.. October 5-9, 1992.
Marlul Lu.heiklli i. It the Univenity or Hebinki, Oeplrtment of
Fol'Mt EcoIOO. 9F-00170 Hebinki, Finl.nd. Anden Mlttaaon a It lhe
Swed*, Uninnily 0( AlriaJI\ural Scienc:n, Deputment or Fomt Yield
Re.u.reh. $770 73 Glrpenbera. S"eden.
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BEST COpy AVAILABLE

In theee cin:umatancea there i.e an obvious need, in the
Nordic countries, of more knowledge on cultural regilDee
in nuneries when producing luch eeedlinp for aucceeaful
atand eatabliahment. TIUI is aJao t.~~ aubject of a joint
Nordic project that baa just started.
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A NORDIC LARCH PROJECT

".... 2--Oisri>uIion 01 _ l a r c h (Ulrix
_ l _.) (Sarv.. 19&4).

1984; Lineo 1990). Several seed orclumla of the Reivola
oeed aource have been eatablished since the 1950's. In
Finland they amount to about 50 ha (Anon. 1989), producinc oeed _ only for the needa of Finland but also enouch
for aport.. There are dilCU8lions now on the eetablilh~
ment of oeed orchards of this source in Finland solely for
the needs oflceland. At. there i. practically no hackground pollination, theoe seed orchards will give an
opportunity to eave genetic information.
Siberian larch i •• typical pioneer species and needs
Iota oflicht for regeneration. Within a closed mature
atand, young growth does not occur except in gape with
high BOlar radiation. Siberian larch regenerate. naturally
in Scandinavia (Paloeuo 1938), which can be seen aa the
proofor.daptation. Natural regeneration i8, however.
limited by the number of seed-producing atand8. Manual
aeedina baa been ueed 8JI a 8UccesefuJ regeneration method
(Ahola 1952). Today it is limited by the price and the small
amount of available aced. Therefore,larch is mainly regen.,.,.ted by plantinc·
Today, larch foreete account for only a few permille of
the total foreat area in the Nordic countries, and they do
not exceed 25,000 ha total. The foreats are widely apread
and generally rather amal l.
Estimated yearly seedling production aflarch in the
Nordic countries ill about 5 million. which is much le88
than 1 percent of the total aeedling production. Normally,
Siberian larch is planted 88 pure stands at a density of
1,100 to 2,500 seedlings per ha . Site 8C8rification is ~m
moo and has 8 positive influence on early field estabhshmont (o.karaaon and Ottosaon 1990). Prescribed burning
is also conaidered beneficial (Edlund 1966), although it ia
now eeldom carried out becaU8e of the high cost. On a practical aca1e, larch baa been cultivated fairly well in northern
Finland since the 1980's . In a recent study. Valkonen
(1992) found that larch had a significanUy higher aurvival
than spruce and pine (fig. 3).
Potential ueee of larch in the Nordic countries aleo include afforestation of agricultural fields and sites where
competition by weeds and broad-leaved species is strong.
Larch is, however, sensitive to competition from weeds,
and young plantationa must be cared for thoroughly. Larch
can also be used .. a landscape tree because it ill visually
pleuing.

The objective of the project. started in 1992 and running
to 1994, ill to study how dift'erent cultunol regimea affect
larch aeedling development in the nunory and affect early
field eatabliohmenL
The 1992 trial. were focuaed on the hardeninc p in the fall. For that reaaon. Siberian larch seedlinca (seed
from NeitsytniOlDl seed on:bard in Finland, founded with
material of Raivola provenance), all sown in April 1992 at
Garpenberr, Sweden (latitude 60·15' N., longitude 16·~5'
E.), were treated in four ways in growth chamben dunng
• weeu 'n August 1992. The four treatments were:
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To evaluate if theae treatments had affaeted the seedling's hardening proceoo, root samplea from each treat.ment and an unfrozen control were expoeed to tempera·
tures of - 2 and -7 ·C, alter which the electrolyte leakaga
from each sample W88 measured.
Electrolyte leakage baa often been used .. a meaaurement of plant vitality (among many references that could
be cited are Colombo and othen 1984; Flint and othen
1967' McKay and Mason 1991). The theory i. that when
healthy tilllue ia immersed in water. free of lona, there il
a alight movement of cell contents, including iOnl, into the
surrounding water. The concentration oriona in the 1101\1tion can then be detected using a conductivity meter. If
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seedJinge treated by short days was not affected, indicating better root hardine81 for those aeed1ings. Furthermore, there is a tendency that short days in combination
with cold nights. had a positive effect on root hardening.
When frozen to -7 ·C, all treatments were damaged to the
same level.
Other questions focused in the project are the development of dry matter content combined with regiatrationl
of the dynamics in root growth capacity during the production phase in the nursery (compare Mattaaon 1986).
Field perfonnance after outplanting of Siberian larch
seedlings. grown under different nur&ery regimes, will
also be studied during coming yeaR.
We hope thia project will contribute to better knowledge
of s uitable nursery regimee. aimed at producing eeediinga
well adapted to establish future Siberian larch stands in
the Nordic countries.

the cell membrane is ruptured in Borne way. the cell contents will leak at a faster rate, which indicates damage to
the cell membrane.
The results from the conductivity measurements of the
root samples are presented in figure 4. Two measurements were made, the (, rat at the end of August 1992 (after completion of the short day and night temperature
treatmenU, the upper graph, and the second in the middJe
ofSep mber, the lower graph. The relative conductivity
for the given temperatures in the graphs (unfrozen samples, samples frozen to - 2 or - 7 °C) is calculated a8 the
conductivity expressed as percentage of that in living tisaue in relation to that in dead tissue from each treatment.
In trua case, the root samples were killed at the end ofthe
test in boiling water under pressure for 10 minutes.
Preliminary results in August and September 1992
"howed that when frozen to -2 oC, root conductivity from

ODd

pine 10 _ _ 1ft" pIonting In I1Of1Iwn Finland
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Response of Western Larch to
Site Preparation
R.T.Graham
A.E.Harvey
M. F. Jurgensen
D. s. Page-Dumroese
J.R.Thnn
T.B.Jain
productive sites in the region, in terms oCwater, scenery,
wildlife, and commercial products.
This Inland Empire portion of the western larch range
coincides with the center ofthe western white pine (Pinu,
monlicola Doug\. es D. Don) range <Graham 1990a; Haig
and othera 194!). The landacape where both species occur
is diverse. The topography is steep with elevations ranging from 500 to 1.600 m above ..a level <Graham 1990a).
It iB characterized by large river valleyo BUch 88 the St. Joe.
Clearwater, Priest, and Coeur d'Alene. Western larch
grows on all aspects and on soils derived from granite,
ochiBta. and baoalta (Gr.ham 1990a; Schmidt and Shearer
1990). Often the upper lOiI layers are loess or ash, important components of the lOils in many of these ecosystems
(Page-Dumroeoe and othera 1991).
The climate of the Inland Empire is influenced by the
Pacific Ocean to the west and by the continental air masses to the east. Summer droughts are common. Precipitation ranges from 710 to 1,520 mm, primarily occurring
in the fall and winter. Average snowfall is 2,620 mm.
In the Inland Empire portion of the western larch range,
the species grows in a88OCiation with several other conifers making the resulting ecosystems diverse . Conifer
a880ciates range from the seral cohort lodgepole pine (P.
contorta Dougl. ex Loud.) to high-elevation subalpine fir
lAbit.la&iocorpa [Hook.) Nutt.l (table 1). Shrub. gr....
and forb competition during early successional stages can
be severe. Western larch is an important component. of
these ecosystems because of its ability to outgrow most
of its associates in the early stages of its life (Minore
1979). But if competing shrubs and conifers overtop western larch at an early age, its crown rapidly deteriorates
and its vigor declines severely (Schmidt and Shearer
1990).
In the Inland Empire, western larch is a major seral
component in over 19 described forest vegetation types
(Cooper and others 1991). At the lower elevations these
habitat types are typified by climax Douglas-fir <Pseudot&ugo mtnzi.e5ii [Mirb.1 Franco) with the understory indicator ninebark (PhysocorpUIJ malvoctUIJ (Green] Kuntze).
At higher elevations western larch is a major component
in subalpine fir habitat types. In the center of the western larch range where the forests are the richest, most diverse, and most productive, it is a component of western
hemlock (TsU8a Murophylla [Raf.) Sarg.). weatern red cedar (Th uja plicala Donn es D. Don ). and grand fir lAbit.
grand;' (Doug\. es D. Don) habitat aeriel.

Abltract.-Westem larc:h (Larix oet:uun'oJ;' Nut.t.) rerenerate.
and erow. adequately on a variet.y of toil. and .itel. Mineral soil
and bumed-over lurfaces are eJ:oellent for nat.ural regeneration,
but o"lanic aurfaces allO provide adequate teedbedl. Planted
western larc:h are aureuive root producen elpecially in moi.t
soil •. Belt. development. OCC\In in toil. wit.h high orpnic mat.ter
content.. Competin, veretation often redUoel performance. Site
preparation can aicnificantly impact growth and development. of
thil .pedel.

Western larch <Lariz occUhntalill Nutt.) is only one
of the many larches found throughout the northern hemisphere. Larch species range from the swamlHfwelling
tamarack <L. lancino [Ou Roil K Koch) to the high·
elevation alpine larch (L. lyallii ParI.). Each can play an
important role in its respective forest ecosystem. As our
knowledge of forest ecosystem fu.~ctions and landscape
level interactions and connections increases, the maintenance of aU ecosystem components, including western
larch, becomes increasingly important. In Northwestern
United States and Southwestern Canada, westenl larch is
an aggressive seral soec1es that is unique in its ability to
rapidly colonize sites, cycle and use nutrients efficiently,
and resist attack by insects and diseases . In addition ,
western larch is an important commercial species. It has
a showy fall foliage, and its adaptation to fire makes it
an integral part of forest ecosystems in broad landscapes
throughout the Inl.nd Northwest.
Western larch grows throughout the Northern Rocky
Mountains reaching its best development in southern
British Columbia, Canada and in western Montana,
northern Idaho, and eastern Washington, U.S.A. Some
isolated populations are also found in eastern and central
Oregon (Schmidt and Shearer 1990). In the center of its
distribution, primarily northern Idaho, western larch is
a major component in noristically rich and productive
ecosystems. These ecosystems contain some of the most

Piper prue nted It the Symposium on EcololJ)' Ind Mlnlrementor
L.rb: Foresta: A Look Aheld . Whitefiah. MT. U.S.A.. October 5-9. 1992.
R. T. Gnhlm II Reselrch FOrelt.er. A. E. Hlrvey i. Re8elrch Plant PI_
tholQliat. D. S. Pap-Oumroeae ia Research Soil Scientist. and J . R. Tonn
Ind T. 8 . Jlin Ire Forelte ... lri!.h the Intermountain RHelrch Station.
Foreat Semce, U.S. Department or Agriculture. located at the FOrellly
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others 1987; Jurgensen and others these proceedings).
Similarly. organic materials are the primary substrate
for ectomycorrhizal activities in many forest ecosystems
(Harvey and others 1976, 1991). Organic materials are
ertremely important for sustaining forests that support
western larch.

Tilble 1-Associated vegetation of western larch at the cent., of
its range in the Inland Northwest of the United States
(Graham 1990a)

Common_
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F'inusmonficola

W8S1ern white pine
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WESTERN LARCH REGENERATION
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PstNdotsuga msnzi.s#
Pinus confotta

DougIas·fir

LodgepoIep;no

Historically western larch he regenerated after wildfires by seed cast from surviving trees. Seedlings germinated and became eatablished on mineral and bWTledover seedbeds, These seedbeds were not only important
for western larch regeneration but also for most of its major a880Ciates (fig. 1).
The seedbeds prepared by wildfires generally reduced
the amount of organic matter on the site (Reinhardt and
others 1991). Live vegetation was totally or partially destroyed; coarse woody debris on the soil surface was totally or partially destroyed as were the organic materials
on and in forest soils. The amount of organic matter consumed depended on the intensity and duration of the fire
and moisture content of the material burned. In most
cases wildfires left a m088ic of sites containing highly diverse organic materials in a wide array of decay states
and amounts.

Abies "",_
Abies lasiocarpo

Grand fir
Subalpine fir
Ponderosa pine

Pinus ponderosa
Shrube

Vac:dnium spp.
SDxspp,
CHno/t!usspp.

Ac¥ g/IIbnJm

PhysocalPUs malvacsus
GrornoIda

F_

Calexspp.

C.'.magrostis rvbeSC6ftS
SmilacJna spp.
Lupinus bre..,.ri
Asarum caudatum

SITE PREPARATION
The preferred seedbeds for natural western larch regeneration are burned-over surfaces and mineral soil (fig. 1).
After germination and establishment western larch is
susceptible to overtopping especially in the western hemlock, western redcedar, and grand fir series of habitats
(Deit.chman and Pfister 1973; Graham 1988). The obje<:tives of site preparation methods developed for regenerating western larch and associates in these habi tat types
were to create burned-over surfaces, expose mineral soil,
remove competing vegetation, and remove habitat for animals that browse seedlings.
Most methods modify the amount, arrangement, and
kind of organjr. materials len on a site. Historically broadcast burning of logging debris was the preferred method
of preparing sites for western larch. It removed competing vegetation. exposed mineral soil, and created burnedover surfaces. On many sites conditions for western larch
regeneration were created by piling logging debris and
scarifying the forest floor using machinery or hand methods (Graham 1990b; Graham and others 1989). If such
site preparations are improperly applied they can have
detrimental impacts on the organic materials on a site.
which in tum can impact forest productivity (Graham and
others 1992).
Shelterwoods or seedtrees, in combination with receptive seedbeds prepared through burning or machine scarification , can readily regenerate mixed stands containing
western larch (fig. 2). In addition, on the western hemlock, western redcedar, and grand fir forest habitat types ,
a multitude of other species are also regenerated, often
creating foreet stands with tens of thousands of trees per
hectare.

Western larch regenerates naturaHy in response to
forest disturbances. Historically the most common was
wildfire. But during the last 100 years, forest management has excluded fire from much of the Northern Rocky
Mountains, and refores tation following timber harvest
has replaced fire as the primary method of regeneration.
Western larch foreste timber harvesting and associated
slash disposal and site preparation practices can succe88fuHy regenerate, but may not benefit long-term forest development because of the destruction of organic materials.

ROLE OF ORGANIC MATERIALS IN
FOREST DEVELOPMENT
Organic materia ls play extremely important roles in
the functioning of healthy forest eC08yatems. These materials protect surface soils from compaction and ereeion
and influence soil physical properties such 88 texture and
water-holding capacity CPage-Dumroese and others 1991).
Organic materials are im portant for forest nutrition, especially in the storage and release of nitrogen (Harvey
and others 1987; Page-Dumroese and others 1991 ; Tonn
and others these proceedings). In addition, organic materials are a primary site of nitrogen rWltiOn by free living
bacteria (J urgensen and others 1991, 1992), Organic materials on the surface and in the organic rich surface minerai layers of Northern Rocky Mountain soils can provide
up to 50 percent of the nitrogen ruation and over 50 percent of the nitrogen storage on some sites (Harvey and
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Flgur. 1-Germinalion on burned-over, m.ltural mineral soil, and rotten wood, using !he
germination of typical seed-tree c'Jttings on duff as the comparison . Thus, germination of the
three species on duff is 100 percent, and on other materials is equal , greater, or lesser than
the duff germination rate (Haig and other'i 1 941) . Larch . v.eslem latch, W. pine . western
white pine. Hemlock = western hemloc....

In much of the western redcedar, western hemlock, and
grand fir ecosystems western larch can regenerate naturally, but because seed product~on is often sporadic and
unpredictabl e, artificial regeneration is often preferred.
Site preparation techniques developed for natural regeneration can be used for artlficial regeneration but the need
for burned-over surfaces and mineral soil exposure is
minimized. For western larch to become successfully established, site preparation must create conditions that allow the species to outgrow associates that usually regenerate profusely !fig. 2) CDeitschman and Pfister 1973;
Graham 1988).

bulk deneities Bnd organic matter concentrations Bre not
appreciably changed compared to minimally disturbed
soils, primarily because soils in the heart oh.le western
larch range often have deep ash-cap soils witt. exceptional
qualiti.. that are difficult to improve (Page-Dumroese and
others 1991). Even though the concentration of organic
matter is not increased when surface soils are mounded ,
the amount of organic materials in the rooting zone is increased. making more of the rooting zone rich in organic
matter. Similarly, when soil surface layers are displaced,
the proportion of the rooting zone with organic materials
is significantly reduced (table 2).
Organic matter is important for the maintenance of
forest soil nutrition , especially the available forms of nitrogen (table 2). Ni trogen is especially susceptible to 108s
when the interface between the organic layers and the
mineral soils exceeds 400 °C when s urface organic layers
are burned (Hungerford and others 1991). In the deep,
ash-covered soils that often occur in western hemlock
habitat types in northern Idaho. the increases in soil nutrition caused by mounding of surface layers is less dramatic than on the shallow ash layers often found on grand
fir habitat types. But by dis placing the rich ash-covered
soils, losses in nutrients. especially available forms of nitrogen, can be significant (table 2). Minimizing losses of
80ilsurface layers is important for maintaining soil nutritional quality.

ORGANIC MATERIALS AND SITE
PREPARATION
Because organic materials are so important to ecosystems where western larch is a component, it is necessary
to provide sites for regeneration yet conserve the surface
mineral soil a nd the organic material of the site. If surface organic layers are displace during mechanical site
preparation, the remaining soils will have higher bulk
densities than minimally disturbed soils (table 2). Displacement of these surface layers also reduces the proportion of the rooting zone that is rich in organic matter. If
site preparations concentrate or mound surface layers,
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Figure 2-s..dings germinated 6 10 8 years after timber harvesting using a shett8fWOOd
regeneration method (Haig and others 1941). WP . western white pine. WL - western
t.c:h. GF • grand fir. WRC _ western redcedar. WH • western hemlock.

able to concentrate nitrogen (table 3). The data in the
table. ahow how agreeaive larch can be in capturing nutrients, an important attribute for renewing and 8UStaining forelt ecoeyateme.
Western larch ia capable of capturing nutrients from
fertile minera1eoil, and regenerate. and groWl well on

Western larch is an extremely aggressive seral species
and appears able to concentrate nutrients even when a
good proportion of site nutrients are removed. For example, when the surface layers (including much of the
available nitrogen) wefe displaced fro m a lite (table 2),
weat.em larch seedlings growing in these BOil. wefe still
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mineral 80ilaubetratea (Hail and othen 1941i Schmidt
and Shearer 1990). However. it will use and attain ita
beat development when located in soils rich in organic
matter, preferably with minimal competing vegetation
(Cole and Schmidt 1986) (table 3). If the .urrace organic
layers are removed when removing the competing vegetation there is no improvement in eeedlina performance
(table 3). If competing vegetation muot be removed duro
ing site preparation it should be done with minimal de-struction to the forest floor and Burface mineral layen.
An excellent method of removing competing vegetation.
yet ret8.ining organic materials. is through the use of herbicides (table 3). But since herbicides may not be acceptable. other means of removing competing vegetation and
retaining organic matter are oft.en used .
Both mechanical methods and /ire can be employed to
remove competing vegetation and prepare sites for either
natural or artificial regeneratJon. Ideal slash-burning
conditions are achieved when the forest floor and upper
mineral soils contain enough moisture to prevent destruction of the humus layer and soil wood. not damage the
surface mineral layer. and yet remove most of the competing vegetation. These conditions usually exist when lower
duff moisture content exceeds 100 percent. At 100 percent moisture content the interface between the organic
laY6r8 and the mineral BOil during burning will U8ually
not e.ceed the 400 ' C threshold. The ability to achieve
this objective is also dependent on Cuelloadinga and moisture contents. forest floor depth, and weather during the
bum (Reinhardt and others 1991).

western larch reaches 2 m the effects oC competing gt8.88es
and shrubs are minimal, but differences in tree size caused
by early growth BOil conditione are stiD evident (table 4).
Impacts of the removal of BOil organic matter are likely
long luting and continue to affect tree growth beyond the
.. piing otage (table 4).
Soil organic materials likely continue to be important
to development of western larch as trees mature. Large
differences can be projected for the development of western larch based only on the different levels of organic matter available and level of competi tion. If the impacts of
removing aurface organic layers rich in organic matter are
short lived (gone by the time the trees reach 7.6 em in diameter), • 4 to 6 percent reduction in total oland yield .t
age 100 years, will occur. In contrast, removing organic
laye,. can reduce sland yields by 21 to 27 percent if effects
of removal last the liCe (100 yean) of the sland (table 4).
Similarly, if organic materials are enriched and competing vegetation is controlled, a 5 to 11 percent increase
can be projected over the short term. If these benefits are
long lived a 63 to 70 percent increased yield can be projected. TheBe projections show the magnitude of increase
or decrease that might be achieveJ with the manipulation
of surface organic layenl and competing vegetation. Each
site and stand may react differently, but the magnitude of
the likely changes are significant.

CONCLUSIONS
Because organic materials are important for the development and maintenance of Northern Rocky Mountain
western larch forests, all management practices, should
be carefully evaluated, in particular oite prepar.tions that
involve the manipulation of organic materials in forest
ecosystems. Western larch is an opportunistic species, regenerating well in a wide variety of forest conditions, including poor ones. However. it reaches best development
in soils rich in organic matter with minimal competition.
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TREE DEVELOPMENT
Root elongation and seedling growth are responsive
to soil organic matter. as is height. Western larch tree
growth continues to respond to the presence of soil organic matter as trees approach sapling size. By the time
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Natural Regeneration and Early Height
Development of Western Larch in
Subalpine Forests

the stand did provide reliable records OD several variables
of interest (for example, habitat type, site preparation
method , year of harvest, year of site preparation ), and
thereby served as an efficient means of !electing locationa
to sample.

Carl E. Fiedler

Field Methods

Lowd.rmilk (1925). Barr (1930). Stabelin (1943). Muri
(1955). Smith (1955). Day (1963). Roe and Schmidt (1964).
Roe and oth.rs (1970). Nobl. and A1.xand.r (1977). and
Fiedler and others (1985). among othen.

AW-nct-Probabilitie. ofweatun lardl.tocking (ollowinc
deucutting were developed for nine habitat type/site preparation combinationa in Montana', subalpine wne. The probability

th.t. 1J3OO.acre plot wu .tocked with an utabliahed (2'3 years
old) larch wildling varied frnrq 0.03 to 0 .34. Stocking varied invenely with elevation and grualaedge cover, and wu signi6cantly higher on .ecarified and broadcast burned aeedbeda than
on untreated ones. Predicted heighu varied from 0.3 ft at age
3 to 10.4 f\ at age 12.

STUDY AREA
The study W88 conducted. within the subalpine zone
w.st of the Continental Divide in Montana. M~or tree
species in thia zone are Engelmann spruce (Pi«a tl18tl·
monnii Parry). subalpin. fir lAb." ltuiocarpa [Hook.)
Nutt.). lodgepol. pine (}'in ... contorl<l Doug!. ). w..tem
larch, and Douglas-fir (J>MudotIU64 IMnzk,ii var. ,lauca
[Bewn.) Franco). Study .ite....... Iocated on the Bitterroot, Flathead, Kootenai, and Lola National Foresta, and
the Flatb.ad Indian Reservation. Sampling location.
were confined to the lower subalpine forest, and ranged
in elevation from 3,700 to 6,800 ft. The lower subalpine
habitat types are those generally warm enough to support
western larch and Douglas-fir. Sampling was further re.tricted to the following three habitat type. (pfister and
oth.rs 1977): A. lasiocarpa/Clintonia uniflora (ABLAI
CLUN) b.t .• A . lasiocarpalMenz.,sia {erTUllinl!a (ABLAI
MEFE) h.t.• and the A. ltuiocarpalXerophyllum /enaz
(ABLAIXETE) h .t .• Vaccinium IIlobulare pbase. These
three types compoR a significant portion of the forest
land classified within the lower subalpine forest zone
(Fiedl.r 1990).

Western larch (Larix occidtntaliB Nutt.) is a preferred
species in the Northern Rockies because of ita desirable
wood qualities, rapid growth, and pest resistance. }fia..
toricaUy, this shade-intolerant species regenerated following stand replacement wildfires. Since the inception of
timber harvest in Bubalpine forests, bowever, clearcut or
seed tree methods have been used almost exclusively to
regenerate the mature, mixed conifer forests of which
larch i.e 8 part.
Because of management interest in maintaining larch
aa a component in second-growth standa, this study was
design.d to develop estimates oflan:h stocking probabilities following clearcutting. Managers need information on
which combinations of habitat type and seedbed provide a
relatively high (or lowl probability of natural regeneration,
as wen as quantitative estimates of stocking probabilities.
Two factors defined the general focus of thia study:
(1) National Forest Management Act (NFMA 1976) require menta for adequate stocking of cutoven within
5 yean of harvest, and (2) lack of reliable means for estimating the probability of natural regeneration for common habitat type/eeedbed combinations. More specifically, the objectives of this study were:

MEmODS
The approach uaecI in this otudy .... to sampl. previously
treated stano that met certain study criteria. This retrolpective approach wae an efficient and inexpensive way to
study regeneration over a range of conditions, since a 10to IS-year waiting period was not required before reeulte
could be oboerved.
Th. pool of potential sampling location..... compriaed
of .tand. that m.t the following criteria: (1) c1a ..illed
within tb. ABLAICLUN. ABLAIMEFE. or ABLAIXETE
b.t:•• (2) c1.amlt between the yean 1963 to 1973. and (3)
regen.rating naturally. Candidate .tancla ... re cn>oo-<:at.gorized by habitat type (ABLAICLUN. ABLAIMEFE.
ABLAIXETE) and .ite preparation method (none. ocarily.
bum) and placed into one of nine eatelOris (for eu.mple,
ABLAICLUN-NONE. ABLAICLUN-SCAR, ABLAlCLUNBURN• ...• ABLAlXETE-BURN). Sampw.,.ita (otancla)
...... then randomly ..Iected from each oC the nine habitat
type-oeedbecl combination.. A 1I3OO-acre plot, rother
than the otand . .... the .ctual ..mpw., unit. Howner.

1. To est imate the probability of larch stocking 5 yean
after cJearcutting for nine habitat typeJaeedbed combinations in the subalpine zone.
2. To develop a height/age curve for young western
l,.rch growing in the subalpine zone.
PreviOUI

regeneration research in subalpine forelts pro-

7ided valuable information concerning important variables
to be included in this regeneration study. Site preparation method , elevation, aspect, slope, graulledge cover,
forb cover, ....rub cover, and t.ime linee disturbance have
been documented .. important variables relative to natural receDeration enablilhment in ltudiea conducted by

P.,..., P'f'I'IM"Md .t the Sympoeium 00 f.c:oIcv and Manqtmtnt tA
l....ta rOf'elk A LooIt Mud. WhMtieb. IIT, U.s.A. 0rtI0bn- 5-1, 1992.
CatI It.
n .D., Ranrch ~ """-or, School oIFOIWtIy,
Um~, fII Monten, WiMoula, lIT. U.s.A _12.

,..IeT.
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~ Chaneteriodeto ..... S_1daa SU·,.Sampling w ......tricted to ouboequent oeedIinp that
were 2:3yearil old, not countina the current year. Haig
and otb.... (1941) reported th.t treeo ~3 yean old have a
high probability of .urvival until competition from the d.veloping stand becomes an active factor. A plot .as conlidered atoc.k.ed if it had ODe or more eatabU.hed (~ yean
old) ....tem lan:h oeedlinp. SoedIing beiaht .... m. . .
ured to the nearest 0.1 ft, not countiq the current year's
growth. Total age w.. d.termined by cutting the tree at
groundline and countina annual ringe.

Sampling was I'estricted to the ABLAICLUN, ADLAI
MEFE. and ABLAlXETE h.t:. becau .. th... three type.
account for a large proportion of the timber harvest in the
A. lcuiocorpa series. A 10·year period waa selected for the
purpose of encompa88ing a wide range of seed yean and
weather conditions. The effects of insecta, disease, eoils,
and stand history were assumed to be represented without bias because of the random sampling procedure.
The following information waa recorded for each sampiing location: (1) identification: national forest, ranger
district, compartment, subcompartment, and stand number (or BlA equival.nt); (2) site description: habitat type.
aspect, slope, and phytJiography; and (3) date of regen eration cut, date and kind of site preparation. and date of regeneration inventory.
Aerial photographs and contour maps were used to identify areas with similar characteristics of slope. aspect, elevation, topographic poaition, and site preparation within
each stanJ. Transect lines were then drawn on photograpbs to encompass as much variation in these variables
as po88ible, since the objective was to sample a range of
environmental conditions rather than the stand itself.
Circular 11300-ac:re (6.8 ft radius) plots, the basic experimental unite, were then located at equal intervals along
transect linea. Each plot was a88igned to one of thb nine
habitat type/site prepa ration categories based on its re·
spective attributea.
The. following site condition, seed source, seedling, and
undergrowth vegetation variables were recorded for each
11300 acre plot.

CoDlpeti... V~tiOD - Th. principal.hrub. forb.
and gralllllaedge .peci•• were recorded ror ••ch plot. along
with ocular ••timate. of the percentage of .hrub. forb.
gralllllsedge. and total cov.r.

nata Analysis
Different method, of data reduction and analysis were
used to achieve the two primary study objectives: (I) to eatimate the probability of w..tem larch stocll.ing. and (2) to
develop a height/age model for young western larch (ages
3 to 12 yean).

Probability of Stoeldaa-The primary .mph ••i.
in this analysis waa to develop uplanatory models that
would be useful in interpreting the relative importance
of aite and treatment variables previously determined to
be important in natural regeneration establishment. The
specific objective of this analysis was to model the prob-ability of stocking of a II300·acre plot for nine habitat
typeisite preparation combinations. Stocking at the plot
level is a dichotomous random variable (1 or 0 ), since a
plot is either stocked (1) with one or more established
seedlings, or it is not stocked (0). Probability of stocking
was assumed to be related to the independent variables
described earlier . Habitat type and site preparation
method were categorical variables in the analysis; ABLAI
XETE was the reference variable for habitat type, and no
treatment (NONE) was the reference variable for site
preparation method.
Loeistic regression was used to deac:ribe the relationship
between the probability of stocking, P . and the explanatory variables. Hence the logistic regression model is

Site CODditio~The habitat type for each plot was
determined using the Montana habitat type classification
s)'8tem (Pfister and others 1977). Site preparation method
was claeaified as "none", "scarify", or "bum", based on the
treatment representing the greateat portion of the plot
surface. Plote that showed no evidence of seedbed distur·
bance were classified as "none". Plots that were mechani·
cally disturbed , whether in the logging process or as a
postharvest treatment, were daasified as "scarified". Plots
that had been burned, whether aa a result of broadcast,
windrow, pile, or jackpot burning, were dauified as "bum".
Time since \.reatment was deCmed a8 years since site prepara.t~on for plote that were 8C8.rified or burned. For undisturbed (none) plate, time since treatment equaled the years
since harvest. Aspect was measured to the nearest 100.
Slope was measured in percent. Elevation was recorded
to the nearest 100ft.

Equation 1

In

di, = 1lo+0IXr"~2+ .. ·+0..x1l

where the X I'S are explanatory variables, and the 8 1's are
coefficients to be estimated. The probability of stocking
for a set of nplanstory variables is given by
Equ<tion 2

p = -;-_ -;-;;--.;-,;1;;-".-;;;-- ,;;-;;
1 + e - Hl.+D,X,+D,x",+ . .+O.K.)

A variable was included in the logistic regreuion model
on1y if the likelihood ratio statistic aseociated with that
variable waa statistically !ignificant (P-value SO.OS); that
is, addition of the variable had to significantly reduce residual variation about the regre .. ion.
The fi tted mode! was then ueed to estimate the probability of larch stocking (or a 113()()...acre plot for each of
the nine habitat type/site preparation cateseries. The
model waa evaluated at the mean time since treatment

Seed 80uree Loe.UoD-Distance was estimated
and vertical angle was measured to the upper CTOWD of
the nearest visible seed eource in each of four quadranta
(u pnill, downhill , 9()0 doc:kwise from uphill , and 90° clock·
wi .. m,m downhill).
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that predicted It«king could be compared to obeerved
stocking. For each category, the fitted model wei evaluated using means for the continuous variahles from that
category. For example, the 8LOCking estimate for the
ABLAICLUN-SCAR category was made using the sample
means of observationa in the ABLAICLUN h .t. with site
preparation "SCAR".

Teble 2-Functional form of rho estimated logistic regression modet
fOf western larch.

80

In [pIl-P1 • 7.4724-0.1946 (ELE~ . 0286 (GRASS)
+ 1.3465 (SCAR) + 1.0420 (BURN)
where:

HeiptlAjre Mode"-Total height and total age data
from western larch eeedlinp were analyzed in two waya.
In the fint approach, linear f'egft88ion method. were
used to develop a simple heitJht/age model. The square
root transformation of the dependent variable, height,
WBS required to etabilize the variance, a nd to linearize the
concave-shaped relationship of height and age.
In the second approach, multiple regreaeion method.
were used in an attempt to explain additional variation
about the simple (height/age) regrellion model. The primary objecti e wu to determine if site, treatment, and
vegetation variableB were aignificant predictora of tree
height. The square root of total height wae again the dependent variable and, in addition to age, independent
variables were eelected (rom habitat type, site preparation method, elevation, aepect, slope, granlaedge cover,
(orb cover, and Ihrub cove r. Categorica1 variabl~ (that
i., babitat type and aeedhed) w~ ... represented by indicator variable8, with XETE as the reference variable (or
habitat type, and NONE al the reference variabl.. for lite
preparation metbod. An F-teat (0.05 lignificance ,...1)
was used to determine which "planetory variablee were
included in the final model.

Proba bility of Stocking
The probability ofat«king for each oftbe nine habitat
type/lite preparation combinations was eetimated uling
a single equation.
The fint phase o( the stocking analysis was aimed at
modeling the relation8hip between site, treatment, and
vegetation variables and stocking of western lr ·ch.
Elevation, gra.seleedge cover, and site preparation method
were the only significant explanatory variables in tbe
probability ofat«king model(table 1). The functional
(orm of the model is displayed in table 2.
Western larch stocki ng showed a significant (P-value
~.OO1 ) negative relationship with elevation. The distribution of this species extends down to the lowest elevations
found in western Montana , approximately 2,000 ft., well
bel ... the loweat elevation (3,700 ft) 8IilIlpied in thi. atudy.
However. the upper range of western larch is about 6,500 ft.

Teb.. 1-Westem larch stocking model. Analysis 0' deviance
!able.
model is model D.

ronal

A: int9l"C8pt
B: A + 8Iev

C: B + grass
0 : C + site prep

__
875.967
730.219
699.910
685.618

OF

LI. _lIOt OF

,....,.,.

894

893
892
890

145.748
30.309
14.292

.
elevation. in hundreds of feet
.
grass/sedge cover, in percent
• 1 jf site preparation is scariftCation
• 0 olt1erMse
BURN • 1 i! site preparation is prescribed burning
BURN • 0 olt1erMse

<Habeck 1967), .lightly below the highe.t elevation (6,800 ft)
sampled. [n this study, no western Jarch seedlings were
found above 6,200 ft. The upper altitudinal limit of trees
in the Rocky Mountain. h .. been shown to be related to
low temperature (Daubenmire 1943; Pearson 1920). Consequently. a negative relationship between stocking and
elevation would be expected with a move from the middle
to the upper limit of this species' altitudinal range.
Habitat type was eva1uated early in the process of de\l zloping 8 probability of stocking model (or western larch.
Initially. it came in 88 an extremely important explanatory variable (P-value SO.OOOl). However, habitat type
did little to reduce the deviance after elevation was introduced into the model, indicating the strength ofthe relationship between larch stocking and elevation within the
altitudinal range (3,700 to 6,800 ft) .ampled in thi••tlldy.
When habitat type wu included without elevation in the
model, stocking of western larch was significantly higher
on the ABLAICLUN h.t. than on the ABLAIXETE h.t . The
ABLAIXETE h.t. ill colder, drier, and higher in elevation
than tbe ABLAICLUN b.t., factoro which work again.t establishment of a lpecie8 best adapted to moderately moist
sites at low- to mid~levations.
The probability of ltocking for western Ian:b wa. alao
negatively related to grau cover. Thie relationship is conIiltent with Schmidt's (969) observation that treatments
that Upo&e minerallOil ana reduce gr888 competition (avor natural regeneration of moet species, but a re particularly favorable for weetern larch.
Stocking o( weetern larch also Ihowed a strong relation.hip with lite preparation method. St«king wa. lignificantly (P·value SO.05) higher on both """rified and burned
aeedhedl than on unprepared on••. Roe (1952) first pointed out the relative advantage of mineral eoil seedbeds
compared to undilturbed. duff for western larch regeneration. Schmidt (1969) ",ported the .ignificant benefit of
both scarification and burning for western larch establishment through reduction of competing vegetation. Ryker
(1975) also noted the importance of mineral 80il aeedhed.
for regenerating this species.
Probability of It«king of weltern lan:b wa. not lignificantly related to time since treatment. Laek of a significant change in stocking over time indicates that the preponderance of regeneration o( this aha de-intolerant species
occurred shortly after treatment, and did not increase
measurably thereafter.
U.ing equation 2 and coefficienta from table 2, predicted probabilitiel of western larch ltoclting were calcu·
lateet (or each of the nine habitat type/Bite preparation
combination. (table 3). St«king probability wal highelt

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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ELEV
GRASS
SCAR
SCAR

O.l/ lOO
0.0000
0.0008

on ABLNCLUN-SCAR (0.34), and lowest on ABLAlMEFENONE (0.03) and ABLAlXETE-NONE (0.03). Obaerved
stoc~ng was ~so .calculated for each habitat type/site preparation comblDatIon by dividing the actual number of
8~ked plots by the total number of plots. For comparattve purposes , both predicted and observed stocking are
presented in table 3.

Tible 4-Simple model 'Of regression of square root height on age
fOf western larch between 3 and 12 years old.
Hs;gh~'

Observations

_ -0.298 + 0.293 (AGEl

·
Adj. R-squarsd .
Residual SS
TOIaISS
-

Height/Age Relationships

249
0.753
46.514
189.339

Variable

Two types of height models were developed for western
18~ch between 3 and 12 years of age. First, a simple
helgbt/age model W8S developed which can be used to
compare predicted heigbts of na turally-regenerated larch
seedlings from this study with estimates for other species
or artifiCially-regenerated larch.
Second, 8 multiple regression model was developed
from the same set of explanatory variables used in the
pro.bability of stocking analysis. Habitat type, site preparatlon method, elevation, aspect, slope, grass/sedge cover,
forb cover, and shrub cover were evaluated in addition to
age for significant relationships with height.
The ~unctional form of the simple regression ofaquare
root helght on age for western larch is presented. in table 4.
The regression ~a8 highly significant (F = 758.4, P-value
SO.OOlJ, with R =0 .753, and • .e. = 0.434 ft (table 4). The
~aph of the estimated heighVage relationship is shown
10 figure 1 (regression of square root height on age transformed to original units). The height/age curve for west.
em larch reflects the rapid early growth previously reported for this species <Schmidt 1969; Sbearer 1982).
Predicted mean height (or western larch at age 3 and age
12 ranged from 0.3 ft. to 10.4 ft., respectively.
Only age and elevation were significant explanatory
variables in the !Jlultiple regression height model for
western larch (table 5). The functional form of this model
is also shown in table 5. Another height model for young
(<20 years old), naturally·regenerated western larch was
developed :,y Ferguson and others (1986). They found no
significant relationship between height and elevation for
western larch in the grand fir-cedar-bemlock forests of
the Northern Rockies. However, larch is well within ita
range at the low elevations which characterize the grand
fir-c~da.r-hen:alock ecosystem, whereas it reaches tbe upper hmlUl oflts range in the ABLAlXETE h.t. (Pfister and
others 1977) and in colder portions of the ABLAIMEFE h.t.

CONSTANT
AGE

Degrees of freedom
Sid error est
F(2,247J
P·value

0'

Cool

Sid. E"",

-0.298

0.073

0.293

0.011

• 247

· 0.434
- 758.4
- 0.000

~Stat

P-VaJue

4 .087
27.539

0.000
0.000

(Arno and others 1985) in the subalpine zone. Conee.
quently, a negative relationship between height and elevation would be ezpected for western larch in the subal.
pine zone.
The relationship of height with elevation was aseeaseci
at the mean age or6 (rounded to the neareat full yearj and
near the lower (4,000 ft.) and upper (6,000 ft.) elevational
range at which this species was found in the subalpine
zone. Predicted mean beight ranged from 2.3 ft at 4,000 f\
elevation to 1.6 ft. at 6,000 ft elevation.
Based on work conducted in wel:item Montana by
Schmidt (1969), heighta of weatern lan:b on acarified and
burned aeedhed. would be expected to lignificantly esaeed
those on untreated seedbeds. However, the relationlhip
of western larch height with site preparation method wae
not evaluated in this study due to the small lample size
on untreated (NONE) aeedbed •.

SUMMARY
Traditiona1ly, studies ofnatura1 regeneration report regeneration stocking or density (or relative differences in
these measures) on a case study basis. In contrast, this
s~~y. provides quantitative estimatee o(regeneration probabliJtles for common habitat type/site preparation combinations over 8 broad geographic range. It also provides

10

lib .. ~Predicted and observed western larch stocking 'or nine

~8

!
:c

habitat type/site preparation combinations.

Hlbttlt typetS1t1
pntpar.tlon comblnetlon
ABLAICLUIll-NONE
ABLAICLUN-SCAR
ABLAICLUN-BURN
ABlAIMEFE-NON~

ABlAIMEFE- SCAR
ABlAIMEFE-eURN
ABlAIXETE-NONE
ABlAIXETE-5CAR
ABlAIXETE-eURN

Probeblltty 0' 1f3OO.ec plot atocklng
Predicted

ObMrved

0.09

0. 1~

0.34

0.37

0.23

0.28

0.03
0.10
0.05

0.00
0.09
0.04

0.03
0.10
0.04

'"
:r
Ci

6
4

o~~~~~~~~~~

2

7

8

9

10

Age (years)

0.00
0.19
0.09

Figure 1-Estimated heighVage relationship for
western larch between Ihe ages of 3 and t 2 years
in Montana's subalpine lone.
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Teble S-Westem larch. Final model for regression of squate root
height on explanatory variables.

Heigh1"

• 0 .287 + 0.286 (AGE) -0.012 (ElEV)

Observations
Adj. A·squared
AesidualSS
Total SS

•
•
•
_

Van...
CONSTANT

AGE
ElEV

2"9
0.758
45.378
189.339

Coel
0.287
0.286
-0.012

Oegrees of freedom
SId error 01 osl
F (3.246)
p·yalue

Sid. error

0 .247
0.0108
0.005

I·stat
1.164
26.510
- 2.482

_
•
•
_
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0.429
390.2
0.000
P,Yalue

0.244
0.000
0.013

the means to auen how changes in variables significantly
associated with stocking affect stocking probabilities.
Although western larch is a preferTed species (or post·
harvest establishment in subalpine (oresta, natural regen·
eration of this species foUowing clearcutting is far from
assured. Results from this study indicate that the probability of larch stocking on a lJ3O().aCle plot is approximately
0.25 or greater (or only two habitat type/Site preparation
combinations (ABLAICLUN-SCAR; ABLAlCLUN·BURN),
and len than 0.10 (or five C{,mbinations (ABLNCLUNNONE , ABLAlMEFE· BURN, ABLAIMEFE-NONE,
ABLAIXETE-BURN, ABLAIXETE-NONE).
Probability of larch stocking was al80 significantly related with elevation and percent grasa/sedge cover, and
decreased with both. Larch stocking was not significantly
related to time since treatment, indicating that (ew seedlings of this species continue to fUter in over time.
A height/age model developed (or western larch in the
subalpine zone shows that growth is slow (or the fU'1lt several years, but increases rapidly, reaching an average of
10.4 ft by age 12. ThiB specieo required an a"'rage of8 yean
to reach b ...ast height (4.5 ft; 1.37 mI.
Results of this study indicate that scarification provides
the highest probability of obtaining larch regeneration after c1earcutting on the ABLNCLUN, ABLNMEFE, and
ABLAIXETE habitat types . However, probability of stocking is considerably leu than O.SO, even on the habitat typeI
site preparation combination (ABLAICLUN-SCAR) most
favorable for larch establishment. This study al80 found
that even with acarification, planting will commonly be
needed if larch is desired as a significant stand component
on regenerating cutoven clasaified within the ABLAIMEFE
and ABLAIXETE habitat types.
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Vegetative Propagation of Western
Larch
JohnLEdson
David L Wenny
Lauren Fins
Abetnet - Western larth (Lori% occuuntol;. Nutt.>timber h..
h igh commercial value, but infrequent cone CTOP. hamper repn.
eration of the llpedes. Veptatively propqated larcb aqbt furnwh planting JDllterial. Th;. paper review. the rooti.nc' of atem
cuttings, deacribea • miCTOpl'Opagation method to iDcru.te the
multiplication yield from uillary buda, and reporb aome ..pedtI
of atecklint' growth habit relevant to artificial repDeration.
Shoot·tip cuttinp rooted at high nte., ao maN propaption oC
juvenile we.tern larch from limited Ieed IOUJ"CeI ReIDl leuible.
However, ateckline quality mull be improved.

fuqicide and I'OOtinjr hormon.. , placing the cuttinp into
• ""U-drained medium, aDd avoiding water st..... while
rooting (Wile 1992).
Micropropagation techniques offer alternative opportu.
nitie. to increue plant numbers, although many gymno.perDlll multiply Ie .. ",adily thaD anciooperma (Cheliak
and Hoge... 1990). The in vitro methods include proliferation of .hoota from exiating axillary meriatema, organ<>pnesis of adventitioU8 buds from juvenile tiaaue and induction of IOmatic embryoide (Schwarz 1992). '

Larch Propagation

. As vegetative propagation continues to gain importance
~n the ~eneration of certain foreet and range plante, the

Propagato... have rooted 77 pen:ent of the aemihanlwood
cuttinp of tamarack !Lariz laricina) from 3- to 6-year-old
aeedIinga (Morgenstern 1987), 85 to 95 pen:ent of O.5-year-old
aoft:wood tamarack cuttings (Fanner and othen 1986), 73
to 99 percent of aoft:wood cuttings of hybrid larch (Lariz ,
t"rokpis) (John 1986), and up to 100 percent of Japanese
larch (Lariz uplo/epis) from 5- to 8·year-old trees (Wunder
1974).
In terms of macro propagation o(weatern larch, Andrews
(1980) ",ported 10 pen:ent overaD rooting of the branch cut..
tings from 50-year-old orteta (with up to 70 pen:ent rooting
of the beat clone). However, Staubacb (1983) and Jaquish
(1987) achieved higher overaD rooting rates of 40 to 80 percent with 2-year-old and 1.5·year-old orteta, respectively.
Eggleston (1991) described difficulties in propagating
branch cuttinga, and Ed80n and others (1991) compared
the rooting of 8Oftwood and semihardwood cuttings after
treatment with indolebutyric acid UBA).
In terms of micropropagation, using embryonic tiasue,
propapto.. have regenerated western I""'" by organotl"nic
and embryogenic pathways. Harry and othe... (1991) developed a comprehensive protocol to produce plantJets: by
inducing adventitious shoota on mature embryo tissue.
Thompson and von Aderkaa (1992) initiated somatic embryoids from immature embryos and established plantlete
ell: vitro. In contrast, uaing mature tiaaue, Chel!lick and
other! (1990) induced multiple adventitious buda from
20-year-old buds and stems.

IDcreaslDg number of vegetatively propagated. forest tree
species expands the potential of clonal foreatry (Ritchie
1991; Zobel 1992). Furthermore, when seed shortages oc.
cur, vegetative methoda may help to increase the number
of species \l8ed in native plantings and to conserve threatened population. (Fay 1992; Morgen80n 1992; Wagner
and others 1992).
One example ia the problem of infrequent cone crops
that hamper regeneration of western larch <Larix occidtn .
lalis Nutt.) in northern Idaho (Shearer 1991). We.tern
larch, a timber o(high commercial value, grows in the coniferous montane (orests of the interior Pacific Northwest of
North America (Preston 1976). To meet production goals,
northern Idaho nurseries have sown western larch seed
from sources several hundred miJes away from planting
aites. Local gene pools are depleted when natural regeneration faila after harvest and artificial regeneration occur.s with off-site aeedlings. As a partial remedy, vegetatively propagated larch could (urnish an alternative
supply of planting materiaJ and maintain local genetic
diversity.

MAJOR PROPAGATION METHODS
Macropropagation of many conifer species has OCCUlTed
after harvesting physiologica lly suitable branch tips from
healthy orteta, treating the freahly severed cuttings with

Growth and Form of Rooted Cuttings
~ape r p!"elent.ed at the Sympo.iurn on Ecology and Management of
Lam Foreat.: A look Ahead, Whitefi ah, MT, U.S.A, October 5-9, 1992.
J ohn L. EdlOn i. Reeearch Aaaoci.te, Fore.t Re.e,rch Nurwry,
Univenit)' orId,ho, MOICOW, ID 83MJ. USA . D,vid L. Wenn)' i. M' n.
I.f'er orthe Fore.t Rteean:h Nuraery and Profeuor. Dep'rtment or Fom t
ReIoUrcH, Univenit)' orId,ho, MOICOw. ID 83843, U.SA Lauren Fin. ia
ProfeNOr, Dep.rtrnent of Forut Reaoun:e., Univel"lit)' o(ldaho, Mok'Ow.
ID 83843, U.S.A.

Several studies have reported differences of growth rate
and habit developed by otecklings (plantable rooted cuttinga) and seedlings of some conifer species (Foster and
others 1987; Frampton 1992). However, for useful forest
regeneration, a vegetatively propagated stock type must
survive and grow .s efficiently as seedlings.
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We subjectively assessed root quality by noting position
and direction of root emergence.

This paper reviews our rooting of juvenile western larch
cuttings, describes a mic ropropagation method using axillary buds to increase the multiplication rate, and reports
some aspects of steckHng growth habit relevant to artificial
regeneration.

Micropropagation by Axillary Buds
On July 15, 1988. we severed 40 firat-order branch cuttings. 10 to 15 cm long, from the upper crowns of 10, hitherto
unpruned , 1.5-year-old ortets. Buds had become macroecop.
icaHy visible on these sylleptic shoots ("free growth" from
current year's buds). All expanded needles were removed
from the shoots, and the cuttings were washed under running tap water for 2 hours, surface-sterilized for 15 min·
utes in an aqueous solution of 20 percent CloTOx (5 percent
NaOCL) containing 4 drops of Liquinox per liter, and rinsed
four times in sterile deionized and distilled water.
A total of 410 excised buds were individually incubated
(with bud tip. oriented upward) in two block. of25- by
IS0-mm test tubes. Each tube contained 10 mL of Schenk
and Hildebrandt (1972) nutrient medium supplemented by
0.7 percent IweighVvolume) Duro Bector agar and 2 percent
(weight/volume ) sucrose. The tubes were then placed on
shelves under cool white fluorescent lights with a pbotope.
riod of 16 hours, light intensity of 3,000 lux, and a diurnal
temperature range from 20 to 25 QC. Shoot survival and
elongation were tabulated after 1 month in vitro.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Rooting Cuttings
The cuttings were harvested from 1.5-year-old ortets
grown from wild seed collected in the Panhandle National
Forests of northern Idaho. We conducted six rooting trials
in 1988 and 1989 (table 1). Softwood cuttings, consisting
of 10- to 15..cm green-stemmed, first-order branch tips,
were collected from early to late June 1988. Semihardwood
shoots were harvested from mid-July to ea rly September
1988 and in August 1989. The lowennost 3 cm of each stem
was defoliated and soaked for 30 seconds in an aqueous
suspension of 0.1 percent benomyl. The cuttings were then
immediately randomized to two or more IBA treatments
10, 1,000,3,000, 8,000, 16,000, or 30,000 ppm), inserted in
a peat-perlite-vermiculite rooting medium (1 :2:3 parts by
volume), maintained at 20 to 24 oC, and rooted under intermittent mjst in 30 percent shade.
The experiments were randomized block designs. Data
were the proportions of rooted and nonrooted cuttings.
The analysis used a logistic regression model in a SA..SCATMOD procedure, which estimated parameters by the
maximum likelihood method. Likelihood ratios greater
than the 0.05 level indicated a satisfactory goodness-of-fit
test for the model. Mean separations were obtained by
analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the normalized rooting
proportions and Fisher's protected LSD at the 0.05 level.
We measured caliper (stem diameter) at the base of each
cutting and correlated the counts of each size class with
rooting success by maximum likelihood log linear analysis.

We studied two independent groups of stecklings under
greenhouse conditions, group A in 1989 and group B in
1992. Although western lan:h seedlings normally produce
a Bingle upright leader, steckling form may vary. The
leader may deviate from the vertical , or the plant may lack
a clearly defined leader. Hence, we categorized leading
shoots of both groups 8S orthotropic (upright), plagiotropic
(inclined ), stunted (no long shoot extension), Or multiple
stemmed.
Group A Slecklinp-After rooting in October 1988,
300 stecklings from the rooting trials were refrigerated Cor
140 days at 2 ' C and transplanted on April 15, 1989, to
Spencer-LeMaire Hillson Rootraine~ containing a peatperlite.venniculite medium (1:1 :1 parts by volume).
On May 1, 1989, the 300 etecklinga were placed in a randomized complete block design of 60 stecklings per block at
five locations in the greenhouse. Two fertilizer treatments
of 50 ppm and 120 ppm nitrogen, applied 88 20-20-20 N-P-K,
were randomly assigned to 30 stecklings per treatment per
block and applied twice weekly for 4 months. ConcurTentiy,
300 I-year-old seedlings were treated similarly to the stecklinp. The seedlings had comparable initial shoot height&
of 10 to 15 cm. After terminal budset in August 1989, we
measured shoot elongation of both stock types and analyzed
data by ANOVA. The side-shoots of the stecklings were
counted and measured.
In May 1990, we transferred 25 orthotropic stecklinga
and 25 seedlings to 4-L pols and placed them under greenhouse conditions. To contrast branch development of the
two stock types at 4 yean of age, we calculated the rati08
of long-shoots to ahort-shoots on their leaden.

(Edson and otIMIfs 1991)
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treated with IBA levels of 8,000 ppm or higher typically
developed more fibrous and symmetrical adventitious (and
lateral) roots up to several centimeters above the cuttings'
base. Root tips curled at 30,000 ppm IBA.
Caliper-Cuttings with caliper greater than 2.0 mm
maximum diameter rooted at higher rates than those with
less than 2.0 mm maximum diameter (likelihood ratio of
0.98). More than 80 percent of the semihardwood. cutting8
with caliper greater than 2.0 nun rooted (fig. It

80%

Axillary Bud Multiplication

40%
340CUTIINGS

The cuttings taken from the sylleptic shoots of the 1.5year-old orteta yielded an average of 10 buds per cutting.
After 1 month in culture, 96 percent of the incubated buds
had survived to develop shoots that averaged a mean length
of8.3 cm. However, despite the day-length extension (16
hours photoperiod) to inhibit onset of dormancy, almoet 10
percent of the shoota developed a 8uppressed terminal bud.

20%
0% ,
1

2

3

4

Steckling Growth and Form

STEM CALIPER IN MM
Figure 1- Percent rooting 01 semihardwood western larch
cunings versus basal stem caliper in millimeters.

Growth and Form of Stecklings

T", 1- The mean rooting p8fcentage 01 softwood and semihard·
wood western larch cuttings after treatment with ISA

Trootmont

ROOTING SUCCESS
100% -

55.6
.002
.64
32'
75
61

Group B SleckllDp-The .tecklingo (originating from
3-year-o)d oriels) grew for 2 years at the USDA Forest

'Means with Ihe same letter in a given test are nee significantty different as
determined by Flshe(s LSD at an D level 01 O.OS.
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Service Nursery near Coeur d'Alene, ID, U.S.A. During
the fall of 1990, the cuttings rooted in "supercel1s" containing a peat-perlite-venniculite (1:1:1 parts by volume) medium. The stecklings grew in a nursery bed during 1991 ,
were lifted in the fall and placed in cold storage at - 2 °C
for 120 days. In April 1992, we transplanted 174 of these
steck1 ings to 4-L pote in a University of Idaho Forest Research Nursery greenhouse at Moscow, ID. To maximize
long-shoot development and minimize stunting, the stecklings received twice-weekly fE'rtilizations of 20-20-20 N-P-K
at 200 ppm nitrogen until September I , 1992.
We constructed the following c1usses to reflect growth pat·
terns of the main stem and its subapical shoots: (1) codominant subapical shoots with a total1y suppressed main stem;
(2) subapical shoots codominant with the main stem; (3) a
dominant subapical shoot out-competmg the main stem; and
(4) a dominant subapical shoot with the main stem totally
suppressed.

Leader E_...loD aDd Branc:h DevelopmeDtOverall, the leaders of the group A (flJ'1lt-year growth) stecklings extended only about half of the mean length of the
seedlings (table 2). The leaders of the orthotropic group"
(second-year growth) stecklinp developed a mean extension of 37.9 em after fertilization with 20-20-20 N·P-K at
200 ppm N.
The group A stecklings developed fewer lateral shoots
than the seedlings. Of the 150 steckJings that received
120 ppm N fertilizer, only 32 percent developed any side
shoots. After 4 yean of greenhouse growth, the long-shoot
to short-shoot ratio on steckJing main stems was 0.45 compared to 6.75 for the seedlinp. a mitior contrast between
steckling and seedling stock types (fig. 2). In addition , t he
lengths ofm811Y first~rder (lateral) branches of both groups

Table 2- Mean leader extension and mean proportions (percent·
age) of branching . plagiotl'opism, and leaders in rhe 300
stecklings and the 300 seedlings aner one growing saa·
son at two Isvels ollertilization with 20·20-20 (N·P·K)
F.r1l11utlon
ppm "ttrog.n

(20-20-20, N-P,K)

RESULTS

....n growth rnpon ..
Seedling
Stecktlna
50

120

50

120

11 .1b

6 .4b

20,Sc

Rooting Cuttings

Leader
extension (cm)

The softwood cuttings rooted at a mean rate of 10.9 percent after 60 days in the early summer. In contrast, 54.2
percent of the semiharowood cutt ings rooted in the late summer and fall . Increasing the strength of IBA to 8,000 ppm
significantly enhanced the rooting success of the semihardwood cuttings to more than 70 percent (table 1).

Branching
(percent incidence of 300)

24a

32a

1000

l00b

Plagiotropism
(percent incidence 01 300)

12a

6a

Oa

Oa

Suppressed Isader
(percent incidence 01 300)

17a

11a

Multiple stems
(percent incidence of 300)

11a

14a

Root QuaUty- The pattern of root emergence changed
after IBA treatment. Cuttings that received no hormone
treatment produced a conspicuously asymmetrical root emergence pattern from the stem base. In contrast, cuttings
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3.0a'

'Means with the same lenet in a given lest are nOI signiricantty different as
delermined by Fisher's LSD at an 0 level or 0.05.

figure 5-A plagiotropc stedding lithe olar1 01
year 2 will • ftrst-ordor branch 8><1end1ng to the right
forming • secondary loader Immodiately _
•
dormanflormlnal bud on the primary shoo!. ScaI.

I

barrapr"-l0em.

Flgure7-AforrnorIy~

l1od<11ng willl • vigorous or1hcm>pic
leader. Scalabarrepresents10em.

figure S-An or1hcm>pic _

FIgIn 2-llif1eronc:es in branch doYoIopmenI
of stedding and - . g stock typos aft" 4
years of greenhouse culture. Loll: A stedding
will rela1lv9ly low Iong-shoot brancMs. Right:
A - . g will • h91 prcpor1ion of long shoots.
Scale bar rapresents 10 em.

8 stedding beginning its second
year 01 grOWlh. SCale bar rapresents 10 em.

of the shoots before harvest would likely inere... the rooting
suc:ceu of the cuttinp. Some nuneriea apply a potassiumrich fertilizer to putatively increase the caliper of containerized weatem larch aeedlingo (Wenny and Dumroeae 1987).
This practice may inereale the caliper of ortet shoots.

of atecltlinp approached or ezceeded the elongation of
figure 6-Stunled sleddings _
Scale bar represents 10 em.

their respective leaden.
Leader Form - Fewer than half of the otecklinp produced new orthotropic leoden (fig. 3). SlighUy more than
a third of the otecltlinga initially developed a oingle plagiotropic leader. Moreover, we found two types ofpt.giotropic leaders: either the primary shoot eztended in a
smooth concave-down curve (fig. 4) or • lateral eecondary
sboot elongated at a .harp angle to a luppreued terminal
shoot (fig. 5). In addition, lOme leaden railed to elone_te
(fig. 6).
Slightly lower (but nonoignificant) proportiona of plagiotropic and 8uppreaeed .tems occurred after fertilizin,
the group A otecltlinp at 120 ppm N veraua 50 ppm N
(table 2). By the end of the growing ae...n. ho......r . almOlt all of the initially plagiotropic leaden of both groupe
had developed an orthotropic leader (fig. 7), with the exception of a (ew remaining dormant or aborted plagiotropic leaders. A. the number of plagiotropic .tecklinp dedined, the number of orthotropic leaden increued.
Likewise. al the number of .tunted leaden deereated , the
number of multiple-stemmed otecItlingo _
(table 3).
Almost 30 pen:ent of the group B atecltlinp produced
multiple leaden and ohrublike form. (fJg. 8). The proportion. of the 53 multistemmed otecltlinga identified within
each cia.. of .hrublike form were .. follow.: codominant

Steckling Production

short Iorminal shools.

If branch cuttinga root at 80 percent, ortets would yield
on average of 16 atecItlingo per 20 cuttinga per ortet. However, many orteta were harvested three times to produce
over 50 cuttings in a seaSOD. Hence, the steckJing yield
could potentially exceed 40 ramets per ortet.

subapical ahoou with a suppreaaed main stem (51 percent), Bubapical shoots codominant with the main stem
(22 percent), dominant subapical shoot ou~mpeting the
main stem (14 percent), and dominant subapical shoot
with the main stem suppressed (13 percent).

Tablo ~hanges In !he mean proportions (pO<CODlage) 01 or1ho1rOpic, plagiolropic, suppressed. and muffiple loaders ~om
the start to the end ollhe growing season. The number ot
group A stecklings • aoo. the number of group 8 Sieck·

DISCUSSION
Rooting Cuttings

FIgIn _
~ l1ed<1ng will an in_100d0r. ScaIobarrapr"-l0em.

lings - 174

The physiological state of the cuttings likely influenced
rooting success because the semihardwood cuttings rooted
at a consistently higher rate than the softwood cuttings.
Morgenstern (1987) reported that tamarack cuttings
rooted best at a semihardwood stage of development. If
the change from the softwood to the semihardwood state
reflects an enhanced rooting competence in the cuttings,
then the visible onset of lignification. preceded by a red
coloration movi ng upward (rom the stem base, defin es a
useful · window" ofrootability.
Because few cuttings with a basal caliper less than
2.0 mm rooted, cultural practices to enhance the diameter

l_iype

A

Ortholropic
(single stem)

8

Plagiotropic
(single stem)

8

Suppressed
(no long shools)

8

Multiple stems

A

A
A

8

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
200

......." In.'donee
Group

201

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

May

OCIobor

40.0
35.3

64.7
56.7

34.2
42.5

9.0
13.3

24.'
19.5

13.8
0.6

1.4
2.7

12.5
29.4
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FIgure II-A group B st_ing a'lho end of yoar 2 with 5
codominan1 8jlicaI shoots and • dormant '"""inal bud.
Scale bar represents 10 cm.

Firot, the ImaU aample o( 25 group A stecklings were aU
Itronllly orthotropic by their fourth year. Second, forest
ltandl o( weotern larch .. plingo that have bent laterally
from extreme snow loads have recovered their upright
(orm after 4 to 5 yean (Schmidt and Schmidt 1979). Third,
broken leaders of large western larch trees are often replaced by a first-order branch that upturns over several
yean.

The ten(old .hoot multiplication achieved by the in vitro
elone_tion of axillary bud! increased the efficiency of the
onet harveat. Thil limpl. method allowl either rooting
the elongated shoot ex vitro 8a with 8 normal cutting, or
subculturing and rooting in vitro (Harry and othero 1991).
The """,nd option potentially eapand8 rooting activity &om
the -..nndow of rootability" in late summer to continuous
year-round plantlet production.

Sbrub Form-The relatively high (29.4 percent) incidence of plante without a dominant leader also poses a
problem for forest regeneration from stecklings. Some
leaden may have a persistent lOll of apical dominance
with partially or totally suppressed leaders and branches
as long as or loncer than t he leader,
But as with plagiotropic plants, the shrub form may
alao be temporary because mature western larch trees
with multiple topl relulting from insect damage generally
develop a dominant leader within 4 to 5 yean (Schmidt
and Fellin 1973). Furthermore, the claooes o( 8hrublike
fonna recognized in this ltudy may portray various stages
in a transition from Ihrublike to treelike.
Arranging the shrub clasBe8 into a hierarchy of increaling leader dominance could help us predict the potential
o( .hrubo to develop normal tree habit. For inotance, the
'ohrub" (orml (27 percent) with a subapical shoot becoming dominant over an elongating' leader would likely aslume tree form before the other classes.

Steckling Growth and Form
The typical main stem of a coniferous tree species is
apically dominant and 8ubtenda lateral branches. A
order lateral is uBually ahorter than the leader and eurta
len apical dominance over the second-order aide sboots
that it lIubeequently develops. Many of the western larch
8tecklinp exhibited similar branchlike characteristics,
8 phenomenon consiatent with their origin .. rlf8t-order
branches. This development of branchlike habit by vegetative propagule8, termed "topophyoio" (Ol.oen 1978),
has been observed in many species.

rant-

Growth - The otecklingo produced Ie .. ohoot growth
than the seedlings of comparable size under the same fertilization regime. The optimcllevel of nitrogen recommended
for coniferous seedlings is 100 ppm (Landis and others
1989). Despite fertilization at the higher level of 120 ppm
N level, 13.4 percent of the steckJing leaders remained as
either suppressed short shoots or inhibited long shoots.
Adequate steckJing growth may require fertilizat.ion at a
higher rate than nonnally used for seedlings.
On tbe other hand, fertilization of the group B st.ecklinga
at 200 ppm N resulted in a substantial mean orthotropic
shoot elongation of 37.9 em. Hence, the nitrogen level
needed for "nonnal" steckling growth may be between 120
a nd 200 ppm N.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The economic henefite of using the steckling stock type
for containerized artificial regeneration requires development o( a dominant orthotropic leader within the first
year of culture. Holding recalcitrant plagiotropic or shrub
forms for a second year's growth in a nursery would prove
too costly for ordinary plantings. Hence, interventions
such as pruning, staking, and chemical treatment should
be evaluated for their effectiveness in producing a dominant leader within the first year of greenhouse growth.
Because ehoot--tip cuttings rooted at high rates, mass
propagation of juvenile western larch from limited seed
sources seems feasible. However, steckling growth habit
must be improved and performance tested in forest conditions before production-scale vegetative propagation can
be recommended.

Plagiotropism-Forest regeneration requires orthotropic stecklings. Although a third of the western larch
steeklings initially developed plagiotropic leaders, only a
tenth failed to grow verticaJJy by the end of the ftnt Beason
in greenhouse culture. It is not economical to hold massproduced stecklings a second year in the nursery, so the
approximate 10 percent proportion ofthe stecklinge that
persist in growing lateraJly require some intervention to
produce a vertical leader during the fint year.
Indirect evidence suggests that uprillht form may eventually develop even in severely plagiotropic st.ecklings.
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Cone and Seed Production of Western
Larch in Response to Girdling and
Nitrogen Fertilization-An Update
Russell T. Graham
Jonalea R. Tonn
Theresa B. Jain
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CONE STIMULATION

AbltNd-Wntem larch (La.rizoccid.enlali. Null. ) i. a _poTadie
cone and teed producer. 8ecau.e the .pedes i. lIuch an important component of the. Northern Rocky Mountain (orelta, method. rLincreu:inl Red production are needed. Girdling, fertilizina:. and • combination of the two were ueed on 75--year-old
westem lan:h in northern Idaho. Girdline at the base or the live
crown .. u effective in .wnul.tinl cone production, while the
combination of fertilizing with ammonium nitrate and girdling
did not increue Ieed yield. Fertilizer alone appeared to deereaee
the number of.eeda per cone. Cones (rom treel fertilized.
girdled, and both fertilized and girdled contained heavier seeds
than cones produced by untreated treel. Gennination of seed,
produced on treated tree. "at greater than on control tree•.

Several cone and seed stimulation trials and experiments have been conducted on different tree species. In
northern Idaho female strobilus production was increased
in western white pine (Pinus monticola Dougl.) by thinning stands; spacings of9 m (30 It) proved to be more effective than 6-m (20-ft) spacings (Bames 1969). Wenger
(1954) and Bilan (1960) showed that thinning increased
cone production in loblolly pine (P. ~da L.).
Fertilization, primarily nitrogen. has been used to
stimulate cone production. Western white pine (Barnes
1969), coastal Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menzie~ii (Mirb.J
Franco.) (Ebell 1962, 1971), and R<>Cky Mountain ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa var. scopulorum Engelm.)
(Heidmann 1984) increased cone production in response
to the application of nitrogen fertilizer. Application of the
ammonium (onna of nitrogen fertilizer appears to be more
effective in stimulating cone production, especially when
fertilizer is applied immediately after the initiation of vegetative buds in the spring (Ebell 1972). Fertilization rates
have varied from 225 kglha (200 Iblacre) to 1,800 kglha
(1.6071blacre) of nitrogen.
Girdling tree stems increased cone production up to 300
percent in loblolly pine <Bilan 1960), Douglas-fir (Ebell
1971), and eastern white pine (P. strobus L .) (Stephens
1964). Up to a 20-fold increase in cone producbon was reported 8S a result of r,irdling red pine (Pinus resinosa Ait.)
(Holst 1959). Girdling at the base ;:of the live crown can be
four times as effective 8S girdling at bresst height (Holst
1959). The most effective girdles appear to be overlapping
cuts up to an internode apart on the stem or branch ~t
sever the phloem on two sides. Cuts 8S narrow as a smgle
saw kerf and as wide as 2.5 cm (1 inch) have been used
successfully to stimulate cone production.
Because both girdling and fertilization have been used
successfully in stimulating cone production in a variety of
conifers we elected to test these methods on the sporadic
cone producer western larch.

Western larch (Larix occidentalis Nutt.), an important
forest component in much of the Northern Rocky Mountains, is an aggressive pioneer species occurring as a seral
component in a variety of foresta. Western larch is resis·
tant to most forest diseases and has few serious insect
pests. It is highly resistant to damage by fire; mature and
older trees can survive repeated surface fires. Because
the species grows rapidly and ha!'l excellent properties for
use in building construction, it is a valuable commercial
species throughout the Northern Rocky Mountains.
Cone production by western larch has been sporadic.
Cone crops have been infrequent, making seed collection
for artificial regeneration difficult and the use of natural
regeneration methods doubtful. For example, since 1965
there have been only 2 years (1965 and 1991) that the
Coeur d'Alene nursery processed good quantities of larch
cones (fig. 1). Because western larch is an important
component of Northern Rocky Mountain forests and an
unpredictable cone producer , any method or technique
that increases seed production wouJd be valuable. This
paper reviews an earlier study we conducted on cone
sti mulation and updates some of our thoughts and con·
elusions on stimulating western larch seed production
(Graham 1986).

METHODS
Even with infrequent cone production, natural stands of
western larch have developed in northern Idaho. Western
larch, being an early seral species, regenerated aggressively aftn wildfires in the St. Joe, Priest, and Coeur
d'Alene River drainages. One such area was in the Idaho

Paper presented at the Symposium on Ecology and Management or
Larix Forest.l: A Look Aheld . Whitefish. MT, USA. October 5-9, 1992
Huuel! T. Graham , Jonllea R. Tonn. and ThereM 8 . Jain are, reapectively, Reselrch Forester, Forester, and Forester, In~rmountain
Reselrch Stllt ion. Forest Serviee, U.S. Department of Acriculture.
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Panhandle National Foresta near the Idaho-Montana border in the Wallace Ranger District (fig. 2). The 75-yearold stand chooen for use in thia study had 8poradically
produced cones in the put.
The entire atand was thinned to a residual basal area of
9 to 14 m'/ha (40 to 60 ft'/aere). Logging debris was dozer
piled. BecaWMl western larch initiates growth early, often
before Inow melt, the treatments were applied late in the
fall.
The 72 moot vigorous, well-formed western larch tl'ee8
in the stand were chaaen for inclusion in the study. They
were divided into 12 six-tree groups with three groupe
asaigned. to a replication. Three treatments and a con·
trol were applied randomly to the groups within each
replication:

Study Area

• Fertili..: 336 kg!ha (300 Iblacre) of nitrogen in the
form of ammonium nitrate was applied with a hand
spreader under the drip line of the selected tl'ee8.

figure 2-location of the s1udy area.

• Girdk: The trees were climbed using spun, and at
the base of the live crown one-half the circumference of
the phloem was severed using a hand pruning saw. At a
bole circumference length below the fint, a similar girdle
on the opposite aide of the tree waa cut. This procesa resulted in two overlapping cuta (fig. 3).

Eighteen trees were reserved a8 controla, receiving only
the thinning treatment. This treatment strategy resulted
in a randomized complete block experiment.
In the fall 2 yeano after treatment, the trees were
climbed using spun and cones collected from each tree
in the study. Seeds were extracted and cleaned at the

• Girdh and fertilize: Silt tr... were girdled and fertilized in each of the three replications.
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larch'"

Forest Service, U.S . Department of Agriculture, nursery
in Coeur d'Ale ne, ID. Cones per tree, seeds per cone, and
seed weight were recorded . A germination trial was con·
ducted using 0,14, and 28 days ofstr8tification. An analysis of variance (or a randomized complete block deeign was
used to the analyze the data. 'The means were separated
using Duncan's multiple range test.

Teb .. 1-Mean tree and stand chatacteristica for western
northern kSaho by treatment and their significance in
explaining cone production
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RESULTS
Girdling alone produced the most cones per tree (fig. 4).
No differences were detected in cone production among
the control and other treatments. The application of fertilizer appeared to depress the number of seeds per cone;
the other treatments all prod uced about equal numbers
of seed. (fig. 5). All of the treatments appeared to increase seed weight compared to seeds produced on the
untreated tree. (fig. 6).
The stand and tree characteristics in the various treatments were very similar. No tree or stand characteristic
appeared to innuence cone production (table 1). Based on
a significancp- of 0.163, tree crown ratio waB t he only characteristic close to explaining a portion of the variance in
cone production.
Gennination of seeds produced by t he treatments W88
good compared to t hat of seed. from the control tree • . Of
the seeds from t he tredtcd trees, 12 percent germinated
with no stratification, 95 percent after 14 days of stratification, and 96 percent after 28 days of stratification. In
contrast, 80 percent of the seeds from the control t rees
genninated (for 14 days) after 28 days o( stratification

Control

--

Treatment
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DISCUSSION

etrecto of girdling must be balanced with the I..... cauaed
by frost.
Wbe", girdling baa been applied at brea.t height, the
cuts have often weakened the tree•• which made them un·
oafe to climb and prone to IDBa from wind. Cuts .hould be
carefully applied so as not to weaken trees if they are soing to be climbed or preserved.
With western larch's importance both ecologically and
commercially. care needs to be taken to ensure the species
is sustained. The use of cultural treatments IUch as girdling and fertilization to stimulate cone production is viable on lOme sites and 8tands. But often more than one
contributor emts in the 8Ucce&8 or failure of a cultural
treatment. Therefore, all factors that can affect cone production must be evaluated when considering the use of
gird.I.ine or fertilization to 8timulate conell in we8tern
larch.

The results from thie study were similar to thOBe
reported for Dougl ..-fir (Ebelll97l) that showed girdling was effective in stimulating cone production. Even
though the mechanisms initiated by girdling that .timulate cone production are not fully understood, girdling at
the base of the live crown could direct solutes back toward
the crown. If these solutes contain hormones, nutrients,
or a wounding compound that stimulate cone production,
they would be at their maximum concentration near the
crown. AlIO. the over-lapping cute could have increased
the moisture atreu in the crowna, pouibly triggering
some type of hormonal or chemical reeponae that stimulated cone production. Some .tudies u.eed wide cutA
(2.5 em, I inch) but the namlW laW Iterf widtha uaed in
this .tudy healed quicltly allowing for reb'utment of the

Western Larch Stock Types and Season
of Planting in Northeastern Washington
Hollis W. Barber, Jr.
of spring planting, partly because of weather conditions;
a long, dry -Indian summer" can decrease survival.
PJanting often favored bareroot stock where competition
was intenee because it tended to outgrow competing vegetation, being taller to start with. Container stock, however, had several advantages in terms of cost, production
time, and ease of handling in the nunery and the field.
This study eought to determine survival and height
growth of two western larch stock types, 6-month-old container stock and 2+0 bareroot seedlings, and to determine
the better season to plant weetern larch (spring versus
fall) in northeaatern Washington.

AlNrtnct-Teate ofBurvival and height growth ofweatem larch
(Lam occidenroli,

Nutl) 2+0 bareroot and container aeedlinp
planted in spring and fall ,how that after two growing leason.,
lurvival wal lignificantly better for 2.0 ,tock planted in fall.
Fall·planted aeedlingB were aignificantl), taller than 'pring.
planted Beedlings.

trees.
In contraat to studi .. with other opeci.. (Bam.. 1969;
Heidmann I~), fertilization alone at 336 q/ha (300 II>'
acre) did not inaeaae cone production. OCthe treabDenta
applied in thia .tudy, fertilization was tha only one that
decreued the number of - . per CODe. The effect of fertilization in combination with a:inilinI micbt have countered the effecto of the girdling by increaoinc the vicor of
the trees. Fertilization at higher rateo milbt be more effective in .timulating cone production. fficber fertilization rates may gt> beyond in<:reuing tree vicor and jp"<JWth
and actually increue atre8a. Tbja approach may be more
effective than the light application of fertilizer uaed in
this .tudy. Fertilizer rates as high .. 1,000 to 2,500 q/ha
(893 to 2,2321I>'acre) could be tried.
Tree climbing is dangerous, e_naive, and damaceo
trees. We.tern larch baa brittle brancbes, malting worlting in the c:rowno of 30-m (98-ft) trees hazardous. The use
of climbing spun damages the tree along the entire stem.
Girdling at breast height baa been .hown to be effective in
.pecies such eo Douglao-fir (EbeU 1971) and red pine (Holst
1959). Beca!J.8e girdJing was 80 effective in this study it
possibly could be effective in stimulating western larch
cone production on an operational scale.
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APPLICATION
Since ..e lim publiabed the initial results from this
study, girdling baa been applied throughout the Northam
Roc:Ity Mount.a.ina. The results of these applicationa have
been highly variable. In eastern Oregon girdling at breast
height effectively stimulated cone nower production, but
few cones were produced. Likewise, in northern Idaho at-.
tempts to girdle western larch to stimulate cones ranged
from very effective to very ineffective.
Often the application of girdling is confounded with
damage from frost. Fr08t that occurs when cones are
being formed in the early spring often results in empty
cones OT few cones produced. Therefore, evaluation of the

Western larch (Larix occidentalis Nutt.) is an important
species on many habitat types in northeastern Washington,
U.SA The Washington Department of Natural Reooun:eo
manages over 130,000 acres on which western larch is the
primary or a secondary species. Ita high value and rapid
juvenile growth make it well·suited to shorter rotations
and even-agp;d management.
Prior to this study, Department management recommendations in northeastern and north-central Washington
caned for planting larch in many cases, but many managers had only limited experience with such planting. Managers need information on survival and early growth of
different stock types, especially when planted at different
seasons.
Spring planting had been favored for years because survival was thought to be better at that time of year. Problems with spri ng planting, however,led to an interest in
fall planting. For one thing, planting some sites in the
faU cOuld relieve pressure on busy spring operations, both
in the nursery and in the field. FaB-planted stock would
not need. extended cold storage. There had also been problems with premature flushing of larch stock stored for
spring planting, whereas stock planted in the fall would
be ready to grow in the spring as soon as environmental
conditions pennitted. Access to planting sites was often
better in fall than in spring, when roads had to be plowed.
Alternatively, waiting for road access in spring often
meant that soil moisture at the planting site dropped
to unacceptably low levels before stock could be planted.
Disadvantages to fall planting include a possible short
time between adequate seedling dormancy at the nursery
and the end of the fall planting season, when poor weather
conditions preclude planting. This calls for close coordination between the nursery and the planters. Fall-planted
seedli ngs face greater risk of frost heaving, especially
on sites subject to a lternate freezing and thawing cycles.
Fall-planting success can be less predictable than that

LITERATURE REVIEW
The phy.iology, c:ulture, and planting of larch stock has
received less attention than is the case with other species
commonly planted in northeastern W88hington. We know
that larch seedlings grow faster than many others; seedlingo can rapidly become too large to handle and plant effectively. Larch seedlings tend to develop deep taproots,
which are easily broken during lifting, or J·rooted during
planting. Schmidt and others (1976) recommended that
tops should be 4 to 8 inches tall , with 8-inch roots .
Nursery controls such as density-regulati on, restricted
watering, and artificial control of day length may be helpful in production of quality stock that will survive and
grow well in the field . Vance and Running (1985) atudied
the effects of light rp;duction and moisture stress on larch
seedlings and concluded that true dormancy might best be
induced by control of photoperiod. Barber (unpublished
data) found that specially hardened larch container stock
s urvived and grew well after planting in mid-September
in north-central Washington.
Several studies on the effect of lifting date on survival
oflarch stock show that larch is physiologically active
longer in the fall than other conifers, so it is important
not to lift it too soon. Sinclair and Boyd ( 1973) recognized
this, suggesting that physiological condition of stock was
at least as important as the environmental conditions at
the planting site. They recommended lifting and planting
no earlier than October 15 in northern Idaho. Earlier
lifting resulted in poor survival of fall -planted 1-0 seedlingo. Morby and Ryker (1979) a nd McDonald and othero
(1993) recommended that larch stock be lifted in the faU
and stored at 28 or 33 OF in poly-lined bags until spring
pla nting.
Laird and Boyd (1977) compa red survival of stock lifted
in fall and stored at 28 OF to stock lifted early in spring
and stored until planting time, and to "hot-lifted" stock
C1iftcd and planted immediately in spring). The survival
of fall-lifted stock was better than that of s pring-lifted or
hot-lined stock. Height growth was a lso better. These
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apart, in rows spaced 2 ft apart. Four r ows were planted
to each stock type. Initial heights were measured at the
time of planting.
Survival and height growth were assessed a t 6, 12, and
24 months from time of planting. Trees were considered
"alive" if they had a ny green needles lell. at the time of
measurement. No attempt was made to record specific
causes of mortality, although major ani mal damage was
noted. Survival data were analyzed by the KruskalWallis test and height growth data by standard analysis
of variance (Wilson 1990).

authors recommended fal !-Iifting and freezing for 1-0
stock and planting as early in spring as sites were
accessi ble.
Planting date is also important. Larch breaks dormancy
earlier than most species, often while still in cold storage,
unless frozen. Sinclair and Boyd (1973) reported that foliage became chlorotic and moldy when stored over the winteT and that late fall planting (October 15 or later) avoided
this problem, resulting in better survival than spring
planting.
Schmidt and others ( 197;) also reported that fall plant.
ing, in soil moistened 12 inches deep by fall rains, resulted in better survival than spring planting, unless
the site was prone to frost heaving. They concluded that,
if larch is to be planted in spring, it should be done as
early as possible to avoid premature flushing in storage.
Survival declined sharply when nondonnant stock was
planted.
Information is scarce on the effect of stock type on survival and growth of larch. Sloan and others (1987) sum'
marized the results of 20 studies comparing perfonnance
of stock types of different species, none of which dealt with
larch. They concluded that, for ponderosa pine, container
seedlings survived better than bareroot seedlings on harsh
sites; on better sites there was little difference. Owston
(990) concluded that stock type is less important to survival and growth than are initial size and physiological
condition at time of planting.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Overall, bareroot stock survived better than container
stock aller two growing seasons. The difference was statistically significant (0.05 level) but not striking. This
agrees with Owston (1990) who reported that survival differences between stock types on the same site are likely to
be small.
Figure 1 shows survival of the four treatments for
the first and second growing seasons. After one growing
season, the only significant difference was between the
highest and lowest treatments, fall-planted bareroot and
spring-planted container stock (88 and 64 percent, respectively; P = 0 .01). This was again true after two growing
.. asons (SO and 58 percent; P = 0.05). In addition, the
difference between fall-planted bareroot and fall-planted
container stock was significant at the 0.01 level (80 and
64 percent).
Thus, from the standpoint of survival, bareroot stock
planted in the fall is the best treatment. Spring-planted
container stock appears to be the least desirable alternative. These results generally agree with those of Sinclair
and Boyd (1973), who reported that, of the fOUT species
they tested (larch, Douglas·fiT, grand fiT, and Engelmann
spruce), larch was the most sensitive to lateness of spring
planting, especially in drier habitat types . They also reported that fall.planted 1+0 laTch had consistently good

METiiODS
Seedlings were grown at the Department's Webster
Nursery in Olympia, WA, in 1985. Bareroot stock was 2+0;
container seedlings were 6-month-old "Styroblock-4's."
Sowing was coordinated with planting dates 80 that seedlings within a stock type were of comparable age, regardless of whether planted in fall or spring. Dormancy of
stock scheduled for fall planting was initiated by withholding water in mid-August for 2+0 stock and early
September for container stock. Bareroot stock for spring
planting (in 1986) was lifted in November 1985 and stored
at 33 OF until planting.
Three study sites in Pend Oreille County, WA, were
selected and designated King's Road (3,230 n, 20 percent
slope, southeasterly aspeet, ABGRlPHMAlPHMA habitat
type), Mount Pisgah (3,000 n, 15 percent slope, south·
westerly aspect, ABGRlPHMAlPHMA h .t.), and DeeT
Valley (3,050 fl, 25 percent slope, easterly aspect, PSMFl
PHMAISMST h .t .). Habitat types are a. described by
Cooper and othero (1991).
Minimal aite preparation was done to facilitate planting, but the seedlings did not receive any special consideration not nonnally afforded operational planting stock.
At the time of planting, fall rains had moistened the soil
to a depth of 8 to 10 inches at the King's Road site; soil
was dry and powdery at the other two . Soil moisture was
high at al l sites duri ng s pring planting.
Trees were planted October 15 and 16, 1985, and April
14 and 15, 1986. Thirty trees per row were planted 1 fl.
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of planting (table 2). Fall-planted seedlings grew significantly more in their second season than spring-planted
seedlings.
Figure 4 summarizes total heights 2 years after planting. Heights at the Mount Pisgah site were especially
good; several trees <fall-planted bareroot stock) we re almost 4 ft tall at 4 years, and were easily outgrowing competing vegetation, primarily grasses and low shrubs.
Analysis indicated a significant difference in total
height due to planting season for container stock (table 3).
This implies that fall planting is preferable for container
stock. Bareroot seedlings were equally tall after 2 years,
whether planted in spring or fall.
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survival only when planted in mid-October. They suggested that this was due to physiological condition of the
stock at the time of lifting and planting, in response to
shorter photoperiods and cooler temperatures.
Mean height increments are shown in figures 2 and 3.
Bare root seedlings grew about the same in the first year,
regardless of season of planting. By contrast, container
stock grew much better when planted in the fall and actually suffered a height loss from animsl damage when
planted in spring. First-year height growth of fall-p lanted
container stock was significantly greater than that of
bareroot stock (table 1), although this was not enough to
overcome the greater initial height of the bareroot stock.
Analysis of first-year height growth also indicated a
significant interaction between stock type and season.
This is interpreted to mean that it is important to match
the stock type to the season of planting; in other words,
height growth is dependent on proper selection of stock
type for the season in which it is planted.
Analysis of variance indicated that there was no difference in second-year height growth of bare root stock and
container stock, but there was a difference due to season

Figure 3-Second-year height growth of bare·
root and container seedlings oUlplanled in spring
and

Fall BA

'all.
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Spr BA

Figure 4-Cumulative height growth 01barefoot
(BR) and container (eTR) seedlings outplanted
in spring and lal1. Spring container seedlings
suffered animal damage. hence the net hsight
loss in first year.
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CONCLUSIONS
Initial survival, height growth, and total height all indicate that fall planting of western larch is preferable to
spring planting in northeastern Washington, and that 2+0
bareroot stock is preferable to 6-month container stock. If
planting operations must be conducted in the spring, it is
still preferable to plant bareroot stock.
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Growing Western Larch in
a Container Nursery
R. Kasten Dumroese
David L. Wenny

Abatract - Western larch (Larix occidentalu Nutt.) in containers
in greenhouses grew to a variety or sizes after controlorrertil izera and photoperiod lengths. A basic growing regime ror a nurs.
ery in northern Idaho. U.S.A. . is provided 8.8 8 guide. Using an
integrated pest management plan greatly reduces the need ror
pesticides.

Western larch (Larix occidentalis Nutt.), an important
timber species in the Inland Northwest of North America
'
occurs from western Montana to eastern Oregon and
Washington and northward into southern British Columbia
(Rudolf 1974). In northern Ida ho this species occurs in
nearly pure stands or in mixt ures with Douglas-fll'
(Pseudotsugo menziesii va r. glauco [Beissn.] Franco) and
western white pine (Pinus monticola Dougl. ex D. Don ).
Western larch grows best on dee p, moist, porous soils in
high valJeys and on mountain slopes of northern and
wes tern exposure (Harlow and others 1979). Mature tree
heights a verage 35 to 55 m, and stems are about 1 m in
diameter at breast height. Generally, the species begins
to bear cones a round 30 years of age (Rudolf 1974) and
may produce conas e very yea r (Sheare r 1986). Larger diameter , full-crown dominant and codominant western
larch produce more cones more frequently (Shearer 19B6).
However , viable seed crops ca n be much more infrequ ent,
with up to 10 years between seed crops (Rudolf 1974).
Seed may be t ran sferred ±245 m in eleva tion a nd abou t
0.75' lat itude (Rehfeldt 1983).
In northe rn Ida ho, weste rn Montana, and eastern
Washington , nursery ma nagers grow western la rch fo r
8rtificial regenera tion 8S 1+0 ba reroot, 2+0 ba re root, or
1+0 container stock. In ta ble 1 we provide a n estimate of
western la rch grown by stock type in t he Northern Rocky
Mountains . In this a rea, a bout 60 percent of th e nu rseries a re strictly container operations, a nd about 9 percent
of t hei r a nnual prod uction is western la rch . Although
western larch is a small component of most seedli ng
c ro ~ s , it is especially challenging beca use of its rapid
growth.
We feel most containe r nurseries in t his region , including our own , grow western larch much the same way .
Therefore, we provide as a guide our basic regi me fo r

SEED QUALITY
The first step in successfully growing western larch in
containers is to evaluate the seed. Seed quality is actually described by a number of attributes: seeds per kilogram, seed purity, soundness, and viability.

Seeds Per Kilogram
For northern Idaho, larch seeds generally average
around 350,000 per kg. Actual seeds per kilogram can
vary substantially, and an accurate detennination is necessary to prepare the appropriate amount of seed for
planting. We calculate seeds per kilogram by weighing
five replications of 100 seeds to the nearest 0.01 g. We
then place mean weight into this equation:
Seeds per kilogram

:I:

rn'!8n

100 seeds
I !.QQQ.g
weight of 100 seeds in grams
kg

Seed Purity
We determine purity by removing the "debris" from an
B·g sa mple (approx.imately 2,500 seeds). Seed clea ni ng
machinery operated by skilled technici ans should ach ieve
more than 95 perce nt purity.
Purity % =

clec~~a8"eed!~!i~~~nB

I

100

Soundness Percentage
We detenn ine percentage of hollow seeds by x4rayi ng
a 100- to 200·seed sample, although th is could also be
schieved by cutting t he same number of seed. If more
tha n 5 percent of the seeds are hollow, the sced lat should
be re processed by pneumatic or gravity mean s to eliminate empty seeds.

Viability -Stratification and
Germination Tests
The most im portant 8Spect of seed quality is how well
the seed wi ll genn inate. We determine ger minatio n capacity and energy so an appropriate amount of seed can
be prepared for planti ng. Western larth germinates best
if give n a 2B-day cold/moist stratification pe riod. We

Paper prellenLed 8llhe Sympollium on EcololO' and Mano8'ement of
Larix F'orellll: A Look Ahead. WhILefi s h. !\.IT. USA. October 5·9, 1992
R RuLe n Oumroese I. Re&ea«h As8O(lat~ a nd David L. Wenny II
ProfeBlOrlMulIRer ofth e F'oteat Re~lIrth Nursery. Oepartmento(F'oresl
IU,lIOu~lI. ColleRe o( F'oreMtry. Wildlife and RanRe ScIe nces. Univerlllty of
Idllho, M08COw. 10 83844 · 11 37. USA
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grOwing larch in containers for reforestation and conser4
vation in northern Idaho (46.5 0 N.latitude and 117 0 W.
longitude).
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Table 1-Estlmaled quantitieS of total reforestabon seedlings and total western larch grown in various stock types in eastern Washington ,
northern Idaho , and western Montana
~, ....oo~

Totol

Larch

2.0 beraroot
Tot.1
l .rch

Tot.1

l - - - - - - - - -- - --

6° i

50

1.0 cont.lnar

•

Federal
Slate
Prrvate
Industry

2.200,000
0
0

1,500,000
0
0

14,500,000
100,000
1.000,000
0

2,400,000
20,000
6,000

4.200,000
1,340,000
4,200,000
6,600,000

220,000
120,000
514 ,000
765,000

Tolal

2,200,000

1,500.000

15.600,000

2.426.000

16,340,000

, ,6'9.000

I
I
I

l.rch

;

10

prepa re seed for stratification by first plaCing seed into a
fine mesh bag and soaking it 48 hours in running tap water to help re move inoculum of potential pathoge ns and to
imbibe the seed. We then suspend the mesh bag in a plastic bag so seeds a.re not soaki ng in water. and hang the
bags in refrigerated storage at 2-3 "C for 28 days. After 28
days. we again rinse the seed 24 hours in running tap water and place them into pl astic genn ination trays. We
replicate teste four times with 100 seeds per re pl ication
and germinate seed under 8 hours of light at 18 °C. Cumulative counts are made at 7,14, 21. and 28 days.
The same stratification procedure is followed for preparing seed for planting. We limit the amount of seed in mesh
bags to 1 kg. After the fmal rinse, we qu ickly surface-dry
the seeds and store them at 2-3 "C until planting.

We use a 50:50 peat:vermiculite soilless growing medium without suppl emental dolomite. Usually, growing
medi um pH is between 4.2 a nd 4.6. A Gleason flat filler
automatically ftlls containers with growing medium. Our
crews moisten the bottom 1 to 2 cm of the containers before running the m through to prevent medium from fall·
ing through the drainage holes. This machine fills about
100 containers per hour. Once filled, we send containers
through an Old Mill Seeder. This precision sowing machi ne uses a photocell to electronically regulate the
a mount of seed delivered to each cell o(the container.
We found it works extremely well for small-seeded species, includ ing western larch (Wenny and Ed80n 1991).
On ... e sown, we top-dress containers with about 6 to 8 nun
of white silica grit using a hand-held dispenser (Dumroese
and others 1990). We then place containers on greenhouse benches.

PLANTING
Once seed quality is assessed we can calculate the
amount of seed necessary for our crop. Using probability
tables ( see Tin us and McDonald 1979), we determine the
number of seed needed per cell to achieve around 98.5
percent cell occupancy. Most nurseries generally oversow
the contracted quantity to ensure enough seedlings are
produced to satisfy the agreem ~nt. Oversow facto rs vary
from nursery to nursery , but the Forest Research Nursery
uses a 10 percent factor . Alter learning seed germ ination.
desired seedling quantity, seed purity, sound seed percentage, and seeds per kilogram, we calculate seed re·
quirements (or the crop as (ollows:

RECORD KEEPING
The most important aspect of growing western larch,
or any species, in containers is keeping detailed records
o( all cultural ma nipulations to the crop. This aids the
decision-making process for altering the regime to im·
prove stock viability, provides a permanent record of pesticide a pplications in the event of litigation, and in a
multiple·worker environment, communicates current
crop status to all workers.
We measure seedlings every 2 weeks for height and root
collar diameter (r .c.d.) growth . Our tech nicians chart averages for the seedlot or species on a personal computer
and compare growth rates to target growth curves. The
target growth curve is based on past experience and contract specifications (fig. 1). Actual growth, as compared to
target growth , is what drives modifications to the growing
regime - increasing fertil izer rates if growth is lagging or
decreasing rates if growth is exc~ding targeted rates_
Therefore, we apply fertilizers according to seedling phenology, not by calenda r days. Compute r programs using
commercially available software make these modifications

IDHired 5Hdlinpl .IIOveraow factor) a ISeed. per cell i
ISeed~ per kilogram ) I (Pu':;ty percentla lSoundnu8 percent)

We are cu rrently growing la rch in two containers: Ray
Leach Pine Cello® and the Copperblock<!l 45/340 (styro

20's). Pine cells have a volume 0 (66 mL, while the styro
20'8 have a cell volume of 340 mL. Ge nerally, most nursery managers in northern Idaho a nd western Montana
u1le 60- to SO-mL conta iners for reforestation seedlings,
whlh we use the large r 340-mL containers fo r conservation seedl ings used by the public. Copperblocka are 80
named because their ce ll walls are coated with copper to
encourage chemical root prun ing. In copper-treated containers we grow seedlings with ahorter first order roote,
more thi rd and fourth ord er roote, and few if any roots
growing down the outside of the rootplug. We find chemically root-pruned seedl ings are al80 easie r to remove from
their containers.

easy (Wenny 1989).

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
We monitor maximum and minimum air tempe rature
(on thennometers and a hygrothermograph), growing medium temperature, humidity, and pH and electrical conductivi ty of irrigation, fertigation water (irrigation water
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°O:---~--~--:---~--1-0---1~2---,-4---,-6---,-8---2-0---2-2-C
Figure 1-Target height curves for containergrown western larch in styro 20's and pine
cells.

WEEKS
-

Pine cellI

.. StyrO 20's

with injected liqu id fertilizer in solu tion ), and leachate
from the growing medium.

table 2). We continue to add phosphoric acid to lower fe rtigation water pH to around 5.5.
During this period, we maintain day temperatures of
24-27 °C and night temperatures around 18 °C. Medium
temperature (recorded a t 8 a. m. daily) averages 18 °C.
We extend photoperiod to 24 hours by using intermitte nt, all-night lighting (see Landis and othe rs 1992) and
300·watt incandescent bulbs .

FERTILIZERS, PHOTOPERIOD, AND
TARGET HEIGHT
We grow one crop of western larch each year. Our
crews sow seeds during the first week of April. For seedlings in pine cell s, our target height is 16 to 20 cm, while
50 to 60 cm is the target fo r styro 20's (fig. 1). We know
from experience ou r larch crops generally set bud a nd
st-op height growth during th e first 2 weeks of August
(about week 16), regardless of fertilizer regi me.

Accelerated Growing Phase

Our nursery uses rolli ng benches , and 86 percent of the
area is in production. Once planted, technicians irrigate
containe rs with an overhead, traveling-boom irrigation
system until the mediu m is thoroughly moi st. Phosphoric
acid is injected into the irrigation water to adjust pH to
a roun d 5.5. We apply light mi sts of acidified irrigation
water only on warm, sunny days to keep the zone a round
germinating seeds slightly moist.

For seedlings in pine cells, this phase lasts from week 7
th rough week 10 (table 2). We continue twice-weekly fertilizer applications, and seedlings a re given 120 ppm N of
Peter3 Conifer Grower® (20-7-19) alternated with 81 ppm
N liquid ca lcium ammonium nitrate (CAN 17®) (17-0-08.8). At week 10, if growth is on ta rget (seedlings are
about 50 percent of desired, fin al height), we leach the
medium with copious amounts of wate r to remove excess
fertilizer an d salts.
Like the pine cells, we give seedlings grown in styro
20's twice-weekly fertilizer applications from week 7 but
continu e them through week 14. We alternate Peters
Conifer Grower at 192 ppm N with 257 ppm N CAN 17.

Initial Growth

Coasting Phase and Bud Initiation

Crews thin seedlings to one seedli ng pe r cell by removing extra germina nts with tweezers or fin gers as soon as
the majority of seedlin gs have shed their seedcoats. Thinning is more efficient if done before late ral root development. Seedlots with high gennination energy tend to shed
their seedcoats rapidly. Once seed coats a re shed, we apply
~u trients during each twice-weekly irrigation. During in iual growth phose, wee k 3 through week 6, we inject a liquid ferti lizer solu tion of Peters Conifer Starte r®( 7-40-17)
at a rate of 42 ppm nitrogen (N) supple mented with mi cronu trients. Micronutric nts include magnes ium sulfate,
manganous s ulfate, solubor (boron ), a nd Sequestrene 330
(chelated iron) (see Wenny a nd Dumroese 1987 and

Begi nn ing with week 10 for pine cells a nd week 14 for
styro 20's, we irrigate seedlin gs only when medi um has
become ba rely moist (table 2). Our greenhouse technicians daily select seedlings at random , remove the seed·
ling from the ceU, and visunlly examine and feel medium
for dryness. Although qui te subjective, we f~1 this method
has some advantages: disease and insects can be surveyed
at the some time; by random selectio n, secdiings seldom
exam!ned because of inaccessibility are checked; and by in spectmg the rootplug, we gai n insight as to how the root
system jr developing.
Extended photope riod is disco ntin ued . We se t day temperatures for 16 to 21
a nd night temperatu res of 10
to 16 "C. We ma intai n medium tempe ratures between
14 and 16 °C with these air temperature ran ges.

GROWING REGIME

ac
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Table 2-Growing regime for western larch grown in Ray Leach Pine Celis and the Copperblock 451340 (styro 20)'

~GRATEDPESTMANAGEMENT

GermInation and Initial growth

AccekH'ated growIng phe..

PLAN

Weeks 3-6

Weeks 7·10

Weeks 10·16

Weeks 1S'storage

Peters Conifer Starter at 42 ppm
N with micronutrientsl applied
twice weekly.

Peters Conifer Grower at 120
ppm and micro nutrients
alternated with 81 ppm N from
CAN 17. Seedlings fertilized
twice each week.

Alternate micronutrients with
81 ppm CAN 17. Fertilized only
when rootplug is barely moist

Pelers Conifer Finisher at 24
ppm N alternated with 161 ppm
N from CAN 17. Peters Foliar
Feed at 648 ppm N once every
2 weeks. Fertilized only
when rootplug is barely moist

Weeks 3-6

Weeks 7·14

Weeks 14·16

Weeks 16-slorage

Peters Conifer Starter at 42 ppm
N with mk:ronutrients awtied
tvrice weekly.

Peters Conifer Grower at 192
ppm N and mk:ronut,ients
alternated with 257 ppm N
from CAN 17. Seedlings
fertilized twice each week.

Alternate miaonutrients with
81 ppm CAN 17. Fertilized onty
when roorpug is barely moist.

ppm N alternated with 161 ppm

Coalllng pha...nd bud Inl1l.tlon

Root coller dIameter growth

Pine cell,

Styro 20',
Peters Conifer Finisher at 24

N from CAN 17. Peters Fofiar
Feed at 648 ppm N once every
2 weeks. Fert~ized only
when rootp4ug Is barely moist

' From Wenny and Durrw-oese 1987.
IUic:ronutrients consist 01 magnesium sulfale at 24 ppm S, manganous sulfale al 11 ppm S, solubof at 0.46 ppm 8 , and Sequesttene 330 at 4 ppm Fe.

Foliar Feed!!> (27-15-1 2) every 2 weeks from budset I<>
about the end of October. This treatment, especially for
larch in pine ceUs. quickly boosta foliar N levels depleted
during the "coasting" phase and increases r.c.d. and bud
length (Montville and Wenny 1990). The r.c .d. delivery
specifications are 2.3 mm , hut we set our target at 3 mm.

Western larch in pine cells will "coast" from week 10
through budset, about week 16, during which time seedlings continue to grow, regardle88 of nutrient applications
or moisture conditions. Total height at tenninal bud set
is about twice that at the end ofthe accelerated growing
phase. Our larch generally give us a 100 percent increase
in h eight as they "coast" to budset. During this coast;ng
period, we alternate micronutrients with 81 ppm N CAN
17 whenever the medium is barely moist.
This "coasting" effect is important. Our research indicates no cultural practice short of inducing mortality will
sl<>p height growth. although phol<>period control by shad·
ing may be a method. Nursery managers can prepare for
these "coast" height increases by switching to the bud initiation phase bt!fore the seedlings are at desired heights.
For 8 crop of about 90,000 seedlings, we use about
33,800 L of water during the first 15 weeks ofproduction, and 64 percent of that is drained from the nursery
(Dumroese and others 1991 ). Fortunately, larch uses
nitrogen fa irly efficiently during this period, when compared to western white pin e or Douglas-fir, and on ly
about 35 percent of the total N applied is wasted and
leaves the nurse ry. We monitor and treat our waste
water in a constructed wetland (Dumroese and Wen ny
1992b; Dumroese and others 1991 ).

Cold Hardiness, Extraction, and Cold
Storage
AB early as the first of October, seedlings may become
purplish in their needles, which indicates carbohydrate
accumulation and the beginning of physiological changes
caused by cooler temperatures and reduced photoperiod.
Beginning around mid-October we allow air temperatures
within the greenhouses to go ambient, but maximum temperatures are kept below 16 °C. Temperatures remain
about ambient until seedlings are packed for cold storage
in early J an uary . However , minimum temperature allowed in greenhouses is -2 °C, and the rootplug is prevented from remaining froze n. By this time, the LDIIO for
cold hardiness is more than -20 °C. From late October
until trees are put into cold storage, irrigation is necessary only about once every 3 to 4 weeks.
We thoroughly water seedlings before removing them
from their containers. For large reforestation orders, we
place 20 seedlings into non sealed plastic bags, and 25
bags are placed upright into a reusable, poly-lined and
sealed wax box. For small public sales, we place seedlings
into sealed plastic bags in groups of 20 or 5, depending on
container type. Our seedlings are stored at 0 to 2 °C. We
have successfully stored seedlings in this manner for up
to 9 months.

Root Collar Diameter Growth
At about week 16, terminal buds are becoming visible,
a nd height gTowth has coasted to a stop. From now until
lifti ng. we give seedlings in both container types 24 ppm
N in the form of Peters Conifer Finisher® (4-- 25·35) alternated with 161 ppm N CAN 17 each time irrigation is necessa ry (table 2). Also, seedlings receive 648 ppm N Peters
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ventilation &yatem, shown to improve aeration and reduce
disease incidence (Peterson and Sutherland 1990). We
also add a spreader (R-11®) to irrigation water to foster
eVbporation from needles and brush foliage with a piece
of plastic pipe to gently remove water droplets from
needles. Having shorter target heigbta and growing seedlings at a slower rate also decreases disease incidence
(Dum.".se and othe", 1990).
Removing dead material from the growing area also
reducea disease incidence (Sutherland and others 1989;
Wenny and Dumroese 1987). We routinely inspect larch
and remove any dead seedlings, especially after budBEt
initiation treatments. As the Beason progre88eS and
needles begin to drop, an appreciable accumulation of
needles can develop on top of containers. This mat of
needles is slow to dry after irrigation and can be an excellent location for &trytis development. Will use a shop
vacuum to remove thislay~r of dead needles and find it
helps reduce Botrytis incidence (Dumroeae and Wenny
1992a).
We routinely inspect seedlings in cold storage for
Botryti&. Preventative methods are the best way to control this problem and include the following: (1) pull, wrap,
and sl<>re only vigorous. disease-free seedlings; (2) store
seedlings for the .borteet duration po.. ible; (3) routinely
inspect a sample of each lot, es;>ecially lots containing significant quantities of dead needles as these can be an initial food base for the pathogen; (4) ifp088ible, immediately
sbip seedlings sbowing mold problem. (Sutherland and
Van Eerden 1980). Mold growth can also be reduced by
dropping the storage temperature for fully hardened seedlings to below freezing.

At the Forest Research Nursery, three main pests
threaten larch crops: Fusarium diseases, Botryti! cinerea
(gray mold), and Lepidoptera larvae. Our pesticide phi.
losophy is based on monitoring and sanitation, Stressing
a clean growing environment has aUowed us to drastically
reduce our pesticide usage (Dumroese and others 1990).
For one crop, for example, we applied pesticides only four
times, twice for damping-off and twice for larvae. We apply pesticides only as a last resort.

Fusarium Diseases
Fusarium can be a major problem with growing container seedlings. It can elicit disease as damping-off, cotyledon blight, hypocotyl rot, or root disease. Fusarium inocuium is everywhere, and prudent managers will develop
an integrated pest management plan to manage this pathogen (James and others 1990). A rruijor inoculum source is
previously used containers (James and others 1988). We
immerse used containers in hot water (77 °e ) for 15 seconds for hard plastic containers or 1 minute for styroblock
containers to remove inoculum.
After planting, we rely on proper cultural practices to
reduce damping-off: maintaining low medium pH with
acidified irrigation water , using white silica grit to allow
air circulation around the root collar zone, keeping relative humidity low, and delaying nitrogen fertilization until germination is complete. During daily inspections, we
remove germinanta showing symptoms of damping-off and
tally losses by seedlot. Also during this period, seedlings
with retained seed coats may show signs of cotyledon
blight, needles necrosis originating at the seed coat. We
also remove these seedlings. If our threshold damage levels are exceeded, we may apply fungicides for control
(Dumroese and Wenny 1992b).
Once stems lignify, seedlings may begin to show symptoms of FlIsarium root rot: chlorotic needles that tum
necrotic, resulting in the seedling turning brown to red brown and dying. The seedling tip may also wilt into a
shepherd's crook. Again, we remove infected seedlings
and cells as 800n as evident.

Lepidoptera Larvae
This pest is more of a nuisance than a cause of damage,
although affected areas can be severely ravaged . Pest incidence is also higher in the spring. We refrain, if possible, from using photoperiod lights until the Sprihg 801stice, thereby reducing attraction of adults to nursery
lights until later in the season. When daily checks show
damAge, we determine if it is isolated or widespread. If
isolated, larvae are hand picked, and the isolated area is
sprayed with Bacillus thuringumsi3 Wipel 2X!!». If widespread, we treat the entire crop with Bacillus thuringiensis twice, 2 weeks apart.

Botrytis cinerea

RESULTS AT OUR NURSERY

From mid-September until the seedlings are shipped
for planting, infection by Botrylis is inevitable. The symptoms are webs of gray to gray· brown mycelium growing
on and aro und dead and dying needles t hat have either
fallen from seedlings or a re stil1attached . Tan or brown·
watery stem lesions may also be present. Levels of
Botrytis will increase as needles begin to drop.
Sanitation and cultu ral control is the best way to man age thi s disease. Keeping relative humidity low and increasing aeration help reduce s pore germination and further gTowth of the fungus (Sutherland and others 1989).
We accomplish this by watering less frequently and early
in the morning, improving ventilation by spreading containers a part. regulating temperature, or some com·
bination of these. We use an u nder-bench . forced-air

Using this r~gime and pine cells, we are able to consistently grow western larch seedlings 20 cm tall with r.c.d.
between 2.5 and 3 mm (fig. 2). About 99 pen:.nt ofl<>tal
seedlings requested are delivered with a nominal 10 percent oversow. We avoid pesticide control of Botrytis by
sanitation and cultural manipulation of the crop.
Decreas ing seedling density and increasing available
rooting volume by using styro 20's allows us to increase
fertilizer application rates and to grow seedlings averaging 50 cm tall and 61<> 9 mm r.c.d. (fig. 2). These larger
seed lings work well on sites with brush competition or
browsing. Chemica1 root pruning allows easier lifting
from containers, less worker fatigue, and improved root
egress.
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Figure 2-$even-month..old western larch seedlings grown in
styro 2O's (Ioff) and pine coils (righll .

Dumroese, R. K.; Wenny, D. L. 1992b. University of Idaho
Forest Research Nursery waste water and integrated
pest management plan. Moftcow, ID: University of
Idaho, Fo....t, Wildlife and Range Experiment Station.
Dumroese, R K.; Wenny, D. L.; Gisselberg, T. 1991. Building a hand-held dispenser for top-dressing containers.
Tree Planters' Notes. 42(2): 56-61.
Dumroe.e, R K.; Wenny, D. L.; Quick, K. E . 1990. Reducing pesticide use without reducing yield. Tree Planters'
Notes. 41(41: 28-32.
Harlow, W. M.; Horrar, E . S.; White, F. M. 1979. Textbook
of dendrology. 6th ed. New York: McGraw-Hili. 510 p.
James, R L.; Dumroese, R. K.; Wenny, D. L. 1988. Occurrence and persistence of Fusarium within styroblock
and Ray Leach containers. In: Landis, T. D., tech. coord.
Proceedings: combined meeting of the Western Forest
Nursery Associations; 1988 August 8-11 ; Vernon, BC.
Gen. Tech. Rep. INT-176. Fort Collins, CO: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Rocky Mountain
Forest and Range Experiment Station: 145-148.
Jame., R L.; Dumroese, R K.; Wenny, D. L. 1990. Approaches to integrated pest management of Fusarium
root di sease in container-grown seedlings. In: Rose, R.;
Campbell, S. J .; Landis, T. D., ed • . Target seedling symposium: proceedings, combined meeting of the Western
Forest Nursery Associations; 1990 August 13-17;
Roseburg, OR. Gen. Tech. Rep. RM -200. Fort CoUi ns,
CO: U.S. Department of Agriculture. Forest Service,
Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station:
240-246.
Landis, T . D.; Tinus, R. W.; McDonald , S . E.; Barnett,
J . P. 1992. Atmospheric environ ment. Vol. 3. The
container tree nursery manual. Agric. Handb. 674.
Washington , DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 145 p.

We feel the moot important aspect of any growing ...gime
is continually monitoring seedling growth 88 the regime
progre88e8. Height and r .c.d. measurements can then be
used to modify or change the ...gime as seedling growth dictates during one growing season and between growing
seasons. We have developed this regime from 10 years of
records on fertilizer a pplication rates and resultant seedling growth, nnd we plan to modify it in the future in pursuit of high-quality western larch seedlings.
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The Role of Larix in Icelandic Forestry
Sigurl)ur BlandaI
Arnor Snorrason

Tab .. 1-Climatic data from five weather stations.1971-1980

51.Uon
Reykjavik

Lambavatn
Akureyri
Hallormsstaour

The inorganic fraction of Icelandic soils is basaltic in
origin and, on freely drained sites, soils have an acidity
of around pH 6,5. For the most part the soils are built up
ofloess, within which a variable number of volcanic tephra layers occur. Commonly they are from 0,50-1:00 m
thick, but can be 5-6 m in thickness near to the actlve volcanoes. One characteristic of such soils is that they are
prone to frost heaving (J6hannesson 1960).

Abet....ct- During the 18.8t decade considerable changea have
occurred in Icelandic forest petie} and larch planting. Foresta
for land reclamation and recreation are now priorities. Larch is
eminently suited for both priorities. Today fOnlawnt are looking
at aeverallarch species for planting Bnd for mala, and accelerated breeding programs have begun. The inland areas ofEasl
and North Iceland have proven to be the most auitable for larth
cultivation.
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5
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60
90

9.2
8.6
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9.2
9.8
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8
49
43
26

0.8
0.1
0.8
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12

sec

799
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524
498
851

470
757
1.273
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11 .0
13.0
12.7
12.8
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148
142
143
188

m
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387
144
183
530
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79
88

n
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~ticns : 1. EWiation em) ; 2. Mean surrvnertetnl1henn (June-Sept.) In ·C; 3. ....., mu. 1UlT'lTllf1lltrlllhenn (·C); <t. No. dllpwflh rru . ...,. >1 5 ·C;
5. Growing aeeson (No. ~ _ 5 • C); 8. Mean temp. Feb.·March · C; 7. TempItIIlure IUm IIbove 5 ·C In cIIIyo~; 8 . ........... ptICipiCdon (nwn);

9. Mean precipitation May.Sepl. (mm) ; 10. Calmness· percent days where wind speed Is 0-3 on BMub't1Cl6l.
Refs. : Cotumns 1-4, 8, 8, and 9 from Ragnarsson, H. (1990); columns 5, 9, and 10 from GI...,." H. (1.). BoIh . . . oIdIII . . . . tram
reoords of the Icelandic Meterologic:al 0tI'1ce.

NATIVE WOODLANDS
Birch (Betula pubescens Ehrh. ) is the only native species in Iceland that forms woodland. Other woody species
associated with the birch are: the willows (Salu lanata L.
and S. phylicifolia L'), which are common and abundant
all over Iceland; rowan (So,.bus aucupa,.ia L.), which is
found in most districts as a scattered component of the
woodlands and the very rare aspen (Populus tremula L.),
which has only been found on six sites in the North and
the East mavid880n 1980).
Today the area of natural woodland covers 1 to 2 percent of the land, but originally covered at least 30 percent
prior to settlement, some 1,100 years ago (Sigurdsson
1977: Thonotein880n 1972).

CLIMATE
Iceland lies on the northern reaches of the cold·
temperate. climatic zone, between latitudes 630 and 66°
north. The climate is maritime, with short, cool su.m men
and long. but relatively mild winters. The weather is unstable. which is due to the country being situated on the
boundary zone of two, very diffe rent air currents, one of
tropical origin and the other pola r. Consequently a constant stream of low pressure cens pass over the country,
especially during winter. Although Iceland is not very
large there are considerable variations in climate between
the different region s. This is most notice9ble with respect
to wi nd iness a nd precipitation . Furthermore the length
of the grow ing season varies considerably between regions. Climatological da ta from five weather stations is
prese nted in table 1 a nd their geographical positions are
shown on figu re 1.
Ragnar5son ( 1990> divides Icela nd into several climatic
regions, maintai ning thot production fo restry is a feasible
proposition in three of these regions. Icelandic forestry is
predomi nantly based on int roduced species of wh ich the
genus lA ,.u is the most importa nt . The cl imatic regions
a re shown on figure 2, fro m wh ich it ca n be seen that 11
percent of the land area is suitable for forestry (Ragnar8son
1990).

CULTIVATION OF LARIX IN ICELAND
The earliest larch trials were established just after
the tum of the century. European larch (lA,.ix chcidua
Miller) and Siberian larcll CL. sibirica Ledeb.) we", planted
as specimen trees or in small groups. At this time the
Russian (or Sukachev) variety (La,.ix sukaaewii Dy1is)
had not been separated from Siberian larch (Dylis 1947).
Hence aU early imports are designated under Siberian
larch.
The first larch stand of any extent was established with
the planting of 1 hectare , of Archangel prove nance , at
Hallormastadur in East Iceland, in 1938 (Bjamason U. ~7).
It was inspired by the promising growth of some of the
earlier plantings, especially in the inland areas of the
North and East of the country. Plant ing of larch on a
nationwide scale began in 1951 when a Siberian provenance, from t he Khakass Au tonomou s Oblast, was introduced. Since then Siberian and Russian larches have been
planted a nnually, with the greater area in th e northern
a nd eastern districts. Today Russian larch is the most
commonly planted exotic in Iceland (BlOndal a nd Benedikz
1990), Up to and including 1992 some 7 million larch
seedlings have been planted, of which 97 percent are
of the Siberian and Russian species.

SOILS
Iceland is built up by basaltic eruptions , which occurred during t he Tertiary and Quaternary periods along the
Mid Atlantic Ridge . The older Tertia ry formations.
known as th e Plateau Basalts, a re fou nd in t he eastern
and weste rn pa rts of the country. Whi lst the younger,
the Palogonlte Formations. occu r along t he central part,
where vol ca nic activity still occurs (Kjart.an880n 1956 ).
Paper pruented at the Sympotlum on EcolOC a nd ManapmfO nlof
Laris fornt.· A Look M ud , Whlterl.lh. M'T, U.S.A.. October ~9, 199'2.
Sirur6ur Blondalll retired Director and Am6r Snornaon il P\ann inl
Of1lc:er IFS. leeland r ore.t Serv i~. 700 E"I ..udi r , t~l.nd.
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Flg<n l-Map of Iceland showing the location 01
the weather ~tions in table1 .

Flgu.. 2-Map of Iceland showing the _
01
the 00UtlVf into Iores1ry "'... (from Aagnatsson
1990). Darkened areas at8 suitabkI for reforesta·
tIon with exotics.
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From 1949 to 1968 lOme no kg of aeed from Beven
provenances from Archangel district was obtained. However, between 1969 and 1989 only a single 10 kg lot (in
1984) was acquired and even that seed (from Pleaetak)
wa. purchased from Sweden (BIOnda1 and Benedikz
1990). In 1990 50 kg of larcb seed from tbe Pinega River
area in Archangel district was obtained (Snorra80n and
BlijndalI990).
Between 1951 and 1977 lOme 15 kg of seed Wtlll procured from larch plantations in Finland and Norway
(Blijndal and Benedikz 1990). All the Finniah atands
could be traced back to the renowned Ian:h plantation at
Raivola in RU88ian Karelia, which had been established in
1738, using ...d from tbe An:bangel district (Heikinbeimo
1927; Hagman 1990).
Larch seed orchards were first established in Finland
and Sweden in the mid-1950's. Other orchards were establiBhed tbere and in Norway between 1961 and 1974.
The largeat are in Finland and were eotabliBhed between
1971 and 1974. All the clonal material in the.. orcbarda
originates from An:hangel diatrict with the exception of a
amall orchard built up of Siberian material (BJondaland
Benedikz 1990). Scandinavian aeed orcharda are the
main BOurte of Ian:b aeed for Icelandic forestry today.
The fint batch of improved ...d waa acquired in 1969
from the Mo och DomsjH orchard in Sweden and this was
the only source of Russian larch sown in Iceland until
1981. After which ... d waa obtained from Norwegian and
,ther Swediab orcbards. Since 1986 nearly all larch aeed
baa been obtained from EllIIO-Gutzeies orehard at Imatra

NATIONAL SURVEY OF LARCH
PLANTATIONS
In 1985 the Iceland Foreot Service made a countrywide
aurvey of the growth oflarch otandB (SnOml80n 1987).
The 8Ul"Vey covered 144 stands planted in 1965 and earlier
(fig. 3). The conclusions from the survey were:
• Inland Bites in the North and East are, climatically,
the moat suitable (or cultivating larch as 8 timber crop.
• L. 3uJt.Q.CZ~wii and L . • ibirico. are the most promising
larcbll~e8 .

• L. ! uAacztwii generally shows better .temfann than
other species and the northernmost provenances
were, generally. the beat.
• There wall greater variation in growth and (orm
within populations than between them.
• Site fertility h.u 8 greater influence on (orm and vol·
ume production than origin does. This was the only
factor to be proven statistically in the survey.
• Larch haa little future 88 a timber tree in South
Iceland except, posaibly, on inland sites.
• Increased and better deaigned silvicultural research
is euential if larch cultivation is to be improved.

SEED PROCUREMENT
In view of the above conclusions the difficulty oC obtaining seed from An:hangel diatrict, where the mOBt suitable
provenances originate, is a serious problem.

Figure 4-1he map shows iI1e dis1ribution of
the three contiguous larch species growing in the
SoviOI Union and iI1e origin of iI1e provenances

in the Iceland Forest Service survey of 1985
(from Snorrason 1987).

in Finland. Up to and including 1991 some 216 kg of seed
have been procured from Nordic seed orchards .
During this period it was much easie r to get seed of
Siberian larch Trom natural stands. The fU'st introduction
of certified origin came from the Sayan Mountains in
Khakasa A.O. in 1947. Up to 1986 lOme 186 kg of Siberian
larch seed has been sown in Icelandic nurseries, most of
which has come from the Altai region (fig. 4) and nearly
all collected in natural forests.
During the last decade conside rable changes have occurred in Icelandic forest policy and with it a change in
the objects of larch planting. Forests for land reclamation
and for recreation arc now priorities. Larch is eminently
suited for planting on eroded land and is much sought afte r for planting for recreation purposes. In both cases
lower demands are made as regards to form and growth
rate and there has been a considerable increase in larch
planting outside of its optimum area.
Today foresters are looking at other larch species for
these purposes and for trials in the areas not considered
suitable for the Russian and Siberian varieties. Namely:
European larch; tamarack (La rix laricina [Du Roi) K.
Koch) and hybrid larch (L. x henryana Rehder.). Up to
now plant production of these species has been very small,
for instance only 13 kg of European larch seed were imported from 1900 to 1990, and virtually no provenance
research has been made on these species.

Iceland but due to the unstable winter climate seed viability ia very low (Anon. 1993).

SPECIES OF LARIX PLANTED IN
ICELAND
Table 2 lists all apeciea of larch which have been tested
in Iceland. For some species only a few specimen trees occu,-, namely Larix kaemferi Sarg. and L. occidentalis Nutt.
and experience is extremely limited, as it is with some of
the species described below.

ECOLOGICAL STATUS
As mentioned earlier by far the greater proportion of
larch in Iceland is of the Russian or Siberian species.
Hence tt..e following remarks pertain more or less to our
experience of their cultivation. More experience is needed
on the cultivation of the three other species of interest, L.
decidua, L. laricina and L. :II: henryana, before any definite
conclusions can be made on their general suitability.

Optimum Regions
The inland aress of East and North Iceland have proven
to be those most suitable for larch cultivation. Of the
sites shown in table I, Akureyri and Hallormsstadur fall
within this zone. The climate there is less maritime than
at the other stations and it is of interest that the only climatic parameters which differ to any degree are:

TREE IMPROVEMENT WORK

Flgur. 3-Ragional DMsion of Iceland, 1·10, and iI1e locations of iI1e sample pIo.. ,
~ack

Research work into accelerated breeding of larch has
been started in Iceland. This is based on greenhouse
production seed from superior clones of Russian and
Siberian larch. Further work on hybridization of various
larch species is proposed at a later stage (Eysteinsson 1992).
In addition a project has been initiated to establish a seed
orchard of Russian larch abroad. Larch produces seed in

•
•
•
•

Therefore one can assume that it is these parameters
which are of importance for the success of the larches.

dots. surveyed 1985.
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Number of days with max.imum temperature = 15 °C.
Mean temperature for February-Marth.
Frequency of calmness.
Precipitation during the growing &eason.
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Teble 2-lcelandic experience with various species of Larix

st-I..

VMr

L. suksczswii
Lsbirics
L decidua
L. gmflliniv. japonica
L. laricina
Lgmelini
Lx hBnryana
L/ya!lii

1913
1951
1905
1950
1951
1956
1957
1970

Introduced No. of provenencee
Not.
PIt.
S.O
13
13
16

Concluelonl

Exp.

11

Slom

YIeld

Fr.

Ole.

++

+/+

(+)

Expanations:
Nal .. nalural stands.
Pit.
.. plantations.
5 .0 .. seed orchards.
Exp. • experience: .. oonsiderable•• lilrited, _ very limited (+) virtually failed.
Stem • stem form : +. very good .• good, +1+ variable. + pool.
YIeld .. _ vigorou ••• reasonatH growth. + .Iow.
Fr.
.. frost susoapti)iIi1y:
ry susceptible•• IIJsoeptibIe, -tairty good rnlstance.
Dis. .. susceptibillry 10 die-bac:k disaasa: • susceptibWt, - ocx:aslonaJly infectad or no records.

.+ . .

at Hallormsstaour. Today hundreds of self-sown larch
trees can be found adjacent to this stand. Natural regeneration of both the Russian and Siberian species occu.ra at
several other woodlands.

Optimum Sites
SnofTason (1987) showed that the most vigorous larch
stands were fo und on moist, freshly-drained soils. Tbey
were characterized by a mixed for~gra88 vegetation
(Ragnara80n and Steind6rs80n 1963), in which Geranium
sylvaticum L. and Equisetum aroense L. occur with various grasses such 8S Hierochloe odorata (L.) PB., Agrostis
ttnuis Sibth. and Deschampsia fl.exuosa (L.) Trin.

Mixtures
Larch has generally been planted as a monoculture in
Iceland. However, a few small areas, which were planted
up as mixtures with Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.J
Karat.) 30 to 40 years ago can be found. Norway spruce
thrives in mixture with the larch, as do other spruce species, such as sitka spruce (Picea sitcMnsu [Bong.J Carr.)
and the hybrid P. x lutzii Little. In these mixtures the
spruce seems to be the main benefactor as it is usually
more vigorous and of a more healthy color than in pure
stands. While the spruce grows more slowly initially it
seems likely that it will catch-up with the larch eventually.
A similar, nursing effect can be seen on lodgepole pine
(Pinus contorta DougI. ex Loud.) in mixtures with larch,
although not to the same extent. The benefits of planting
hemlocks (Tsugo Murophy/lo (Raf.) Sarg. and T. "",rten·
siana (Bong. I Carr,) under larch canopy has also been observed. The hemlocks being, apparently, healthier and
more vigorous under larch than under birch.
Mixtures of spruce and pine with larch are now more
frequently used on open (deforested) areas by the Iceland
Forest Service. This is not on1y to nurse the evergreen
species, which benefit most from mixtures, but al80 as an
insurance against total failure of one of the crops.

Pioneer Qualities
Larches have shown themselves to be able to colonize
various sites, such as eroded land, gravel, and on sparsely
vegetated soils characterized by Kobresia myosuroides
(Vii!.) F. & Paol., Empetrum nigrum L., and , Dryas octopet·
ala L. Once the canopy closes, which is after about 15 years,
the vegetation completely changes. Firat to gramineous
species (Oskarsson 1984) and with increasing canopy
height various forbs such as Geranium syivaticum, which
characterizes the vegetation mature woodlands, together
with various grass species.

Mycorrhiza
Association with mycorrhizal fungi is one ofthe reasons
for explaining the larches' ability to succeed on the poor
sites described earHer. At f11"8t only the bolete (SUilllU
grevilui [lOotzch.1Sing.), was known to rorm mycofThiza
with larch and it is found wherever larch is cultivated.
Two other species, known to form mycofThiza with larch
in its native habitat, Tricholoma psammopus (Kalchbr.>
QueL and Gomphidius ma.culatus (Scop.) Fr., have recently been found on larch in East Iceland (Hallgrims80n
1987).

Disease
Around 1970 a die-back disease became apparent on
larch and was observed in most parts of the country. The
disease waa diagnosed 88 being caused by Phacidium coni{e",rum (Hahn) DiCosmo, Nag Raj & Kendrick (&Il·Hansen
& &ll-Hansen 1971). The symptoms appeared following
several cold summers at the end of the 1960's and in the

Colonization
In 1966 naturally regenerated seedlings of Russian
larch were found ror the first time in the 1938 plantation
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wake of two climatic blows during 1964 and 1966. The",
was 8 slight amelioration in the climate during the next
decade and the disea.. incidence fell, leavinjJ behind atancla
of deformed. larch in the &reaa where its cultivation was
borderline, It was observed that the effects of the diseue
depended on (1) species, (2) provenance, and (3) climatic
factors. The greatest danger ocean during late winter
when a warm spell breaks dormancy and the trees are
damaged by a following cold spell, which all too frequently
occurs.

Pests
So far no serious insect pests have been found on larch
in Iceland. The only species that causes significant dam age is the weevil (Othiorrhyncus nodosus MUller) whose
larva feed on the roots of seedlings, often killing young
plants (Hallgrlmsson 1992). The seriousness of the damage bas only recently been realized, and ita extent has yet
to be established. In view of the importance of larch, investigations into weevil damage have been initiated (Anon.
1992). It is very likely that this insect haa been responsible for much of the mortality recorded in other young 00nifer plantations 8S it is not species specific.
In East Iceland feral reindeer occur and they have
caused considerable damage to young larch plantations
during snow-heavy winters. Reindeer are confined to the
East and are not a problem in other regions.

sn..vICULTURE OF LARCH IN
ICELAND
Planting Stock
Until the early 1980's planting .Iock WBB raised BB 4-yearold transplants (212). They were planted with a Norwegiantype mattock until 1960, after which a semi-circular spade
was used . Since the 1980's the bulk oflarch planting.
stock has been in container trays, usually as UO seedlings
in 50 ml plugs. If more vigorous stock is needed then 210
seedlings in 100 ml or 150 ml plugs are planted. Where
possible the soil is worked prior to planting, either disced
or plowed. and drained if necessary.
Russian larch seed, which generally shows 8 lower germination than that from Siberia and is heavier, yields on
average from 25,000 to 40,000 plants/kg.

Planting Density

u.ing the above-mentioned denaitiee it i8 expected
that the atancla will need tbiDning after 20 to 30 yean
and that it is poeaible to feU 30 to 40 pen:ent of the trees
at the first thinning. Present practice 88sumes that the
stands will be thinned 2 to 4 times over the rotation, depending on the fertility of the site and the objects of the
planting. Hence recreAtion areas will be more open than
production forest and normally as mixtures of species,
The tree. in recreation woodland are expected to have
larger and deeper crowns than in production stands.
Lareh stands are expected to bave a rotation of 80 to
120 years and the fmal crop to be 400 to 600 stemalha.
YIELD
Permanent yield plots have been established in eeveral
larch stands at HallonD8stadur in East Iceland, which i.
considered the optimum region for Iarcl>. The 1938 stand,
which originates from Archangel, haa a mean annual increment (mai) of7 m'Jha at 50 yean of age. In younger
stands in that a"'a, planted between 1951 and 1965,
yields of 3-5 m'/ha are recorded (Benedikz 1986). These
are lower yields than from the older stand and it is probable that tbe decrease in growth reflects the clima tic deterioration which occurred after 1960, especially between
1965-68 when sea-ice lay on the northern and eastern
coast-lines until mid~une.
Table 3 gives some idea on the growth of the various
larch species cultivated in Iceland.

PRACTICAL USE OF LARIX IN
ICELAND
Basically 3 uses are envisaged for Larix species in Icelandic forestry, 8S explained here and in table 4.

Wood Production
It is feasible to grow larch for timber production in the
eastern and northern inland areas below 200 m elevation.
Larch can be either planted pure or in mixtures with
other timber species such as pine and spruce.

SheIterwood
Larch seems to be an ideal tree for nursing less hardy
and more demanding species. such 8S sitka spruce in the

Today larch is planted at a density of 2,500 to 4,000
seedlings per hectare. The various provenances are variable as to their form and the planting density var ies ac~
cording to the provenance chosen. Initial density is more
important when the aim of the plantation is timber production and greater demands are made on stem quality.
Relatively dense plantations are made in order to have a
choice of stems and to ensure clear and knot-free (small
knotty core ) stemwood during the first 20 years of the
rotation. For recreation and land reclamation forests
fewer trees are planted, 2,5001ho.

Table 3-Maximum height at diameter at breast heighl recorded
on Icelandjc specimens of various Larix species

Species
L. sukacz8wii
L. decidua
L. sibirics
L.laricina
L. x henryana
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Age
54
64
41
36
30

Max. hI.

O.b.h.

m

em

16.5
17.0
16.0
7.6
11.0

40
56

Provenance
Atchangel
Unknown
Sayan Mtns.
Fairbanks. Alaska

Scotland

T.b~ 4-The practical use of Lsrix$p8des In the various catagot185
of forestry and horticulture in Iceland

Specl..
L. suk.aczewii
L. sibirica
L. dBCidva
L. laricins
L. x henrysns
L. Ira/Iii
L. occidentalis
L. k.aempfsri

o.n. - .

Soli prot.D
lreel.m.n.

Timber

prod .D.

Reef.D.

mentlll

befg

x

X'

X

X

X

X

(X)"

~

~

~

X
X

X
X
X
X

(X)
(X)

X

X

(X) On a small scale. • Pioneer species.

South a nd West and for sitka hybrid and Norway spruce
in the North a nd East. It can be planted without the espectation of getting utilizable timber , either as a pioneer
for underplanting with less hardy but more valuable species or in a mixture at establishment.

Naturlig Utbredning, Biologi, Ekologi ocb
Fnlanakaffningsproblem. Rapport.er Nr.1·1979 of the
Dept. of Siviculture, Swedisb University of Agricultural
Sciences UmeA, p.7. [English summary]
EysteinSSO~ , Th. 1992. Accelerated Breeding of Larch .
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Larch has proved itself to be a valuable species for lan~
reclamation , for planting in recreation areas, and for horticultural purposes.
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Abstract- Prince r upprecht'll larch (Larix principis·rupprtchtii
May r.1occupiell the high-elevation mountains of northern China.
Its va lues a re not on ly for the high ·quality wood it produces but
a lso for protection of soil and water. Compared to other lIympatric
conifers. prince rupp rech t's la rch is IIhade intolerant. cold resistant, wa ter sensitive. And widely adapted to different lIoil types.
Its growth rate is higher than other sympatric evergreen trees. at
least in the juvenile stage. Locai lleed source exhibita well in artifici a l regeneration.

2 000 and 2 600 m in Xiaowutai Mountains. Of all sta nds.
the biggest ~owing area is in Xiaowutai Mountains, about
6,267 ha . However, in northern Hebei, s uch as Weichang.
which was a royal hunting fi eld in the Qing Dynasty, the
natural range ofl a rch was much broader than it is toc:I ay .
In Shanxi provi nce , prince rupprecht's larch grows In
the Heng Mountains 0,500 to 2, 180 m), Wutai Mountains
0 ,600 to 2,600 m ), Guanqin Mountains 0,750 to 2,600 m),
and Guandi Mountains 0,850 to 2,600 m). The broadest
ra nge is in the Guanqin Mountains, about 12,360 ha .
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HABITAT

Prince rupprecht's larch ( f arix principis· rupprechtii
Mayr.l, a deciduous conifer, is an important forest species in
the middle- to high-elevation mountains of northern Chi na .
It is valuable not only for high-quality wood but also for its
multiple functions: protection for soil and water, habitat
for wildlife, and esthetic beauty.
Prince rupprecht's la rch I :longs to the Pinaceae family.
Within the lArix genus , it used to be recognized as a variety of other Larix species (Chinese Flora Editorial Committee 1978). Today, most taxonomists and botanists agree
that lArix principis. rupprechtii Mayr. is a unique species
although it is close to L. gmelini;.

Prince rupprecht's larch is shade intolerant, cold resistant, and widely adapted to a variety of soils. Mean annual
temperature within the larch habitat is about -2 to -4 "C,
mean temperatures are 15 .,c in July and -20 "c in January.
Annual absolute minimum temperature is -44.8 "C. The
rro.trrro. season varies from about 80 to 90 days. In Guandi
Mountain, Shanxi, trees break buds when air temperature
is 0 °C; needles begin to elongate at 2.7 .,C; a.nd pollen shed
at 5 °C (Ma 1990), indicating strong cold resista nce. There
was no rro.t damage when l·year-old seedlings were planted
in Linkou, Helonfjiang <latitude 45°17' north, longi tude
130" 14' east).
Prina! rupprecht's larch is relatively sensitive to preciP.itation and soil moisture. Annual precipitation in larch habitat
averages about 400 to 700 mm . Lower than 400 mm, such
as in the mountains of steppe wne, no larch grow although
temperature is suitable for it. Thus, drought sensitivity is
another genetic characteristic of this species. Consequently,
water deficiency becomes a limited factor to introduce larch
to arid areas.
Compared with other evergreen conifers, prince rup- .
precht's larch exhibi ts lower drought tolerance ~nd J>O,SSIbly lower water-use efficiency than its sympatnc ~peCle~ :
Pinus tabulaeformis. Pinus syluestris Yar. mongollca , P,cea
wilson ii, and Picea meyeri . In contrast to Larix gmelinii.
nood-tol era nce of prince rupprecht's la rch is lower .
Prince rupprecht's la rch can grow in a variety of soils,
such as drab soil and other soih~ developed from loess, but
it grows the best in the mountain brown loam soil or browngrey loam soil s developed from gra nite, gneisis, a nd shale
(C hinese Tree Species Editorial Committee 1978).
Natural stands of prince rupprecht's larch appear either to
be pure or to grow with other tree species (Chinese Academy
of Forestry 1953; Yu 1955). Above 1.800 m of altitude. it
grows with Picea wilson ii, Picea meyer;, Betula platyphylla
Suk ., a nd Betula alba-sinensis Burkill; in the south of the
range <low elevation ), it grows with Pinus tabula~formis
a nd Quercus L. When growing with Picea, larc h IS always
succeeded by Picea. Yu (1955) found that the ratio of the

NATURAL DISTRIBUTION
Prince rupprecht's larch (fig. I ) grows in a small range
of northern China, ranging from 36"3 \' to 43°30' north latitude and from 111 0 to 1180 east longitude. It ranges north
to H'ua ngang rid ge, Inner Mongolia Autonomous region,
next to lArix gmelinii; south to Taiyue Mountains, Shanxi
province, near to L. chinensis. It is believed that princ~
rupprecht's la rch once occupied a much broader range In
the temperate zone (Ma 1990). Increases in human population and clea rcutting for crops have reduced the original
habitat of la rch to the high-elevation mountains. AB a result, its di stribution becomes di scontinuous a nd islandlike
today .
Elevational di stribution of prince rupprecht's larch is
from 1,500 to 2,800 m. In Hebei provi nce, it grows naturallyaboye 1,500 m in Weichang and Longhua; 1,800 m
in Xinglong; 2,000 m in Tuoliang Mountains; a nd between

Paper prel!ented at the SympOll;um on Ecology li nd Mllnagemcnt or
Larb Foreslll: A look Ahead. WhItefish . MT. U.S.A., October 5-9. 1992.
Jianwei Zhang 18 "graduate . tudcnt. Departme nt or Fornt RHourtH.
Univer8ity or Idaho. MOIICOw. ID 83&13. U.S.A.. HuftchenR Xu ill Pl'OrelWlOr.
Collell'e or Forest RellOurtetl. Beijinl( Forestry University. BeijlnK, People'lt
Republic OrChlnll 100083.
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was superior to seeds from nondisturbed stands (Chinese
Tree Species Editorial Committee 1978). Since the 1960's,
several hundred plus trees have been identified. These
phenotypically superi or t rees have bee n grafted into clonal
seed orchards (Fu and others 1989).
Provenance testing of prince rupprecht's larch started in
1980. Preliminary results ha ve been reported (Ma 1990):
(1) for seedli ngs from lower lati tude, such as the Guandi
Mountains, height growth is slightly superior to seedlings
from th e north but statistically not significant; (2) the ratio
of roots to shoot length was hi gher in northern provenances
than in southe rn ones, indicating different drought tolera nce; and (3 ) there we re no diffe rences in frost resi stance,
needle morphology, a nd phenology amo ng prove nances.
It has bee n suggested, in this rega rd , that regeneration
should use local seed sources.
Although only one paper of progeny test results has been
published, several progeny trials have been established.
According to Zhang (1980), significant 4-year height differ·
ences we re detected among fa milies. Individual heritabil·
ity for height averaged 0.22 but va ried with age.
In conclusion. variation a mong families within population is more pronounced than variation among populations
in prince rupprecht's larch. Because the natural distribution of this species is limited to a narrow a rea within one
climatic zone and hi gh elevations nea r timber line, population variatio n should not be great. On the othe r hand, the
microclimate along the mountains of northern China varies
tremendou sly , indicatin g high pressure of natural selection . Not surprisingly , natural selection causes fa mily
differenti ation .
In terspecific hybrids of prince rupprecht's larch and Larix
leptoiepis have exhibited substantial heterosis. Height and
diameter were about 30 and 15 percent greater from hybrids
than from open-pollinated seed~ (Wang and Ding 1987).
Heterosis for cold tolerance. resistance to Guignarclia laricina and mice were higher in Bengxi, Liaoning (Wa ng and
Ding 1989). However, accord ing to Kura hll shi's (1988) investigation for 30 yea rs , the hybrid of prince ru pprecht's
la rch and Japanese la rch ha s lower resistance to vole and
ha re damage than other combinations such as Larix
gmelini; X L. ieptoiepis. Beca use most foresters think that
prince rupprec ht's la rch is cl ose to L. gmelinii, we believe
t hat both species can be easily crossed.

growth period is in late May and early June; the second
one is during August. Clearly, as soon as the early needles
completely elongate (middle May), they begin to fix carbon
through photosynthesis. In thie time the cambium becomes
a carbon sink. Later, photosynthesis supports the height
growth as the meristem is a sink prior to the second diameter growth.
Although prince rupprecht's larch grows in high-elevation
mountains, its growth rate is higher in low elevation within
ita range. Average height and d.b.h . were 10.89 m and
10.40 cm, respectively, for 30-year-old larch at 2,000 to
2,200 m altitude in Guanqin Mountains. As altitude increases to 2,600 to 2,800 m, height and d.b.h. were 6.09 m
and 7.05 cm, respectively. Similarly, latitude influences
growth. Within Shanxi, the growth rate of stands in the
south is higher than in the north. One explanation for these
trends is the length of growing season. At low elevation
and low latitude, the growing season is longer.
The critical problems of reforestation in this species are
the low germination capacity and the low survival in the
seedling stage. To promote germination capacity and seed
gennination energy, Chang and Liu (1989) stored seeds in
snow during winter with dehydration-rehydration twice.
Seed germination capacity increased from 55.3 percent in
control to 65.7 percent after treatment. Seed germination
energy enhanced from 20.8 to 51 .3 percent. Another method
to increase survival of seedlings is to cut off part of the roots
before transplanting them , which promotes more roots. in·
creasing the a rea for more water and nutri ents uptake (Lei
1985).
Competition for resources of larch with grasses a nd
shrubs is weak in the juvenile stage. In the north of Shanxi,
average height and diameter near ground were, respectively, 90 and 2.5 cm growing in open ground and 50 and
0.8 cm growing with shrubs in 7-year-old t rees. However,
when larch was intercropped with Astragalu s adsurgens,
a n N-fixat ion grass, the survival of larch seedlings was 94
perce nt and height was 10 pe rcent greater tha n t hat in a
pu re plantation in }(jji, Hebei (Wang a nd Sun 1987 ). We
believe that nitrogen is a criti ca l nutrient for larch growth ,
especially during the juven il e stage.
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GROWTH
Flgur. 1-The natural distnbution of Larix principis-ruppr9ChtJJ Mayr.

L. leplolep;s, and L. oigensis have 12 with median cent romere, 10 with submedian centromere, a nd t wo with subt.enninai centromere. According to karyotype classification.
Zhang a nd others (1985) suggested that the evolutionary
trend of Larix species was from L. sibirica to Larix principis ·
rupP1l!chtii to the other three species. Larix (with an asymmetrical 2A or 28 type) should be 8 more evolved genus than
Pinus (with 8 symmetrical lA type).
Tree improvement of prince rupprecht's larch started in
1965. In the early stage, seed stands were selected. rogued ,
thinned. and managed to produce seeds for reforestation.
As a result, the proportion of sound seeds to seed weight

number of larch and Picta was a lways sma ller in mature
stands than in Yl)unge r stands, indicating the t rend of
success ion.

GENETICS AND BREEDING
The basic karyotype of prince ru pprecht's la rch observed
from root tip materials (Zhang and others 1985) has shown
clearly that the di ploid chromosomes a re 24, t he same 8S
other Larix !lpp. However. Larix principis·rupprechtii and
L 6iblrlca have 12 chromosomes with medi a n centromere
and 12 with 9ubmedian centromere. whereas L. gmelin ii.
228

Prince rupprecht's la rch is one of the fastest growing
speci es. Height a nd di a meter growth rate of larch is two
to three times faste r t ha n PiCf!a in 50-yea r-old sta nds in
Gua nqin Moun ta ins of Sha nxi a nd s ubsta ntial1y faster
thon Pinus tabuitwform is at age 30 in }(jaowutai . Hebei
province (Hebei Fo rest Editori a l Comm ittee 1988).
Max imum height growth ofl a rch ta kes pl ace about a ge
20. whereas max imum dia meter growth at breast height
(d.b.h.) occurs at about age 30. In Gua nqin Mounta ins, ave rage timber production was 187.5 m3lha in a 25-year-old
stand , a nd 309 m3lha in a 40·yea r-o ld sta nd (Hebe i Forest
Editori a l Commi t tee 1988).
La rch has two maximum an nua l growth periods in di a mete r a nd one in heigh t (Zhang a nd others 1987). Height
growth is in late Ju ne and ea rly J uly. The first di a meter
229
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Variability of Growth and Survival
Among Families of a Widely Adapted
Seed Source of Larix Sibirica in Finland
Pekka Vakkari
Pertti Pulkkinen
Jount Mikola
Abstract The Raivola seed source of Larix sibirica can be 'lsed
over a wide geographic and climatic range in Finland. Phenotypic
plustree selection has resulted into genetic gain in growth rate,
compared to respective unselected stands. Furthe r selection of
clones is recommended as there uists genotype x environment
interaction in the height growth. [n the most northern localities,
provenances from northwest Russia might survive better.

Siberian Larch (Larix sibirica Ledeb.) is an int roduced
tree species in Finland, but the nearest natura l stands are
growing only 200 km from the eastern border of Finland.
Most Siberian la rches pl anted in Finland originate fro m
a single seed source, t he so-called Raivola forest near
St. Petersburg in Russia (fig. 1). Starting in 1738, t his forest was established fo r ship-buildi ng purposes in several
steps. First part of t he t rees origi na te from Archangelian
a rea 600 km northeast and the second part comes from
the Ufa region in southern Ural mountains about 1,500 km
east of t he forest (Metzger 1935). The proportions of these
two origin s are somewhat uncertain (IlvessaJo 1923). The
planted fo rest proved to be very successful , stem volumes
exceeding 1,000 cubic meters per hectare have been measured at the age of 183 years <Dvessalo 1923). Consequently,
seedlings of t he Raivola origin were planted in Finland in
1865. Those trees are often considered as first generation
provenance hybrids.
As a second step, offspring of these trees was used to
distribute the species over Finland. Other seed sources
were utilized in a few cases. Since the 1940's, about 100
trees of these second generation offspring have been selected as pa rent t rees for breeding a nd grafted to t he seed
orchards. Most of the selected trees represent 2nd generation in Finland, an d it is thought that natural selection during this period has created some level of adaptation on the
local sca le. In our study we test this hypothesis and investigate the potentials of furth er selection,

Figure 1- Thick arrows indicate the origins 01 the
main Pfovenances of Aaivola loresl, one from
Archangelian mea in the north and the olher from
Ula in the east. Star indicates the Pinega area.

MATERIAL
The present material consists of 35 open· pollinated plustree families planted in two sets of trials, referred as A and
B. Originally, 25 plustrees of Raivola origin were selected
from t hree localities (A-C in fig. 2) in southern F inland.
Remaining 10 trees belong to the Pinega provenance, originating 200 km east of Arthangel (fig. 1). They were selected
from a stand growing in northern Finland (area D in fig. 2).
Northern and southern clones were grafted in separate
seed orchards.
Trial A is planted on seven loca lities ranging from latitude 6I N in the south to the latitude 67°N in the north
and trial B on two localities around latitude 67 ° ~ (fig. 2).
Trial A comprises four families from area A, nine from area
B, and 12 from area C. Trial B consists of the 10 northern
progenies, two fa milies from area C and two from area B.
Un selected Raivola material from southern Finland and
a Siberian provenance east of the Ufa region (about 62 0 E,
58 0 N) were planted as a control.
Randomized blocks des ign was used in a11 trials with a
plot size of 25 trees and six to eight replications on each
test site. Height and survival were measured at the age
of 10 years. Plot means of height and percentage survival
were used in the analysis of variance . Pairwise comparisons were based on Student's t-test.
O
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from 790dd in the north to 1270dd in the south. The Raivola
origin survives far better than the continental Siberian one
especially in the north (fig. 6). The slight differences be-- •
tween the families were not significant, also the interaction
between family and test site was not detectable. No significant differences in the survival between the three southern
plustree localities (A-C) could be detected in this trial. It is
possible that natural selection in the south has not been intensive enough to cause any measurable local adaptation.
If this is true, we can treat all families originating from
southern Finland 8S one group. However, all southern
clones in this material are kept in the eame seed orchard
nnd free pollination may override the differences between
the plustree origins.
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Flgur. 4-Mean survival and height at age
10 of the Pinega provenance ('Northem origin') and Raivola origin selected from Southern Finland ('Southern origin').
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

to-Year Height
In general, the progenies ofthe selected trees grow significantly better (F=9.54. P<O.OI) than the un .. lected
Raivola material and better than the Siberian provenance
(fig. 3). However, the measurements were taken at the age
of 10 years and maternal effects due to seed size may still
have 80me influence on the results.
The difference in height between Pinega plustree progenies and Raivola origin is not significant in trial B (see
fig. 4). The result is slightly surprising because earlier
results (Tigerstedt and others 1983) have shown that the
growth of Raivola origin is better than that of Archangelian
provenance. The expression of the possible hybrid vigor in
the Raivola trees may be restricted to the southern areas.
No difference could be detected between the groups A. B.
and C in the southern plustrees.
The between-family component in height growth is significant (F:;2.08. P<O.Ol) in the larger test series (A) indicating that there is potential for furthe r selection among
the southern clones. Also, interaction between family and
test site is highly significant (F=5.10. P<O.OOI). The correlation coefficients between interaction effects (from analysis of variance ) and estimated average annual temperature
sum (with a threshold va1ue of 5 oC, Kolkki 1966) of test
site are statistica1ly significant in the case of four families .
More detailed, two progenies show a clear decreasing and
also two progenies a clearly increasing trend along the
south-north-gradient (fig. 5).

Flgur. 2-Test sites and plustree selection areas
in Finland. Solid cird es • trial A, open cirdas • trial
B. solid stars a plustree selection areas A-O. Open
slar iooteates the Raivola forest

TrialS from south to north
Figure S-Family I test site interaction effects in the
height of the southem progenies in test series A.
Solid lines indicate the familieS with statistically sig·
niflcant increasing or decreasing trend, dashed line
indicates the most stable family.
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Siberia

~Igur. s..:-survival al age 10 years of Ihe seedlings
In tesl ser1es A. Unselected Aaivola malsrial is used
as the control.

Survival of the Seedlings

_

Se'e ct.d

_

Control

_

Tria1 B shows that the aee<ilings of the Pinega prove nance
survive significantly better (F=26.1. P<O.OOI) than RBivola
material in the northern areas. The effect is more pronounced in harsh conditions , when overall survival is low
(fig. 4 ).
In trial A, mean survival of seedlings is reasonable high
(40-50 percent) even in the northemmoot localiti ... although
the cl imatic gradient is very wide - annual heat sum ranges

SItt.rl.

3-Mean height at the age of 10 years tn
test series A. Unselected RarfOla material is used
as rhe control.
F~ur.
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The fairly good surviva' ofthe seedlings throughout trial
A is consistent with the idea that the feasible utilization
area of the Raivola origin is astonishingly wide when compared to the respective area of the native coniferous tree
species in Finland (see Tigeretedt 1990). It is a very valuable source for forest regeneration. The northern Pinega
provenance survives better in the most extreme localities
and consequently, it might be reasonable to consider the
usage of this provenance in the most northern localities.
However, results on the yield of older trees are required .
Also, more precise selection of the clones is necessary, if
further tests will confirm the genotype x environment interaction. Specifica1ly, there is a good reason to restrict the
utilization area of families showing correla tion between
annual heat sum and height growth.
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Stockability of Western Larch and
Implications for Management

Table 1-Westem larch (WL) growth basal are. (GBA) """"",,00 10 GBA's lor DougIas·fir (OF). grand fir (GF). pondofooa pine (PP), 1odgopoIe
pine (LP). subalpine fir (AF). and Englemarm spruce (ES) lor 10 plant associations in ....om Oregon one! Washinglon. SittI indo.
(51) class and normal basal area per aa'e (SAlA) at age 100 are from Schmidt and others 1976.
Age 100

Frederick C. Hall
Abltrad-Stoekr.bility of wntem larth (Lari.% oceitUnl4lu) it
evaluated by ute of erowth bual area (GSA): the haaal area at
which dominant tree. grow at 1.0 inch pel' decade in diameter
(25 mmldec). Data from 54 plant auociationll in eutem Oreron
and Waahington showed that western larch ranged from 45 to
210 pe....n. ofgrand

6rVlb"'grandio)GBA.

A 11UI&" of50 '" 141>

percent o(normal bual area per acre (BAIA) waa found, a threefold difference that .uuestll4!!veral productivity levela within a
lite index (81) clau. Site index clua 100 varied from 40 to 135 cu·
tic feet per acre per year (or a 3.4-foJd difference. In the pand fir!
b.,. huckleberry (Vocciniwn mtmb~um) uaociatiOD of the
Wallowa Mountaina, western larch GBA it 65 percent of normal
RNA. 100 percent of lodgepole pine (Pinu.a contorla) GSA, 80 per·
cent of Douglas-fir (PHudoeuga mtnziaii) GSA. and 60 percent
of grand fir and Englemann spruce <Picm ~"8elnuJ ""ii) GBA'•.

Wide variation in stand densities for western larch <Larix
occilknl4lu ) bave been found in Oregon and W..hington.
Ita dominance and growth performance in various plant
communities W88 sampled during ecological inveatigations
by the USDA Forest Service ecological program. This paper
di8CUMe8 some ..peete of western larch .toc:kability.
Stockability i. the capacity of a forest .ite to grow trees.
It refers to the ecological ability of a .ite to .upport a certain muimum number o(trees of 8 given size. For example,
a poor site at awrimum .tocking may be capable of .upporting 200 western larch trees yeT acre averaging 10 inches
diameter at breast height (d.b.h .) for a .tand density of 110
square feet buaI area per acn! (ft' BAJA) or a .tand density index (SOl ) of 200. A good site at muimum .tocking
may be able to .upport 500 tree. per aae averaging 10
inchea d.b.h., for a stand density of 270 ft! BAJA or an SOl
of 500. The stand denaitie8, when mean diameters are 10
inch.. , of 110 and 270 ft' BA/A (or SOl'. of200 and 500)
represent both maximum stocking and maximum intertree
competition for the two sites due to differences in environmental limits impoeed on productivity (Gholt> 1982).
'This paper use. an index for .tockability called growth
buaI area: the buaI area per acre at .. hich dominant
trees grow at the rate of 1.0 inch per decade (in/dec) in
diameter. Tree diameter growth is used as 8 measure
of competition and BAJA as a measure of stand density
(Hall 1987).
Growth basal area is not a relative measure of stoc.kability
Buch as SOl, relative deNlity, tree area ratio, or crown

SUnormil

competition factor. Rather, it is a Bite specific indes. utiliziIll measurements of tree diameter growth and stand basal
area (Hall 1987).
The underlying assumption used with GBA i. that tree
diameter growth reflects competition. Slo.. diameter
growth, .uch as 1.0 in/dec., indicate ••ignificanUy greater
competition than does 3.0 inldec. The aaoumption i. that
a decreasing rate of diameter growth is directly related to
increasing competition. MOBt thinning studies have validated this 888umption by showing a direct inverse relation.hip between .tand density and diameter growth wherein
residual tree diameter growth increased with a decrease in
BA/A for weotem larch (Cole 1984; Roe and Schmidt 1965;
Seidel 1980, 1984, 1987), ponderosa pine (l'inWf p<>n<U1W4)
(Barrett 1972, 1981, 1982; Lynch 1958; Oliver 1972; Ronco
and others 1985; Seidel 1989; Stage 1958), lodgepole pine
(Pinus contorta) (Dahms 1971, 1973), and Douglu-6r
(Poeudotsuga menziesii) (Harrington and Reukema 1983;
Reukema 1979; Reukema and Pienaar 1973; Tappeiner
and others 1982; Williamson 1982).
Diameter growth is used as a point of reference for indexing .tockability offore.t site. in the aame way that ....
i. used in site index (SI). The diameter growth rate of
1.0 inldec. was selected as a referenco point for indexing
stockability. It is not a muimum or minimum diameter
growth guide for thinning or other treatment any more
than 51 age is a management guide. Bual aTea per acre
is th(.o used as a measure of stocltability just aa beight is
used with SI as a meuure of site quality.
Growth buaI area is determined by me..uring .tand
BAJA and diameter growth of dominant trees, relating
these to a curve or equation, and determining or calculating GBA (Hall 1987). In this way, tree diameter growth
performance i. used to evaluate potential of the .ite for
.tockability just as height growth io used with SI.
Growtb buaI area can be used for more than indexing
.tockability. It can be used on a .tand .pecific baoia to estimats precommercial thinning, predict diameter growth rate
from thinning, or preocribe thinning to establish a desired
diameter growth rate (Hall 1987). Growth buaI area can
also be used to refine productivity estimate. of w..tem
larch ..hen it i. oombined with Bite index (SI-GBA), and it
can be used to compare .toc:kability of western larch with
ita competitors.

STOCKABILITY OF WESTERN LARCH
AND ASSOCIATED SPECIES
Table 1 illuatT8teo GBA of we. tern larch oompared to
normal BA/A at age 100 according to Schmidt and oth ....
(1976) for variOWf site index claaaes in ten plant aasociations of eastern Oregon and Wa.hington and to the GBA
for Dougla.-6r, grand fir, ponderoaa pine,lodgepole pine,

Pllpar PIWCDtecl., the Sympo.ium 00 EcoIOl)'.nd Manal'lDIlot r:A
Lariz: Forwta: A Look Ahud, Whit.efWa. M'I'. TJ.SA, Octobtr6-9, 1992.
' ....rick C. Ball ws.mor P"t.nt Ec:oiopt.. Repul ~ EcoJocr.
Ra..up. W.wnhecl • • nd Air Unit. Pacitk Nortbw:-:.t ~o. Forelt Se:'Yice.
Ult Drpartment 01 Apiculture. Portland, OR, U.S.A
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GUA

Auoclatlon

BA/A

Wl

OF

GF

PP

LP

GFNASC(I)'
OF/AAUV (4)
GFNAME·BLUE (1)
GFNASCA.IB02 (1)
AF2fTACA3 (3)
GFNAME-WALLO (2)
GFITABAlLIB02 (1)
GF/c1 UN (2)
GFIPQMU/ASCA3 (1)
AClAANU3 (3)

751220
751220
751220
90/240
90/240
1001250
1001250
1201270
1201270
1201270

ItO

130
120
180
170
280

150

80
150
120

130
150
100
140

120
160
170
270
160
130
205

180
210
130
270
280
285
245

200
241>
250

200
375

M

ES

200

180
180

100

250
160

270
170

241>

170

260

315

141>

255

425

370

'See appendix lor species codes.
(1) Jotmson and Clausnitzer 1992
(2) Johnson and Simon 1987
(3) Wil iams and oltlar5 1990
(4) Wiliams and lillybridge 1983.

subalpine fir (Abies iasiocarpa>, and Engelmann spruce
(Picta t1l8tlmannii). Western larch GBA varied from 55
to 100 percent of that for Douglas-fir, 45 to 210 pereant
of grand fir, 60 to 145 percent of Englemann .pruce, 60 to
170 pertent of.ubalpine fir, 80 to 140 percent ofponderooa
pine, and 80 to 160 pe:cent of lodgepole pine GBA. Seidel
(1989) found similar differences in diameter growth between ponderosa pine and lodgepole pine when growing
together .
Because GBA repre.ents 1.0 in/dec. diameter growth,
45 percent of grand fir GBA means that western Ian:h will
grow half as fast;:' diameter as grand fir in the GFtrABRI
UB02 (see appendix for codes) uoociation. At 210 pE'rtent
of grand fir GBA in the AFtrRCA3 association, it means
western larch grows twice as fast in diameter as grand fir.
These differences in species performance can be used in
developing stand treatments designed to attain various
manllgement objectives.

up to 15 trees may be measured. Therefore, each point is
an ave ..... ofGBA'. for 10 to 25 .... tern larch trees.
Growth buaI area for ....tern larch in figure 1 ranges
from 90 to 420 ft' BAJA. The variability of GBA within SI
cl..... range. from 170 to 345 pertent. For SI80, GBA
vari.. from 110 to 190 It' BAJA for 170 percent vviability,
SI 100 veri.. from 90 to 310 ft' BAJA for 345 percent, and
in SI 12'), it va.;e. from 170 to 420 ft' BAJA for 245 percent variability.
This variation in western larch GBA within an 51 cl888
.uggests that preocribing .tand treatment based on normal

450

~

J

&1

1.

WESTERN LARCH STOCKABILITY

!

+

!2S0

COMPAREO TO NORMAL

!

)

Western Ian:h GBA ie often different from the normal
BAJA .hown for 8 given SI claao. Table lli.ts normal
BAJA at age 100 in each orrour SI :1...... for western larch
(Schmidt and others 1976). Normal BA/A at older ages are
higher; for example, SI 100 at age 100 is 250 BAJA .. hile
at age 200 it i. 280 BAJA. In the GFNASC uoociation,
western larch is about 50 percent of normal, approximately
equal to normal in tho AFtrRCA3 uoociation and 140 pereent of normal in the RC/ARNU3 uoociation.
Filii'''' 1 illu.rtrateo 51 and GBA c<>mbinationo for ....tern
larch in Oregon IlDd Waahington. Each point repreaento
one of 54 plant &88OciatioM. Each aaaociation is an averag. of fi vo to 20 aampl. plots. At each pia., between two
and five trees of each important species are measured for
their height , age. rate of .dial growth, an1.tanrl basa!
area in the vicinity of each tree. On multiple .pecie. plots,
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Fig.,," l-Norm101 boIrlOfM per a:ro (8MI) .,
ago 100 yoart>...-.d GSA (pIon.d ooin1ll) r;v uIo)
as functions 01 a-.....age western Wd1_ indrax
(X ..is) lot M pOanl associations in Oregon one!
WooIli",. t.,r.. Tho-'· """'ido<l1ily~
I....,. shown in IaI>Ie 2.
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otockina could lead to dioappointinc reoulta. It a180 .ug.
gesta that combining GBA with 51 (SI-GBA) i. a ..ay
of .bowing di1ferent .tockabilitie. within an 51 cl ... and
thua a means for refining productivity estimates ofweetem lard>.

Both 51 and GBA are determined in the field according
to stand growth performane&-SI according to tree age and
beight. GBA according to tree diameter growth and stand
BAJA. Thus. the concept of51-GBA is a site specific oyatem.
The number of GBA c1 ..... (stockability c1.....) within
an 51 cI ... is influenced by a species' range of stockability
which often i. reflected in the geographical distribution
and environmental amplitude of that specie•.
The combination of GBA with SI does severaJ things.
Firat. it provideo a convenient method for identifying differ·
ent productivity level •. Second, it offers a means by which
.tand treatment can be preacribed. And third. it is a .yo.
tem by which the productivity c1..... can be identified in
the field .
An 51 c.... can bave multiple GBA claoaeo depending on
bow c1aoa intervall are defined and therefore multiple productivity levela (table 2). Productivity by SI-GBA c.... in
table 2 was calculated by the equation:

WESTERN LARCH PRODUCTIVITY
Figure 1 .bows normal BA/A at age 100 by SI from two
80=": Schmidt and othen (1976) for we.tern larch in
the northem Rocky Mountaina and Cochran (1985) for
larch in Oftcon and W..hington. Cochran'. normal BAJA
are about 75 pen:ent of Schmidt'• • poaaibly a reflection of
....tern larch _phic range. Cochran'. data came from
the south..estern e<!ge oflarch diatribution wbile Schmidt's
..ere clooer to the center of ita range. A comparison of their
data and diatribution of GBA relationahipo clearly .ugg..t
di1ferent atockabiIiti .. within an SI cl....
Tree phyoiol"llY IUpporta the concept of a range in llock·
ability within an SI cI.... according to Kozlowski (1971)
and Zimmermann and Brown (1971). They diacuaoed bow
terminal and cambial growth (height and diameter growth)
di1fer. Utheyare di1ferent, there should be pbysiological
reasons ..by an 51 (height growth) c1aoa could bave more
than one atockability level (diameter growth c1 ...). Thus.
GBA may be combined with 51. IbOWD ao 51-GBA, to not
only identify variation in ltockability but aJoo to index dif·
ferences in productivity within an 51 cI ....
Growth baaaJ area when combined with 51 includee
three elomenta of stand growth: beight growth expreeoed
by SI. diameter growth indexed by "G" ofGBA, and BAJA
meaoured by"BA" ofGBA. The missing element is tree
Bize.
U.ing the combination ofSI-GBA as an index ofproduc·
tivity il of intereot only if an SI cI ... baa a range of .tock·
abilities within it. and therefore a range of productivity.
This range may be evaluated by comparing data from
Schmidt and othero (1976). Cochran (1985). and the diatri·
bution ofGBA in figure 1. Reoearcb in Europe baa clearly
documented a range of productivity BO broad that three
level. bave been ..tablilbed within a site index (heightl
• ite) cI ... (Aumann 1970; Bradley and others 1966).
The concept of a range in productivity within an SI cI_ i.
receiving increased attention in the United Statee (MacLean
and Bo1ainger 1973). Haglund (1981) diocuaoed site evalu·
ation by 51. mean annual increment. and ooilltopographic
characteristics. as did Carmean (1975). Curti. (1981)
diocuaoed yield tabl.. past. preoent, and future and p.....
dicted multiple productivity levell per 51 cl .... Recently.
Monoerud (1984) dealt directly witb the problema of 51 as
a site indicator and diocuaoed reaoona for multiple yield
c1ueea.
Dahma ( 1966) .bowed productivities for lodgepole pine
51 78 (index age 100) of 87 and 137 cubic feet per acre per
year (dlAlYRI. Later. he compared Rocky Mountain and
centzaJ Oftcon lodgepole pine. finding lOt _
84 dlAIYR
for 51 80 (Dahma 1973). Moot recently. Cole and Edminster
(1985) Ibowed .ignificantly different productivity for 51
80 lodgepole pine. Their northem model ..limated 71 and
their central model 105 dlAIYR. Th... three referencea
imply a range from 84 to 137 cfJAIYR for 5180 lodgepole
pine, a variation 0(215 percent.

PI.51·GBA·K
where PI is the productivity index in cubic feet per acre per
year. 51 i. site index measured in feet for age 100. GBA i.
ft' BAJA at age 100. and K is the constant 0.0044 (n • 92.
5E. 0.00015. Cl(p4J.05). 0.00030 at 7 pen:entofthe mean)
(Hall 1987).
Using this formula, the productivity index for 51 100 from
figure 1 (GBA·. of 90 to 310) rangee from 40 to 135 cf/AIYR
for 340 pen:ent variation. Table 21i.ta the productivity in·
dexes of weotem 1arcb in four 51 cIaoaeo by five GBA cIaoaeo
and comparee them to normal (Schmidt and othere 1976).
Plus (+)
in figure 1 repreoent the productivity cIaoaeo
of table 2. Moot fall well within the data base.
Clearly. a weatern larch 51 c1aoa baa di1ferent productivi.
tiee. Theae di1ferences should be recognized if 51 is used as
a primary factor in eslima' ng stand productivity (Schmidt
1978).

mar'"

Plant aaaociationo (habitat types. potential natural
communitiea) often characterize ....tern larch growth

Tobll2-Waotemlarcl1 productivity Index Ixprnaed .. aJbIc loot
par oao par year (cflAIYR) fa< four aill index (SQ c f _
and four growth ba&If ars. (GBA) _ _ compared to
normaJ BAiA and moan onnuaIlncromont (MAl In cflAIYR)
at ego 100 oa:ordng to ScI1m1dt andolhero (1978).

Ago 100
Normal MAl
Normal BAiA

30

81 !II!' 100
100

10

190

85
225

25

35

35

50
70
90
105
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45
55

GFNAME·BLUE (1)
GFNAME·WALLO (2)

BAiA

WL

DF

GU
GF

LP

ES

751220
100/250

180
180

180
200

180
270

100
180

180
270

(1) Johnson and Clausnitzer1992
(2) Johnson and Simon 1;&7.

characteristic8. Two have been chosen from table 1 that
have similar floristic characteristics but diff'er in weatem
larch 51 and GBA: GFNAME from the Blue Mountaina
(Johnaon and Clauanitzer 1992) and from the Wallowa
Mountaina (Johnaon and Simon 1987). shown in table 3.
WeeterD larch GBA is similar between the 888Ociations,
but the SI is higbly significantly different at only 75 ft in
the Blue Mountaino compared to 100 ft in the Wallowa
Mountaina. Western larch is 25 percent Ie.. productive
in GFNAME·BLUE. Larch GBA is a180 different from
normal: 75 percent in the Blue Mountains VB. 65 percent
in the Wallowa Mountains.
These plant asaociations clearly show mlijor differences
between western larch GBA and four closely aaaociated
speciea. In GFNAME·BLUE. larch is about equal to GBA
for grand fir (GF) and Engelmann apruce (ES) but in GFI
VAMElWALW it is only 60 percent oftheae species GSA.
For lodgepole pine (LP) GBA. western larch is 160 percent in
GFNAME·BLUE compared to equal inGFNAME·WALW.
Plant associations suggest different tree growing environmenta, thus they may be used to refine management.

85
250

45
85
90
110
130

Western larch stockaLility (GBA) vari .. from 90 to
420 ft' BA/A. a 4.7·fold difference in Oregon and Washington.
Within an SI claos it can vary 3.4-fold. This suggesta that
productivity within an SI cl... can a100 vary by 3.4-fold.
The relationship of western larch GBA to asoociated spe·
cies is a100 quite variable; for example ranging from 45 to
210 percent of grand fir GBA. Much variation ia cbaracter·
ized by plant a88Ociations. Land mlUl8gera can refine prescriptions when western larch stockability characteristics
are understood.
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APPENDIX
Specl.. Cod..
AF
DF
ES
GF
LP
PP
RC
WL

Subalpine fir
Douglas·fir
Engelmann spruce
Grand fir
Lodgepole pine
Ponderosa pine
Western red cedar
We8tern larch

ASCA3

Wild ginger
Aralia
Bearberry
Blue Mountains
Clintonia
Twinflower
Swordfem
Weatemyew
Faloebugbain
Big huckleberry
Grouse huckleberry
Wallowa Mountains

ARNU3

ARUV
BLUE
CLUN
LIB02

POMU
TABR

TRCA3
VAME

VASC
WALLO

Abio. kuiocarpa
PuudotlUIJQ TMnzie.ii
Picta tngtlmannii
Abio. Brandi8
Pun" contorl4
PinlUl pontkroMJ

Thlliaplicata
LGriz occidentali3
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Asarum caud4tum
Aralia nudicaul5.s
Arctostaphylos UUQ-u,.,i
(Geographic loeator)
Clintonio unifloro

Linruuo bonali4
PolYBt~hum

munilum

Tax", brtvjfolia
Trautvtturia carolinie1l8i8

Vaccinium TMmbranactum
Vaccinium scoparium
(Geographic locator)

Biomass and Production of Three Types
of Dahurian Larch VIrgin Forest in the
Great Xinganlin Mountains, China
FengLin
YangYugong

Table lA-1!iomass 01 Rhododendrot>Lw1.type (""""a)
Parr.

T_ray.

Stlm
Bar1c
Branch
Needl..

143.95
33.39
10.87
1.98
0.08
190.25

10.86

Total

25.08

18.90
27.70
11.29
1.07
0.10

84.14

Total

249.21

35.84

0.12

285.27

Total

1UtotIotkndro,,·Larl.%, Udum-LatU. and SphlJgnu,m·lAdwnLoriz-were meuured on atand. ofaverap ace 175 yean in the
GlUt Xiapnlin MounWnto in north_ China. 1INJtIDtJ,tndronLt:uU had the hichelt biomu. at 285.27 ton. per hectare.
c..dwn-LaTiz had the hiaheot annual net pnxIu<tiOD at 9.86
.... per hectare.

The study ofbiomaaa and production io the COTe of1'&aearcbing forest ec<Ilogical systems. Since the 1960's. the

lcientiata in many countries, IUch . . Amerita, Japan. the
Soviet Union. and European oountri... have otudied it actively. The foreat ocientiste of China hav. been studying
in thio field since the end oftha 1970's. but it io only limited to ouch b'ee speci.... Cunni1ll!h4mi4 ~.
PinlUlaiwa,..,.,io. PinIU I4bultuformio. Pin ... 6j'lvutril
var. 17101I6Olico. Pinut JwNJ"MU. and others in their immature human-made foreata. We have lese research in
the biomau and production of mature natural foreeta.
Studi.. on mixed foreate of Pin ... • oro~,..io and broadleaf tre. in Cbangbaiaban Mountaino. 1'ic<a nuy<ri foreat. Pic<o crouifoliD for..t . and PinlUl4bultuformio foreat ...ere oterted only 88VeraJ yean ago.
In 1982.... studied the bioDUlN and production of three
natural foreot types. in Dahurian larch CLorix ",..lini)
virgin foreat of the Forestry Bureau of Geober in the
Great Xingan1in Mountaino. in northeut Cbine. The
three typeo with the wideet distribution in this region are
and SpMlnum-Ltdum-Larix foreate .

METHODS OF STUDY
Dahurian larch CLorix ",..lini) io the main foreat spe-

BIOMASS AND PRODUCTION OF

ciea in thio ,...pon. ..hich adapte iteelf to almost every site
type. Aa:orclinc to tha dilferenceo in babitat oonditiona. it
io divided into eiaht foroot typeo. It 'houJd be pointed out
that tha typeo of Larix ",..lini foreata hav. been chanced
becauae of the chane. of ita habitat oonditionl due to the
exploration and utili .. tian oftha fore.t reaour_ in thi.
relion aince tha 1950'• . For lnatance. H.,b,-Larix type.
which ..u the principal type at the beIinnini oftha
1950',. wu raplacecl by Ltdum-Larix type. Th. area of
RJood«Jmdron-Larix type ..u a1ao beoomini ,mall.r and
amaller ...bar.... the.,... ofSPMlnum-Ltdum-Larix

_ _ .....

~

RHODODENDRON-~FOREST
Thio type of foreat Ulua1ly groWl on north .Iopes with •
gradient of about 20'. It i, almost a pure ortand in .peci.,
composition, but eometimee it ia mized. with mnall amounta
of &tula p/atyphyl/a and Pin", 6j'lve,tril V8J'. """'8OIica.
The community i. a one-.toned foreat with allocking of
0.4 to 0.9 and .ite cl ... of 2-3. It hu ...ll developed
.hrub layer. compoaed mainly of Rhododondron clavurica
and other .peci...uch u Ltdum pal",t,. V8J'. tuI/IUItum
and Vaccinium vilio-idtuo. But ite herb layer doee not develop ..ell becauae of tall and thick ahrube. Th. rqeneration of Larix ",..lini in thio forest type dependa on a f....
cood rqenerationa and the denaity of undergrowth.

.. r..Iocr'""'_t"

t.ria rGnllCa:.A Look Alwfd. 1IVhit.t&b. 1111'. U.8A, Octobrra.t, llt2..
r ...
~ &lid YaacYupcII'. "-oc:iale ProI'..... ma.r
_
c.a.., ",..-.. Chioo.

u..
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ThIck roo1
Medium root
ThIn root

oaplinp can only be found on 10m. local upheavinp.
Th. age of the sample ortand invOltipted wu 176 yaua
old with an average haight and d.b.h. ofl7.4 m and
17.3 em respectively. Th.re are 811 atemo per hectare
and growing atock ill 163 m'. annual av.rags growth io
0.9 m'. and total biomua io 196.08 ton per hectare
(table 2A). For net production ofthio type ' " table 2B.
From tabl.. 2A and 2B ..... find that the net production
of the b'ee layer and that of the ahrub laysr are almost
equal. but the ground layer production ia very low.

Total

18.90
27.70
11 .29
1.07
58.98

eo-

AJ.troact-BiomaJl and production of three l&reh ~

Ground COY"

143.95
33.39
10.87
1.98
0.08
0.02

Collar

type aeema to be expanclinc. In order to .ho.. the preaent
situation of Lariz grMlini forest in this region, we select-ed three-Rhododondron-LarUe.1Adum-Larix. and
SPMlnum-Ltdum-Larix type. to .tudy their biom...
and net production.
In ord.r to oompare bio..... and production of the three
typeo .... aIloceted one sampl. plot for each in their <enb'al diatribution area ...hich belonp to the Forestry Bureau of Genher. We meaaured the diameter and haight of
every tree on th_ plote and calculated opeci_ oomposition. growing otack, and other atumpap!acton. We aet
up five quadrante on each _plo plot to atudy tha underjIrOWth. At a typical position in each sample plot, a aoiI
profile .... mad. for obeervatian.
Aftenruda 26 _
were aelected to be c:ut down from
different diameter cl...... 13 from Rhododondron-Larix
type. 6 from Ltdum-Larix type. and 7 from Sp/uJ(puunLtdum-Larix type.
After meuUl'in!l tha total ...ight of all &eah branchea
and leave • • 10 pm:ent wu oven-dried for ca1c:ulation of
total dry weight. For samplinc tha root. one-fourth or the
root from one side of each sampl. _ ...u dill out. ovendried. and divided into three cl.....: thick roota (diameter
over 5.0 em). mediwn-llized roote (0.2 to 5.0 em). and thin
roote (under 0.2 em).
Stem weight WOl determined by diam.ter cluaea.
Three sample treeo were chosen from each sampl. plot
and stem analysis was uaed to calculate th.ir production.
As for ohrubs. 5 to 10 atemo ...ere uaed for weigmn,.
The net production of stem, bark, branches, roota, and
needleo WOl calculated by commonly uaed m.thoda. The
net production ofbruah•• and barbe w.. d.termined by
dividing biomaao by age.

Underwood

201 .13

BIOMASS AND PRODUCTION OF
SPHAGNUM-LEDUM-~FOREST

Compared with the Ltdum-Larix foreot. thio forest type
on more manhy areas and grow. on low-lying
land. but sometimes this foreot type can be oeen on north
hill sid... Where it growe. the aoil io in aeriOUI gieization
becauae of ategnant water accumulation and
of a
glaciallOillayer. In places that are . - a l y _terI_ed with low-temperatures and lack of nutri.nte. only
Larix ",..lini can gro... and rqenerate. But the net pr0duction of the foreet type is the lo...at among all typM in
thi. region. The .ite cluo of thi, type i, 5. generally with
trees di.tributed .p.....ly and unevenly. with many muill.
di .....d. and decayed b'ees. There are ahruh speci..
Ruth as lAdum pclwtre var. angwtum and Vaccinium
vilio-id<ua that are very denae. and muillamounte of
Rib.. pauci/lorum. &tula frutit:ooa . Th. principal .peciea
ofmo.. io SPMlnum adi(olium. There are very f... 1'&generated trees in this type.
The age ofinveatigated sample stand was 107 yean
old. with an average d.b.h. and height of 8.0 em and 8.1 m.
OCCW'II

Table liS-Not Production 01 Rhododendrot>Lw1.type (toM>alyr)
Parr.

-

T_ ray.

Stem
Bar1c
Branch

Total

Undorground
Total

2.02
0.47
0.15
1.98
4.82
0.84
5.46

Underwood

Ground _

Total

0.58

2.04
0.47
0.15
1.98
0.01

5.19

1.29
1.85

0.02
0.03

2.15
7.34

The age oftreea on the investigated sample plot was
186 yean old. species composition 100 perc.nt La,Ue
gmelini, average d.b.h. 24.6 em, average height of trees
24.3 m. 792 stemo per hectar•• growing stock 450 m' in
total. and averags annual growth 2.4 m'. Total plant bi..
DUlN and net production of the type are ahown in table.
tlAand 11'.
By atatistical anaIysio. it is found that the biomass of
a single tree in this type i. closely related to the product
ofite squared d.b.h. and height.

_08

T,ble 2A-8iomass 01 Lodum-Lw1. Type (toMla)
Parr.

T_ ' -

Stem
Bart<
Branch
Naedl..

BIOMASS AND PRODUCTION OF
LEDUM-~FOREST

57.28
19.02
6.96
1.46
0.08
84.73

eones
Total

This type oHorest usually grows on north-hillsides
with gradiente below 5' or on half north-hillsides or nat
hillock and littl. waterlogged places near streams. There
is high moisture content in the Boil with stagnant water,
there usually are permafrost horizons, and the Boil bas
little gleization.
The site c1asa is 3-4, and the forest is almost pure.
Crowding level is 0.4 to 0.8. The principal species in the
ahrub layer are udum pa/ustre var. ongustum associated
with Vaccinium uU;'-UUuQ in some of the places with
stagnant water. There are some water tolerant species
ouch 01 Bdula frutk",a a ..ociated with Spiro<a salkifolia and Lonicero tacurulea. Its coverage is about 80 to
90 percent. There are a few herb species, but moss layers
are thick and denae with a lot of species, composed mainly
of Sphagnum Iquarrwum and Aulacomnium palrulrt.
The regeneration of Larix gnulini in this type iB poor and

Collar
Thick root
Medium root
Thin root
Total

Total

Underwood

Ground _

T....I

114.71

29.94

57.28
t9.02
8.98
1.46
0.08
0.04

9.10
16.95
6.05
0.51
32.61

46.60

9.10
18.95
8.05
0.51
0.16

81 .37

117.34

78.54

0.20

198.08

Table 28-Nst Production 01 Ledvm-Lori. Typo (tonIhaIyr)
Parto

1.71
0.58
0.21
1.46
3.94

Underground

0.97
4.91

Total
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T_I..,..

Stem
Bart<
Branch
Needles
Total

Underwood

GroundCOWt

Total

1.87

1.71
0.58
0.21
1.46
0.01

5.82

3.04
4.91

0.03
0.04

4.04
9.86

T_ _... of $phaQnun>L_n>l.Mtxtype ( _ )
0__
Porto

TIMIa,..-

Stem

-

Total

32.76
6.59
3.02
0.53
0.03
42.93

Collar
TNckroot

3.50
11 .71

Bolt<
Brancl1

COnes

Total

~

t7.43

32.76
6.59
3.02
0.53
0.03
31 .66

23.11
115.14

Thin root
Total

0.35
17.50

3.08

3.50
11.71
1.114
0.35
2.53

Total

60.43

20.50

34.21

Medium

root

1.IM

92.03

0__
T _ 38--Het ~ 01 $phaQnun>Lodun>LNix
type (tonlhalyr)
Porto

TIM.,.,

Stem

8011<
BrInCh

TOIII

~

Total

0.57
0.11
0.05
0.53
1.26
0.30
1.56

TOIOI

~
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0.57
0.11
0.05
0.53
5.26

7.78

022
1.48

0.02
5.30

0.54
8.32

oflAdum-Lari.% type is aUttle berter, and the bioma••
of ita tree layer ia a little higher than the total biomua
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Annual Net Production
The annual net production of the ~ forest types are:
7.34 ton (1!lwdtxUndron -Lariz type), 9.86 ton ClAdumLariz type), and 8.32 ton (Sphagnum-lAdum-Lariz type)
per hectare. Th_ reoulte abo.. thet tree growth haa not
been atopped even though all treea ...... ov.rmature, aa
m.ntioned earli.r. Though th. diffe",nceo between net
production of th. three typel _ oma11, diff.rences in eli.tribution of th. n.t production of diff.rent portions of th.
community are quite obvious. For aample, net production of th. tree layor of 1!lwdtxUndron-Lariz type ia 5.46
tone per hectare, ..hich ia 74.5 pen:ent of total net production oftbil type. Productinn of the tree layer in the WumLariz type ia 4.91 tone, about 60 perceIIt of the total,
..bile that in the Sphagnum-lAdum-Lariz type ia 1.56
tone, only 18.4 percent of the total. Thia ia ezplained by
the d.i.ff'erencee in the site.
But th. proportion of atem and root net production of
the three types ia about th........ For _pl., in the
1!lwdtxUndron-Lariz type, net production ofth.ate....
and roota ia 37.4 and 15.4 pen:ent of the total tree layer,
","pec.tively. In th. lAdum-Lariz type they an 34.8 and
19.8 pen:ent, reopactiv.ly, and in the Sphagnum-lAdumLariz type _ 86.5 and 19.2 pemlnt, .... pactively.
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layor in the Sphagnum-lAdum-Lariz type ia very low
compared with th. other two types. But the net production of ita underwood and fi.ld layen ia 3.3 times that of
ita t .... layer in tbil type. Therefo"', ..e ahould improve
the .tend conditione of Sphagnum-lAdum-Lariz type to
raile net production of ite tree layer.

I'8pectively. The", 2,934 .te.... per bectare with growiDg
.Iock of75 m', and ave ...... annual growth 0.7 mi. Tha I<>tal plant biomua and net production of tbiI type _
.hown in tabl.. 3A and B.
By .tatiatical ana1yoia, it ia alIo found that the biomaa.
of a .incle tree in tbiI type ia cloaely related to the product of ita aquared d.b.h. and height a. found in the two
preceeding types.

COMPARISONS OF BIOMASSES AND
NET PRODUCTIONS
Biom888
The differences or the three type8 in biomau are very
obvious. The1!lwdtxUndron-Lariz type ia the bigbeot
among thom at 285.27 ton per hectare; that of the lAdumLariz type 196.08 ton and the Sphagnum-lAdum-Lariz
type, only 115.14 ton.
Though the bioman ofthe tree layer is the higheat
amOD, the total plant bioma81 of each forelt type. the bi~
mass of treolayer of Sphagnum-lAdum-Lariz type ia ju.t

a little higher than that of the underwood and field layor,
"hich have 60.43 and 54.71 tona per hectare, ",spectively.
Thia is because the .ite of Sphagnum-lAdum-Lariz type
i. waterlogged and h .. low-temperature and poor .oil,
which reatraina tree growth. On the contrary, lAdum
pal,"'''' var. ofl6Ultrum and mOl8H can grow and regenerate well under web conditiona. In compari80n, the lite
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Yield and Productivity of Siberian Larch
(Larix Bukaczewii Dyl.) in Northern
Sweden
Owe Martinsson
species east or southeast o( Scandinavia probably had a
natural distribution in Scandinavia during early Pleis·
tocene. Among these are European silver fir tAbir. alba),
Siberian fir <Abies sibirica), Siberian stone pine (PinWl
sibirica), Serbian spruce (Picea omorica), Macedortian
pine (Pinus peuce), and larches <Larix chcidua and L.
sukaczewii). Only 4,000 years have passed since Norway
spruce (Picea abi<s) and beech (Fll8us silvaliro) returned
to the Scandinavian peninsula. Scots pine (PinWl syl·
vestris) and birch (Betula pendula) have exieted in
Scandinavia more than twice .. long. Lan:h <Lari>:
Mill.) is representing the most common on genus among
trees in the boreal (orests o( Siberia including several
species. The most widely distributed species of larch in
Siberia are Larix sultaczewii Dyl., Larix sibirica Ledeb.
and Larix gnulini Rupr. In this article Siberian larch is
reserved (or Larix Bukaczewii Oyl. only.
In northern Sweden several small atanda of Siberian
larch (Larix sukaczewii) were established between 1900
and 1940. Many of these stands have been used as trial
plots and investigated two or three times (Edlund 1966;
RemrOd and StJilmberg 1977; Wikaten 1962). The objective of this report is to revise the increment of tree height
and stem volume of these stands. However, several of
these stands sutrer from bad maintenance. In moat caBee
no thinning has been done during the last 20 years.

Ab.tract.-Twenty smail stands of larch, mainly Larix suJracuwii
0,1. (Siberian larch ), were invelltigated in northern Sweden. The
age of the standa varied between 34 and 89 yean. The increment
o(tree height was still considerable at 90 yeare. The productivit.y
was highly variable depending on site quality. On the moat productive aite. the Siberian larch wall overgrowing the native conifers . On poor, dry, or nat sitel. or site. with a too high water
table. the productivity of Siberian larch wall inferior to that of native conifers. High productivity was found on high-altitude eitel.

Larch haa been grown in Sweden for more than 200
years. Still. there 8re many opinions and great hesitation
among Swedish foresters 8e to the use of larch in forestry.
The concerns are:
• Lack of maintenance of older larch stands and exist·
ing trial plots
• Lack of knowledge in choice of site and provenance
• Lack of suitable seed sources
• Hesitation about the wood properties and the use of
larch wood
The earliest plantations of larch in Sweden were done
in the 1760's in the southern part of the country. Seed·
lings of European larch (Larix decidua Mill.) had been im·
ported from Scotland , where it was introduced from Tirolia
about 100 years before (Schotle 1916). The Siberian larch
was introduced into northern Sweden later. In 1754, Carl
Linneus wrote a proposal to the Swedish parliament that
t he Siberian larch a nd the Siberian stone pine (Pinus
sibirica ) s hould be used for afforestation of the bare
Scandinavian mountains. Not until the 1890's was any
significant import of larch seed from RU88ia undertaken.
In 1892, for instance, 80 kg of larch seed was imported by
the Swedi sh state forest age ncy. Some of the nicest older
larch stands still existing in northern Sweden originate
(rom t hi s seed import .
Seen in a prehistoric perspecti ve, there a.r e strong indi·
cations that la rch as well as several other "exotic" tree
species were present in Sca ndinavia as la te as the last
interglacial (Frenzel 1968; Hirvas 1983; Robe rtsson and
Ambro&iani 1988). The present poverty o(species that
ca n be recognized in Sca ndi navi a is expl ained by repeated
glaciations during Pleistocene ti me and the geographic
barriers that have prevented the original nora (rom re·
turning. Several species existi ng today as important tree

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials from 20 larch stands are included in this pre·
sentation (fig. 1). Usually only one trial plot elrists in tach
stand. [n four of the stands, two plots have been established. Recorda of tree height, diameter at breast height,
dominant height, damage of trees, bark thickne88, and
site index were coUected. Where it was possible informa·
tion of site index and dominant height of acljacent stands
o( native conifers (Norway spruce or Scots pine) also was
collected. Basic information about the stands, the trial
plots, and the site properties is given in tables 1 and 2.

Processing of Data

F~ur.

1- l ocalilies altha investigated larch stands.

Dominant Helllht-On proce88ing of data for dominant height, earlier collected information was also used
(Edlund 1962; RemrOd and StJilmberg 1977; Wiksten
1962). When I included data from the I.. t revision, the
development o( dominant height did not follow the COW1leS
developed by these authors. However, the dominant
height did follow the courses developed by Voukila and
others (1983). The site index was therefore determined

Paper preant.ed at the Sympu.ium on Ecology and M.na~ men t of
t.ris Porata; A Look Ahe.d , WhiteflAh. MT. U.S.A. , October 5-9, 1992.
Owe M.rtine.on i. with the Swedish Univel'1lit)' of Agricultul'IIl Sciences.
D!partment oIS,I'nC'Ultul"I!. S.901 &1 Umd. Sweden.
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T_ ,-N.mes. geographic positions. and time lot _ment and revisions of 1he experimental plots
EII~1er

Plot

nu..-

nu"-

SHe

lAt., .... Long., "£.

A"m

25'0
2511
2511
25'2
25'3
25'4
25'5-'
25'5-2
25'6
25'7-1
25'7-2
25'8
25'9
2520-'
2520-2
252'
2522
2523
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Br_ask(taII)
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V.-go!
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-.
.
-
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&<-0&'
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'8"33'
'8"33'
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'7"46'
'6"25'
111"'8'
'11"'8'
'11"48'
16·11'
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15"5T

18"23'
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63"24'
63"24'
63'tT
63·'5'

PS'

62"54'

16"06'
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&<.'2'
&<·56'
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'5"22'
'5"22'

--.
TImoby
TImoby

AseIe

2528
2529
2530

PI'
P,9
P50
P5'
P52
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P54
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P56
P57
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63'53'
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~

2525

P'O

P58

KMama

2524-'
2524-2
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AskiIjo

P62
P65

SFI326
SFI327
SFI631

Plot

'8"25'
'8"25'

'4·50'
14"33'

1 ~"?9'

16· 1S·
'7"IT

' 7"48'
21· ,7

535
290
290

75
40
445
460
460
300
300
300
350

370
70
70
370
390
360
540
540

'"

590
750
750
383
288
5'6
' ,000
' ,000
',190
927

' ,050
450'"
632

745'"
745'"
390
600
635
253'"
485

220
2'4

375'"

320

280

893
755

400

450

465'"

0..01 _ _,
~

y. . .

Ww,"

'938 v
t940v
t94O.

P
P

1931

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

y

'928 •
1937 v
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'940
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'932h
,932h
1934 •
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'930 v
'930 v
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1915"1

,9,av

''953'1'1
898.

'935?v
1904
'900
'898
'952

p

P
P

p

•
62'26'07'4
6'07'4
611 '29

•
n'0'8

76'006
78'006
76'OOS
76092'
7611'8
7611'2
761112
761103
7611 16

610711
6'07'2
611116
59'0'0
59'011
611206
58'0'3
58'0'6
58'0'6
62'262'2611208
611212

761123
761123
761124
761107

62'244'0-

761'26
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s
P
P
P
P
P

700&-

•
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87'006
870504
870508
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8705'9
8705'9
8705'9
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8705'0
8705'3
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870522
870302
8708'8

spmg. h • uwm.

"p-_s-_
.y _

•-The pkJt _ . is <Nnged from earIief teYisions.

according to the development of the dominant height iilusuated by VuokilB, and all trial plots were classified
according to H1oo: L27 , 1.30, 1.33, or 1.36.
Based upon the caBected material , functions for dami.
nant height over time were developed. Functions based on
two different methods were created. One of these methods
foUowa Vuokila's function for dominant height with the ad·
dition of a correction term. The second method was developed by Tveite (1968).

where:
h
d

According to Eichhorn (1904), a general relationehip
exists between the stem volume of the stand and the
dominant height. The stand volume i8 approximately
proportional to the square of the mean height of the
stand. The dominant height exceeds the mean height
with 1.0 to 1.5 m. Therefore the same relationship should
exist for stand volume over dominant height reduced by
1.0 to 1.5m.
Using regression analysis, the relation was calculated
between the stand volume, with and without bark. and
the dominant height reduced by 0.0, 1.0, and 2 .0 m. Of
the three relations the one using dominant height reduced
by 1.0 m gave the best correlation. Using this relation,
the stand volume production progn08is was calcu.i.ated for
each site index. For this progn08ia the calculated dominant height according to Tveite's method was used.

Do_lUIt Helpt Aeeordi ... to Vuolilla-According
to Vuokila and others (1983), the increment of the dominant height of larch in Finland follows the function:
1,,5 = e'1.874-1.003S·'n(T)+1.10264·ln(}l""'O.041149S·HI
(Fl)

where:

1,,5 = Increment of dominant height during the future
5yearo, m
T = Age of the stand, ye....
H =The present dominant height, m.
From already existing graphs the dominant heights of site
index L27 , LaO, W, and LaS were determined at stand
age 40 years. Using function 1 and the collected data, the
course of dominant height up to age 100 years was calculated. The calculated course for dominant height deviated
more or leM from the dominant height recorded in the
field. The deviations usually increased with increasing
age. Baaed on the difTerences between the calculated and
the recorded dominant heights , a correction (C) was calcu·
lated according to the following model:

Comparinc the ProcluctiOD of Other Tree
SpeciM-The production oflarch was compared to other
native conifers in two ways:

1. Recorded production of larch was compared to expetted production of Scots pine (or Norway spruce) in ad~
jacent stands, where the site index had been detennined
8ccording to the dominant height and the production aecording to yield tables by Eko (1985).
2. Expected production of larch for site class index L27,
1.30, 1.33, and 1.36 was compared to e.pected production
of Scots pine according to Eko ( 1985).

C=a+bCA)

where:

Tlible 2-Site conditions of the exp8fimentaJ plots

nu.25'0
2511
2511
25'2
2513
2514
25'501
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2516
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-
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-.
-.
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Vacdnium myrtilus
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low herbs
Grass
Grass
Gr...
Vacdniummyrtillus
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Vaccinium myrtilus
VMJdnium myrtilus
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VlICdnIum myrtillus
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VIICdn/um myr1IoIus
V.a::inliumvffiskMus
Gr. .
VoainIcJm _ - .

Expoo/1lon

SW
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Even
Even
NE
Even
Even
NW
E
SE
SE
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SW
E
E
Even
Even
Even
SW
SW
W
E_
Even
Even
Even

A
SHe . . . .
"'OO, (m)

L

L30

S
S
S
l

L33

K

L30

L33
L36

S

L27

K
L
L
L

L33
L33

l
L

l
l
S

L30

L30
L36

L27
L27
L27
L33

T20
T26
T26
T26
T30
T24
T22
T22
G22
G26
G26
G30

024
G26
G26
T22
T22
G26
G22

K

L30

S
l
l

L27
L24
(136)

K
K

l30

T23

L30

S
S
S

L24
L27
L27

G'8
T20
T20
T20

iIiI

age of the larch stand, years.

In addition to this, the production of larch was compared to the production oflodgepole pine on four sites
and on one site with Douglas·lir.

Using this correction tenn, new corrected courses based
on Vuokila's functions were made.
Do_ant Heillbt AeeordiDg to Tveite-This method
is also called "the deviation method" and was described by
Tveite (1968). Starting from a fixed level for dominant
height at a certain age, such as 40 years, the course is determined by the mean value of the future (and the previ·
ous) 5 years. The form of the course to a great extent depends on the level of the starting point. I decided to start
the calculation of the courses so that they coincided with
dominant height 12.95, 15.40, 18.00, and 20.90 m at age
40 years. At this age these dominant heights are identical
to H100 of site index L27, 1.30, L33 , and 1.36, according to
Vuokila and othere (1983).

RESULTS
In addition to calculating dominant height and stem
volume, I also assessed damage, bark volume, and production in comparison to other tree species.

Dominant Height
Figure 2A-E shows the recorded development of the
dominant height for 19 larch stands and the counes for
dominant height.8 calculated according to Vuokila and
others (1983). Two plots were not included in these figures due to lack of earlier data. The 19 stands were doailied according to site index in the figures.

Stem Volume-The stem volume of the sLands was
calculated according to functions by Carbonnier (1954) for
individual trees:
upb - 10-' CO.480IC<I'h> + 8.860(<1') - 0.1012(<1')
- 8.406(dh> + 197.2(h»

(F2 )

uub - 10" (0.4716(<I'h) + 4.572(<1') - 0.09787(<1')
- 3.111(dh> + 82.28(h»

(F3)

DomiDlUlt HeIght According to Vuoldla-The deviation in meters between recorded and expected dominant height according to Voukila and others (1983) is
ahown in figure 3. Baaed on these deviations, corrected

• L -lOnger periodI: K _ SI'Ior1.- periods: 5 - nonellisting.
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- Total tree height above ground. elm
= Breast height stem diameter, mm

vpb ,. Stem volume above stump including bark, dm:l
vub,. Stem volume above stump excluding bark, dm:l.
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....pbs for dominant height were calculated according to the
model:
Hdom • V + Corr

where:
Hdom • Dominant height of the stands
V
- Dominant height according to Vuokil. and
othera (1983)

Corr

_ l. 7937 - 0.03465' (age of stand, yeuw).

Corrected oouraea for dominant hoicht. baaed on
Vuokila'. functiona, are shown in 6aure 4.
Do _ _ t HelPt Aalo..u,.. to TveI_The oouraM
of dominant height baaed on Tveite's method are shown
in 6aure 5. The aam' 00uraM an a100 mathematically
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T_ 3---Functiono fa< "'" doveIopmont 01 dominInt hoigI1t II four
siteintieXK
_ _ In

T_.

....coefftdInt,·

Function'

l~ .48029·ln(~
13 .10348·ln(~

L33

13.95411'n(~

L36

14 . 69322'n(~

-

32.54287
32.38733
32.91o:M
33.46500

0.24441
0.25004
0.31418
0.41662

0.99542
0.98565
0._
0._70

(F5)
(F6)
(F8)

of and, yeIWI.

deocribed in table 3 in four functi0D8. In table 4 the domi·
nant height i. calculated according to th... functioDB.
The COIll'8e8 of dominant height expreeoed in figure 5 and
tabl.. 3 and 4 were uaed for the prognoeee of production.

Stem Volume
The relation between dominant height and the total
stem volume production is ahown in table 5 (function 9)
and figure 6. For calculation of function 9 three otanda
were .xclud.d: 1513 Od, 2524 Tllrnaby, and 2527
SmedabOle. Theoe otanda hav.1arge Item volumeo calcu·
lated on a per·hectare basis and cover .ma11 areas. Signifi·
cant II181'IPn effects can be expected.
If the function for total production il calculated on domi·
nant height reduoed by 2 or 0 meters inotead of 1 aa in
function 9, olighUy different functiODB are achieved:

Vpb •

e( ..018,.lo<Hdom-.)-O.1320'

Vpb. e'2.....·lo<HdomH.3616'

,. ~ 0.9876

(FlO)

".0.9875

(Flll

designatiOn of Ii1A> index according
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TIb.. 5-The functionai relation between the total stem volume
in cuI>Ic met... pet' hectare and the dominan1 hoigI1t

-.-

Flgur. 7A·D-The devekJpment of stem volumes of the stands and grouped according

to site class_

....nerrorln
regreealoll

Function

Volume

At a dominant height of 35 m.tera, th... functioDB e,.·
preaa a total production which io 5 pertent lower or 5 per·
cent higher, respectively, than the production achieved by
function 9.
Figure 7 ehows the tota1 Item volum•• recorded in the
field ploto tog.th.r with the calculated valueo according to
function 9. The calculated courses for .tem volume increment including and excluding bark volume are abo shown
in table 6. The meotll annual increment including and excluding bark is shown in figure 8 .

r'
(F9)

0.9877

•Vpb. Item YOIume In cubic met. . per hec:tatelndudlng tIIIrtI and top;
Hdom. dominant height in metllfS.

.

""/

/

.clare

1000

750

Damage

500

The three moat frequent type. of damap recorded were
Bnow break, forked atem, and crooked Item. The f'requen·
cies of these damages are .hown in table 8.

V

250

V

Bark Volume

10

On an average the bark volume repreeento 26 percent

V

_--""'n"_
-pro"

20

_
o....
I__
FIgIn

of the groee at.'!lD volume oClarch trees, which i. approxi.
mately twice 88 much aa the bark ahare of volume in
Scota pine. However, the .hare of bark volume in the in·
veatigated larch etanda vari•• between 12 and 35 percent
(tobl. 7). Th. reaaon for true big variation baa not been
explained.

hoigI1t ,;A ""'~-.
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30

Production of Larch Compared to
Other Tree Species

superiority increases with site index. Comparisons to
spruce are more difficult because of the problems in finding properly managed spruce stands.
A direct relation between the estimated site index of
Scots pine and that of larch is shown in figure 9. nus relation is al80 expressed in function 12:

Table 9 shows the recorded total production per hectare
and year of larch together with expected production of
Scots pine (P) or Norway spruce (8) in acl,jacent stands.
The production of pine or spruce is based upon yield tables
by Ekij (1985), corr.eponding to the production in c100ed
stands with one or two t hinninga during a rotation period.
This comparison indicates a big variation in the produc·
tivity of larch. In BOrne of the sites larch has produced
much more than the native tree species, in other sites
less. On an a verage this table shows that the production
of larch is 25 to 40 percent superior to the native conifen
depending on site index. These figures include the volume
of bark. Corr.sponding figure. calculated und.r bark are
10 to 25 perc.nt I....
The difference between the production of larch and that
of pine or spruce varies a lot between sites, probably de·
pending on local site conditions and the tending of the
stand; for eumple, genetic origin of seed, apacing, and
thinnings. In general the difference increases with in·
creasing site index. In 13 cases larch was compared to
pine and in nine cases to spruce. Compared to pine, larch
usually is superior in stem volume production, and this

S[(P) . 0.822'S[(L) -1.531

r'.0.74699

(FI2)

where:
Sl(P) • site index for Scots pine, H100, m
S[(L). oite ind.,. for larch, H100, m .

Site ind.,. L27 i. equal to P20.8; 1.30 is equal to P23.2;
1.33 is equal to P25.7; and 1.36 is equal to P28. Table 10
shows the average annual production of Scots pine and
Siberian larch between age 30 an d 100 growing on equal
sites. In this case the expected production of larch is com·
pared to the expected production of Scoto pine. For both
species bark is included. At age 100 the production of
larch .xceedo that oflarch with 2 percent at .ite inde,.
L271P20.8 and with 64 percent at lite inde,. 1.36IP28. The
corresponding figures for comparing stem volume uclud·
ing bark are 12 and +38 percent, re.pectively. The differ·
ence in productivity of Scots pine growing on 8 rich venue
a poor site is relatively small, while the productivity of
larch is more than twice a8 much in 1..36 compared to L27.
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Tab le 7-The bark volume to percentage of the total larch stem volume
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.86
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MoIidon

Li1
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KAlama
TImaby

AIby
SmedsbOle
Aselo
Askilje
Sarvisvaara
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204
191
351
201
181
184
165
218
172
276
. 61
178
192
216
279

27
12
27
21
26
27
27
24
28
28
27
20
31
31
27
28

232

29

289
187
351
163
328
168

16
27
35
28
26
28

798

. . m' ...... YClume PM - . . including bark •.
30
57

55

30

94

91
143

35
40

66
'20

135
In

197

282

2S2

353

PI• • Ho.

05
50

153
186

220

307
361

423
491

2510
2511
2512
2513
25.4
25'5· 1
25'5·2
2516
2517· 1
2517·2
2518
2519
2520-1
2520·2
2521
2522
2523
2524· 1
2524·2
2525
2527
2526
2529
2530

2S

262

141
211

55
60

219

304

413

558

2S2

3.s

465

621

65
70

284
3'8

365

515

424

564

684
705

75
90

346
379

463
500

812
659

804
862

65
90

409

538

439

574

704
749

918
973

467
496

809

792

643

835

1._
1.078

95
100

100 Totol age, yr
75
50
25
Figure l-Mean .,..,aI increment of lou, siI.
qualities including or .,eluding bark velume.

Site index of spruce and larch was compared in a similar
way. However, no significant corTelation could be found. A
high lite index o£larch 8Ometim.. c:orreoponda to a high,
IOmetimee to • low lite index of spruce.
Four of the larch Blanda are clooe to contemporarily . .
tabli.hed Blanda o£lodgepole pine (Pin", contOl't4). Theoo
.tenda are 2610 Sandaj6, 2612 T0b6le, 2611 Bmltrbk and
2513 Od. In Od a omell .tend of Doqlu-fir (PoeudoloU41tJ
rMnzit.ii) wal eetabU.hed the lAlDe year u the lareh and
the lodgepole pine. Table 11 .h.... the tota1 production of
all tree .ped.. preoont on the four .iteo.
More detailed information about theoo 20 larch Blanda
and tho procoNiD8 of coUoctod data ;. Riven by MartiDNOn
(1990).

DISCUSSION
Increment of Dominant Heipt
The moot romaroble ditl'eronce botweon thi. invemp·
tion and earlier invoatiptiona of the aame larch Blanda
made by Wikaten (1962); Edlund (1962); and Remr6d and
StrOmberg (1977) i. the couno oCdominant hoiiht ineroment over time. Tho couneo of dominant hoillht deocribed
by Remr6d and Str6mberg are conaiderably more curved,
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Tab le ~Frequ8ncy of damage in the larch stands. The figures indicate number of larch trees

OI .lMI llvlng

SIt.
S.ndsj6

Br_Ask
TobOl.

Dood

Living

Top broken

'8
1
1

39
72
51
20

12

OIl
MAn.orp

Norrby
Norrby
Var~andet

VaWMIrget
V.laberge'

3
13

23
13
13
70

Tban
Nybyn

Molidon

MoIidon
Lh
As

Kalame
Tilmaby
Tarnaby
Alby
SmedsbOle
Asolo
Askllje

Sarvlsvaara

16
6

3

34

57
68
151
75
132
30
70
43
44
49
27
46
21
29
51
36
52

33
45
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4

4

6

'3

.5
2

1
10
10

tr_

C,ooklel

11
12
1

5
11

Double top

Tab.. t-Mean annuill roamanl of larch per hectare and year al latnt revision 0( at growth culmination and expected mean
annual incremenl per hectare and year of Scots pine 0( Norway spruee on the same site at total age 80 years

M.A.I. plnol."...,.

MA.I.lorch
On bortc
Undo< bortc

Plot

Tr. .

Teble 1o-Mean annual production of stem wood, meters cubed per hecta1e. year of Lsri. SUkacz8wii and Scots pine growing under sjmil..
site conditions and the production of larch in percentage of Scots pine

_ _x
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t .9
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-
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3.2
6.3
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3.2
8 .5
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t .4
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5.1
4.5
6 .3
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6.3
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8.2
8 .3
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3.6
4.8
5.7
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6.2
6.2
6.2
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7.0
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6 .7
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3 .5
4 .7
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6 .0
6 .1
6 .2
6.2

3.2
4.2
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5.3
5.5
5.4
5.4
5 .4
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5.2
6 .5
7 .3
7 .8
7 .9
8 .0
8 .0
8 .0

3 .9
5 .0
5.6
5 .9
5 .9
5.9
5.9
5 .8

133
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130
130
133
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Percent

Larch

PI.,.

Percent

Including boric
3.4

_ _.L27

4.5
5.t
5 .0
4 .8
5.0
3.8
3.5

7.3
2.7
4.5
2 .7
2.6
6.3
3.4

3.0

(T)

3 .8
4 .4
4.3
4.1

(G)

3 .3
3.t

(T)
(T)

...

(T)
(G)
(G)
(G)

_IndexUO
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L3IIIT28.D

L33IT25.7

Lerch

2 .5
3.8
3.3
4.6
4.9
(8.0)
4.7

(T)
(T)
(T)

5.1
6.1
2.7
5.4
5.2
2.3
5.3

4.5
5.3
2 .4
4.7
4.5
2.1
4 .6

(G)

5.8
5.2
5.4
6.9
3.7

5.1
4 .5
4.7
6.0
3.3

(G)

8.4
7.3
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6.4

(T)
(G)

(T)
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3.0
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4 .9

30
40
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1.4
2 .2
2 .8
3 .1
3.3
3.5
3.6
3 .8

2.2
3.1
3.6
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.3

76

3 .1

90
91
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5.2
5 .8
6 .1
6 .3
6 .4
6 .4

2.8
3.9
4.5
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5.1
5 .2
5.2
5.2

86

u
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71
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2.3
3.3
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4.5
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U
4 .5
4 .6
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80
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100
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_IndexL33

Br_1sk
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Va~

T_
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Od

nu"

6.2
to.l
6.6
7 .8
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5.5
7.4
4.7
5.7
5.5

(16.0)
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(12 .6)
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(T)
Table 11-5lem vofume pt'oduction in neighboring stands of lodgepole pine, Scots pine, and Douglas-fir

T,.. _ _

(T)
(G)

Plot No.

(T)

2510

(G)

2511

26

HdlJm

=(.</0+6%)'

2512

2513

SlInd &gO

T01&1 production Plot ....
m'''''

m'

Larch

49
53
49

64
211
220

1.500
590

Br_1sk
Br_1sk
B,_Ask

Sca1spine
Lodgepole pine
Latch

47
53
47

237
370

292

750
1.000
750

TobO/.
TobO/.
TobO/.
Od
Od
Od
Od

Sca1spine
Lodgepole pine
Latch

56
56

374
496
434

900
383

Scam pine
Lodgepole pine

58
58
58
58

Sandsj6

SandsjO
SandsjO

•Nati¥e .lterl'latiYe tree species !of site c::IaUific;abon. T • Soots pint. G _ Norway spruce.

which gives lower value. of dominant height at the end of
the rotation period. Remrild and Stnlmberg have no de'
tailed deecription oftheir mathematical method. more
than -Hdom i. set to predetermined level. at age 50 yean
at breast height."
Wik.sten has explained the mathematical function be
ueed for the calculation of the dominant height:

SIt.

Sca1spine
Lodgepole pine

Larch

Fir

58

601
578
944

900

560
740
288
230

, From EkO Hies.

wbere:
HdIJ",
%

, .0.86'"

22

G,b

20

27

30

33

= The dominant height of the otand
= Total age of the stand
:II Constanta determined for the dominant
height at stand age 50 yea ....

Thus, the only point where the calculated coune of domi·
nant heicht definitely corrnpondo to the value. recorded
in the field is at stand age 50 yean. Wiluten is referrina
to PettenllOn (1955) who uoed this and .imilar functioDl
to deocribe the COUl"1l8 of dominant heicht of n.turally regenerated coniferouo oland, meinJy Scota pille.

36 $1 lorch

Flgure t- The relation betwMn • indeJi of
larch and ScoIS pne on .... a.ame lite.
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Edlund (1962) i. referring to Wil..ten'. method of calcuI.tion of the dominant height and has used the oame
method.
Tveite'. method for deocribing the dominant height i.
limilar to thooe uoed by Wibten ( 1962), Edlund (1962),
and Remrild and Stnlmberg (1977) in one ..poet: the o!.arting point of the couree is set to a predetennined level. The
main difference between Tveile's method and the one uaed
by the other three authOR ie that Tveil.e is ueing data collected in larch stando to deocribe the whole courae of dominant heicht. Of particular importance for the reliability i.

the age of the IImh stand on which the counea of dominant
height i. baaed. The researched .tando uoed by Wiksten,
Edlund, and Remrild and StrOmberg are mainly the oeme
oland. a. the ones I have used hut at a younger otage. In
my material no larch stand is older than 89 years. Between
age 80 and 90 there are four atands, but the basia for the
couraeo between 90 and 100 doeo not exi.t in my field dota.
Vuok.ila'8 function for dominant height is baaed on 26
permanent plota of which some have reached the age of
100 yellJ'8. Moat ofthese standa are in the age interval of
60 to 80 yearo. The COUl"1l8O of dominant height developed
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"
by Vuokila coincide well with thooe deocribed by Tovatoijea
(1916) baoed on the old, famous Ian:h stands in Raivola.
Figure 10 8hoWI the dominant height of Siberian larch
calculated by WikB"'n (1962), Remnld and Stromberg
(1977 ), Vuokila and othen (1983), and me. The dominant
height acxording to WikBlA!n does correspond fairly ..ell to
the one I have deocribed for the higheat oi'" inde• . On
more poor lites the courae of dominant height is more
curved acxording to WikB"'n. However, it should be
.treaoed that I have ..eluded material from oj", indo
below Hl00 - L27. The dominant height according to
Remnld and Stromberg corresponds fai rly ..ell with thooe
I have investigated up to age 30. After that the diJfer·
encea are big, aince the dominant height. accordina to
Remnld and Stromberg more or I... even out at age 70.
The weak pointe in my material are the aizee of the
plots, the bad mllJl8geDlent of the stands (no or few thin·
rungs), and \00 little data from the upper _ . Therefore,
the COI1l1M!8 for dominant beight at the upper _
may be
acljuated wben more information io collected &om theoe
and other stands in the future. However, for the preaent
the moot reliable COI1l1M!8 for deocribing the dominant
height of Siberian larch in northern Sweden i. the one
illustrated in fiIIure 100.

In 47 yean the Seota pine stand at Bredtrliok produced
237 m' per hectare, while the larch on the aame aite and
at the aame time produced 292 m 3 per hectare, or 23 percent more. In Od the Scots pine atand produced 601 m 3
per hectare, while the larch produced 944 m per hectare.
'
For both opeci.. barlt volume io included. In 2511 Bredtrlak
the ahare of bark ill 12 percent o(the total stem volume o(
larch. Thill ia le88 than the average and approximately
the BBlDe .. for Scota pine. In 2523 Od the.hare of bark
is 21 percent oflarch stem volume.
In four oj",. larch waa aloo compared to lodgepole pine
and in one site to Douglas-fir. This comparison indicate.
that the volume production o(larch ia auperior to lodp-pole pine at high elevations and in hilly lites with mobile
soil water.
Publi.bed data by G.d..tedt and Wiman (1988) from
plots of Siberian Ian:b not ineluded in this ma"'rial prove
the high productivity ofthi. apecies in northern Sweden.
In lOme of th... plots more than 300 m' per hectare ..sa
produced in 30 yean.
Eumpl.. of poor production of larch aJao exilt. Many
.uch larch stands have been elaaaified 00 failurea and aban·
doned. One poaoibl. _tion io 2528 A.eI., wbore larch,
depending on oj", quality, evidently io _ the optimal
choice of speciea. On this oj", Scots pine produced 79 per.
cent more BlA!m volume than larch, calculated ..eluding
barlt and 114 percent more ineluding bark.

Increment of Stem Volume
The prognosis (or the Item volume increment ie hued
on two important rel.tiona: (1) the relation between etand
age and dominant height and (2) the relation between the
.tem volume of the .tand and ita dominant height. The
IeCOnd relation is independent of Bite indes, according to
Eichhorn ( 1904). In the inveatigated ma"'rial a .trong
coTrelation ¥raJ found between the atem volume and the
doDlinant height. This relation i. probably more clear cut
than the relation between Btand age and dominant height.
The Item volume production of the investigated ata.nds
should be conoidered 00 • r ..u1t of production under the
given conditions. The total material ia amall aa well as
the individual plot ar.... Margin effecta becauoe of too
amall plot are.. may occur in some cases. Facton that
could have increued the total volume production are, (or
instance: genetic origin of aeed. , choice of aite, method for
.tand ••tabliohment, and regular thinrunga. It is well
known that Siberian larch is influenced by aite conditions.
The &Oil ",ater , aite expoeure, and &Oil texture have proi>a bly grea ter influence on larch than on many other tree
apeciea. The Siberian larch .. well .. the Japanese and
the European larch .. (La rix luump{orii and L. decidua )
need ricb .i"'. and . Iopeo with mobile BOil we"'r for high
production .
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F.... 10--The dev\.'q)tn8n1 01 the domlnant height or Siberian larch according to four Investigations:
A. 'Mksten 1962, B . AemtOd and StrOmberg 1976. C . V~l a and others 1983. D . material in this

invMtlgatioo processed acc:ordng to Tveit. (t 968).

• The increment o( dominant heiaht ia continwOC'atill
at an age of 90 yean.
• On rich aitee in northern Sweden the production of
s"'m volume of Ian:h ..c1uding bark e.coed. the one of
Scota pine with 10 to 25 percent .
• Siberian larch ia more aenaitive to ground conditio08
than Scots pine.
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"1OO . 1ft

]A

"0

' 0101°9_. "

The Item volume production of larch woo compared to
other tree apeciee in acljacent atanda. Trua comparison
_u hued on aite cla ..ification determin ed by aeeeeament
of dominant beight. Two.tands 251 1 Bredtrlalt and 2523
Od larch atanda could aJao be compared to contemporarily
planted stands of Scota pine acljacent to the larch stand.

Tol.' .... "

Hd_. ".

L36

CONCLUSIONS
Regarding increment of height growth and s"'m volume
of Siberian larch in northern Sweden, the (ollowing conclusions can be drawn:

B

L"

........ m

Comparing Production of Larch to
Other Tree Specie.

1'I'I

li'

The Influence of Provenance
The .enetic orisin of the inveetipted material is unknown in moot ca.... E.cept for plot 2520 Moliden, the
origin of the oeed lOurce probably i. the northern part of
European Ruuia or allochtone stande in Finland.
The trial, (or provenance research on lAriz .uJuu:uwii.
and other Asiatic larch apeciee ia incomplete in Sweden.
However, one 30-year-old trial includiDl30 provenancee
oflarch mainly from Siberia indica.... that the BOCOnd
generation o(Swediah-grown Siberian larch, provenance
ViaingsO, ill competitive to directly introduced material
(Martinoaon 1990). Moot of the lucceaaful plantatioDl of
Siberian larch in northern Sweden originate from Archangel oblut in northern Ruaaia or the allochton atanda in
Raivola in Karelia. Other seed sourcea that have proved
good growth i. for inotance Sverdlovok (latitude north
57°()()', longitude east 60°00'), Sonakij (latitude north
114°00', longitude e..t 90°00') ,and Aakitzky (latitude
north 53°00', longitude ..st 90°00') (Jonoaon 1978).

2.
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• This investigation gives clear eumples of Siberian
larch being superior in productivity to native conifers in
lIOIDe lite. in northern Sweden.
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Development of Western Larch in Mixed
Stands in Washington's Cascade Range:
Implications for Prioritizing Thinning
Treatments
Kevin L O'Hara
Chadwick D. Oliver
David F. Cobb
Abaraet 'l'be development ot mixed-.pecieI, ev8n·... 1t.aDde Col.
JOWl relatively predictable pattem.. Stand d8Yelop1D8llt ... UMd
~ Ntimate difFerentiation potential in mixed·epeciee atanda, which
mduded western lardt (Larizoccickntolu), in the Wenatchee Na.
tional Foreet. Wuhington State, U.S.A. Slanda that caD cWreren~~ are.a manacement priority becau.ee of their lower auxepti.
bility to meect. and diaeaae., greater wind finnneu, and Cuter
stand growth rate.. A stand priOritiUtiOD ayetem that r:anb the
potential of .tanda to differentiate gives higher priority {or ue:iDc
relatively ItCIlne thinning reeoun:ee.

When fmancial resources are insufficient to meet precommercial thinning needs, land managers race difficult deci.
siona regarding where to upend these resources to achieve
the greatest benefits. These decisions are more difficult
when standa occur across wide environmental gradients
and encompass stands with different species compoeitiolUl
and growth habits. This is the case in the Wenatchee National Forest in eastern Washington. U.S.A., where etude
range acrOS8 steep gradients related to elevation and distance from the Cascade Crest.
Prioritizing stends of such diverse characteristics for precommercial thinning requirea information on stand development patterna and . particularly. potential for .tand dif.
ferentiation in both single and milted·speci...tanda. Stand
differentiation is defmed 8a the divergence of individual
tree gro\ .. th rates in 8 stand after the onset of competition
(Oliver and Larson 1990).
Differentiation is usually lint apparent as difference. in
diameter growth rates. but height growth ratea are allO af.
fected and are of great importance becauae relative height
growth rate. deeeribe a tree'. ability to maintain crown
position. Thi. divergence allows treea with futer growth
rates to suppress and sometimes kill slower growinc tree.

Paper preMnted at u.. Sympoell.lm on Ecoaov and MaDq'tDMlnl 01 La.ri.a
FONlt.e: A Look Ahead. Whlt.eflah. MT. U.SA, Dnober 5-9, 1992.
Kevin L O'Hara "AMlIY.nt Pro....." of SUYkulture School of Yo,..",
Uni""it1 of Montana. Mi8Mula. MT 69812-1083. U.S.A. Ch..dwidl D.
•
Oli~r II Pror~r ofSilvkulture. COU... olro.... ' ReIourca AJt.10. Un).
""l"Ilty oIWuhm,ton. See.w., WA 98196. U.SA OeYid P. Cobb 1I For.
~with tht Idaho Panh.ndle N.Uonal Fo.... '-. P'riett Rift" m 838&8,
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as a .tand developa. The dominating tree may have a com.
petitive advantage ouch .. being older. or on a favorable
microoite. or it may be a Cuter 8l'O"ing individual or apecieo.
A wall-difl'erentiating Bland ia one where lOme trees are
euily outoompeting othera. and dominant tree aize may approach that of eimilar open·grown trees. Tree. auppreaaed
and killed in a dift'erentiating Bland represent aome I... in
recoverable volume that miaht have been "plaeed" on ourviving treea if Ihinni,.. had occurred earlier. However. a
wall-difl'erentiating Bland is a relatively healthy alternative
to the alowly dift'erentiating Bland where thinmn,a are not
planned (Oliver and Laraon 1990).
The opposita of a well-difl'erentiating .tand i. a atand
approaching stagnation or experiencing height repreuion .
Heiaht repression refen to the stand condition where overcrowdins reduce. tree height and diameter growth and
alowa the proce.. of stand dift'erentiation. Height repre ••
Slon 0CCUI'8 over a range of degrees of stand di1rerentiation
from the nearly otqnat..!d atand where height repre••ion
.. severe. to the dift'erentiating atand where height growth
.. redueed only .lightly. With an increaaing d..,... of height
repre_ion, a stand will uperience reduced vigor and a
greater auaceptibility to insect and diae... problema. davelop
at a .lower rate, and produce leu wood increment (Oliver
and Laraon 1990).
This paper cIioc:uaaeo mized·.peciea. even·age atand devel.
opment patterns for atanda in the Wenatchee National Foreat, paying particular attention to atanda where we.tern
larch CLam occitk"Wio) ill a component. It alao examin ..
what f.ctora are important in afFecting differentiation of
theM atandl and the implicatioD.l of these racton in prioritizing atanda for precommerciallhinni,...
Current IlUidelinea for management on the Wenatchee
National Foreot require maintenance of atand vigor and
promotioa of atand lbucturea and lpeciel composition.
that avoid aeriOWl risk of damage from mammala inaecta
diaeues, wind, IDOW. and fin. Becauae 01 the ov~.rrid..ilJ8 ·
..,.J of maintaining stand vigor and the uncertainty of fu.
NnI UN. atanda ~ prioritixed for precommerciallhinni,..
",th reprd to theu- poteDtial for dift'erentiation without
treatment. Stands that cIilI'erentiate wiD maintain a higher
level o( growth. vicor. and a .....ter reai.tance to damag.
ing _nto ..hen left untreated than atand. that dift'erenti.
ate poorly. A rapidly growing. dift'erentiating .tand alao
offen the moat optio", for CuNnI treatment and the moat

flexibility (or meeting diverse managr'Dent objectives with·
out being thinned. Stand differentiation is a function of
the variability in growth of component trees. Because this
variation in growth rates can be due to species differences,
undentanding mi.s.ed·speOes stand development was nec·
eeeary for development o( a prioritization system. Other
facton were alao ezamined including crown sizes as represented by live crown ratios, and number of trees and crop
trees per unit area.

.

Table I-Suala. dimalotypa. and climax _
to< 1Ile1ille_
series inducted in prioritization system
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Mountaln_

Strata
I
II

at WCMIdng ~
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MIXED-SPECIES STAND
DEVELOPMENT
Two recent studi.. in the Wenatchee National FOn!8t provided deecriptiODS of mixed-species stand development over
a range of aite quality.
Cobb and others (1993) reconstructed even·..., stand development pattema in grand fir plant aaaociatiooa: a mid·
elevation climax aeries on the eaat--alope of Ute Washington
Caacade Range. In stands oonsiating of western 1arch, and
various combinations of lodgepole pine (Pinw contorto),
DougIa&-fir (Puudots/J8Q _nz~sjj var.alauca), and grand
fir IAb~. arandu), western hm:h dominated in all stands
(fig. 1). In stands where lodgepole pine waa present, the
height growth rates of western larcil and lodgepole pine
were aimiIar with western larch achieving a greater height
in all stands. Similar development patterns have been reported by others aCT0e8 the range of western larcll (Boyd
1959; Cole and Schmidt 1986; Moaher 1965; Schmidt and
others 1976; Seidel 1987). Lodgepole pine was ezperienc·
iog a relatively recent slowdown in height growth that baa
been obeerved in other studies (Schmidt and othen 1976).
The slowdown in lodgepole pine growth ia more evident in
average diameter growth patte , over time for the same
stand (fig. 2).

.

YEAR
Flgun 1-4IoigIlI fI'OW'II ~ tor._
opoc:Ioo. _age _
in grand fir
WI. • _Ion:h. LP .1odgopoIe pine, OF •
Dougja.-fir. GF • grand fir.

dimu_.

YEAR
Flgun _ _ age bf.... hoight diamelOf davotop.

mont tor each spec:ies tor an _age. mixed-spec:ies
stand in grand fir climax _
. WI.. _ _ Iatth,
LP.1odgopoIe pine, OF. DougIas·fir, GF • grand fir.
This stand is the same shown in figure 1.

Changeo in the species stratification patterns occurred
..hen species oompoaition varied s1ighUy &om that displa,yed
in ficure 1 in the .tands sampled by Cobb and others (1993).
For eumple, ..hen lodgepole pine .... aboent, Do/J8Iaa-fir
auumed an intermediate croWD position between western
larcll and grand fir. When Douglaa-fir waa aboent, grand
fir formed a higher atratum than when Dougla&-fir was
preeent.
The second mized·species stand reconstruction study
in the Wenatchee National Forest examined young stand
development acroea a gradient of climu: aeries from high.
elevation stands near Caac:ade Crest to low-elevation stands.
Five "working groups" were previoualy designated (table I)
and generally follow the climu aeri.. claaailication for the
Wenatchee National Forest (Williams and Smith 1991).
Each climu: aeries consists of. set of plant uaociationa
with vari.ble productiviti.., but all plant aaaociationa with·
in a climu: aeries have aimilar climu vegetation potential.
Western larch is found in each of theee working groupe,
although it ill not found in every plant aaeociation.
A total of 20 reoonatruction plots were scattered acroee
the five working If'Oupe in the two BOuthernmoet dilltricta
of the Wenatchee National Forest: the Nac:heo and Cle Elum
Ranger Districts. Plots were located in young poatpreoom·
mercial thinning·. stands whenever poeaible. In BOme
cues, young even·age lltands were not available becauae
even·. man.aaement ill a relatively recent (poet·I960)
phenomenon in the Wenatchee National FOTUt. In other
c:uetI, even·.,e stands resulting from etand replacement
disturbances are too old or have had their ..., structure
altered by put cutting practices.
Heillht and diameter growth patterns of individual _
..ere reoonatruc:ted uointI either ~ve Item ana1y.
sia techniquee or meaauring heillhta 01 annual branch
.. horla and tree _
at breaat heicht and tree buo with
an increment borer.
W..tem larcll .... oboerved in nine of the 20 n!COnotruc·
tion plots. In the mountain hemlock (T81J8U "",n,,,,i4na)

climax series, western larch was found in one of two recon·
struction plots. In !.his I... than 30-year-old stand, western
larch occupied an upper canopy position along with subal.
pine fir and lodgepole pine (fig. 3).
In the subalpine fir IAb~s la&iocarpa) climax aeries, western larch occurred in four of five plots and wu a dominant
in all four of th... plots. Figure 4 presents the development
of one plot that included ..veral planted ponderooa pine
!Pinus ponderosa) of probable oifsite origin. W..tern larcll
and white pine (Pin ... monlicn/a) had similar height growth
rates over the mOBt recent 5 years, while the pondenJ88 pine
was having trouble competing.
Western larch was found in three of four reconstruction
plota in the grand fir climax series. The development of
western larch in these plota was similar to that shown in
figure I : western larch grew at a similar rate .. lodgepole
pine but tended to dominate Douglas-fir (fig. 5).
One plot in the Dougla&-fir climax series included west.
em larch. In !.his Douglas·firlbearberry·bitterbruah (Puu.
doUJUSa m~nz~siilArctoslaphylos uua·ursi • Purshia tridentata) plant association, western larch was unable to compete
with ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir (fig. 6).
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PREDICTING STAND

DIFFERENTIATION
Dat&Source
Data &om the Manqed Stand Survey system provided ini·
tial measurements &om permanent plots in the Wenatchee
National Foreet for development of this prioritization 8YS·
tem. The Managed Stand Survey, a USDA Forest Service,
Pacific Northwea~ Region forest inventory, sampled planta.
tions over 10 to 20 years old, and natural stands that met
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Figure ~orIy stand davaIopmenl in a mixedsptdes stand in mountain hernkK* dimax series.
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but subof\:Iino fir and IodgopoIe pine _ . also
growing..... WI. . _latch, SAF • subaI·
pine fir, LP • IodgopoIe pine. MH • mountain hom- . ES. Engelmann spruce (_
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Figure $-Eorly sland dovolopmenl in a mixedspecies stand in grand fir dimax series. The
young stands sampMKt foNowed panems simWar
to those shown in figure 1. Wl _ western &arch.
LP • lodgepole pine. OF • DougIos·Iif.
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current standards for st.and manaaement (USDA Forest
Service, Region 6, 1990). Some young multipl ....toried
stands with vigorous undentories were allO included in
the Manqed St.and Survey. Variables UIIed in the construction oUbe prioritization system included live aown ratio.
trees per acre. height, and basal area growth.
Only data from the Nache. and Cle Elum Ralll"r Di...
meta were used in this analysis. The prioritization system
is therefore only directly applicable to these two districta.
although it may have some application in other areas.

Stand Origin and Stand Structure
The prioritization system aeparatee stands with difl'erent
stand origins or structures. 11lree different stand original
structures were included: (1) planted st.ands; (2) .tands
originati"ll from natural regeneration; and (3) standa with
older residual trees. This cl&88ification corTe8ponds to the
cl...ification UIIed in the Managed St.and Survey.
Planted stands were a&8umed to have lese variability
and to differentiate more slowly than comparable stands.
Planted stands generally have lese species diversity, more
uniform spacing, less age variability. lese genetic variability. and lese miO"'OSite variation because of site preparation
and selection of planting site locatiollll (Oliver and L.anon
1990).
Natural regeneration stands were defined as even-aae
st.ando originatiJlll from natural reproduction. Standa could
include a component of planted trees, but moat crop trees
were of natural origin.
StandI with older residual trees included stands receiving
oventory removal , or similar tnabDenta, and generally mnlisted oCtwo canopy strata. The upper stratum may have
included scattered older, residual trees, whereas the understory may have been a more fully stocked I tratum of advanoe regeneration 01' natural regeneration. Both strata
may have been lesa than commercialsiu, but some trees
may be l.arpr than minimum commercia. sizes. Size wu
• particu.larly poor meuure of ace in these standa, &II some
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trees may have a history of suppression and may be old.
The prioritization system was not designed for uneven-age
man.qement applications.
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priorities for expending limited resources (or thinning.
Stands at low densities (less than 150 trees per acre) or
with crop trees having long live crown ratioa (greater than
or equal to about 70 percent) may not require a precommercial thinning to maintain stand differentiation. These
stands may still be considered to be a low priority (or thinning because thinning may be warranted to meet some
management objectives.
Five priorities were ' ssigned to each stand within the
precommercial thinning size range. All climax series,
stand types (species compositions), and stand structures
are ranked on the same scale with the same five priorities
(table 2). Two st.ands with completely different species
compoeitions and structures that have the same priority
were a88umed to have equal need for precommercial thinning to maintain stand differentiation, growth, and vigor.
Other concerns. such as wildlife habitat, esthetics, or aece88ibility. may alter the ranking o(priorities and are important considerations. However, all concerns other than
maintaining stand differentiation, growth, and vigor are
beyond the acope of this prioritization system.

Species Composition
Within climas series and stand origin/stand structure
clauee, stands were further subdivided by species composition. Species composition or species divenity among crop
trees may have a large effed on stand development and differentiation. For example. mixed-species stands are likely
to differentiate faster than single-species stands because
of difTerential height II1'Owth rates of specie. (Oliver and
Lonon 1990).
For this prioritization system, stands were considered
1IincI....peci...tands if 80 percent or more of dominant and
codominant (crop) trees were of ODe species. This is le88
.t:Onaervative than the 90 percent of trees of the same species that compoee pure stands 88 defined in some ailvicultura1 Wttboolta (Daniel and others 1979). St.ands in e..tern
WuhinRton and elsewhere in the Inland Northwest usually
include many species, and few include one species in concentrations greater than 80 percent (plantations and poet·
fire stands oflodgepole pine may be a notable exception).
In stands with an upper canopy consisting of 80 percent
or more of one species, an average crop tree of the predominant species ia Iiltely to be competiJlll with trees of the same
species on three sides. This stand is therefore likely to develop more lilta a .ingle-species .tand than a miIed stand.
For thia prioritization qst.em, stands with 80 percent or
more at one species were uaumed to be more density sensitive than miIed-specieo stands (I ... than 80 percent of onl
species) and, when all other (actors were equal, were given
bieher priorities for precommercial thinning.

Factors Affecting Differentiation
Stands experiencing heiKht repreuion or that are differ·
Inti.ting slowly can be characterized .. having high otoclting levels. short crowns, or low levels of variation in tree
heights. All three of th... characteri.tics were found to
be important variables for predictinc' differentiation.
Live crown ratio (using functional li ve crown: small 01'
ioolated lower brancheo below main crown ....... ~
when Htimatina live crown ratio) was an effective measure
of differentiation and tree vigor in moat cues. 'rr- with
live crown ratios of 70 percent and bitIher ......,...ny ohowed
luperior percentage inc:reuM in bua1 area during the previous 5 yean in moot climu seri .. (fic. 7). _ t a p baaaI
area proyjded the boot m...ure of relative .,....u. in the
Managed Stsnd Survey data. St.ands in .hich live crown
rati08 of crop tree. average 70 percent or puter are ,en-.
erally differentiating weU or are not eIperiencinc eevere
intertl'M competition, or both.
A cue where live crown ratio is a I. . MD8iti .. meuure
of differentiation may be in lOme bitIher e1ention atanda
.here rew inlAJlerant Ipeciea are found and .bere all or
_
treN haft relati...ly!ong aowno. F... aampie, JOWII,
JDiud..1peciea atanda or Pacific oilver fir <Allie. am4bilU),
weoIem bemIock (T_ hNrop/IyUtJ), noble fir W>ia ~
or",), and Dnucl»-fir within the PKific oil.... fir c1imu
_
Ihowed no conoiatent .tratification pattemo dunn,
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Recommended Crop Tree Densities
the reconstruction analyses. In these stands, live crown
ratio may still be a good indicator of individual tree vigor,
but more restrictive standards for average live crown ratio
may be necessary to predict differentiation.

Current stand management trends throughout the Pacific
Northwest and elsewhere are toward lower stoclcing levels.
The number of crop trees per acre used in this prioritization
system reflect this trend because these stocking levels fluctuate from 150 to 200 trees per acre. In general, after precommercial thinning, stocking levels (or stands should consist ofmosUy ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine. or western
larch at 150 trees per acre. Stands consisting of Douglasfir, grand fir. or mixed stands ofpredominanUy these species have recommended stocking levels of 200 trees per acre.
These difTerences by species correspond to those of the April
1987 USDA Forest Service Timber Stand Improvement
Handbook guidelines for the Pacific Northwest Region
where recommended stocking levels for young ponderosa
pine stands are roughJy 80 to 100 trees per acre lower
than ror Dougl ..-fir st.ands (USDA Forest Service 1987).
Cochran'. (1986) .toeIting guide for western larch provides
another alternative for identifying appropriate stocking
levels for stands in eastern Oregon and Washington.
Management objectives should be used to determine the
appropriate pootthinning stocking level. A high .tocking
level will result in higher total wood volume production and
lower average tree sizes than a low stocki ng level, which
will result in less volume production but larger average tree
sizes. At the stand development stage requiring a precom·
mercial thinning. average tree size is probably a greater
concern than total volume production: hence lower stocking levels are recommended in this prioritization system.
Lower stocking levels are aJ so more likely to produce trees
of higher vigor and with greater insect and di sease resistance than stands with higher stocking levels.

PRIORITIZING STANDS FOR
PRECOMMERCIAL THINNING
This prioritization system was constructed for stands
with average tree heights larger than some minimum (usually 3 to 5.5 m or 10 to 18 feet depending on species compoaition) and that have not reached commercial size. Within
this range of average tree sizes, it was 888umed that moat
stands could be thinned to achieve some form o( growth response or meet some management objective. However, for
the objectives of maintaining or promoting stand differentiation, growth, and vigor, some stands represent higher

Teble 2-Oefinitions 01 prioriHs b precommefcial thiMing

Very Htgh Priortty-Stands in need of an immeclate reduction in
density. These.1ards are .~ height 'oprossion 1M prone
II> insect aod Ii..... prol>lorns.
HIgh Priortty-Slands thaI will soon . - • , _ In-.;!y.
Stands haV8 limited potential to dinerential8 wilhout precommercial
1I1InrWlg.

Medium Prk)ftty-Stands that are sxperiencing iI moderate degree
01 height r8pfession but may differentiate without precomrnerdiil

1I1InrWlg.
L_ Priortty-Slands thaI wW
I probably liftorerllial. _

pr.

commercial d'linning but might benefit "om a treatment that laYOI'S

Thinning Recommendations

-spoc:Ies.
Very low Prtortty-Stands with no ap'. . .nt need for a prscomrnerc:iaI thinning treatment but may need treatment In the futufe with
ingrowth. or to favor certain species. or to meet other management

Thinning (rom below (such as a low thinning) is recommended for all precommercial thinning treatments. Previous research in the eastern Cascades (Seidel 1986, 1987)

oIljec:tivos.
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indicates low thinning achieves superior results by reduc·
ing mortality and leaving trees that are more resistant to
wind, snow, and ice damage. Thinning from below also
oiTers the best c.pportunity to select genetically superior
individuals.
Stand establishment and thinning practices in the
Wenatchee National Forest that favor miud·species stands
are encouraged. Mixed·species stands offer the most future
alternatives for management, the moat resistance and flex·
ibility for avoiding disease and insect problems, and more
capability to differentiate. Usually, mixed· species stands
can be thinned from below while still maintaining a mixed·
species composition. However, in stands that are differen·
tiating into stratified mixtures (fig. 1). thinning from below
may reduce species diversity by favoring a dominating ape·
cies. Thinning decisions in these stands should consider
management objectives and the implications of reducing
species diversity or, alternatively, removing some dominant
trees to favor a slower growing species.
Existing disease or insect problema or potential problema
should also be considered when selecting species to remove
or remain in a precommercial thinning operation. For ex·
ample, species susceptible to laminated root rot should not
be left near, or in, root rot centers, or spruce budworm sua·
ceptible species should not be left in areas susceptible to
budworm. infestation.
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Growth and Development of Native and
Exotic Larches in Newfoundland and
Labrador, Canada
Charles M. Harrison
J. Peter Hall
A modest larch planting PfOlllUll ill under way in
Newfoundland. On the av......... o£a total o£about
8 million seedingo a year planted in this Province. about
250.000 are larcb. mootly Japanne. The paper companiel
can include about 5 percent larch in their n....prlnt un·
der tb. current pulping prote... They are not particularly
anxious to increaee thia percentage and would just u
ooon u .. only spruce and fir. Formerly. induatry frowned
upon tamarack becauae it ill denser than th. oprucee and
tends to sink. ThWl. it could not be ftoated down river to
th. mills. Ev.n thougb this practice has all but ended. old
biases remain. Besides, larch offen no particular advan·
tage over spruce and fir; and becauoe the pulping prote..
would bave to be altered to accommodate high.r porcentages of it. its favor with th. companies has not signifi·
cantly increaaed.
Th. companies' attitude toward larch could quickly
change in the early 21st century. thoUih. when an antici·
pated sbortage of spruce and fir timber occun. Becauoe or
its rut growth rate. larch could h.lp alleviate that obortage if planted in quantity now. On. advantage to growing
larch h.re is that there are no porcupin.. in the ilIland
portion or th. Province. Another advantage ill that fire. to
which larch is quite IlU8Ceptible, iI not al much a threat
b.re becauoe of tbe wet soils and wet climate. Again. this
advantage applies more to the island than to Labrador.

Abdract Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada, are larch
country although to now the specie. baa played a minor role in
(Orelt economy. Several,pecie. of commercial (onat treee and
Mverat esotic specie. pl8ntatioOll have met with vuyinl' 'ucceM.
While .pruce and fir have lOme advantap. over larth, varioUA
larch apeciee will likely find mo!'e Cavor with induaby ic the nut
century becaUM of .horteee. of other .pedes.
I

To date. larch has played a minor role in th. forest
economy of Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada. The
lone native species, eastern larch or tamarack CLari:c
lamina lDu Roi) K Koch). occun singly or in small
groups tbrougbout th. Province. The annual cut ill negli.
gible r.<>mpared to that or black spruce (Picea mariana
lMill j B.S.P.) or balsam fir (Abies baUamea lL.) Mill). the
two main commercial species in the Province. This does
not mean it does not have commercial potential. White
spruce (Picea glauco [Moonch) Vo..). wbich also DOC""'"
singly or in amall groupe, is considered one of our moat
valuable pUlpwood and sawtimber species and ill used
almost 8S much a8 black spruce for reforeetation.
Several species of exotic larches have also been planted
here, with varying degrees of success. The moat widely
planted haa been Japane .. larch (L. uptol.pia lSieb. and
Zucc.) Gon!.). It haa also been the moot suoce.. rut. espe.
Clally on the Weat Coast. In BOme parts of the Province, it
is subject to winter burn, although it has done well at
Pynn's Brook, about 40 km east of eomer Brook, on a site
on which Sitka spruce is killed back above SDOW level ev·
.ry winter. The second moat widely planted species h.u
been European larch fL. <kcidlUl Mill). and it h .. also
done well in some locations. Other species that have been
tried include Siberian larch (L . sibirica), Dahurian larch
fL. gmtlinii). and Dunkeld larch (L. uural.pia H.nry).
Their performance haa not been overly impressive, but
it may be that they haven't really received a fair trial
88 only a few sources have been tried in a few locations.

LARIX LARlCINA
Eaatern larch ill native throughout the Province except
for extreme north.rn Labrador. which ill arctic tundra . It
mak.. its beot growth on better drained uplands but will
often produce merchantable ltelDl on bop and other lite.
wbere black spruce will only produce small. IICI'Ubby trees
of no commercial value. Con.eiderable variability emte
between and within stands for both growth rate and form
characteristics such &II stem straightne .. , branch size,
branch angl• • and crown diameter. Thill variability range.
from 9 to 24 percent. and ..Iecting for form characteristics
results in no sacrifice of growth rate (Hall and Harrison
1983).
Eastern larch, black spruce, and white spruce have
been ..Iected for a breeding PfOlllUll in N.wfoundland.
Balsam fir was not included because too much effort .
would have to be put into selecting for insect reailtance
ond because it is such a prolific natural regenerator that
it would be difficult to replace natural stand. witb im·
pi"Oved strains even if they were developed. Plus·tree

Paper pl"Hented at the Sympo.ium on Ec:oIOlY and Man...ment of
1..';. Foreate: A Look Ahud. Whit.efllh, MT. U.SA, OcWber 5-9, 1992.
~harlel M. H.mlOn I, Fornt Gftnetid 't. Deptlrtment. of Foreatry and
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oelection in lan:h is espected to be completed in 1992, and
• seed on:hard established by 1993.

LARIX DECIDUA
Although European larch haa not been planted here ..
much u JapanelM! larch, where it haa been planted, it hal
generally not put on quita the growth of Japane .. larch.
On good lites, it haa been comparable to native ed.ltern
larch. On poor sitao it has lagged behind botb. It otill ha.
straigbtar boles than eastarn larcb. Ita .urvival rata WOl
better than that of Japaneee larch. which may at leaat
partially account for ito lower mean beigbt growtb. If the
weaker Japan_larch.. died off, the mean h eight of that
species would be figured from only the more vigorous.
The weaker European larches, by aurvivinB, would have
draged down the apedea average. Thus, it is much too
early to oonclude that European lan:b baa no place in
Newfoundland forestry. Much more experimentation is
needed before we will1r.now whether it can make a rootri·
bution to the Province's economy.

LARIX LEPTOLEPIS
Japanese larch has been one of the mOllt impreuive ex~
otica throughout Atlantic Canada. In Newfoundland, it
has generally outperformed native apruoea, eastern larch,
and other exotic lareheB. There have been exceptions to
that rule. A large plantation near Roddickton, on tho
Northern Peninsula, died out completaly. Other plantinp
in the colder parts of the Province bave alao received considerable wintar damage. Mucb of thia ia windburn, occurrina January through March, but there i ••110 IIOmetimes fne .. damage aJ\.er spring Ouab.
Newfoundland ;. notorioua (or retarded aprinp, with
t"roeta and even 8nowfalls sometimes occurring well into
June. Native species bave adapted to thia, althougb even
they are not entirely immune to lata froot damage. But it
ia a mojor problem with eaotic:a. Many of the eaotic apecl.. that bave been tried and bave failed bere have done
so becauoe they Ousb too early and are bit by lata froota
nearly every year. The ourpriae ia that the J a _ Iarc:b
plantation at PYoo's Brook baa fared SO well. That inland
lita ia subject to tamperatureo .. low 01 tho -30'. 'C in
midwinter, with high W!Dda. And it i.e certainly no leu suaceptible to lata froats than the average Newfoundland
lite. This may indicate that if the right provenances are
cbooen, the species could thrivt in colder areaa of the
Province, poaaibly including parts of Labrador.
The peniltence of winter temperature. well into IPrina
can alao intarfere witb seed production. Below-fnezing
temperatures during the period of active pollen development can result in .terile pollen (Eri.k.uon 1968). Only
during unusually lata cold spells, even for Newfoundland,
does this significantly affect native tamarack, but the rilk
ia greater with uotic larchea becaUM they produce now.
era earlier in the oe...n (Hall and Harriaon 1983). Thia
would preoent an obotacle to any breeding P......... in an
.,.otic lan:b in that either the , n:borda and breeding gardena would have to be located out of the Province, or we
would bave to be prepared to tolerata seed crop failures
a large percentage of yean.
Anothar problem with Japan_ larcb i. that it d... not
do well in very wet lOil. At Pyrm'a Brook, there are lOme
very wet areas intenpened amonpt the areaa planted to
Japaneee larch and the other uotica. Where the Japane88
larch ia planted into the wet are.., it haa much poorer ourvival and growth ratao. Becauae much ofNewfouncIJand ia
wet BOil, this does place another restriction on the uae of
J apanese larch in thi.8 Province.
At Bottom Brook arboretum, in one ofthe mild..t, moot
weD-drained, and mOf!lt fertile areaa of the Province, Jap.·
nese larch outperfonned all other species, native and u·
otic, at least with r .. poet to beight growth. Survival WOl
generally lel8 than the native species and lOme exotica.
The Japaneae larch had straighter boles than the native
tamarack, as it does nearly everywhere in the Province
that it lurvives.

LARIX XEUROLEPIS
Dunkeld larch baa been planted I... in NewfouncIJand
than either Japane.. or European larch. Ita main trial
W81 near Stapbenville, in tbe oame general area ..
Bottom Brook. It WOl planted alongoide eaatern, Japaneae,
and Siberian Iarc:b. It outcrew aU othar speci.., and aurvived bettar than either of the other eaotic species but not
bettar than eaatarn larch. Tb_ reaulto generally sbowed
that Dunkeld larch, .. well 01 othar eaotic larche., had
good potantiaJ u reforeotation speci.. (HaJJ 1983). AI
with European larch, much more experimentation i.e
needed before we will know what role Dunkeld larch
can play in tho future offorestry in thia Province.

OTHER LARCHES
In 1988 all·spruce trials were established in two
Newfoundland locations. Various species of the genua
Picea were planted in a replicated design to obtain a com·
pari80n between species a8 well 88 between geographical
sou.rces within species. Early results indicate that theee
tests may yield valuable information and that the concept
could be profitably applied to other genera. The genus
Larix would be well suited to such teata, as it consists of
only 10 species, a manageable number. The number of
geographical sources per species would range from one or
two for the Asian species of limited range to two dozen or
80 for L. laricina. We are currently aeeking different
sources of the various larches for these trials. Theoreti.
cally, golden I.rch (Pseudolari:c amabilis Hehd.) migbt
0100 be included. But IOver.1 oeedlingo at Wooddale Pr0vincial Tree Nursery in 1986 did not survive the winter
in an unheated greenhouse, 80 it is unlikely thi.8 species
would thrive anywhere in the Province.

CONCLUSIONS
Newfoundland and Labrador are dermitely larch coun·
try. Although only one apeciea ia native to the Province,

LARIXSIBERICA
Thia ia another specie. that bad been tried only at a few
locationa with mixed reaulto. In the Staphenville trial, it
waa the slowest grower and poorelt survivor. At Pouch
Cove, north of St. Jobn's, it WOl damaged by a late June
frost abortly aJ\.er planting. Thia w.. poosibly not a fair
trial, thougb, becauoe the aeedlinp bad been raiaed in a
graenbouoe that .pring and bad not been subjected to cold
tamperature prior to planting. A trial baa been plantad
near Goose Bay, Labrador. Many of the oeecIJinp in that
trial were chewed offby mice. The oame thing bappened
to adjacent triala of jack pine and Scota pine, ao we
sbouldn'tjump to any concluaioDl that Siberian lan:b
oeedlingo are any more ouaceptible to rodent damage than
other speciea. More esperimentation with Siberian larch
ia planned for Labrador.

LARIX GMEUNII
DahU! .an larch has bad only a token trial be... It waa
not particularly impreuive, but no valid conclusions can
be drawn from such a limited tast. Considering ito native
range, eutem Siberia, it does not eeem unlikely that it
would do well in Labrador and perbapo the ialand sa well.
Further testing of this species is planned, elped.Dy for
Labrador.
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and it forma only a amall component of the merchantable
forest, the potential of the genus is great. Greater genetic
gain througb ..Iective breeding can probably be realized
for native eastern larch than for any other commercial
forest tree speciel in the Province. At least two or three
exotic speciel appear to be capable of making a contribu·
tion to our foreat economy. With a pulpwood shortage
predicted for the early to mid·2ht century, it seems im·
perative that we begin immediataly to place greatar emphalis on fut-growing genera luch as Larix.
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Climatic Influences on Radial Growth
of Subalpine Larch in the North Cascade
MountRins
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AbRract-DendroecoJoeical techniques were u.ed to inveltieate
relationahipt betwHD climate and radial growth of lubalpine
1ardl. June temperature u the mOlt important variable (or predictine rille width. Sprinr anowp8ck depth and previoua-year
apring and lummer temperatU:H are also important. Dilrerenen
in crowth relponae to climate amone ,ites appear to be related
primarily to aite mouture condition., .. evidenced by difference.
in COmlI.UOOI o( erowth with .prioe Inowpack depth and previOWl aummer temperature •.

The pouibility of rapid climate change over the next century, in response to increasing atmosph"iic concentrations
of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gaaea, baa stimulated interest in relationships between trees and their eovironment. General circulation model. (GeM's) predict
increuee ofl to 6 °C in mean aummer and winter temperatura in the Pacific Northwest, but the models are unable
to confidently predict changes in precipitation (MitcheU
and o!hera 1990). We need to understand the way climate
inlJuenceo tree eatablishment, growt.', and mortality to
make meanineful predictions of foreat response to climate
change.
Dendroecological techniques can be used to study the
response oftneo to put climate change (Peterson and
Petenon 1991). Mature conifen contain, within their
annual growth rings, a biological time series of growth re.
aponaee to annual variation in climate. By compari.ne" the
annual variations in ring width to variations in monthly
and seuonal climatic data, we can develop descriptive
mode" of tree growth response to climate. These models
can then be used to predict likely growth responses to different climate change scenarios.
We UAe dendroecological techniques in this study to ex·
amine the effects of climate on radial growth of subalpine
larch <.Lariz.lyallii ). Subalpine larch is a common timberline tree species in the eastern portion olthe North Cascade
Mountains in Washington, U.S.A., and southern British
Columbia, Cana da (Amo and Habeck 1972). AI. a shadeintolerant species, subalpine larch is found primarily on
north-facing elopes and ridges, above the continuous forest
line in the subalpine zone. It is also succe88fu! as an early
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invader of "pen scree slopes and other rocky areas below
the forest line.

STUDY AREA
The study area is located at Harts Pass (48°43' N .,
120"39' W.) on the Okanogan National Forest in the North
Caacade MOUDtMina ofWashingtcn State. Hkrt.o Paoo is at
1,850 m elevation, with nearby peaks rising to 2,400 m. The
area was last glaciated in the late Pleistocene (CrandeU
1965), and the landscape is characterized by broad, steepsided, U-shaped valleyo. Soils are generally entiools and
shallow inceptisols.
The vegetation at Harta Pass is typical (or the subalpine
zone of the eastern North Cascades. Subalpine fir (Ab~&
/a.riocarpa) and Engelmann spruce (J'iceo <TIIf<lmannii) form
continuous closed forest on valley floors and slopes up to
1,900 m. A subalpine parkland with subalpine fir, Engel.
mann spruce, subalpine larch, and whitebark: pine (Pinw
albicoulu) extends from the forest line up to treeline at
about 2,200 m. Subalpine larch and whitehark pine dominate the upper parts ofWs zone, maintaining an upright
growth form in areas where fir and spruce occur primarily
aa luummholz. Subalpine larch inhabits primarily northfacing and eaat-fac:ing olopes, while whitehark pine is found
mostly on 8Outh·facing slopes. Understory vegetation in
the larch stands includes Vaccinium &coparium. V. tkl~io·
sum. Phyllotloce tm~triformi&. Ccusio~ fMrUn.&iana.
Anunnaria: alpina, Pachy&tirna myrainiu&, and Phlox
djfflUa.

CLIMATE DATA
Mean monthly temperature and total monthly precipita.
tion values were used from divisional climatic data from
1895 to present CWeatherDioc Aaaociates, Inc. 1990). Divisional data combine temperature and precipitation records
from several recordiTllf stations within a climaticaUy similar
region. We use data from division 6 (eaat slope Cascades)
rather than division 5 (weat slope Caacades) because large
peaks to the BOuth and west of Harta Paoo create a rainshadow effect characteristic of the eaatern Caocades. Spring
(April 1) snowpack data are from snow course and SNOTEL
recorda (or Harta Paao (1941 to present). Four miooing snow
depth values were estimated from the snow course recorda
for Park Creek Ridge, 35 km southwest of Harta Paao.
The climate in the eutern Caacadea (fig. 1) is typified
by warm , dry summers and cool, wet winters, which allow
deep snowpacu to accumulate at hil)her elevations. Normal
precipitation at Harta Paao is about 160 em per year, with
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about 90 percent of this total faUiTllf in the months October
through May.

METHODS
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Four sites were aclected (or study in summer 1991. All
sites are within 3 km of Harta Paao, and the greatest distance between sites is 5 km. Two of the sites (F1 and F2)
are Dear the forest line on slopes facing north and north·
east. The other two sites (HI and R2) are on low ridges,
in open larch stando. At each site, we sampled at leaat 20
larches, removing two cores from tt088·slope aides o( each
tree at a height o( 110 em using an increment borer. The
corea were stored in paper straws for transport and storage.
Species, location, and diameter (at 110 em height) were
recorded for each tree sampled.
Cores were mounted in wooden blocks and polished with
progreoaively finer grades of sandpaper until riTllf boundaries were clearly visible. The cores were cros.&Iated (Fritts
1976) to ensure accurate dating of each ring. Crooodating
was performed initially by visually identifyiTllf common
marker years and ring-width patterns (Stokes and Smiley
1968; Swetnam and others 1985) and later verified using
the computer program COFECHA <Holmes 1983). Individual rings were measured to the nearest 0.01 mm with an
incremental measuring system that uses a microscope con·
nacted to a television camera and monitor (Robinson and
Evans 1980). Randomly selected 20-year segments (one per
core) were reme8sured by a second lab worker to ensure
measurement accuracy.
Growth trends (longer than 10 years) were removed
from the crosodated ring width serie. by fitting. flexible
cubic spline curve (Cook and Peters 1981) to each series
and dividing the observed value by the value predicted by
the spline curve (fig. 2). The resulting time series of index
values had stationary means and constant variance. A
standard arithmetic mean function was used to combine
the individual tree core series into a mean growth index
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figure 2-$tandardization of individual tree cores
ring width saries. (A) Ring width .eries (solid line)
is fit with a nelObfe cubic spine curve (dashed line).
(8) Growth index saries produced by dividing ring
width by spline curve value for each year.

series for each sample group And an overall mean series.
These mean series (or chronologies) retain the common
growth patterns among the individual cores, while remov·
iog the responses of individual trees to small-scale distur·
bance or release events.
Correlation analysis was used to identify possible rela·
tionships between growth index and monthly temperature
and precipitation records for 1941 through 1990. Climate
records (or 24 months prior to the end of the growing season were used in the correlations, because growth in one
year may be affected by climatic conditions the year before
(Mikola 1962). We also e mined correlations between the
chronologies and spring (April 1) snowpack depth to see if
spring snow depth, which influences the snow meltout date
and summer soil moisture , had any influence on growth.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The climate variable with the strongest influence on larch
ring width is mean June temperature in the year of ring

O~

formation (fig. 3a). June temperature is positively correlated with growth index at each site (r = 0.33·0.49) and is
the best single month predictor of growth. Mean June and
July temperature is also a good predictor of growth at some
sites. Similar relationships between ring width and June
temperature have been reported for subalpine larch e1aewhere in the North Cascades (Heyerdahl 1991) and in the
Northern Rocky Mountains (Colenutt and Luckman 1991).
June temperature could be important for a variety of
reaaons. Budburat generally occurs during May (Worrall
1993), so June is a time of leaf expanaion and is probably
also the time when earlywood growth begins. Warm tem·
peraturea might benefit both of these proceasea. June tem·
perature is probably also a measure of light availability.
Warm, sunny days could allow high levels of photosynthe'
tic production during muimum daylength, when melting
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em British Columbia, so the positive correlations with previous April temperature might reflect the positive effects of
an early budhurst the previous year. It is not clear,
though , why an early budburat would benefit growth the
following year and not current-year growth. One po88ibil·
ity is that an early budburst lengthens the growing season
and allows trees to build up carbohydrate reserves. Another is that it gives the following year's buds more time to
develop, possibly increasing leaf area the following year.
The negative correlations between growth and previous
summer temperature can be el[pl ~ i ned by summer drought
effects on photosynthetic production. Stomatal conductance
in subalpine 181ch is sensitive to both low humidity and
low soil moisture (Richards 1981), so warm, dry conditions
could lead to reduced photosynthesis. Warm. temperatures
can also lead to higher respiration rates.
The remaining significant climatic variables are related
to winter temperature and spring snowpack. Growth is
negatively correlated with spring snowpack depth (fig. 5)
and positively correlated with November and February
temperatures (figs. 3a, 48 b). The snowpack correlationa
are significant only for the north slope lites, probably reflecting differences in snowpack acx:umulations among Bites.
In general, snowpac:k appears to have a strong effect only
in years with deep spring anowpack and below-average
June temperatures.
The ganerally poaitive correlations between growth and
monthly temperature variables (figs. 3a, 4b) suggest that
the warmer temperatures predicted under moot global
climate change acenarioo could lead to improved growth
of subalpine larch in the North Cascadea. The exception
would be on BOme sites such as Rl (fig. 4a) where warm
and dry summer conditions may already limit growth.
There is also, undoubtedly. some upper temperature limit
above which increased temperatures are no longer favor~
able. Our data do not indicate what thi.limit might be.

v _. Dashed ine incicatos significant _oIa·
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tions (p. 0.05). (A) Chronology AHA from a ,oIa·
tively dry ridgetop sils. (8) CIYonoIogy F2·LA. from
a cool, wei, north-facing foresl line site.
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anow provide8 an abundant s~oply of water, and may in·
crease light intensities through reflectance.
The next most important factors influencing ring width
are spring and aummer temperatures of the previous year.
Previous April temperature i8 significantly correlated
(p < 0.05) with growth index at all lites except for one forest
line site, where the correlation with March temperature i8
stronger (fig. 4b). Negative correlations between previoua
July and August temperature and growth index are found
at all sites but are significant only at a relatively dry rideetop lite (fig. 4a).
Th_ previo....year variables probably olfe<t ring width
throlllh their influence on carbohydrate reserv.., which
are important for early oummer _ growth (KozIowaki
and Keller 1966) and vqetative bud development. Worrall
(1993) found a c100e correlation between April and M-.y tem·
perature and date of budburat for subalpine larch in BOUth·

-<:I.'
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FIgura 3--<:otrolaticns - . ...... Iort:h i1OW1h index _
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prioI' 10 tho ond .. tho growing
seascninwNchf>aringisformod. D_linaincica1eS signiticant _ _ (p. 0 .05}. (A) Monthly

mean ' - _ 0. (8) Total rncn1I'Iy ptocipilation.
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Precommercial Thinning Response in
7-Year--Old and 50-Year--Old Western Larch:
Past Growth and Future Prognosis

Frede.

Martin

Hollis W. Barber, Jr.
STUDY AREA AND EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN

AboOnct-Two p.........rcial ........ ludI thinninc triolo one thinned .t ... 7 and the other thinDed at ace 50- were u amined (or dentity, diameter, bual UH, heicht" and volume
Umda. Future volumes were projected with the Stand ~
Model. Early thinninlappeara preferable to late thiDning or
natural stand m.an.qement" raultinc in increued diameter
growth and eventually in greater volume on (ewer but larpr
trees. Thinninc: may al80 iDereue IpeeiM aDd me cliatribution

The young stand thinning experiment. called the Blue
Goat trial , .,.. . tarted in 1979 in naturally rej!enerated
larch. The study area is about 20 miles northwest of
Omalt, WA. U.SA. in the Sinlahekio drainap. The parpnt stand wa. clearcut in 1971. At the time of plot installation the .iw was heavily overstocked with up to 20.000
treea per acre (TPA), 90 to 96 pen:ent larch, and a few
DoUlliaa-fir (PaeudoUUIlO TM,..io" ii var. glauco Franco)
and Englemano apruce (~ . ng<lmannii Parry). Trees
were 3 to 7 f..t ta\l at time of t.b.in.ning.
The 50-year-old atand. called the Rattleanake trial. approlrimawly 15 mil.. northwe.t of Yakima, WA, U.SA, in
the Little Rattle.nalte Creek drainap, waa thinned in
1981. The experiment is in a stand that origina ted from
fire. The oventory was moetly larch with a dense under.tory of Dollllaa-fir, grand fir !Abio. grandis Lindl.), and
.uppreaaed larch, ponderoea pine (Pinus potuUlWO La....).
and willow (Sali>: .p.). Stand deoaity prior to t.b.in.ning varied from 1.900 to 3,100 TPA. There waa virtually no . hruJ>.
herb layer in the unde rstory.
Altholllh the . """rimental d.. ip wa••imilar in both
studies, there were differences. The Blue Goat trial con.iated of 10 randomized pl ot. - two control. and two plot.
for each ofth. following apacinll", in feet: 3 by 3 (.,840
TPA). 6 by 6 (1 ,210 TPA). 12 by 12 (303 TPA). and 15
by 15 (194 TPA). All treatment plot. were aquare and
had 36 treea plus buffer treea at the treatment .pacing.
resulting in variable plot sizes between treatment.. The
control plota were equare 0.01 acres each. Treatment plota
were thinned in July 1979. The leave-tree. were the dominant larch to simulate a low thinning.
The Rattlesnake trial consisted of two replicates of control. and three .pacinll", 12 by 12. 15 by 15 and 18 by 18
feet (134 TPA). Each plot w.. a randomly located aquare
0.1 acre with a one-tree buffer. Trees were thinned in
1982. Larch W8.8 favored when poeeible, althouSh a few
Douslas·flr, ponderoaa pine, and srand fir were left on the
treated plot..

diveraity in future ltanda.

In two, continuiog pftCOm..mercial t.b.in.ning esperimenta
in weoIem larch <Larix occKknialil Nutt.)-one in a 7-yearold stand and the other in a 50 year-old stand- we are comparing the efrect.o of dilI"erent thinning inwlllitieo and different thinning ...... on tree and stand growth over time.
Additional de tail. conceming experimental deaicn, plot
installation, and previous mea8Uf'ement can be found in
Barber (1 989, 1992). The ph)'llical chanlcteriatico of the
two triala were . s (ollowa:

BI.... Goat trial Raw..aake trial
LatitudeJloogitude
Slope/aspect
Elevation
Precipitation
Habitat type

48' 40'/119"45'
5 percentiNE
.,300 f..t
30 inch..
Abio. ltuioctJrpa I

LinMO bonali3

46"45'/120' 55'
5 percentiNW
. ,500 feet
30 inch ..
Abio. grandilI
Calomag,...til

Thinn ing llIe

(Williama and
rubtlC't'M
Lillybridp 1983) (Williamaand
Smith 1992)
Stony aandy loam Stony loam from
from graruw
haaalt
45 feet
67 feet
(Summerfield 1980) (Cochran 1965)
7 yean
50 yean

Prethinnifll treea
per acre

20.000

Soil type

Site index

2,000

METHODS
At the Blue Goat trial , diameters of all trees were mea. ured yearly between 1980 and 1984. Height. of all treea
on treatment plots and a auhaample of 36 treea on control
plots were mea.ured in 1978. 1980. and 1982. Prior to the
198-4 remeuurement. new heisht sample trees were Ielected. On each plot , 15 treea were randomly ..lected.

Pa,., p1"tMnLtd at the Sym,a.jum on EcoIocr.nd Man.pmtnt til
t..rb. r orwt.e: A Look AhHd, Whit.ef\ah. MT. U.s.A. Oct.ober &.9. 1992'red C. M.rtJn ill ,~ BiorMtrid.n. W.abiqton ()eputrMnt 01
New,..1 RMou" ., Olympia" WA WJ604, U.S.A Hom. W. Suber, Jr., ill
8thiculturut,. WMhin..... Dt~t 01 N. tu,..1 Jt.ou re.. ElJeMbu ....
WA M92fj, U.8.A
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beginning and ending meaauremenbo for each trial, 1978

apportioned to 0.5-inch diamewr cI......uch that the
entire ranse of diametenl was sampled, with ~thirds
of the height-sample in trees exceeding plot mean diam·
eter. The number of height t ..... allotted to a diamewr
clue wu proportional to the total number of trees in a
claas. Beginnins in 1984 the remeaaurement was exwnded to 2 years for all tree chanocteriatica. Baae to live
crown measurements were added in 1988.
At the Rattlesnake trial, diametenl were measured in
1981. 1984. 1988. and 1991. H.ight. w.re me.. ured in
1981 but were lawr found unreliable due to undewrmined
meuurement errore. Subea.mplea of 12 to 15 new heisht
treea per plot were ..lected at random in 1965; two-thirda
exceeded the arithmatic plot mean diamewr b.....t beighL
Initial heighbo for the 1981 measurement yean were beckdated uaing thMe lawr meaauremenbo and proc edurea described by Barbe, (1992). Heighbo were rem...ured in
1991, and base of live crown meaaurementa were added
at that time.
W. analyzed put growth trend. primarily by grapbical
eumination. We computed average dentJity. diameter.
huIII area. height, and volume characteriatica for each
treatment and plotted over measurement year. Density
included treea per acre and a relative delllity (R0l .......
ure d.60ed .. the ratio ofhulll area to the aquare root of
quadratic mean diam.wr (Curti. 1982). Diameter and
diameter increment were baaed on arithmetic means, not
quadratic means. Incrementa were computed as periodic
annual increment by dividing actual increment by the period length. Cubic·foot volume . u computed for both triala, and Scribner board· foot volume was computed for the
RaWeenake trial. Cubic-foot volume wae for total stem,
and board-foot volume was for trees 7 inches and larger
to a 6-inch top. We calculated volume. uaing the Stand
Prot!nooi. Mod.l (Wykoff and othen 1982).
To evaluate the significance oftreabnent di.fl'erences,
we ueed a one-way analysis of variance for diameter, basal
area, height, and volwne increment. Difl'erencea between
individual treatment. we ... evaluated uaing TuItey'o HSD.
The increment examined was the average periodic annual
increment over the entire triallensth , 14 yeanl at Blue
Goat and 10 yeare at Rattlesnake. Because the Blue Goat
trees were quite smaIl (about O.I-inch diameter at breast
h.ight and 4.6 feet) at the beginning of the otudy, anal)'llio
of increment is comparable to analysis of the 1992 absolute dimensions.
We examined expected future yield trends for the Blue
Goat trial using the northern Idaho variant oC the Stand
Prot!nooi. Model. Although thio model wa. fit to datI
from outaide the region of this t rial , it WIlS deemed more
realistic than growth models currently available for this
local• . Yield projection for the Rattle.nalte trial u.ed the
Eaatem Caacade va riant of the Prognosis Model. Cubic
and board· foot volume projections between the two trials
(or varianta) .hould not be compared with respect to absolute values becauee the varianta incorporate potenti al site
productivity diff. rently. The value of the growth projectiona lies in the relative comparison of the treatments a nd
not in the eetimation of ab&olute future vaiUl!s.
Input to the Stand Prognoei. Model con. ioted of the full
tree liata from each ploL W. calibrated the model for mortality, diamewr growth , and height growth baaed on the

throlllh 1992 for Blue Goat and 1981 throuch 1991 for
RaWesnake. The model wee nm with provilion for automatic eat.bliohment of repneration during the prqjection
period. W. projected each treatment to ace 100 yean for
Blue Goat and ap 130 for Rattleanalto. Cubic and hoardfoot volume yi.lda w.re output for each 100year period.
W••valuated the .nding tree Jiat. of the Blue Goat oimul.tion with reprd to upected diamot.r distribution and
apedee compoeition,

BLUE GOAT TRIAL PAST GROWTH
Mortality m... ured .. treea per acre waa relativ.ly
light on the control plota and nonexiatent on the thinned
plot. (fig. 1). Nearly 300 TPA per year had died on the
control. from 1979 throlllh 1993. Ifthi. trend contin....
the Blu. Goat control plot. will have otoc1ting l....la comparable to the Rattleonalt. control. at similar .,.....that
ia, 50 yean. Mortality on the control plot. hepn as th.
RD approached a valu. of 60, colllid.recI a thnahold
value for competition-induced mortality (Davie and
Johnaon 1987). Th. RD for the control plot. is approaching • beli.ved upper biolotlicallimit (fig. 2). Th. Rattlesnalte control plot. have remained at a aimilar RD l.vel
since the plot. were inata\led. Th. 3- by S-foot treatm.nt
plot. have uceeded an RD of60 since 1988 but have not
yet ..perieneed mortality. The uniformity of .pacing and
lack of dominance dift"erentiation may have contributed
to this high . urvival raw.
Diameter and diameter increment trends were proportional to opacing-that i., greawr .pacing betwoon treea
implied greawr diam.wr (fill". 3 and .). Growth reaponae
waB immediate in all treatmenta, and in 1992 it was • .6
times greater at the widest spacinge than the controle.
The decline in increment between 1984 and 1986 was attributed to drolllhL Ana\)'IIia of variance showed significant treatment effects over the lut 14 yean Cor diameter
increment (F = 37.63, p = 0.(01). Painriee comparieoM
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ui.Ited (or bual area increment between treatmentl
(}'. IS.S. p • 0.0(6) and poirwiae compari.... (tab)e 1)
IUPp:Jrt the obvious eeparation between basal area yields
ohown in fiaure 5.
Heiabt .ppeared proportional to apacinc (fir· 7). b"t
tbia pnoral trend .... not .pparent for periodic annw
increment (fir. 8). Sianificant dilferenCOl in heilll>t increment over the 14 yeara ofmeuurement between treatment. wore not detected (F • 2.82. P • 0. IS9). Analyoia
of variance bued on only the 6... tallest tn!eo per plot
aJeo obowed no oipilicant dilferenCOl. The pneral trende
do. however • ..."est that dilfereDCOl in heiaht between
treatment. may ...nwaUy become important. The decline in increment for thel990 tbrouch 1992 period ....
.ttrib"ted to terminal damap from western oproce boo·
worm (Cloon.toMuro occWkntolia Freeman) and not to •
adDUnationofheiabtincrement.
Total rubie-foot vol..me .... inveraely proportional to
opacinc with tha control conaiatenUy haoina the hiahest
vol..me (fir. 9). In recent,...... increment in the 3 hy 3
apacina hu 0IIrpu0ed the control. and current increment
in the 6 by 6 treatment nearly eql1ala the control (6,. 10).

-.-M

confirm the i.ncreui1ll trend or increment with i.ncreuina
~.,. (table Il. Poirwi.. compari ..... bued on only the
36 "',.eat tn!eo for each plot ohow the same oeparotion of
treatment.. Averap diameter for the two wideot epocinaI
.t .... 19 wore equal to the .ve..... diameter for the Rattleonab control p10ta .t 60 ,...... of .... .
BuaI area in 1992 wu nearly identical for the control
and 3- by 3-foot apacinc. e.en thouch the 3 by 3 bad 47
percent f...... TPA (fi,. S). C"rrent buaJ are. increment
on the 3 by 3
ia nearly 60 percent _ter tban the
cootrol. wboreu the 6- II\' &-root apaciI1lJ and cootrola ha..
MUIy oquiftIent _ t (fir. 6). Total buaJ • rea and
iDcnnnent on the wider epocinaI (12 by 12 and IS by IS)
_ " e to I., behind the _
treatment.. Thia WI·
,... that they ha.. yet to fully occupy the lite (co.w.
tent with their RD . aI ..... fir. 2). Siani6cant dilfereDCOl

00HTR0l_- "'"
•.. ·12X12
-1!5JC1!5

"'-M

F1gure _ _ _ _ ... 1ner....,1
lor ... 8M Goat '*"*111 tr1III.

Treatment efY'ede on volume increment were significant

T_l-TuMy'.HSOpoIr_
.............
Ior _Goattr1lll.
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Ior ...

-
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1--

whereas RD (or all thinned treatmenta remained below
35, nearly an open grown c:onmtioD.
M.... d.h.h . -..Iupr on tbinned plot. principally b0ca .... of tbinnina from below (fig. 12). Analyoio of vari·
ance .bowed signi6cant difl'erencee between treatments
for d.h.h . increment (F. 30.08. P • 0.003). Poirwioe com·
pari.... ohowed that the tbinninp were li,.mcanUy different from the control but not from each other (table 2).
Diameter increment generally increa.aed OYer time (or the
wid.st spacing (18 by 18). w. . .rratic on th. other thin·
ni ..... and generally deere.oed on the control (fir. 13).
lIeoponoe to thinni.,. in thio older otend hu been . Iow
ae evidenced by the increment graphe. In addition, increment corea taken in 1990 indicated a lag of about 7 years
before radial growth reopo... w.. plainly vioible. Thia
delay may be due to low crown ratio., which averaged

canUy difTerent from the 12 by 12 and IS by IS treatment..

-
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<F 3 8.1, p :l l: 0.02)), and pairwise comparieon811upport
the pattern of 6",,,, 9 with th. control and 3 by 3 oianifi·

1.lIM7
20.571

Mortality in the RaW.. nake tri.1 wu 1.... ly confined
to the control plot. wbere an ........ of 20 TPA per you
died be_n 1981 and 1991 (fie. lll. Moot morta1ity .....
due to luppreaion. Ave,... diameter breut beiaht
(d.b.h.) wu 3.2 inch.. for treeo that died compared to the
overall mean oC S.5 inches. During the same period only
two treeo died on tbinned plot.. The RD on the control
treatment hu .verapd lOS o.. r the enti", orudy period.
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only 38 percent at time of thinning. Live crown ratios
a-.erqed 44 percent in 1991. and diameter growth may
improve further .. crowns continue to build.
The moet di.atinctive feature of bual area in the Rattletrial is an apparent muimum reached on the con·
trol (fie. 14). Barber (1992) reported thia muimum ..
higher than generally reported in the literature and may
be pertly due to the preeence of more tolerant grand fir
aud DoucJu-fir in the understory of the control. Bual
area increment haa declined to nearly zero in the control
treatment, althouch increment w .. quite larp in the initial measurement period (fi,. 15). Thia decline in bual
area is due to a combination of mortality and reduced di·
ameter increment. probebly cauaed by hiP competitive
Sicnificant differences ..-tere identified between the
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T..... 2-Tukey's HSO . . . . cornpIftaon tar cItIerent Increment
,.,...... between narnenIS kif the RatIIIInake 1riaI.
Ut ldlltlied trMtments . . not sigI ifIcantIy cltferwrt at !he
0.05....,..
Incnment

12." 12

15." 15

1'." 1.

D.b.h. (inches)

0.034

0.099

0.100

0.140

~('"')

0.1 2

0.10

0.44

0.52

BauI . . . (ft1)

3.204

2.429

1.781

1.830

VoIume(ftl)
Volume (bfS)'
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Results from the Progn08is Modelahow that both cubic
and board· foot volumes on the wider spacings willsurpa8s
volume Oil the control and narrowest spacing at Blue Goat
(figs. 19 and 20). An intere8ting feature of these projection& is the croBsing of the yield curves for the control and
3 by 3 thinning, resulting in larger yields for the control.
This behavior is consistent with the actual growth trend
of the 3 by 3 thinning in that a lack of dominance differen·
tiation haa increased density without increasing mortality, possibly leading to delayed mortality oflarger trees
compared to the natural stand condition.
Eventually the projected yield curves of all treatmenta
appear to eros!' for both cubic and board-foot volume.
This suggests that depending on the time frame. each
spacing attaina a maximum yield relative to each other.
The crossing of yield curves is attributed to increasing
mortality and eventually lower growth rates 8S competition increases with stand density. The yield curves for
merchantable volume emibit less crossing and less varia·
tion , particularly for the three wider spacings. 'I1ris results because the smaller trees, which are more likely
to die, are not included in the board· foot volume calcula·
tions. Although board·foot volumes may be similar, true
volume is distributed on fewer larger trees 8S spacing
increases (table 3 ).
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FIgure 13-Periodic annual diameter inaement fOf
the RatISesNM thmmg tria'.

FJgut. 1S-Periodic annual basal area increment for tho Rattlesnake thinning trial.

treatments ( F = 21.91, p = 0.(06 ), and pairwise rompari80M indicated that these differences were due to differences between the widest spacings and the control and
12 by 12 treatments (tsble 21.
Height and height increment were proportional to spacing (fig. 16', Pairwise comparison of increment confinned
the significance of the height trends shown in figure 16that is, the two widest spacings had greater increment
than the control and 12 by 12 treatment (table 2 ). Annual
increment even at the widest s pacings, however. was quite
low, about 0.5 feet per year. Barber (1992) campar ~d
height increment at Rattlesnake to other larch growth and
yield studies and noted that increment at Rattlesna ke
was lower than expected. He attributed this to early

overstodting, suggesting that precommercial thinning
..l)ould be conducted at ages younger than at Rattlesnake.
Total volume is greatest in the control and proportional
to spacing for both cubic and board·foot measures in the
thinninga (figs. 17 and 18). The large differences in total
board-foot vtJlume between the control and thinned treat·
ments implies that considerable merchantable volume
was removed by thinning at this advanced age , although
nearly all of the material was less than 8 inches d.b.h.
Cubic or board·foot volume increment was not signifi·
cantly different between any of the treatments ( F = 0.52,
P = 0.688, and F = 0.32, P = 0.812, respectively). Because
of the larger diameter and height increment on thinned
plots, board· foot volume increment on thinned treatments
is expected to surpass the control in the near future .
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Examination oflree liflts at the end of the proj ection
period for the Blue Goat trial revealed similar total trees
per acre for aU treatments (including the cantrall, from
703 TPA to 811 TPA. During the simulation, numerous
trees were added by the regeneration establishment sub·
model, ranging from 549 TPA on the control to 1,630 TPA
for the 12 by 12 treatment. Most of the regeneration oc·
curred as subalpine fir (A bies lasiocarpa Nutl.) and other
tolerant species. Ending species composition was similar
among a ll treatments with a slight trend toward greater
numbers of tolerant species with decreasing initial spacing.
None of the regenerated trees exceeded 6 inches at the
end of the projection period. Ending sizes for the original
larc~ were quite different between treatments (table 3).
&th the percentage and absolute number of t rees in the
larger d.b.h. classes increased as initial spacing increased.
The shape of the diameter distribution for all treatments
was bimodal but was wider for initial wider spacings.
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Yield projections for the Rattlesnake trial show a similar although less extreme pattern (figa . 21 and 22). Yield
of the control is eventually overtaken by the 12 by 12
treatment for cubic volume and by both the 12 by 12 and
15 by 15 treatments for board· foot volume . Barber ( 1992)
showed that 20 yean after thinning, the present net worth
Cbaaed on standard price and interest assumption!) for
the 12 by 12 treatment exceeded all other treatments including the control. Thi s resulted from 8 combination of
equal or greater volume and larger diameters for the 12
by 12 treatment compared to the control. Yields from the
15 by 15 and 18 by 18 treatmenta remained below the 12
by 12 treatment over the entire projection period.
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1. Early thinning in western larch significantly increases diameter growth, reduces mortality, and if given
sufficient time produces maximum volumes on larger
trees. Height growth may be improved by early spacing,
but the evidence from this study is not yet conclusive.
2. Early t hinning that does not adequately reduce
intertree competition may decrease dominance differentiation and result in early stagnation as suggested by the
projection of the 3 by 3 treatment.
3. I(thinning is initiated after crown ratios have receded below 40 percent, growth response will be delayed
(a 7·year delay was noted in this study). Projections indio
cate that volume losses to thinning will require at least 20
years to recover.
4. Projections indicate that early thinning may increase
the species and size diversity of the stand over time by
pennitting greater regeneration and ingrowth of tolerant
species and producing a greater number oflarger trees
and a wider distribution oftree diameters.
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Western Larch Growth and Perturbations
in Stands Regulated for 30 Years

Intermittent Long and Short Shoot
Growth in Subalpine Larch Leaders

Wyman C. Schmidt
Ward W. McCaughey
Jack A. Schmidt

John Worrall
gives up entirely. There is effectively no height growth.
Can and does such a situation arise also in natural conditions in vigorous young plants?

Abttract-Stem analysis of aubalpinl! larch ..plinp rrowilllat
2.000 m in southern British Columbia confirmed auspiciona from

aloo related to .land denoity with the larch growing fa.te.t
in the leas dense stands. However, height response on the
different densities was far less pronounced than diameter .
Three major problems occurred during the 30 years.
About 5 years after the 9-year-old stand Was thinned a major storm of heavy wet snow in June Oattened the young
foreat. Although crooks in the bole oftbe trees are still apparent in lOme trees 25 years later, overall the young forest
bad practically no mortality from the enreme anowbend and
recovered remarkably wen. Western spruce bud worm can
sever the terminal and upper lateral stems oflarcb. For several yean we experienced r'!latively severe damage to form
quality and lOme reduction In height growth due to budWOnD damage before bud worm popu1ations collapsed. Black
bear can be a significant management problem in some area", and thia study belped identify the type and extent of
damage and ita relationship to stand density. Bear feed.
on the inner bark oflan:h in the apring and often kill the
tree by completely girdling it. Bear damage waa most S8vere where trees were largest and most vigorous in stands
with the fewest trees.
These resulta help define appropriate management atrat-egies in young westem larch foresta.

EdJtor'. Note: Thi. i •• n .b.tract or. paper that will be publiahed eepantely from thi, proceeciinp. Inquiries reg.reline the
• tudy and data may be made throuch the authors.t. t.he .ddl"f:l8H
Ii.ted.t the bottom oflhit. column.

Western larch ia one of the most rapidly growing coni(era in mountain forests ofthe Western United States and
Canada. Overwtocking is 8 common problem that can substantially reduce the potential growth oflan:h. It is one of
the most significant problema in managing naturally regenerated foreata. Thinning ofTers great ailvicultural opportunities in young larch foresta.
We established 8 long-tenn . permanent plot .tudy in 1961
to detennine the efTecta of different levels of regulated stand
densities on individual tree and eland growth . AlIO eumined we!! the relationshi p of theM: different stand densities
to perturbations 8uch 88 insect, animal, ano ...... and other
typea of damage to the trees. We now have 30 yean of these
measurements and observationa.
Diameter growth of the shade-i ntolerant larch was very
responsive to stand denaity, with the greatest individual
tree growth in the least dense stands. Height growth was

Paper preeent.ed altha Sympotium on ~ and ~hnlremenl or
Lam Fornu: A LotIk Ahead. WhiLdilh. Mr. U.SA. Ocwber 5-9. 1992.
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obaervfttions of shoot morphology that the leaden of these trees
grow 8S long s hoots in only about 1 year in 4. Periods of up to
5 years of strictly short. shoot activity are (oHowed by leal lengthy
periods or long shoot growth or between 5 b;:d ! ') cm per year.
Pos,ible causell or this intennittent growth are discuaaed .

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Several genera in the Pinaceae family exhibit a spur or
.hort shoot habit of growth. Of Iheoe, the moot familiar are
in the Larix. Mill. and Cedrus Trew. genera, with those in
Pinus L. being a much more particular case. Pseudolarix
Gord. is another example, as is GinJtgo L. in Ginkgoac:eae.
Numerous familiar hardwoods, such as Betula L. species
also )- . '/ e this type of growth, as do less commonly encountered t!xtotics such as Davidia 8aill. and Ct rcidiphyllum
Sieb. and Zucco These latter two and &tula aJksho.n~fl$is
Britt. ha·", short shoots with oeeming\y indefinite longevity,
which then become quite long.
S uch species, in their first year have single spi rally arranged leaves (opposite in Cercidiphyllum), separated by
long Internodes. In the axi ls of most of these in the Angiosperm s, but only a small proportion in the Gymnosperms,
apical meri stems arise. Ordinarily these form lateral buds
for next season's growth, though if conditions are favorable,
they may instead grow directly into sylleptic shoots. Of
these buds, in the foll owing season, some, particularly the
most acropetal and additionally the tenninal bud (pseudoterminal in sympodial species), will grow into long shoota.
In Lam, these shoots will vary from perhaps 5 on to more
than a meter, depending on site, species, age and vigor, with
internodes being in the l-mm range . The majority of buds,
though, wiD grow into short. shoots, with increment perhaps
1 rom a nd internode lengths virtually zero. A short shoot
may spontaneously assume the long shoot habit or may
rea dily be induced to do so by the excision of the axis of the
parent shoot distal to it. Powell has discussed these patterns of growth, parti cularly in Larix.laricina (Ou Roil K
Koch, in numerous papers, such S8 these proceedi ngs and
1987 and 1988, as have Oweno and Molder (1979) for Larix
occiden talis Nutt.
Occasionally, specime ns of "short. shoot species- pla nted
without due care in unsuitable sites and conditions will
show their displeasure, in that most buds, even the leadinK
one. will grow as short shoots in the years before the plant

Subalpine larch <Larix.lyallii Parl.) is a not-common tl'ee
oec:uning at or near the altitudinallimita for tree growth
in parts of Alberta , British Col umbia, Idaho, Montana, and
Waobington (ArM 1990; Amo . nd othen!, Iheoe proooedings).
The north-northwesterly edge (,f its range is in Manning
Park, Be, where at about 2,000 m in elevation on the northeastern flank of Mount Frosty, it is a pure all-age parklike
stand. There would seem to be no between-plant competition, at least above ground .
In an attempt (Worrall 1990) to infer the ages ofthe
larger trees, which are all hollow , data for a height/age
curve were collected using a clinometer and breast height
increment cores. These data a re shown in figure 1. Trees
with twice the diameter of those sampled do occur and are
perhaps twice as old. To obtain the correction for age to
reach breast height , a few young 2-m-tail trees were destructively sampled. These trees, of exceUent monopodial
form and, to somewhat inattentive observers such as myself,
appearing to grow in height by 5 to 15 em a year, proved to
be about 75 years old by ring count at ground level. The
slightly imriguing reason for the large difference between
the actual ages of these plants a nd their "expected" ages
shouJd have been obvious. But this was obvious to me only
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after I had di scovered it by looking at the a natomy rather
tha n the morphology of the phenomenon.
Growth of three of these 2-m sa plings was investigated
by the standard ste m-ana lysis technique, except that the
cross-sectional discs were cut at 1-cm intervals. Also. because the annual wood increments were so narrow. Larson's
( 1959 ) gambit of smoothing the cross-section with a razor
blade and pressing into it a white powder (I used zinc oxide)
had to be employed to detect them. Thi s accentuates rings
and reveals hitherto unsuspected ones to such a degree that
individual cells a nd even the bordered pits between their
lumens can be see n under a binocular microscope. An example is shown in figure 2 where the left-ha nd side did not
receive the zinc oxi de treatment. This method is far simpler
and quicker than the preparation of microscope sections
and can yield compa ra ble resul ts. depending on one's microtechnique. Stern analysis allowed the trees' height growth
curves to be interpolated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows the height growth curve for one of the
saplings. Toward the base, ..... here most data are omitted ,
part of the slow height growth is due to loss of the leader
by various causes , as was indicated by the arcs of compression wood in the turning-up lateral tha t is its replacement.
In the top two-thirds of the plant this is not the case. There
are several periods of up to 5 years duration when there
is esse ntia lly no height growth. or to put it a nother way,
opposite ends of 1-cm discs differed in ring count by as much
as five. In another plant, sampled in the fall of 1991, the
leader was free of latera l long shoots for more than 30 cm
givi ng the illusion of fast growth rate.
The top 25-cm length of this plant is shown in figure 4,
accompanied by cross-sections taken at the indicated levels
in it. It is highly suggestive that just below the terminal
bud where one growth ring is ex pected, there a re in fact
four. The innennost of these is fat, the outer three thin,

I- - S m m -I
Figure 2-11 O'oss-sedon showing accentuation
of rings (right) by Latson's (1959) lochn;que.
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Figure 3-Height growth of a larch sapling.
derived by slem analysis with a 1·cm sampling
interval. The arrow indicates breast height.

though these terms a re relative-the increments are all
minute, havi ng less than 10 tracheids in the radial files.
About 5 cm farther down there a re still four rings, with
the pith and primary xylem being somewhat wider a nd
the secondary xylem of the inner ri ng being a little wider.
Ciearly this long shoot grew in 19P~ a nd has not grown
since. The three outer rings were the cambium's response
to the small amount of hormones produced by the growth
of the 13 spur shoots on this length of stem.
The thi rd section, a nother 0.5 cm down , has nine wood
increm~nts. Growth of the long shoot must have been in
1983. Closer examination of the morphology of the top 6 em
of the pla nt would have indicated that this suspected 1991
increment did not in fact grow in that season. Not only were
its lateral buds well on the way to being spur shoots, its
surface was quite glabrous. One-year-old shoots have dense
pubescence, most of which is gone by the end of the second
season or before.
The fin al section in figure 4 is from the base of the shoot
a nd has 19 wood increments. Forearmed with this knowledge, I carefully examined the shoot's bark morphology to
judge from which poi nts long shoot growth had proceeded.
These points are indicated by the a rrows in the figure, with
the solid ity indicating the basipetally rapidly dimini shing
level of confidence in them. Ring counLA just above and below these points show these estimates to have been correct.
The ve rtical double-ended a rrows indicate the amounts
(surpri singly in vari able) of long shoot growth in the yea rs
they occu rred. It seems remarkable that th e 1988 long
shoot has had no lateral long shoots from its 13 short shoots
for 3 years, and that in 15 years there ha ve been only four
period s of long shoot growth, all in the first-order shoot,
from the more than 60 buds from which s uch could have
potentially occurred.
About 100 m fa rther down the mountain , on a better site,
the top 60 em of a wind-thrown closed-grown tree about
250 years old, a nd growi ng vigorously, had nearly 700 live
short shoots on the leader a nd ita two second-order long
shoots. There were forty rings at its base, as shown in

Figure 4-Lett : the top 25 cm 01 a 2·m sapling.

Right : cross·sections taken at the indicatecllevels in it.

What is the seasonal cou rse of cambi al activity in this
species at the hi gher eleva ti ons? Presumably a nyone who
has the interest a nd fortitude to find out will have to be
starling the study more than a month before the snowpack
is gone because bud-burst usually occurs when there a re
still 2 m or more of snow on the ground.

figure 2. There had been two long shoots in 1992, none in
1991. and one in 1990. Beyond that it was not really possible to tell. It seems not unlikely that in old and nonvigorous trees, there are perhaps peri ods of dozens of years when
there is no long shoot activity whatsoever, with shorter periods in younger trees and more pa rticula rly in their hi gher
order shoots. The spur shoots, though, do have considerable
longevity-well ove r 50 yea rs in thi s species- a nd so do 00come quite long. Thi s con tributes to the craggy ginkgolike
a ppea rance of older trees.
The saplings whose growth is represe nted in figur es 3
and 4 have somewhal different patterns of alternating long
shootlshorl shoot activity. In the former there are extended
periods oflong shoot activity. In the latter, the re a re only
si ngle seasons of such. separated by exte nded periods of
non growth. The latte r is the easier to attempt to explain.
Does the plant, in this severe climate, build up its resources
for a single debi litati ng spurt of growth? The lowest two
pholomicrographs of fi gure 4 do show al least lwo prominent
rows of tra umatic resin canals in the latewood. suggesting
damaging frosls in August or even July (nol an unexpected
eve nt al2.000 m in eleva tion a t 49° N .). Spring bud burst
does va ry widely in dale (Worrall 1993).
Are some growing seasons too ~hort for much long shoot
growth to occ ur? A weather or climate expl anation see ms
unlikely beca use in the IsmallJ sam ple used, there was no
synchrony among plants in the periods of shool activity.
There a re some interesting cambial activily questions raised
by these observations. Spur shoots do become thicker but
not due to xylem incremenl. only phloem. The low levels of
honnones produced by spur shoot activity do, by contrast,
induce the long shoot cambia lo produce wood increments.
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T.ble 1-5tand characteristics per acre ~f western larch at Catherine Creek over the period ot study

Growth of Western Larch Under
Controlled Levels of Stocking
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STUDY AREA AND METHODS

Abstl'act-Thinning pole-!lized stand!! of larch to densities 88
low as 50 percent or -nonna'- re!luita in litlle 1098 orbs!al area
growth. a moderate 1098 in volume production , and a large increase in t ree diamete r. Thinn ing i8 neee8sary in many larch
standa to maintain vigorous, rapidly growing trees. Thinning
levels will greatly affect the appearance of future standI.

This study is in sections 26 and 27 ofT. 5 S., R. 11 E.,
Willamette Meridian, near Catherine Creek about 15
miles southeast of Union, OR, U.S.A., at an elevation of
4,000 feet. The soil is a Tolo silt loam (Typic Vitrandept)
developing on 3 feet of ash origi nating fr om the eruption
of Mount Mazama. The vegetation is a seral stage of the
Abie.~ grandislCaiamagrostis plant community (Johnson
and Clausnitzer 1991). The stand, established after a
fire, was 35 years old (28 years old at breast height) in
1966 when the study was started and has a site index
of 70 feet <Schmidt and others 1976) or 90 feet !Cochran
1985). (The site index values of Schmidt a nd others are
d,:termined from average heights of dontinants and codominants a nd their total age; site index values of Cochran are
obtained from heights of the tallest five trees per acre and
toeir age at breast height. The index age in both systems
i.1 50 years.) Results of the study are directly appli cable
only to this particular sta nd ; however, the soil and plant
community have similar representatives nver the range
of western larch indicating corresponding results could be
expected over a wide area.
The experimental design is completely randomized with
two replicates offive levels of growing stock installed on
10 plots of 0.4 acre square each, and surrounded by a
similarly lreated buffer strip 33 feet wi de. These 10
treated areas (each 0.9 acre) were distributed over the
untreated larch stand. Thinning levels wpre assigned
ran domly to each plot. The treated areas containing each
plot were then thinned fr om below to leave the requi red
number of the largest and most vigorous trees as evenly
spaced 8S possible. Two of the plots in the highest two
density levels had about 40 percent of their basal area in
lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.) after the initial
thinning. Lodgepole pine was discriminated against in
each thinning. The eight other plots were pure larch.
Values of stand density index (SDn immediately aner
the first thinning for the five stocki ng levels were 57,107,
152,201 , a nd 246 (table 1). These values are equivalent
to 14 , 26, 37,49, and 60 percent, respectively. of an SDI
of 410, the SOl for "normal" or "fully stocked" ~ta n ds of
western larch (Cochra n 1985). The relation between trees
pe r acre (TIA) and quadratic mean diameters (Ogl for
"normal" western larch stands with bell-shaped diameter
distributi on curves is (Cochran 1986):

In Oregon and Washington, western larch (La rix occi·
dentalis NulU is a major seral species in the Pseudntsuga
menzieRii and Abus grandis zones in the Ochoco a nd Blue
Mountains of northeastern Oregon and southeastern
Washington, along the east-side Washington Cascade
Range, and in the Okanogan highlands. Western larch
is a minOT but important species in these zones in the
northern half of the Oregon Cascades and in the Tsuga
heterophylla and Abies lasiocarpa zones of the east side
of the Washington Cascade Range <Franklin and Dyrness
1973l.
La rch has rapid juvenile growth and desirable wood
properties. Even-aged sta nds generally become established af't.er fir e or other disturbances , and these stands
often are heavi ly stocked. Larch is sha de intolerant, and
decreased vigor associated' with reduced crown size usually occurs as stands develop so that stocking level control
often is necessa ry. Questions about stocki ng level control
incl ude: <1) What spacings after precommercial thinnings
allow the leave trees to develop into commercially sized
stand s with reasonable s ite occupancy most rapidly? (2)
What is the relation between levels of growing stock and
growth and yield of stands and individual trees in commercially sized stands? (3) What is ti le relation between
mortality and stand density?
To aid in answering the last two questions, two studies
on levels of growing stock have been established in the
Blue Moun tai ns of Oregon (Seidel 1986, 1987). These
studies are also valua bl e because they provide field demonstrations of the innuence oflhinning and all ow opportunities to study processes associated with stand development. Stand developm ent innucnces all phases of forest
ma na ge ment and grea tly affects the ecology of forested
or partly forested landscapes. This paper reports rates
of growth over 25 years for one of these studies established in 1966.

log.I TIAl

= IO.OOI-1.73(\og,Dsl

26.0
49.6
70.9
96.4
109.8

96
215
355
546
745

76
134
188
253
284

40.3
68.2
93.4
120.5
134.3

96
215
354
539
740

102
164
227
288
325

56.3
86.1
"4.8
143.9
155.7

21 .3
14.2
11 .2
8.9
7.6

21.3
14.2
11 .1
9.0
7.7

48.4
46.2
46.5
42.9
42.0

474
902
1.272
1.616
1.847

48
0
193
0
0

8.8
7.6
7.0
6.4
5.8

55.4
51.7
53.3
49.1
48.0

794
1.333
1.780
2.250
2,510

948
294
532
345
102

62.7
56.6
56.2
55.5
53.6

1,222
1.870
2,471
3.103
~ .317

3.654
2.366
1.464
1,168
706

64.9
62.8
62.7
60.9
61.7

760
1,301
1,808
2,248
2.621

2.876
2.368
1,464
1,168
706

72.8
68.9
67 .8
66.4
66.0

1.14&
1.862
2.412
2.986
3.398

5,110
4 .949
3.583
2.797
1.357

74.7
69.6
68.7
67.9
69.4

1,514
2.294
2.962
3.625
3.858

7,583
8.915
7.253
5.628
3.028

78.6
71 .3
71 .5
70.0
71.3

1,065
1,671
2.206
2.776
3.241

5.463
7, 197
6.200
5.269
2.899

83
7.
72
72
71

1.345
t .991
2.633
3.384
3.702

7.357
9.221
9.117
8.804
5.803

eefort 1976 thinning (bre••' height .gt 38)
96
215
354
534
734

21 .3
14.2
11.1
9.0
7.7

10.4
8.6
7.7
7.0
6.2

Afttr 1176 thinning (bru.t height IIQt 38)
61
112
161
202
247

34.2
59.3
82.7
104.0
121.0

51
129
225
333
464

76
134
187
234
274

44.6
72.9
99.3
121.2
137.&

51
129
224
329
462

89
150
209
251
270

52.7
82.9
110.9
132.9
137.8

29.2
lB.4
13.9
tt.4
9.7

11.1
9.2
8.2
7.6
6.9

11S1 (bre. .t Might ege 43)
29.2
18.5
13.9
1t .&
9.8

12.6
10.3
9.0
8.3
7.4

e,for. 1986 thinning (bre..t height .ge 48)

4
5

51
128
220
318
408

29.2
18.6
14.1

" .8
10.4

13.8
11 .0
9.6
8.8
7.9

After 1986lhlnnlng (brUit helght.ge 48)
60
108
148
190
220

36.4
59.9
8t.5
101.7
115.1

32
87
148
218
3 13

72
121
167
213
238

44.4
69.3
92
115.7
126.6

32
87
148
218
310

37.4
22 .5
17.2
14.3
11 .9

14.7
11 .3
10.0
9.'
8.2

1991 (bre••' height .gt 53)

10

37.4
22.5
17.2
14.3
11 .9

16.2
12.1
10.8
10.0
8.6

~:t~~~~~~:~~~:"slem. inside balk. aJl lrees; board·lool (Inlernational ',...nch rule) YOIume-trees 10.0·lnch diameter at breast height and larger

a 6·lnch lop diameter Inside bartl..

ment 01 Agriculture. Bend. OR 9770 1. U.S.A.
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7.0
6.5
6.1
5.7
5.2

1971 (brUit height .ge 33)

(!)

The SDI (the number of trees that stands with bellshaped diameter distributions would have at a standard
Og of 10 inches) is:

Piper prnented It the Sympoliu m on EwIOfO' 100 Ml nlgement or
Laria FornUi: A Look Ahead. Whitefi lh. MT. U.S.A.. October "·9. 1992.
P. H. Cochrln i. Soil Scientilt l net K. W. Seidel il R~ 'l"Ch FO~ltol!r
Creti rN l, p acirlC No rthwm Raell"Ch Stlt ion. FOl'HtSc!rvict!. U.S. Ot!Plrt-

52
101
148
204
240
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SDI : (TIA> (08110)' "

for annual growth rates and for differences in PAl 's and
mortality rates between stocking levels within each period . Because the lowest stocking level did not. always
have 75 t rees per acre, the analyses of variance for PAl's
of the 75 largest trees pe r acre used data from only the
four highest densi ty levels.
AJI PAl's and mortality rates for each treatment in each
period were plotted as a function of mid period SDI. Attempts were made to mathematically describe the relation
or mortality rates or PAl's for mean diameter and height
to stand density. Such descriptions did not appear, however, to aid in the interpretation ofresults and would not
have wider application, Nonlinear regression analyses
were employed to relate PAl's of gross volume and gross
basal area to Cochran's (1985) site index (S), midperiod
age at breast height (A), and midperiod SDI (SDl m), by
using:

(2)

All study plots were well stocked before the initial thinning; they contained about 1,300 trees per acre, averaging
4.5 inches in diameter and 45 feet in height. The study
was designed to be rethi nn ed to the initial stocking levels
at lO·year intervals and has been rethinned twice (table 1).
Slash from all three thinnings was len on the plots.
At the start and end of each 5·yesr measurement period,
diameters at breast height of all plot trees were measured
to the nea rest 0.1 inch. Fifteen trees in each plot, proportionately distributed over t he range of diameters. were
measured with optical dendrometers. These measurements were used to fit models for each plot expressing
board-foot volume (V). total cubic·foot volume inside bark
(VI) !Husch and others 1972), and tola l height (H) .s

functions of diameter at breast height (.? ) (Clutter and
othe... 1983):

Jog. V

log.Vl
log,H

=a + bClog.D ) + c(log.D)2
=0. + b ,(log~D ) + cl(log~ D ) 2
=a, + bI D + c!D'

PAl: lexp(b, + b,S +b,log,S +b,A + b,log,A)]

(3)

(l-exp(b,SDlm)]"

(4)
(5 )

New coefficients were determined by linear regression
after each measurement and used to compute volumes
and heights. The second degree terms were used only
when they were significant (p $ 0.05).
Annual tree mortality (R... ) was calculated as 8 negative
interest rate for each plot-period combination by using
(Hamilton and Edwards 1976):
R", = l - CN2INl)' lItt'

(7)

with combined data from all periods (50 observations) and
assuming independence of each observation. The site index values used in (7) were values determined from the
two tallest trees per plot in 1966 as outlined by Cochran
(J985). The dependen ce among observations leads to a
potential underestimate of experimental errOT that results
in artificially high R' values and levels of significance that
may not be real. Still, if examination of residuals and
plots of actual versus predicted values demonstrates that
the model does describe the re;,ults, then the model can
aid in interpretation. Model (7) consists of two parts. The
expression within the first set of brackets resembles the description of the gross PAl for a fully stocked stand (Cochran
and Hopkins 1991). The expression in the second set of
brackets defines the reduction of growth at lower stocking

(6)

where N J is the number of live trees at the start orthe
period , N2 is the number of live trees at the end ofthe
measurement period , and n is the number years in the
measurement period. Mean diameters at the beginning
or each period for trees that died during that period were
divided by mean diameters of all live trees at the start of
the period for all plot. period combinations where mortalityoccurred. These ratios were used to exa mine the size
of the trees that di ed in relation to the averagE,> tree size.
Periodi c annual increments (PAl ) of gross a nd net volume, gross a nd net basal a rea, quadratic mea n diam eter.
and ave rage height we re determine for each plot-period
combination. The PIA's of diameter a nd height were de·
termined for the trees surviving each period. Annual
growth for gross and net. basal area and volum e were also
determ ined for t he 25-year period of study.
PAl's of basal area a nd volume were determined where
possible for t he 30 and 75 trees per acre with the largest.
diameters at t he start of each period. After t.he second
thinning in 1976. plots with the lowest stocking level did
not have 75 trees per acre. The lowest. stocking level after
the third thinning in 1986 had only 32 trees per acre.
These determinations aid in examining the influence of
smalle r trees on t he growth of larger trees in the stand,
Split-plot-i n-time a nalyses ,)f variance were used to test
fOT' signi fi cance of treatment effects on all PAl's a nd mor·
tality rat.e3. A value of 1 was added to each mortality rate
to avoid using zeros in the analysis of variance. Standard
analyses of variance were used to lest for treatment effecta on annual growth rales. Tukey's test was used to detenn ine signi fi ca nt differences among treatment mea ns

or

levels <Barrett 1982; Dahms 1983; Seidel 1987).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results covered mortality, periodic annual increments,
and annual growth.

Mortamy
Mortality was light for four of the five study periods.
Twelve trees out of the 1,567 study trees died during the
first period, seven during the so:!cond period, three during
the third period, and one during the fifth period. The
average mortality rate for all plots and all periods was
O. J5 percent. No mortality I)ccurred in the lowest stocking level. Still, density did not significantly (p S 0.05) affect mortality rates (tables 2 and 3). Mortality rates were
highcst during period 4 because an ice storm in 1984 broke
58 tree boles below the live crown and caused mortality
rates averaging 1.15 percent for the highest density level.
For other period-treatment combinations, average mortality rates did not exceed 0,64 perccnt. Mean diameters of
trees that died on any plot during any period averaged
83 percent (range, 39 to 109 percent) of the mean diameter of all trees on the plot. No relation between this percentage and stocking level was evident although mortality
occurred on so few plot-period combinations (18 out of 50)
that no formal statistical test was performed.
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labl. 2-Sources 01 varlalion, degrees of freedom (df), and probability 01 greater Fvalues for the repealed measures analyses of variance for
Ihe Siudy al Catherine Creek

Source of
variation

dl

Mortality
rat ••

Gro..

Ba ..lar..
-- - - Nol

----- .. __ ... Densily
error

- - Probability of larger F valu,s - - - - - - -

Moan

Averag.
helghl

diameter
_

..... ..... - -

0.1313

0.0056

0.0011

0.0001

0.0003

0,0001

.0058

.0001

.0001

.0001

.0003

.0001

.00001

.8716

,0007

.8919

Period
Period x
density
error

P.rlodic .nnu.1 Increment.
Volume
Grosl - ' - - Not
-

16
20

.6028

.0148

.0001

.7699

0.0024

Table 3-Values of sland density index at midperiod (SOlml, mortalily ral9s, and periodic annual increments for each density level in each
period for Ihe sludy al Calherine Creek'

Denslly
SDlm

level

-e...r,;,. -----

Mort.llly
rate

GrOSl" - - - .....-

Percent

- ••• Ft 1lacr8/yr - •••

PeriodiC annuallncremenl.
Volume
Groa.-- ~

... . Ft'lacr8/yr ••••

Mean
diameter

Averag.
holghl

Incho*

FVyr

0.35a
.18 c
.14 cd
.11 d

1.4
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.2

.20

1.3

.32a
.19b

Period 1

01
02
03
04
05

64
118
168
228
262

0
0

Average

b
b
.07ba

2.90
3.700

2.90
3.7cb

64c
86cb

64c
86cb

4.4 b

4.6 ba

102 b

101 ba

.33 a

.28ba

5.0
5.1

4.8
4.9

131
136

127
133

.14

4.2

4.2

104

102

3.2c

3.2b

86b

86b

3.6cb
4.3cb
4.9 a

3.6ba

108ba
139ba

a

.150
.13d

162 a

.08e

1.5
1.0
1.1
1.3
1.1

133

.17

1.2

a
a

a
a

.23 b
a
a

Period 2

01
02
03
04
05

89
149
207
271
304

0
0
0
.15
.14
.06

Average

4,4 ba

4,7ba
4.3 a

108ba
139ba
174 a
164 a

4.1

4.0

134

4.3ba

170

Period 3

01
02
03
04
05

68
123
174
218
261
Average

2.1a
2.7ab

2,lc

78b

7Bb

.31a

2.700
3.3 ba
] ,5 ba

112b
121ba
148 a
157 a

112ba
121ba
147ba
156 a

.20b
.16c

.15
.05

3.3 b
3.6 b
3.4 b

.12ed
,10 d

1.2
1.3
.8
1.0
.8

.04

3.0

3.0

123

123

.18

1.0

1.6c
.18
.43
.64

2,lcb
2.6 ba

1ISba
144 a
148 a

74
84
110
128
92

.22a
,14ab

2.4cba

1.6
2.0
2.3
2.4
.4

.07 b

.9
.7
.7
.6
.7

.48

2.3

1.7

114

98

.13

.7

1.6
1.8
2.1
2.8
2.2

.30a

.17

1.6
1.8
3.1
2.8
2.3

91 a

.16 b
,14 be
,13 be
.08 c

.9
.7
.7
.8
.7

.03

2.3

2.1

84

.16

.8

3.3

a

Parlod 4

01
02
03
04
05

83
142
198
243
272
Average

0

1.15

3.0

a

74b
8Bb

.12 b
.10 b

Period 5

01
02
03
04
05

66
114
157
202
229
Average

56b
64b
86ba
122 a
92ba

B4

56b
1S4b
86ba
122ba

'Numbers followed by the same lener are nOI slgmficantly dlnerenl according 10 TUkoy'S sludenlized range leSI (p S 0.05).
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200
8~. 1IQ.

'2

B.n. age

.SO

Or...

=::p'~

5.. 40

Source

PS 50.5

:'20
C

ID .OO

~80

p,

Oensily
error

~.

120

160

200

240

280

320

SDlm

"V.'

F'Gur. 1-Periodic annual increment of
gross basat area as a tunctk>n 01 stand den·
sily (501 al midperiod) and mq,eriod age
calculaled using the c:oetficienls in table 7
with a value 0190 tor site index.

40
0

40

80

120

'60
SDlm

200

240

280

320

Flgur. 2-Periodic annual increment ot
gross cubic volume as a !unction of stand
density (501 al midperiod) and midperiod
age calculated using the coefficients in
table 7 with a yalue of 90 for site index .

Periodic Annual Increments

Treatment averages for gross volume annual growth
ranged from 71 cubic feet per acre to 147 cubic fe et per
acre, and the highest treatment average for net volume
annual growth was 142 cubic feet per acre (table 4 ). No
significant differences (p S 0.05) in annual growth of gross
basal area occurred over the four highest stand densities.
No significant differences in annual gross volume growth
occurred over the three highest stand densities. No significant differences in net annual volume growth occurred
between the two highest densities. Gross a nnual basal
a rea growth was greater for stocking levels 3 a nd 4 than
for stocking levell , and gross l . anual volume growth for
levels 4 and 5 was greater tha n for levels 1 and 2. Net annual volume growt h for levels 4 a nd 5 was greater than
for levels 1 a nd 2, greater for level 3 than for levell , and
grealer for level 4 than for levels I , 2, and 3. Net a nnual
basal area growth tended to foll ow the same pattern as
gross annua l basal area growth (table 4).

All PAI'e differed significantly (p S 0.05) with density
and period (or age) (tables 2 and 3). Gross basal area PAl
decreased with increasi ng stand age except for the lowest
density level, a nd sign ificant differences (p S 0.05 ) between
at least some of the density level s occurred in periods 1
through 4 (tables 2 and 3). Gross basa l a rea PAl generally increased as SDI increa sed from 64 La about 205 (16
to 50 Percent o f "norm al~ slocki ng values ) and then increased little with furt her increases in sta nd density
(fi g. J). Gross volume PAl inc reased fr om the firs t to t he
second period (as midperiod breast height age increa sed
from 30 to 35 years), was about the sa me for the second
and third periods at comparable
and then decr'!ascd
(with furthe r increases in age) over the s ucceeding two pcrioda (table 3 . fig. 2 ). Gross volum e PAl's di splayed a Icss
pronounced levcling off at higher "tand densiti es than for
gr088 basa l area PAl's. Because of the low mortality in thi s
study, net PAl's differed with sta nd density and age in approximately the sa me manner as gross PAl's (table 3 ).
Quadratic mea n diameter PAl's generally decreased
with inc reasi ng sta nd density (ta bl es 2 and 3 ), and differences between density levels varied with period. thereby
resulting in a sil{Tlifican t (p S 0 .05) pcriod ·by·density in ·
teracti on . PAl's for average heigh t decreased with in·
creasing age fo r the first 20 yea rs of obse rvation (tables 2
and 3 ), a nd response with chan gi ng density was erratic.

snrs.

Annual Growth
Treatment averages for gross a nnu a l basal a rea growt h
ra nged from 2.3 to 3.9 sq ua re feet per acre for 25 years
of obBervation: the high est treatme nt mea n for net
annual basa l area growth was 3.8 squa re (eet pe r ac re.
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Not

be..l,r.

be,,'at.

Grou volume

Net volume

0.0169

0.0522

0.0037

0.0017

B..., _ .

Donl'ty

60

80

dl

Total

C!

40

'W

P1 30.5
P2 35.5

lao

o

T.bJe 4--SourC8 of variation. degrees of frHdom (df), probability of graater F'VaJU8S from
analyses of variance annual growth of basal alaa and volume over the
2S yeals of study and treatment averllgf'S for these growth vaJues'

D.
02
03
04
05

A·..!t!Jlr_h
Volume

Or...
Not
. ... . · Ft'lacte ··· ...
2.3 b
2.8 ba
3.9 a
3.9 a
3.4 ba

2.3
2.8
3.8
3.7
2.6

b
ba

a
a
ba

Or...
Not
.. _.... Ft'lacre ···· · _.
7. b
92 b
113 ba
147 a
146 a

7. d
91 de
110 cb
.42
a
128 ba

' Values 'oIlowed by the same left., are not lIgnificantly different (p s 0.05) according to Tukey'S
sludenti zed range 'esl.

Growth P a tterns

greater (p S 0 .05) for the lowest stand density than the
four higher densities for all periods except period 4.
Basal area PAl 's for the 75 largest diameter trees tended
to decrease with increasing stand density. Cubic volume
PAl 's for the 30 largest trees were higher for the lowest
density levels than for the highest density levels. AI·
though average cubic volume PAl's for t he 75 largest trees
per acre had highest average values for the lowest stand
densities for all periods except pe riod 2. thesc differenccs
were not significa nt (tabl e 5).

Fitting model (7) provides a way of generalizing t h e re·
s uits (table 7). Site index values (Cochran 1985) for each
plot ranged from 84 to 93 (!let. Plotted residual values as
functi ons of site, density. ar.d age appeared balanced and
reasonably small. Changes in gross PAl's with density
and age (or period) differ for basal area (fig. 1) a nd volume
(fig. 2). Increases in gross basal area PAl with increasing
stand density are fairly small for SDrs greater t ha n 140.

rib.. S-Sources of varialion and Pfobabilliy ot greater F·values tor repeated·measures
analyses of variance tor periodic annual increments ot basal area and volume for
the largesl 30 and the largest 75 trees per acre at the Catherine Creek study

al..1::,blblltty ot Q.~..tlr F-VltUMU:Vo;"'lu",_,,- - periodiC InnUII Incrementl
Irg"
rQiit
30 tr.,
751r...

pet'kxliC ,nnuII Increment.
(,rgetl
Lirgat
30 tr..
751r...

Growth of Largest Trees

Sourc.

PAl's of basa l area a nd volume for the 30 a nd 75 largest
di a meter trees diffe red significantly with period (table 5 ).
Th ese volume PAl's were highest during period 3 (table 6)
a Rer a thin ni ng. Gr088 vo lume PAl for a ll trees was fairl y
high for this period (table 3), and the 30 and 75 largest
trees made up a high er proportion of the growing s tock
foHowing the thinning, t hereby accounting for the high
growth rates during this period. Corresponding PAl 's
for basal area differed more erratically (tabl e 6 ), probably
because gross PAl 's ofbssa l area for aU trees decreased
with s ucceeding periods or increasing a ge (table 3 ), but
the a mount of growing stock represented by the 30 and 75
largest trees increased aner the two rethinnings. PAl's
of basal area for the 30 lar gest trees were signifi cantly

Oensity

0.0005

0.0608

0.0053

0.3572

Period

.0013

.0001

.000'

.0001

densily

.0014

.2006

.1869

.4517

Denolty

Averlg. periodic Innullincrement. oyer lit period.

Period x

•..• Ft ' l acre/yr · .•

01
02
03
04
05

' .3

. •.. FW acrSlyr •••.

" .5
1.6
1.3
1.2
1.1

.7
.6

.6
.5
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25.1
23.0
25.2
22.6

59.8
51.7
52.5
41 .2

T.b .. 6-Average periodic annual increments 01 basal area and

volume by period lor the 30 and 75 trees per acre with !he
largesl diamelers
Periodic .nnu.1 incremenls
urgest 75 trees/acre '
Yolume
B...I.r..
Yolume

Li~1 30 trees/acr.

a...I.r..

Period

Ft /acr9lyr Ft Jlacr6lyr
'

0.7
.8
.8
7
.8

19.0
25.0
34.5
31 .5
29.2

Ftll acr8lyr

1.4

1.3
1.4
1.2
1.3

Ft'l acrBlyr

36.5
46.2
62.8
46.8
51.3

A1though gross volume PAl does decrease with increasing
stand density, it does not appear that the curve approaches
an asymptote as nonnal density (SDI = 410 ) is approached .
Exa mining how PAl's change with increasing sta nd density (fig. 3) shows the practical effects of thinning, assuming that the coe ffici ents in table 7 reasonably describe
growth rates to 100 percent of normal density. Slands at
25 percent of nClrmal density prod uce 68 percent of the
gross basal area PAl and 47 percent of the gross volume
PAl grown by B "normal" or fully stocked stand. Stands
at 50 percent of normal density produce 89 percent of the
gr088 basal a rea PAl and 70 perce nt of the gross volume
PAl grown by a fully stocked stand.
These estimates indicate that sta nds can be heavily
thinned from below without sacrificinl? much basal area
production. with only a moderate sacrifice in cubic volume
production. This can be transla ted into a large increase
in diameter growth and individual tree size. Heavy thinning probably produces an increase in board-foot production . too, but this possible resul t is not evident. The differing number of lO-inch trees (the designa ted diameter
limit for a tree to have board feet I with tim e ~tween
treatments and between replications of individual treatments obscures the picture of board-foot production. The
number of board feet at the end of the study seems to

differ with treatment (table O. but these differences are
not statistica lly Significant (p S 0.05 ).

CONCLUSIONS
There is a tendency to leave too many trees after thinr.ing for the future stand to have vigorous, fast-growing
trees. Thinning comm ercia lly from below down to densities of 50 percent of normal is reasonable. and thinning to
eve n lower densities may be proper where the object is to
produce large-diameter trees in a short time. Thinning
young westem larch stands can greatly affect future tree
diam eters (and hence the appearance of the stand) without ca using i1 severe change in wood production.
Managers have the opportunity to create a wide range
of sta nd conditions. Mosaics of stands of dense, smalldiameter trees and slands of large-diameter trees with
an open, parklike appearance maintained by underbuming are possible within the same landscape.
Dedsions about the desired future condition and appearance oflandscapes containing westem larch stands
and the silvicultural practices necessary to create and
maintain these landscapes need to be made, probably
with public input. The public needs to know what is biologically possible and silviculturally reasonable, and at
t he same time we need to obtain their concepts of the appearance of future foresls. In this communication process, it should be possible to settle on management goals
and methods to achieve these goals that would be supported by the majority of peop:.! with interests in future
forests.
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Exotic Larches: Experiences in Wisconsin
Hans G. Schabel
ChenH.Lee
Gary W. Wyckoff
alfalfa field on a north to northwest facing gentle moraine
consisting of coarse loam. Subeequent management included one watering, and two mechanical weedinga during
the firat, another weeding during the second growing

Ahetraci-After 9 yean, a provenance teet of Lom: thcidUIJ and
.L kptol~pi.l in centnJ WiKOnain exhibited hich .urvival and ezceDent crowth and ..u outperfornUnc Pinu. ruin<»a OD an adj.·
emt lite. EJ:otic 1areh plantation. in 10 other Wiaeonlin CXluotin
relu1ted in IIOIDe .imilaT .ucceuet but allO railurn, the latter attriwutable to poor .tack., neecllecut di-.ue, unfavorable .oil or
lite preparation. late froet. or combination •. Avoidance of .uch
condition••hou1d Ulure eJ:otic lan:hH a bfieht future in pan.
ofWi.c:cm.in.

season.
A randomized complete block design with seven replicatioDl (6 mea/plot' 7 plotalblock , 7 blocl<e) w.. installed
in the teet. After five growing aea80DI in the field (1986),
total height of all b"ee8 was recorded; total height was again
8ueued on the tallest tree per plot at the end of the ninth
growing aeason (1991) in the field. A=rding to Lee (1974),
this procedure is convenient while resulting in only negligible 1018 in genetic information. All diameters at bre.a.at
height were also meaaured. in 1991. Plot means were used
in an anaJyaia ofvarianoe to teat the aignificanoe of betweenaeedlot differences in growth charac:teriatica, where the de-grees oCfreedom were 6, 6, and 36 for aeedlot (provenance),
blocks, and erT'OT term, respectively. In order to correlate
between height and diameter growth, simple correlation
analyses were employed using aeedlot meane .. items with
5 degrees of freedom. Tn!e health was monitored at frequent intervala.

The economic history ofWiaconsin has been intimately
connected to (oreatly in general and ccnifera in partic:uJar.
Aa this llate'. _ Oono includes only nine indigenoUi ooniferoUi tnea, oomplicatioDl in the culture of any of the "bread
and butter- _peae, are eeen .. a threat. Notably the im·
pact of blister rust (Cronartium ribicola) on eutem white
pine <Pituu ""'/".. ) and the potential threat ofScleroderria
canker ( GnfMn~/la ab~tina ) on red pine (PinU3 rt3mo.a.)
and jack pine (Pinw oonbiana) have been viewed .. such,
prompting the IeaJ'Cb for alternative _peciee such as exotic
larch.. (Lariz 'pp.) (Wyckofl" 1982). Th... fast-growing
treea alia attracted attention in COl'\iunctiOD with the growing interest in forest tree improvement. leading to numerOUi triaJa in varioUi part.a of North America (Carter and
Maaaa 1991).
After hal!. century of growth., a review of aotie larches
in WiAconain eeema appropriate. This paper combines BUch
an aueument with presentation of the results of one re-cent. particularly promising provenance trial in central
WiacoIllin.

Other Wisconsin Plantations
For comparison, ~or exotic larch plantations in the
llate were visited during the summer of 1992 (fig. 1). Field
observations were supplemented. by peraonal communicationa with field personnel, and a literature review.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Central Wisconsin Plantation

MATERIALS AND METHODS

After nine ..&8008 in the field, height growth of dominant. in this plantation ranged from 9.42 to 10.45 m, averaging 10.05 m (table 1). Five of the aeven provenanoea remained at or near their earlier height growth ranJring, while
one (P2) advanced from fifth to second rank, and another
(Pa) dropped from ..oond to fourth.
Between-provenance differences in this important growth
trait weTe statistically significant at the 1 percent level.
The range teet shows that G3 grew aignificantly slower than
the other provenances, which did not differ significantly
from one anot.'1er. Five randomly selected dominant red
pines, which had been planted 2 years before the Ian:hes
in the immediate vicinity, averaged 6.71 m, i.e. only 67 peroent of the younger Ian:hea' height growth (fig. 2).
The g-year versus 5-year height, and 9-year beight versus 5-year shoot growth correlations were all statistically
significant at the 1 percent level (r = 0.936 and 0.898,
respectively. with 5 degrees of freedom ),

Central Wisconsin Plantation
In the &pring of 1982, allDllll test plantation co08isting
of. single provenance of Japan ... lan:h (Lariz l<ptokpio)
of German origin, and sil< of European Ian:h (Lariz tkcidua ),
two of German and four of Polish origin, was eatablisbed
in Portage County (Lee and Schabel 1989). The 2-0 stock
was hand planted at 2.1 J 3 m spacing in furrows in an old

Paper prnent.ed at the 9ym~um on EcoIO(D' and Manqement of
l.arb: FOI'eN' A Look AheM , Whlt.e:fiah. MT. U.9A.0ct0ber&9, 1992.
HaDI G. Schabel and Chen H. Lee are Profeuors of Forest Protection
and For.t r..owc..l'ftPKliwi1. Collete of Naw.m Reeourcn. UniTe,...
llityolW'--aIl, Ste-na Point, W16«81. U.sA GsryW. Wyckolfw fie.
. .rdI Porwt.e-r. North <Antnl PorMt EJ""periment Station, ForHt SemCf.
U5 Depel"UMnt of Aenculull'e, Grand Rapid., MN 557«, U.S.A.
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Flgur. 1- location of major plantations of exotic larches in Wisccnsln. The ribbon bisecting the state

represents Curtis' tension lone.

growth can be reasonably predicted through diameter
growth. greater efficiency in genetic measurement could
be achieved. With the central WiSCODBin test material,
beigbt-diameter correlations using data assessed in 1991
were nonsignificant (r =0.65 with 5 degrees of freedom).
Because height growth is not well comll.ted to diameter,
each parameter should be assened separately.

Differences in diameters were also statistically significant among the seven seed sources, values ranging from
10.3 to 12.4, and averaging 11 .5 em (table 1). There appears enough room for further improvement on this
growth t~ait through selection breeding.
AB trees grow older and taller. height measurements
become tedious, les8 reliable and more costly. lfheigbt
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Table l-Growth c:harac:1aristics among seven larch seedlots in CentraJ Wisconsin
after five and nine field seasons.
SNdlot
cod.
Gl
G2
G3'

P2
P3
P4
P5

Total hallilhtlem
11186
1991

Sour..
Gahrenberg seed orchard
Hatbker
NW Oeutsches Tiaftand
SkarzysI<o
Lezajsk-Oabrowtd

384
361
321
381
392

51aly5acz

38,

Sobol""

Plantation
moan

Diameter/em
~

393

1.018
985
942
1,028
' ,015
',006
' ,045

11.3
11.3
10.3
11 .9
11.3
12.'11.9

373

1.005

11 .48

'Japan. . lan::h of unknown IOUI'Cle IntI'OCkad to G«many trom Japan. Other IMdIota are
all European larch of German (G) anCI POl~ (P) origin.

Becauae of greater sensitivity to froet, Japanese larch
proved the least productive of the seven eIOtic larch seed
oaun:eo tested in Portage County. It, neverthel..., outanw
neighboring 2·year-older red pine by 29 percent. Overall
survival of all trees in this trial remained at 98 percenl
In tbe aap1ing atage, minor damage by frost, graaahopperl,
voles (Microl ... sp.), and white-tailed deer (OdocoiU ...

uirginianlU) occurred. [n the winter of 1989-1990, extensive
debudding of all materiala by a flock of pine groabeak (Pini·
cola enuclealor) left conspicuous ""windows'" in the crowns of
trees, but without discernible effects un subsequent growth.
Defoliation by the larch sawfly (Pristiphora eri.ch.sonii) so
far has been minor.

Figure 2-European and Japanaselatch provenances outgrow two year oIder,ad pine on this
Por1age County silo (' 992).

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Other Wisconsin Plantations

zone,larch may be lubject to ezceuive evaporation during
part of the year, eapecially on south to southwest Ilopes.

At least 10 other Wisconsin counties contain plantations
of exotic larches (fig. 1). One of these trials in Forest County
is part of a regional project on forest tree improvement,
involving a twin plantation in Maine (Wyckoff' and others
1992). The potential oflarch as a long·rotation enrichment
species in corijunction with variOU8 forest types, has apparently not been eIplored yet, just as timber stand improve..
ment haa barely received any attention to date.
The species employed, in decreasing order of emphasis,
based. on number ofplantatioDB and acreage, were European
and Japanese larch , hybrids <L. eurolepia) between these
two species, Siberian <L. sibirica) and Dahurian larch
(L. gmelini). In one instance, Siberian larch had excellent
aurvival but alow growth (Stoeckeler 1955); in another
trial it ranked third in height among 37 aeedJota ofvarioua
apecies and provenances tested (Riemenschneider and
Nienstaedt 1983). The Bingle introduction of weotern larch
(L. occidtntalis), which took place as part of a atudy witb
needlecaat diae... (Mycospitaerella laricina), reaulted in
no aurvivala Watry and Nicholla 1989). The following ....
marks will focus on the two major species of exotic larch
and tbeir hybrida only, and attempt to explain often per.
plexing differences in performance.

But even in northern Wi8Conain luch as in Sawyer County,
drought may have been an important contributor to plan·
tation failure. During the establilhment period oftbese
plantations in the 1980's, a series of drylhot lummen prevailed, whose effect may have been further exacerbated by
other atress factors and the site preparation procedure em~
ployed. Here, hardwood foreste had been elearcut, then
heavily bladed and windrowed, before planting into larch.
Compaction and removal of much of the organic layer. al~
moat certainly compromised healthy mycorrhizal relation·
shipa, known to be important for Jarch. It aloa invited
an invasion of highly aggreuive weeds such .. goldenrod
(SolidtJ8o app.), typical for disturbed lites. Also, in severaJ
caaes, "tock was apparently outplanted after budbreak,
resulting in serioua 10Hel.
Among pest inoec:ta, the larch caaebearer (Cokophoru
laric</la) and larch aawfly have to date been inc:oaoequentiaJ
in Wisconsin. In two instances, however, vertebrate peat.
did impact larch plantations tangibly. Once, meadow vol ..
reduced aap1ing aurvival in a weedy plantation in La Croaae
County to 29 percent (pers. comm. Adrian Hagen), ..hiIe •
5-year-old very promising trial in Forest County suffered
serioua damage from porcupine rErYlhizon donatum) (pen.
comm. Dicit Cutler).
Besides these various setbacka, there are notable suc~
ceases in several plantations (table 2). Moet of theM were
established on loamy &oils, and on 88pecta other than &Outh
and southwesterly. Site p....panotion included furrowing
and weeding, or ICalping in corUunction with herbicide.
Juvenile larch had been reported sensitive to herbicides
(Knighton 1970), but at tbe rates and formulationa tested
by Netzer (1984), proved uaeful.
M06t continental aeed &ourcea auch as from Styria
(Austria). Germany, and moat notably Ruaaia, Poland,
and the Sudeten Mountains, were aucoeaaful in Wisconsin.
When growing on acljacent sites, European larch clearly
outperformed native red pine not only in Portage County
(fig. 2) but alao in aeveral otber locations (table 2). In
La Croaae County it also "urpaaaed neighboring Norway
apruce <Picea ~lsa) and eastern white pine. When grown
in mix with these, it eliminated the apruce. and auppreaaed
the pine (Jacobs 1983). Baaed on its growth there, Gower
and others (1991 ) consider European larch a viable candi~
date for the Driftless Area of Wisconsin. A minor spot mar~
ket for larch poles for tobacco curing has already developed
at this site since the early 1980's, apparently the only in~
stance of marketing of exotic larches in the state to date.
The laclt of other demand at thia time is prohably only a
reflection of the limited supply, and lack ofawarenesa for
the quality oflarch wood. Jeffers and laebranda (1974)
recommended short rotation larch for pulp production, and
according to Einapahr and othero (1984), 18· to 23·year-old
exotic larch can produce higher Kraft yield than 50~ to
6O~year-oldj8ck pine.

European Larch-This moat widely grown exotic larch
in Wisconsin was apparently tint establiahed 88 part of a
CCC planting on private land in La Croaae County in the
early 1940's. Dominant trees in this plantation are now
about 33 m tall and 60 em in diameter (pera. comm. Adrian
Hagen). Subsequent plantationa (table 2) include every·
thing from failure, to mized performance between species,
provenances and individuals on the same or neighboring
sites, to unqualified 8ucceaaes. The most important factore
limiting growth of European larch in Wiac:onsin were larch
needlecast disease, late frost, unfavorable soil conditions,
or poor planting atock.
Need.lecast cliseaae was first reported in a young plantation in La Cro"ae County in 1980 (Patton and Spear 1983),
and baa since been confirmed in other locationa (table 2).
While Alpine provenancea of European larch tend to be
highly susceptible to this disease, continental ones are
considered resiatant (Palmer and others 1986; Oatry and
Nicholl" 1989). In vilro screening of European larch for
needlecaat resistance is now recommended as a routine
pre1iminBry atep to field ocreening (Ostry and others 1991).
Other fungal problems observed in Wisconsin include Meritl
laricis needleeast, the larch needle rust (Melampsoro rMdusae) , and several woodrotters including Armillaria sp.
None of these is of concern at this time.
Late frosts are clearly a complication in the culture of
exotic larches in Wisconsin, at least during the juvenile
stage, and in certain locations. All larch triaJslocated in
frost pockets and other sites with poor air drainage, espedally north ofWiaconsin's tension zone (fig. 1) (Curtis 1959),
have experienced variOU8 degrees of damage by late fr06t.
The failure of European larch on swampy sites is clearly
evident in aeverallocations (table 2). On the other hand,
European larch does not tolerate overly droughty condi~
tions either. Almost all successful trials in Wisconsin took
place on soils with intrinsically good water~holding capac~
ity and nutritional status. However, BOUth of the tension
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Japaneee Larc:h-Several trials of various provenances
of Japanese larch were attempted in five Wisconain coun·
ties. Among these, none exceeds the Portage County plan~
tatton in survival and growth. Three sources included in
the Forest County regional trial, did not aurvive due to late
frosts, while certain adjacent European sources performed

Tab .. 2-5urvey 0' major plantations 0' exotic larch In WISCOnsIn.

V_

Specl..,
provenenc.

Mop

c_

Locetlon

plent..

Rating'

Portage County
T24NR9E , Sec. 22

Mojo'
p,oblem(a,
None

EL Germany, 2 sources
EL Poland, 4 sources
Jl Germany, source

1982
1982
1982

Grant County
T6NR6W, Soc. 29

EL

1965

G

Needleeast

ELSIyria

1961
1962
1967
1971, 1973
1978

E·G
E
E

Vole in one pIol

laCrosse County
T16NR5W, Sec. 18 & 19
T16NR6W, Soc. 24
T16NR5W, Soc. 30
T16NR5W, Soc. 29 & 30
T16NR5W, Sec. 30
T16NR5W, Sec. 19
T16NR5W, Soc. 19
T16NR5W, Sec. 30

El Russia

1984
1985

E
F
G
E

Needlecast
Dieback

G
F

Needlecasl;
site too wet

1978

EL
JL,HL XLL·L09-81

EL Russia

Trempealeau County
T23NR9W, Sec. 33

EL 1500 Bosoobol

1988
1969

Polk Coumy
T37NRI6W, Sec. 28
T37NRI5W, Soc. 32

EL Sudelen(?)
EL

1988
1970

Douglas County
T45NR10W, Soc. 26

HL NewYorit
ELXLO·H9

1983
1983

EL Hayward

1973

EL + HL Hybrid

1981
1984
1985
1987
1987
1988

G·F
F
F
F
F
G·F

EL ,HL,JL,SL

1957
,058
1958
1958
1958
1960
1976

El3 Polish

1986

E.G
E·G
E·G
E·G
G
G·F
E·G
F

Washbum Coumy
T42NRllW, Soc. 4
Sawyer County
T38NR3W, Soc. 23
T37NR3W, Soc. 6
T38NR3W, Sec. 19
T38NR3W, Soc. 25
T37NR3W, Sec. 2
T38NR3W, Sec. 26

EL Styria (laCrosse)
EL Commercial NY
EL Sudeten
EL Sudeten
Tab'a

Needlecast; 'rost; wet

E
G·F

Frost

Frost; deer browse; needlecaat
Drought? Site prep?
Needlecasl; wet
Frost; needleeast
Frost
Frost

HL (nol Ounkeld)

OL Asia
EL Poland
EL Austria
JL
T37NR10E , Sec. 32
T37NR7E, Soc. 20 & 21
T36NR 10E, Sec. 2

10

Forest County
near Hiles
T38NRI3E, Sec. 29

T35NR 16E, Sec. 24
T37N R1.cW, Sec. 26

11

Waupaca County

JL 7 sources

EL,SL
HL
EL ,HL,JL,SL

1950

EL Sudeten
JL 3 sources

1974
1976
1961
1981

EL,JL

1982

?
F
F
E·G
F

Sandy soil; 'rost
Frost; poor planting stock

?
Silo prop?

Porcupine; frost: deer
Frost
Frost

'Ol .. Larix gmelini. EL - Lsrix dIIddu., Hl _ Larix ~roI8pis. Jl _ Larix '-P,oIepis. Sl _ Larix SilJlrics,
' E . EJoceOent survival: growttJ SUtpUSlng nattY. conif.,,: no major problems; G .. Good ( t\'Ival and growttJ; lOme problems ; F. UndeQtocbd atand with

hIgNy ~ results OI~' fa"',, ; ma;or problems.
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Hybrid Larch-Trials including hybrid larclles were
established in five WieconBin counties, including the northernmost site. In one trial in Forest County (Phipps and
Noate 1976), fin~year survival of these larch was 46 to
77 percent, probably due to unfavorable conditions resulting from aite preparation which had removed much of the
top layer of soil. In Douglas and Sawyer Counties. hybrida
are among the few successful aeed sources, outperforming
acljacent European larch. This ia moat likely due to their
rapid early growth which enables their early eecape from
the frost layer. In an Oneida County trial involving 37
sources of various apecie" hybrid larch ranked tint and
second in growth <Riemenschneider ana NieIlltaedt 1983).
Zavitkovski and othe.. (1982) and Zavitko..ki and Strong
(1984) confirmed the superior growth of the.. hybrida,
Between 9 and 12 years the tree. increased their height
by an average of 1.3 m/year. Hybrids in Wisconsin have
not experienced needlecast disease, and at least one source
proved immune to larch needle I'U8t under controlled conditiono (Widin and Schipper 1978).

CONCLUSIONS

Frosl

Frost

Oneida County
T39NR 10E, Sec, 31

IUcceufully. Another trial in Sawyer County had been
abandoned early as a "",ult of high mortality (Leeter 1964),
The mOlt extensive trial with Japanese larch in WilCOnlin ,
a replicated ltudy including seven source" wu begun on
a sandy aite in Oneida County in 1960. Thil plantation
generally grew well but ezhibits aubstantial variability
(Farnsworth and othe.. 1972). and it lags behind acljacent
red pine. In another Oneida plantation, Japaneae larch
ranked last in growth among 37 species and provenances
(Riemenschneider and Nienataedt 1983), Japan..e larch
is highly aenBitive to froat, but is considered reeiltant to
needlecaat disease (Palmer and othen 1986). However, a
very prom.iaing young plantation in La Crone County, including a few hybrid larch. was found to be affected by an
undetermined dieback during this year's inspection.

1. European and Japaneaelarches of Polish and German
origin exhibit rapid juvenile growth and high survival in
central Wisconsin, surpassing native red pine.
2, Generally, hybrid larch, and continenta1sources of
European larch combine good growth with reBistance to
larch needlecast disease.
3. Atlantic sources (western and southern Alps) of EUI'()o
pean larch are generally not recommended for Wisconsin,
and Japaneae larch not for areas north of the tension zone.
4. r.haracteristica of a proper site include full light; welldrained, deep, loamy soil a; and sloping topography facing
east, north or northwest, excluding frost pocket!.
5. Fall planting of container·grown stock tends to be
succe88ful in areas with reliable anow cover.
6, Spring planting tenda to be moat succeooful with large.
branched seedlings prior to budbreak.
7. Site preparation should not excessively disturb the
organic horizon , and must include control of competition.
S. For wider acceptance of exotic larches, markets need
to be developed,
9. Erperience with speciea other than European,
Japaneae, and hybrid lan::h is still too limited to allow
conclusions.
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10. Larchea in WilCOnlin deeerve to not only be viewed
8S fast-growing species for plantation culture but allO as
ailviculturally attractive, long rotation enrichment apecies
in miI with various indigenoua forest types.
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Management of Fungal Diseases of
Western Larch Seed and Seedlings
R. L. James
R. K. Dumroese
D.L. Wenny

growing environments of nurseries. Also, many pathogens that affect nursery seedlings do not affect young
trees in forest areas because the pathogens are unique
to nurseries.
Although many pathogens are capable of infecting western larch seedlings in nurseries, relatively few cause
severe enough damage to warrant concern or corrective
action. This paper focu ses on three m~or groups oC
diseases-two that cause foliar or top necrosis and one
that affects root systems. Approaches to managing these
diseases vary. Most nursery growers use an integrated
approach to disease control, using cultural, biologicaJ , and
chemical alternatives. Integrated pest management involves establishing threshold levels of disease, monitoring
pest populations before and after treatments, using emcaceous treatments to keep disease levels within established thresholds, and keeping adequate records for al1
pest management activities.

Abltract-Several fungal diaeage9 adversely affect production o(
western larch in container and bareroot foreat nurseriea. Grey
mold cauaed by Botryti~ cinereo may cause widespread problema;
chemical pe9ticide use should be limited, Seedling protection
(rom the pathogen Meria laricis can be sought with (ungicides.
Fu. sariu.m and Cylindrocarponn. among other pathogenic fungi,
cause damping-off, cotyledon blight, and root disease. Reducing
pathogen inoculum, enhancing host resistance, encouraging competing and antagonistic organisms, and minimizing chemical pesticide use are included in an integrated ~8t management system.

Production of western larch (Larix occidentalis Nutt.)
seedlings in Pacific Northwest, U.S.A., nurseries has been
steadily increasing for several years in response to greater
demand for larch seedlings to reforest many sites, particularly those with severe root diseases <Byler 1982). Produc
tion of stock in sufficient numbers and quality is an impor·
tant goaJ of many nurseries. However, production may be
restricted by limited quantities of high-quality Beed and
by diseases that affect amounts and quality of seedlings
produced.
Western larch seedlings are grown as bareroot or container stock. Bareroot stock takes one to two growing
seasons, whereas container stock can be grown in 6 to
8 months. Both stock types are usually satisfactory for
most reforesta tion requirements, and both may become
diseased during nursery production.
Organisms normally incapable of causing problems on
natural forest sites may cause extensive damage in nurs·
cries because of inherent differences between these two
environments. Production conditions that might incite
organisms toward disease include large areas of monoculture, agricultural production practices, and creenhouse
environments. Natural buffers that limit pathogen buildup in forest ecosystems are often absent in more artificial
4

BOTRYTIS BLIGHT
Grey moJd caused by Botrytis cinerea (Fr') PeTS. is a
major disease oC western larch seedlings, particularly
those grown within containers in greenhouses (James
1984). The fungus may cause some damage in bareroot
beds , particularly when seedlings are overcrowded . Presence of free moisture on foliage Cor several hours and prolonged cool t emperatures of about 13 to 14 uC determine
the severity of the inCection <Blakeman 1980). Wounded
or necrotic tissues are initially infected. The fungus may
spread to healthy tissues under conducive environmental
conditions <Sutherland and Van Eerden 1980).
Larch's extensive production of necrotic foliage at the
end of the growing season greatly contributes to its disease susceptibility. Many primary needles formed on
young seedlings are lost as seedling growth ceases; these
needles tend to accumulate at the base of seedlings and
are easily infected by Botrytis spores, which a re usually
airborne (Jarvis 1980>. Once colonization of necrotic
needles occurs, the fungus s preads to adjacent seedling
stems, causing infection and often killing individual seed·
lings. Over time, groups of seedlings become infected, and
the fungus produces vast a mounts of spores that s pread to
nearby seedlings, continuing the cycle (James 1984 ).
Management approaches to Botrytis l:>light stress prevention because of the difficulty in keeping disease in
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Fortunately, effective alternatives to chemicals are available. Many IfOwers are determined to replace chemicals
with other, more environmentally benign alternatives.

check once it becomes established (Maude 1980). The best
control approach is to avoid environmental conditions
suited for disease buildup (James 1984). This includes re.ducing seedling density to improve air circulation (Cooley
1981a) and limiting irrigation during periods of high hoat
susceptibility. Adding drying agents to irrigation water
may also help reduce infedion (James 1984).
Control of fertilization will also influence level of disease; exce88 or improperly applied fertilizer may cause
foliage to bum, providing infection courts for the pathogen; and too little fertilizer may stress seedlings, making
them more susceptible to infection (Sutherland and
Van Eerden 1980).
Another important cultural practice is sanitation, aimed
primarily at reducing inoculum. SarUtation practices include periodic removal of dead or infected plants and plant
debris and cleaning interior greenhouse spaces with a sterilant between seedling crops (Cooley 1981a). A recent innovative approach to sanitation that shows promise in reducing disease impact is remm':t l of necrotic foliage from
the tops of containers with a va cuum (Dumroese and others 1992). Although this approach is somewhat laborintensive, it works well and is cost-effective when compared with chemica1 pesticide applications.
Many nursery growers traditionally control Botryt;"
blight with preventive applications of chemical fungicides
during periods when seedlings are susceptible to infection.
This often results in many applications of several different chemicals. In some cases, fungicide applications have
been effective; in others, the level of effectivene88 decreases with continued application (James 1984). Investigations have shown Botrytis can readily develop resistance to chemical fungicides, especially if one particular
chemical is reused several times (Cooley 1981a; Gillman
and James 1980; Miller and Fletcher 1974; Webster and
othero 1910).
Most growers have reduced chances of developing resistance by alternating several chemicals c'.uring pesticide
application (Powell 1982). This makes the fungus leBB
likely to develop resistance. For example, some growers
alternate chlorothalonil with captan, dicloran, and systemic fungicides such as vinc1ozolin and iprodione to adequately control disease (James 1984).
Benomyl, a systemic fungicide with wide-ranging efficacy, was initially effective against Botryt;" blight. However, after use for only a couple of crop cycles, this fungi·
tide often became much less effective (Bollen and
Scholten 1971 ). The chemical was ineffective against
most strains of the pathogen (Cooley 1981a; Gillman and
James 1980). Fungal strains that developed benomyl resistance retained this resistance indefinitely, even in the
absence of the chemical (Maude 1980). Such experiences
have resulted in less reliance by many growers on chemical fungicides to control Botryt;" blight.
Management has become more focused on prevention,
88nitation, and po88ible introduction of biological control
agents. This latter approach is only in the fonnative stage
with regard to BotrytiA blight. However, recent successes
with other crops (Trollllmo 1991 ) have encouraged this
approach on conifer seedlings. Environmental contamination 88 well as concerns over human exposure to pesticide8 will reduce the future use of chemicals in nurseries.

MERIA NEEDLECAST
Needlecast caused by Meria lancis Vu..ill. is a common
disease that occurs in many natura1 stands of western
larch (Dubreuil 1982). This disease can also occur in forest nurseries and is moat often detected on bareroot seedtioga during their second growing season (Cooley 1981b,
1984; James 1985b). Meria has been detected much less
frequently on container· grown stock and on bare root seedlings in their fint growing season (James 1985b). The
pathogen infects young, succulent needles early in spring.
Spores are disseminated throughout periods of cool, wet
weather, and several cycles may occur during the growing
season (Dubreuil 1982). When environmental conditions
are favorable, pathogen buildup may be rapid. Although
needles are initially attacked, stems may be colonized and,
under extreme conditions, entire seedlings killed (James
1985b). However, once warm, dry weather occurs, disease
severity djmin.jshes. If wet weather persists, the disease
may cause extensive damage in bareroot beds despite control elTorta (James 1985b).
Meria needlecast is most effectively managed byapplication of protective fungicides during periods of high seedling susceptibility (Cooley 1981b, 1984). Most growers
have traditionally applied chlorothalonil (or similar foliar
protectant fungicides ), commencing in early spring when
needles are fonning (James 1991). Fungicide applications
are geared toward preventing infection; therefore, several
applications are usually required while young foliage is
susceptible to infection and cool, wet weather persists
(Cooley 1981b). Fungicide applications may be terminated once warm , dry weather occurs.
Unfortunately, fungicides may be only marginally effective if favorable environmental conditions for disease development persist throughout much of the growing season
(James 1985b). Other, nonchemical approaches to control
are currently unavailable. Because pathogen spores are
airborne and can be disseminated long distances (Dubreuil
1982), preventing inoculum introductions into the nursery
is usually imp088ible. Once the disease occurs within a
particular nursery, it seems to persist indefinitely (James
1991). The disease has less impact in greenhouses because environmental conditions can be more easily controlled. However, in bareroot nurseries, growers are at
the mercy of ambient conditions. When conducive conditions persist for extended periods during spring, some
level of disease usua1ly occurs in second-year bareroot
seedlings. The management goal is to kp.ep Josses within
tolerable limits until weather conditions no longer favor
disease.

ROOT DISEASES
Root diseases affect both bare root and container-grown
seedlings. Probably the most important group of root
pathogen" 8 .f e in the genus Fusarium (James and others
1991). These fungi damage a wide range of host plants
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Seedling containers accumulate inoculum of root pathogenic fungi when repeatedly reused without adequate
cleaning (James and Gilligan 1988a,b; Sturrock and
Dennis 1988). Contaminated styroblock and Ray Leach®
pine cells are important inoculum sources for new seedling crops (James and Gilligan 1988a,b). Most fungal
inoculum resides near the container bottoms, probably
existing on remaining organic debris such as pieces of
growing media, roots, and algal growth inadequately removed during cleaning (James and others 1988). Recent
investigations (James and Woollen 1989; Sturrock and
Dennis 1988) have shown effective elimination of most
pathogen inoculum on containers immersed in hot water
(68 to 80 "C) for 3 to10 min . A soluble spreader such as
R-11® or household detergent is often added to water to
ensure that all container surfaces come into contact with
hot water. Chemical sterilants such as sodium metabisulfite may also be used , although they have the di88dvantage of being extremely caustic and somewhat dangerous (Sturrock and Dennis 1988). Hot water immersion of
containers before reuse is the most satisfactory method.
Root pathogenic fungi may reside in nursery soil or
growing media used to produce container seedlings.
Nursery soil is often treated with broad-sca1e fumigants
that kill all resident microorganisms, including pathogens
(James 1989). Although expensive and dangerous to apply, these fumigants are effective in eliminating pathogens. However, the "'biological vacuum· produced after
fumi gation may be invaded by the first introduced organisms. Care must be taken to ensure that pathoge ns are
discouraged from introduction into newly fumigated soil.
Soilless growing media used in container operations are
patho ~en-free , with some exceptions (James 1985a). The
highly acidic nature of most growing media also discourages establishment by many pathogens. Media can be
steam treated to eliminate potential pathogens while preserving desirable competing organisms (Baker and Olson
1959).
Keeping the growing environment clean is i-nportant in
reducing problems frum root pathogenic fungi . Many such
fungi produce resting structures capable of surviving for
long periods in the absence of suitable hosts (J ames and
others 1987). Greenhouse interiors and the surface of
implements used in bareroot seedling production may harbor these structures. Thoroughly cleaning these materials
showd reduce amounts of this inoculum introduced into
new seedling crops.
Irrigation water may be an inoculum souree for some
root pathogens, particularly water molds such 8S Pythium .
Nursery water from ponds, ditches. or streams may become
contaminated with pathoge ns; deep well s are usually not
contaminated (Landis and others 1989). Adequate filters
or chemical treatment may be nece88ary to remove contaminants from water supplies.
Periodic inspections a nd sanitation procedures will go
a long way in reducing pathogen inoculum in nurseries
(James a nd others 1990). This is especially important in
gree nhouses where disease can s pread and develop rapidly. Removal of diseased seedl ings to prevent spread
to surrounding, healthy seedlings is encouraged (Landis
and others 1990). Sanitation coupled with the other

including many agriculturally important crops. Conifer
seedlings, including western larch, are susceptible to several different Fusarium species, the most common being
F. Ozy,r;porum Schlecht., F. proliferatum (Matsushima )
Nirenbe rg, F. acuminatum Ell. & Ev., F. sporotrichioides
Sherb., and F . solani (Mart.) Appel & Wollenw. (James
and others 1991). These fungi attack young seedlings,
causing prcemergence and postemergence damping.off
(James 1986a, 1987,. They also cause root disease of
older seedlings through'; 'Jt the growth cyc~ e (James and
others ISS}), Damage may be especially severe on older
container-grown seedlings stressed to induce hardening
and bud set (James and Gilligan 1985; James and others
1987).
Other m~or root pathogens or' western larch seedlings
include species ofCyiindrocarpon and Pythium . Cylindro·
carpon spp. are common rhizosphere inhabitants that
often colonize cortical tissues on seedling roots (Booth
1966). They may become pathogenk under certain conditions. although they are not usually aggressive pathogens.
Pythium spp. are especially damaging under conditions of
poor soil drainage and may initiate disease by decaying
fine roots (Hendrix and Campbell 1973). Nonnally,
Pythium damage is limited to bareroot beds with poor
drainage where water accumulates. Damage to containergrown seedlings is rare and may be associated with ov~r
watering and using poorly aerated growing media (James
1992).
Root diseases are especially difficult to control because
once seedling symptoms appear, their roots are usually
extensively colonized with pathogenic fungi (James and
others H)87 ). Chemical fungicide applications may be effective in controlling damping-off but ineffective in limiting root disease of older seedlings (JameR 1986b). Recent
approaches to controlling root diseases have focused on
prevention and usi ng integrated pest management to
reduce losses (James ami others 1990).
Integrated pest management of western larch root diseases aims to reduce pathogen inoculum, enhance host
resistance, encourage competi ng a nd anagonistic microorganisms, a nd minimize chemical fungicides.

Reduction of Pathogen Inoculum
To reduce root pathogen infection levels, it is important
to limit pathogen inoculum within and adjacent to seedling growing environments. Seed is often an important
inoculum source of root pathogens, particularly Fu sa rium
spp. (James 1986a; 1987). Steps taken to reduce pathogen inoculum introduced into nurseries on seed are im portant. Soaking seed in common surface stcri lants such 8S
household bleach (active ingredient = sodium hypochlori te) a nd hydrogen peroxide a re usually effective in reducing levels of pathogenic fungi (Advincula and others H)83;
Barnett 1976: James and Genz 1981). Application of com mon fungicides to seed has limited utility because they
may retard seed germination a nd young seedling growth
(Dick and others 1958; Lock a nd others 1975; Peterson
1970>. One of the most effective and least toxic treatments is tap water, either heated or a pplied over seed as
a runrting water rinse (Dumroese and others 1988).
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procedures described above c? n be used to reduce pathoge n inoculum a nd s ubseq uent root disease.

Enhance Host Resistance
Some level of resistance to root pathogens undoubtedly
exists in western larch populations . However. when a
la rge number oheedlings a re produced. often from a limited ra nge of sced sources, little resistance occurs in nurseries. Many seedl ings become infected with fungi ca pable
of inducing disease. Howeve r, not all infected seedlings
manifest disease symptom s lJ a mes and others 1990).
Several factors probably innuence t he level of disease expression by infected seedlings. These might include seedling moisture stress, ambient a nd greenhouse temperatures , and nutrient levels within soi l or growing media
(Bloomberg 1985; Tint 1945a.b ).
If infec ted seedlings are stressed for prolonged periods,
they will probably become diseased. Temperature may be
important in disease express ion beca use most pathogenic
Fusa rium spp. are considered "wa rm wea ther" fungi . that
is. they grow more rapidly a nd are more pathoge nic when
temperatures a re high (Bl oomberg 1976; Tint 1945b ).
Root di sease in bareroot st ock often occ urs when amb ient
temperatures exceed certain thresholds in mids ummer
(Bloomberg 1976). In gree nhouses , temperatu res can be
regulated during the growing season so that excessively
high temperatures may be avoided .
Resea rch on coni fer root di seases has emphasized the
importance of regulating nut ri ent applications during
periods when youn g germinants are susceptibl e to
dampin g-ofT fungi ( Bloomberg 1976; Rathbun-Gravatt
1925; Tint 1945a). Adding nutriellls (especially nitrogen)
during seedling eme.·gence but before stcm lignificatiol.
enhances damping-ofT losses by ma king seedlings more
succul ent. Added nutrients may also promote growth of
pathogenic fungi (Landis a nd othe'!"s 1989 ). Thercfore. it
is importa nt to regulate fertilizer during the critical stage
of seedling establishment a nd prc..mote rapid lignification
of germinant stems.

Encourage Competing and
Antagonistic Organisms
To coloni ze, soi l microorgani sms usua lly compete with
one anothe r for nutrients, water, space, and organic matter. Fu.,orium spp. onen occupy simil a r colonization niches
of some othe r organisms (James and others 1990). If these
niches a re colonized by nonpathogens, exclusion ofpath oge nic ru.,ar;um spp. may occur. Ma ny soil microorga nisms a lso produce a ntibiotics that may give them competi ti ve a dvantages ( Baker a nd Cook 1974; Papavizas 1985).
Antagonism and competition a re important in the ba lance
of orga ni sms colonizing organic subst rates in soil (James
a nd others 1990 ). Jf specific microorganisms that display
both competitive and a ntagoni stic properties ca n be introduced into nurse ry systems, it is possible to exert biololP ca l cont rol on pathogenic organisms suc h as Fuaarium
opp. (Ba ker and Cook 1974).
Org<lnisms having potentiaJ as bi olOgica l control agen18
incl ude bacteri a in the genus Pseudnmoflo tf, artinomycetes

in the ge nus S treplomyce.<i. a nd fun gi in t he genera
Trichooerma and Gliodndium (Baker and Cook 1974;
P:tpavizas 1985). Several stra in !-l of these microorga nisms
8uccesR fully competc with. a re a ntagonistic towa rd, or
parasitize pla nt pathogenic fungi (James and others 1990).
Special stra ins of Trichoderma havc recently undergone
geneti c engineering to enha nce their effectiveness as biological control agents (Stasz a nd oth ers 19881. When introduced on seed or within t he growi ng medi um , these
strains rapi dly coloni ze the rh izos phere and may precl ude
host invasion by plan t pathoge ns {Ha rm a n and Taylor
1988; Harman a nd oth ers 19891. These bi ocontrol age nts
a rc yet to be tested on weste rn larc h seedlings to control
Fu sarium spp.
Inoculati on of n ursery secdl ings with nonpathoge nic
strdins of F. tJrysporum ofTers another possibi lity for co n·
trol (J a mes a nd others 1990 1. Tht!sc nonpathogcns would
occupy substrates to exclud e pathoge nic strains of the
fungu s. Saprophyti c strains arc wcll adapted t o seedling
root coloni zati on and could exclude pathogen in vasion.
Such "cross protection" has been effective in seve ral agri cul tural systems (Davis 1967). Pathogenicity tests of
Fu sarium spp. isolated from larch seedlings have yi eldcd
several nonpathogeni c stra ins. However, t hese stra in s
have yet to be tested for their ability to protect seedlings
from pathogenic strains.
Ectomycorrhi zal fungi may be antagon istic toward some
pl ant pathogeni c fungi (Marx 1972; Sincl ai r and others
1975). Ectomycorrhizal symbionts usually colonize fin e
root tips and provide a physical barri er to pathogen coloniza ti on (Marx 1972). These symbi ont.s may also produce
a ntibiotics that restrict developmcnt of somc pathogens
(Marx 1972; Stack and Sinclair 1975 ). Encouragi ng natura l infection ofnurscry seedlings or introd uci ng myC'orrhizal inoculation into growing regi mes may lessen the
impact of root di seases (Ja mes and others 1990).

Minimize Chemical Fungicides
Ma ny growers ha ve attempted to control root di seases
by using chemica l fungi cides once disease symptoms a re
apparent. Suc h an a pproach has been largely un successful beca use once disease symptoms a ppea r, seedling roots
are usually compeletely colonized with pathogcni c fungi
(J ames a nd others 1987, 1990). Most fungicid es a re morc
efTective in preventing infection rather than curing infected seedlings (Delp 1980 ), Therefore, it is casy La see
why t hey have limited effi cacy when applied after disea sc
appeafB .
Another potential problem from fungicid e usage is development of resistance to speci fic chemicals by pathogenic
fungi (Dekker 1976; Delp 1980). Resistance has been demonstrated for several plant pathogenic fun gi, especially
those subjected to consiste ntly high doses of a specific fun gicide (J a mes and others 1990). By minimi zing exposure of
pathogenic fungi to chemica l fun gicidcs, selection pressures
for fungi to develop resistance a re reduced.
Beca use experience has shown that much pest icide
use is unnecessa ry and docs not really re.luce disease
(Dumroese and others 1990), a n integrated pest man agement program for root di sease of western larch seedlings

should discourage indiscriminate fungicid e use. Fungicides should be used only for specific purpoees, such as reducing levels of damping-ofT early in the crop cycle. limiting fungicide use reduces cost of seedling production and
problems with worker exposure to potentially toxic chemicals a8 well as potential environmental contamination.
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CONCLUSIONS
Diseases affecting western larch seedlings in forest
nurseries are best controned by using principles of integrated pest management that minimize use of chemical
pesticides. Howcver, in some ifl8tances chemicals wiJl be
necessary to maintain disease losses within acceptable
limits. This is especially true for Meria needle cast and
sometimes for Botrytis blight.
Future emphasis on pest management in nurseries
should focus on a lternatives to chemicals whenever possible. This will result in greater emphasis on biological
control. We ha ve limited technology for biological control
in forest tree nurseries. Few organisms are available for
testing, and those that have thus far been tested have
yielded disappointing resuJts (James and others 1992).
We need development of more specific biological control
agents for conifer seedlings that may be efficacious at particular sites. Satisfactory progress in this field will require increased commitment of resources for research of
di seases and their control in forest tree nurseries. If such
a commitment is made, the future should be bright for integrated pest management in nurseries.
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Effects of Thinning on Growth and Vigor
of Larix occidentalis Infected With
Arceuthobium laricis in Oregon
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figure 1-Petcentage of western lard"!
trees by dwarf misttetoe rating (0 • none,
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codominanls) increased in basal area and volume growth
with increased stand density after 15 years. How larch,
in relation t.o the absence or presence of dwarf mi(ltletoe.
responds to thinning has not been examined.
The obje<:tives of our study were to examine 16 previously thinned larch plots and compare (I) volume growth
in trees with increasing levels of dwarf mistletoe and
(2) tree vigor as estimated by cambial electrical resistance
in trees with increasing levels of dwarf mistletoe.

Abt:trad-With increasing severity of dwarf mistletoe <Arctu·
thohium lariCI~) infection in western larch (Larix acciden tali!!),
t ree volume gro....·th. and vigor (as estimated by cambial electrica l
resilltance J decreased significa ntly, Growth and vigor of individual trees, however. wall improv~ by commerciallhinning.
even i f trees had light to moderate amounts ofdwarf milIItletoe.
Method ofthinning (above or below) greatly affected the n~sults .
Thinning from above led to increased mortality in infected trees
from snow and ice damage.

-----------------

METHODS

Western larch (Larix ocicJenlaiis) is an important tree
species in central and eastern Oregon and Washington.
Western larch is ofte n retained in partial harvest units
for seed trees or shelterwood. It is a valuable timber and
wildife species and has obvious esthetic qualities. Western larch is resistant to many insect pests and diseases
such as root diseases and therefore is valuable as a residual tree to increase the species as a component of the
stand Rnd for natural regeneration in root-diseased areas.
Howe ver. dwarf mi stletoe (Arceuth obium laricis' is responsible for most of the mortality of western larch either
directly through parasitism or indirectly through stem
breakage.
Dwarf mi stletoe is a higher seed plant that parasitizes
branches of weste rn larch. This parasite infects 47 percent of the western larch type in Oregon and Washington
(Bolsinger 1978) and 38 percent in Montana and Idaho
(Drummond 1982 ). Larch nonnally has full-length
branches, but mistletoe-i nfected branches fonn witches'brooms that load up with snow and ice, leading to branch
breakage a nd trunks that resemble telephone poles (Filip
and others 1989), Often only adventitious branches
remain .
Seidel (1986) showed that 55-year-old larch thinned
from above (removal of dominants and codominants) or
below (removaJ of suppressed, intennediat('s, and smaller

Our research area was in northeastern Oregon, 6 miles
northwest of Elgin at 3,000 feet elevation, with a site in·
dex of80 feet at age 50 as reported previously (Filip and
others 1989). The stand had been thinned at age 55 and
65 (Seidel 1975, 1986). Eight treatments were replicated
twice in 16 plots of 0.3 acre each. Severity of dwarfmistl etoe was recorded in 1986 using a six-class system (DMR)
where 0 = no infection and 6 = the most severe infection
(Hawksworth 1977).
Tree vigor was estimated by cambial electrical resistance (eER) as measured with a Shigometer Model 0Z--67.
Proportional cubic volume growth-(1984 volume minus
1970 volume )/1970 volume1)( lOO-per tree was used
rather than actual volume growth because of the wide
range in initial tree sizes: 2. 1 to 22.1 inches diameter at
breast height. Frequency of tree mortality, CER, and volume growth were subjected to a nalysis of variance <SAS
Institute 1987) to detect significant differences and interactions among dwarf mistletoe severity, thinning density,
and thinning method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Of 737 sampled living and dead trees, 46 percent were
either severely infected with dwarf mistletoe (DMR 5 or 6)
or were dead or broken as a result of dwarf mistletoe
brooms and snow loading (fig. 1). There was more severe
dwarf mistletoe and associated stern breakage in plots
thinned from above. Dwarf mistletoe seeds spread readily
from dominant and codominant trees to intermediate and
suppressed trees. Therefore. removal of infected dominants and codominants tends to leave severely infected
residuals in the understory. These small , infected trees
often cannot withstand wind, snow, and ice after the pr~
tertion afforded by the larger trees is removed .

Piper prnrnted .t the Sympo8lum on Ecology.nd M. n.gement of
un .. Fotfttk A Look Ahuet WhiteflMl. MT. U.S.A. , October 5-9, 1992.
Grqory M PIlIP II Auoci.te PrnfH80 r. Depll rtmentofFol'ftt Science,
CO,......IIi •. OR 97331, US A : J. J Colbert i.
&.... t.hem.tx'I.n. Northe•• tem F'Ol"l"lt [ Jpenment Su,tion. FO~lt Serriee,
U.S Depel'tlNnt of Agnculture. F'ornt..,. Sclencn I.Iboritoty, Morg.ntown.
WV 26605, U.s.A. , C.thenne A. Parks II P1.nt P.lholOtriIt. Plafic North·
WHt Rne.n:h St.lIon. POrHt Service. U S. Depllrtment 0( Ai'riculture.
Porntry.net Range Samcn Laborltory. U Grinde, OR 97860, U.S.A.:
~ruw:th W Seidel t. Rne.n:h Fornter IretJr.d I, Pl!dfic Northwell ReoWlrdlSUllOn . ~ .O R.97701 . USA.
~ St.t.e Unl·urs.t"
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Tree volume growth and vigor decreued significantly
0.05) with increasing severity of dwarf mistletoe infection in western larch (figs. 2 and 3), Growth of individual trees, however, was improved by thinning, even
if trees had BOrne dwarf mistletoe infections.
We recommend that larch stands of mean diameter at
breast height 9 to 15 inches be thinned to basal area levels of about 90 1t2 per acre to increase growth and vigor
of uninfected or lightly infected trees (DMR • a to 2).
This corresponds to the minimum stocking level curves
for larch as proposed by Cochran (985), Severely infected trees (DMR 5 or 6) should be removed because

5-6 - severe infection) in 16 plots of 0.3
acre each, thinned from above (black) or
below (gray).

thinning will not improve their growth or vigor, (2) they
are the chief sources ofinfedion in the stand, (3) they
will probably die or be severely damaged before the next
scheduled stand entry. Moderately infected trees (DMR
3 or 4) also should be removed during commercial thinning, if adequate stocking can be maintained. Moderate
infections may intensify to severe infectioJl8 by the time
the stand is harvested, especially if the time between
thiruring and harvest exceeds 20 years. Previously unmanaged larch stands should be thinned from below
rather than above, as this results in le88 residual tree
mortality from snow and ice breakage,
(1)
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Dwarf Mistletoe Rating
Figure 2-Percentage of proportional cubic volume growth in western larch trees after 15 years
by dwarf mistletoe rating (0 • none, 5--6 :0 severe infection) in 16 plots of 0.3 acre each, thinned
to four levels of residual basaJ area.
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understory and the dwarf mistletoe population continues
to increase throughout the stand untll the nen ~ lstur
bance event. The greater the flre intensity and the larger
the bum patch size, the greater the reduction in the dWiirf
mistletoe population.

Abstract-Managers have traditionally emphasized dwarfmis·
tletoe impact! on timber production and have viewed the parasitic plant as a pest that must be supp~88ed . tn the ecosystem
management context, larch dwarf mistletoe should be valued as
an individual biological species and recognized as a functional
component of western larch fore sl ecosystems. Dwarf miatJetoe
N!duction may be warranted in stands where management goals
emph asize limber prod uction. In areaa where manab.... ment is
not foc used on timber, however, dwarf mistletoe control may not
be desirable.

II:
10

TUMBERMANAGEMENT
IMPLICATIONS
Although larch dwarf mistletoe is a native component
of the western larch forest system, the significant effects
that this parasite has on tree growth and survival are important issues when these systems are managed for resource production, especially the timber resource. Traditionally, dwarf mistletoe management has emphasized
the reduction of the parasite to lessen the impact on timber growth and yield. Because it is an obligate parasite,
dwarf mistletoe can be effectively reduced through the use
of silvicuJtural treatments that emphasize the removal of
infected trees. The most efficient treatments for dwarf
mistletoe management are t he even-age si1vicultural systems such as d earcutting (20 acres or larger achieve best
results> and seed tree or shelterwood operations using
non-infected residuals or removal of all infected residuals
before the newly developing understory reaches 10 years
old or 3 feet tall.
Growth a nd yield simulation models have been developed which can be used in the planning of silvicultural
decisions. One of the most widely used of such models
throughout the USDA Forest Service in the Western
United States is t he Stand Prognosis Model (Stage 1973;
Wykoff and others 1982). In recent years, a dwa rfmistletoe impact model has been developed which links directly
to Prognosis and allows the user to estimate dwarf mistletoe effects on yield in stands under different silvicultural
treatments (Hawksworth and others 1992). An analysis
of t he effects ofsilvicultura.l treatments on t he estimated
volume reduction from dwarf mistletoe in infected western larch (using the northern Idaho variant of Prognosis)
is presented in table 1. For the comparison , certain conditions were assumed: 120-year rotation, regenerated stand
is 90-100 percent western larch, cutting unit edge contains
infected larch residuals, leave-patches and reserve trees
are infected, and no intermediate entries or sanitation
treatments occur during the rotation. These simulations
show t hat the impacts of dwarf mistletoe on merchantable
cubic foot volume increase as the size of t he cutting unit decreases and if infected residuals are left standing throughout the rotation . If cutting units are at least 20 acres in
size and residual trees are removed befoTe the regene ration
is 10 years old , growth losses may be reduced to as1ittle
as 5 to 10 percent when compared to volume produced in
a non-infected sland unde r simila r conditions.

Dwarf Mistletoe Rating
figure 3-Tree vigor as estimated by cambial electrical resistance (CEA) in western larch
trees by dwarf mistletoe rating (0 .. none, 5-6 .. sever. infection) in 16 plots of 0.3 acre each,

thinned to four levels of residual basal area . High CER means low tree vigor.
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Larch dwarf mistletoe <Arceuthobium larieis (Piper)
St. John) occurs ge nerally throughout the ra nge of westem larch (La rix occidentalis Nutt.) in the Northwestern
United States. Larch dwarf mistletoe infects approximately 35 percent of t he western larch type in western
Montana and northern Idaho (Drummond 1982; Dooling
a nd Eder 1981 ) and 47 percent of the type east of the
Cascades in Wa shington and Oregon (Bolsinger 1978).
Dwarf mistletoes are parasitic plants tha t extract water
a nd nutrients from living host trees causing decreased
height and diameter growth, reduction in cone and seed
crops, and direct mortality or predisposition to other
pathoge ns and in sects (Fil ip and Schmitt 1990).
La rch dwarf mistletoe is a native component of western
larch forest systems, having co-evolved with its host for
millions of years (Hawks worth and Wiens 1972). Because
larch dwarf mistletoe only grows and reproduces on living
trees, ecological forces that have patterned the development of western larch have also played important roles
in influencing the ecology a nd biology of the dwarfmistletoe. Fire is one of these infl uential ecological forces. In
general, a ny fire event t hat kills weste rn la rch trees also
will reduce the population of larch dwarf mistletoe, at least
in the short te rm. In many fire scenarios, older western
larch individuals often escape death due to their high level
of fire resistance (Barrett and others 1991). These individuals not onl y provide a seed source for the regeneration of western la rch on the site, but if they are infected
with dwarf mistletoe, an ideal situation is created for the
perpetuation of t he parasite as well. The dwarf mistletoe
population is reduced immediately following t he burn,
but as the new larch regeneration develops, dwarf mistletoe seeds cast down from t he overstory infect the new
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Tlb5e l-Effects analysis of sitvicultural treatments on estimated stand volume

yields in dwarf mistletoe-infected westem larch. Analysis was done
using the northem Idaho variant of the Stand Prognosis Model with a
stand rotation of 120 years
Perelnt of noninfected ltend

(MorCuFI)

TrNtment
2-aere group selection
Soaere e1earcut
2().aere elearcut
4C)..acte clearart
200acre dearcu1 with reserves
(3, 1-acre leave patches)
2()..aere dearcul with reserves
(3, 3·acre leave patches)
1OO-aere deatcut with reserves
(15, 3·aere leave patches)
2O-aae Irregular shelterwood
(16 treeSlaae reserves left for rotation)
2O-aere irregular shelterwood
(30 treeSlaae reserves lett for rotation)
2()..acre Irregular shelterwood
(16 treeSiacre reserves. removed @ 20 years)

60-65
75·80
90·95
90-95
75·80
70·75
80·85
55·60
50-55
90-95

components of fOTest ecosystems in which they occur.

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT

Dwarf mistletoea have value as an individual biological

The USDA Forest Service has committed to implementing an ecosystem approach to land management. This approach involves the incorporation of forest management
practices within a 80und ecological framework that puts
an emphasis on sustalnability and plates the production
of values in an ecosystem context. The ecological approach
considers the associations betweer. ei:osystems at ',arious
seales and focuaes on the vital ecosystem elements of com·
position, atructure, and function.
One of the important concepts in ecosystem management
is that systems are dynamic and that all components and
functions occur within natural ranges of variability at both
the temporal and spatial scales. Components such as in·
secta, pathogens, and fire have common or average ranges
with occasional outbreak periods which, although are outside of the common range, are still within the natural
range of variability. When components of forest ecosystems
become imbalanced the health, integrity, and sustainahility
of the system may be threate ned .
Dr. Sue Hagle (1992), Plant Pathologist, USDA Forest
Se rvice, defin es (orest health in an ecosystem management
context: -Porest health is a cond ition typified by disturbance factors occu rring within the natural range of amplitudes a nd periodiciti~l!I . These funct ions provi de for a
natural rate of nutri ent and ene rgy flows within forest ecosystems. A healthy fo rest is a condition in which insects,
pathogens, fire , and other agents funct ion within limH,s set
by the variability of na tural ecosyste ms."
How do we a pproach dwarf mistletoe management ;n a
manner consiste nt witn the conce pts of ecosystem management? Traditionally we have emphasized dwarf mistletoe
impact.8 on timber growth a.ld yield an d vi ewed the parasitic plant as a pest that must be suppressed. Dwarf mistletoe manageme'n t shou ld no lon ger focus only on timber resource objectives and ccmmodity production, but should
also recogn ize the value of dwarf mistletoes 8S fu nctional

species and can aet 8S disturbance factors, influencing
both structure and function of their forest communities
(Bennetts and Hawkswortb 1991 ; Tinnin 1984). For example, larch dwarf mistletoe may actually influence flTe
behavior in some situations. Small, dense witches' brooms
develop on western larch as the result of dwarf mistletoe
infection. The wood in these brooms is brittle and the
broomed branches tend to break easily and fall from the
tree . In heavily infected trees, most of the original crown
is often removed and the dead brooms accumulate under
the infected trees. During a fire, this accumulation of fuels
around the base of the tree may increase the probability
that the tree will be killed , but the sparse crown reduces
the likelihood of a crown fire (Wicker and Leaphart 1976).
We do not have much information about benefits to wild·
life specifically for larch dwarf mistletoe, but there is evidence regarding biological interactions associated with
other Arct uthobium species and dwarf mistletoes in general. Bird species including black-capped chickadees, sparrows. ruffed groul!e and blue grouse are reported to eat
dwarf mistletoe seeds mawkaworth 1975) and red squirrels
and porcupines preferentially eat the bark a880Ciated with
dwarf mistletoe infections (Baranay 1968; Kujit 1955).
Dwarf mistletoe shoots can be an important winter food
source for many animals including porcupines (Pierce
1960), mule deer (Urness 1969), Abert's squirrels (Hall
1981 ). and blue grouse (Seve rson 1986). Several species
of insect are also reported to feed on various parts of dwarf
mistletoe plants (Stevens and Hawksworth 1984). Trees
killed by dwarf mistletoe are utilized by cavity-nesting
birds, and witches' brooms provide cover and nesting sites
for many different birds and small mammals (Bennetta
and Hawkaworth 1991; Nicholls and othe ... 1984). Several
owl species indicate an attraction to mistletoe brooma for
nesting: long·eared . great gray (Bull and Henjum 1990;
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39 p. Pac. N.W. For. and Range Exp. Stn. Portland, OR.
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and diet oflon&'~ared owls in coniferoua foresta, Oregon.
Condor 91: 908-912.
Dooling, O. J.; Eder, R. G. 1981. An asoeooment of dwarf
mistletoes in Montana. USDA For. Serv., Northern Region Foreot Pest Management Rep. 81·12. 17 p.
Drummond, D. B. 1982. Timber 1000 estimate. for the coni(·
eroua foresta in the United State. due to dwarf mistletoeo. USDA For. Serv. Rep. MAG-83·2. 24 p. Methods
Application Group. Ft. Collin., CO.
Filip, G. M.; Schmitt, C. L. IU for Abies: Silvicultural optiOIl8 for diseased fin in Oregon and Waohington. USDA
For. Serv. Gen. Tech. Rep. PNW·GTR·252. 34 p. Pac.
N.W For. and Range Exp. StD. Portland, OR
Hagle, S. K. 1992. Personal communication. USDA For.
Serv., Northern Region . Forest Pest Management.
Hall, J . G. 1981. A field study of the Kaibab oquirrel in
Grand Canyon National Park. Wildl. Monogr. 75. 54 p.
Hawkaworth, F. G. 1975. Dwarf miotletoe and ito role in
lodgepole pine ecosystema. p. 342-358. In: Management
of Lodgepole Pine Ecosystems. 1973 October 9-11.
Pullman, WA Washington State Unive ... ity.
Hawkaworth , F. G.; Wiens, D. 1972. BiolollY and claooifi·
cation of dwarfm.istletoes (.Arceuthobium ). USDA For.
Serv. Ag. Handbook No. 401. 234 p.
Hawksworth, F. G.; Williams-Cipriani, J . C.; Eav, B. B.;
Geils, B. W. ; Johnson, R R ; Manden, M. A ; Beatty,
J . S.; Shubert, G. D. 1992. Interim dwarf mistletoe im·
pact modeling system. User's guide and reference
manual. USDA For. Serv. Rep. MAG-91-3 . 89 p. Methods
Application Group. Ft. Collins, CO.
Kl\jit, J . 1955. Dwarfmistietoes. Botanical Review 21(10):
569·627.
Martin, S. K.; Beatty, J. S.; Hawkaworth, F. G. 1993. For·
est pest relationships to spotted owl nesting habitat,
Eastern Cascades Range, Washington. In: Fortieth
Annual Western International Forest Disease Work
Conference. 1992 July 13·17. Durango, CO. ([n press).
Nicholls, T. H.; Hawkaworth, F . G.; Merrill, L. M. 1984.
Animal vectors of dwarf mistletoe with special reference
to Arctuthobium omu iconum on lodgepole pine. p. 102110. In: BiolollY of Dwarf MioUetoes: Proc:eeclinp of the

Bull and othe ... 1989), and northern spotted (Martin and
othe ... 1993).
Obviously, specific information on ecosystem functiona of
larch dwarf mistletoe is lacking. But it seems rea80nable
to speculate that dwarf mistletoes may play other roles in
forest ecosystems that are not currently recognized, and
these roles will probably never be fully known or understood. Nevertheless, it seems that the prudent approach
would be to retain dwarf mistletoe in the landscape and
maintain it within what we can best characterize to be
the natural range of variability.
It also seems reasonable to Bsk two questions about the
distribution of larch dwarfmiatletoe now as compared to
the "natural ecosystem" with regard to the conservation
of biodiversity and retention of vital ecological processes:

1. What is the current abundance and distribution of the
host? Lareh dwarf mistletoe will probably not be within
its historic natural range if western larch haa been draatically reduced at certain elevations, stand age classes, or
within certain habitat types as the result of certain. logging practices or fire control.
2. What is the abundance and distribution oftbe path~
gen and how bas this been affected by put management
practices? Perhaps larch dwarfmiatletoe ia now scarce in
certain age classes, habitat typea, elevation zones, or topographic poaitiona that have been intenaively JJ18D88ed. For
example, dwarf mistletoe may be under· represented alon&'
ridge tops because that is where many logging roada have
biatoric:ally been located. Conversely, the 18verity of infection may be greater in lOme older age classes, at high
elevations, or in inaccessible telT8in because of fire suppression and lack of management.
Thue questions have obvious management considerations. They indicate a path to follow 81!1 we attempt to adjust our views oflarch dwarf mistletoe in ways that better
""mesh" with the ecosystem management effort.
Commodity production will continue to be a goal within
lOme management unita. In these stands, we may choose
to emphasize the reduction of dwarf mistletoe populations
even to levels below the natural range of variability. In
Breaa where we are attempting to maximize timber pro-duction, it may be possible to manage larch dwarf mistletoe within an economic threshold rather than emphasizing
complete eradication. In other stands where management
is not focused on timber production, mistletoe control may
not be warranted or desirable. We may choose to maintain, or even increase. dwarf mistletoe levels to meet specific desired resource objectives. Whatever management
choices we make at the stand or site level, we hope to make
these decisions with a better understanding of the effects
on the function of the entire ecosystem. We should never
depart 80 far 8S to threaten the future sustainability or integrity of t he system.
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A Model of Photosynthesis During
Autumn Foliar Senescence in Western
Larch (Larix occidentalis Nutt.)
Selma I. Rosenthal
Edith L. Camm
in microhabitat and weather during the previoU8 summer
growth. In addition, simultaneous biochemical changes
take place, making it difficult to determine the order of
events. For example, 88 chlorophyll decreases, many proteins decrease, photosynthetic rates decrease, and RNA
levels decrease (Stoddard and Thomas 1982). Autumnal
leaf senescence in deciduous trees has been attributed to
the action of shortened photoperiod on phytochrome and on
plant hormones (Addicott 1982), both of which have a cascading effect on many biochemical pathways.
By altering the condi tion under which senescence occurs, it may be possible to separate processes occurring
during senescence. We have foc used on photosynthetic
components during senescence to determine events that
are se nsitive to changes in autumn weather. This information will be useful in studies on the effect of planting
trees of different genetic backgrounds in a gt'eater di versity of climates.
We report here a method th at allows examination of the
influence of autumn weather on the senescence process in
western larch (Lari.x occide ntalis Nutt') seedJings growing
in outdoor cold frames under different temperature and
day-length regimes. Regt'ession analysis was used to analyze trends in photosynthetic data collected during autumn
from seedJings gt'owing in modified autumn conditions .

AMtnct-Weatern larch (Larix occidentalia Null.) seedlings
were placed in cold frame. under ambient conditiona, 16·hour
days, or soil te mperature 10 "C above ambient, and changeBwere
recorded in light-Baturated photoBynthetic rateB a nd in pigmentl
during autumn foliar senescence. From theBe data came aregresaion model explaining the aensitivity or photosynthesil to
changeBin date, air temperature, and chlorophyll content.

Duri ng autumnal foliar se nesce nce nutrients are reabsorbed before leaf abscission occurs. Much of the literature on senescence is based on annuals (Nooden and
Leopold 1988). The degree to which senescence in annuals and leaf senescence induced by darkness is similar to
the autumn process is not well described, though studies
on deciduous trees have begun to characterize eve nts during autumn (Adams and othen 1990; Bortl ik and others
1987; Goodwi n 1958).

Observations on perennials suggest that daylength,
light levels, and temperature induce autumn color change.
Although we know that daylength and temperature affect
autumnal leaf senescence in trees and that species respond differently in the degree to whi ch the environment
affects the onset ofse nescence <Kozlowski 1973), few studies have quantifi ed the relative importa nce of the weather
variables nor examined the physiological changes during
color change.
For many species, daylength is the trigge r for se nescence. wi th temperature modifying the infl ue nce of the
photoperiod (Wa reing 1956), but it is not known how temperatu re hastens the senescence process triggered by day·
length. Although trees near street lights remain green
longer (Matzke 1936), senescence is delayed but not prevented in these extended-dayli ght leaves because colder
te mperatures still induce leaf senescence. The onset of se·
nescence is W SD based, in part, on the pre ..oious spri ng and
summer wea ther CAddicott 1982; Worrall 1993). Conse·
qu ently. there is year-to-year variation in the onse t and
intensity of the colors.
Studying the problem is made diffi cult becau se autumn
se nescence occurs only once a year , and seedlin gs always
va ry by the time they are measured beca use of differences

METHODS
One-yea r-old western la rch seedlin gs from seedlot 5266,
Grand Forks , British Columbia (Pacifi c Regeneration,
Inc., Vernon. BC) were grown outdoors in Vancouver , GC.
during the summer in peat/perli te 2:1 with lime. The
seedlings we re watered regularly and fertili zed with
17·7·20smocote. In Se ptember , trees were di vided into
treatment groups (n = 50, 41, 29) and placed in cold
frames under a translucent roof. The lighted group
(LONG DAY ) received a 16-hour day from nuoresce nt
lights (1 00 jlmolJm'/s). The temperature group (HIGH
TEMP) had soil heating cabl es under the gra vel. Soil
temperature probes were placed in selected pots and data
recorded using a CRIO datalogge r (Campbell Scie ntifi c.
Edmonton, ABl. which also recorded air temperature and
relati ve humidity. Soil heating cables mai nta ined temperature 10 °C above controls by mid -a utumn. Ajournal
was kept on the appearan ce of each tree.
For 14 weeks from Se ptember through November.
needles were harvested from side branches at approximately 10 a.m.. pl aced into humid petri dishes. and
brought into the lab. All measu.rements were com pleted
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within 2 hours of harvesting. Photosynthetic rates at
saturation Cl,OOO lJ.lDoVm2/s) were measured immediately
aft.er harvesting using a LI·COR 6200 (LI·COR, Lincoln,
NE) infrared gae analyzer. Chlorophyll was determined
with acetone extractions (Lichtenthaler and WeUburn
1983).

The choice of variable to best summarize the past condition of the plant was least obvious. Soil temperature was
considered because it changes more slowly over time, but
it is too highly correlated with air temperature. On the
other hand, the amount of chlorophyll in a leafia a good
approximation of the past environment in which the plant
baa been growing. For enmple, a leaf growing in the shade
will have different chiorophyllievel9 than one growing in
the sun, or a nutrient-deficient leaf may have less chlorophyll than a healthy one. In addition, as noted earlier,
the amount of chlorophyll in a leaf is exogenous of photosynthesis because the level of chlorophyll is unaffected by
the level of photosynthesis at the time of measurement.
Given these arguments, we expressed photosynthesis
as a function of chlorophyll, date, and air temperature.
To further simplify the analysis, we assumed that these
variables were linearly related and used ordinary least
squares (Neter and others 1990) to explain the variation
in the photosynthetic factor. Initially, the following model
was estimated using SYSTAT (Wilkinson 1990b) where
AMAX is photosynthesis, CHL is milligrams chlorophyll
per square meter, J is Julian date, AIRT is air temperature (OC), bo is a constant, b1, .. . ,b3 are coefficients, e is an
error term, and b refers to the population:

DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL
In our initial analyses of changes in photosynthesis during autumn, photosynthetic rates were plotted separately
against Julian date, air temperature, and chlorophyU, using a locally weighted scatterplot smoothing method in
SYGRAPH (Wilkinoon 1990a). However, graphical repre·
sentation of the data limits analysis to two dimensions,
which is problematic because photosynthetic rate is a
function of several variables. Statistical analYSis was
used to determine significance in the decline of photosynthetic rate and difference among the treatment groups.
In this paper we discuss our considerations in formulating
a model to explain variation in photosynthetic rate attributable to weather and physiological variables.
We needed to choose variables unaffected by photosynthe~i~ . For example, CO 2 concentration in the stomatal
caVities could not be used to explain variation in photosynthetic rate because photosynthesis at a given moment
influences internal CO2 , On the other hand, chlorophyll
was exogenous with respect to photosynthesis at the time
of measurement: a needle can be detached and frozen and
still have the same amount of chlorophyll, but the photosynthetic rate would change. In addition, the selected
variables should not be highly correlated with each other;
otherwise, standard errors increase (causing t-ratios to
fall ), and a large data set would be needed to obtain reliable estimates of the coefficients.
The variation in photosynthesis on a given day is determined by many factors, including time of day, current
weather conditions, history of the plant (that is, the cumulative stress received), age of the plant, and age of the
needle. An ideal model would include variables for each
of these possible contributors to the variat ion. Measurements were made at approximately the same time each
day, 80 time of day was controlled through the sampling
procedure. Needle age was considered a minor factor aff~ing senescence onset because seedlings kept in a warm,
hghted greenhouse during autumn maintained green
color a nd high rates of photosynthesis . This suggested
that the onset of senescence was affected by the weather
and not the age of the needle.
Air te mperature and date were chosen as variables that
best characterize current conditions that might affect senescence. We chose air te mperature because it fluctuates
da ily (like relative humidity or light intensity), and we
chose date to proxy conditions that change gradually,
such as daylength , age ofleaf, and cumulative strese received by a le af. Using light intensity and relative humidity in the model instead of air temperature did not explain
as much of the variation in photosynthesis as did air temperature. Additionally, these variabl es were too collinear
to include a U three in the model.

AMAX = b, + b,CHL + btf + b"AJRT + e.
The model was then expanded to include data from
HIGH TEMP and LONG DAY treatments. Dummy vari·
able (Zar 1984) T was set such that T = 1 for measurements from HIGH TEMP treatments, and otherwise T =
0. Similarly, the dummy variable D was set to D = 1 for
LONG DAY treatment only, and otherwise D =O. Using
these variables it was possible to include the additional
regressor CHL"T. The coefficient on CHL"T provided an
estimate of the difference in the effect of chlorophyll between HIGH TEMP and CONTROL seedlings. Similar
interactive variables were constructed for Julian date and
air temperature:

AMAX = b,+ b,CHL + b,CHL"T+ b.CHL·D + b,J +
b.J·T + b,J·D + b,AJRT + b"AJRT"T +
b,AIRT"D +e.
Interpretation of this equation would be: on average,
a l ·mg decrease in chlorophyll for CONTROL seedlings
would give a b, decrease in photosynthesis for any given
date (J) and air temperature WRT). But a I·mg deerease
in chlorophyll for the HIGH TEMP seedlings would give a
b, + b2 decrease in photosynthesis, and for the LONG DAY
seedlings a bl + b3 decrease. Similar interpretation would
hold for date and air temperature.

ASSUMPTIONS AND TESTS OF
MODEL
The assumption that the function is linear was appropriate because the residuals were distributed symmetri·
cally around zero (plot of residual as a function of the estimate). Further analysis suggested that the error terms
are drawn from a normal distribution. A plot of the residual venus date showed that there was no correlation
between error term over time. When the model was run
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The UBe of only one constant in the final model is c:onsistent with the 88sumption that at the start of the experiment the treatment groups are all aimitar (on average,
the photoeynthetie rates were the same).

with both independent and dependent variables transformed to log form , the coefficients remained significant
and of the same sign 88 when the model was run with no
log transformation (table 1). This suggests that the re·
sults are not sensitive to reasonable changes in functional
form : although the true form may not be linear, nO evidence suggests that a linear model is inappropriate 88 a
first approximation toward analyzing the data. The final
model contains only one conatant: boo A preliminary model
was run with two additional constants (b ,o and bll) for the
treatment groups:

RESULTS
Preliminary analysis shows the uaefulnese of thia ap-proach in separating the etTecUi of day length and tem·
perature on the process of foliar &enescence. From the
regression analysis (table 1), a decreaee in chlorophyll
resulted in significantly lower photaeynthetic rates
(p < 0.01) for any given dats and air temperature. An
older leaf had lower photooynthetic rates (p < 0.01) than
a younger one for any given level of chlorophyll and air
temperature.
The treatment groups differed from the control. mGH
TEMP seedlings abowed higher photosynthetic rates than
CONTROL seedlings in late autumn for a similar amount
of chlorophyll (table I). B...d on ohservatiolUl of aath
seedling, LONG DAY seedlings remained green signifi·
cantly longer into autumn compared to CONTROL and
mGH TEMP seedlings (p < 0.01). In late autumn the
88IDple of needles from the CONTROL seedlingB included
a greater portion of needlea remaining green throughout
the winter (Richardson and Bli.. 1986) compared to
LONG DAY needles, which were green beeauae senescence W88 delayed. Thus, the physiology of the needles remaining green later into autumn in the LONG DAY treatment cannot be compared to CONTROL needlea in thia
data.

AM.AX =bo+ b,o·T+ bll-D + blCHL + b2CHL-T +
b,CHL'D + b,J + btf'T + b,J·D + b,AJRT+
b.AlRT-T + b,AlRT-D + e.
However, in initial runs the constants b,o and b ll were not
significantly different from zero (t-ratio -0.995 and -1.22,
respectively) and were dropped from the final regression.

Table 1-Autumn 1991 wes1sm larch regression analysis. as
explained in text

DEPYAR

AMAX

LOGAMAX

DEPYAR
CONSTANT

LOGAMAX
15.581
(4.082)'

16.065
(3.955)'

3.610
(4.118)'

-402.747
(-3.852)'

-0.009
(-3.607)'

J·T

76.828
(2.223)'

0.002
(2.625)'

LOGJ"T

0.369
(2.572)'

J' O

14.808
(0.420)

0.001
(0.861)

LOGJ'O

0.224
(1 .501)

CHL

94.674
(3.728)'

0.002
(3.557) '

LOGCHL

0.534
(4.852) '

CHL·T

-52.12'
(-1.487)

-0.001
(-1 .633)

LOGCHL'T

CHL'O

-32.948
(-0.950)

-0.001
(-1.060)

LOGCHL"O

1399.640
(1.718)

(1.650)

",RrT

-385.343
(-0.400)

A1RrO

~ . 618

CONSTANT

LOGJ

-3.007
(~.730) '

-0.361
(-2.293)
-0.284

(-1.760)
LOGA1RT

0.116
(0.967)

-0.011
(-0.510)

LOGA1RrT

0.006
(0.037)

-0.003
(-0.133)

LOGA1Rro

(-0.087)

0.102
(0.621)

0.306
270
AesSS 1,699.689
Fratio
14.196'

0.265
270
79.24()
11.795'

A1RT

AdjRJ

n

0.029

DISCUSSION

0.283
267
76.830
12.689'

Coefficients are g~ with the f-ratlo In parenthesis; I p < 0.01 tor 2·tailles1;

~:lf~l~:~~ ~'j~t:~I:. 1-r;:IJ.~~c:~~;~t~n: ~~~~).
TEMP and LONG CAY treatmen t groups: CHL- Chlorophyll (mg ct\IorophyUm') :
e HL"T and eHL' C • Interactive variables tor HIGH TEMP and LONG CAY:
AIRT _ air temperature (· e). AtRT'T and AIRT'O • interactive ....fiables !of HIGH
TEMP and LONG CAY.
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Because many variablea influence photosynthesis, we
have used a statistical model to understand trende occurring during autumn leaf seneecence in weatem larch seed·
lings. We easily interpreted resulte from regreaaion
analysis of CONTROL seedlings, thus inereaaing confi·
dence in the regreasion model: photosynthesis decrea.eed
as leaves age and as leaves lost chlorophyll. Photosynthetic rates decreased during autumn for a given level of
chlorophyll and air temperature. This is consistent with
the hypothesis that older leaves are not 88 productive aa
younger leaves, even though they may have the same
amount of chlorophyll.
mGH TEMP seedlings were able to lengthen their
growing seaaon by higher photosynthetic ratea late in autumn. The fact that chlorophyllioes waa nct delayed sug·
gests that cytokinins, which are moetly synthesized in the
roots and transported to the leaves, may Dot be important
in regulating the autumnal eeneecence procese even
though they are involved in delaying leaf senescence in
annuals (Stoddard and ThODl88 1982). The delay in senescence of seedlings receiving a long photoperiod during
autumn is consistent with the literature on several other
deciduous trees (Matzke 1936).
The data reported here suggeat c:orrelationa between
we ather conditions and photoaynthesia during senescence
of autumn deciduousleavea. Future work will use this
method to analyze additional photooynthetic components

euch u atomatal conductance, quantum efficiency, and

Goodwin, T. W, 1958. Studies in carotenogeneeia. The

amoUDt of ribulooe biopboophate carbosyluelozygena...
The IeD.litivitiel of the measured factors to autumn condi-

changee in carotenoid and chlorophyll pigmentIJ in the
leaves of deciduoue treee during autumn necrosie. Bio-

tiOD.l can be uled to formulate hypotbeeee on the effect of
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Abstract-Several provenances or seed lots of nine species or tJ y.
brids were tested in a temperate climate at latitude 45°52' N.,
longitude 66 32' W., and 120 m elevation. Larix gmelini, occi·
dentalis. and sibirica initiated height growth earlieal (April 20
to 22), and the same species plus L. smelin i var. olgensis alao terminated growth earliest (by August 21, several weeka before the
first fall froal . Larix loricina, decidua. poionica. turolepis, and
Ita emp{eri grew a nd s urvived best.

Plant Material

D

Seed of nine speties, varieties, or hybrids was supplied
by the National Tree Seed Centre at Chalk River, ON, in
1986, and 2-year-old tra nsplants were outplanted in 1988.
The origin of the 33 provenanct!s is given in table 1. Most
seedlots came from natural stands; some seedlots were obtained from planted stands grown in Denmark, Germany,
or Canada, where the species involved is not native, but
records of original sources had been kept.
Species abbreviations used throughout this paper are a s
follows:

In 1738 the Gennan forester Fockel , working in the servi ce of Czarina Anna of Russia , established pl antatiOns of
Siberian la rch (Larix sibirica Ledeb.) near Raivola on the
Ladoga Peninsula northwest of St. Petersburg for the
purpose of producing shi p-building material. When the
resulting forests were measured 180 yearsiate r by
Or. Lauri flvessalo of the Finnish Forest Research Institute, the results were sensational : the best sample plot
carried a volume of 1,825 m 3/ha, a figure ranking among
the highest ever measured in northern forests (IIvessalo
1923). Two-thirds of t his volume consisted of Siberian
la rch and one· third of natural Norway spruce (Picea ab~s
IL.J Karst.), which had grown into th~ stand fr om below.
The resul ts demonstrated the potential of Siberian larch
for fast growth, to grow in mixtures, and its suitability for
long rotations.
In North America we have had many expe riments with
la rches, but with some exceptions their potential in practical silviculture has not been rea li zed. Few reports indi cate t hat la rches are grown on an operati onal scale in
plantations. A certain reluctance to accept the wood still
exists among pulp mill managers , Seed is scarce, and
knowledge of some exotic species (such as L. sibirica a nd
L. gmelini [Rupr.J Kuzeneva) is insufficient. Ma ny reports state that exotic species grew poorly but do not
explain why. Clearly, much more research a nd devel opment work needs to be done (Boyle and others 1989;
Leo-Di nkins a nd others 1992; Martinsson 1992;
Wei sgerber and Sindela r 1992).
The objective of this study was to compare the phenol ogy a nd growth of a native a nd seve ra l exotic spec ies
in eastern Cana da . The resu lts demonstrate a good
correlation between phenology and growth and indicate
why some of t he exotics are not well adapted.

DEC - European larch, LarU decidU4 Mill .
EUR - hybrid larch , L. eurolepis Henry (L. decidua x
leptoltpis >
GME - Oahuri an larch, 1. gmelin; (Rupr.) Ku.zeneva
OLG - Manchurian larch, L. gmelini var. olgensis (Henry)
Ostenf.
KAE - Japanese larch, L. Ita em pferi (Lamb) Carr.
(L.leptotepi1l)
LAR - Eastern la rch, L. iaricina (OU Roi) K. Koch
OCC - welltern la rch, L. occiden talis Nutt.
POL - Polish larch, L. decidua var. poloruca (Racib.) Ostenf.
S IB - Siberia n larch, L. sibirica Ledeb.

Test Site
Each provenance was ge nera lly represented by a rectangular pl ot of 15 trees (3 rows of 5 trees at 3- by 3-m
spacing) in each of the 2 blocks of the Larch Arboretum in
the University of New Brunswick Forest. The location is
south of Fredericton at 45°52' N. latitude, 60°32' W. longi ·
tude , and 120 m elevatio n. The soils consist of welldrai ned sandy loams derived from acidic Pennsylvanian
sandstones of medium fertility. The a rea is in the
Harvey·Hartco urt Site Region. which has a cool temperate. moderately continental climate (Zelaz ny and others
1989).

Variables Measured
In April 199 1. the t rees began the ir sixt h growi ng season and were measured and observed from then on until
la te October. Only 6 of a tota l of 10 cha racteristics will be
reported here; t he remai ning characteristics have been
di scussed elsewhere <Carswell 1992).

Paper presentM at the Sympo!llum on EcololO' and Management of
Ah ~8 d , Whitefillh, MT, U.S .A., October ~9, 1992.
C L. Cal"Sw~1I Will graduate 8tudentlnd E K. MOl'Jr'!n!lt~m II Profes·
lOr, Flculty of FOl'elltry, Univ~r.uty of New Brumwick , Fredencton, NO
E3B 6C2, Clnadll

Lanl Fof'Ht.· A Look
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1. Growth initiation . Crowth initiation, measured by
bud burst, was monitored every second day beginni ng
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Tlble 1 ~igin of the 33 provenances In the University 01 New BrunswK:k larch arboretum

Specl. .

Pllce

end country of origin

were three groupe for frost damage and five (or survival
(table 3).

RESULTS

lit.
(0: N.)

long.
(0:)

SO.OO
47.00
SO.OO
SO.OO
49.32
49.54
SO.10

18.00 E.
13.00 E.
18.00 E.
18.00 E.
17.37 E.
17.00 E.
17.33 E.

600
1.200
600
600
320
420

Elevetion
(m)

DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC

CSA' via Eur. Bundesslr .. Germany<'
European Alps vIa Farum. DenmaIk'
CSA' vIa Jagersborg. Oenmark'
CSR' via onawa, Canada1
Franslal. Czechoskwakia
Brnicko. Czechoslovakia
Albtechtica. Czechosklvakia

EUR
EUR
EUR

Holbaek. Oenmark
Jap. Sraak. Germany
Cartegory 3. Germany

GME
GME
GME

Heilongjiang , China
Hu·lun·Pai. China
Arnur. China

47 .00
SO.OO
52.45

127.00 E.
124.00 E.
123.12 E.

500
200
1.200

OLG
OLG

Jilin Prov.. China
JIlin Prov .. China

43.00
43.00

126.00 E.
126.00 E.

400
400

LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR

Petawawa , ON. Canada
Petawawa. ON. Canada
Ignace. ON. Canada
Ignace. ON , Canada

45.58
45.58
49.25
49.25

77.25 W.
n .25W.
91 .40W.
91.40W.

168
168
4SO
4SO

KAE
KAE
KAE
OCC
OCC

Hokkaido Prefec1ure. Japan
Cenltal Honshu. Japan
Japan via Burrrits Rapids, Canada'
Flathead Valley. Canada
Flathead Valley. Canada

43.00
35.00
37.00
49.04
49.04

141 .30 E.
136.00 E.
140.00 E.
114.24W.
114.24 W.

700
600
1.500
1,500
1.500

SIB
SIB
SIB
SIB
SIB

Russia via Indian Head. Canada;
Kambia, Estonia
Baskirskaya RegIon. Russia
Baskirskayd Region. Russia
Krasnoyarskiy Region, Russia

60.00
58.10
55.00
55.00
55.00

60.00
26.51
55.00
55.00
95.00

E.
E.
E.
E.
E.

500
ISO
ISO
ISO
1,500

POL
POL
POL
POL

Poland via Pelawawa. Canada;
Poland via Pelawawa. Canada 1
Poland VIa Pelawawa, Canada1
Metdzylesie. Poland

51 .00
51 .00
51 .00
SO.15

21 .00
21 .00
21.00
16.30

E.
E.
E.
E.

600
600
600
500

600

Growth Initiation and Cessation

-

Statistical Analysis
Plot means were used for analyses of al! cha racters.
From the plot means. provenance and species means were
calculated for correlation among a ll variables including
geogra phic origin . A nested analysis of variance was con·
du-:ted usi ng the sources "species,w"provena nces in species: and "wi thin prove nances." "Species" wac considered
a fixed a nd "provenances" a random effect. Survival percentages were transformed by arcsine before ana lysis, but
actual percentages are reported in the tables. Significant
differences betwee n mean s were dete rmined using
Dunca n's multiple ra nge test (Steel a nd Torrie 1980 ).
Provenance means were used to ca lculate correlations
between a ll cha racters observed a nd heat sum a t the test
site a nd latitude at t he pl ace of origin. The hybrids (L .
eu rolep i:~1 were excluded from rorrelation a nalysis.
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Co rrela tions
The correlations of major interest that were statistically
significant were thoee between initiation and heat SUID,
ceeeation and latitude, and teBSation and height. These
correlations were significant at the 1 percent level. Sev·
eral other correlations were found (table 4 ),

DISCUSSION

Although spring frost damage was not severe, it sf·
feeted the earliest flushing species, particularly L. gmelini
and L. occidentalis, to a moderate degree (about 10 per·
cent of needles), and the remaining species leaa,
Survival of L. gmelini. var. olgensis. L. occUhntalis. L.
gmelini., and L, fiibi rica ranged from 68.8 to 81.0 percent,
in that order, while all the other species were above
90 percent (table 3). Provenance differences were not
signi ficant even at the 5 percent level for these two characteristics <table 2), According to the Duncan test, there

240
(Aug. 28)

6. Survival . The percentage of trees survivi ng in each
plot at the end of the sixth growing season was detennined.

These characteristics were well differentiated, but
provenances within species differed significantly only for
height (table 2). Heights and diameters of L. sibirica. occidentalis. gnu!lini, and olgensis were substantially
smaller than for the remaining five species or hybrids
(table 3).

Frost Damage and Survival

'CSR .. CzOChosbvakl3
'Sources noc obtalned from anginal $Ites (secondary sourceS)

April 15. Eac h tree in a plot was e <a mined by sea rching
(or the presence of new recognizable needl es in its upper
branches. Average heat-sum requirements for hud burst
of each species or hybrid were caJcuJated . These were
based on hourly temperatures measured by a thermowaph connected to a data logger. Dai ly ave rages of degreehours above the 3 C threshold we re accumuJated a nd related to the mea n date of growth initiation of each pl ot
l Edey 19771.
2. Spring frOf.1 damage. On May 29. the approximate
date of the last spring frost. each plot was inspected for
evidence of damage. Damage wa s ra ted on a scale of 0 (no
damage ' 10 3 120 pe rcent of foliage affected'.
3. Grou:lh ceIJ.o;olmn . Beginni ng on July 22 and ending
in early Septembe r, each pl ot wa s examined weekly for
the presence of brown buds at the shoot apex.
4 . Total hf!lghl . Each t ree was meas ured for 6-yea r
hei ght with a pole to t he nea rest I cm .
5 . Root·rollar diameter. Eac h t ree was measured for
root-collar diameter with a ca liper to the nea rest 0.5 em ,

Total Height and Root-Collar
Diameter

All species initiated growth within 7 days as indicated
by species fileans, that is, between day 110 (April 20) and
day 117 (April 27 ), The sequence from earliest to latest
was: L. gmelini, occidentalis. sibirica. polonica, decidua,
laricina. olgensu, eurolepis. and Itaempferi (fig. 1).
The range in cessation dates was much greater and extended over 38 days, from day 203 (July 22 ) to day 241
(August 29). The sequence from earliest to latest W88 :
L ..o;ibirica. occidentalis. olgensi!l, gmelini, laricina. decidua. polonica. eurolepis, and Itaempferi (fig, 1),
Analysis of variance revealed differences that were significant at the 1 percent level among species 88 well as
among provenances within species (table 2). The Duncan
lest suggests that there are up to five different species
groups for the six observed characters (table 3).

220

-

200

-

:II

180

-

"
:!

160

-

140

-

120

-

;:-

..,.c

...

1:'

Q

100
(April 10)

.

The performance of the nine species or hybrids in the
University of New Brunswick Larch Arboretum differs
greatly, and the species may be separated into two distinct groupe. One group includes the (our exotic species
or varieties L. !ibirica, occidentalis, gnu!lini. and olgen!is,
They originated in far northerly latitudes or high elevations and were moved to lower latitudes and elevations
where their growth potential was not realized . They

Cessation

••••

a Initiation

0 0 d

0
SIB

OCC OLG

•
•
•••

0

0

[]

0

I

I

I

I

I

I

LAR

GME

DEC

POL

EUR

KAE

Species
Flgur. 1- 0 at85 of initiation and
hyb<ids.

0

cessalion of growth 01 the nine species or
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Table 2-Analyses 01 variance lor all six characteristics

....nequa,...'
Froet
Source

Inltilltlon

d.t.'

dlmogo

CMNtlon

34.0--

Sped..

Height

$urvlnl
797.5--

1.79"

1,022.3"

313,505"

Olemelor
10.55"

Provenances
in species

24

4.1"

25.3--

.23

143.3

2,171 ··

.88

35

1.4

11.1

.tS

120.1

731

.55

Within

prov"""""'"

'Significance levelS: " . 1 petC8fll.
'd.l. lew "'¥rittIin provenances- is larger than erpected due 10 a third ptollot some provenances.

Tilble ~ies means and Duncan test' results lor all characteristics

Intt... ion
KAE
EUR
OlG

LAR
DEC
POL
SIB

ace
GME

CMNtIon

117.4a
117.3a
11S.8b
11".9bc
113.7cd
113.7de
113.1de
112.08
110.Of

KAE
EUR
POL
DEC

2"' .2a
236.Ob
22".5c
221 .7c
216.Od
21".1d
213.Od
203.50
203.1e

LAR
GME
OLG
OCC
SIB

Survtv.1

Frcmdamage
1.91a
1.7ea
.83b
.83b
.7ab
.77b

GME

ace

POL
DEC
OlG
SIB
KAE'
EUR
LAR

KAE
POL
LAR
DEC
EUR
SIB
GME
OCC
OLG

.S5I>c
.59c
.230

Height

100.Oa
98.0a
95.6b
93.41>
93.36
B1,Oc

78.30
72.5d
68.88

Ol.met...
2S8a
25Sa
240a
2353

EUR
LAR
KAE
DEC
POL
OLG
GME

233a

11_
1S1b
1431>

ace
SIB

90c

EUR
DEC
POL
KAE
LAR
OLG
GME
OCC
SIB

5.27a
4.8lab
4.59ab
4.58ab
4.16b
3.14c
3.03c
2.35cd
1.92d

'$pades means followed by !he same letter do not ciffer sig'liticantly al the 5 percenlle'iet.

Table 4--Correlalion coeffICients based on provenance means (d.l. _ 28)'

",

V.rleble
It,
It,

Initiation dale
Cessation dale

It,

Frost damage

It,

Survival
Heighl
Heat sum al
leslsi1e

Its
It.
It,

Latitude al

",
0.51--

-0.51"- .32

0.51 -.51"•...2·

.. ..
0.45- .74"

0.80- .57"

- .54--

-.22
.SO--

.59--

.28

.,
- .55-.08
- .16
- .31"
- .34

place

' $lgnrlicance levels. ' . 5 percant: " . 1 percent

With t he exception or L. kaemp{eri, this group has been
moved shorte r latitudinal distances from the place of ori ·
gin to the test site, and therefore they are beUer adapted .
Although the observation period here includes only the
first 6 years a fter sowing, these species or hybrids are ex~
pected to grow well during their whole life.
The sample of provenances or hybrid seedlots tested for
each species is small, but the literature supports the idea
that the responses observed here may be typical for test
siteR in north-temperate climates. Unfortunately. phenological studies have been rare so that t hi s aspect of perfor·
mance is not easi ly compared. On the other hand, reports
321
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began to grow too early, tended to suffer from spri ng frost
damage, and then fonned tennina l buds and ceased growing in midsummer, several weeks before there was a ny
danger of fall frost. They are utilizing the grc.wing season
poorly and have relatively low survival.
The second group cons ists of the native species L. la r; .
cma and the introduced speci es or va ri eties L. decidua.
p%nlca. kaemp{ui, and t he hybrid eurolepi.... all of whi ch
perform well. They begin to grow a rew days later in the
spring, suffer less rrost damage, and cease to grow later in
the autumn than the first group. Their survival is above
90 oe rcent, a nd height and diameter growth are better.

on growth characteristics agree that L. sibirica and
gmelini and their varieties or subspecies have usually
been slow growing when tested in midJatitudes. that is.
about 45° to 50° N . in western Europe or eastern North
America (Boyl e and others 1989; Schenck 1939). Lariz
occidentalis, too. when observed at Petawawa, ON, grew
slowly, and s urvival after 10 years wasle8s than 10 per·
cent (Boyle and others 1989).
In more northerly regions, as in Iceland , Finland,
northern Ontario, and Saskatchewan, L .•ibirica grew
much better CBloendaland others 1986; Boyle and others
1989; llve ••olo 1923; Schroeder 1987). It i. also po88ible
that southern provenances of L. sibirica from the Altai
Mountains in Ru ssia and northern Mongolia (latitude 48°
to 52° N.) have greater potential than the northern prov·
e nances tested here.
The better performance of the second group was no sur·
prise and is well supported by the literature. Lariz de·
cidua and L. kaemp{eri and their hybrids have usually
grown well in Europe and North America . and in North
Am erica they have often outgrown native species
<Farnsworth and others 1972; Genys 1980; Hattemer
1969; Morgenstern and Vallee 1986). At Acadia Forest
Experiment Station near Fredericton, L . kaemp{eri was
the most productive species and produced wood oC lumber
quality 25 years after planting <Fowler and others 1988;
Pa rk a nd Fowler 1983). In the Arboretum, the hybrid L .
eurolepis ranked first in height, followed by L. laricina,
butL. laricina was fifth in diameter . In the Acadia test,
initial height superiority of L . laricina was not maintained for long. The same change in rank. may occur here.
Overall, the species ranking observed here is similar to
that in other experiments in eastern Canada. Phenology
explains a good part of the species differences.

Bloenda l, S.; Benedikz, P.; OUosson, J . G. 1986. Forestry
in Iceland. Iceland Forestry Service Rep. 8. 32 p.
Boyle, T. J . B.; Nieman, T . C.; Magnussen, S.; Veen , J .
1989. Species, prove nance and progeny tests of the g~
nus Larix. by the Petawawa National Forestry Institute.
For. Can. Inf. Rep. PI-X-94 . 30 p.
Carswell , C. L. 1992. Vegetative phenology and growth reo
sponses of Larix. Mill. species in the University of New
Brunswick Forest . M.F. report. Fredericton, NB , Canada:
University of New Brunswick, Faculty of Forestry. 56 p.
Edey, S. N. 1977. Growing degree-days and crop produc·
tion in Ca nada . Agric. Can. Pub!. 1635. 35 p.
Farnswort h , D.; Gatherum , G. E.; Jokela, J . J .; Kriebel.
H. B.; Leste r, D. J .; Merritt, C.; Pauley,S. 5.; Read,
P. A.; Pajok, R. L.; Wright , J . W. 1972. Geographic
va ri a t ion in .Ja pa nese larch in northern U.S. pl a ntations. Sil vaeGe netica. 2 1: 139· 149.
Fowler. D. P.; Simpson, J . D.; Park, Y. S.: Schneider. M. H.
1988. Yield a nd wood properti es of 25·yea r-old J apanese
la rch or di fferent provenances in eastern Canada . For·
estry Ch ronicl es. 64: 475·479.
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the crown (table 1), and in all trees except the one with
a dead spike, there was a zone in midcrown in which both
categories of branches OCCUlTed (fig. 2).

The Role of Epicormic Branches
in the Life History of Western Larch

DISCUSSION

Ronald M. Lanner

If we interpret the branching characteristics of these
trees of various ages to represent a developmental continuum , an interesting pattern emerges. Apparently, the
original first-order branches eventually die and are re·
placed by clusters of epicormics that often emerge from
the bases of those first-order branches ("primaries") while
the primaries still live. This process of primary branch
replacement begins at the crown base and continues grad·
ually upward. When carried to completion, the replace·
ment proce88 results in a crown comprised enti rely of
branches of epicormic origin. Thus, trees living on into
old age would eventually be totally supported by replacement crowns whose components originated as epicormic
branches.
An interesting physiological question is: What triggers
the emergence of these epicormic branches? Epicormics
are often symptoms of il\iury or stress that result from the
release of inhibited buds in the tree bole or on major limbs.
Release has been variously attributed to thinning shock
(Fowells 1965), pruning (Cosens 1952), or air pollutant
stress ("Angsttriebe: Westman and Lesmski 1985). The
mistaken notion that epiconnics are rare in conifers has
long persisted (Harlow and others 1979). In an earlier
study on epiconnic branching in Douglas-fir, Bryan and
Lanner (1981) were unable to find any evidence that such
branching depends on perturbations for its expression.
Instead, they regarded the appearance of epiconnics 88
"a routine event in the normal life cycle of the tree- and
speculated that no exogenous triggering mechanism was
required.
My observations reported here shed no new light on this
question . The 45-year-old stand and the old-growth stand
had been previously thinned or partially cut, so we cannot
exclude the possibility that a change in stand density
stimulated epicormic branching. Such an influence does,

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Abatract - kJ 8 western larch (Larix occ id~ntalu) tree matures,
its first ·order branches decline, die, and are replaced by clustered
epiconnics that fonn a replacement crown. These epioormic8
grow from donnant buds at firat-order branch-bases. appearing
at BUcteS5iveiy higher positions in the crown, eventually making
up entire crown! of old trees. Crown replacement is a normal
life-history trait which prolongs the life span, not an injury response. It occurs in LArix, Pseudotsuga, Abita. Piceo, Tsuga,
Sequoia. and Sequoiamndron.

Observations of standing western larch have been made
at several Montana locations: Seeley Lake and vicinity,
Morrell Lake Trail (Lola National Forest), and Coram Ex·
perimental Forest. Stands at Coram were aged 45 yea rs ,
60 to 70 years, and 350 to 500 years (residual old growth)
(Shearer 1992). Trees at the otber locations were old
growth , aged 300 to 500 years. Elevations of the observed
stands ranged from 900 to 1,375 m. Associated species at
Coram Experimental Forest were white spruce (Picea
giauca), Douglas-rll", western white pine (Pinus rrwnticola), and lodgepole pine (P. contona). Associates on the
Morrell Falls Trail were Engelmann spruce (P. engelman.
nii). subalpine fir (Abies iasiocarpa), Douglas·fir, and
lodgepole pine. Trees were measured with an Abney level
and diameter tape, and branches were viewed with 10 x
binoculars.

The first-order branches onarch originate from the
elonga tion of axillary buds fonned on the leading shoot.
AB leader growth continues over the years, 8 fiJ'st-order
branch that was at the time of its formation the uppermost branch in the crown finds itself progressively lower
in the crown and eventually becomes the lowermost live
branch_ After a period of decline, it may die and eventually fall from the tree_ During this process of crown formation and recession , a branch's characteristics change,
as well as its position in relation to other branches. It
grows longer, it spreads laterally by producing one or
more additional orders of branching, and it iTOWS in diameter. Its orientation changes from an acute angle to
a right angle. The stress at its junction with the bole is
increased not only by the weight of new biomass but by
snow-loa ding, rain-soaki ng, wind-torque, birdnesta,
mistletoe witchesbrooms, and epiphytic lichens. Each
year's suite of foliage is farther from the source of its WBter a nd more exposed to drying winds. In the meantime
its light environment is changing from unshaded to progressively more heavily shaded .
In this paper I maintain that those changes set limits
on t he size, and therefore t he age, t hat a branch can attain , and t hey eventually lead to its death . The death
of a bra nch, however, is not detrimental to the tree as a
whole because larch is equipped with embryonic replacement bra nches whose release mitigates the effects of the
loss. These replacements are of epicormic origin-they
resul t from the outgrowth of dormant buds located at the
base of the fi rst-order branches. Finally, the new replacements, wh ich eventually dominate t he crown, prolong the
tree's li fe.
Th is a rgum ent is based on preli minary data and observations reported here, through analogy with Douglas-fir
(Pse udotsuga menziesii), and on speculation .

RESULTS
The 45-year-old stand on the South Fork of Abbott
Creek had been thinned about 30 years prior to examination . A sample of four typical trees was 20 to 25 em diameter at breast height (d.b.h.) (f = 23) and 20 to 23 m in
height (f =20.9). Height to the first live branch (base of
live crown) was 2 to 5 m (i =4.1). These trees and 16 olbers were examined for the presence of epicormic shoots
arising from the bole and from lower first-order branch
bases. About half the trees had such shoots, the longest
of which were about 0.3 m in length (fig. 1>. Several of
these had sprouted 2 years previously and were unbranched. Some of the epicormics arose from the bole and
80me from branch bases. Due to the difficulty in seeing
where all of them originated, however, the percentages
of each category cannot be stated. None were in clusters.
The first-order branches that made up the crowns were
in distinct whorls and appeared evenly spaced around the
circumference of the bole.
The trees in the 65 to 70-year-old stand were widely interspersed among Douglas-firs and lodgepole and western
white pines. Four typical trees ranged from 38 to 46 cm
d.b.h . (f =41.9) and from 24 to 26 m in height (f =24.6).
Some of these sample trees were adjacent to a meadow
and had live branches to within 30 cm of the ground surface. On one tree an epicormic shoot about 45 em long had
sprouted several years previously from the stub of a 7.6-cm
diameter branch that had been broken off at a height of
5 m. In several instances epicormic shoots emerged singly or in groups of two or three from the bases of lower
limbs that were still alive. The first-order branches
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Figure 1-Epicormic shoots arising from
the base of a first-order branch on a 45year-old western larch on the Coram Experimental Forest . MT.

composing the tree crowns tended to be evenly spaced
around the circumference of the boles and in distinct
whorls.
The old-growth western larches are along the South
Fork Road at the southwest comer of the Coram Experimental Forest Natural Area. The stand consists of emergent, scattered larches with a n understory of lodgepole
and western white pines, white spruce, and northern
black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa). Six typical trees
(table 1) ranged from 76 to 99 em d.b.h . (% = 82.5) and 44
to 49 m in height (i =46.6). Heights to base of live crown
were 9 to 18 m (i = 14.1>. In most of these trees' crowns,
two distinctive branch types could be di scerned . The
lower limbs of all the trees emerged from the bole in clusters of usually two or three contorted or drooping branches.
Ma ny of these were associated with the conspicuous stubs
of fallen first-order branches. The •. pper limbs of all but
one tree appea red to be relatively straight first-order
limbs emerging singly from the bole. The only tree lacking these limbs hf\d a g-m long dead spike-top and a crown
below the spike made up entirely of clustered branches.
Due to visibility problems (para llax, epiphytic lichen
growth, dense branching) it was never possibl e to be certain of the height of the uppermost clustered branches or
the lowermost single first-order limbs. In all cases, how·
ever, t he clustered branches ma de up the major part of
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T.bl4t 1-Crown characteristics of six 350· to 500-year-old western
l3Iches on the Coram EIperimental Forest, MT

OI.",.'er
., breest
Tr.. height

em
99
76
81
4
81
79
5
79
'6
Mean 82.5

Tot.'

To firs'
live prlmery
branch

_.... -_·······-· Me/ers ······· · ·· __ · 48.2
46.3
43.9
40.6
48.8
45.7
48.6

'uppermost 9 m Is dead.
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Height
To highest
Tolirst
eplcormlc epk:ormlc
clustar
cluster

9.t
17.7
12.8
12.8
17.1
15.2
14.1

39.6
39.0
34.8
37.2
39.6
36.6
37.8

24.4
46.5
29 .3
32.3
28.0

nons
32.1

like those of western larch, which freque ntly and systemi·
cally become infected by dwarf mistl etoe, can act as can·
duits for the parasite into the tree's bole. The longer an
infected limb persists, the greater a threat it is fo·, its par·
ent tree. Weir (1916) called attention to the "secondary
crown" of epicormics that results afte r infected branches,
laden with brooms, are "'lopped" from la rch crowns by t he
wind. He il1ustrated a trunk cr088 section showing four
"generations" of a regenerating branch base. Heaps of
fallen witchesbrooms were often found at the base of in·
feeted larches.
It is thus 8dvantageO\~s for western larch to allow its
primary limbs a limited life·spa n, replacing them with
dusters of wiry little branches that emerge from long·
dormant buds residing within the bases of the very bran·
ches t hey are replaCing, that are economical to maintan,
and that could be shed when they start to become Iiabili·
ties. I have recently observed this process occurring
commonly on European larch (L. decidUll) in the Swiss Alps
and in alpine larch (L. lyallii ) in northwestern Montana.
In addition to the widespread occurrence of epicormic
replacement branches in Douglas·fir (Bryan and Lanner
1981 ) and larch, I have also observed it in A bi£s, Tsuga,
Picea, Sequoiackndron , and Sequoia.
Thus, a genetically programmed "ontogenetic shift" in
branch formatlOn appears a mong several important conif·
erous genera. Not surprisingly, ontogenetic cha nges occur
in these long·lived organisms. During its early years, a
tree is in competition for the atmospheric volume it needs
to grow into, 80 its growth strategy must emphasize
"shoots of exploration," ra pidly elongating axes that cap·
ture volume. Later, its major need is to produce less ener·
getically dema nding "shoots of exploitation" that bear
masses of foli age on minor axes (Edelin 1977; Thiebaut
and others 1981 ). A better understanding of this shift. can
only emerge from detailed study of old trees--a category
of research that has been sorely neglected in fo restry.
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Flgur. 2-A typical old-growth western
larch with its crown of first-order

branches being replaced by clusters
of epicormic branches, from the aown
base upward. The dimensions of this
tree are mean values of trees 1 through
5 in table 1.

however. seem extremely unlikely in the old-growth
stand, where 75 percent of the total crown lengths of the
six sampled trees consists wholly or in part of epicormic
branches and where spaci ng was wide even before partial
cutting. Further, similar observations in un thinned oldgrowth stands, as along the Morrell Lake trail, disclose
t he same behavior pattern in old larches.
Epicormic branching is not ne<:essarily induced in larch
by exogenous effects but may indeed occur routinely even
in the absence of such effects. For exam ple, Nairn (1958)
reported "adventitious branches" on tamarack (L. laricina)
following sawfly attack, and Burns and Honkala (1990)
stated that western larch responds to release by produc·
ing "sprout.8 from adventitious buds on t he upper bole."
But according to Pierce (1960>, western larch produces
epicormics upon self·p runing, the replacement process
that is the subjett of this paper.
An obvious Question from the standpoint of evolutionary
ecology might be: What possible advantage is there in re·
placing establi shed branches with new ones? This offers
fertil e ground for speculation .
Big persiste nt limbs ha ve se veral liabilities. They are
heavy. especially when loa ded with rain·soaked lichens.
snow. birds nests, and witchesbrooms. Thus, they require
for support a large woody mass wi t h its considerable need
for mai ntenance res pirat ion. If they ca nnot create that
ne<:es8ary support t hey may break off, leaving a large
wound on the trunk a nd broken branches.
Big lim bs high in the crown act da ngerously like sails
in the wi nd , increasing susce ptibility to windthrow. Limbs
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Nitrogen-Fixing Processes in Western
La rch Ecosystems
Jonalea R. Tonn
Martin F. Jurgensen
Russell T. Graham
Alan E . Harvey

roots, (3) nonsymbiotic nitrogen fixation by free-living 80il
microorga nisms. and (4) nitrogen fertilizers (Jurgensen and
others 1991). Rece ntly managers in the Inland Northwest have begun to apply nitrogen fertilizer on some sites
(personal communica tion, Ja mes A . Moore, University of
Idaho ). Managers have no control over precipitation and
dry depositi on, The remainder of thi s pa per focuses on
symbiotic and nonsymbiotic nitrogen fixation.

6.1 (Feidler and Lloyd, these proceedings), indicating that

legumes growing in conjunction with western larch may
be fixing nitrogen at less than optimum.

SuccessionIPlant Distrib ution
Nitrogen is often in short supply in the early stages
of primary succe88ion (Vitousek and Walker 1987) and
is a crucial factor in ecosystem development (Marrs and
others 1~81 ) . Ecosystem studies have suggested that
biological nitrogen fixation may be a major source of the
nitrogen a ccumulated both in forest bi omass and in the
forest noor during succession (C ushon and Feller 1989).
AB a pioneer species, western larch requires disturbance, such 88 fire, to establish. Fire also plays a significant role in the establishment of Ceonothus, a major
nitrogen-fixing plant. Ceanothus seed stored in t he forest
noor and surface mineral 80il remains viable in the soil
for up to 200 yean and needs a heat treatment to break
dormancy, The more complete and intense the bum, the
greater the development of Ceanothu8 from buried seed
(NOBte and Bushey 1987; Onne and Leege 1976).
Fire can alao innuence the development of other important nitrogen-fixing plants. Some studies in northern
Idaho cedar-hemlock habitat types reported Alnus was
increased after burning while others reported it was more
restricted (Mueggler 1965; Stickney 1986; Wittenger and
others 1977). Lupinus species are colonizers of disturbed
soi ls (Kenny and Cuany 1990). and some are fire survivors that can maintain themselves in the initial stages of
plant succession foll owing fire. Lupines are deep-rooted
species that likely store seed in the soil and can probably
survive buming disturbance (Steele and Geier-Hayes
1987). In southwestern Montana. species of Lupinus were
abundant after wildfire (Jurgensen and others 199 1; Lyon
and Stickney 1976), However, ca nopy coverage of Lupi·
nus remained about the same after wildfire in a northern
Idaho cedar-hemlock stand (Stickney 1986). The improvement of soil nitrogen status by nitrogen-fudng colonizers
of di sturbed soil s paves the way for later succession,

SYMBIOTIC NITROGEN FIXATION
NITROGEN CYCLING IN FOREST
ECOSYSTEMS

Amtract-Nitrogen defi ciency limits tree growth in most habi ·
tat types in t he Inte nnountain West. including those whe re wellt·
e m larch (Lar"IX occidMtaJis Null.' occurs 8S 8 major se ral species. Both symbiotic a nd nonsymbiotic nit rogen fixation play key
roJ!!! in adding nit rogen to ..... estern larch ecosystems. Practitione~ have the opportun ity to develop and use silvicuhura l 'ystems
th at minimize nitrogen losses and maximize nitrogen addition
(rom both symbiotic And nonsymbiotic: sources.

The tota l pool of nitrogen fo un d in most forest soils
is large . However, the growth-limiting fa ctor is usually
nitrogen's unavailability to t he forest vegetation (Mikola
and others 1933).
Western larch uses nitroge n effi ciently and retra nslocates nitrogen well from senescing foliage . Thi s in tu rn
reduces its reliance on the soil for its an nual nitrogen requi rement (Gower and others , these proceedings). Thi s
ability is probably a key factor in making t he speci es a n
effective pioneer in t he largely inferti le, disturbed e nvi ron ments of the Inl and Northwest.
Fi re is a major force in t he nitrogen cycle. It regulates
soil nitrogen either directly, th rough volatilization a nd
oxidat ion of nitroge n present in soi l organic matter (parti cularly t he forest floor horizons), or indirectly by a ltering soil chemical a nd physical properties. These altera ti ons in turn affect nitrogen tran sformations ( Mrol a nd
others 1980; Wells 1971 1. Volati li zati on of nitroge n begi ns at relative ly low temperatures (300 °C) (Hungerford
a nd others 199 11. Beca use the a mount of ni t roge n lost is
proporti ona l to the a mount of organic materia l consumed.
nitroge n losses from wild or prescribed fires can be large.
Although trees respond Quickly to ferti li zer nitrogen ,
the uptake process is inefficient (M ikola and others 1983).
Ferti li zation mu st be repeated onen. resulting in potentially unaffordable expense. The probable rise of nitra te
levels in ground water is a problem associated with fertilizer applicati on <Mikol a a nd others 1983), as are the complications of increasing stress sensitivity a nd root di sease
problems with associated. highly susceptibl e conifers
fMill er a nd others 1992). Beca use of these probl ems. the
ap plication of nitroge n fertilizers is not conside red a desi rable management option in much of t he inland Mountain
West. Therefore, the natural sou rces of nitroge n conce nt rated In organic matter (forest floo r. so il wood. woody
residue. and di spersed orga ni cs in mine ra l soi l ) a re critica l to maintaining a nd enhancing site prod uctivity.
Manipulation of the nitroge n cycle to inc rease forest production. such as by altering nitrogen-fixing associati ons.
is theoretica lly possible. but more research is needed to
refin e t he practicality (Carlyl e 1986).
Th e fo ur possible sources of nitrogen additions to western la rch fores t a re: ( I) precipita tion and dry depositi on
from sources such as dust an d poll en, (2 ) symbiotic biologica l nitroge n fix a ti on by microorganisms livi ng in pl a nt

Western la rch occurs as a major seral species in at least
30 habitat type se ri es in nort hern idaho. centr al Idah o,

and Montana. It rarely grows in pure stands and most
commonly a ssociates with Douglas-fir (PseudOI!wga
menziesii I Mirb.1 Pranco) and less frequently with grand
fir (Abies grandis (Doug). ex D. Doni Lind!. ) or ponderosa
pine (Pinus ponderosa Doug!. ex Laws.). Western larch
is sometimes found with subalpine fir (A hies lasiocarpa
fHook.1 Nun .l, lodgepole pine <Pi"U!i contorta Doug!. ex
Loud ), Engelmann s pruce <Picea ellgeima""i; Parry ex
Englem J , western white pine (Pinus monticola Doug!.
ex D. Don ), western hemlock (Tsugo helemphylla IRaf.1
Sa rg.). a nd western redcedar (Th uja piicala Donn ex D.
Don I (Schmidt a nd Shearer 1990; Shearer 1980>. Western
larch attains its best devel opm ent in western Monta na.
northern Idaho. a nd eastern Wa shington in th e United
States. and in southern British Columbia. Canada
(Schmidt and Shea rer 1990; Sc hm id t and others 1976).
Nit rogen deficie ncy limits t ree growth in many habitat
types of the Intermou ntain West. includi ng those where
la rch occu rs . Forest nitrogen ca pital is compose d of nitrogen accrued during ecosystem development. Forest ecosvstems are typified by a large nitrogen capital. but with
only small amounts available for vegetation uptake. Th e
a tmosphere represe nts an almost unlimited pote ntia l ni h ... gen source, but rates of transfe r a re extremely low in
'TI08t forest ecosyste ms (Carlyle 1986).
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Nitrogen-fixing plants found in western la rch ecosystems fall into two groups: ( 1 ) plants in the family Leguminosae and (2) other nodulated but noru eguminous
vegetation. Table 1 shows the co-occurrence of several
nitrogen-fixing plants with western larch in climu forests
of northern Ida ho. central Idaho, and Montana. The
greatest potenti a l for exploiting biological nitrogen fixation in forestry is in managing symbiotic nitrogen-fixing
plants (Jurgensen and others 1991>.
Arnalds (1979), as cited by Turvey and Smethurst
( 1983). reported excellent growth of larch when planted
with Alaskan lupine (Lupinus nootJtotensis). While there
has been little nitrogen-fixation research specifically related to western larch , a moderate amount of research has
been done on nitrogen fixati on in ecosystems where larch
is present.
In forest ecosystems, 5 to 10 percent of the nitrogen
cycled annually is by nitrogen fixation; usually this is
much more than nitrogen inp ut associated with precipitation (Granhall and Lindberg 1980). In the Pacific Northwest, rain contains only smal l a mounts of nitrogen, ranging from 0.5 to 5 kg per ha per year (Bormann 1988).
Forest soi l acidity strongly innuences symbiotic nitrogen fixation . Nodule formation in legumes is inhibited
when soil pH falls below the ra nge of 4.5 to 5.5 Bnd optimum pH for nodule formation is 7.0 (Carlyle 1986). Burning generally raises soil pH due to ash production, and
following fires, forest soil can be pH 7.0 (Jurgensen and
others 1981). Soils in the inland Mountain West where
western larch occurs generally have a pH range of 4.1 to

rib .. 1-Co-occurrsnce of nitrogen-fixing plants and weslem larch in foresl climax series In Idaho, central Idaho. and
weslern Montana

N-flxlng pllnt

PSME - - ---.T=HP'L ----'HtI
= b"It·=-\.;!l;
.s H"E.:::
- = Ia.=.
· '- ---c"....
BGR -

"BlA

- ....... - . - ... . - .. - ... - Region where plant is found - - - - .... - .... - - ... - -

Nonlegumes
Alnus rubra
Ceanothus sanguineus
C. velutin us
Shepherdia canadensis

NI'
NI. M
Nl. M

NI
NI
NI. M

NI. CI. M
NI, CI , M
NI, CI . M

M

NI.CI. M
NI. CI . M
NI . CI . M

CI
NI.CI. M
NI. CI. M

legumes
Lathyrus nevadensis
Thflrmopsis montana
Viera americana

NI, M
NI, M
NI, M

NI
NI. M
NI

NI.M

'PSME .. Douglas·lir, THPl .. westorn redcedat, TSHE .. west8fn hemlodl. A8GR .. grand Iii', ABLA .. subalpIne Ilf.
' NI .. northern Idaho, CI .. central Idaho. M .. westem Montana .
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about 18.8 II C per gram nitrogen fiz ed or 10 to 100 g
of glucose per gram of nitrogen fixed (Bonnann 1988;
Bormann and Gordon 1989). Thus, energy sources available in the organic matter of most soils are not adequate
to fiz large amounta of nitrogen (Jurgensen 1973).

Substantial amounts of nitrogen could be added by
nitrogen-fixing planta in seral (oreau where western larch
occurs. On highly productive sites in western Oregon Rnd
Washington up to 100 kg orN per ha per yeaT were added
by Ceanothus and Alnus (Conard and othe!'S 1985; Kimmins
and others 1985), The amount of nitrogen fixed by symbi·
otic nitrogen fixers depends on plant density. plant vigor.
percentage of plants nodulated and environmental condi·
tions (E verett and others 1991), However, the mere presence of nitrogen-fixing plants does not guarantee that
they will fix nitrogen because symbiotic nitrogen fixation
is dependent on the amount of light reaching the 80il 8u.rface and soil moisture levels during thp. gTowing season

Nitrogen-fixation values cited in the literature range
from <0.1 to 55 kg N per ha per year, but in tht! Western
United Slates rates are <2 kg N per ha per year (Boring
and others 1988; Dawson 1983; Jurgensen and others
1991 ; Kimmins and others 1985). Nitrogen fuation by
nonsymbiotic sources in ecosystems where western larch
is present generally reflecta site produclivity (table 2).
Values are highest in the most productive cedar-hemlock
stands of northern Idaho and lower in Montana. However, all these values are lower than most reports ofsymbiotic nitrogen fization in the Northwest.

NONSYMBIOTIC NITROGEN
FIXATION
When nitrogen-fixing plants are scarce, nitrogen fixation by free-living soil microorganisms may be the only
source of biological nitrogen . In addition to fixation in the
soil, nonsymbiotic nitrogen fixation also occurs on leaves,
twigs , bark, glands, buds, and epiphytic plant parts, and
in association with lichens (Dawson 1983).
Organic matter is the energy source for most free-living,
nitrogen-fLXing microorganisms (Jurgensen and Davey
1970). Therefore, nonsymbiotic nitrogen fixation rates
correlate well with soil organic matter content and are
generally higher in woody residue and surface organic
layers than in mineral soil (table 2). Woody residue decay
may enhance soil nitrogen status by providing a long-term
environment for nitrogen-fixing microorganisms. The
amounts of nitrogen fixed in woody substrates are often
small but can last hundreds of years and help minimize
nitrogen losses from timber harvest and postharvest site
preparati on (Harvey and others 1987; Jurgensen a nd oth-

Harvesting Impacts
Harvesting is probably the single most influential
management factor that impacta soil nitrogen supplies.
Bonnann and Gordon (1989) cautioned that short,..term
forest productivity may be enhanced by silvicultural practice. However, long-term loss increases when a greater
proportion of the total biomass is harvested, rotation
length is reduced, planting densities are increased or fastgrowing species are cultured.
The removal or destruction of organic matter by harvesting and site trea tments also results in reductions of nitrogen storage and nonsymbiotic nitrogen fixation (lable 3).
A prescribed bum after timber harvesting a cedar·hemlock
site in northern Idaho removed 62 percent of the forest
floor, soil wood , and woody residue, resulting in a 6.1 percent decrease in nitrogen fixation . Intensive slash removal reduced nitrogen fixation by 48 percent. Clearcutting, without site pre)Jaration, reduced nitrogen fixation
by only 16 percent. However, where large amounta of
woody residue were maintained , nitrogen fixation was
33 percent greater than in a comparable uncut stand.
Harvesting and site preparation removed the forest floor
on all treatmenta, except the heavy slash treatment.

eno 1984).

Nonsymbiotic nitroge n-fixing microorganisms do not
increase soil nitrogen level s to the point that nitrogen is
no longer limiting for plant growth. This is due in part to
the high a mount of energy required for nitrogen fix ation.
Nitrogen fixati on is highly energy expensive, requiring

Table 2- Nonsymbiolic: nitrogen·filfation in oId·growth lorests containing western larch as
a significant stand component (Jurgensen and others 1991)

Soli

Subalpine fir
(Montana)

ngNld '
Woody residue
Foresi floor
$011 wood
Minerai soil
Total

21 .0

32.5
26.3
.7

R.. kS.... IrMtmen!
Soli
compon.nl

Nitrogen Input

(Sprent and Sprent 199m.

component

Table ~Nonsymbiotic nitrogen fixation on a cedar·hemkx:k stand containing western larch in northem Idaho after timber harvesling and
woody residue removal (Jurgensen and others 1992)1

Cedar-hemlock
(Montana)

g ""
SIS
328
2SO
379

(Idoho)

ng"'ld

g'"

ng Wd

g'"

15.6

230
192
91
326

35.2

1,428

14.0
19.1

88
178

15.7
7.0
.6

839

1,472

Cedar-hemlock

4.0

t .197

2.891

' Nanograms (10 ") of N lIx~g 01 50tVday from June·October 1977 as measured by the ~tytene re ·
ducbon techlllque USIng a 3.1 ethylene 10 N conllerSlOn ralio.
'Tolal N lI.edlha Oller a 15O·day penod Minerai SOIl sampled 10 a depth 0130 em.
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Woody residue
FOfest floor
$oil wood
Mineral soil
Total

Non.

Hoovy

Inten"v.
ramov41

Bum

Uncut

r. .ldu.

Mg'

g""

Mg

g'"

Mg

g'"

Mg

g'"

Mg

g'"

140.0

984

10.6

'"

249.8

11O

57.9
5.5
22.'

In

16.7

1.483
326
430
1.608
3.847

154.3
23.2
47.9

1.428
88
178

255.4

1,197
2,891

SO.9

'09
1.218

213.6

2,421

85.8

26
.7
826

51.6

1,076

75.5

'3.3

34.5
SO.3

73
195
1.1 25

'.5001

334.6

'Sits was dearcut to a t2.7·cm diameter top. Residue treatments: none .. relldueleft: bum .. broadcast buwtclin thllaU: intensive removal .. residue remolled
by blading with a crawler ltac1or; heavy residue .. residue remolf9d by blading was aoded 10 residue left on another area.
'Ory weight (metric tonn9Slha) 01 organic material on top of minerai soil.
'Tolal N Ihledlha ollsr a 180·day period. 1977. Mineral soil u",,1ed to a depth of 30 em.

Decayed wood in the soil was less affected by logging and
consequently became a more valuable source ofoitrogen
fixation than the forest floor in harvested stands.
Woody resi due provided a major source of nonsymbiotic
nitrogen fixation in the cedar-hemlock stand before harvesting (table 4). However, a significant amount of the
woody residue was removed or destroyed by the prescribed burn and intensive harvesting (table 3). This,
in turn, resulted in low posttreatment nitrogen-fixation
rates in both t he intensive harvest and burn treatments.
The nitrogen-fixation input from woody residue on this
site was directly related to the amount and type of woody
material len after harvest. The largest amounts of nitrogen fixat ion occurred in large logs in advanced decay
stages. Most of these were destroyed during the harvesting operations (Jurgensen and others 1992).

best management opportunity to encourage nitrogen input on western larch sites. Even though Ceonothus can
be a strong competitor, better initial establishment of
some conifer seedlings under Ceonothus has been reported (Conard and others 1985).
Dawson (1983) and Jurgensen and others ( 1979, 1992)
di8CU88ed various forest management practices that would
encourage high rates of nonsymbiotic nitrogen fixation .
Dawson (983) streB8Cd leaving slash in cl ose contact with
the soil to ensure more rapid decomposition. This practice
should increase bacterial nitrogen fixation by increasi ng
the amount of decayi ng wood. Although annual nitrogen
input by nonsymbiotic nitrogen-fixing bacteria is not
large, it may be highly significant over a stand rotation ,
particularly on si tes with low densities of symbiotic
nitrogen-fixing ve:letation (Jurgensen and others 1992).

SILVICULTURAL IMPLICATIONS

SILVICULTURAL PRESCRIPTIONS

Many ea rly and midseral stages of plant succession in
the Inland Northwest include symbiotic nitrogen-fixing
spe<:ies (Steele and Geier-Hayes 1987, 1989, 1992). However, density and diversity of nitrogen-fixing plants dimini sh during later seraVclimax developm ent where light
is limiting <Bormann and Gordon 1989). Because western
larch is a n early seral species that is shade intolerant, it
has the opportunity to grow in association with nitrogenfixing plants tha t would most likely stimulate growth.
Understory plants will likely fix signifi ca nt amounts of
nitrogen if they can be encouraged during early stand esta blishment or a fter heavy thinning (Gadgil 1976). Howeve r, nitrogen fixe rs, especially shrubs, compete with
la rch seedlings for moi sture, nutrients, and light during
establi shment. If western la rch is overtopped, its crown
rapidly dete ri orates a nd its vigor declin es (Dawson 1983;
Sc hm idt and Shearer 199()). But once western larch becomes established it has excellent juvenile growth (Haig
and ot hers 194 1; Schmidt a nd oth ers 1976), a nd competition from nitroge n fixers should not be a serious problem.
Western la rch ca n be perpetuated by usi ng prescribed
fire in conjun ction with other s ilvi cultural practices (Arno
a nd Fi sc her , these proceedi ngs). Fire is also esae ntia l
for CeanntllUs regenera ti on, whi ch probably prese nts the

Contributions of nitrogen from nitrogen-fixing plants
have been compared to nitroge n fertili zation of forest
sta nds. Gordon ( 1983) listed signi ficant advantages and
disadvantages resulting from introducing or maintaining
a nitrogen-fixing plant species as part of the development
of silvicultu rai prescriptions.
Advantages:
1. The species produce a regular supply of avai la ble
nitrogen over a longer time.
2. Nitrogen willless 1ikely volatilize and leach .
3. Public conce rn about chemicals added to forests will
likely decrease.
4. The plants arc Asource of increased orga nic matte r.

Disadvantages:
1. Enha ncement of biological nitrogen fix a tion is limited by knowledge of nitrogen-fixing species.
2. Biologi ca l nitrogen fix ation is likely to be more expensive on a unit a pplied nitrogen bASis th a n a pplied fertili zer nitrogen.
3. Th e pJ a n18 a re a possible source of competititl n to
tree seedlings.
4. The species will likely produce a manage rially more
complex ecosystem.
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Teble 4--Contribution of surface soil organic malerials to nonsymbiolic nitrogen lixalion in three old'growth
_ _ _'_O'_O'_
IS contaming weslern larch (Jurgensen and others 1991)

Son
component

Woody residue
Forest noor
Soa wood
Mineral soil

Subalplnellr

Ced.r·hemlock

(Montlin.)

(Montline)

Mg '

% Nfix'

145.7

35
22
17
26

36.0
35.9

Ced.r·hemlock
(Idoho)

Mg

%Nfix

Mg

%Nfix

93.2
49.7

27
23

154.3
23.2

49
3

50.5

11

47.9

39

41

' Dry wetghl (metrIC IOrmeslha) oJ organIC material on lop oJ mineral soil.
I Pefcetltage of 101d1 nltrogen·fillahon shown 10 Iable 3.

Natural sources of nitrogen are much less likely to induce the adverse impacts often derived from short-term
pulses in nitrogen availability. Possible negative impacts
of nitrogen pulses include inc,'eased shoot-to-root ratios.
sensitivity to drought stress, and susceptibility to insect
and disease problems. Thus, in contrast to disadvantage 4
cited above, effects of natural biological SOUTces of nitrogen may be easier to predict than those of fertilizer applications. although they may be difficult to achieve.
Nonaymbiotic nitrogen rURtion should not be overlooked in the silvicultural prescription. The two primary
sites for nitrogen-fixation-surface organic layers and
woody residue-need to be protected and preserved. If
proper planning and care are not taken during timber
harvesting, slash disposal and site preparation, considerable damage to the nonsymbiotic nitrogen-fixation system
can occur. To reduce damage it is vital to avoid intensive
slash removal. For example. if prescribed burning or mechanical site preparation is part of the prescription, a
balance must be 3truck. An intensive burn that ensures
mineral soil for western larch seed germination could be
controlled to avoid extensively destroying the nitrogenfixing environment in the forest floor, soil wood, and
woody residue.
Knowledge of how bi ological nitrogen fixation interacts
with other ecosystem processes should be viewed as a
basis for devel oping silvicultural tools for forest managers
who are now faced with the challenge of working at the
ecosystem level. Biological nitrogen fixation and nitrogen
management information should be incl uded in silvicultural prescriptions because of their critical interactions
with ecosYBtem proce88eS (Gordon 1983: Jurgensen and
othenl 1992).
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Distribution of Nutrients in the Stem
of Eastern and European Larches
RobertMyre
Claude Camire
with height, the sapwood cross-sectional width remained
relatively conotant at different levels in the tree until approJ:imately 12 m in height (Yang and others 1985).
The concentrations of several nutrients have been found
to exhibit aystematic variations on both sides of the
sapwoodiheartwood transition zone (Gilbroy and others
1979). In general, concentrations ofN, P, and K are
higher in the sapwood than the heartwood, while the opposite is true for Ca, Mg, and Mn. However, this pattern
can vary with species, site, environment, and other local
facton . Not only does each species have its own distribution p,llttem, but individuals growing on the same site
may show differences in concentration values (Beadle and
White 1968).
Most st,.. dies re:",". a higher concentration value for P
in the external zone of the xylem. Differences betwee n
sapwood and heartwood concentrations of P are generally
80 pronounced that this disti nction has been used to de-limit sapwood area (Bondietti and others 1990), to discriminate distribution zones in the xylem (CI~ment a nd
Janin 1976; Janin and CI~ment 1972), and to define a
functional zone or biological ly active zone of the xylem
(CMment and Janin 1976; Maurer and others 1986;
McClenahen and others 1989; Ranger 1981). In view of
this constant pattern, P can be see n as one of the best di scriminants to delimit the distribution zones of nutrients
in the stem. Lowe r concentrations ofP and K in the heart,..
wood supports the hypot hesis of a retranslocation during
heartwood form ation (Bowen 1984; va n de" Driessche
1984). Specifically, the analysis of P. K, Ca, Mg, Mn, and
Zn in the annual rings of both European a nd eastern
larches was conducted to ( 1) establish patterns of nutrient
distribution in the stem for every year of growth and (2)
delimit, using p, the distribution zones of nutrients in t he
different parts of the stem.

Abltract-Intema l reserves of nutrient..a in a atem are an imper- .
tant pa rt of the biochemical cycle of element..a. especially during
spring nush of needles. Nutrient pattern and distribution zones
were established for European larch (Lam decidua lMiIl .J> and
eastern larch (tamarack) (L. laricina IOu Roil K. Koch ). Concentrations of mobile elements <P and K) were the highest in the external part of the Kylem. while the concentrations of immobile el·
ements or elements ofintennediate mobility (Ca, Mn , Mg, and
Zn) were the h ighest in the internsl part of the xylem. There
were five distribution zones identified with P.

Larch stemwood consists of three zones. The first, total
bark, includes cambium, phloem (cortex), phellogen (phellem and phelloderm ), and outside bark. The second zone,
commonly referred to as sapwood, contains the living component of the xylem tissue, is found in the external zone
of the xylem, and has a yellowish·white color. The final
zone, the heartwood, has a russet-brown color and is in
the innE"r rings of the xylem. The heartwood contains a
central zone, the pith, that can be distinguished from the
other annual rings by its position and color. These zones
correspond to the ones proposed by Frey-Wysslir.g and
Bossbard (1959), according to various cytological and
physiological characteristics of the ray cells. The distinctions between each of these zones, however, are not always obvious, especially the transition zone.
The sapwood contains living cells and reserve materials
a nd has three physiologically important functions : (1) it
conducts water and salts in solution to the cambium and
leaves; (2) it assures structural support to bra nches. thus
providing proper position of foliage (or air and light; and
(3) it serves as a reservoir for water. food reserves , and
nutrients (Hillis 1987; Hook and others 1972). Heartwood
is characteri zed by the presence of arabinogaiactan, a n
extractive, which is absent in the sa pwood (Colk and others 1966). It contains no livi ng cell s, as reserve materials
have been removed or converted (H illi s 1971, 1987). Possibly under genetic control, the heartwood of la rch starts
to fonn during the fifth or sixth year (Hirai 1951, 1952;
Schober 1953; Trendelenburg Hnd Mayer-Wegelin 1955), but
a n average of 19 sapwood rings has been reported for a
58-year·old eastern larch (tamarack) (Vang and others
1985), Although the number of sapwood rings decreased

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Two 18-year-old plantations, one of European larch
(Larix decidua (Mill. I) a nd one of tamarack <L. laricilUl
IOu Roil K. Koch ), less than 300 m apart, were selected
near Chartiervi lle, Province ofQu~bec, Canada (45°19'
north, 71°6' west. 500 m elevation). These sites receive
between 1.000 and 1,300 mm of precipitation yearly. The
trees were planted in 1973 at a spacing of2 to 3 m, and
no treatment has been applied since. The European larch
plantation is on a n orthic humo-ferric podzol (Canada Soil
Survey Committee 1978) originating from a glacio- nuvial
outwa8h deposit . The texture is a loamy sand in the
solum a nd gravelly sand in the lI C hori zon. with rapid
drainage.

Piper prHl!nted at the Sympotliu m on Ecolol[)' and M lna~me nt of
Larill rOmlt.: A Look Ahead. Whitefilh. MT. U.S.A. October 5-9. 1992.
Raben. Myn il G,.dulle Student. C.RD.F.. and Claude Camire ill Profeuor of f'Oretltry Soi l!!. Pavilion Abitibi·Price. Univel"lity La"I I. Qu&«,
Canada GlK 7P4.
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In the tamarack plantation. an eluviated dystric bruni·
sol has developed on till of loam texture and has a moder·
ate drainage. This soil is more fertile than that of the
European plantation (table 1).
Four representative trees were cut in each viantation
between November 15 and 18, 1989.

concentrations of two adjoining annual rings. The ratios
are reported in a triangle figure representing the 151
points of sampli ng, with age on the Y axis and annual
rings on the X axis.

400

RESULTS

300

Samp ling a n d Analysis Proce dures

Although concentration values differ between European
larch and tamar ack, nutrients follow t he same three disbibution patterns in the xylem from sapwood to heartwood:
(1) a decreasing/constant gradient of concentration of P
for both species. and K for European larch. with a sharp
decrease in ~e transition zone; (2) a constant/increasing
gradient of Ca, Mg, and Mn in both species, and K for
tamarack, wit h maximum va lues in the heartwood and
pith area; and (3) stable values ofZn, Cu. and AI for both
species in a ll zones of xylem, except pith area, and maximum values in bark (fig. 1). For both species, there was
an evident vertical distribution of P t hroughout the stem,
increasing from the base of the stem to the crown. Potas·
siurn, and to a lesser extent Mg, showed the same vertical
pattern for European larch. Other nutrients had no vertical gradient (Myre 1992).
In larch. the distribution patterns of P can be divided
into fou r zones: () apical (last 6 years); (2) bark; (3) exter·
nal xylem (one to seven annual rings); and (4) internal xylem (fig. 2 a nd 3). Vertical and horizontallimils can be
established with P concentrations. The ratios between
concentrations of P between contiguous annual ring delimit five major distribution zones of the stem (fig. 4 and 5).
In the sapwood, ratios d~crease to a low value. increase
to a maximum and then decrease again . This pattern en·
abies the establishment of a fifth zone. the transition wne.
Apart from this, these zones correspond almost exactly
with those established by concentration values. The ra·
tios do not distinguish a central zone (pith a rea). These
zones are similar to those obtained with factorial scores
detennined by principal component analysis (Myre 1992).

Disks 3 to 4 cm thick were C1;t at every 20 cm along
the stem for four trees of each species_ An additional
disk was cut at the lO·em level from the ground. Disks
were frozen the same day and were kept frozen during
all measurements and separation of rings. Each disk
was cut into a cross shape to ensure samples from all di·
rections. The end of each cross was separated into annual
growth rings; the material was dried at 70 "c for 36 hours
and ground to 2 mm with a Wi ley Mill , equipped with
stainless sieve and cutters. Because each year of growth
was represented by two or more disks. and mean annua1
height growth was more than 50 em a year , the material
representing the same year of growth was pooled to fonn
one sample. Of this composite sample, 2 to 3 g were
redried at 70 'Ie for 2 h and kept in the dessicator unti l
weighing. Then 1 g of material was dry aahed for 5 h at
5OO "C in a muffle furnace . and ashes were recuperated
with 10 mL HCI2 M. Analysis of solutions for p. K, Ca.
Mg. Mo. and Zn was done on a plasma emission spectrophotometer (lep) (Perkin Elmer's Plasma 40). Aluminum
and copper concentra tions were detennined in two stems
for both species.

Data Analysis
Ratios for P. based on the relati onship between the
concentra tions for t wo contiguous annual rings. were calculated starting at the externa l part of the stem . The
higher t he value, the hi gher the difference between the

Teble 1- Physio-chemical pfOperties of horizons of the orthic humo·ferric podz~ (European larch plantation) and of the eluviated dystric
brvnisol (tamarack plantation)'
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ftgur. 1- Distribution of nutr;ents in annual rings of European and eastern l3fches a1 the d.b.h. level (1 .4 m).
123'·: one sample IOf the three firSl annual rings.
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DISCUSSION

The second type of distribution follows an inverse pattern, although the last fonned annual ring also contains
high values. The lowest values are found in the sapwood,
while the heartwood contains the highest values , with
maximum concentrations in the pith area for most elements. Transport of these ions is dependent on transpiration (Sutcliffe 1976).
The third type of distribution, typical of hea vy metals,
is characterized by constant concentrations for all annual
rings (AI, Cu, and Zn). No retranslocation or accumulation is noticeable for these elements.

Distribution Patterns of Elements
The distribution pattern of nutrients for Laru 8pp. is
similar to that reported for other species, including Eucalyptus spp. (Baker and Attiwill 1985; Lambert 1981),
tropical and subtropical species (Beadle and White 1968;
Grubb and Edwards 1982; Lambert 1981; Wright and Will
1958), deciduous species (Berish and Ragsdale 1985;
Clement and Janin 1976; Frelich and others 1989; Janin
and CMment 1972; Merrill and Cowling 1966; Tout and
others 1977). and coniferous species (Frelich and others
1989; Merrill and Cowling 1966; Tout and others 1977;
Wright and Will 1958). Nutrient distribution patterns follow three gradients in larch stems, depending on the spe-

cific elements. The first distribution pattern is a gradient
similar to the one p~p.JSed by Merrill and Cowling (1966):
maximum values for the last formed annual ring. gradual
elution (five or six annual rings>, and stabilization of concentrations in the heartwood. Maximum values in the
last fonned annual ring has been reported for other species (Hampp and Hiil11974; Queirolo and othero 1990).
Transport of these ions is dependent on plant metabolism
(Sutcliffe 1976).
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The distribution patterns of the elements and ratios
established with P allows a regrouping of nutrients into
iour or five diatribution zones (fig. 2 through 5). The first,
the apical zone, ia characterized by high con~entrati ons of
P and K and relatively low values ofCa and Mn, Stored
water is mainly located in the tree crown (Schulze and
others 1985), and therefore the nutrient reRerve in this
zone can be regarded as essential during the establishment of tree water potential .
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Figure 2-Distribution's gradient of phosphofus (mgIkg) lor European larch (n . 4) .
17-18': one sample lor both ages. 123'·:
one sample for the three flfst annum rings.

Figure 3-0istribution's gradient 01
phosphorus (mglltg) lor eastern larch
(0 _ 4). 17- 18": one sample lor both
the three
ages. 123' · : one sample
first annual rings.

'Of

are also comparabl e to the ones delimited by the hori zontal a nd vertical di stribution of p, K. a nd Mg in a 15-yearold black pine (Pinus nigra Am ) by Ranger ( 198 1). For
larch and these other species, the distribution zones or nutrients are simila r during thi s stage of development, a nd
only the number of a nnual ri ngs pertainin g to each lone
may differ .
The external a nd a pical lones, contai ning between four
to eight a nnual rings, could serve as a n inte rnal reserve of
nutri ents for the pla nt . On a daily basis, because tra nspira tion occurs 2 to 3 hours earlie r tha n the stem flow for
larch (Schul ze and others 1985), dema nds for nutrie nts
are probably met by t he most proxim al internal reserve of
mobile elements. Also. these reserves can almost entirely
support the early shoot growth when the soil is froze n in
spring (J onasson a nd Chapi n 1985). as well as compen·
sate for temporary deficit during the growing season when
upta ke i6 insuffi cient (Borm a nn and oLhers 1977; Bowen
1984; Ern st 1983). For Euca lyptus obliqua (L'Hcrit.l. between 46 a nd 54 perce nt of gross a nnua l dema nd of P is
supplied by internal redistri bution (Baker and Atti wi ll
1985). Retra nslocati on duri ng the transition from sapwood to heartwood was esti mated to be 15 percent of tota l
redistribution.

The second . the external zone, is characterized by maximum va lues of P for both species and of K for European
larch. Thi s zone contains between four to eight a nnual
rin gs and is th e most permeable pa rt of the xylem. These
two zones represent the internal nutri ent reserve of the
stem, susceptible to be retra nslocated to active pa rts of
the pla nt.
Th e third , the internal zone, is characterized by the
highest concentrations of Ca, Mg, a nd Mn. Most of the
a nnual rings in thi s zone a re russet-brown, a nd the
moisture content is considera bly lower than in the external and apical zones (Rudma n 1966),
The fourth, the bark . is cha racterized by high concentrations for every nutri ent. A fifth zone, the tra nsition
zone, ca n be deli mi ted with the rati os.
The use of phosphorus ratios perm its a qu antitative
eva luation of the lim its of each zone, in compa rison to lim its defin ed by concentration va lues alone. Thi s method is
simple a nd refl ects t he modulations in each distribution
pattern . These zones correspond to the ones proposed by
Ch~ m e n t a nd Ja ni n ( 1973 , 1976) and Ja nin and Clement
( 1972), based on the distribution of P, for a 15-year-old
popla r (Populwl trichocarpa "Fri tzi-Pauley"). These zones
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initial growth, this could be advantageous for larch in
terms of light competition with other species during the
spring flush (Mutoh 1972),

Furthermore, the external and apical zones ar e likely
the most susceptible to correspond to the first and second
levels of storage in t he stem proposed by Miller and others
(1979) and could explain the long-term response of a plant
after a fertilizer treatment .
For larch and other species, the apical and external
zones are especially important for P. During the first
phase of development of the buds, P in the xylem sap is
provided by the parenchyma cells, not from the roots
(Burstrom 1948), Mutoh (1972) reported that 55 percent
of P from perennial parts is redistributed to active parts
during the spring flu sh for Japanese larch (La rix lepta·
iepis Gord .). At the beginning of needle growth, more
than 92 percent of P retranslocated to needles came from
internal reserves. During this period , more than 85 percent of P uptake was retained by the root system. The&e
results are simila r to t hose from Meyer and Tukey (1965),
who reported t hat 75 and 50 percent of P utilized by new
growth came from the internal reserves for Taxus mediJJ
CI. and FOr!~ythiJJ intermedia CI., respt"Ctively. In general,
between 27 and 70 percent of the demand for P is met by
internal reserves (Gosz 1981; Ni hlga rd 1972; Switzer and
Nelson 1972; Turner 1977). Assuming that the importance of st ored mobile nutrients is related to vigor of the

AO'

11·1'

16

CONCLUSIONS
Xylem can be divided into different zones according to
cytological and physiological characteristics, as well as
by nutrient distribution. AJI of these criteria delimit the
S8me four to five zones in the stem. Only the limi ts a nd
the number of annual rings in each zone differ. However ,
the results of this study may not apply to larch at older
a ges or under different site conditions.
The external and apical zones of the xyl em can be regarded 8S an important nutrient reserve, especially for P ,
and favo r larch as a species for plantation on low fertility
sites.
Fertilizer experiments would be useful to assess t he
capability of larch to retain nutri ents in the biologically
active xylem zone and the effect of such a treatment over
a long period. EvaJuation of nutrient removal during harvest could be more preci se if these distribution zones were
taken into account.
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Figure 5-Distribution of phosphorus ra·
lios for easlern larch (n:E 4). 17-18· : one
sample tor both ages. 123··: one sample
for the three firsl annual rings.
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Ectomycorrhizal Relationships in
Western Larch Ecosystems
Deborah Page-Dumroese
Alan Harvey
Martin Jurgensen
Russell Graham
for nutrients, space, and water is keen. On droughty.
nutrient..depleted, or stressful sites, only a brief period
exists fOT favorable growth and. if a seedling fails to establish during that time, survival is unlikely (Amaranthus
and Perry 1987, 1989). Ectomycorrhizal root structures
help provide greater drought resistance than nonectomycorrhizal roots (Parke a nd others 1983). Microbial
populations shift in response to the 10s8 of organic matler.
nutrients, and decaying root systems (Kozlowski and
Ahlgren 1974; Perry and Rose 1983). On harsh sites.
these alterations may jeopardize reforestation (Pilz and
Perry 1984). because without a living host, ectomycorrhizal fungi do not persist long (Amaranthus and Perry
1987; Hacskaylo 1973). Total elimination of ectomycorrhizal roots was reported 1 year after clearcutting a highelevation site in western Montana (Harvey and others
1980).
The effect of ectomycorrhizae on seedlings is not consistent (Kropp and Langlois 1990). Ectomycorrhizae a re
generally thought to be crucial for acceptabl e growth a nd
survival <Perry and others 1987), a nd failure of afforestation efforts in absence of ectomycorrhizal inoculum
(Meyer 1973) demonstrates their importance. However.
Harvey and others (1991 ) point out that the "cost" of
maintaining an active complement of these fungi may be
high . Seedling growth responses vary according to soil
chemical and physical cha racteristics as well as the fungal inoculum present (Danielson 1988; Marx and Cordell
1988).
This paper discusses compa ra ti ve root growth and
ectomycorrhiza l colonization on four conifer species common to western larch ecosystems of the lntennountain
West. U.S.A.

Abstract- Ectomycorrhizae depend on 80il organic materials for
successful colonization and activity in larch ecosystems of the
Intermountain West, U.S.A. Western larch (Larix occidf!fltalis
Null.) a nd three other conifer species were evaluated to assess
the role ohite disturba nces and orga nic horizons on root growth
a nd ectomycorrhizal activity. All species use organic horizons
a nd princi pal growth substrates. Use of mineral horizons varies
by species. Soil types with the greatest organic matter supported
the greatest fungal a nd root growth.

Ectomycorrhizal fungi predominate in temperate forests
of the Intennountain West (Molina and Amaranthusl991).
Conifers in western larch (Larix occidentalis NutL) ecosystems form an obligate. usually mutually beneficial, relationship with ectomycorrhizae. Ectomycorrhizal fungi. in
general, may allow trees to successfully compete with
grasses and herbs for resources <Bowen 1980). and their
hyphae can connect pl an ts of different species to faci1itate
t he transfer of carbon a nd nutrients (Bjorkman 1960;
Francis and others 1986; Kropp a nd Langlois 1990). In
return . the fungi receive simple sugar energy sources
from host plant roots (Bjorkman 1962; Marx and others
1977). Ectomycorrhizal associa tions depend on environment, particularly soil fertility (Bjorkma n 1962) and organ ic matter content (Harvey and others 1978), and play
a critical role in soil development a nd plant nutrition.
Ectomycorrhizal tip formation is dependent on rhizer
sphere conditions such as moisture content, pH. temperature (Slankis 1974 ), and t he content and type of orga nic
matter (Bjorkman 1970; Harvey a nd others 1979).
Harvey a nd others 11976. 1978. 1987) an d Harvey 11982)
have demonstrated t hat humus and brown cubical decayed wood a re major substrates fo r ectomycorrhi zal roottip growth. Organic horizons a lso have a direct effect on
tree root development (Coutts a nd Philipson 1977; PageDumroese and others 1989). Organic soil horizons. such
as hu mus. decaying wood. a nd charcoa l. are positively correlated with root growth because of their high moisture
contents, high gas exchange. and low bulk densitieo.
Re forestation success depe nds on seed lings using site
resources quickly . On relatively fertile sites. competition

METHODS
Two studies of western larch ecosystems in the Northern Rocky Mountains have been conducted to assess the
potential role of disturbance types and organic horizons
on root growth and ectomycorrhizal fonnation and distri bution. Thi s entai led (1 ) eva luation of natural conifer regeneration associated with undi sturbed and harvested
forests, and (2) the development of planted conifer regeneration associated with four postharvest site preparation
treatments.

PaJ)(' r pn!!ent.ed at the Symposium on EcoloJO' and Mllnagement of
LArb Forell18: A Look Ahead, Whltf!fi lth. MT, USA. October 5·9. 1992.
Oeborllh Page·Oumroese. Allin Hllrve)" and RUIllIeIl Grahllm lire. re·
Ilpecti Y el),. ~lN!lu'th Soil Scientist. Principal Plant Pa thologilltlProject
~ader , and Research Forester, Inte rmountain IWsean:h Station, Forellt
Service. U.S. Departme nt of Agriculture. MOtICOw. ID 83843. USA. Mll rti n
Jurrensen ill ProfWIQ r of Forellt Soill. School of Forestry and Wood Prod·
ucta. Michil(lIn Technological Univel"ftit)'. Houghton, MI4933 1. USA.

The Natural Regeneration Study
This study was conducted on 11 different sites (fig. 1).
Six s ites were in northwestern Montana, three within the
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Figur.l -location of natural
regeneration study sites.

bounda ries of t he Cora m Experime ntal Forest . one withi n
the Lubrecht Experimenta l Forest, a nd two on t he Miller
Creek Watershed. The other fi ve sites were wi thin the
Priest River Experimental Forest in northern Idaho. For
further infonnation on site location and cha racteri stics see
Harvey and others (976). Site t reatments included un·
di sturbed forests . c1earcuts with broadcast burns, and
underburned partia l cuts . Tree species exa mined were
wester n larch , Douglas-fi r (Pseudotsuga menzie,'iii var .
glauca (Beissn.) Franco), western white pine (Pinus man·
ticola Dougl. ex D.Don ), and En gelma nn spruce (Picea
tngelmannii Parry).
Samples consisted of 10· by 30·cm soil cores (Ju rge nse n
and others 1977) taken randomly , fiv e from a round each
plot center. 10 plot ce nters tota l. scattered evenly over
1 ha of unifonn conditi ons on each study si te. Sa mples
were taken during late spring and ea rly summer over several years ( 1978 to 1982) to obta in maximum seasonal
ectomycorrhiza l acti vity for eac h s ite (Harvey a nd others
1978). RootA were sepa ra ted from soil cores and active
ectomycorrhiza l tips counted with the aid of a dissecting
micr08COpe: ( lO-SOx). Each active tip was counted. even
though 10 many cases it was pa rt of a complex structure.
From the core. total root length was a lso measured.
AnalYSIS of variance was used for testing the effects of
lite. soi l component. ectomycorrhizae. and root length. If
Significant differences were found , Duncan's multiple range
test was U!ed to evaluate significance of differences between means.

The Planted Regeneration Study
This study was conducted on two sites at different el·
evatiom within the Priest River Experimental Forest.
For more Information about site cha racte ristics and soi l
chemJca l and physica l properties from this study see
Page-Dum roese and others f 1986, 1989>. A randomized

complete block expe rim ent was established a t .. ach site.
Both sites were mechanically prepa red in the su mmer
of 1982 by conce nt ra tin g t he forest noor and mineral soil
from the top 10 cm of a 1.5-m wide a rea a nd formi ng
mounds. Treatm ents on th ese sites consisted of (l )
mounded soil beds with competi ng vegeta tion len in piace.
(2) mounded soil beds with competi ng vcgeta ti on removed
manually in year 1. (3) a scalped a rea where the top
10 cm of organic matter and mineral topsoil were removed. a nd (4 ) an a rea essentially undi sturbed a n cr ha rvesting. At the low-elevation site. there were four t rea tments with four replica tions in one large bl ock. A higher
elevation, midsiope site consisted of four treatments with
three rep:.cations.
In May 1983, the treatmen ts were planted wit h locally
adapteJ, 1+0 container·grown Douglas-fir. western white
pi ne, and western la rch on a 1· by I-m spacing.
Forty-fi ve Oouglas·fir a nd western white pine and fi ve
western larch seedlings were excavated from each treat·
ment teplication four times during the growing season for
2 consecutive years (1983 and 1984 ). Ectomycorrhizal
root tips were counted on the entire seedling root system
using a dissecting microscope. Seedling rooting depth and
longest lateral roots were also measured.
An ana lysis of variance was conducted on t he da ta.
utilizing a ra ndomized complete block design. The treat·
ment means were sepa rated usi ng Duncan's m ultiple
ra nge test ,

Harvey and ot hers (1980) noted that the quantity of ectomycorrhi zal root tips in random Boil samples directly re.flect relative ecosystem productivity. In a ddition, each
seedling species produced abundant ectomycorrhizae in
specific habitat types. For e:umple, Engelmann spruce
seedlings produced the greatest number of ectomycor-

rhi.ae in the ABLNCLUN habitat type , larch produced
the most in the PSMElVAGL habitat type and western
white pine was most prolific in the TSHEICLUN habitat
type. Douglas-fir appeared more of a generalist, producing about the same numbers of ectomycorrhizae in all
habitat types.

Teb .. 2-Total number of 8Ctomyc:orrhizae root ~ on naturally regen8f'ated seedlings as affected by site treatment
and soil horizon, Values are averages across habitat types (n . 114)

TrNtm.nt
Undisturbed

Clearcut and
bum

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Natural Regeneration Study
Species morphology and soil moi sture were fa ctors expected to influence ectomycorrhizal coloni zation of seedling roots, especi ally for na tural rege neration (Harvey and
.. thers 1980>. Generally, those habitat types with the
largest a mounts of soil organic ma tter (from Ha rvey and
others 1987) supported the greatest numbers of ectamycorrh izae (table 1). In ge neral. soil organic ma t ter
depth increased as preci pitation a nd elevation increased.

T .. ble

1- Total number of ectomycorrhizal root tips on naturally

regenerated seedlings growing on a variety 01 habitat
types (Cooper and others 1991)
H.bit.t

type'
PSMElPH MA
PSMENAGL
ABLAICLUN
ABLAlXETE
TH PU PAMY
TSHEICLUN

Western Engelml nn
white pine
spruci

Western
I.rch

240a
14b
272a
39b

14b
27b
13b

SoIl
horizon

Woot«n
whHoplno

-

Ena-lmann

Woot«n
torch

Dougfl'

Mineral

'430

Humus
Decayed
wood

23a

,Sa

'38

141>

88a

39a
7Sa

'Sa

19a

66a

39_

10_

.,.

Mineral
Humus
Decayed
wood

Mineral
Humus
Decayed
wood

36a

, 9b

98a
,Ba

Sa

30.
&<a
30a

'Oitlentnt letters Indicate a9'lifitant ditlerences (P S 0.05) across soil horizons within treatment.

lib.. 3-Total rootlanglh within random core samples as affected by site treatment and soil horizon. Values are
averages saoss habitat types (n _ 114)

lrMtment

Soli
horizon

W..tem
white pine

Engell'Mn"
opruc:.

Woo1om

Dougl. .

torch

fl'

•• • • - - - - - - - - - - _ •• - _ •• - - - - etn _. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _. - - - -

Undisturbed

Mineral
Humus
Decayed
wood

, 17.0a

'4.5a

24.0a

18....

14.Sa

Mineral
Humus
Decayed
wood

17.7a

IS.2a1>

14.1a

14.81
11 .Sa

19.5a

12.2a

12.50
13.38

' 3.50
l1.1a

" .7a
'2.Ba

54_
14b
20b
23b
55_

' PSMEtPHMA .. Pssudot5ufP mtHIZJ6S1i1Physocarpu$ maivac9US
PSMENAGl ... PuucJol5uf1ilmenzieswVacciniumglobula18
A8l.A!CLUN ... AlMs IaSlOCarpalClintotIJa ufllflonJ
ABlAIXETE .. Aboo!J /a$lOCilrpalXercphyHum ttMaX
THPU PAMY .. ThujiJplicatalPacIIls!lIMmyrSlmtes.
TSHEICLUN .. Tsupa heteropilyl/alClIII,oma Un/flora.
'OItIerenllet1ers Indicate slgmr.canl ditlerences ( P s 0.05) across habitat

"....

Partial cut
and und8fbum

lOb

93_
2_
17_
88_

Dougl ....
fir

Site treatmenta altered both location of seedling
ectomycorrhizae and greatest root length (tables 2 and 3).
In undisturbed conditions, neither Engelmann spruce nor
western larch had longest roots or ectomycorrruzae in
mineral or humus horizons. After a clearcut and burn,
all four species had lateral roote and ectomycorrhizae in
the minera! soil and decayed wood horizons. On the
burned sites, lower pH values may have made the mineral80il more suitable (or ectomycorrhizal activity.
In clearcut and burned sites, Jouglaa-fir used mostly
decaying wood (or ectomycorrhizal development. Western
white pine and larch. conversely. formel most o(their

Clearcut and
bum

Partial cut
and undertlum

" ,Ob
t9.1a

25.Sa

Mineral
Humus
Decayed
wood

S.Oa

'Oitlerltntleners Indicate Iq'Irficlnl differences (P s 0.(5) across SOIl horizons within trNtment.
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T.ble ~Aoot length in random soil cores as affected by soil
horizon. Values ate averages across habitat types and
treatment (n ,. 243)

Soli
hortzon

Western
white pine

Engelmann

spruce

Western
I.rch

(table 4). When hum us horizons were present, western
larch was notably adept in exploiting them .
No specific attempts were made to identify particuJ ar
ectomycorrhizal fungi associated with these seedlings.
However, Harvey and others (976) noted that fruiting
structures of Russula b"wipes Pk. and t he distinctive morphology of Ctnococcum groniforme (Sow.) Ferd. et Winge
were often associated with Douglas-fir seedlings during
sampling. Douglas-flf is also host to Rhizopogon uinicolor
Smith. Laccarialaccata (Scop. ex Fr.) Berk and Br., and
Heblloma cruslilin iforme <Bull ex St. Am .) Quel. (Perry and
oi.hers 1987). Estimates indicate that Dougl as-fi r may form
ect.omycorrhizae with over 1,500 fungal species over its entire range (Trappe and Strand 1969). Far fewer fungi are
estimated to form ect.omycorrhizae with western larch.
Some that have been noted include: Suillus cauipes (Opat')
Smith et Thiers, Suillus greuellii (KI .) Singer, Cenococcum
graniforme. Laccaria laccola. and Pisolithus tinctorWus
(Pers.) Coker and Couch (Amaranthus 1992; Chakravarty
and ChatarpauJ 1990; Harvey and othe", 1976).

Dougl...

fir

················ · ···cm··· · ···· · ······.
Mineral
' 17.7a
Humus
Decayed wood t7.8a
Charcoal

-

16.3a
13.7a
1' .0a

13.3b
25.0a
18.9ab
13.3b

'V b
14.8a

11 .2c

·Ortterent leiters indICate SIgI'II'icanl dftfetences IP s O.OS) across SOIl

ectomycorrhizae in mineral soiL This may have been
because postharvest organic horizons depths were rela'
tively shallow (Harvey and others 1978). A partial cut
with underburning seemed to be more detrimentaJ to or·
ganic horizons. as evidenced by high ectomycorrhizal development in mineral horizons. The large volume. gen·
eral distribution , and high moisture content of decayed
wood throughout the soil profile probably contributed to
its ability to retain and support ectomycorrhizal activity
when compared to other soil components. Irrespective of
site treatment, organic horizons. and in particular de·
cayed wOO'J . were the locations of greatest root length

..

Planted Regeneration Study
Western larch seedlings planted in raised planting beds
formed fewer ectomycorrhizae than seedlings growing
in scalped treatments (fig. 2a). Seedlings growing in
treatments considered stressful (such as mounding with
no competition control or scalping) formed most of their

ectomycorrhizae in the mineral horizons. Seedli.ngs in the
mound with weed centrol and the no-site-' preparation
treatment formed moet of their ectomycorrhizae in organic soil horizons. Thece latte:- two treatments also had
the greatest height growth (see Graham and others, this
proceedings). There were few differences in western larch
root length among these treatment... (fig. 2b).
Western white pine and Douglas·fir seedlings exhibited
similar trend!l in ec.tomYf.orrhital colonization in these
treatments (figs. 3a and 4a). Seedlings in mounded,
mOl1 nded with competition control. 'Uld sca!ped treatmeni.a had more ectomycorrhizal tips in organic than mineraIsoiJ. However, the no-site-preparation treatment
showed an opposite trend; more ectomycorThizal tips in
mineral soiL This may be because the soil had intad soil
horizons after harvesting and only a shallow surface organic horizon . After three growing seasons, both 8pecies
growing in the mound-competition control treatment had
the greatest biomass and height (Page-Dumroese and others, in press).
Western white pi.le seedlilliB produced the longest laterals in organic soils (or every treatment (figs. 3b and 4b).
Douglas-fir used the organic soil horizons more when competition or compaction created unfavorable growing con~
ditions elsewhere.
In this study, organic horizons were important (or all
t hree of these western conifers. Harvey and others (1991)
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Ectomycorrhizae play an important role in mpilltaining
healthy (orest ecosystems in the Intermountain West. In
most habitat types they are dependent on organic horizons for succe8sful colonization. Western larch is well
known for ita al.-lity to thrive in areas devoid of organic
matter. However, it and most other western conifers
benefit from intact organic horizons . The critical nature
of ectomycorrhizae and organic matter in these ecosystems present many opportunities for land managers .
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noted that b..:h Douglas-fir and western white pine re-sponded similarly in these treatments. There was significantly more ectomycorrhizal colonization in the scalped
treatment than in the other three treatments. Despite
high numbers of ectomycorrhizal short roots on these
seedlings, growth was not improved after 3 years (Harvey
and others 1991; Page-Dumrcwse and others, in press).
Seedlings growing in more (er'Ue environments tend to
have (ewer ectomycorrhizae than those growing in
harsher conditions (BraiOlerd and Pe~ ' 1987; PageDumroese and other.; 1990). Under (ertile conditions,
ectomycorrhiule may represent a carbohyci:ate cost to
seedlinp d"ficient in fact.ors unimproved by colonization
(Reid 1979) or perhaps unavailable in low organic matter
aoila (Harvey and othe ... 1991).
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With careful management these soils can be protected or
even improved. Recognizing the importance of organic borizo?S and ectomycorrhizaJ colonization (or seedling establishment and growth provides the basis for restoration
of damaged soils.
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Distribution and Site Ecology of Eastern
Larch in Newfoundland, Canada
B. A. Roberts
R. s. van Nostrand
Aa.tnd- The diatribulion and mell8W"11tional characteri.tia
o(eutem larch (Lam ioricilUJ IOu Roil K. Koch ), were .tudied
in rel.tion to phY.lognoDUC and ecolOlical.itH in Newfoundland.
A foreat lite claMification baaed upon a biophysical.,iI. .ppro«h ..... adopted. C ....ification ...u : ( 1) bot' and fen are..
(maotrophic IlI1d eutrophic typH); (2) alluvialare.u (caru-alder.

lycopodium-alder. and typical alder types); and (3) upland &lUll
(herb and ma. rich. and tricaceou.. types). The herb and mOIl
rich type ia the rno.t productive. Stands on this type have

the beat height-age and beight-diameter relationship'.

Eut.ern larch , Lori>: I4mi"" (Du IIDil K. Koch, hu the
widest ranee of any American coniferous tree apeciee. It is
found f'arther north than either white 'pruce, Pkea IIkwca
(Moeuch ) VON, or black 'pruce, Piaa maria"" (Mill.)
B.S.P., and remains arborescent, whe reas the other tree
,peri.. do not (Johnaton 1990; RDe 1957) (fig. I). Ost.enfeld
and Lanen (1930) had earlier deocribed the ronge ofeastem larch in North America, and Zoltai (1973) reported an
eneDlion of ita r8.D&'e into the northern Yukon territory.
Zoltai and Zal81ky (1979) have found and identified poetglacial f... illan:h wood even beyond this ronge .
Thia paper preoento the diltribution and the ,ite ecology
oflan:b in Newfoundland. The conditioDl for the initial
estabU.hment of larch and ita lubeequent growth are deICribed ueing a foreat site classification approach. Some
preliminary 8Ipeete of this paper have already been deacribed (RDberta 1980; RDberta and Bajzak 1984; RDberta
and van Nonrand 1984).

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Probably the moetcomplete summary of the silvical
characteriatiao oflan:h w.. thatofRDe (1957) whn reviewed
mOlt of the North American work up to that period. Although thia work was later revi.ed (Fowella 1965), site and
me.naurational data from the eastern part of Canada for
both reporta are noticeably 1ac1<inlJ. Clauoen and KozIoWlki
(1 967) and C1auaen (1970) lItudied .....na1 growth characteriatic::s of long and short shoota of larch. MacGillivuy
( 1969) reported on the reforestation and tree improvement

P.II" praen\ed .t \he SympcMllum Oft Ec:oIoo .nd M.napmmt tJI
l..ariI: ,~: A Look Ahud. Wln\.e'f.M.. MT. U.s.A.. October 509, 1992.
8. A. Robetu and R. S. "an No.tnnd are Retardt Srientista, N.tunJ
ae-rr- c-.da. C.uchan 10mt Sernc., NewbJndland and t.brador
Rqjon, PO On 8028. St. ,10M", Newfou ndl..nd. C.nacb Ale SX!.

In 1983, • larch 'ympooium (Graham and othen 1983)
"Potential for the future- reviewed much oftbe tree improvement, peata of larch, nunery practice, and related
work for the Canadian central region.
The nitrogen (N) availability beneath mixecllarch otando,
the importance of Ian:h litter, and undentory p~ have
been recently reported by Carlyle and Malcolm (1986a,b,c:.d)
and IIDberta and Bajzak (1984).
Severa1 site types have been described &om Newfoundland
and Labrador in which lan-h is the dominant component.
Damman (1967) deocribed a Larix-alder community that coosisted ofundentocked. 8tands onarch, a few white spruce and
bal, am fir <Abi<. bal14""" ILl Mill.) and lOme alder !.AIn",
rtJIIosa lDu IIDi/ Spreng.) growing on an imperfectly drained
carbonated Orthic GleY101 (Well, and othero 1972). RDberta
(1977) reported a Lorix-Abi<,-Pi«a ,hrub foreet type fiom
eastern Newfoundland located on a moderately weU-drained
Lithic Humic Poc!zol. Mercer and Bajzak (1973) gave an
ecological description of a larch forest type for the Lake
Melville area in Labrador and reported ita meD.lUrational
characteristics. The Labrador larch types grow mostly on
poorly drained Organic and moderately w.ll-drained Gleyed
Ferro-Humic Podzols. Living larch tree8 over 60 yean of
age (Wilton 1965) do not occur in these foresta but lOme
older dead trees 0CXUl'Ted. in this area. MOlt likely theee
Labrador larch stands were killed by the larp North...t.ern North America larch sawfly outbreak in the late 1880's.
Tree ring evidence for endemicity of the larch sawfly in
North America uaing a 300-year tree-ring .. rieI (1682-1989)
hal been preoented by Jordon and othero (1994). The larch
sawfly was probably present u early as 1744, (Jardon and
others 1994), more than a century before ita presumed accidental introduction from Europe to North America. However, ita populations certainly intensified around 1880.
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potential in Eutem Canada. and this stimulated further
work. 'l'ilton (975) presented a doctoral thesis on -rhe
growth and nutrition of tamarack <Lori>: l4ri<inar and
sube!!Quentiya later paper (1977) on seasonal growth and
foli ar nutrienta of Larix laricin4 in three wetland ecosyltema fiom Minneooto. Earlier Duncan (1954) ltudied lOme
of the f'ac:ton alI"ecting the natural regeneration o(larch in
Minneoota forelltl.
I..arix eeed characteristics have been 8ummarized by
RudoIr(l974) and Hall and Brown (1976). Farmer and
Reinbolt (1986) have reported on the reproduction, phenology, and potential aeed yield of Larix, and ,uboequent further inveetigation on microaporogensil (Hall 1979, 1981 ,
1982). Studi.. by Hall (1977) and Wright (1978) ,bow the
value of larch in plantation forestry and intensive forest
management and u a pulping species. In biochemical
ltudiel, Niemann (1976, 198Oa,b) and Niemann and B...
(1978) have reported the phenolice fiom Lori>: and the chemical compoeition of needles mainly from the speciee Larix

uptoltpu.
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METHODS

figura 2-Ranga 01 latch .. _ _ oneS
location of plots.

depth, stones, parent material, lOil drainace. depth to water
table, depth to bedJOc:lc.. In addition, lOill8JDple, were collected on a horizon basis for laboratory determination of
chemical and physical characteristics.
Plots were grouped into physiognomonic sites and larch
types were cl8.8I!Jifieci on the basis of:

The study area was the island portion of Newfoundland
and W8I divided into three regionl: (1) Eaotern, (2) Central,
and (3) Western. From 1977 to 1987,143, ofY.. ha ploto
each were established in all three regions using the criteria
that larch stands I8mpled had greater than 75 percent
larch by basal area (fig. 2). The menaurational cbaracteriatics (atump age, d.b.h., age, height, volume, site indu)
were measured and recorded initially and the site clusi·
fication 888igned after all plota were e8tabli8hed. A complete plot tally of all species greater than 1 em as we)) as
height/diameter data for all species were measured . At
lea8t 10 dominant and codominant trees were measured
for stump and breut height age. Total aboveground biom888 was calculated using tree mass equations from 243 10callarch tree samples (Lavigne 1982), throughout insular
Newfoundland . A representative number of plota were revisited 10 yean after establishment to assess growth conditions and to observe changes. The major site data collected
included:

1. The abundance of indicator ground species.
2. Soil type and soil drain....
3. Climatic eopooun!, ,lope, and stand history.

RESULTS
Fen Sites
Two fen types, meeotropbic and eutrophic, were identified
and separated on the ba.iI of abundance of ground cover,
pH values, and lOil properties (table 1).

I. Landformlland type, micro topography, slopeJaspecti
position.
2. Major and minor vegetation (abundance/cover sociability), espoau.re, origin and sland disturbance.
3. Complete !Oil profile deac.ription including horizon sequence, depth , color, structure, texture, seepage, pH, rooting

Maotrophic FeD Type - The mellOtropbic sites that
contained productive stand8 of larch were not 88 common
as the richer eutrophic type especially in central and west-em Newfoundland (fig. 3).
The ground flora is usually dominated by &tula Mich·
auxii, B. pumila , Po~ntilla frutirow , Myrica ,ale, and
Spiraea kJtifolia in the shrub layer with Sangui80rba
canacUlUiI, &irpUl f%SpiWIU , Caru livida, and luter
Mmoralil dominant in the herb layer. SpluJ&num papil.
losum, S. mtl6tUanicum, and S. rul:ttUum are the dominant
mosses. The lOil. are poorly drained Typic MeailOls.
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Tilble 1-$;18 dasslftcabon: larch forests. Newfoundland Region.
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Eutrophic Fen Type- The eutrophic fene have a
gTeater dominance of larch and fen indicator 8pecieB Bucb
as Bet ula pumila , Potentilla fruticosa, Comus stolon ifera,
Myrica gale , Thalictrum polygamum, T . alpinum , Carex
scirpoidea. and Sanguisorba canadensis. The m0881ayer
was composed mainly of brown mOBses (Campyliu m stellatum), and Sphagnum mosses were rare or absent .
The soits of this type were Typic Humisols, Fera Eluviated , and Orthic Gleysols from organic and base ricb deposits and were all poorly to very poorly drained. Appendix A
gives typical soil textures and pH val ues.
The growth curves height/age (fig. 4) and height/diameter
(fig. 5) shown are the averages of both types. The eutrophic
fen type shows a consistently better site index and heightl
diameter relationship in all plots on this site type.
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Alluvial Alde r Sites

Rgu,.. s-Height versus diameter for larch.
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of the three alder types, and the site index is lower than
shown for the typical alder.
Typical Alde r Type - In the couree of the .tudy, .
number of sites were definitely members of the alder type,
but no characteristic 8pecies in the ground vegetation was
dominant. The density of Alnus TU80sa greater than 90,
prohibits shrub on herbaceous growth.
Soils are poorly to very poorly drained Mucky Orthic
GleY801s or poorly drained Typic Humisols on Alluvium.
The height/age curve for a lder (fig. 4) is the average
curve shown for all t he three alder types.

rugosa) .

Cares Alder Type- The Caru alder subtype was not
very common and was encountered only a few times during
the coucse of fiel d sampling. It consisted of moderately
stocked stands of larch with clumps of alder , Alnus rugosa
in the shrub layer. The herbs Comus canadensis, Coptis
groenlandica, Linnaea borealis, and Clinron ia borealis are
common but cover was less than 10 percent. In groups or
tuffs with a coverage of 25 to 50 percent are Care:c irisperma,
often C. irisperma var . billill8.'1ii, C. intul'Msc~ns. and C.
ieptoneuria.
The soils were eutrophic muck (30 to 40 em) over gJeyed
alluvium parent material and poor to very poorly drained.
Tenures are silt loam to coarse loamy Band ; pH values for
a typical profile are given in appendix A Sites 88 indicated
are usually less acidic than the ericaceouB types.
The growth cha racteristics of height/age and height!
diameter (figs. 4, 5) show that this larch type is the poorer

!

Lycopodium Alder Type -ThiB subtype is t he most
common of the alder type. The characteristic ground cover
is Lycopodium annotinum and more rarely L. lucidulum
with Dryopteris spinulosa, Ribtslacustre dominant in the
herb layer. In the drier segments small patches of Rhyti·
diadelphus triquetrus are common and in the wetter microdepressions small patches of Sphagnum capillaceum occur.
Common throughout this subtype but lacking t he dominance
of the species above are TrientaIis borealis , Aster punictus,
Miltella nuda, Linnaea borealis, and Comus canadensis .
The soils associated with this subtype are imperfectly to
poorly drained Orthic Gleysols, Gleyed Humo-Ferric, Humic
Podzols, and Typic Hum.i601s all on alluvial parent materi·
alB. Textures range from silt loam to coarse sandy loam ,
and pH values for typical profiles are given in appendiI A.
This alder type is t he richer of the alder sites and shows
a slightly higher site index than the typical alder.

,. I---+--+--+-::?"~~=-:~~=t-l

Upland Sites
Tbeae l.u ch types are typical shrub. herb, and moss rich
forests but have a dominance of larcb instead of the u8Ual
balsam fll' or black spruce cover. The larch is the result of
fue or cutting practices removing the fll' or spruce leaving
a few scattered larch that quickly seed in to form a small
stand.
Herb aDd _
Rlch Type - The ground vegetation is
dominated by such berbs as Comw canadt",u, Linnaea

:J:

Western NFW]

BREAST HEIGHT AGE (y r a)
F~ur.

figure 3--l.arch types and number of ptots per region.
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The alder site type was most common in central
Newfoundland (fIg. 3). The three subtypes (table 1) were
assigned mainly on the basis of ground indicator species
and soil drainage. All types had a shrub coverage (0.5 to
4 m heigh t) of 10 to 95 percent of speckled alder (Alnus
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Old field succession to larch on previously cleared land
similar to white spruce was also encountered a few times
during the survey. The most unusual larch habitat is an
ericaceouslarch type on soils derived from serpentinized
rockl . Larch is the only tree species to reach 5 to 12 m
on these sites, which are known to have to:.ic quantitiea
of magnesium, lack of major nutrients, and poisible toxic
heavy metals but in a natw-al setting (RabertIJ 1 ~ 92 ). The
ability oflarch to uclude the uptake of heavy metals and
to survive and grow on soila with chemical imbalances aug·
&ests this speciea could have potential in the stabilization
of mine spoils and tailings.

bonalil , Clintonia borealil , and occasionally Dryopteru
, pinulosa . Mosses are chiefly the feather mosses Hylocomium !P~ndtl14, Pl~urozium schreberi, and Ptillium crista·
castrensis , but Rhytidituklphuslorew and Dit:ronum majus
are often present.
The soils are well to moderately wel1-drained Orthic
Humo-Ferric and Ferro Humic Podzols, oc:casionally gleyed
in the lower B horizon. Parent material is glacial till, and
typical textures and pH values are given in appendi.z A.
The height/age and height/diameter curves (fig. 4, 5), are
highest for this site type.

ErieaceoU8 Type- The ground vegetation of the erica·
ceous type was dominated by Kalmia angustifolia , udum
grotnlandit:um, Rhcdodtndron canadtnsis, Vaccinium vitia·
id.aM, and V. angustifolium, all members of the ericaceous
or heath family in the heavy shrub layer, which covers 50
to 100 percent of the site. Ntmopanthus mucronata is also
a shrub that appears con.istently in this type. The herb
layer includes ComUi catUUUnBis, Tr~ntalis borealis aa
dominant memben, and the lichem: (Cladonia alpestris, C.
fTUl6iftrUu: , and C. mitis ) are always present, and mosse.
P~urozium achrtMri and Dit:ranum scoparium form. scat·
tered patches.
The soils aasoci.ated with the ericaceous type were well to
moderately well-drained Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzola and
Orthic Fe~Humic Pochols with almost equal numbers of
each per aite investigated. The parent materials were stony
glacial tills derived from noncalcareous sedimentary and
igneous rocks giving a range of textures from silt loam to
sandy loam pH values for typical profiles (appendix A). The
thick. ericac:eous humus sometimes impedes regeneration ,
and growth in terms of height and diameter was the lowest
oftbe site types assigned.
Otller larch habitat types commonly found in
Newfoundland are the immediate roadside borders that
are now often dominated with larch. The seven types de·
scribed are well rl!presented on these road right of ways
and are an important seed source.

SUMMARY OF LARCH GROWTH

~

~
~~

Height/age and height/diameter curvea were constructed
for each of the seven larch site types (fip. 4, 5). The best
growth ocxutTed on the upland berb and moaa type, averaged
site indu 16 M at 60 years. The height/age growth of supe·
rior stands, plotted separately was also beat for thia site type
(fig. 4). The alder types (averaged site index 14 M) sbowed
the next best growth followed by the fen types (averaged
aite index 11.7 M) and the ericaceous type (averaged site index 11 M ). The growth data of three Larix alder types was
aimilar. The carel[ alder bad the lowest site index, the lyco-podium alder the best the typical alder type was very clok:
to the average curves ahown figs. 4 and 5 when the complete
data set was analyzed. Lan:b showed better beight/age relationships than Abin bal.samea or Picro Marian4 on the same
herb and moss type (fig. 6).
The number of trees. total volume, and total aboveground
biomass for the herb and mD88 type, the averaged alder type,
the averaged fen type, and the ericac:eoua type are given in
table 2. The data also show the same site trend as shown
by the growth curves. Stem density varied in all types from
800 to 6200 stemslha. The mean values for the herb and
mosa, alder, fen, and ericac:eous types were 2340, 3050, 3100,
and 1940 per ha , respectively (table 2). Mean basal area
and total volume varied from a low of9.9 m2 and 42.4 mS
per ha in the ericaceoua type, to 23.8 m 2 and 128 mS in the
herb and m088 type. The highest recorded total volume in
this survey was from the lycopodium alder type, which el[ceeded 157 m3 per ba. Total aboveground biomass showed
similar trends and on the better quality sites was greater
than 100 ton per ha. Mean values for the ericaceous, feD,
alder, herb and moas types were 35.7, 46.8, 78.8, and 101.2
ton per ha, respectively. The lycopodium alder and the herb
and moss types had highest ton per ba of 124.5 and 121.8,
respectively, for the best quality sites <table 2). Figures 7
showa photographs of each type.
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pulping proce88. The species is uted mostly as fuelwoocl and
as lumber for fenciq. In eastem Newfoundland it ia widely
cut for fuelwood along with black spruce to meet demand
there . More than 1 million m S of fuelwood are needed an·
Dually (Roberta and Titus 1994), with white bin:b the preferred species in the central and western regiona. Signifi·
cant quantities of birch are silO tranaported. to eutem

Newfoundland sugeatin.g that energy plantationa from
eutem Larch or other lariz apecie. certainly would help
the fuelwood induatry here.
This project b.. shown that larch is really the o"'y apecies
in the ezpooed land areas that will produce a merchantable
crop on the pooreat sites, while at the same time at age 50
yean and OD better quality .ilea, IIll<h will produce greater

DISCUSSION
Although larch currently occupies less than 5 percent of
t he tree volume in Newfoundland its numben are inere ..·
ing yearly by natural regeneration after logging disturbance
and wildfire. It ia not used for local pulpwood even though
there are reporta (WrilIht 1978) that it can make suitable
pulp, especially from the younger age claSles. The heart
wood of older larch currently leads to color problems in the

BREAST HEIGHT AGE (yrs)
•

No._
Typo

CHARACTERISTICS

,~

V

Tab" 2-MensurationaJ characteristics for stands 35 to 55 years.

Herb & Mo •• Type Only

Flgw. ~ VOf1US age IOf farcl\ (hart> and
""'" fypo only). bfack """"" and bafsam fir.

Flgur.7- (A) HtKb fypo ; (9) 1110$$ typo; (C) typical alder typo; (0) ericac80us typo; (E) mesotropic len fypo ;
and (F) au.op/Iic len typo .
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height growth and biomels than other local speciel (Hall
1986). There ill a current revised interest in lite c18a.ification (Meadell and Roberta 1992). Matching IIpecie8 to lite,
optimizing growth , and species diversity indicate 8 future
interest in larch. Individual tree and eland reaponee to
spacing appear to be similar to other conifers (Stiell 1984)
and thus early prec:ommercial thinning in denae .tend.
(greater than 3000 etemalha) appean to be a good manalP'"
ment option.
One of the main concerns of incressing the percentage of
larch forest type has been the threat of insect inrellution.
luch 88 the eastern larch beetle (Langor and Raske 1989)
and the larch sawfly. The masked shrew wu introduced to
Newfoundland in 1958 (Warren 1970) and haa appeared to
be effective in reducing populations of leveral (oreet ineect.
pesta including the larch aawfly, one oritl preferred foods in
the cocoon stage. The shrew is now well diatributed through.
out Newfoundland , and aawfly populations have not reached
outbreak levels lince the introduction. Five m-.jor peata of
larch are recognized in Newfoundland (Schooley and Pardy
1981), but at least 55 insect .peeie. have been recovered on
larch. The European larch canker is a dillN!:aae onareh that
haa caused concern in eastern Canada (Magasi 1983) and
i. currently being studied.
In tenns or genetic improvement and plantation manqe.
ment, Lavigne (1982) and Hall (1986) indicate 8 to 43 per·
cent increase in lareh biomaaa over black apruce in mixed
atand! from central Newfoundland , which can be further
doubled if Japanese larch (L.ltalmpflri fLam.)) ia used in
plantation. In medium quality sitea with espo.ure, hybrid
larche. and eastern larch ahow the mOlt promise and are
recommended in reforestation programs. In a recent review
of tree breeding strategies (Vallee and Stipanicic 1993), pre.
sent a synopsi. of program! for larch speciea from Canada
includ ing Newfoundland where there appears more inter·
e.t now than a decade earlier.
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APPENDIX A
Typical soil subgroups, depth , pH and texture of soil horizons for each site type.
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Distribution and Variation of Larix
Principis-Rupprechtii Forest in Shanxi
Province
Li Wenrong
Qi Liwan g
HanYouzhi
J ianwei Zhang
population variation along a geographical gradient; and
(4) to establish the multiple linear models to fmd out the
predominant ecological facton influencing the variation
of growth or morphological traits.

Abllltract-Crowth and charact.eriatiu oBhe needle, cone, and
seed have been investigated in 41 natural populations of Larix.
principia-rupprechtii in China. AA climate become. dry and cold,
the number of needles per fascicle in ahort shoot and the number
of cone scales increases in 8 mono-directional cline. The annual
height growth increased from northeaat to lIOuthweat. Diameter
at breast height was positively correlated with elevation. Lati.
tude. mean annual temperature, and mean January temperature
were the main factors affecting the heiaht growth. Latitude and
mean July temperature innuenced the number of need It. per f..·
cicle in IIhort shoota.

METHODS
This investigation combined literatu re review with field
survey. Information on the distribution status of Larix
principis-rupprechtii was first obtained through reviewing
literature of the previous investigation, followed by the
field survey, during which forest distribution map and a
foreat phase map of the individual forest regions were

confirmed.
In the field survey, the number of sites and locations of
the sampling were determined according to the distribu·
tion of the natural forest. Relatively fewer sampling sites
were arranged in the places with continuous distribution;
but in the discontinuous distribution of forest, we assigned at least a site for each population even though the
population was small. Meanwhile, all populations were
chosen from the middle-aged and healthy stand with 41
populations between 32 forest farms throughout the
Shanxi province.
In each population, mean height and diameter at breast
height of the forest were estimated from the measurements of more than 30 representative trees which were all
from a randomly selected sampling plot. The trees with
the average height and DBH were selected for determina.
tion of the volume per tree and the volume per unit area.
Five dominant or sub-dominant trees with pest-free and
erect trunks were chosen 88 sample trees. To avoid the
influence by close parentage, di stance between sample
trees was no closer than 60 meten. Cones, needles, and
seeds were coUected from the sample trees and tested as
fonows: (1) needle: fascicles were collected from 2-year-old
branches located on the southwest of the central crown for
the measurement of the length and width of individual
needle and the number of needles per rascicle; (2) cone
and seed: from directions of east, west, south, north of
the central crown of each sample tree, four cones were
collected for measure ment of the length, width, and the
number of cone scales. Seed length , width, and weight
per 1,000 seeds were measured {rom 25 populations.
Climatic data was obtained from the meteorological
stations acUacent to sampling sites (Shanxi Meteorology
Bu reau 1982). Temperature of the sam pling sites was

Larix principis·rupprechtii Mayr. is a unique species in
high elevations of northern China. The natural foresu of
this species are mainly distributed in Shanxi and Hebei
provinces. Shanxi has been known as the home of Larix
principis .rupprechtii forests with about 29,678 hectares,
mainly growing in the mountains of Guandi, Guanqing,
Wutai. There are small stands in Hengshan of northern
Shanxi and Toiyue of southern central Shanxi. Elevational
distribution is from 1,400 to 2,800 m, with most stands
growing from 1,600 to 1,900 m.
Because the natural forests are widely distributed with
a great variation in topography, there might be a considerable variation among individuals wh ich are subjected to
natura l selection. Although studies have concentrated on
the variation in growth and seed quality in the central
range of Larix principis.rupprechtii (Liu 1984; Chang
and Liu 1984), none of these studies have focused on geographic variations in the overall range of this species.
In order to clarify the geographic distribution and the
variation among natu ral popUlations, which provide bet.
ter understanding of t he ge ne resources and the potential
utilization of the current natural variation, we investi.
gated 41 populations across the natu ral range in Shanxi
province durin g the period from 1983 to 1985. The main
objectives of this study were: 0) to determine the relationship between the horizontal and vertical distributions of
Larix principis-rupprechtii and its geograph ic positions;
(2) to determine the relationship bAtween natural condi.
tion and la rch distribution; (3) to evaluate the pattern of
Piper preHnl~ I l the Sympolliu m on Ecolol)' ud Mual'lment or
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estimated by .; decreaee of 0.5 "c for every 100 m rise in
elevation. The annual precipitation Nas estimated by isohyetal (ine map of Shanxi (The Mapping Commission of
Shanxi Province 1984). The degree of aridity and warmth
in spring were calculated bued on the air temperature
and precipitation of the period. Banguls and Ganssen
(1970) suggeeted U8e of the ratio of precipitation to the
double air temperature to measure the mo:ature 8upply.
If the precipitation of a given month exceeds the doubled
value of the mean air temperature, moisture supply is
aufficient; otherw~ , water deficit occurs. Meigs (but see
Goor and Barney 1976) coJl8idered an area arid if the pre·
c:ipitation of a given month was less or equal to the doubled
mean temperature. We uaed this ratio as an indes for
spring aridity in April, May, and June. The warmth in·
des was calculated by lumming up the monthly average
temperature above 5 "C of a year after 8ubtracting 5.

Larch in this region is of continuous distribution. There
are 14 forest farms covering 16,353 hectare8, accounting
for more than half of the totai natural larch forest in
Shanxi. Furthermon, there is high productivity as well
a8 large pure stands in thi8 region.
GuaDdi Mountain Forest Region-This region cov·
era the area west to Nanyunding Mountain in Fansban
county, ...t to the boundary between lDufan and Jiaocheng
counties in Beiyunding Mountain, with a diatance of
about 20 kIn. The north 8tarts (rom Zhoujiagou in
Fangshan county and south ends up in Guji Mountain,
with a distance of about 30 km. The total area of Larix
prin.cipis-ropprechtii is 6,413 hectares in this region, cen·
tered in Mount Xiaowen of Guandi Mountains. Most
larch etands in the IOUth of Mount Xiaowen are o( escellent quality with site index of I. or I.
Wutai MountaiD Fo.....t Region-Larch grow. on the
north and BOuth slopes of the peak ofWutai Mountains,
covering an area of 4,300 hectares. Kuantan and Boqiang
Forest Farma are the IIIl1l".t. Natural pure standa are in
Cbantanmiao, Dadongguu, Xiaodonggou, and Erqielan in
Fanci county and ShaluOllhu in Wutai county.
Around Henpban Mountain, the total area of the natural Larix prin.cipis.rupprechtii foreet is 2,080 hectares.
Within this area 1,793 hectares of larch grows on sites
with indicel o( II or In. About 60 hectares in discontinuoUI stands are in Hualinbei Forelt Farm, the northern
boundary of thi. region. In addition, laz<h also grow. in
scattered etands in Guanling and Linqiu counties. Another 533 hectares of larch growe in Xinzhou.

GEOGRAPmC DISTRIBUTION OF
TIlE NATURAL LARIS PRINCIP1S·
RUPPRECHT11 FOREST
Horizontal Distribution
The natural foreet of Lari:t principis-rupprechtii in
Shanxi province is diBtributed in the geographic locations
from 36· 39' to 39· 52' latitude from the North and from
111"22' to 114"20' longitude from the East. The bound·
aries are north to the Hualinbei Forest Farm in Yanggao
county, the branch range of Henphsn Mountain, and
IOUth to Qiliyu Forest Farm in Huozhou county of Taiyue
Mountain. The western boundary lies in the Nanyunding
Mountain in Fangshan county of Guandi Mountain Forest
Region and the eastern boundary is in Lingqiu county.
Larch mainly grows with evergreen conifers at bigh eleva·
tiOJl8 in Guandi, Guanqing, Wutai, and Hengshan Moun·
taine. Some are found in the subalpine meadow belt
(1,900·2,347 m above sea level) in the central80uth area
of Shanxi province.

Taiyue MountaiD Fol'8t Region-Lan:h is dispened
around the ridges of the east and west elopes ofTaiyue
Mountain in this region. The forest farml, including
Haodifang, Jiangtai, and Wangtao in Qinyuan county,
Jiemiao and Sbigao8han in LingBhi county, Miansban in
Jiexiu county, and Qiliyue in Huozhoue county, cover a
total area of 133 hectares. Most ofthe forest grows in
Haodifang Forest Farm, about 87 heetare• . Although
temperature and moisture are superior in this region, the
growth of forest is slow becauee BOils are calcariou8 and
site index ie only graded II or fil. Moreover, mOlt etands
are in spotted or scattered plots in this region, 400 years
old, more than 25 m tall, and up to 1 m DBH.

GuaDqin, Mountain Fol'8t Region-Larix
principiJ-ruppnchtii in thi8 region extends about 60 km
from the west in Wangjiacha village of Kelan county to
the east near to the peak of Yunzhong Mountain. The
north of this region starts from the Shanchunlin Fore8t
Farm in Shenchi county, the northwest slope oftbe ridges
ofLuliang Mountain and ends up in the Dujiacun Forest
Farm in Jingle county down to the south, with a distance
of about 50 km.

T..,.. 2-Population variation in Ihe chatacl8ristic& of needle, cone

The elevational dilI'erence of the vertical distribution
is 750 to 1,200 m in the central and northern parte of
Shanxi, while the difference between the northern·moet
and the lIOuthern·most is only 250 to 450 m. Such distribution indicatee tbat the range in which the tree grow.
well can be greatly extended, which has been proven by
species introduction practice. in Shanxi. and other proviDc:ee.

and seed
V.Iob..
Number of needkts
Cone langth (em)
Cone_(em)
Cone Iang1hIwicI1h

Number of cone scales
Seed Ieng1h (mm)
Seed wid1h (mm)
Seed Iang1hIwicI1h
WI. pel' 1,000 seeds (g)

-.

Rongo

53.54
2.87
1.89
1.55
39.83
4.70
2.89
1.64
6.01

F_

2.54-3.27
1.37·1.76

4.38"
3.28"
14.80·'
4.47·'
4.28"
0.99
2.23"
1.72

4.89-7.49

39.43·'

39-80
2.40·3.38
1.45-2.45

1.20-1 .99
28-49
4.42·5.06

POPULATION VARIATION
Needle, Cone, and Seed Traits
Significant differences were detected among populations in the number of needles per faecicle on 8hort "hoot,
cone length and width. the number of cone scalea, seed
width, and weight per 1,000 seeds (table 2). The number
of needl.. was significantly correlated with istitude
(r =0.35, P<O.05), longitude (r =0.40, P<O.OI), and annual precipitation (r = 0.31, P<O.05) (table 3), indicatinjj
that the number of needles increa.eee from the lSOuth to
the north as latitude increase., and from the weat to the
east as longitude increues. However, the less precipitation there wae, tbe more needle. per fucicle. The number
ofneedlea is one of the important indexes in this study,
which is in accordance with the results of our 7-year ez·
periment. This probably re.u1ted from thelolllf·u.rm
adaptability oflarch to the e~ of geographic and climatic environment.
The mean of the length of cone. wu 2.87 em, varying
from 2.40 to 3.38 em. The width of the conee w.. I .89 em,
ranging 1.45 to 2.45 CDl. The average number of cont
acaIes W88 39.83 ranging 28 to 49 (table 2). The number
of cone scales wu the only variable correlated significantly with longitude, elevation, and annual precipitation
(table 3). The eize of cone wu not correlated with any environmental variable. On the other band, the number of
acaIe. W88 correlated with the istitude (r = 0.38, P = 0.1).
All indicatioD8 are that allatitude increases, precipita·
tion decreasel and climate become8 colder. the number of
scalel per cone tend8 to inereaBe; whereas, as t he eleva·
tion increases, the number of cone scale. decrease8. It is
found from the overall analysis that annual precipitation
baa !Jelen a predominant ecological factor in conifer foreats.
Although a pronounced difference was found among
population. in seed length and the ratio oflength to width

Note: 0 0 statistically significant al P. 0.01

The correlation coefficients are -0.73 and -0.43 between
the upper limit and longitude and between the lower limit
and longitude re.pectively. Although none of the correIa·
tion coefficients are statistica1ly significant at the 0.05
level, the trend is clear. Such an increase in distribution
with an increase in longitude is related to climate (except
Wutai Mountains) that becomes colder from the east to
the west.
The correlation coefficients between the upper and
lower limits with latitude are -0.39 and -0.60 re8pectively. Such distribution agrees with the general growing
pattern of foreat 8peciel &rid is related to the geomorphologica1 and climatical conditione in Shanxi. From the
BOuth to the north, the topography become. natter, but
the climate becomes colder. AB long a8 the ecologica1 requirements of larch are met, natural forest will be present.
The edgee of Dahuangcaoliang in Guanqing Mountains,
with an elevation of 2,700 m, is a subalpine meadow
formed because of clear-cutting and overgrazing. However, from the re8idual stumps, it can be seen that this elevation is not the upper limit oflarch. In Mount Xiaowen
ofGuandi Mountains, with an elevation of 2,830 m, larch
still grows along its north.facing elopes, stretching to
the top of the peak. On the northern plateau ofWutai
Mountaine, although the elevation i8 3,058 m, lIpruce has
replaced the vegetation bordering the subalpine meadow
on the ,upper parte of the north·f9cing slopes. The south·
facing elopes of the mountain summits in Shanxi are
blocked by c1i1llo and lan:h grow. only in patche • .

Vertical Distribution
The upper and lower limite of La.ri:t principis-ropprechtii
inerea.. gradually from east to west in Shanxi (table I).

Tob.. 3-Cotrelation coelflCian1S belw3an Ihe morp/loIogicaI _ails pnd geographic

v..-s

Long"_
Teble 1-The geographic infOfmation of Larix principis-rupprechtii in Shanxi
~lImn

Low«lImft

LotIt_

Hualinbei

1m)
1.850

Hongshan

2.150

Wutai Mountains
Guancjng Mountains

2,600
2.700
2.800
2,300

1m)
1,600
1,400
1,750
1,750
1,600
1,850

IN)
39"50'
39"34'
39"04'
38· 45'
37"54'
36·45'

LOC8IIon

Guandi MountUns
Taiyue Moun1aios
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Longitude

IE)
113'"47

113"41 '
113"29'
111·08'

Number of needles
Cone Ieng1h (eml
Cone wid1h (anI
Cone 1ong1hlwid1h

Number of cone sc:aIes
Seed Ieng1h (mm)
Seed width (mm)
Seed Iang1hIwicI1h
WI. pel' 1,000'-' (g)

0.35'
0.16
0.21
-0.12
0.38
0.10
0.12
-0.01
-0.29

0.40"
0.28

0.211
-0.13
0.54"
-0.05
0.02

0.20
-0.25

111'"28'

112"00'

Note:' statistiealytq1ificantat P.O.05
·,atatlstic:allyaigniftcMt8t P.0.01
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-0.11
-0.20
-0.24
0.12
-0.48"

-0.31 '
-0.32
-0.33
-0.16
-0.64

Partial Regre88ion Coefficients

of seed, all seed characteristics were not significantly correlated with geographical and climatic variablea (data not
ahown), which ia possibly due to the improper time of seed
collection and heterogeneity of the distribution.

Through the significance test for the partial regression
coefficients and stepwise regression, BOme of the nODsignificant independent variables are removed. At a confidence level of 70 percent. factors that have significant
influence on the dependent variable are selected to establish the regre88ion equation:

Growth Traits
The invetltigation indicates that under ditTerent natural
conditions the growth is quite different; the general trend
i6 that annual growth slows down from BOuthwest to
northeast. Height. DBH, and volume per tree were negatively correlated with latitude and longitude (table 4).
The growth decreaeed. from the west to the eDt, and from
the lIOuth to the north . These trends are probably explained by the fact that annual precipitation has a positive correlation with height, DBH, and volume (table 4).

Y, . 6..3608 - O.048U'J - O.D427X, • O.09OlX, • 0.2124X, - 0.021M,

Y, ••.2599 - O.0937X, - O.0227X, - O.0258.K.. 0.3773X,
Y, • 0.21S1 _ 0.OOllX1 _ O.OOl4Xt • O.OOC).U'. - O.oooex, - O.OOl9X, + 0.0 197X,
Yt • 67.125. 7..:M71X1 -16.17U. - 33.837X, + 2.9868X,
Y, .. 4111.468-2.986SXt • 5.3OU',-2.1699X, + 2.187""'-

where Y1 =me&ll annual height, Y2 = mean annual DBH.
Y3 = the average volume per year per tree, Y. = the number of needles, and Y, =the number of cone scales.
All partial regression coefficienta of the 5 selected dependent variables in the above equatioDs have reached
a significant level, while the interactions among the
independent variables are very small. The variables with
larger partial regression coefficient8 contribute more to
the dependent variable.

REGRESSION EQUATION AND
ANALYSIS
Establishment of Regression Equation
Growth and morphological trait8 investigated are the
fundamental facton reflecting the growth of the foreat
and population variation. Therefore, growth and morphological characteriatics of needle, cone, and seed are selected 88 dependent variables (Y,,). and nine other variables which have a considerable influence on growth of
forelt are independent variables (Xi)' A multiple linear
model is propoeed 88:

AnalY8is of Predominant Factors
From table 5 it is seen that for the five established regrelsion equations, in which the non-significant independent variables have been removed, all the multiple correlation coefficients have reached a significant level,
indicating that these traits are cloeely related to the eeol~cal facton. However, the determination coefficients
(R ) ahow the order of the direct influence of the ecological
factors on the 5 dependent variables Y l , Y2 , Y 3 , Y., and Y 1:
14.66 percent. 39.61 percent, 39.72 percent. 33.67 percent. and 42.81 percent. respectively. The reat (1- R')
percent comea from other unknown• .
Partial correlation analysis is further conducted for the
ecological fact<>n and the selected traits (table 6) to find
out the predominant ecological factors determining the
variations of the fo~st characters.
The fact<>r that haa the greatest influence on the height
is longitude. followed by latitude. mean January temperature, mean annual temperature. elevation, annual pre-cipitation. spring aridity, mean July temperature. and
warmth index.
Latitude is the moat important fact<>r to tbe DBH. followed by mean annual temperature, mean January temperature, precipitation, longitude, apring. aridity. eleva·
tion, mean July temperature, and warmth index..
The factor with the greatest influence on the volume is
latitude, foUowed by mean annual temperature. mean
January temperature, precipitation. longitude, spring
aridity. warmth index. elevation, and mean July temperature. Mean temperature ha.a the greatest influence on the
number of needle. per faocicle. followed by elevation. latitude, warmth index, spring aridity. mean January temperature, mean annual temperature. precipitation, and
longitude.

Y" = bo +~:. ,biXI
where: b o = intercept;
b I = partial regre88ion coefficient;
" = 1. 2• ...• 8;
i = 1,2, ...• 9.
Through the significance telt for the equatioD8 (Zhang
and Hu 1985). we found that the equatioD8 are atati8tically Significant only in the case of the combination ofecological factora with the height. DBH, volume, number of
needles per faacicle, and the number of cone scales. The
reliability reaches 95 percent or higher.

T _ 4-Correlation coeff_ ~ grOWlh ,lI1d cimatic

v..-

V_
laIitIJdo

L.ongtudo
Elevation
Moan January
Moan July Temper""".

T_"""8
Iv"nJJl Moan T_a1ur.

HoIgIIt

DBH

Volumo
per ....

~ .36·

~.57"

~. 62"

-o.4T·
0.28

~.42"'

~. 47"

~. OO

0.31'
0.13

~. 3O

~. 2S

0.30
0.19
~ .28

~. 09

~. 01

0.04

Spring Aridi1y

~.28

~.3O

~.34·

W;Ytnth Index

~ . 17

~. 17

~. 18

Iv"nJJl Prodpi1a1ion
_

0.39'

0.48"

Tlble S-Test of the partial regression coefficients and the multiple
correlation coefficients of the equations

Y,

Y,
15.934'·

'2

1.751'
-2.838"

'5
'6
,7
'8
R
R2

- 5.197"

-5.588"
1.260'
0.497"
0.247

- 11.783'·
2.068'
-30.741"

,."

0 .629
0 .396

0.630"
0.397

3. Population variation ia mainly influenced by geomorphological and climatic factora. and closely related to precipitation and latitude. The number of needles per fascicle on the short shoot shows an increasing tendency in
a pattern of mono-directional cline from the southwest to
the northeast 88 the climate becomes dry and cold. Cone
sizes do not differ among population; it seems to decrease
with the increase in precipitation. The number of cone
ecales increalles from the IOUth to the north a8 the latitude increases and the climate becomes dry and cold.

Y,

Y,

Y,
1.599·
-5.060'
1.053'
11 .58r·
-503.640"
-111 .980"

slopes. Most larch foreats are pure, although occasionally
they are mixed with spruce. aspen and birch.

14.691"

2.717·
-11 .028"
3.401"

-<13.512"
-3.356"
-38.929'·
6.444"
0.580'
0.337

0.854'
0.428

Nole: ' stalisticaly SigniflCanl at p .. 0.05
•• statistically Significantal P .. O.OI

4. The growth of larch slows down from lOuthweat to
northeast 88 the climate becomes dry and cold. The mean
annual increment of the DBH is significantly correlated
with elevation. The volume is significantly negatively correlated with spring aridity.

Tlble ~Partial correlation coefficients between the measured
variables and climatic variables
Vorloblo

Y,

lati1ude

~ . 31

Longitude
Elevation
Mean January Temperature
Mean July Temperature
Annual Mean Temperature

-0.42
-0.17
0.23
0.11

Spr;ng ArKl;!y
Warmth Index
Annual Precipitation

Y,
0.43
0.17
0.04

Y,
~. 44

Y,

~.08

0.28
0.06

~ .02

~.28

~ . 2()

0.12

0.12

~.02

~ . 38

~ . 2()

0.02
0.23

~.1 2

~.09

0.06
0.04
0.08

~ .21

0 .11

~ . 09

~ . OO

~ . 01

-0.14

~ . 2()

5. The reliability of the regJ'e88ion equations with the
growth indexes reaches 95 pen:ent or higher. with the
number of needles per fascicle 99 percent and the number
of cone scales 95 percent. The multiple coJTelation analysis reveals close relationships among height, DBH. volume. number of needles. and number of CODe scales with
aU the effecting fact<>MI. The e.tablished equations reOee!
the realsituatioDB.
6. Predominant fact<>MI affecting the growth traits have
been found. The moet important factors influencing the
height. DBH, and volume are latitude, mean annual temperature, and mean January temperature, which reveale
that at different latitudes. the growth is different due to
the differences in geological positions and the conditions
of moisture and temperature. The factors in1luencing the
number of needles include mean July temperature and
latitude. Changes of the number of needles follow the genetic variation pattern ofmono-directional cline.

024
0.07

CONCLUSIONS
1. The natural Larix principis·rupprechtii forest in the
Shanxi province mainly grows in the area of Guanqing
and Guandi Mountains, with a small amount in the Wuw
Mountains and the Hengshan Mountains. Down in the
southern part of Shanxi in the forest fanns of Jiangtai,
Jiemiao, Haodifang, and Qiliyu, small patches onarch forellt are found. There are no natural larch forests to be
found in the southern area of the Taihang Mountains and
the Zhongtiao Mountains. The vertical distribution of
larch L8 generally in the 1,600 to 1.900 m elevation range.
with a relati"e elevation difference of 250 to 1,200 m. The
upper limit reached 2.800 and the lower limit can be down
to 1.400 m. TlJe upper limit does not significantly shift
from the south to the north, but the lower limit descends.
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2. The distribution of Larix principis-rupprechtii is
greatly detennined by climatic factors. The correlations
between its distribution and temperature, precipitation,
warmth index and spring aridity were all statiaticaUy
significant. Typell of soil and vegetation also influence the
distribution of larch. Larix principis·rupprechtii usuaUy
grows on mountainous brown soil or leached cinnamon
soil of the north-facing slopes; scarcely on the lIOuth-facing
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Spatial Distribution of Tamarack Cones
Damaged by the Larch Cone Maggot
and Lepidoptera
Y. H. Prevost
Besides knowledge of insect damage, understanding the
distribution of cones and damage within and between
trees is necessary if t fTective protection programs are to
be implemented. Annual intertree and intra tree variation
in cone production and insect damage poses problems for
seed orchard management because there is usually not
enough lead time between cone crop monitoring, insect
monitoring, and when action is required. Forecasting
tools for cone crop production and insect damage would al·
low proper planning for the coming field season. Knowing
the dist.ribution of the larch cone maggot (Strobilomyia
sp.) and o( Lepidoptera cone damage between and within
trees if! a valuable step in developing these forecasting
tools. This knowledge would determine where and how
much to sample for evaluating damage that could be correlated to pheromone trap and sticky trap catches of adult
insecta.
Development of forecasting tools has been initiated by
Roqu.s (1986) in France and by Turgeon (1989) in northeastern Ontario to determine the relationship between
cone production and damage by larch cone maggots. And
both Lepidoptera and Diptera have been deemed impor·
tant in reducing seed production in tamarack (Amirault
and Brown 1986; Eavy and Houaeweart 1986; Pr~v08t, in
preas). The objective o( this study W88 to determine the
intertree and intratree variation of cone distribution smd
damage by both larch cone maggot and Lepidoptera at
Thund.r Bay. ON. Canada.

AlMtract.--Spatiai di.tribution of tamarack conell and of inled
damage were determined in tl'ftS at Thunder Bay, ON. in 1990.
A total of 5,900 cones were collected by tree, north and touth
(.towns, an:l crown level. All conel were attacked. The proportion of cone. damaged by the larch conI!! maClot wu more variable than by the eutem Ipruce budwonn and (our other Lepidoptera. Numberw of cones infested by larch cone maaot and
Lepidoptera were great.ett in the upper crown of the .outh (ace;
while (or bud worm the numbers were greatelt in the midtfle
crown of the touth face.

In tamarack (Lariz laricina IOu RoiJ K. Koch). viabl.
seed production is low where up to eight seeds per cone
can be extracted, but generally only two to five seeds are
present (Amirault and Brown 1986; Eth.ridg. 1986;
O'Reilly and Fann.r 1991; Smith 1981; Tooh 1986). Low
production of viable seeds in conifers can be due to a variety afractors that incl ude pollination (ei-Giovanni and
Kevan 199U. fertilization <Hall and Brown 1976. 1977).
and insect feeding <H.dlin and oth.re 1980). Selfpollination (Fanner and Reinholt 1986; HalJ and Brown
1977). poor pollination and fertilization (Hall and Brown
1976. 1977; O'Reilly and Fann.r 1991 ). and insecta oevereJy limit viable seed production in tamarack (Amirault
and Brown 1986; Eavy and Housew.art 1986; O'Reilly
and Fanner 1991 ; Pr~v08t, in press; Turgeon 1989).
Insects that feed in cones and seeds of tamarack belong
to the Diptera, Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, and HomopteTa (Hedlin ard others 1980). A review of tamarack cone
and seed ir.secL6 and some biclogical notes can be found in
Amirault (1989). Amirault and Brown (1986). Eavy and
Houaew.art (1986). Prevost (in p..... ). and Roae and
Lindquist (1980).
Evaluation of cone and seed characteristics of tamarack
in northwestern Ontario indicated that seed damage
could be aa high a. 97 perc.nt (O'Reilly and Fann.r
1991 ). This level will be an obstacle to tamarack tree im·
provement programs. Consequently, studi es were initi·
ated to detennine the importance of insects to cone and
seed production in wild tamaracks near the tamarack
provenance plantations in Thunder Bay (Pr~v08t, in

METHODS AND MATERIALS
During May 1990, five upland open·grown trees 8 to
10 m tall and about 25 years old were selected based on
the presence of current,.year female strobili. During the
third week of August all 5,900 entire cones and those
chewed by eastern spruce budwonn (Choristoneum
fumiftrana [Clem.]), were collected by tree, north or BOUth
crown, and crown level. Access to tree tope was gained by a
g..m extell8ion ladder stabilized. using guy ropes (Yeatman
and Nieman 1979). Cones were stored at 4 °C until they
were 8IlSessed within 6 months of collection.
External feeding was classed as present or absent.
SpruCP budwonn was the only lepidopteran feeding exter·
nallyon the cones. The damage included lacerations,
truncations, hollowing out, and near~omplete consumption of the cone. Internal reeding was assessed by peeling
back cone acales from the cone base to apex . Larch cone
maggot damage was recognized as tunneling around the
cone axil through seeds and cone acaJes. whereas internaJ
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Lepidoptera feeding was recognized by the irregular.
shaped feeding patch containing fecal pell.ta and silk.n
webs.
Untransformed mean number of cones per tree and
arcsin·tra nsrormed percentages of cones were analyzed
by one·way analYSis of variance (ANOVA) for the effect
o( cardinal direction and crown level on the following de-pendent variables: number or cones and damage to cones
by the larch cone maggot, spruce budworm and Lepi·
doptera using the statistical analyses program, Minitab
(Ryan and others 1985). J also tested for the interactive
influence of crown level and cardinal direction on the
dependant variables by using two-way ANOVA When
ANOVA showed significant differences, Duncan's Multiple
Range Test was used to indicate which means were
different.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Intertree Variation
The number of cones per tree for the five trees ranged
from 395 to 2,614 (table 1). There was a tendency for
taller trees to have more cones, as Turgeon (1989) also
found. This can be explained generally in that tall trees
have more 8ites (or the formation of female reproductive
buds. In contrast, PoweD and others (1984) found that
the shortest tree in their 8tudy carried the moet cones.
Cone production is dependent not only on tree height, but
also on tree age,light intensity, photoperiod. temperature,
and aoil nutri.nta (Duncan 1954; Ow.na and Blak. 1985).
which also influence the periodicity of cone production.
Generally in years of good cone production, the per·
centage damage to the cone crops is light (Annila 1981;
Cam.ron and J.wna 1998; Fogal 1989; Mattson 1971;
Pr~V08t 1990). In 1990. cone production in tamarack
was light at this site; only five trees of 40 examined had
greater than 100 cones. Consequently . the percentage
damage to the cone crop was expected to be high , and it
was (table 1). All 5,900 cones were damaged by at least
one insect.
The percentage of cone8 attacked by all insects was not
related to the total number of cones per tree (table 1).

Teb" 1-Total cones and percentage anacks by the larch cone
maggot, eastern spruce budwonn, and Lepidoptera in five
tamaracks at Thunder Bay. ON, in 1990

MettH'S

-

9.0
9.0
8.0
10.1
8.1

1,121
1.154
810
2,614
395

15.2
61.9
18.1
41 .2
.a.1

23.8
22.0
18.9
02.5
22.8

80.1
81.2
11-<.2
83.1
a..8

Means 8.9
(S.D.) (0.8)

1.180
(990)

62.2
(16.1)

26.1
(9.0)

65.9
(5.3)
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Larch cone maggot Iik.ly attacked a greater proportion of
conn than indicated here. But cones destroyed by bud·
worm were not counted if they did not reveal (upon cone
diaaection) if a maggot feeding had tak.n place (tabl. 1).
N.v.rthel .... We etudy and that of Turgeon (1989) "U,1Jgest that the larch cone maggot attack is not greater in
trees with more conee.
Even though eastern IPruce budworm was not a m~or
peet on tamarack, like the western IPruce budworm
(ChoriltoMum occuuntaIi8 Free.) il on western larch
<Lariz occuun/alu Nutt.) (F.llin and Sh.ar.r 1980)...stem IPruce budworm can be an unanticipated problem.
Eastern spruce budworm damage was more or leu con·
8tant at about 21 percent except for tree 9 where the dam·
age obeerved was doubl. that ofth. oth.ra (tabl. I). It
may be that two white "pruce <Pi«a /llauro [Moenchl
Voee) near tamarack 9 harbored eutern spruce budworm,
which dispened to it. Other tamaracks were not in the
immediate vicinity of white spruce.
Lepidoptera damage conaisted of that by eastern spruce
budwonn and four other species: brown larch tubemaker
(Spilonota lamina Heinrich), larch needle worm (?Aim·
PMru improbana [Walker)). larch caaebear.r (Cokophoru
laricella (Hubner]), and the orange larch tubemaker
(Cokolechnik.laricu [Freeman)). Although in the fourth
to sixth instar. damage by eastern spruce budworm was
external. second and third instars mined. the cones like
the four other Lepidoptera, and their damage charaderis·
tics were not sufficiently different to separate them from
the others. Damage by these minerB was greater than
80 percent in all trees and should be considered a poten·
tial menace to tamarack seed production (table 1).

Intratree Variation
Tamarack cones were not distributed. evenly in the
crown (table 2). Mean number of cones and percentage of
total cones on the south face of the trees were not significantly (P _ 0.05) greater than on the north face. About
63 percent of the conel were in the south crown, whereas
37 percent were in the north crown. In contrast, Turgeon
(1989) had a significantly greater mean number oftamarack cones in the south face than in the three other cardi·
nal directions. In red pine (PinU8 reaino&o Ait.) (Mattson
1979) and jack pin. <P. banuiana Lamb.) (Rauf and
Be'liamin 1983) the aouth face a100 had a significantly
greater mean number of cones. Where these other studies
have found differences, the lack of difference in this study
is probably due in part to the limited number of trees and
the large variation among them.
The number of tamarack cones in a given crown level
was not significantly different at P = 0.05 except in the
northern lower aown (table 2). About 49 and 47 percent
of the total cones were in the upper and middle crowns,
respectively, whereas only about 4 percent were in the
lower crown. Cone numbers greater in the middle crown
than in upper a nd lower crowns have been found in tama·
rack (Turgeon 1989). European larch <L. rhcidua Mill.)
(Roqu •• 1988). red pine (Mattson 1979). and jack pin.
(Rauf and Be'liamin 1983).
Larger number of cones tend to grow on exposed
branch .. (Mattson 1979; Roqu." 1988). In our study.

TIIbfe 2-OislrbJtion of cones in five tamarack trees by crown level and cardinal direction at Thunder Bay, ON, in 1990, Similar alpha (ClOwn
~vel) and numericaJ (cardinal direction) designations indicate no significant differences at P _ 0.05 as determined by one-way
analysis of variance and Duncan's Multiple Range Test
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bearin~ current-year cones and then oviposit preferentially in the upper and middle crown where there are the
meet cones. Larch cone maggot da mage rustribution was
generally parallel to the cone distribution in the t ree
(tables 2 and 3), but the percentage damage per tree can
be variable (table 1).
Eastern spruce budwonn did not damage significantly
(P • 0.05) more cone!4 or a greater percentage of cones in
any crown level of the BOUth fac~, while in the north face
significantly more cones were damaged in the upper and
middle levels than in the lower (table 4). This damage
pattern by eastern spruce hudworm is not similar to that
ofbudwonn rustribution in ba1sam fir where the greater
proportions are in the upper crown ( Regnj~re and others
1989). [t is po88ible that greater damage observed in the
middle crown is due to more larvae displaced to lower
branches because the upper branches were whipped in
the wind .
Collectively the Lepidoptera damaged the greatest
number of cones in this study (tabled 1 and 5). The nurn·
ber of cones damaged was not significant from the upper
to lower crown except in the lower north face when it was
significantly (P =0.05) Jess than the other two levels due
to the low number of cones in this part ofthe crown
(table 5). As with spruce budwonn (table 4), in the upper
two levels there were no si gnificant differences (P = 0.05)
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between the north and BOuth faces in the mean number of
cones damaged and the proportion of cones damaged,
There wa s no interactive effect between crown level and
cardinal direction on the number of sound cones and those
attacked by larch cone maggot, eastern spruce budwonn,
and Lepidoptera. One-way and two-way ANOVA'sy1elded
similar differences.
Where other studies have found differences, the lack. of
significant differences in this study is probably due to the
small number of trees examined, the large intertree variation, the sun exposure of branches on the north side, and
the masking of damage of one insect by another, Although
more extensive studies are required to recommend how to
sample operationally for the larch cone maggot and Lepi·
doptera damage to tamarack cones, this study and those
of Turgeon (1989) and Roques (1988) indicate that the
meet practical crown sector to sample
uld be the BOUth
middle crown. The recommendation is based on intralree
density of cone production, location of larch cone maggot
and Lepidoptera damage, a nd acceseiblity of sample unit,
The most immediate steps toward developing a monitoring system for tamarack cone and seed protection are relating pheromone trap catches ofbudwonn to damage and
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speciea as haa been done by Roques (1988) in France.
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Woody Residue and Soil Organic
Matter in Western Larch Ecosystems
Martin F. Jurgensen

Russell T. Graham
Alan E. Harvey
Deborah S. Page-Dumroese
Jonalea R. Tonn
weltern larch ia well adapted sa a pioneer lpeciel on
disturbed soilo 10.. in orpnie matter. the productivity of
_ r n larclt (oreata ",nerally increuN .. the amount
of lOil organic matter inc:reuea, euept on cold, wet soils
at hich .Ievations CPaae-Dumroeoe and othe .. 1991). The
type and distribution o( soil orpnic matter on ....stern
Ian:h oitao dilfen widely, depending on tree speci.. p.-nt,
otand ...., and lin! history. However. the ~ority is (ound
in woody reaidue and in surface organic layen (aoil wood
and forast Roor) (table 2).
Woody rnidue can be o( any sw., but material larger
than 7.5 em in diame"'r baa the po"'ntiaI to become a
lODl-term component of the functioning lOil ecoeyltem.
Wood Ie.. than 7.5 em in diametar uaually decays qui'"
rapidly, or is consumed readily by both natural and prescribed fireo (Edmonde 1991; Reinhardt and othen 1991).
Woody residue is. m~or part ofmoet western larch ~
syatemJ, and may equal or surpus other organic biomus
in the (orest Roor (table 2). In 80me habitat types woody
rasidu.s can exceed 500 Mg per ha (Brown and See 1981).
Dead wood in theae weatem conifer (oreate baa a m~or
role in soil carben c:yclina, nitrogen fixation, stream ecology. erosion control, and the incidence of tree diMa.
(Hannon and oth.n 1986; Jurgensen and oth.n 1992;
SoUins and othero 1980, 1987).
Downed logs are also important (or aeedling growth,
mycorrllizae development, and prnte<:tion of seedIincI from
wildlife and domestic livestock dam.... (Graham and
Kingsry 1992; Harvey and othen 1987).
When decayed woud ia incorporated into the foreat floor
and cov.red by litter. it can be "'nned ·lOiI ..ood". In
weatem larch ecolY'teme lOil wood. can comprise over

Abetraci -Woody ruidue and IUJ'i'ace 0llan.ic ..yen are importantcomponl!nte oCaoil orpnic: matter in W81tem Iarth(l.ori.s:
oeeidtntali. Nutt.) ecoIYltema. Th.... orp.nic: materiall provide
phYlical, chemical, and biolotical f'undioDi Cor IUItainiDc tbeee
foruta. Hiltorica1ly, Col'Mt manqement practicu h... nmoved
much of the woody ruidue and wnace IOU orpnic matter when
eatabJiehing weltern larch. ForeatJy practice. DI!led to balance
organic matter nmovala. by leavm, adequate IUD01lDti oC orpnic
materiala to IUltain weetern larc:h lite productivity.

Western larclt (Lariz occid<ntalia Nutt.) is an important
commercial tree species in Northem Rocky Mountain (or·
ests (Sc:hmidt and othero 1976; Schmidt and Sh....,r 1990).
This species is an aggressive leral, which ia adapted to
fire and resiatant to attack. by inaectI and diMue. Weatern larch is widely distributed throughout the resion. showing its greatest development in eutem Wuhington, north·
em Idaho, westem Montana, and southem BritiJh
Columbia, Canada (Sc:hmidt and Shearer 1990). It is
particularly well represented in the wetter habitat aeries:
grand fir (Abia'/lrandia (Douglex D. Don) Lindl.), W,"tem redcedar (Thr4a p/icola Donn ex D. Don). weotern hemlock (T.uga Mkrophyu" (Rsf.) Sorg.). moist end ofDoug1aafir (Pseudouuga m<nzia.ii (Mirb.) Franco). In these areas
it occuro emmsive1y in 19 habitat types (table 1). Soil organic matter is an important component o( site prociuctiv·
ity in these foreat types. It providea a framework. for BOil
physica1, chemical, and biological functiona, which have
integral roles in BOil nutrient cycling, mycorrhizal root de-velopment, seedling establishment, and lOil water availability (Harmon and othero 1986; Harvey and othero 1987;
Page-Dumroese and othero 1993; Tonn and othen 1993).

SOIL ORGANIC MATTER

Tab.. 1-Occurrence of wealern larch as a map l8f'aI in habitat
types of northern Idaho and weslern Montana

Because western larch occun in many Northern Rocky
Mountain foreat ecosystems, the amount o( BOil organic
matter among stands can be quite variable. Although
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Tilb.. 2-Organic maner components of forest soils in western larch ecosystems of the Northern Rocky Mountains
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'Sarnpted to a depCh of 30 em. These valUill do noIlnc:tude root weights.

15 percent of the organic matter in the surface 30 em of
lOil and can equal or 1u.rp8.88 organic matter contents of
the forest Ooor (table 2). Virtually all BOil wood ia produced by brown·rot fungi from large reaidu.. having appreciable amounta of heartwood (Larsen and othen 1960)
Soil wood is usually wetter and cooler than the surround~
ing foreat floor and can remain buried in the soil for hundredo ofyeara (Harvey and othen 1979. 1981; McFee and
Stone 1966). Consequently. root activity and conifer regeneration are favored. particularly on dry aites (Harvey
and others 1987).
Western larch does not appear to be a major eourte of
BOil wood in habitat typea where it occura (table 3). This
could be due to a low larch component in the current or
previous stand, or to the po88ible formation of lesl resia~
tant decay products during larch wood decomposition.
The foreat floor is a combination of three recognizable
layen: (1) the litter layer (0,). conai.ting of freahly fanen
D~ea . twigs. and other debria having only alight decom~ltion, (2) th~ fermentation or duff layer (OJ. plant materials undergomg active decomposition but are atill
identifible. and (3) the humu. layer (OJ. unrecognizable.
amorphoua orgamc material that i. highly decompoaed.
The extent of forest floor development is a function oflit..
ter ~puta and decomposition rates, fine root turnover,
~~:us stand management, and fire history (Edmonda
~eral

and othen 1991). The surface 30 em of mineral soil is the
zone of greatest importance because root numbers and
root activity deerea.. rapidly below this depth (Kimmin.
and Hawke. 1978).

HARVESTING AND SITE
PREPARATION
Soil organic matter is an important factor in the conti.n~
ued productivity of ....tern Ian:h foreate. Harve.ting
the.. foreata grsatly aft'ect& levela of woody re.idue on a
SIte, the forest floor integrity, and amounta of surface or~
ganic matter incorporated into the mineral soil. All of
the~ facton can have important implications for seedling
eUl'Vlval and growth, root development. and nitrotren cy~
cling (Harvey and oth.n 1987).
Moat ..eatom larch otaDda in the Northern Rocky
Mountains contain adequate orpnic reMrvee (Brown and
See 1981) and are not c:onaidered hichly oenaitive to aoil
organic mattar dspletion followiDjr harvesting. However.
mechanical lite praparation methods often \lied on western larch .itea (ouch u dozen""" ....ppl. pilen) can remove moot woody raoidc
~pI.a the foroot Ooor and
surface mineralllOil Oft ..up areu. Such utenaive machin. piling. winclrowin8 or BOil ocarifk:ation could have
aicnificant impacto on oeedJing eatablWunent and growth
(Graham. and othen 1992b). PraKribed burning for aite
preparation can alIIO f'avor orp.nic matter conMrvation on
moot weatem larch oitea. even ..hen uaing oeed·tree and

soil horizons in western larch fOTeata aleo COn~

tain large amO'.1nte of organic matter, eepecially if the eoil

has a aignificant volcanic ash content (Page~Dumroeee
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Hi.torically. even·agee! manqement ayatema ofahe1terwood. aeed·trse cuttinga. and c\earcutting followed by pn>acnbed burning or acarilication provide adequate micro.ite conditiona for ..tabliahing ..eatom larch from ...d
(Cole and Schmidt 1986; Schmidt and Shearer 1990' Shaarsr
and Stickney 1991). All ofth... ailvicuJturaJ aya~a
Stre88 fo ~ est floor removal, exposing mineralllOil, and con~
trolling competing graaaeo. ahruho. and _
(Schmidt and
Shearer 1990; Schmidt and others 1976). Conaequently.
theBEl operations remove much of the woody residue and
surface soil organic matter present on a site. but the
amounta vary according to the intenaity of treatment and
the di.tribution of organic mattar in the BOil (Graham and
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36.0
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destroyed (BonBOn and Schlieter 1980). In contraat. moot
..oody residue on the uncut aite w88large decayed Inga in
the crumbly rot atage. many of which were brokan apart
during harve.ting operationa. The.. diaturbed and
fragmented logs would have much Ie.. impact on BOil
nutrient and biological proce.... than before the harvest
<Harmon and othen 1986; Jurganaen and others 1987).
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Teble 4--Soil moisture content and temperature on a cedar-hemloc:k site In northern Idaho
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lit. preparation

ahelterwood cuttings (Schmidt and Shearer 1990). But
care is needed to ensure that the slash disposal and site
preparation objectives of burning are met without ad~
versely aff'ecting BOil organic reserves.
Studies worldwide show that high levels of organic
matter removal from forest sites are linked to substantial
long~term growth reductions of various conifer speciel
(Ballard and Will 1981; Farren and others 1986; Ginter
and other. 1979; Graham and others 1992b; Smith 1985;
Weber and others 1985). Clearcut harve.ting. which i.
used to manage for early succe88ional species, such 88
western larch, cause greater loesea of BOil organic matter
than other harvesting "Y.tem8. Sub.tantial 100... in .ite
productivity have been reported in the Northern Rocky
Mountains 15 to 25 years following clearcutting as a re~
suIt of foreat floor/surface soil displacement and BOil eom~
paction (Bo.worth and Studer 1991; Clayton and othera
1987).
Loaaee of organic matter from undisturbed forest floor
and mineral BOil after timber harvesting are generally a
result of increased organic matter decompoaition by BOil
microorganiams (Hendrickson and others 1982). Higher
level. of BOil moisture. temperature. and alkalinity after
harvesting...pecially if fire i. uaed for .I..h di.poaaJ
(table 4). increase. microbial activity (Hungerford 1980;
Jurgensen and others 1981). Mixing of the for ..t Ooor
into the mineral soil during harvest and site preparation
also increases organic matter decomposition rates
(Saloniua 1983).
The amount oflarge woody residue left. on the soilsur~
face after timber harvesting is dependent on stand species
composition, amount of decay and defect, wood utilization
levels employed, and site preparation techniques. How~
ever, in some caaea, woody residue levels after harveating
are leas than was originally present before the stand was
cut. This was especially evident on a clearcut cedar/
hemlock site in northern Idaho, where woody residue
loadings after preacribed burning and intenaive harve.ting were reduced by more than 90 percent (table 5). The
amount of residue remaini.ng after clearcutting was nearly
the aame .. in the uncut .tand. but the type of woody
material W88 quite di1ferent. Nearly 60 percent of woody
relJ1due on the c1earcut was in the 80lid rot or crumbly rot
stage, and 40 percent was undecayed. Woody relidue in
the solid rot stage is BOund enough to remain intact dur~
ing logging operations, while crumbly rot residue il easily

.
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Vegetation Responses to Silviculture and
Woody Residue Treatments in a Western
Larch Forest
Wyman C. Schmidt
Carl E. Fiedler
Ward W. McCaughey
sbrub. to as little as 3 percent of the prebarvest volumes
on the clearcut and burned treatments. The average for
all t.reatments2 yelU'8 after treatment, bowever, was about
20 percent of prebarvest level. Ten ye81'8 after treatment,
shrub volumes averaged 50 to 70 percent of prebarvest
levels with shrubs on the group selections and clearcuts
responding the mOlt and those in the sbelterwoods the
least. Residues treatments, particularly prescribed fire
and protected undentory tree treatments, also affected
understory response.
The two burning treatments reduced shrub volume tlte
moet, and the treatment that attempted to protect the understory trees resulted in the least reduction in shrub volume.
Herb cover and volume generally increased to greater than
preharvest levels during the fiJ'Bt 4 years after treatments.
After that these values generally declined. At about 10 years
they had declined to near prebarvest levels. Ten years after treatment the number of different species found on the
study plots exceeded that in the original mature forest. All
of the increases were in the berb component of the under·
story vegetation.
Understory vegetation in larcb·Douglas.fir forests is responsive to various combinations ofbarvest cutting and
residues removal treatments. Vegetation responses are
rapid for the fint 2 to 4 yelU'8. This is followed by a gradual
approach toward the levels found in mature forests. Longterm multidisciplinary studies sucb as this help define the
trajectory of the gradual changes in undentory and tbe relationship to other forest values and ecological processes.

Editor'. Note: Thi, i. an abetnet or a paper that will be published separately rrom thi. proceedinp. Inquiries regarding the
,tudy and data may be made throUlh the authon at the addreuea
lieted at the bottom orthi. column .

Western IBrch forests commonly have luxurious understory vegetation that protttta the site and provides significant habitat for various wildlife species. Knowing how various forest management practices affect the response of
shrub. forb, and gra l!l8 components of tile undentory was
one of the subjects of a multidiscipline study in 8 larch·
Douglas-fir forest. This report deecribes 10-year response
to the harvest cutting treatments: (I) c1earcut, (2) shelter·
wood. and (3) group &election and residues disposal treatments. The third group included: (1) moderate level of
woody residues foll owed by broadcast bum ing, (2) heavy
amount of residues followed by broadcast burning, (3) intense removal of all residues. and (4) understory tree protected with moderate removal of woody residues.
Residues treatments were superimposed on the three
harvest cutting treatmenu, resulting in 12 combinations.
There were two replications. Also included for comparison
were identical understory vegetation measurements in
adjacent virgin natural foresu .
Und erstory vegetation responded substantially in the
fint 10 years following treatments. The initial harvest
cutting and residues treatments reduced volumes oftive

P.P'!r prewnt.ed .t the Sympoeium on Ecoloo ud Man&l'!menl of
Lerill FO",It.: A Look Ahud. Wh itenlh, MT, U.a .A., fJrct.ober ~9, 1992.
At 1M ti me Or the Itudy, Wymln C. S<:hmidt lretirM I ... Pnlject
Leader Ind RHUn:h Silviculturilt. Intermo.:nlAlin Re.un:h Stalion. For·
nt SerY'",. U.S. Oeptlrtmenl or Atrkulture. loc.ted It the Fomt". Sci·
enCft t...borlltory, MonlAlne SlaLe Uni"flit)'. Bouman. MT59717-0218.
U.s.A. Carl E. Fie-dler il Rne.n:h Silvicvlturill. Mon"'na FOrHland
Con.ervation Erperiment Slation. Univen ity of Montana. Miuout.. MT
59812. U.S.A. W.rd W. McC.Ufhey il Rnean:h Fo~t.er. Int.ermount..in
Rneln:h Slation. Fornt Service. U.S. Dep.nment of Acrkulture. For·
1'111')' &,eMft t...bontol')'. Monlana State Univefli!y. Boleman. MT
59717-0278. U.S.A.
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Old-Growth Western Larch Forests:
Management Implications for CavityNesting Birds
B. Riley McClelland
Considering its pathfinder role and need for large decaying tn:t!8, the pileated woodpecker is appropriately
identified as a sensitive species, dependent on the oldgrowth component in western larch forests. However,
the pileated woodpecker is not a meaningful management
indicator for a diverse range of old-growth forests; the
pileated woodpecker does not nest in all tree species (e.g.,
Engelmann spruce or subalpine fir) and it rarely nests in
high elevation foresta. Additionally. attributes of old
growth are site specific. Use of a single bird species as
an indicator for a comple:r and diverse array of old growth
is iUogical.

Ab.tnd-Thi. paper cliAcuaan the role .....ettem lart:h play. in
the habitat requin!:mentl fOT eavity· n~ bi.nla. The pUeated
woodpeck~r'. importance .. a ·pathfinder" .peciet. the importance of old-growth we.tem larch. and the nHd (or ma.n.aeemenl
atrat.egiH that feature optimal ec:olocieaJ values are emphuiz.ed..

Characteristics or nest trees and surrounding habitats
were documented (or more than 300 cavity Dests uaed by
28 bird species in northwestern Montana between 1975
and 1991. Study areas included the Coram Experimental
Forest and Glacier National Park. Forests of western
larch CLari:c occuunl4lis) 81ld Dougl....fir cp..udouUlla
1Mn.z~sii) were studied moat intensively.
There were more nests in western larch and fewer in
Douglas·fir than expected. based on availability. Forest
stands characterized as old growth (with treeo large and
old relative to species and aite, large snags and logs, and
a high incidence of broken tops and heartwood decay) sup-ported the highest density and divenity of cavity nesten.

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
Where retention of biological diversity is important in
western larch forests, old growth is an e88ential component. This will require subordinating maximum timber
production on selected low elevation, productive sites and
planning on a landscape scaI~not simply one cutting
proposal at a time. Heartrot. for example, may decrease
timber production. but it is an indispensable process in
cavity·nesting habitat. So called salvage and sanitation
sales can destroy cavity-nesting habitat even while leaving substantial volume on site.
RatheT than focusing on minimum habitat standards
for cavit:, nesters (e.g., nest tree size and density of snags)
management strategies should emphasize optimum ec0logical values (Conner 1979).
Historically. ertensive stands of old-growth western
larch were shaped by lightning. wildfire. inaecta. di ......
and decay. HoweveT, in recent decades the ertent of oldgrowth larch forests in northwestern Montana has been
diminished primarily by logging. In the future. regardless
of bow eloquently "'New Forestry"' and biodiversity jargon
dominate forest planning rhetoric, the terms wiU be canards unJeaa a biologically objective perception of diversity is applied. The roles of a1l native flora and fauna including inaecta. decay organisms. snap. old growth. and
pathfinders need to be recognized and inoorporated into
long-term management strategies for western larch forests.

A "PATHFINDER" SPECIES AND ITS
NESTS
The study focused on the pileated woodpecker (Dryoccp.a
pilt!otus ). a ·pathfinder'" species that creates nesting, roost,..

ing. and feeding opportunities for many birds and lnDall
mammals incapable of excavating in the denae wood of
western larch. Fifty-three pileated woodpec.k.er neste were
in western larch; only one W88 in Douglas-fir. Mean diameter at breast height of larch nest trees was 80 em; 72 perce nt WeTe snags.
Nearly all larch nest trees had visible evi dence of heartwood decay: conks (primarily Phomirop,i.$ OfflCinali.6 ) or
white pocket rot in the wood chips from the cavity e:rcavation . Because undecayed larch wood is dense and difficult
to eZC8vate. woodpeckers selected trees with heartwood
decay. Such trees usually were more than 200 years old.
Western larch may have been preferred because the sapwood is slow to decay, leaving a cyJi ndeT of relatively firm
and protective Mpwood surrounding a core of decaying
heartwood. In Douglas·fir snags. the sapwood 81ld heart·
wood decay nearly concurrently 88 the snag ages.

Silvicultural Treatments Influence
Water Use in Western Larch Forests
Wyman C. Schmidt
Jack A. Schmidt
There were two replications. Also included for comparison were identica1lOil water measurement. in acljacent
mature uncut foreata. Soil water waa meaaured witb a
neutron probe.
Harvest cuttilll' treatments increued the total amount
of precipitation that reached the ground. moot in the cl...·
cuta and group selectiona. and least in the sbelterwoods.
Differences in snow accumulation accounted for much of
the differen"". Soil water waa gradually depleted during
the growing season with the upper lOil depleted flnt. The
mature uncut forest used more soil water than any of the
treated areas.
Of the harvest cutting treatmenta, c::learcuta used tbe
least water. group aelections a moderate amount. and sbelterwood. the moat. Of the residues disposal treatments.
preocribed burned treatment are.. used the leaot soil water.
and the underatory protected treatment the most. Water
use on all treatment areaa i.e gradually returning to that
of the mature forest.
Water is a key resource in western larcb foresta. This
study helps define water use as it relates to a variety of
forest management practices.

EdiIOr'. Note: 1'hi. is an abstract of a peper that win be publiahed eeparat.ely from thiJ; prooeedinp. Inquiries ~anlina: the
study and data may be made throUlh the authors at the addreuee
l.isted at the bottom ofthia column.

Water is considered the moet limiting factor (or growth
of most western larch forests. The amount and pattern of
water use by the forest are important criteria for foreet
management decisions.
The study describes soil water use differences in a larchDouglas-ftr forest subjected to different forest management
treatmenta. Included were the harvest cutting treatmenta:
(l) c1earrut. (2) ohelterwood. and (3) group selection and
residues disposal treatments. The third group included:
(1) moderate level of woody residues followed by broadcast
burning, (2) heavy amount of residuu followed by broadcast burning, (3) intense removal of all residuetl, and (4)
understory tree protected with moderate removal of woody
residues.
Residues treatmenta were superimposed on the three
harvest cutting treatments, resulting in 12 combinations.
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Influence of Interspecies Competition
on Growth of Larch in Beech Thickets

trees per square meter. Here, a cloae correlation depen.
dence has been confirmed.
For the analysis of roots, two individuals each of beech
and larch of average height were selected from each series
of eKperimentaJ plota. These two individuals of both beech
and larch were elUUllined by the method of gradual exp<>Bure according to the procedure of Kern and othen (1961)
where onJy roots thinner than 2 mm in individual layers
ofthe BOil profile were analyzed.

Milan Saniga
Based on the investigations of Leibundgut-Kreutzer
(1958) ex ]{t)stler and others (1968) competition for nutrients and water also takes place in the ground. How much
of the supply of water and nutrients from the various layera of the soil profile is available depends on the type of
the root system. According to Kern and others (1961 ),
roots thinner than 2 mm find their share in various layers
of the soil profile. Thus, the type of root system decides
the supply of nutrients and water from the soil.
The quantification of the final extent of competition
is difficult and greatly depends on the amount of measurings, variability of species, form of their mixture, and
their requirements as to ecological and pedological
factors.
The objective of this paper is to assess the height growth
of larch in its individual mixture in a beech thicket by using the height competition index and obtaining the root
system information for both species.

Abetnct-In forests of Slovakia. detennining competition rei ••
tiona between beech (Filius) and larch (Larix) woull! help deter·
mine the d~e to whieh larch ahowd be introduced into the
nutrient·rich bt-ech eland • . The root system of I. reb waa more
than 100 percent larger than that of beech. In stand. orthree
beech tree. or leu per IQU8fe meter, height growth o(larch
showed no competition relation. but at six beech treel per square
meter, height growth of larch slowed aignifieantly and Iott ita
dominance.

The forests of Slovakia are mostly created from the
original ecosystems. The prevailing tree species is beech
(Fagus) with a representation 0(aO.1 percent. [t occurs in
both the pure and mixed stands. In pure stands, which
represent the growth optimum of beech, this species competes vigorously with other species. Because site& of pure
beech stands are rich in nutrients, typologists recomme nd
that economically desirable species, mainly spruce (Picea )
and larch (Larix decidua), be introduced into natural beech
stands that originate from natural regeneration. This silvi cultural practice enables an increase of total volume prcr
duction in pure beech stands by 15 to 20 percent at the
felling age .
The representation of larch in beech stands is already
decided in the early growth stage of natural seedings and
thickets. Due to strong competition of beech, it is necessary to support larch, and to better understand the competition relations between beech and larch, it is necessary
to quantify this problem. Many authoT8 have dealt with
the modeling of competition re lations. Different mathematical fonnulas expressing competition are convenient
for si lvicultural problems. The works of Bella ( 1969) and
GiI1epsie and Hocker ( 1986) express the competition influence of neighboring individuals on the investigated individual by mea suring the zone of crown overlapping.
Other works dealing with the mathematical function of
competiti on take into consideration the ratio of heights of
the neighboring t rees to their distance from the individuals that they a ffect from the viewpoint of competition
IAdlard 1977; A1emdag 1978; Breaathe 1984; Daniels
1976; Gerrard 1969; Spurr 1962). The given indexes express the influ ence of competition on the growth characteristics of the investigated indivi dual , especially on its
height and la ter on its diameter and volume growth.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The basis for analysis was the network of permanent
experimental plots (PEP) covering 0.12 ha in various
geographical units of Slovakia (Small Carpathians and
Kremnica Mountains). These pl ots were in mixed sprucebeech thickets where beech had originated by natural regeneration (number of individuals per hectare, 80,000 to
100,000 pieces). Larch of tht: same height had been introduced into natural beech stands by planting (this being
confirmed by the I-test).
Since the beginrung of the experiment in 1981, current
total height (h ) and annual height increments (i ) have
been measured on beech and larch trees every y~ar. In
1990, in addition to the mentioned biometric values, crown
widths (b) of larch and beech were measured. Also, the di stance (d) of beech from larch trees that influenced them
waR ;neasured. All the data were measured to the accuracy of 1 cm.
The height competition i. ~ dex (HCf) was used to assess
the influence of competition of beech on the height growth
of larch. The given relationship approximates the dependence between the height competition index (x) and the
current height increment for years, expressed in percentage
of its maximum of 3 years current height increment (yl.
Numerous curves (24) were used to establish the objective
dependence. One of these, whose correlation dependence
was characterized by a h igh iode). of correlation and a
minimum residual dispersion, was selected. The following fonnula was used :
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RESULTS
Competition Inde][

F~ura 1~haract9ristics

The plotted pointe of the competition index (Hen and
the 3-year current height index, ezpresaed in percentages
of the maximum 3-year current height increment of larch,
were dispersed. Because the correlation indices were
10w~ . 1 and 0.13, respectively-only the biomebic characteristics of both specie8 are given in table 1. The table
illustrates that larch had a dominant position in beech
thickets in both geographical units.
Figure 2 illustrates the relationship of the height increment of larch with the denaity ofbeeeh (four trees and
more per square meter) on the height competition index in
both geographical units.
The correlations have been approximated by the curves:

of the height

competition indices.

y - 91 .4 - 10.2 ' n % (Kremnica Mountaina)
y - 89.1- 9.8 ' n % (Small Carpathians)

where

HCr = height competition index
h,

b
dv

r,
rJ

with correlation index l a.p = 0.8 1" and 0.94", respectively.
These are close correlations. Both curves have the same
shape. With height competition indices of 50 and 55 and
higher, the curve deere...... only Blightly. The density of a
beech thicket per square meter increases from this value to
the number of six to 10 trees per square meter. To ensure
the eventual survival of enough larch thickets, in later
growth atageB of beech and larch Btanda, larch maintain
a dominant height position. To meet this silvicultural requirement, larch mU8t grow at least as fast as the 3 years
of maximum height increment of beech.
The heights of larch sample treeB varied from 291 to
307 cm, and for beech from 201 to 219 em (tsbl e 21. This
represents the value of51.1 and 51.4 percent, respectively,

". height of the ith individual beech acting in the
b zone of larch
". diameter of the crown of larch
". distance of the ith beech stem from thejth
larch one
= radius of the crown of the ith beech
= radius of the crown ofthejth larch with the
validi ty of(r, + r) 2' d v (fig. 1).

Data have been divided into two subgroups. With a
denaity of four beech trees per square meter and less, no
correlation dependence seems to exist, with larch in a
dominant height position. The 8econd subgroup represented the densi ty of beech trees when they exceeded four

rib .. 1-Biometric characteristics 01 beech and larch wilh lhe density 0' three beech trees
per square meIer and less in the growth stage of thickel

Bloma'rlc
char'cteftatici

KremnlCil Mountain,

.rch

Lirch

BiiCh

. . .... _............... · em ·
h t s,
3;... t s,
b±s,
3i" max

409.0±62.1
173.1140.2
232.9±15.7
243.0

47.8>57.8
98.3%28.2
89.3%27.3
121.0

Lege-net 3 ~ • AV8f3ge current height inaemenllor 3 years
31~ tT\ilI - Malimum currenl 3'Y&ar height incremenl.

378
379

326.2±53.2
151.0±29.6
183.6>19.2
198.0

220.6±59.4
84.6:t22.4
81 .:l±21.1
107.0

Interesting is the distribution of the roots of thi s category in various layers of the soil profile. In the case of
larch, 50 to 60 percent of roots thinner than 2 mm occur
in the humus layer. In the case of beech it is only 20 to
30 percent.
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The int.erspecies competition of beech and larch has
been investigated on the basis of the relationship of 3-year
height increment of larch to the magnitude of the height
competition index. This was supplemented by the analysis of the root systems of four sample trees of each speci es.
The root system of sample trees of larch was more than
100 percent larger than that of beech.
The competition influence of beech in stands with three
beech trees or less per square meter on the height growth
of larch as measured by the height competition index
showed no relationship using correlation analyses. At the
value of Hel of 45 and more (density of beech of six trees
per square meter), the height growth of larch slows down
significantly and gradually loses its dominant position.

He l

Flgur. 2-The relationship between the height

competitions index

(HC~

and the 3-year current

height increment expressed in percentage 01 its
maximum 3-year current height increment (percent i~ max) (1 - Kremnica Mountains; 2 . Small

Carpathians).
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RCI = 45 for the Kremnica Mountains and RCI =36 for the
Small Carpathians . The density for beech in the vicinity
of larch representing five to six trees per square meter
corresponds to th e value H Cl = 45 a nd 36, respectively.
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Table

~Analysis

of the root systems of samples of larch and beech
La~er

1·10

11·20

ot the lolll!rotile

21 -30

31-40

em

%

em

%

em

%

em

62
59
61
41

59
60
30
95

24
22

III
IV

151
163
125
113

35

19
34
30
31

8
12
14
11

16
21
21
24

11
9

10

Beech I
Beech II

23
35

Beech III

29

Beech IV

31

20
30
24
24

31
27
34
35

27
23
28
27

22
19
20
24

19
16
16
19

19
14
15
20

16
12
12
16

15
13
10
11

Larch
Larch
Larch
Larch

1
II

,.

%

Informa t ion on physiologica lly important roots of beech
sample trees is given in table 3. The total length ofr oots
thi nner tha n 2 mm is sign ifi cantly bigger, by 100 percent
on the a verage, in 9-yea r-old la rch trees tha n th e total
l e n ~h of the roots of compa rable beech .

reble 2-8iometric charaC1eristics at beech and larch wi1h the density ot beech at four trees
per square meter and more in the growth stage
Biometric
characteristics

Kremnlc. Mount.eln.
IIMch
Larch

SmIIiCI
Larch

I hllna

IIMch

-- --em - -_ . _... _--h i 5,
5,
b :t5,
3 ;~ max
3 ;~ ±

328.6<66.2
1S6.1±38.2
167.5±35.7
213.0

211 .3±S1 .2
105.Bi31.6
72.6±20.3
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380

290.6<51.4
109.6<27 .3
160.2±31.6
181.0

em

%

13
11
9
8

em

6
9
13
7

%

8
11
6

Weight
otroot
Iyatema

Together

em

%
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100
100
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531
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279
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41-50

Rootllhlnner thin 2 mm

Trees

220.3±52.6
82 .6±27.'
73.4±20.2
93.0
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Architecture of European Larch With
Special Reference to Flowering
Markus Sieber
Dieter Luscher
is a light demanding species, resistant to drought (especially low atmospheric humidity), and can grow on raw
soils as long as it is not in competition with othe r vegetation (mosses, grasses, dwarf shrubs ) (Maye r and Ott
1991). It is thus a typical pioneer species in regions with
a continental climate.

Abetract-The objective of the study wu to qual ify and, to a
lesaef elItenl. to quantify the mode of branching of European larch
(Laru cUcidflQ MiH .) in order tc understand the bailie principlell
of the fonnation of "hort and long ahoots. the nower fonna tion
and ita impact on the mode of branching. and the role of dormant
buds. A practicable method for the dating of any long ahoot, eaperi.ily in high order bronches. proved to be the age of the ahort
ahoot8 bra nc::hing from the long shoot. and this could be deter-

Larch ha. a monopodia) branching pattern (fig. 1). The
branches are not arranged in whorls, though , due to apical dominance and apical control respectively, they can
show a trend towards a formation resembling whorls.
There is a clear differentiation into long and short shoots.
To understand the basic patterns of branching it is impor·
tant to follow the development of short and long shoots
from the youngest buds. At the beginning of a growing
season the buds of a previous year's long s hoot grow into
short shoots, each one bearing a cluster of needles, After
a resting period of several weeks some of them grow further into a long shoot with solitary needles. After needle
fall there are long shoots with terminal and late ral buds
and short shoots with a terminal bud only.

mined .l\er removal or the bark.

During the past decades plant morphology has rather
been neglected. and it is only in the past few years that
tree botanists have begun to take it seriously. The discussion and the controversies in connection with forest decline have made it apparent that there is 8 regrettable
lack of basic information on many aspects of tree morphology. Before talking about symptoms we must know the
sco pe of "nonnal " behavior of a pla nt . In morphology this
implies basic architecture and possible modifications. Our
expe rience has shown that all features of a plant vary,
some of them considerably. Even with careful observation
we only look at one individual at a time, and we should
only generalize if we a re sure to have covered the whole
range.
European larch (Larix d#!cidua Mill.) occurs naturally
in several disjunct and scattered areas of ce ntral Europe,
ma inly in mountainous regions (Alps, Sudeten, Tatra ).
The t rees s how marked differences in the different regions . Accord ingly. t he species has bee n subdivided into
various su b-s pecies. varieties, forms, and races, respectively (Vidakovic 1991 ). In the Swiss Alps , where this
study was undertaken. larch grows naturally in the subal pine forest of the inne r Alpine valleys, nonnaJJy between
about 1.500 and 2,300 m elevation where it often fonns
the timberl ine. It can be grown at lower altitude , provi ded competition by other plants is reduced . Howeve r,
fo r economic reasons other provenances of European
larches have been introduced into the lower altitude regions. 1M) that today the re is a mixture of prove na nces.
European larch is a deciduous t ree. On low al titude
habita18 it can reach a height of up to 50 m, in subalpine
forest up to 40 m, a diamete r at breast height of 2 m. It

• Time .tnd place of formation oflong shoots
• Flower form ation
• Life s pan of s hort shoots
• Ability of short shoots to form long shoots after a
long short shoot state
Spontaneou s formalion of s hort shoots from donnant
bud.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Flgur. 1-Basic pattern of branching: (1) winter
aspect of previous year's long shoot with terminal
and lateral buds; (2) short shoot during early part
of first growing season; (3) state during late pan
of rwsl growing season; "aOwith long shoot 'orma·
tion. "'be withoullong shoot formation; (4) winter
aspect of short shoot: (50) malo flower: (5b) fe-
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more or less parallel to its axis. By choosing a suitable
angle of illumination, even very s maH structural differences could be made visible. To estimate the accu racy of
this method , 100 short shoots from different parts of different trees were analyzed and the number of nodes com·
pared with the number of growth rings of the respective
long s hoots.
Ba rk peeling was also used for t he reconstruction of the
morphogenesis of long a nd short s hoots branching from
main bran ches. Before peeling, the branches were softened in water in a n au toclave at a tempe ratu re of 110 °C
and a pressu re of2 ba r fo r about 2 to 4 hours, depending
on the dimension of the bra nch . Branches that were collected during the fi rst few weeks of the growi ng season
did not need softening. By removi ng the bark from a
branch or twig and from all the elements branching from
it, it was possible to see smaH structures like dorm ant
buds and t races of dead long or short shoots. On the
peeled branches the relevant spots we re chosen for fur·
ther examination. The late ral organs were traced by
pla ning or splittmg the respective portion of the branch,
and . on a bigger scale, by turning on a lathe. For the latter purpose pieces 20 lo 25 cm long of first order branches
were chosen. Crooked and very excentrically grown pieces
were not suitable. The pieces were s haved 1 mm at a
time down to a minimum radius of3 mm, the pith being

In the second growing season the previou!! year's long
shoots behave as described above, whe rea s the short
shoots have three possibilities: they may form (a ) a male
fl ower , (b ) a female infl orescence. or (c) re main vegetative
and behave like those short shoots that have been formed
during the pre viou s yea r . The production of female inflorescences fro m lateral buds of I-year·old long shoots, as
described for La rix laricina (Johnston 1990 ). does not
seem to occu r in European la rch . Fonn8tion of long shoots
mea ns ar:. addition of buds or branching. Formation of
flowe rs means 108s of buds, si nce the short shoots die after
flowe ring and fruiting, respectively. It depe nds entirely
on the behav ior of the s hort shoots whether there is for·
mation of needles, new long shoots, or flow ers.
Obse rvations on other European tree species have revealed that fl owering had a very strong im pact on the
mode of branching a nd on the amount of biomass produced (LUsche r and Sieber 1988: Lusche r 1989. 1990).
Since la rch flowers frequently and ab undantly the ques·
tion a rose whether the same was true for this species.
Th e main aim of the project was to find out th e
followi ng;
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male inflorescence.
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In a preli.'l inary stu dy. the crow n a rch itecture of old
t rees wa s ossessed (com pore to Salzmann 1989 ). For
quantita tive a nalysis, 19 fi rst order branches we re collected in May 1989 from the med ia n port ion of th e crow ns
of nin e trees 120 years old. The locat ion was Lenzbu rg
(Swiss Ce ntrol Pl a teau, 41 5-6 15 m elevat ion ). The segme nts of th e yea rs 1984 through 1988 we re identified, a nd
the clements growi ng from them (long shoots, short shoots.
male, and fe ma le flowe rs) counted . The fl owe rs we re only
co nsi dered fo r th e year 1989. Using the results of the
above preli minary study as a basis, the authors focussed
on deta il ed botanical aspects. including t he dete rm ination
of nge of s hort shoots a nd thei r morphoge nesis. For th is
purpose branc hes and twigs we re collected from about 50
trees on va rious habitats at altitudes between 400 a nd
2.400 m elev ation (Swiss Cent ra l Pl nteau, an d Va lais).
Th e methods for th e detailed observations on bra nches.
twigs, ond s hort shoots we re deve loped gradu ally as ma ny
of the prob ~e m s became only apparent when the fi rst reIm lts were avai labl e.
Est imation of the age of short shoots wa s done both indirect ly an d directly , Ind irectly it wos done by cou nting
th e growth rings of the long shoot beari ng the short shoot
in qu estion.
A direct method was to cou nt the segments of a nnu al
gTowth in length of a short shoot. These became disti nctly
vi sibl e as nodes aft er re moval of the ba rk (fig. 2l. Th e
nodes we re counted with the help of a ste reo microscope
a t a magnification of x10, the object being illuminated
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Figure 2-Shnrl shoot after removal 01 Ihe bark.

The secondary xylem does not form a cylinder,
but a senes 01 nodes and constrictions . each node
represenhng 1 year's growth In length. The basal
pari IS not structured distincUy. Length of short
shoot about t 5 mm.
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T.b .. 1-0istribution of long shoots according to the age of the
short shoots producing them

,hort ,hoot

long shoots

Some weeks
1 year
2 years
3 years
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(perclnt)

I.

S
3

difficult (fig. 2). Estimates of the age of such old short
shoots were usually 10 perce nt below those reached by
counting annual rings of the bearer shoot. The comp·
arison described a bove was not possible on high order
branches, since the growth ring structure was not clear.
This may be illustrated by the example of a 25·year-old
short shoot growing on a long shoot ofa diameter of2.5 mm
below bark. Even with the help of a microscope it was not
possible to distinguish clear annual rings in the peri ph·
era) portion of the transverse section, thus a rriving at an
age of about 6 to 8 years.

FJgur. 3-Setup for !urning on a lathe. The pith
was used as the turning centre. The cutting 1001
was advanced 1 mm at a time. The arrow indicates
the direction of tuming.

the geometrical centre (fig. 3). After each step the traces
of all lateral organs visible on the surface of the wood cyl.
inder were drawn on tracing paper. This allowed recon·
struction of the morphogenesis of the lateral organs and ,
if necessary, their identification (donnant bud, short
shoot. long s hoot).
For more detailed studies razor blade sections were
made for obse rvation under a mic roscope.
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Maximum Age
Short Shoota- Generally speaking,
trees on high altitude habitats had older short shoots than
those on low altitude sites. Ages above 12 years were not
very oommon in trees from low altitude sites, though short
s hoot.s of up to 30 years of age were found in some cases .
The trees growing in their natural habitat at 2,340 melevation (Valais) had much older short shoots. Ages of over
45 years were very common. In trees from high altitude
sites over 25-year-old ahort shoota that grew into long
shoots as vigorous as those growing from the youngest
short shoots were frequently observed . In addition t he
axes of many second order branches remained in short
shoot stage for as long as 25 years and resumed longi·
tudinal growth as long shoota.

RESULTS
General Morphology
Long Shoota - The majority of long shoots (a bout 80
percent) grew from those short shoots that were just a few
weeks old : that is, on previous year's long shoot3 (table I ,
fig. 4). About 75 percen of all the long shoots grew from
short shoots on first a nd second order branches, and prac·
tically none on fourth or higher order branches (table 2,
fig. 4).

Flgur. 4-0istribution of the different elements on
a 5' year ·old first order branch. Most of the long
shoots 1989 were formed on the 1-year·old long
shoots (hatched) of second and third branching
order. Most of Ihe nowers 1989 were formed on
2-year·old long shools of third branching order
(cross tiatched). Vertical axis: first order branch.
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Morpho,enealo
Old Short Shoou-On old first
order bra nches short shoots were either solitary or ar·
ranged in clusters. The pattern revealed by turning the
bearer shoots on a lathe clearly indicated that the solitary
ones were usually original (fanned at the ea rliest time
possible ), a nd the clusters were the result of the fonn ation
and subsequent branching of a long shoot, usually two to
three short shoots per long shoot (fig. 5). Short shoou
were ofte n arranged around the trace of a former long
shoot, indicating that the long shoot producing them had
died a nd was now overarched due to secondary growth of
the branch bearing it.

Flowen- Practically all male flowers 1989 were on
second and on third order branches (table 3, fig. 4). The
fe ma le inflorescences ahowed the aa me tre nd , though not
quite aa extreme (table 3, fi g. 4 ). No nowers were observed on the 1988 long shoots.

Short Shoota - The average number of living vegetative
short ahoots per aegment decreaaed steadily from 19 on
the t ·year·old segmenta to 7 on the 5·yea r-old segme nts.

Detailed Morphology

0'

It i8 quite obvious that long shoota and nowers are
formed at the expense of the short shoots. However, since
the long shoots will bear new short shoots, the overall
number of short shoots will increase for each short shoot
gt'owing into a long shoot. The new organs are mainly
formed at the periphery, while there is a decrease in the
inner part of the crown.
Contrary to long shoot formation, nowering happens
entirely at the expense of the short shoota. Each nower
and inflorescence respectively means a 10s&of a short
shoot and thus of a potential long shoot. This ahould
result in a substant ial 1088 of potentiatlong and ahort
shoots. However, the majority of the new long shoots are
formed on the previous year's long shoots (on such shoots
where nowering does not occur). In consequence, nowering, though reducing the number of short shoots in the
inner parts of the crown, does not greatly influence the
number of newly fanned long shoots. Though the total
number of long and short shoots is not affected , there is a
shift, that is, the inner (older) parts of the tree crown bear
distinctly fewer short shoots than before. However, this
trend can be compensated by the activity of some of the
remaining short shoots. Since short shoots can keep the
ability to fonn long shoots throughout their entire (often
very long) life, there is an almost unlim ited potent ial re·
serve of meristems in the inner part of the crown. Even
a very short long shoot growing out of an old short shoot
will have several lateral buds which in tum will grow into
short shoots. It seems that this a bility has been underestimated in the past, with reference to both the maximum
life expectancy of short shoots a nd their ability to grow
into long shoots. BUsge n (1927) puts the maxi mum age
of a short shoot of European larch at 4 years, a nd Fink
(1980) between 3 Bnd 5 years. Eve n if t he age determina·
tion by counting the a nnusl growth segments of the peeled
short shoots may be inaccurate by 10 percent, the figures
at a magnitude of 50 yea rs are strikingly higher than the
ones given by the authors quoted above.
Peeling a short shoot for age determination is much less
destructive than cutting the long shoot and can be applied
for the indi rect age detenn ination of long shoots of a ny
branching order, where the growth ring structure is somehow erratic.
The di rect method of age determination raises the ve ry
basic question as to how s hort s hoots kee p up with the
secondary growth of the bearing long shoot. If their longi.
tudinal growth were exclusively a pica l, t he basal part
of th e secondary xylem of the short shoot would be ove rgrow n due to seco ndary growth of the bearing long shoot.
and the secondary phloem would be compressed longitudi.
nally. However, the number of nodes visibl'!! and the
regular arrangeme nt of the longitud inal elements of the
second ary phloem, as see n in radial sections , are strong
indications that there must be some elongation in the basal
part of short shoots or possibly in the cambial region of
the bea ring long shoot.
Two other factors also have to be borne in mind: larch
can make up for needl e loss duri ng the growing season by
proleptic s hort shoots as late as August. a nd on favorab le
habitats it can form a large proportion of sylleptic long
shoots (Schill 1989).

Proportion of

AU. of
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T.b5e 2-0istribution of long shoots according to the branching
order of the long shoots bearing them

Accuracy
Age Determination
Short Shoou The comparison of peeled s hort shoots growing on first or ·
de r branche8 of various ages with the number of growth
rings of the respective segment s howed that the two corres ponded very well ; that i8. the numbe r of nodes was equal
to the number of growth rings of the bea rer shoot minus
one. However, on short s hoots over 12 yean old (low altitu de ) a nd over 25 years old (h igh altitude ) the ba. al part
"8.8 not structu red very distinctly. thua making counting

Branching
order

Proportion of
long ,hoota (perc..,t)

22

S«
23
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Tlbl. ~D istribution of flowers 1989 according to the branching
order of the tong shoots bearing them
Srenchlng

order

Mele
flower.
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Dormant Buda - Donnant buds were only found in fe w
treea. Though they may not be prominent, they nevertheless exist.

DISCUSSION
The resu lts of the a nnlyses show definite trends. though
the restricted amount of material examined does not al·
low precise quantitative co nclusions.

BEST COpy AVAILABLE
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Radius
(mm)

Within-Crown Patterns of Shoot
Development and Their Relationship t o
Cone Production in Young Tamarack

25

Grah am R. Pow ell
20

TYPE S OF SHOOTS

Ab!JtrBct-On young ta marack I/.o.rix larici fla IOu Roi l K. Koch ),
sy lleplic a nd proleptic lone a nd short shoots, a nd extensions
th ereof. a nd positioning of cones on shoota. each show vigorr('la ted patte m s. Lateral seed cones predominate on young trees,
and tennina l ones on older trees. Most pollen conea a re terminal.
Cones predominate on lo .....e r and side surfaces of parent long
shoots. Cones a re positionf'd more distally a long single pa rent
long shoots in successi\'e years. Understanding these patterns
is vita l in studyi ng tree crowns a nd fun ctional status.

15

Pith

2

3

5
6
Number of trace

4

7

8

9

10

Flgur. 5-Morphogenesis ollateraJ organs branching from a first order branch. 8 road lines .
long shoots. narrow lines a short shoots, For convenience's sake aJllong and short shoots are
arranged in one plane. The distances between the traces are nol true to scale. On this particular length of branch, only short shoots and no second order long shoots were visible from the
outSIde Alter removal of the bark. and especially after turning down 10 a radius of 22 mm, it
became apparent that the majority oltha short shoots originated from second order tong shoots.
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LUscher, D. 1989: Die BlOtenbildung bei Baumen und ihre
Ausw irkung Buf die Struktur der Krone: III. Die Fichte
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CONCLUSIONS
Europea n larc h is obvious ly a very flexible species.
Lon ~ s hoots form the skeleton of the tree. whereas s hort
!lhOOlfil are for main foliage a nd flowering. Long s hoots are
mainly produced at t he periphery of the crown, where
fl owering does not occur. Th ough fl owe ring redu ces the
short Rhoots in number. t heir num ber ca n increose ogain
by one or several rema in ing short shoots growing into a
long s hoot and thus producing seve ral short shoots each.
Short shoots ensu re foliage in the inn er ports ofth e
crown, a featu re that is particularly important in sma llleaved deci duous t rees. At the same t ime they act as a
kind of reservoi r fo r futu re form ation of long shoots. thus
haVing a functio n s imi lar to that of donnant buds. Th is
cha racte ri stic may be the reason for the scarcity of dormont buds.
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I define a shoot here as a leaf-bearing axis that extends
in 8 single growing season. Shoots of tamarack occur ter minally or laterally on their parent axes (table 1). Mor phologically, shoots may be long or short or associated
with seed cones (table 1). Rarely, leaves may be associated with pollen cones (Tosh and Powell 1986), but such
OCl!urrences will not be considered here. A singk .. hoot
borne latE:rally on a tree's ma in stem may be term ed a
branch. M,)re commonly, a branch comprises the complex
of successive shoots borne at such a position. Shoots (and
s ubsequently the main axes of branches ) arising laterally
from the main stem a re designated as first order: shoots
borne laterally on first-order shoots are of second ord er.
and 80 forth .

In 1982. two related studies of development of crowns
of young tamarack (Larix laricina IOu RoiJ K. Koc hl began. The first study involved developm ent of shoot and
branch structure (crown architecture ). The second involved the sta rt a nd year-to-yea r progression of seed-cone
and pollen-cone bearing a nd how these related to shoot
devel opment and reproducti ve potenti al. The former was
designed to quantify for simulati on the spatial a nd tempora l relationships among long shoots and s hort shoots
(Clausen a nd Kozlows ki 1967. 1970) and th ereby to gain
understa nding of production of the two kinds of shoots,
thei r popul ations and apparent fun ctions. The latter was
design ed to qua nti fy ea rly seed-co ne and poll en-cone produ cti on on young trees, as avail able infonnation dealt
only with seed cones on older trees (Dow 1951; Duncan
1954: Wil e 198 1I. a nd to ex tend knowl edge of reproductive
biology of Larix (C ha ndl er 1959; Fujimoto 1978: Hall a nd
Brown 1977; Lonb'lTla n a nd Wareing 1958; Owens and
Molder 1979a ,b ). Both investi gatio ns led quickly to new
in~ig hts (examp les are Powell a nd others 1984; Remphrey
and Powell 1985) and to exploration of additional aspects
of development. To date, th is resea rch has res ulted in
15 rerereedjournal or conference papers (McC urdy and
Powell 1987; Powell 1987. 1988a; Powell and Hancox
1990; Powe ll and Tosh 1991: Powell and Vescio 1986;
Powell and others 1984 ; Remphrey and Powell 1984a,b,
1985, 1987,1988: Tos h and Powell 1986. 1991 : Yip and
Powell 1991), a nd others are in prepa ration. This paper
synth esizes the work that relates to patterns or shoot devel opment and to pattern s of seed-cone and poll en· cone
product ion.

Long Shoots
The morphological descriptor "long s h oo t~ is va ri ously
app li ed but is oRen used fo r shoots that are partly preformed in a scaly resting bud and pa rtly neoform ed (produ ced by elem ents that , fr om initiation. expand to mature
size without undergoi ng a peri od of rest). The term s ~p re
formed" a nd "neofo rmed ," an d "prolepsis" and "sy ll e p s is ~
are used in thi s paper in the manner defined for universa l
use for trees by H a ll ~ and others ( 1978). fl.lany long shoots
of tamarack comprise preformed and neofonned segments.
but other shoots with extend ed leaf internodes may be
wholly preform ed or wh olly neoform ed a nd are here also
term ed long shoots.
The partly preformed/partly neofonn ed long shoot is the
most common fonn of long shoot on ta marack <Cla usen
and Kozlowski 1967, 1970: Rem phrey and Powell 1984b ).
It has at its base a du ~t er of preformed leaves (basa l
lea ves) where leaf internodes remain minute. and then an
axial se\ tion with well -extended l ea fint~ rn odes (fi g. lC ).
The proxi mal leaves on the axial :liecti on are preformed in
the resting bud (preformed axia l leaves I, a nd the distal
leaves are neoform ed Ineoformed axia l leaves).
Basa l and axial preformed leaves are dis tinct wi thin the
resting bud. The basa l-leaf primordia are we ll developed
and relatively large. The preformed axial -leaf primordia
are small. scarcely developed. a nd borne spirally on a
co ni cal axis below the shoot apical meri stem and within
the su rrounding and overa rching basa l-leaf primord ia
(Remphrey and Powell 1984b ). On expansi on foll owi ng
rest land us ually winte r qui esce nce ), the basal-leaf pri mo.·dia elonga te rapidly to fonn the cluster of basal leaves

P~pe r P~!lented II I Ihe SymposIUm on EcollltO' and M .n.~menl of
Lllm: Fort'!!I" A Look Ahelld . Wh llefil'h. ~!T . US A.. October S-9. 1992
Graham R Puwellll1 Proft'lI!IO r of Fort'llt ry ITrH Oen'llIpml'nt and
Repnxlut llon l. Depannlront o fFo~!!t RellOurtes. UnlVe .,.lly of New
Orunllwlck. OIlK Se rvice No 44 555. r ....dl! ntton. NO. C. n.d •. [3D 6C:t.
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T.,. 1-0cQ,mence of types of long shoots, shor1 shoots, and shoots associated with seed cones, aCCOfding to position
on their parent axis

---

_Ion

Long thoot

on_I

..r.

Wholly

Short ahoot
Wholly

Wholly

Wholly

.-f_ned .-fanned protanned .-fanned protanned

TenTlinaJ
lat8fal

Yes
Yes

No'
Yes'

Probably
Probably

No
Vos'

Yes
Yes

Seedeone

Stolk

ProlHeriltion

protanned

neotanned

Yes
Yes

Yes1
Vos'

'Ea-cept rhe 8pICOtyIedonary 3.11$ 01 it fifSl·year seedling.
rt'he cones are tenTlinal or lateral. the proIlf8l'ated shoot is terminal on the COO8.
"Neofonned lateral long Shoots and ShOtt shoots are sylleptic by definitIOn (HallA and oth8f'S 1975).

5 mm to characteri ze sylleptic short shoots and to separate them from the weakest sylleptic long shoots. Sylleptic
short shoots may bear only one or two leaves (the prophylls), or several leaves before their apical meristema
di fferentiate bud scales and fonn tenninaJ buds . Often
the lea ves R.. re more evident on the abaxlal than the
adaxial surface of the shoot (fig. tA l. The termjnaJ buds
of sylleptic short shoots comprise more bud scales and leaf
primordi a than do nearby lateral buds on the parent axis
(Powell 1987 ). They thu:t have gr~ater potential for subsequent development.

A

Late summer

All seed cones differentiate distal to a series of leaf
primordia, which , in the bud, appear comparable to short·
shoot leaf primordia or to basal-leaf primordia in a longshoot bud. On expansion , the leaves below the cone grow
to lengths less than those of nearby short shoots (Powell
and Tosh 1991 1, The leafintemodes extend somewhat,
and di stinct decurrellt ridges become evident below the
leaves making the shoots more like the axial portions of
long shoots than like shilrt shoots that have leaves packed
closely together and not associated with decurrent ridges.
The shoots that subtend and provide the "stalks- for the
seed cones are thus distinct from both short shoots and
preformed long shoots . Furthermore, the leaves they bear
are the first to turn color a nd abscise as the season procresses (Powell and Tosh 1991).
Although production of shoots from the tips of seed
cones (proliferation) is common in tamarack, it is associ ated more with ce rtain trees than with others. The neg.
formed shoots (table 11extend as do the distal portions of
long shoots (Tosh and Powell 1986). The leaves borne are
spaced normally but remain relatively short. Lateral buds
occur in some leafaxils, a nd terminal buds form . However, these shoots invariably die with the cones that subtend them. They thus constitute only a passing addition
to the structure of the crown .

Short Shoots

The pattern of shoot distribution along parent long
shoots is well established when tamarack trees are 4 or
5 years old (figs. 2 and 3). On sapling leaders, this often
includes syll eptic long shoots (Powell 1987 ). But the propensity for sylleptic long-shoot production is genetically
controlled <Powell 1988b; Shaota ng 1990), and some vigorous saplings lack or produce few sylleptic long shoots.
Syll eptic long s hoots typ ica lly occur betwee n the lower
10 a nd 50 percent of the length c., f the leader . a nd their
lengths tend to decrease acropetally (fig. 2; Powell 1987;
Remphrey a nd Powell 1985). Sylleptic short shoots occur
among and on either si de or the sylleptic long shoots. Their
distributi on is wide r. occurring between the lower 5 a nd
70 percent of the length of t he leader I Powell 1987 ). Some
leaders bear sylleptic short shoots but lack sy l1eptic long

Prefonned abort (or dwarf) shoots arise from scaly resting budo. Each of these budo contains well -developed leaf
primordia and a shoot apical meristem. AB the new season advances, the leaf primordia begin to elongate, burst
through their enveloping bud scales, and continue to grow
to Mature leaves. These leaves remain in 8 tight cluster
88 there is virtually no leaf·intemode expansion (Powell
1988a). As leaf growth occuro, the shoot apical meristem
produces bud scales. The resulting terminal bud is situ·
ated deep in the cluster ofleaves (fig. ID). Such prefonned short shoots may be situated terminally on weak
long shoots, terminally on short shoots, or laterally along
second-year long shoots (table I).
Neofonned (sylleptic) short shoots arise in axils of certain leaves on current-year long shoots 16g. !A). Re"'phrey
a nd Powell (1985 ) and Powell (1987 ) uoed lengths of up to

Winter

Figuro t -Typos 01 long and short shoots
in late summ8f and WInter (enlarged relative
10 late-summer deptcbon, bases onty lor
long shoots) arranged In approximate order
of occurrence down the main stem: (A)
syleptic short shoot. 19) sylloplic long
shoot, Ic) P'otopt;c long shoot. and 10 )
P'oteptic short shooI. Syllept;c shoots
-.gat. <luting tho same growHlg soasan
as does their parent axis. Pro6eptic shoots
usuaIy -.gat. during tho ~
growing season 50 ata usually 1 year
younger than thetr parent axis.

BEST COpy AVAILABLE

growth typical of the species (see Cook 1941 ; Mitchell 1965;
Powell 1988a; Powell and Vescio 1986).
Wholly preformed long shoots probably occur on tamarack (Remphrey and Powell 1984b), but their existence
has not been confinned. Such shoots would be the weak·
est of the shoots extending from long-shoot buds (with
basal and axial prefonned leaves>_ In them , the fi rst postrest lateral appendages initiated from the apical meristem would differentiate 8S scales. Thus, tenninal-bud
formation would start immediately . Wholly preformed
"long" shoots have been observed in Aur (Powell and others 1982) in which other shoot types are simHar to those
of tamarack.
Wholly neofonned long shoots are usually sylleptic
(lateral) shoots. The exceptions to this are the tenninal
epicotyledonary axis of a first-year seedling and the terminal proliferated shoot ofa seed cone (table 1. discussed
later). Sylleptic long shoots arise from new lateral -axis
apical meristems that arise in axils of certa.in leaves on
the parent axis. From the apical meristems, lateral a ppendages form, differentiate 8S leaves, and grow to full
size, all without an intervening period of rest. AB the
leaves fanned on these shoots elongate, their associated
leaf internodes also elongate considerably so that the
shoots lack clusters of leaves at their bases (fig. 1 B).
Neoformed-element production and development continuett until bud acales are initiated from the shoot apical
meristem instead of leaves, and terminal buds are fonned .
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B

tree leader

usa.

111......-l--C;;;UsB
3-yr-old prolepllC-ongWl branch

Figura 2- Zones of occurrence of lateral buds
and syllept;c shoots on IA) a tree loader. 19) a
1·year-old proleptic branch, and (C) the current·
year long shoots of a 3-year-old branch of proleptic ong;n : latoral Iong·shoot bud, IllS9).
latoral short·shool bud IlSS9). sylleptic long
shootlSylS), sylloptic short shootISySS) .
Sylleptic branches are shown joined 10 the main
stem, proleptic branches and extensions to
branches are shown separated from their parent shoot (indicatng where a resting bud had
occurred). Age 01 shoot is indicated by the
number of paralle4 lines shown. Shoot order increases each time the angles of shoots dlange
in ref8fence to the vertical main stem. Based
on Romphroy and Powell 11987) and Powell
11987).

Shoots Associated with Seed Cones
(Clausen and Kozlowski 1967; Powell 1988a). The prefann ed axial-leaf primordia elongate more slowly. AB
their internodes begin to elongate, the shoot apical menstem begins to initiate more lateral-appendage primordia
that differentiate as leaves. These neofonned leaves add
to the com plement of axial leaves, and their production
continues u~tillate in the season when the latest lateral
appendages are diffe rentiated as bud scales, rather than
8s leaves, and a tenninal bud ~orms (Powell 1988a).
Axial elongation is slow at first, the product remaining
hidden within the cluster of basal leaves for several weeks.
But axial elongation increases exponentially and then
reaches a relatively steady state that is held for several
weeks before decreasing rapidly and stopping as the terminal bud is fOTmed (Powell 1988a). It is thio fOTm of
growth that provides the long period of annual height

}ill

Ftgur. :J---Klnds of patterns 01 decreasing shoot
length on proleptlC·ongln
branches in the upper
4 years of a crown:
(1) among contemporary
shoots of similar order
on a given parenllong
shoot: 12A) amoog contemporary shoots in
eqUIvalent positions from
"'Whorl" to "'whor1~ down

DISTRIBUTION OF SHOOTS ALONG
PARENT SHOOTS

the

crown , and (2B) ac·

ropelally from shool to
shoot In a given axis:
(3) among contemporary

shoots from one order
10 the next htgher order.
Shoot and blanch details
as in figure 2.
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shoots. Lateral buds occur along all leaders. but proportions of these lessen when syllepsis occurs. LateraJ buds
situated proximally are s hort-sh oot buds. and t h06e situated distally are long-shoot buds (fig. 2; Powell 1987 ). The
proportions of the fanner tend to increase with decrease
in length of the parent s hoot.
Distributions of lateral axes on first-, secondo, or thirdorder long shoots parallel those on the main stem (zeroorder shoots). bu t their occurrence depends on the relative
length or vigor of the parent axes. as described in the next
section. Sylleptic long sh oots occur only occasionaJly on
first-arder long shoots and seldom on extensions of those
ues . They generally do not occur on second- or thi rdorder long shoots. Sylleptic s h ort shoots occur frequently
on first-arder long shoots. occasional ly on subsequent-year
extensions of those axes and on some second-arder long
s h oots, a n d seldom on third-o..der long shoots. The great
majority of long s hoots therefore bear only lateral buds
(and terminal buds ), and of these. most are s hort-shoot
buds. Long-shoot buds occur only near the terminal bu d
(except on the main axis-Remphrey and Powell 1984a).
but they tend not to develop on many t hird -order long
sh oots. Thus. fourth -order long shoots are rare (Remphrey
and Powell 1987>. Later in a tree's life. long shoots may
be induced to fo rm on older short-sh oot axes in re!Jponse
to perturbation (G. R. Powell , personal observations).
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Distribution of Cones Along Long
Shoots
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Dist ributions of lateral and terminal cones along pare nt
long s h oots differ <Tosh and Powell 1991 ), Most late ra l
seed cones occur proximally, some medially. and few dis·
tally (fig. 7A, l ·yeaT-old shoots). Lateral pollen cones a re
at first concen trated proximally, but later some are borne
medially and distally (fig. 78). At first, few of the terminal seed cones are borne proximally, most OCCUT medially
or distally. Later. there is an acropetal s hift, and the majority occur distally and relatively few proximally (fig. 7 At
Terminal pollen cones are more evenly distributed with
many medially sit uated (fig. 78 ). Of the rest, more a re
at fi rst borne proximally. but later more are borne dis·
tally (compare 2-year-ol d first- and second-order shoots
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Figur. ~Relative annual elCtensions over
4 years of branch axes originating syUepticaJly (Sy) and prolepticaUy (Pr) at different
levels on a single extension of the main
stem. Shoot and branch details as in fig ure 2. For simplicity, only first-order axes
ate shown and in only one plane.

occurrence aJong the parent shoot (Powell 1987). However , n umbers of lUial·leaf primordia in terminal buds of
sylleptic sh ort shoots increase acropetaIJy indicating that
s hoots developed from buds on sylleptic short shoots s how
acropetal increases in length (Powell 1987).
Su ccessive short shoots in any one s hort-s hoot axis (annual extensions of an axis ) tend to bea T fewe r and shorter
leaves and therefore to have less leaf surface area . This
translates into decreasing basipetal trends in contempoTary s hort-sh oot size along axes made u p of successive
long-sh oot extensions and among long-shoots in equivalent "whorl" positions. b u t of in creasing age (Remphrey
and Powell 1988). The patterns of decreasing long-shoot
lengths and short-shoot size correspond wit h patterns of
decreasing le ngths of periods of expansion (Powell 1988a).

PATTERNSOFSHOOTS~
Three disti nct patterns of lengths occur in proleptic
long shoots (lateral shoots arising from rested long-shoot
buds) and partly prefonned/partly neoformed extensions
of ues that initiated proieptically (fig. 3 ). First, proleptic
s h oots along the main stem (along the leader of th e previous year) s how a basi petal decrease in length (Remphrey
and Powell 1984aJ. The same kind of decrease occurs
among contemporary s hoots alon g any axi s (fig. 3). Second . s uccessive extensilJns of later al axes show decreases
in length . This translates into basipetal decreases in
lengths of compara bly position ed sh oots from "whorl" to
"wh orl " down the crown (fi g. 3; Remphrey and Powell
1984a). Third. contemporary shoots of successively higher
branching order s how decreases in length (fig. 3: Rempbrey
and Powell 1987 ). As proleptic long-shoot le ngth decreases.
80 the number of sh oots and leaves borne and the lengths
o(those leaves decrease (RemphTey and Powell 1987, 1988).
Contemporary syIJeptic long s hoots ge nerally decrease
in length acropetally, except t hat the most proximal ones
tend to be s horter than somewhat later-formed ones (fig. 2;
Powell 1987; Remphrey and Powell 1985 ). Whe n longs hoot extensions of sylle ptic long s hoots occ ur in s ubsequent years. they tend to follow t he pattern of prolepti c
long s hoots. increasing in lengt h acropetally. TIUs means
that the ear ly length advantage of a proximal syll eptic
s hoot is not ma intained as s ubsequ ent annual extensions
dimirush in length rapidly, whereas those of distal syll eptic
s hoots may increa se initially and then dimimsh less rapidly (fig. 4; Remphrey and Powell 1985).
Contempor ary syll eptic s hort s hoot s bear more leaves
when si tuated towa rd the lower middle secti on of their

TYPES OF CONES
Both seed cones and pollen cones of tamarack a re borne
in two distinct ways: latera lly along long s hoots (lateral
cones) and terminally on s hort s hoots (termi nal cones )
(Powell and ot/lers 1984). Lateral seed and pollen cones
respectively COObI.U;ute aUout 90 and 20 percent of the crop
at first bearine nosh and Powell 1991 ). Proportions of
lateral cones decrease in s ubsequent years, but numbers
per tree may still be s ubstantial. Bisporangiate cones
with a variety of amount an d placement of fema le and
male components, and sometimet leaves. occur fairly fre quently <Tosh and Powell 1985) bu t wi ll not be considered
in this paper.

DISTRmUTION OF CONES
In gene ral, seed and pollen cones occur in similar leve ls
in the crown , but pollen cones tend not to occur on the
more vigorous shoots within anyone level (Ilg. 5). Branches
of sylleptic origi n bear large proportions of seed-cone
crops and s ubstantial numbers of pollen cones (Tosh
and Powell 1991). On young t rees. among contempora ry
branches of either proleptic or sylleptic origm. seed cones
are more concentrated on the upper branch es and pollen

Year 1
II

Figur. 5-Zones of seed-cone and
pollen-cone bud occurrence in the
upper aown of a 7·year-old tree.
Shoot and branch details as in
rlgure 2. For simplicily, only first·
order axes are shown and in only
one plane. From data of Tosh and
Powell (199 1).

y

Year 2

Ii

cones on the lower b ranch es. S u bsequently, pollen-cone
bearing gradually extends to the h igh er order long shoots
of the u pper branch es (and lower br anches tend to de·
mise). Greater insight in to the patterns of cone distribution are revealed when one considers shoot categories in
m ore detail. a nd positions of cones a long an d aroun d indi·
vidual long shoots (using the position of t he terminal·
cone-bearing short~s hoot axis as comparable to the direct
position of a lateral cone. and tenning t h e long s h oot the
parent long s h oot).

30

15

r

Year 3
~I

4 1~

y

Year 2

Distribution of Cones Among Shoot
Orders

18

III

0.2

4 1~

Year 3

]n the first year of cone bearing, seed cones occur pre·
dominant ly on first-arder long shoots: only a few occur on
second-arder long shoots (Tosh and Powell 1991). In sub..
sequent years, first-order long shoots remain as heavy
beaTers, bu t second-order long shoots bear more of the
crop. and some cones occur on third-order long sh oots
(fig. SA), From early bearing, pollen cones occur predomi·
nantly on second-order long s h oots but also occur on firstand third-order long shoots (fig. SB ) and to some extent
on fourth-order long shoots (Tosh and Powell 1991). This.
cou pled with the pattern of distribution down different
branch levels in the crown, corresponds, generally, with
occurrence of pollen cones in relatively weaker situations.

:Y
6

46

F~u r. &-Numbers of seed cones (A) and pollen cones (B) borne per tree in each of 3 successive years on all klng shoots of each age
(number of lines) and order on bfanches that
originated pro*tptically in year 1 (when the trees
were 5 years okj) . Cones on 2- and 3-year-old
long shoots are borne terminally on short s hoots
borne on those long shoots. Shoot and branch
details as in figure 2. From data of Tosh and
Powell (1991).
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Distribution of Cones on Individual
Long Shoots Over Time
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Because lateral cones occur on I-year-old iong shoots
and those same long shoots bear short-shoot axes that can
subsequently bear cones terminally, cones can occur aJong
the same parent long shoot in at least three successive
years (fig. 7). In the first year, lateral cones occupy many
of the available lower-surface, and some side-surface
lateral·axis positions in the proximal part of a I-year-old
long shoot. In the second year (assuming more or less
equivalent cone bearing), many of the available lowersurface and some side·surfac~ I-year·old short shoots in
the medial part. ofthe now 2-year-old parent long shoot
bear cones. Some proximal (mostly side-surface) and distal (lower surface) short. shoots may also bear cones, In
the third year, available unused sites for cone bearing
are mostly distal lower- and side-surface 2-year-old short
shoots. Thus, over time, cone bearing on an individual
long shoot migrates acropetally (fig. 7) and to some extent
from lower to side surfaces (Tosh and Powell 1991).
The relative length of the shoot also affects where on
the parent long shoot cones are borne. Change in positioning of successive cones along shoots occurs more
quickly on shorter shoots. This is especially so for ponen
cones as they typically first form on shorter shoots, which
have fewer possible cone sites available.
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P ATTERNS OF SEED-CONE SIZE IN
RELATION TO DISTRmUTION

rtgur. 7-Numbers of seed cones (A) and
poIkKl cones (8) borne pet tree in each of
3 successive years in ptolCimaJ (pt), medial

Cone size can be expressed dimensionally or by numbers of component parts. The former is influenced more
by conditions of the two seasons of cone growth (in the

1m). and diS1alldl posilions 011 tong shoots
of each age (number of lines) and order
on branches thaI originaled prolep1ically
In year 1 (when the trees were 5 years ~ .
Shoot and bfanc:::h details as in figure 2:
source as i1 figure 6.
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11
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of fig. 78 ), Cones are distributed similarly on branches
of sylleptic or proleptic origin (fig. 8).

Distribution of Cones Around
Individual Long Shoots

~
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Figur. &-Numbers of seed cones (A) and
JX)Ilen cones (8) borne per tree in 1 year in
prox;mal Ipr), medial 1m), and d;stalld) posi·
tions on 2·year-old branches of sylleptic and
proleptic origin. Shool and branch details as
in fIgUre 2; source as in figure 6.
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Most long shoots of young tamarack have an obliquely
upward to more or less horizontal orientation: relatively
few have a downward orientation CRempnrey and Powell
19848, 1987 ). This makes data on distribution of cones
around indivi dual long shoots reasonably compatible with
respect to gravity (compa re Longman and Wareing 1958).
Nearly hal f of the seed cone crop is borne on the lower
surfaces of thei r pare nt Jong shoots and about half along
the si de surfaces tTosh and Powell 1991 ). Few occur on
upper surfaces. Poll en cones are eo/en more concentrated
on lower s urfaces. Side surfaces carry about one-fourth
of the pollen-cone crop, and upper surfaces scarcely any.
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SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THESE
FINDINGS
The shoot system of tamarack is far more complex than
merely the production of long and short. shoots. To the
most common proleptic shoots, sylleptic long and short.
shoots must be added. In total, the shoot-system development follows distinct patterns of decreasing vigor. These
patterns are related to leaf production and to where in the
crown, and along and around shoots, cones occur. On
young trees, lateral seed cones constitute the bulk of the
early crops. Lateral pollen cones al so occur but are relatively less numerous. In successive years, cones occur in
different poSitions along the parent long shoots as flTSt
proximal, and then medial, positions are used up. Because most cones occur on lower and side surfaces of the
parent long shoot, foliage continues to be borne on short
shoots on the upper surfaces where, in the increasing
shade of the expanding crown, light is least reduced.
Cone bearing reduces the contemporary and subsequent
foliage production, but quantification of this (compare
Remphrey and Powell 1988) and implications with respect
to resource allocation remain to be investigated.
Knowledge of where along and around any given parent
long shoot cones are likely to be differentiated should be
of value in determining the physiological basis for such
differentiation. Relative vigor of growth appears to be
involved-and involved aJ so in sex detennination-as
distinctive pa tterns of cone occurrence exist.
Understanding the pa tterns of shoot and cone development is vital for any invest igation of functioning in the
crown and for any use of parts of the crown to determine
functional status oftrees. In "l\ma rack, and any larch,
the patterns are perhaps harder to di scern and use than
in other genera of Pinaceae. However, in relation to determming functional status, larches have the advantage
that foliage is all ofth e same year, although within any
year , leaf ages differ considerably beca use of the different
modes of their production. Knowledge of the patterns also
helps in understanding of the morph ogenetic pl asti city
and opportunism of the s pecies and its dendrological
diverSity.
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Flower Induction and Pollen Viability
for Western Larch
J.E. Webber
S. D.Ross
Shearer and Schmidt (1987) reported on the beneficial effects of spacing in developing good crown structures (more
available flowering sites) and exposure to full sunlight.
Seed production from 30-year-old trees thinned to 6x6 m
spacing at 8 years was ten-folet greater than for trees
thinned to 2x2 m. Pollen pJ'Ol';uction was also greater
in the wider spaced stand .
A number of other larch species have also responded
to various cone induction techniques. Girdling is an effective treatment for enhancing both pollen and seed cone
production in European (Lari>: decidua Mill.) and Japanese
(Larix I_plol_pis Gord.) larches CBonnet-Masimbert 1982;
Kalauta and others 1981). Exogenously applied gibberellins (GA, and GA.,,) have also enhanced flowering
in Japanese and European larches (Bonnet-Masim.bert
1982; Hashi.ume 1973) and tamarack (Lari>: laricina )
(Eysteins80n and Greenwood 1990). In general, the response to gibberellin !reatmenla is enhanced by acijunct
treatments such as girdling (Bonnet-Masimbert 1532)
and root pruning. In tamarack, Eysteinsson and Greenwood (1990) were able to induce both pollen- and seedcone buds in potted and field BTOwn stock with foliar applications of GA.,,; an effect which was synergistically
enhanced by root pruning.
For western larch, Graham (1986) tested ammonium
nitrate fertilizer, alone and in combination with Btem girdling, on a 70-year-old stand in Idaho. Girdling alone had
a significant effect on the mean seed cone production per
tree (77 versus 832). Ammonium fertilizer had no effect
when applied by itself (86 seed cones per tree) but when

Abstract-A 14- to 20-year-old natural ltend of Lo,.ix
occidentolilf Nutt. near Invermere, British Columbia, was aelected for GAu, and girdling treatments applied at vegetative
bud nush of long Ihoote. Treatments lignifieantly enhanced seed
cone production but had no effect on pollen cone production. In
a second study, 5-year-old root pruned potted gTafU were treated
with foliar sprays of G~ and compared to two a(ljunct heat
treatments to two s(ljunct trutments applied at the beginning
of short and long shoot vegetative bud flush . Seed and pollen
cone response for the root pruned controls wal 12.3 and 51.3, respectively. G~ treatmente did not have a lignificant effect on
seed cone production but significantly reduced the number of pollen cones. Heat treatmenta resulted in a lignificant reduction in
the number of seed and pollen cones. Pollen quality was not a
barrier to sPed production in this test but rather other facton
(pollination t«hnique, ovule/embryo abortion ) may be the cause
of inconsistent eeed production.

Western larch (La rix ()(cidentalis Nutt.) is highly val ued for its rapid growth, wood quality, and resistance to
root diseases (Schmidt and others 1983). However, in ita
naturaJ range of the western slClpes of the Rocky Mountains, attempts to regenerate this species have been severely restricted by a lack of seed (Shearer and Schmidt
1987). In British Columbia and the United States, breeding and seed orchard programs have begun (Jaquish
1987) but natural collections will remain as the prime
source of seed for several more years. However, natural
stands fl ower infrequently before the age of 25 years
(Owens and Molder 1979b). Thereaft.er, a good cone crop
can occur, on average, every 5 years depending on site
and stand conditions.
While western larch generaUy produces some cones every year, its seed production is about two-thirds that of
similar size Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga men.z~s ii var. glauca
[Beissn.]) growing in the same stands in western Montana
(Shearer 1986). Typically, western larch averages about
5 to 10 filled seeds per cone IFSPC) from a potential of
about 100 to 120 seeds per cone (Shearer 1984) whereas
Douglas-fir averages about 35 to 40 FSPC from a potential of 75 to 70 seeds per cone (Owens and others 1991).
If reliable seed production is to occur from both seed
orchards and natural stands, more consistent nowering
and improvement in the FSPC values will be required.

IN MEMORY OF STEPHEN DOUGLAS ROSS
Steve Ross died suddenly in November 1991. In
pa88ing, Steve left. a legacy of research that will not
be soon forgotten. Steve was a Senior Research Scientist with the Ministry of Forests and acted as
project leader for the Seed Supply Research group.
His career included many milestones. Most notabl e
was his contribution to the physiology of nowering in
conifers, including his pioneer work with the rol e of
gibberellins in fl owering and the development of the
container approach and alternate orchard designs for
seed production. He authored or c~auth ored over
100 scientific publications and served as Associate
Editor for the Canadian J ournal of Forest Research
and Adjunct Professor in the Forest Biology program
at the University of Victoria. Steve will be sadly
missed by friends and colleagues.

Paper prellented at the Sympot'!ium on EcololO and Man.agement or
LArh Foresta: A Look Ahead. Whitefish, MT. U.S.A., October 5-9. 1992.
J . E. Webber la ReN'I rc:h Scientilt. Briti.h Colu mbia Miniatry or
Foresta. Glyn Road ReBe.rch Station, 1320 Glyn Road. Victoria, Britilh
Columbia, Can.dl: S. D. RoMldecuaed) wu Senior Ruean:h Scienwt.
British Columbia Miniltry orForesti.
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ethanol) and the dosage was regulated by the number o(
holes treated. The number of holes receiving GAv, was
determined by the tree's diameter: 7 to 8 cm DBH,
2 holes (SO mg GAv;); 8.1 to 10 em DBH, 3 holes (120 mg
GAv;); 10.1 to 12.0 em DBH, 4 hole. (160 mg GAv;); and
>12.0 cm DBH, 5 holes (200 mg GAv;). Double,overl.pping stem girdles were applied at breast height with a
pruning saw as long shoots began to flush. In the following spring. seed and poUen cones were counted by binocular assessment from the ground. In the fall, seed cones
were recounted to determine abortion rates and samples
of cones collected to determine seed yields.

applied in combination with girdling, the (ertilizer treatment negated the girdling effect (16 seed cones per tree).
In British Columbia, Prill (1990) compared similar
treatments on a 90-year-old stand o( western larch near
Grand Forks. A significant increase in seed cone production was observed for girdling aJone. Unlike the Graham
(1986) study, ammonium nitrate promoted cone production and this response was enhanced when applied in
combination with girdling. The form o( applied fertilizer
was important. If nitrogen was applied as urea, cone production was inhibited.
Poor cone production is not the only cause o( poor seed
production in larch. Perhaps the single most important
factor affecting seed production in western larch are killing frosts (Lewandowski and Kosinski 1987; Shearer 1984).
Within the seed cone, embryo abortion (30 percent), lack
o( pollen (17 percent), and poor pollen germination
(17 percent) are the principaJ causes of poor seed production in European larch (Kosinski 1987). The Jack o( adequate pollen has a)so been cited as a major cause of poor
seed production in western larch (Prill 1990; Shearer 1984).
This paper reports on two cone induction studies completed in 1991: one .pplied to. young natural stand
(GA.n/girdling) .nd the other to root pruned, potted grafts
using (GAv;lhe.t). Pollen vi.bility procedures followed
those used for Douglas-fir with the exception o( germination. Selected media were tested to determine a medium.
type that maximized germination response (or western
larch pollen. The selected medium was used in corijunction with respiration and conductivity viability assays to
determine the quality o( a limited number of western
larch poUen lots. These lots were aJso used under controlled pollination conditions to determine their actual
fertility. An attempt was made to develop a relationship
between in vitro response and actual fertility.

Cone Induction in Potted Stock
Scions of 40- to 60-year-old unselected wild stand trees
from east of Vernon were grafted onto seedling rootstock
in the spring of 1986. Grafts were maintained in ll-L
pots UBing. bark mulch media and kept in an open-sided
polyhouse. Crowns were pruned in the summer of 1988
and again in February 1989 to keep excessive leader and
lateraJ shoot growth under control.
All stock was root pruned in 1989 just prior to vegetative bud swell. About 2 to 3 em of the outer rootbaJl was
removed with a reciprocating saw, and repotted in 20-L
containers with the aame hog fuel media type. All grafts
were maintained under a (ertilizer regime of 20·20-20 nutrient solution .pplied.t. r.te of 200 mg L-IN.
Between one and four ramets from each o( 10 clones
(25 grafts per treatment) were randomly assigned to each
treatment. G~ and heat treatments were applied to selected grafts on the hasis of phenological bud flush of vegetative short shoots (VBFs) and long shoots (VBFI).
F!UBhing of short and long shoots waa defined .s the date
when 5 to 10 percent of the new needles emerged through
the bud scales of unpruned shoots in the middle crown.
GA.v7 was applied as a foliar spray at 200 mg L- 1 in
0.05 percent Aromo. C-12W surf.ctant. Three d.y.l.ter,
the trees were rinsed . Spraying commenced at bud flush
(of either VBFs or VBF1) and continued weekly for 4 weeks.
Heat treatment was applied in a closed polyhouse with
temperatures maintained .t 25 'C during the d.y (0800 to
2000 h) and 15 'C .t night.
G~ was tested alone (stock maintained under ambient heat o( an open-sided poly house) and in combination
with heat. The treatments were as follows:

MATERIALS AND MEmODS

Cone Induction in a Young Western
Larch Stand
A young western larch stand (14 to 20 ye.rs old),.t
1,200 m elevation on a moderate east-facing slope in the
Invermere Forest District of British Columbia, was selected for tTeatment. Because the initial stocking of this
site was low, these ±5 m trees had well developed crowns
that extended nearly to the ground. Tree diameter
ranged (rom 6 to 15 em. Treatment trees were selected on
the followi ng basis:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Diameter in the upper 30 percentile
Crowns uni fonnly well developed
No competing trees on at least three sides
No mechanical or animal damage to the stem or
crown
• Aspect, slope and topography were similar

Controls (no GAu7, ambient heat)
GAv; alone beginning .t VBF! (ambient he.t)
GAv; beginning .t VBF! + he.t beginning .t VBFs
GAv; beginning .t VBF! + heat beginning .t VBF!

The (ollowing spring, seed and pollen cones were counted
by ramet for each clone and treatment.

Pollen Viability Assays
Collection of Pollen Lo~Western larch pollen was
collected in 1991 from two sites: Montana (seven lou
from Hungry Horae) and Waahington (one lot from Trout
Lake). About 2.5 L of pollen-cone buda were collected from
each source (single tree collections). The buds were kept
cool and returned to Victoria for drying and eztr.ction.

Sixty trees were selected that met these criteria and
matched to have a similar distribution of diameter ranges
in both treatment and control trees.
Gibberell in (GAv;) and girdling were .pplied .t vegetative bud flus h of long shoot.. (VBF1). GAv; WBB .pplied
as a single stem injection (40 mg per 0.5 mL 95 percent
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Each pollen lot was dried separately in a pollen dryer using an intemaJ forced air system at 30°C (Painter and
Webber 1991). Drying times varied by pollen bud mois·
ture content but average times ranged from 24 to 30 h.
Dried pollen buds were sieved through a coarse (80) and
fine (00) mesh screen.
For e.ch pollen lot (defined .s • family of pollen grains
arising from a single clone or tree), the volumes o( extracted pollen and its cOlTesponding moisture content
were measured. Moisture content was determined gravimetrically using 0.5 mg of pollen .nd drying for 4 h .t
85°C. Percent moisture content was expressed on a dry
weight basis. Samples of pollen were then taken for vi·
ability assays (see below) and stored in heat-sealed foil
pouches at _25 °C. The following spring, pollen lots were
removed from storage and their viability determined. All
pollen lots were hydr.ted .t 100 percent RH for 16 h prior
to testing. Selected lots were used to test fertility of the
induced seed cone crop from the potted stock described
above (see section on "In Vivo Fertility'" later in this paper).

constant sbaking. After shaking, suspended pollen waa
allowed to settle (5 min) and then the conductance of the
leachate determined using a standard conductivity meter
(Orion Model 101) with an immersion cell (platinum. elec·
trades). All measurements were made at 25 °C.
After determining the cold leachate conductivity, the 8tr
lution was boiled for 60 min, cooled to 25°C, de-ionized
water added as required to make the total volume to
30 mL and the conductivity value recorded. Conductivity
of each pollen lot was then expressed as either cold con·
ductivity (CONO) per gram dry weight (~S/cmIgdw) or .s
the r.tio of cold to hot conductivity (percent CONO).
Respiration-Measurement of oxygen uptake in an
aqueous solution followed the procedurea of Webber and
Bonnet-M.simbert (1993). The depletion of dissolved oxygen in 3 mL of de-ionized water was recorded by a YSI
oxygen probe (Model 5331 Clark type polarogr.phic electrode) using. YSI standard bath .... mbly (Model 5301)
and oxygen monitor (Model 5300).
About 100 mg of pollen WBB .dded to 3 mL de-ionized
water contained in the cuvette of the water bath assembly
and allowed to equilibrate at 30°C for 3 min with constant stirring. After equilibration, stirring was stopped,
the electrode inserted into the cuvette (making certain all
air bubbles were removed), and stirring resumed. Oxygen
depletion was recorded on a strip chart recorder using
1 volt •• full range (l00 percent) and • chart speed of
1 cmImin. The rate of oxygen consumption was calculated
using the percent change in the volume of dissolved oxygen (5.48 ~L O,lmL .t 30 ' C) for. 5 min period. Re.ults
for oxygen consumption (RESP) were expressed as J.1L 0 ';
minlgdw where gdw was the dry weight of pollen used .

GermmatloD-The effect of polyethylene glycol (PEG
with a molecular weight of 4,000), sucrose, and Brewbaker
and Kwack (1963) solution on western larch germination
were tested for various levels and combinations. Four
concentrations of PEG (10 percent, 20 percent, 30 percent,
and 40 percent; lOP to 40P) were compared alone and in
combination with 10 percent sucrose (lOS) and Brewbaker
and Kwack's solution (lOB). The inorganic components of
the Brewbaker and Kwack's solution included H3 B0 3
(0.1 mg/mL), C.(NO,h ·4H 20 (0.3 mg/mL), MgSO•.7H,O
(0.2 mg/mL) .nd KNO, (0.1 mg/mL). The .ctu.1 germin.tion solution was a 10 percent dilution of these components.
The gennination procedures for western larch pollen
used 3 mL of the medium added to 35 mm Petri dishes.
About 10 mg of previously hydr.ted pollen (1Sh .t 100 percent RH) was sprinkled over the surface and the Petri
dish lid was replaced. The Petri dishes were placed in
a larger Petri dish (90 mm) containing absorbent paper
saturated with water. The lid of the larger Petri dish was
secured and germination allowed to proceed at 25 °C for
48 h.
After 48 h, germination was scored based on the percent
poUen grains in each of four dasses . Class 1 germination
was defined as those pollen grains elongating greater
than twice the originaJ, hydrated diameter ofthe pollen
grain. Class 2 germination showed signs of pollen grains
elongating but the length of elongation was stillles6 than
twice their hydrated diameter. Class 3 germination
showed no signs of pollen grain elongation and remained
at their hydrated diameter. Class 4 germination was
those pollen grains shOwing signs of plasmolysis or other
types of damage. The actuaJ number of pollen grains
counted followed the procedures of Stanley and Linskens
(974) for detennining significant response differences
at the 95 percent confidence level. A11 results were expressed as percent germination of either Class 1 or
Class 1 + 2 grains.

In Vivo Fertility
Sufficient pollen from four pollen lots, collected in 1991
were available (or both in vitra a8P3.Y response and in vivo
fertility te.ts. Hydr.ted pollen lots were ••••yed using
respiration, conductivity, and germination. Each lot was
then used under controlled pollina Lon conditione to determine actuaJ fertility, expressed as filled seed per cone
(FSPC).
Two ramets from each of three previously induced
clones (see induction of potted stock) were used as seedcone parent trees. Since most of the seed cones were located on main stem branches, the use of isolation bags
was not possible. It was not necessary to protect seedcone buds, however, because all pollen-cone buds were
removed before shedding.
Seed-cone buds were pollinated about 5 to 6 days beyond bud burst at the estimated time of maximum receptivity (Owens per. comm.). Seed-cone buds to be pollinated were isolated from other buds (paper bag) during
pollinations only and about 0.1 mL of pollen was applied
to each seed-cone bud using a compressed gas-driven pollination devise operating at about 8 psi. Only one pollination was used.
After pollination, the paper bag was remo': ed and the
seed-cone buds tagged. For cone maturation, the seedcone parent trees were kept in an open polyhouse and fertilized and watered as necessary. In the faJl, mature seed

Conductlvity- Le.ching of pollen lots followed the procedures of Webber a nd Bonnet-Masimbert. (1993) in which
100 mg of pollen was soaked in 30 mL de-ionized water
(specific conductance <2 J.1S/cm ) at 25 °C for 60 min with
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reb .. 2-Mean (± standard error) seed and pollen cone response to
G~ and heal treatments appfiecllo poned stock 5 years
011M grafting. (N _ 25) .

cones were collected, kept separate by pollen lot and
clone, and dried in paper bags at ambient temperature.
All seeds per cone were hand emacted and the resultant
seed expressed as total seed per cone (TSPC), potential
seed per cone (PSPC) and filled seed per cone (FSPC).
PSPC is defined as those seed (filled and empty) arising
from a mature ovule and having a fu))y developed seed
coat. This includes seed with (FSPC) and without developed embryos as determined by X-ray analyses (see
Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert 1993).

T_I
Control
GA." @VBFI
GA." • Heal @ VBFI
GA." • Heal@ VBFs

A)

.0""
,.
0".

Pol ..... conee

-

12.3
8.3
1.8
1.8

(3,1)
(3 . 6)~

(0.8)'
(0,8)'

51.3
4.0
0.0
0.0

(14.1)
( 3.2)' ( 0.0)"( 0.0)"

108105

YBA: vegetatfYe bud nush of long shoOts
YBFs: vegetltlve bud nush 01 short shoots
Significance valu.. (ns_nonsJgniflcant. ·.slgnilicani at a_O.05 and ".
IIgnificantat a-O.Ot)Wenll determined UIIng ANOYA procedur.. andapec;ific

Statistical Analyses

contrUtllO _I control values againll GAm alone end In corretnatiOn with
speeUvety lor pollan COtI8 response.

(table 2). However, day/night heat treatment (25115 · C)
applied for 4 weeks at either short shoot or long shoot veg·
etative bud fl ush caused a significant reduction in both
seed- and pollen-cone buds. Average flowering response
of control grafts waa 12.3 (±3.1) and 51.2 (±l4.1) for seedand pollen-cone buds. respectively. GAv, spray treatment
resulted in fewer seed- and pollen-cone buda: 8.3 (t 3.6)
and 4.0 (±3.2), respectively. The.. differences were not
significant for seed cone response but were significant for
pollen cone response .
Using ANOVA procedures and specific contrasta,
probability values for control versus GAv" control versus
GA..v7 + heat early and control versus GAv, + heat late
were 0.396, 0.017, and 0,019, respectively for seed cone
response and 0.0001, 0.0001 and 0.0001, respectively for
pollen cone response. Applying day/night temperatures of
25115 · C for a thermoperiod of 14110 h during shoot elongation of either short or long shoota was detrimental to
production o~both seed- and pollen-cone buda (table 2).

RESULTS
Cone Induction in a Young Western
Larch Stand
Table 1 shows the results olthe spring 1992 a88essment
of flowering response at lnvermere. Of the 30 control
trees , only one produced three seed cones and none produced pollen. In the treated group, 63 percent of the trees
produced seed conpy but only one tree produced pollen
cones. The number of seed cones ranged &om 0 to 120
per tree. Average seed cone production per tree was
13.9 t 5.12 (standard error).
In the fall. the trees were again assessed. Over 95 percent of the cones had aborted. Of the few cones left. seed
yields averaged 2.6 fill ed seed per cone (FSPC).

Pollen Viability Assays
MedJ. Comparieon.-Germination, conductivity, BP.J
respiration a888ys were all useful in determining the relative in vitro pollen viability of several pollen Iota. Conductivity and respiration analyses used standard procedures
previously defined for Douglas-fir pollen (Webber and
Bonnet-Masimbert 1993). Because germination response
is both species and media specific, we tested a number of
solutions to select a medium that maximized the response
of Class 1 and Cla88 1 + 2 germination.
Media constituenta considered included sucrose, various
concentrations of PEG (10P·40P). and Brewbaker and
Kwack's (1963) solution. Each medium was tested alone
and in combination with each other. Figure 1A compares
five media types: H,O, 10 percent sucrose (lOS), 10 percent PEG (lOP), 10 percent Brewbaker and Kwack's solution (lOB), and a combined medium of lOB and lOP
(lOB lOP). Sucrose alone (lOS) yielded the lowest value.
for germination Class I (5.6 percent) and Class I + 2
(7.9 percent) and resulted in the highest proportion of
damaged, Class 4, pollen grains (92 percent). The best
medium type from this comparison was lOB which yielded
significantly highet' germination values (or Class 1

Cone Induction in Potted Stock
There was no significant effect on seed cone production
using GA..v7 spray application at vegetative long shoot
flush but pollen cone prcduction was significantly reduced

Table l-Sead and pollen cone response to GA." and girdling in
a 14· 10 20·year-old western larch stand in Invermere.
British Columbia. (N . 30).

Seed cones

ponen cones'
Percent trees with Q
Range (Qllree)

0-1

Moans (Qllree)

0.1

B)

heat appIled ..tty and late. Actual probability values are 0.398. 0.Ot7, and
0.Ot9. rapecUvety tal seedCOtla response and 0.001 . 0.001 and 0.001. ra·

All statistical analyses were completed using SAS PC
(SAS Institute Inc. 1988). For estimating significant response to cone induction treatments within potted stock, a
randomized block design was · ied in which clone was
considered a random factor w .d treatments were considered find effect8. Significant differences between specific
paired treatments were tested with contrasts. For hydration and media effects, a one way ANOVA was used with
Duncans multiple range test (0 • 0.05) to determine significant differences between germination response by
class for selected media types.

Controla

significant effect on the proportions of Classes I, Clus 1 +
2, or Cla88 4 germination. This is in contrast to Douglasfir pollen germination in which the presence of PEG
either enhanced (low PEG concentration) or retarded
(high PEG concentration) Class I and Class I + 2 germination (Webber and Bonnet-Maaimbert 1993).
Based on these results, either lOB, 10B10P or 10B20P
could all be used for germination of western larch pollen.
We prefer not to use sucrose in our germination media because it facilitates the growth of contaminanta and makes
counting of the four germination classes more difficult.
Some species (i.e., white spruce) actually germinate better
when sucrose is included in the medium (Webber 1991).
This is not the case for western larch pollen.

t:J H.O

TrMted
415
800
63
0· 120
13.?

' Pollen cones were found on Oflly one treated 1188.
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The Importance of HydratiOD OD Viability
RespoJJBe-The importance of hydrating previously
stored pollen on in vitro viability response and the effect
on correlations to field fertility has been amply demonstrated in other species (see Webber and Masimbert
1993) including other larch species (Mellerowicz and
Bonnet-Masimbert 1983). Table 3 shows the assay response for respiration, conductivity, percent conductivity,
and germination by Class for each hydrated and unhydrated pollen lot. All assays showed a significant improvement in response due to hydration. Only germination of Class 3 pollen grains was unalTected by hydration.

o_

J

C)

"

='00
t:J
10P
_ lOS
I0620P

In Vivo Fertility-The in vitro 8S88Y response of four
western larch poUen lata is shown in table 4. Respiration
values for each pollen lot was close to 20 J.lL O:/minlgdw
or better. These values correspond to good viability for
Douglaa-fir pollen (Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert 1993)
where an average seed potential (FSPCIPSPC) of about
70 percent was obtained. For percent conductivity. the
values for pollen Iota 3 and 4 were relatively high. Carre-sponding values for Douglas-fir pollen were oflower vi·
ability and resulting seed potentials were le88 than
30 percent (Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert 1993). Percent germination for the four western larch poUen Iota
tested were 79.0, 94.2, 38.2, and BO.6 percent, respectively.
The actual fertility of the four pollen lata was expressed
as filled seed per cone (FSPC) or as seed potential (FSPC!
PSPC) and are shown in table 4. For the four pollen Iota,

·
'0Sl0P
t:J 10S2OP

Flgur. l-Average response of four western
larch pollen lots 10 10 percenl Brewbaker and
Kwack·s solution (lOB), 10 percenl sucrose (lOS).
and 10 percenl polyethylene glycol (lOP) used
a!"lne or in combination. Average assay response
by germination class noted with a ditferenllener
are significantly differenl al a confidence level at
0.05 percent

Table 3--Mean assay response for four hydraled and unhydratad
weslem larch pollen lois using respiration (RESP).
conductivity (CON 0) . percenl conductivity (PerCOND).
and four classes of percent germination. All paired
comparisons were significantly difterenl (0 • 0.05)
except germination Class 3 pollen grains. (N. 8).

(54.8 percent) and Class 1 + 2 (74.2 percent) and signifi.

cantly lower values for Class 4 (23.7 percent).
The effect of four dilutions (10 percent to 40 percent) of
PEG·4000 on germination of western larch pollen was
compared to water alone (fig. 1B). There were few differ·
ences among the four dilutions of PEG and only at the
highest concentration (40 percent) was Class 1 germination significantly reduced. There wer e no significant dif.
ferences in germination response for Class 1 + 2 or
Class 4 gennination.
In the final media type comparison, combinations of
lOP and 20P with lOB and lOS were compared to lOB
alone (fig. IC). Adding either 10 percent or 20 percent
PEG or 10 percent or 20 percent sucrose to lOB had no

Aauy
AESP
COND
p.reOND

Class 1
Class 2

Class 1 + 2
Class 3
Class ,
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RYdrolod
26.0
735.0

404.'

56.2
16.7
73.0
2.3
24.7

RHpon..
Onhydrlled
16.0
1261.0
64.5
20.8
9.2
30.0
0.1
69.9

For 5-year-old potted grafts, GAvr in combination with
root pruning did not significantly enhance either seed or
pollen cone production (table 2). While GAu, spray treatment did result in lower seed and pollen cone production
relative to root pruning alone, the differencea were only
significant for the number of pellen cones. Heat, as an adjunct treatment did not promote cone production in potted
western larch grafts. Heat treatment has been successfully applied to interior spruce container stock (Ross 1985,
1988), but in this trial, heat as an atljunct treatment actually resulted in a significant reduction in both seed and
pollen cone production.
We are not certain why GAu? spray treatment did not
enhance cone production in this material. Treatments
were applied weekly for 4 weeks starting at vegetative
bud flush of long shoots. According to Owens and Molder
(1979a, b), differentiation of seed and poUen cones on vegetative short shoots coincides with the end of vegetative
long shoot elongation. Eysteins80n and Greenwood (1990)
were able to enhance cone production in tamarack with foliar spray applications of GA.n beginning at long shoot
flush. In both studies, 200 mg L- 1 GAv, were used but in
the tamarack study, applications were biweekly over a
3 week period, Work is continuing to evaluate the cone
response of both field and container grown western larch
to GAv; (including iqjection treatments), girdling and root
pruning treatments.
Cone production alone does not guarantee seed production. In the Invermere trial, about 400 seed cones induced
(table 1) but over 95 percent of these cones aborted. For
those cones that survived, seed production was not more
than 2 to 3 filled seeds per cone. Cone abortion due to
frost and poor pollen production has been reported as two
important causes of poor seed production in western larch
(Shearer 1984). For the potted stock under controlled environment conditions, abortion losses were minimized and
pollen supply controlled. Although average seed production was higher in the potted stock, variability within
clones was also high.
Pollen quality was considered as a possible source of
this variability. Viability assays developed for Douglas-fir
pollen (Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert 1993) appeared to
work equally well for western larch pollen. Although the
best gennination medium for western larch was slightly
different from that used for Douglas-fir pollen, the differences were not significant. Furthermore, the importance
of hydrating poUen before in vitro assay was confirmed for
western larch pollen as well (table 3).
In a11 cases, assay response improved with hydration.
Conductivity values decreased , indicating membrane
leakage was less, and respiration and germination values
increased, indicating both increased metabolic and membran~ activity, respectively. Results from the media tests
suggest that western larch ponen is less sensitive to osmotic stabilization than is Douglas-fir poUen. The components of Brewbaker and Kwack's (1963) solution (probably
boron and calcium) are essential, however.
A simple sucrose solution (both alone and in combina·
tion with other constituents) has been used extensively
for germinating other species (Stanley and Linskens 1974,
pp. 67-76). Sucrose has been reported as an essential
component in the in vitro germination of Pinus roxburghii

rib.. 4-Response ot tour hydrated westem larch pollen lots to
respiration (RESP). percent conductivity (PerCOND). and
percent Class 1+2 germination (GEAM1 +2). Shown also
is the actual seed yields (FSPC and percent FSPC)
averaged over two ramets from each of three clones.
(N . 6).

_yield.
Pollen lot

~rcent

PlrC«lt

RESP

COHO

GERM 1 .2

FSPC

FSPC

22.7
19.9
20.1
19.6

38.8
20.7
50.6
67.4

79.0
94.2
38.2
80.6

15.2
13.2
8.5
9 .2

12.6
9.1
6.0
6.8

Percent

mean FSPC averaged over two ramets from each of three
clone. (N = 6) were 15.2, 13.2, 8.5, and 9.2, respectively.
The exl<!nt of variability in FSPC response by clone (N =2)
is shown in table 5. Each pollen lot displayed both high
and low yields suggesting, the source of variability in
FSPC is not entirely attributed to pollen viability.

DISCUSSION
Western larch, like other larch species, does respond to
cone induction treatments. While G~ has significantly
enhanced cone production as a single treatment in other
larch species, it is not an effective, single treatment in
western larch. However, when GAu7 is applied a9 an adjunct treatment, coning response is generally better. Root
pruning (BonnetrMasimbert 1982) is a preferred treatment
for younger material, especially potted stock (Eysteinsson
and Greenwood 1990), while girdling is more often used
under field conditions (Bonnet-Masimbert 1982; Graham
1986; Prill 1990).
For the young western larch stand, located in Invermere,
British Columbia, only those trees treated with GAu7 and
girdling flowered and the response was principally seed
cones (table 1). Similar results were found for tamarack
(Eysteins80n and Greenwood 1990) where induction of
pollen cones was better on scion material collected from
more mature orleta. Western larch may need a longer
maturation period (i.e., greater than 20 years) for pollen
production to begin under natural conditions. Howt:ver,
controlli ng shoot architecture and induction environment
may facilitate better pollen production, especially in container stock.

T.ble 5--Seed yiefd rftSPOOse of tour western larch pollen sources
applied to two cones on two ramets from each of three
clones. Seed yield values are 8Xpt'8ssed as fill ed seed
per cone (N.2)

Filled Ned per con.

Pollonlo.

Cion. 1

Cion. 2

Cion. 3

~

~

~

55.5
0.0
' .0
43.S

4.5
5.5
2il.5
4.0

1.0
0.0
0 .5
1.5

3.5
2.5
1.5
0.0

10.0
5.5
5.0
0.0

2.0
57.0
15.0
2.0
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pollen (Dhawan and Malik 1981) whereas Nygaard (1977)
suggests that sucrose is not essential as a carbon source
but rather it is acting as an osmoticum. For western
larch ponen, however, sucrose was even a poorer germination medium than water alone suggesting that it was
not even acting as an osmoticum. For Douglas-fir pollen
(Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert 1993), sucrose did appear
to act as an osmoticum but it was polyethylene glycol
(lOP or 20P) that was preferred. When combined with
Brewbaker and Kwack's (lOB) solution, the medium
10PlOB gave the best germination response of all media
types.
For western larch pollen, PEG (lOP or 20P) did produce
better germination response than sucrose alone but neither were as good 8S the lOB solution. Even the combination of the two solutions, lOP or 20P with lOB, did not significantly improve germination response over that of lOB
alone. We will need to continue testing these media types
on more western larch pollen lots. In the meantime, we
will continue using the combined solution of 10PI0B for
germinating western larch pollen.
We were not able to develop a meaningful relationship
between in vitro response of western larch pollen and actual seed yields (table 4). We will continue testing more
pollen lots with a wider distribution of viabilities in an
effort to develop correlations similar to those developed
for Douglas-fir pollen viability and fertility (Webber and
Bonnet-Masimbert 1993). We must also consider the
cause of variability in filled seeds per cone. Table 5 shows
the seed yield response for each of the four westem larch
pollen lots on two ramets from each of three clones. In all
cases, each pollen lot produced both good and poor yields.
Whether pollen supply to cones producing poor yields
was also low is not known. Owens (this proceedings ) has
repof!,ed on several caliseS for poor seed production in
western larch, including poor pollination, inviable pollen
and late abortion of both ovules and embryos. How these
causes of poor seed production manifest themselves on
cones even atljacent to each other on the same branch is
not known. However, the challenge to improve controlled
seed production in western larch probably lies in handling
and application of pollen rather than in cone induction
alone.
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Flowering Characteristics of Elite Trees
in a Seed Orchard of Larch PrincipisRupprechtii Mayr.
FuYuhua

1 to 2 yean later. There were only a few cones at the beginning. Male cones began to increase in the fifth year.
In the 10th year, a tree could have several hundred to several thousand female cones and as many as 15,000 male
cones.

Abstract - The flowering characteristic. of grafta oC elite tree.
in a seed orchard of Larix principi3·rupprechtii MaY'. were aa
follows: female cones of lO·year-old grafta decreue upward; the
lowest layer of branche8 haa the most cones; the mOlt efficient
area of cone differentiation is the middle and upper paN of the
crown; flow ering area changes upward and outward as the tree
grows bigger. Male cone8 distribute wider than female coneB
and are three times more productive; the most efficient area of
cone differentiation is the middle atld lower parts of the crown;
flowering area changes upward and outward as a tree groWl bigger. The overlapped area of two cone differentiation areu ~ the
highly efficient area of male and female cone differentiation.

Distribution of Cone8
The numbers of vegetative buds and reproductive buds
decrease from the top to the bottom of a graft. Correlationl of branch layer and number of vegetative buds, female cones, and male cones have significant coefficients
of -0.748, -0.834, and -0.807, respectively. Correlations
of branch number and vegetative buds, female conee, and
male cones have significant coefficients of 0.721, 0.996,
and 0.976, respectively.
Male cones on the first layer branchel were 51 percent
of all the male cones of a tree. and female cones, 40 percent. The lower five layers bear 91.6 percent oftbe female
cones and 95 percent of the mole cones.
First-year branches are mainly vegetative buds, while
2- to 4-year-old branches bear most of the female cones.
The 3-year-old branches bear 43 percent of the female
cones, 2- to 4-year-old branches bear 88.2 percent of the
female cones, but the 5-year-old and older branches bear
much fewer female cones. Male cones locate mainly on
the 2- to 7-year-old brancbes.
F-test shows that number of male and female cones
do not differ significantly in the four different directions.
The crown of Lari..x principia-ruppf'tchtii is obviously
composed of three layers: declined nowering area, flowering area, and vegetative growth area (Fu 1989). Female
cones exist mainly in the flowering area. There are no
female cones in the vegetative areo. On the other hand ,
male cones e.rist in both the flowering area and the declined flowering area, but there are no male cones in the
vegetative growth area.

A seed orchard is the population of grafta from many
plus-trees. Its major function is to produce genetically improved seeds for commercial plantation. To raise genetic
quaJity and yield of seeds in seed orchards, it is important
to study the flowering characteristics of grafts and subsequently promote flowering through management.
By measwing 10-year-old grafts of Larix principia·
ruppnchtii Mayr. in the seed orchard at Changchen Mountain in Shanxi Province, China, this research studied the
flowering characteristics of larch.

STUDY SITE
Changchen Mountain seed orchard is located at 113°25'
east longitude, 40°15' north latitude , and 1,200 meters
above sea level. Length of frost-free days of the site is
100 days. Annual rainfall is 384 mm, annual evapotranspiration is 1,940 mm, and relative humidity is 53 percent.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Data were chiefly collected by field investigation. Fortyone individuals of 18 clones were investigated. The grafts
were 10 years old, with 3 x 4 m spacing of the trees. Cor·
relation analysis and analysis of variance were done.

Ratio of Cone8
Female cone ratio, which refers to t he percent of female
cones in the total number of buds, is between 0.0 to 0.11 .
Female cones exist in the 2-year to 7-year-old branches.
The 2-year, 6-year, and 7-year-old branches usually have
fewer cones than 3-year to 5-year-old branches. Branches
in the midd1e and upper parts of the crown have more
cones than those in the lower part of the crown. The area
with the highest cone ratio moves upward and outward.
Male cone ratio is between 0.0 and 0.42. Male cones
exist in the 2-year to 9-year-old branches. The 4-year to
8-year-old branches have higher cone ratios . Branches in
the middle and lower parts of the crown have more cones

FLOWERING CHARACTERISTICS
In the second year after grafting, a few grafts began
to produce female cones. More trees began to produce
female cones in the t hird year. Male cones appeared
AJlhouch unlble to Itlend. the luthor contributed thil ~per (or the
procredinp o(lhe Sympotium on EcoIOO' and Mlnl4J"ment o(Lari..I: For·
ettl: A Look Aheld. Whilefil h. MT. U.S.A. October 6--9. 1992.
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than those in the upper part of the crown. The area with
the highest cone ratio moves upward and outward as the
tree grows older.

which is greater than that of broad crown with dense
branches type, which is greater than that of narrow crown
with dense branches type.
For all four types, there are significant differences in
number of female cones among different ages. The 3-yearold segments have the most cones, while 5-year-old segments have the fewest cones.
Female cone ratios do not differ significantly among
the four different types, but they do differ significantly
with branch ages. Female cone ratios are greatest for the
3-year-old branches, moderate for the 2- and 4-year-old
branches, and least for the 5-year-old branches.

Cone Differentiation
A branch bas one to 11 female CODes, and 95 percent of
the brancbes have only one CODe; oDe branch has ODe to 14
cones, and 65 percent of the branches have only ODe cone.
Female cone rati08 are between 0.0 to 5.4 percent. The
ratio for the middle part of the crown is higher than those
for the lower and upper parta of the crown. On the other
hand, male cone ratio decreases upward.
The ratio of female cone to male cone is 0.0 to 1.27. The
ratio increases as branch layer increases. The ratio is positively related to the order ofbrancb layers. The correlation coefficients of 0.757 for the 2-year-old branch segments and 0.774 for the 3-year-old branch segments are
significant. The ratio of female and male cones decreases
as branch segments become older.
The ratio of male cone bearing branches, which refers
to the quotient of male cone bearing branches and total
branches, ranges from 0.0 to 100 percent. The ratio does
not differ significantly with directions and layers, but differa significantly with branch ages. The ratio increases
with branch age, and the correlation coefficients of the ratio of cone bearing branches to branch age are 0.25 to 0.517.
The ratio of female cone bearing branches ranges from
0.0 to 64 percent. The ratio differs significantly with di·
rection, branch layer, and branch age. Ratios of female
CODe bearing branches for middle and upper parts are
higher than that for lower part, and the ratio for younger
segments is higher than that for older branches.
Braneh length for a male cone does not differ significantly ,.;th din!ction, branch age, and branch layer. The
average length for a male COne is 2.19 em.
Branch length for a female cone does not differ significantly with din!ction and layer, but differs .ignificantly
with branch age. AB branches become older, branch
length for every cone also increases. The average length
for a female cone is 6.5 em.

Transfer and Expression of Foreign
Genes in Larix: Opportunities for
Genetic Improvement
David F. Karnosky
Doug-mShin
Yinghua Huang
Gopi K. Podila

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Number of female cones on 10-year-old grafts from plustrees of Larix principis-rupprechtii is greatest on the lowest layer of branches and decreases upward . The 2- and
4-year-old branches in the middle and upper parts of a
crown have the greatest ability to produce cones. Areas
for female cone differentiation move upward and outward
but some cone production is maintained in the young
branches 88 trees grow bigger because branches lose their
ability to produce cones gradually.
Male cones distribute in every part. of a crown except
vegetative growth areas. Number of male cones is generally four times greater than that of female cones. The
2- to 7-year-old branches in the middle and lower part
of the crown have the greatest ability to produce cones.
Number of male cones decreases 8S branch layer grows
higher.
Areas with bigh efficiency of male and female cone
differentiation move upward and outward. Areas with
high efficiency of female cone differentiation are higher
and nearer to the upper parts than that of male cone
differentiation.
Number of female cones differs significantly in number
of female COnes, but not in branch age and ratio of cone
bearing branches. Number of cones of narrow crown with
thin branches type is the greatest, and that of IUUTOW
crown with dense branches type is the fewest. Thin branch
types have fewer cones than dense branch types.
Branch growth is positively related to the number of
cones in the coming year. About 16 to 40 percent of the
branches produce female cones. The 2-year-old and ~
layer branches have fewer female cones. Thoee branches
are thin and weak. Therefore, to promote flowering, it is
necessary to intensify water and fertilizer management
and to cut newly produced weak branches and the
branches that are weak and in the inner part of the
crown.

Flowering of Grafts from Different
Plus-Trees
Number of female cones differs significantly among
various clones. Some clones have only 20 to 30 cones,
while some othera have thousands of cones. There is no
significant difference among ramets from the same ortet.

Plus-Tree Types and Flowering
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with dense branches; broad crown with thin branches; and
narrow crown with thin branch .. (Fu and others 1989).
There are significant differences in number of female
cones among the four different types just de&eribed and
among clones within the same type. The number of female cones of narrow crown with thin branchea type is
greater than that of broad crown with thin branches type,
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Since the early 1980's, our laboratory has had an active
larch improvement program focused on developing the
potential oflarche. as a pulp and paper fiber oource for
the northern Lake State. region. Thi. program has in·
d uded traditional tree improvement activities such as
species trials, provenance tests, genotype I environment
studies, and interspecific hybridization. We have al80
examined methods for greenhouse seed orchard establishment and vegetative propagation via rooting of cuttings or
micropropagation or both (Diner and others 1986; Kamooky
and Diner 1984; Kamooky and Mulcahey 1988; Mulcahey
and Kamooky 1986). Our goals in this reoearch Mve been
to develop (1) larch hybrid. that combine the rapid growth
characteristics of the exotic larches with the cold hardi·
ness of the native tamarack and (2) vegetative propagation
methods to enable us to mass propagate superior hybrids.
More recently, we have turned our attention to the p0tential for genetic engineering of herbicide and insect resistance in larch (Diner and Kamosky 1986). We have
shown that larches are susceptible to infection with the
genetic vectors Agrobacterium rhizogenes and A tume·
faciens. that we can recover adventitious shoots from inocu1ations with certain strains of these Agrobacurium
species, and that these adventitious shoots express genes
transferred to them from the Agrobacurium (Diner and
Kamosky 1987). Recently, we documented the first case
of a regenerated, ger.i::tically engineered conifer when we
transformed Larix decidua with A. rhizogenes (Huang and
others 1991a,b).
Currently, we are studying the possibility of increasing
the tolerance to the herbicide glyphosate through the
transfer of the areA gene to larch. We are also working
with several different BT-toxin genes to improve the resistance of larch to lepidopteran insecta.
This paper outlines the progress we have made with the
aroA and BT-toxin gene transfer, expression, and recovery
of transgenic larch plants.

Abftract-A system (or regenerating genetically tran.formed
Lariz d~cidua plan18 usee Agroboctuium ,.hizog~Mtf as a vector.
Multiple adventitious shoot buds are obtained on inoculated.
sterile aeedlings. EIdeed shoot buds are screened repeatedly
(or kanamycin reaiatance 8a they are elongated and rooted. The
transfer and expression of the aroA and BT·toxin genes through
southern. northern. and western biota of needle tissue from
transgenic planta are documented , and work to improve uprea·
sion o(these genes continues.

Larch species and hybrids have excellent growth potential for the Northern United States and Southern Canada
(Chiang and others 1988: Einspahr and others 1984;
Palmer 1991 ). Traditional tree improvement studies have
documented the large amounts of genetic variation in
larch (Boyle and others 1989; Cheliak and others 1988;
Lee and Schabel 1989; Magnussen and Park 1991; Maier
1992; Park and Fowler 1983; Riemenschneider and
Nien.taedt 1983).
while considerable potential exists for using larches on
a wider scaJe in many locations in the United States and
Canada, some practical problems remain. For example,
larches are notoriously poor and sporadic seed producers
(Kamosky 1992). Seed crops vary greatly from year to
year, and even in the best years poor seed quality often
limits seed production (Cam pbell 1983; Ha1l and Brown
1976,1977; Shin and Kamosky, this proceedings). Thu.,
for larch improvement, vegetative propagation is seen as
an integral part of genetic improvement (Fanner and
others 1986; Fowler 1986).
In the northern Lake States region , we have two additional limitations to the use of larch. First, larches are
highly sensitive to herbicides used to release recently established conifer pla ntati ons from competing weedy vegetation (Netzer 1984 ). Second, cold winter temperatures
and late spring and early sum mer frosts can have severe
negative impacts on some ofthe exotic larches and larch
hybrid. (Robbi ns 1985) that are less cold hardy than the
native tamaracks.

GENES OF INTEREST
Many insects attack larch, but the two most common and
with the greatest potential to cause growth 1088 and mortalityare the larch aawfly and the larch caoebearer (Robbins
1985; Ryan and others 1987). An additional threat in the
Lake States is the gypsy moth, which is currently establishing itself in the r egion. Improvement in the resistance
of larch to the casebearer and to gypsy moth is po88ible
through the introduction of ST-toxin genes. These genes,
isolated from the bacteria, Bacillus thuringiensis, cause

or
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4 to 8 weeks. We supplement the shoot elongation medium for the first 2 weeks with 40 mgIL kanamycin to
screen out untransformed buds. Elongated shoots were
rooted in a rootrinduction medium supplemented with
40 mWJ.. kanamycin to facilitate a second kanamycin
screening. Rooted shoots were transferred to the greenhouse where they were kept under a fogHke mist in a
plastic enclosure for about 2 weeks before they were placed
on normal greenhouse benches.
Needle tissues from transgenic plants were then examined for stable integration of the DNA via southern blots,
messenger RNA production via northern biota, and prer
tein formation for transferred genes via western biota
(table I). For the BT-toxin gene, we also conducted feeding trials in the laboratory. First insw larvae were
reared on 1.5 g of needle tissue for 7 days in sealed plastic
petri dishes. Larval weighta .t the beginning and the end
of each feeding trial were determined. Nontransformed
control plants were uaed 88 comparisons both for the mer
lecuJar biological8tudies and the iJUleCl,.feeding trials.
We recovered seven regenerated plants from inoculations involving the BT-toxin genes. Six of the seven
showed positive southern blots indicating the foreign
DNA h.d been stably integr.ted into larch. Five of seven
showed mRNA production, and three of seven showed the
Bacillus thuringiensis toxin protein production. However,
only one plant showed. significantly reduced feeding of
gypsy moth larvae as compared to untransformed controls. We are running .dditional longer term feeding trials now to see if any of the other transformanta have significant effects over time on the growth, development, and
survival of gypsy moth larvae.
For the aroA gene, we have recovered three putative
tran8formants. Two of these look promising as they have
shown positive southern, northern, and western biota. We
have not yet conducted glyph088te spray trials with these
plants.
The proce88 of recovery of transgenic larch plante in not
yet efficient. We estimate that we currently get one ST·
toxin transformant with the BT-toxin produced per ap.
proximately 1,000 larch seedlings inoculated. Thua, we
are examining alternative methods for improving efficiency
including the biolistics gene gun approach that Duchesne
and Charest (1992) are currently studying for larch.

plants to produce compounds that are toxic to lepidopteran
8S the larch casebearer and the gypsy moth.
Larch is extremely intolerant to shade, so that competi·
tion with other plants can seriously reduce seedling aur·
vival and vigor of established trees (Robbins 1985). In the
northern Lake States, exotic larch and larch hybrids are
generally planted on highly productive sites. These sites
also tend to have rapid growth of competitive vegetation.
Becauae larches are extremely susceptible to herbicides
(Netzer 1984), there is a need to improve larch herbicide
tolerance. We are working with the aroA gene, which
conveys tolerance to glyphosate. ~undup- and -Accord,"
two herbicides with glyphosate as their principal ingredi·
ent, kill plants by b l ock~ ng aromatic amino acid biosynthesis by inhibiting EPSP (5·enolpyruvylshiltimate·3·
phoeph.te) synth....
The aroA gene is a mutant gene that produces
glyphosate·tolerant EPSP synthaae. Improved levels of
glyphosate tolerance has been found in several agricultural plants (Comai and others 1985; Fillati and others
1987; Thompson and others 1987) and in hybrid poplar
(Riemenschneider and others 1988). Generally. the levels
of improved glyphosate tolerance are measurable but are
not yet sufficient to be useful oq a commercial basis. Research on improved levels of aroA expression are continuing. In our laboratory, we are examining the effects of
various promoters and of duplication of promoters on aroA
expression in larch.
Our larch studies to date have all been conducted in the
laboratory and greenhouse. Before we begin to release
transgenic larch trees for commercial uae, it will be desirable to minimize the potential interaction of these trees
with native ones (Charest and Michel 1991). Thus, we are
also interested in developing male-sterile larch trees to prevent the spread of these introduced genes into wild popu·
lations via pollen drift. We are currently exploring options
(Pe.cock 1990) for developing male sterility in larch.
insects such

RECOVERY OF TRANSGENIC LARCH
We have developed a simple and effective system for genetic transformation and plant regeneration in European
larch (Huang and others 1991.,b). Aseptically germinated
young (7 to 10 day·old) aeedlings are wound·inocul.ted
high on the hypocotyl with Agrobacterium rhuog.nes
strain 11325, containing pRi11325 as a helper plasmid
and either PCGN1l33 with NPTII·aroA or PWB139 with
NPI'II-b.t gene as a vector plasmid. Multiple adventitious
buds develop from the inoculated sites in vitro in 3 to 5
weeks. These buds are excised and placed on harmone·
free shoowlongation media for shoot development over

Table 1-5ummary of evidence

CONCLUSIONS
Our opinion is that the newly developing biotechnological methods can be uaed to supplement but not substitute

for traditional Jarch improvement methods.

'Of successful gene transfer and foreign expression in larch
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Germination, Growth, and Mortality
of Alpine Larch, Western Larch,
a n d Their Reciprocal Hybrids:
P reliminary Observations
Clinton E. Carlson
David Ballinger

growth a nd developme nt of first-gene ration (F .> hybrids
from controlled reciprocal crosses in compa ri son to open
poHinated western a nd al pine larch seedli ngs . This study
was exploratory and provided the basis for more intensive
work done from 1991 through 1992 (Carl son. in review).

Ab!ttract- Reciprocal cross-pollinations were made in 1990 between weste rn larch lLa,.;x occid~nfalis Nutt.) and alpine larch
(L. Iyalll; Pa rU. A method was developed to successfully ge rm inate alpine larch . Reciproca l fi rst-ge neration hybrids were viable. Germination rates, height a nd basal diameter CTO'41h. and
mortality we re measured . Western la rch a nd hybrids ~wn on
western la rch s ho ....,ed greatest growth and least mortal ity. Th is
study confi rms the crossability of western and alpine larch and
support..! other work dea ling with natural hybridization between
the species .

METHODS
Western la rch pollen cones were collected during April
1990 from eight trees in the Blackfoot valley about 32 km
east of Missoula. MT. Poll en cones from all trees were
combined a nd ai r-dried for 48 hours at 30 °C. Pollen was
cleaned a nd f'tored at -5 °C until late June, when aJpi ne
larch seed cones were receptive to pollen . Alpine larch
pollen cones were collected in June 1989. Pollen was
collected in the same manner used for western larch, but
was stored in sealed vials at -5 °C for about 10 months
until April 1990, when western la rch seed cones were receptive to pollen.
Three western larch trees located about 35 km east
of Mi ssoul a, MT, were selected for cross-pollination with
alpine la rch pollen . Trees selected had good growth fonn
and abundant female conelets. Six al pine larch were chose n on Carl ton Ridge, about 30 km southwest of Mi ssoula ;
alpine larch also had good fonn a nd abundant femaJe cone·
lets. Developi ng seed cones were isolated fr om natural
pollination by enclosing them in breatheable pl astic bags.
Imma ture western larch seed cones were bagged in mid·
April 1990; alpine larch were bagged in early June 1990.
All pollen cones were removed before pl acing the bags
over the seed cones to prevent intraspecies pollination.
Cross-pollination was done when scales of the juvenile
seed cones were nearly completely reflexed. At this stage
the cone lets were judged to be receptive to pollen (Owe ns
and Moulder 1979). Pollen was injected into the isolation
bags usi ng a syringe fit ted with a doubl e·orificed bulb
a nd a needle. Two to three squeezes of the bulb dusted
the conclets wi th a thin . but vi sible, coat of ye ll ow poll en .
Isolation bags were len over the conelets until the scales
closed. The n the plastic bags were re pl aced with light·
weight nylon mesh bags to protect the cones from depradation by insects. and to catch any seed tha t might have
cast before we could collect the mature cones. Mature
cross·pollinated seed cones on alpine a nd western la rch
were collected in ea rly Septe mbe r 1990 a long with openpolli nated cones from the sam e trees. Seed was extracted .

Interspeci fic hybridization in the genus UJrix is common (AwaY 1982 ), Most species ",; 1I interbreed. and hybrids on en exhibit morphological characteri stics interme·
diate to the parents. One exception is L. euro/epis, a hybrid
of European larch (L . decidua ) a nd Japanese larch (L .
leploiepis). This heterotic hybrid signi ficantly exceeds its
parents in biomass growth (Kiellander 1974; Machanicek
and Prudic 1978; Riemenschn eider and Nienstaedt 1983),
suggesting si milar possibi lities for othe r crosses in the genus. Yang and others ( 1985) confi rmed this with their
studies on hybrids of L. kaempferi and L. gmelini and
other lar ch crosses. Western larch (L . occidenlalis) a nd
al pine larch (L . lyal/iil coexist in the Northern Rocky
Mountain s of the U.S.A. a nd Canada, but se ldom occur
sympa trically; usua ll y they a re separated by 300 to 600 m
elevation (Arno and Habeck 1972), Where the species are
sym patric. putative hybrid swarms occur (Carlson a nd
Bla ke 1969: Carl son and others 1990, 1991). Analysi s
of morphology and terpene chemis try suggested signifi·
ca nt introgression ; t .....o of the putative hybrids at one site
(Ca rl ton Ridge ) had outstanding vol ume growth compa red
to parental types (Carl son and others 19911.
The degree ofintrogress ion in the putative hybrid
swarm s confounds growth studies; one ha s more control
whe n deali ng with hybrids from known pa re ntage. The
purpose of the work reported he re was to determine
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cl eaned. and stored at 2 °C. Si mple estimates of via bility
we re made by cutt ing sampl es of seeds transversely to
determine whether a n embryo had formed . A sa mple of
filled seeds was tested wi th t.etrazolium chl oride (Moore
1976 ) to determine whether embryos were living.
During Janua ry 1991, cross· pollinated a nd open·
pollinated seeds we re prepared for germina tion. Seeds
were soaked for 5 minutes in ) 0 percent Clorox to reduce
seed-borne fun gal pathogens. then rinsed for 15 mi nutes
in cold tap water. Seedl ing leach tubes 12 cm long by
2.5 cm diameter were filled to withi n 1 cm ofthe top with
a peat-based soil. Soil pH was about 5.5. Soil in the tubes
was then saturated with ta p water. About 40 seeds were
placed in each tube because we wanted to have a t least
one germinant per tube. Seed di ssections indicated that
no more than 4 pe rce nt of the hybrid seed contai ned embryos. About 33 percent of the alpine larch seed was
filled, but ea rlier literature indicated a lpine larch seed
was diffi cult to gennina te (Richards 1981; Shearer 1961).
Therefore, we also sowed a bout 40 alpine larch seed in
each tube. Western la rch seed was about 20 percent
filled. so we reasoned that 40 seeds per tube also would
result in a t least one seedling per tube. Seeds were covered with about 0.3 cm soil (packed ); a thin layer of fin e
gravel was added to prevent seeds from washing away
during irrigation. All tubes were then covered with poly·
ethyle ne to prevent desiccation, a nd placed in a cold room
at 2 °C fo r 30 days. We beli eved that this method of stratificati on would more closely emulate natural stra tification
under a snowpack , except for the le ngth oftim e, whi ch
would be 7-8 months under natura l conditions.
Following stratification, tubes were placed in a n indoor
greenhou se. Trays of tubes. representing various seed·
lots, were assigned a t ra ndom to locations within the
greenhou se. Tempera ture was maintained at 30 to 35 °C;
flu orescertt lighting was used with photoperiod set at 16
hours . T ubes were watered as needed, and fertilized with
a balanced 20120120 mi xture once monthly. Numbers of
germinants were record ed weekly, a nd excess seedlings
were r emoved so that each tube with ge rmin ated seeds
ended up with only one seedling.
Alpine larch, weste rn la rch , a nd the reciproca l hybrid
seedlings were outpl anted in July 1991 , in a 20- by 30-m
garde n plot adjacent to our laboratory in Missoula . The
experime ntal design was compl ete ly random. Initial spacing was 0 .3· by 0 .3-m; seedl ings were assigned at ra ndom
to planting location.

96 percent viable. The hybrid seeds, regardless of parentage, developed few embryos/endosperm; percentage filled
seed ranged only from 0 to 5. Howe ver, 99 percent of the
embryos stained positive for viability.
Based on total seeds pla nted, germination in the leach
tubes paralleled the cutting tesls. Gennina tion of west~
em larch seed varied from 16 to 24 percent, aJpine larch
varied between 6 to 37 perce nt, and hybrid seed ranged
from 0 to 4 percent (table 1). Values for open-pollinated
western larch concur with observations by Shearer ( 1989).
The generally high percentage germination for alpine
larch was unexpected. Richards (]98]) was able to genninate only two of 5,000 alpine larch seeds; Shearer ( 1961 )
experienced a similar situati on . Stratifying seed in situ in
a peat mix, with acid pH, apparently overcomes inherent
ba rriers to germination.
The poor seed set/germination of the cross pollinations
was not expected. During cross· pollina tion trials in spring
of 1989, we achieved over 40 percent filled seed when pollinating alpine larch fe males with western larch pollen.
We did not do the reciprocal cross that year 80 we have
no comparison for the 1990 cross of alpine la rch pollen
to western larch females. We suspect that weather may
have contributed to the poor success of the 1990 cross to
alpine larch females. We pl aced the isolation bags over
seed cones just as they were flushing, just after about
2 weeks of warm, dry weather . A few days later a cold air
mass moved in, staying for about 21/2 weeks; during this
period it snowed several times. Conelet development inside the bags proceeded at a fas ter rate than outside, but
the conelets did not open properly; we dela yed pollina tion
but may have waited too long. This cross was r epeated in
the spring of 1991 with outstanding success-80 percent

T.bla l-Percentage germination
their reciprocal hybrids

of alpine larch. western larch. and
Germin.tlon
Percent
g.rmlnltlon
plonlod
No.

Speci ••

AL
AL

2.000
1.500
1.500
1.500
2.000
1.500

37
35
17
37
20

WL
WL
WL

Wl-1
WL·2
WL·3

2.500
350
2.500

16
22
24

HYB
HYB
HYB
HYB
HYB
HYB

Al · 1
AL·2
AL ·3
Al ·4
AL ·5
AL ·6

1.200
2.000
1.000
600
2.000
2.000

HYB
HYB
HYB

WL· 1
WL·2
WL·3

2.500
2.500
2.500

~L

Fourteen months foll ow ing pl a nting we measured th e
germinat:on. survival. height growth (cm ). a nd basa l di a meter (mm J of reciproca l hybrids. alpine la rch. and western larch .

Germination
About 40 percent or the a lpi ne la rch seeds had intact
embryos/endosperm; or these. 99 percent sta ined pos itive
with tetrazoliu m ch loride for viabi lity. About 30 perce nt
of t he weste rn la rch seeds were filled; fi ll ed seeds we re

Femer.
AL· I
AL·2
AL·3
AL·4
AL·5
AL·6

AL
AL
AL
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CONCLUSIONS
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In Vitro Embryogenesis in Larch

Maintenance
Tiuue. induced from immature or mature embryos
or from seedlings can be maintained in thl. embryogenic
condition for years when regularly subcultured in a maintenance medium of 112 LM supplemented with 2,4-D and
kinetin. Some lines grew very well and kept their embry"ll"nic capacity at a low level of 2,4-0 (0.9 11M) but other
lines, in particular these obtained from mature seeds,
needed higher levela of alUin (9.0 IIMl and kinetin (4.5 ~M)
(Benkrima, unpublished).
Embryogenic cultures of western larch have been kept
for 3 J ears at 21°C in the light on maintenance medium
containing low levels of2,4-D and kinetin. Some embryogenic tissues of larch CL. x eurolepis) have also been cryopreserved (Klimaszewska and others 1992). They were
,tillable to produce plantleta after a period of time spent
in liquid nitrogen.
Somatic embryos do not mature when cultured on maintenance medium. For further development. they require
to be transferred into a medium which will induce their
maturation.

Lalla Benkrima
Patrick von Aderkas
for gene transfer (Bonga and others 1988). Gene transfer
itself may be possible by direct means such as biolistic
transformation using DNA-coated gold particles shot into
suitable plant material (Duchesne and others 1992).
However, the ability to do much silviculture with such
material may still depend on the num ber of propagules
such transformed plants may produce. Genetic engineering is itself very dependent on using aseptic plant mate·
rial, and is thus thrust into a dependence on tissue culture methodologies.
Readen interested in conifer genetic engineering are
directed. to other recent reviews (Charest and others 1992;
Rogers and Cheliak 1990).
In vitro embryogenesis provides a number of possible
methods, which include:

Abetract-I..a.rt:h apede. (Larix ckcidU4. L. kptol~pt.. L.z ~uro
l~p~, and L. occicUntalu) have been induced in vitro to (orm em·
bryos from .omatic and gametophytic e.rplantl. Embryogenic tia·
sues were induced from zygotic embryo8 disaected from immature
and mature seeds and from young seedlings. Complete development of somatic embry08 was achieved on different maturation
media. Haploid embryogeneaLs has been achieved from cultured
megagametophyte tiaaue of Lam chcidUCl. L. leptohpu, and their
hybrid.. The method applied to produce haploid plantlete was
similar to the one u.eed for somatic embryogene.ia. Suecueful
regeneration oftreea was achieved.

Larix species have been the attention of numerous improvement programs in different parts of the Northern

1.
2.
3.
4.

Hemisphere. The general attention of breeding programs
is to discover heritability ofvariou8 characteristics and
then to selectively incorporate these aspecta into material
produced by silviculture. Improved trees may be used in
seed orchards and breeding orchards, but if seed set is
limited, the question arises how to improve production
of a given family or even a particular genotype.
In vitro systems offer a variety of possibilities, of which
onJya few have been attempted in the genus Larix. In
the case of limiting s,*,d set, it would be ideal if somatic
tissue of the mother tree could be induced to form embryos directly from cultured pieces of needle, shoot, apex,
cambium, nucellus or anyone of a host somatic tissues
and organs. However, this has proven elusive. Somatic
embryogenesis is therefore only possible with seeds from
crosses of improved families. However , crosses themselves provide a limited mix of genetic material (Owens
and Ross 1991 ).
Inheritance of cytoplasmic organelles is entirely paternal for chloroplasts and ge nerally maternal for mitochondria. To put together novel combinations, cells can be
joined together by employing in vitro cell fusion techniques.
General oreeding via pollination also suffers from the disadvantage of being unwo rkable with species which have
barriers to breeding, such as phenological, ontological,
sexual, or physiological ones. To get inbred, homozygous
lines is not a practical goal in conifer breeding programs
because of thei r long duration. Again, in vitro techniques
may provide an option.
Haploid cells may be cultured, induced to form embryos,
and doubled to form homozygous diploid cells. The result.ing plants may very well be suited to breeding programs

Somatic embryogenesis
In vitro fertilization and embryogenesis
Cell fusion and embryogenesis
Haploid embryogenesis

In larch onJy two of these four have been accomplished
and 4). To our knowledge, the other two have not been
attempted. We will discuss the successful methods, somatic embryogenesis, and haploid embryogenesis.

(1

SOMATIC EMBRYOGENESIS OF
LARCH
Induction
In larch as well as in other conifer species, the induction
of somatic embryogenesis is under the control of various
facton. One ofthe most important is the development
stage of the zygotic embryo. Thus, somatic embryogenesis
can be achieved. from immature and mature seeds, as well
as from young seedlinga.
In immature embryos, the induction of diploid embryogenic calli was achieved in L. decidua (Cornu and Geoffrion
1990), in hybrid la",hes (L. tUcidua Mill. , L. l,ploJ,pis
Gord. and reciprocal cross), (Klimaszewska 1989; von
Aderlcas and others 1991) and in western larch (L. occid<n·
talis Nutt.), (Thompson and von Aderkas 1992) from immature zygotic embl')os at precotyledonary stage. After
sterilization, seeds were eJlcised and embryos were placed
on MSG (Mursshige and Skoog 1962) or 112 LM (Litvay
and others 1985) media solidified with 0.4pe",ent Gelrite
gellan gum. Two plant growth regulators were added to
the bssal medium: 2,4-dichloropheno"Yacetic acid (2,4-0 )
and 6-benzylaminopurine (BA) at concentrations of9.0 11M
and 4 . 5~ , respectively. EJlcieed embryos of western
larch placed directly on the induction medium produced
more embryonic tissue than co-cultured with megagametophytes. In hybrid larches, embryonic structures were
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Figure 1-Embryogenic suspension cells of
western larch cultured on 1.2 LM medium
containing 2.4·0 (0.9 ).lM). E _ embryogenic cells. S • suspensor·like cells. (X 60)

Suspension Culture
induced only by zygotic embryos surrounded by the arche·
gonial part of the megsgametophyte. For all these larch
species, only 3 to 25 percent of eJlplants formed sustainable embryonic lines.
For mature embryos, utilization of stored mature seeds
offers the advantage of eJlperimentation during the whole
year. After 4 weeks of cul . .ure in the induction medium
(112 LM with 9.0 ~M 2,4-0 and 2.2 ~M BA), excised zygotic embryos of western larch developed as either: brown
calli, non-embryogenic white calli which turned green in
the light and white embryogenic tissues. The induction
percentage for somatic embryogenesis was quite low (be·
tween 5 to 33 percent depending on the lines). After a
further 2months of subculture only 1 to 3 percent of the
explants exhibited characteristic clusters of long suspensorhke~ells 8880ciated with small meri-stematic cells (fig. 1).
The other potential lines browned and degenerated , or exhibited a very slow growth rate. In white spruce, 4houra
imbibition of seeds prior to dissection improved significantly the induction frequency (Tremblay 1990). But in
western larch, no embryogenic tissues has been obtained
from imbibed seeds. The effect of 2 weeks of stratification
treatment at 5 °C, in the dark, applied to seeds or to isolated embryos was also tested; but no significant increases
of induction was detected (Benkrima, unpublished).
For young seedlings, embryogenic tissue has also been
induced from excised eJlplants of l · week·old western larch
seedlings germinated from l-yea r-old stored seeds. Induction frequency leve l was still very low (1 to 3percent) and
only slow growing cultures were established. These proved
difficult to maintain. Like in black spruce and white
spruce (Attree and others 1990), no significant differences
in induction rate had been detected between cytokinin (SA
at 4,5 ~M) pretreated explants and controls (Benkrima,
unpublished).

Suspension culture offen the advantage of growing celJs
quickly as well as furthering a more synchronous development of somatic embryos. Eventual mass-production of
somatic embryos will require a large number of uniform
embryos all at the same stage of development before the
maturation process has begun.
For initiation, 1 to 3 g of callus was put in 125 ml Erlenmeyer flask containing 30 ml of liquid medium. Suspenaions were rotated at 100 rpm and were subcultured every
2 weelca. When culture. were established (10' cella/mI)
after three to four subcultures, 50 ml of suspension was
transferred into 250 ml Erlenmeyer bame-flasks to increase the production of cells. Differences in clones were
observed in both cell density and in mitotic index (Benkrima
and von Aderk.as, unrublished). These may be due to genetic differences in growth capacity among the suspension
lines. Microscopic observation showed a pattern of clus·
tered small cells associated with suspensor-like cells, typical of early embryogenesis (fig. 1).
Eight lines of cell suspension cultures were derived
from 2-year-old embryogenic tissues from immature em·
bryos of western larch. After eight to ten 8ubcultures, the
suspensions were filtered and cell masseR were transferred onto maturation media. Complete development of
somatic embryos were achieved (Benkrima, unpublis hed).

Maturation
The most critical ste p ofla rch regeneration from 80matic embryogenesis is maturation. Several reports suggested that abscisic acid (ABA) has an essential function
in somatic embryo maturation (Durzan and Gupta 1987;
von Arnold and Hakman 1988; Roberta and others 1990).
For western larch, the optimal concentration of ABA is
highly variable (from 0.025 to 40 ~M ) and is strongly influenced by different factors including: genotype, stage of
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somatic embryos and possible differences in levels of endogenoua ABA, length of the treatment, compoaition of
the bual medium (in particular water potential, presence
of other growth regulators), and environmental factors
(Thompson and von AderDs 1992).
High concentrations of ABA have been tested in different lines of western larch but just one line produced mature embryoB after 4 weeks of expoauno to 40 11M of ABA.
But optimum resulta were obtained with 0.025 11M ABA
for 1 to 2 weeks. Low concentration of ABA CO.38 liM) applied for 3 weeks also promoted maturation of hybrid
larch (K!im ..zew.ka 1989; Roberta and othero 1990).
When embryogenic ti88ues or suspension cella were
tranBferred to medium lacking ABA, all the embryoB produced were called "precociou. germinanta." "Pn!cociouBly
germinatinj( embryos are characterized by elongating
green hypocotyl and cotyledona, which are the reBult of a
continuous development from the late embryogeny 8tage
to the ·germination" ltage. Very little information is
available on the morphology of these precocious genninantl.
In larche., these embryos don't always have ....licle., and
then cannot be defined like germinanta but more Iilu!
"precocioualy elongated embryo." (fig. 2).
A number of studies have indicated that seed water relationa may be even more important than ABA in regulating embryo development and maturation and in prevent.ing precocious germinationa (Finkelstein and Crouch 1986;
Xu and othen 1990). ABA and highly negative oemotic
potentials both induce de8iccation and may promote the
accumulation of storage proteine u well 81 inJ,.ibit p~
cious germination and other anomalies often observed in
uitro when the somatic embry08 do not mature properly.
ABA and oemoticum had additive effects on maturation
of certain linee of western larch. Of an the treatmenta
tested in order to improve the maturation, 1.2 LM medium containing 2percent BUCrose 8percent PEG 1450

(polyethylene glycol) and 20 11M ABA gave the beBt reBulta
in term of quantity and quality of somatic embryo8 produced (144 embryos per g of callua for the line 2159) (fig. 3)
(von AderkoB and Benkrima, unpubl.). PEG 1450 is a
high molecular weight neutral osmoticum. which induces
e non-plasmolysing osmotic stress. The period of matura·
tion we8 2months, similar to those commonly reported in
the literature. This long maturation process reduced the
germination rate of the mature embryos which were only
able to differentiate a small radicle. Further development
of the root system was inhibited.

fluctuations. We have had widely variable responses from
the same tree in different years. Induction itselfhas been
achieved on media such as Murashige and Skoog's (1962)
and Litvay'B (1985). Neither the Btrength (one half or full
strength) nor the combination of inductive plant growth
regulating substances (2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid
with or without benzylaminopurine or kinetin) made a
significant difference. In a few cases, even the control
(possessing no growth regulators) produced embryogenic
tissue (Nagmani and Bonga 1985; von Aderkas and others
1987).

Germination and Soil Establishment

Maintenance

The success of germination and soil establishment depend eesentially on the physiologl.calstate of the somatic
embryos at the end of the maturation treatment. This
physiological stage is influen~d by the concentration and
the type of 08moticum., the concentration of ABA, and
the length of the maturation. Lengthy maintenance of
somatic embryos on high concentrations of ABA affected
root emergence, even though the embryos were very wellformed. Isolated somatic embryos of western larch which
had been matured on 8percent PEG and 20 11M ABA
Bhowed the beBt. germination rate (42.8percent), but the
conversion rate into plant lets was tow because of the long
term effect of ABA. In general, ·precociously elongated"
embryos had poor root development but some of them
were able to grow normally into viable plantieta. Cytogenetic analyai8 of lOme of these plantlets showed diploid
count chromosomeB (2N = 24) (fig. 4).

Growth regulators were omitted at this stage, as the
culture did quite well without them. We have found that
maintenance is best on In LM medium supplemented
with 500 mgl1 glutamine, 100 mgll inositol and 1.0 gil
casein hydrolysate , The frequency of 8ubculture is not
as critical as in other somatic embryogenic systems. We
have maintained some lines for al most 8year8 and many
of these are still producing mature embryos. Generally,
cultures are subcultured every 4 to 6weeks. They are
kept in low light at 20 "C or 25 "C. Long-term subculture
has not led to change in the cultu res at an obvious level.
Some cultures have lost their embryogenic capacity, but
one line, after not having produced a green embryo in
5years, regained ita embryogenicity, though no changes
had been made in any of the growing condition. Changes
in ploidy level have been found in at least one line (von
Aderkas and Anderson, in press), but generally lines seem
to be stable.

HAPLOID EMBRYOGENESIS
Haploid embryogenesis has been achieved from cultured
megagametophyte tissue of larch species, L. thcidua

-0
Figur. 2-5omalic embryo of west&m latch
after 2 months of maturation on 1/2 LM, 2 pef'
cent suaow. 8 percent PEG and 20}'M ABA.

ex

Figur. 3-Etoogaled or "precociously germ;nate<r western latch somatic embryos on

112 LM. 2 percent sucrose and 8 percenl PEG.
no ABA. (X 6)

10)

Figure 4-Chromosomes of westem larch somatic
plantlel (2N _ 24) . Giemsa staining. (x 1300)

(Nogmani and Bonga 1985), L. leptoieptis and their hybridB
L. x eurolep is and L. x leploturopae (von Aderkas and others 1990). The methods for achieving t his are similar to
thOde used in producing somatic embryos: plant material
is induced to form embryogenic tissue which is maintained
in vitro. Matu ratb n Bnd germination follow (Rohr and
others 1987; von Aderkas and Bonga 1988a). The resulting trees are transplanted into soil. It differs from the
somatic embryogenesis in the particular of some of these
ste ps.

Maturation

Induction
Induction is dependent on a number of factors: genotype, state of plant material, and season al influences.
Much less important are media a nd the growth regulating
8ubstances. In various papers published on haploid embryogenesis, success was only achieved in a few genotypes
(von Aderkas and others 1987). Genotype is known to
be of importance in the regenerative response to haploi d
tiBBue culture of DouglaB-fir (Glock and oth ers 1988). The
relationship ofthe material and its ability to respond has
been called "phenocritica1 period of resp.lOse" (von Aderkas
and Bongo 1988b). It refers to the narrow window ofopportunity for induction: the few weeks during which the
megagametophyte characteristically in itiates a corrosion
cavity. This occurs 2.... eeka after eggs normally would be
fertilized (Nogmani and Bonga 1985; von Aderkas and
Bonga 1988b).
The inductive res ponse is the rege neration of tissues
from the megagametophyte leading, eventually, to embryogenesis. It is relatively easy to induce haploid tissues
to divide , but much more difficult to achieve embryogenic
development.
Induction can be difficult to achieve because of seasonal
factors which influence cone development of the lan:h. The
female cone is initiated in the year previous to meiosis
and ita development is strongly influenced by temperature
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Clenes of Larix spp. mature spontaneously without
any treatment. A!J they are not maintained using growth
regulating substances, matu ration cannot be brought
about by staging different plant growth regulators as was
done for a number of conifers. Various levels of abscisic
acid were tested but did not im prove the responses of our
lines. Maturu.tion differed from line to line with only two
lines ever having produced any plantlets (von Aderkas
and Bonga, in press).

Germination
T1"ees were developed from cultures of h apl oid megagagerminated in situ on 112 LM medium without growth regulators and were potted in ve nniculite potting mixture, placed in a gree nhousc and acclimatized.
Rooted cuttings werc struck from the ortet and have successfully established themselves. Th ese wiH be the source
of breeding stock for futu re experi ments.
m~tophytes

CONCLUSIONS
In vitro cultu res orIarch trees is well estab lished. S0matic embryogcnesib has been successfully carried out in
a number of species. Hapioid emt-ryoge nesis has also been
accomplished. This tiasue culture system provides the

Klimaszew.ka, K.; Ward , C.; Cheliak, W. M. 1992.
Cryopreservation and plantlet regeneration (rom em bryogenic culture of larch (Larix x eurolepis) and black
apruce (Picea mariana ). J . Expt. Bot. 43: 73-79.
Litvay, J . D.; Johnson, M. A.; Verma, D. 1985. Influe nce
ofloblolly pine (Pinus taeda) culture medium and its
components on growth and somatic embryogenesis of
the wild cam>t (Daucus caro/a L.) Plant cell Rep. 4:
325·328.
Nagmani, R.; Bonga, J . M. 1985. Embryogenesis in subcultured callua of Larix decidua. Can. J . FOT. Re •. 15:
1088· 1091.
Owen., J . N.; Morm , S. J . 1991. Cytological basis fOT cyt0plasmic inheritance in Pseudotsuga menziesii. 11. Fertilization and proembryo development. Am. J . Bot. 78:
1515· 1527.
Roberta, D. R. ; Flinn, B. S.; Webb, D. T.; Web.teT, F. 8. ;
Sutton, B.C.S. 1990. Abscisic acid and indole-3-butyric
acid regulation of maturation and accumulation o( storage proteins in somatic embryos of interior spruce.
Phy.iol. Pla nt. 78: 355-360.
Rohr, R.; von Aderkas, P.; Bonga, J . M . 1989. tntrastructural changes in haploid embJ')'oids of Larix cUcidua
during early embryogenesis. Am. J. Bot. 76: 1460·1467.
Thompson. R. G.; von Aderkas, P. 1992. Somatic embryogenesis and plant regeneration from immature embryos
of western larch. Plant Cell Reporta 11: 379·385.
Tremblay, F. M. 1990. Somatic embryogenesis and plantlet regeneration (rom embryos isolated from stored
...d. of Piaa glauco. Can. J. Bot. 68: 236-242.
von Aderu., P.; Bongo, J . M.; Nagmani, R. 1987. Promotion of embryogenesis in cultured megagametopbytes
of Larix decidua. Can. J . FOT. Re•. 17: 1293·1296.
von Aderkas, P.; Bongo, J . M. 1988a. Formation of haploid
embryoids o( Larix decidua: early embryogenesis. Am.
J . Bot. 75: 690-700.
von Aderu., P.; Bonga, J . M. 1988b. Morphological defi·
nition o( phenocritical period for initiation of haploid
embryogenic tissue (rom explanta of Larix decidua . In:
M.R. Ahuja, ed., Somatic cell Genetico of Woody Plants,
Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, The Netherland • . p. 29·38.

veh icle for n number of novel breeding strategies which
incorporate either a rtificial seed or specially selected
genotypes. More importantly, novel breeding technologies
may be brought into play, such as cell fusion to produce
novel genotypes and developing gene transfer methodologies. Larch species will provide interesting opportunities
in the future .
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Genetic Differences in Physiology
and Morphology Among Western
Larch Families
Jianwei Zhang
Lauren Fins
John D. Marshall
PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGE
AND GROWTH

Abatract - Rapid height growth baa often ~n a.uocillted with
auaceptibility to froet damage or water atreall. In II atudy with
western larch from the Inland Empire, height growth, shoot
growth componente, and water-use efficiency as measured by
ltable carbon iJotope di.acrimination I howed that mean height
for 8 family was positively correlated with mean number of Item
unit.8, predetermined growth, and water·u.ee efficiency. Stem
unit production and water-uee efficiency appear to be under genetic control and both are strongly aaeociated with height growth
in western larch.

PhotosyntheSiS is One of the most obvious (acton determining the rate of plant growth. Yet plants have to loae
water by transpiration in order to fix carbon dioxide. Most
plants adjust their carbon gain and water 1088 in response
to the environments in which they grow. The ~ within
which these adjustments can occur is genetically determined and furthermore can be transmitted genetically
to the progeny population. (Boyer 1982).
Genetic variation in photosynthetic rate has been found
in various tree species, provenances, families, and clones,
with demonstrated differences in response as 8 function
of temperature or elevation of the seed source (Ledig 1976).
However, recent studies failed to detect variation in photosynthetic rate when the studies were based on small subsamples ofleave. (Matyooek and Schulze 1987; Samuelson
and others 1992). In our studies with western larch we
did not detect significant difference. in photooynthetic
rate among either populationa (Zbang and ManhaU 1994)
or families (Zbang and othe .. 1994), although the differ·
ences among groups in height and diameter were pronounced in both studies. Furthermore, height and diameter do not appear to be weU-correlated with
photosynthetic rate as measured. However, the photosynthetic rate of a small subsample of leaves measured (or a
short period of time may not be representative of either
the whole tree at that time or that tree over its whole life.
Besides photosynthetic rate, plant growth also depends on
the amount of photosynthetically active tissue constructed
by the plant and many other aspects o( carbon use, such
as respiration and carbon allocation. Under conditions
whe re resources are limited, differences in plant growth
may be associated more with efficient use of these resources than with high rates of photosynthesis.
Bidlake and Black (1989) developed a generalized reo
gression equation to describe the relationship between
sopwood and leaf area for western larch. Because t he
trees in our study were too young to have produced much
heartwood (Zhang and others 1994), we used tree diam·
eter in their equation to predict the projected leaf area o(
our t rees. These predicted values were significantly correlated with growth traits (height and diameter) fOT the
five western larch families in OU.T study (fig. 1). Thus differences in the amount or photosynthetic tissue on a larch
tree appear to be more important (or carbon gain than differences in rate of photosynthesis. But this relationship
may hold true only within a limited range of leaf areas,

Plants growing in natural environments may not be
able to express their full genetic potential (or productivity
(Boyer 1982), and forest tree-s native to northwestern
North America often grow where environmental resources
limit tree growth. Nonetheless, evidence (rom other native plant species suggests that relatively high productivity can occur in these environments (Abul-Fatih and others 1979). Since genotypic selection for adaptation to such
environments will play a n important role in future forest
production , an understanding of tree growth , genetic control over growth traits and the mechanisms by which trees
cope with adverse environments is fund a mental to the
practice of sound forest manageme nt.
Rapid height growth in western larch (Larix occidentalis
Nutt.) has been associated with relative high susceptibilities to water stress (Zhang and Marshall 1994) and to
frost damage (Rehfeldt 1982, 1992). Thus, tree. from
the fastest growing populations may be poorly adapted
to colder and drier habitats than those from which they
came. Most current breeding programs of western larch
and other tree species concentrate primarily on selection
for growth traits, while ignoring the physiological mechanisms that link environmental conditions to genetic processes a nd growth . We argue that these relationships
must be understood for long-term success in breeding prograMS beca use physiological traits a re important det.enn inants of both growth and adaptation. This paper reviews
the relationships between growth a nd some physiological
and morphological traits t hat we have studied with western larch. The underlying physiological mechanisms are
also discussed.
Paper preaent.H I l the Sympoeium on £COloI)' Ind Mlnagement or
Larix FOrHLI: A Look Ahead . Whit.efi l h . MT. U.SA. October 5-9. 1992.
J ian wei Zhanc ia Gr.duate Student. Lauren Fina i. Proreuor. John D.
Mar.ha n il AIIiaLl nt Proreuor. at the Department or Foral ReIOUrcft.
Univrnity of Idlho. Mo.row. ID. U.S.A. 83843.
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a relatively longer time with a given amount of water or
are more efficient in their conversion of photosynthate to
biomass.
Western larch, which has been described as "8 deciduous conifer in an evergreen world" (Gower and Richards
1990) has lower water-use efficiency and higher nitrogen
use efficiency compared to its sympatric evergreen species
(Gower and Richards 1990) and even quaking aspen
(M .... hall and Zhang 1994). In "'rms of its carbon budget, larch has several disadvantages compared to evergreen trees. First, it has to construct a full complement
of foliage compared to the annual single age-class of foliage produced by evergreen conifers, and second, larch has
a much shorter growing season than evergreen trees ,
which have been reported to conduct photosynthesis even
during winter mon!hs (Waring and Schlesinger 1985).
Furthermore, during the growth season, larch endures
environments of low preCipitation and high evaporation
(Schmidt and Shearer 1990). Under these conditicDB, we
might expect natural selection to favor physiological and
morphological adaptations that allow the efficient use of
resources, such as higher photosynthetic rates or greater
leaf area compared to competing neighbor species. The
evidence has shown that western larch's photosynthetic
rates are similar to those of its sympatric evergreen conifers on a leaf area basis, but its specific leaf area (a
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Ftgur. l-Relationship between total pto..
jec1ad leaf area (m2) and height (A) (r .. 0.94,
P '" 0.01 ) and diameter at breast height
(d .b .h.) (0) (r ", 0 .999, P .. 0.0001) of western
larch families.
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because beyond 8 certain point, the additional benefit of
more leaf area would be minimized by mutual shading.
Water-use efficiency was also assessed in the western
larch family study using the carbon isotope discrimination
(4 ) technique (Zhang and others 1994). Stable carbon is0tope discrimination (4 ) has several advantages over other
measures of water-use efficiency. Finlt, because it is relatively quick and easy to measure, many trees can be
sampled over 8 short time period. Second, this technique
integrates the accumulated carbon isotope ratio ( 11CJ12C)
for a whole growing season (if samples are leaves), 80 that
it represents an overall response of plants to their environments. Third , t he theory, which predicts a negative
relationship between carbon isotope discrimination and
water-use efficiency, has been well tested (Farquhar and
others 1989 ), including a study involving western larch.
Figure 2 shows the rel at ionship between carbon isotope
discrimination and water-use efficiency in a study of
2-yea r-old western larch seedl ings grown under two water
conditions (Zhang and Marshall 1994). This study sampled
14 populations across the range ofthe species.
We also round significa nt variat ion in carbon isotope
discrimination amon g ramilies and strong negative correlations between a. and height and diamete r in 12-year-old
trees (fig. 3). Similar relationships have been reported in
Puuciouuga menzusii (Mirb.) Franco (Zhang and others
1993 ). Water-use efficie ncy was positively correlated with
height growth (fig. 4). Th us, it appears that western larch
tree!!! with high water-use efficie ncy are either able to conduct photosynthesis (as measured by gas exchange ) ror
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SHOOT GROWTH COMPONENTS
AND GROWTH
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Shoot growth patterns in forest trees have been studied
ezt.ensively for the last two decades, and quantification of
the components of shoot growth has been suggested as a
potential basis for early selection (Cannell and others
1976; Kremer and Larson 1983).
Shoot growtb in western larch comprises both predeterm'ned growth and free growth. Predetermined growth
consists of the portion of an expanding or expanded shoot
for which the stem units were initiated in the previous
growing season and enclosed in the over-wintering bud
(Cannell and others 1976; Lanoer 1976; Steeves and
Sussex 1989). Free growth is that portion of the shoot
that is initiated and expanded during the same season
(Jablanczy 1971; PolI,rd and Logan 1976; Cannell and
Johnstone 1978). While in many coniferous species free
growth is a juver:;le trait, western larch continues to produce both types of growth considerably beyond the juvenile growth phase (Owens and Molder 1979; Joyce 1987;
Zhang and Fins 1993). Each of the components of shoot
growth can be further evaluated in terms of the number
and length of stem units it contributes to 8 growing stem.
We found significant variation among 14 families in
total number of stem units, predetermined growth stem
units, and tree height at age 9 (Zhang and Fins 1993).
Although the proportion of free growth stem units in this
study represented 20 percent of the number of stem units,
the differences among families were not significant for
this trait. In a small study of five western larch families,
variation in both number of stem units and predetermined growth stem units at age 9 accounted for about 40
percent of the variation in 9-year height (data not shown ),
whereas they accounted for 86 and 77 percent, respectively, of the variation in 12-year height (fig. 5). The correlations between free growth stem units and mean stem
unit length with height were also weak in this study
(fig. 6). This pattern is different from those reported
for some other species. Genetic variation between provenances of Douglas-fiT and blue spruce (Picea pungens
Engelm.) (Bongarten 1986) and jack pine (Pinus banksiaoo
Lamb.) (Kremer and Larson 1983) has been largely explained by differences in number of stem units, while

Figure 3-Reiationship between carbon isotope discrimination (/1) and height (A ) (r", -0.75. p ,. 0.15)
and diameter at breast height (d.b .h.) (0) (f"" -0.92,
P .. 0.03) of western I81Ch families at age 12.
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measure of the amount of leaf area per unit ofleafruass)
is much higher than those same species. In fact, on a
leaf weight basis, larch's photosynthetic rates are often
twofold greater than evergreen conifers (Higgins and
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.,then 1987). As a consequence, larch can fa the same
amount of carbon during its sbort growing season as do
evergreen conifers during a whole year.
As for water-use efficiency, it is, as yet, not clear whether
plants with high water-use efficiency are more competitive
than their counterparts in terms of growth. Some research
suggests low water-use efficiency is a more competitive
strategy but these conclusions are based primarily on community studies that show a negative correlation between
water-use efficiency and total leaf area. Our studies, how·
ever , sh ow that within a single species, families with
higher water-use efficiency are most likely to gain more
carbon, and consequently, produce more growth WIder
common garden conditions. Clearly additional studies are
needed to fully understand how these different competitive
strategies function within and between species.
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WUE (g DM / kg H2 O)

FIQur. 2-Aelationship between carbon isotope
discrimination (4) and water·use efficiency
(amount of dry maner accumulated per unit waler transpired) (r . -0.91. P . 0.0001) in 2-year·
old seedlings growing under two waler con·
ditions in University of Idaho nursery in 1991 .
The study included samples from 14 populations
of western latch from British Columbia, Idaho.
Montana. Washington.
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Figure ~Aelationship between water-use
efficiency and height in 2-yeaT-old seedlings
growing under well-watered conditions (r _ o.n
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P - 0.001).
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fIX carbon dioxide is determined by the number of prede-.
termined growth stem units which were formed during
the previous growing season and the length of stem unite,
which is controlled by the amount of photoaynthate avail·
able during the current growing season. However, a plant
with many short stem units may have less net carbon gain
than a plant with many long stem units because ofmu·
tual Bhading by t he tightly packed leaveB.
In summary, tree breeders may find indirect selection
for physiological and shoot growth traits to be useful al·
ternatives and/or additional refinements for selecting
suitably adapted genotypes that are able to exploit the
available growing season between damaging frosts or
droughts, which can conduct photosynthesis under conditions of potentially limiting resources, and which can form
more stem units (more leaves) and/or longer stem units
for intercepting more PAR. If it is possible to identify sev·
eral dominant traits that are related to growth and ex·
pressed in juvenile trees, a selection index can be used
to make early selections, and therefore the length of the
breeding cycle may be reduced. Several such adaptive
traits show promise, including frost tolerance (Rehfeldt
1982), water·use efficiency and total projected leaf area.
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genetic variation among families within a provenance has
been largely explained by differences in mean stem unit
length.
Zhang and Fins (manuscript in review) compared a series of alternative selection regimes for western larch and
found that none of the components of shoot growth served
better than direct selection for total height at age nine.
However, the lack of data for very young trees limited the
calculation of age-age correlations and early direct selection. But worki ng with loblolly pine (Pinus taedo. L'),
Bridgwater (1990) found that total annual height increment produced during the second yea r was a better predictor of tree size after eight years in 8 field study than
any of the components of shoot growth. If this same pattern holds true for western larch, height increments, which
are easily measured , can be used for early selection. Ad·
ditional work is clearly needed for the development of an
efficient selection strategy for western larch.
To fully understand plant growth, KIIrner (1991) BUggested that a multitude of variables that influence growth
be studied s imultaneously. But because it is very difficult
and costly to conduct a comprehensive growth analysis,
t he alternative chosen by most researchers is to detect t he
dominant variables in small scale trials and then to use
the important variables to improve selection efficiency.
However, some traits may be negatively correlated with
each other, which would make improvement more diffi·
cult. Thus a full understanding of the relationships be·
twee n the selected and taTget traits will be critical to a
program's success. With th is knowledge, it will be pos·
sible to base selection programs on the appropriate combi·
nation of the dominant variables that strongly influence
the t.a rget tra it.
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PHOTOSYNI'HETIC GAS EXCHANGE
AND SHOOT GROWl'll COMPONENI'S
From the discussion above, it is clear that both phot;.o..
synthetic gas exchange and shoot growth components are
related to tree growth in western larch. What is not yet
clear are the relationships among these variables. Per·
haps because we made the measurements in different
years, it was not surprising to find only weak relation·
ships between photosynthetic gas exchange and shoot
growth components. In terms of their contributions to
growth, we expected stronger correlations because in the
euly stages of growth the quantity of tissue available to
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Comparison of Cone Production by
Rooted Cuttings, Grafts, and SeedlingOrigin Trees of Western Larch
Lauren Fins
Verna Reedy
seed orchards in areas that are not subject to spring frosts
and that can be protected from other damaging agents_
Such orchards are often established uaing grafted trees,
which preserves the integrity of the scion's genotype and
in general maintains the physiological stage of sexual maturity of the scion's donor (Oleaen 1978; Zobel and Talbert
1984). Thua, for western larch, a late-maturing species
which does not produce abundant cone crops until 40-50
years of age (Schmidt and Shearer 1990), grafts made with
scions from mature donors would be expected to produce
seed considerably sooner than sexually immature seedlings. Grafting, however. is relatively cosUy and some
COnlleroUB species are subject to problems of graft incompatibility. As a result, seedling seed orchards or rooted
cutting orchards have gained in popularity in recent years,
but little is known about the onset and relative rates of
cone production by these stock types compared to grafta
in the same environments. Without long-term comparisona, the full impact of the uae of seedlings and rooted
cuttings is difficult to aBBess, but we SU8pected that early
cone-production from these stock types would be low compared with grafted orchards.
Our work began in the early 1980's 88 a project to develop and refine techniques for vegetatively propagating
western larch (Stsuhach 1983). This work resulted in recommendationa for uaing the top cleft graft for establishing
seed orchard stock (Staubach and Fina 1988). Through
later research we refined our methods and developed recommendations for rooting juvenile cuttings (Edson and
others 19911.
At the completion of the earlier vegetative propagation
studies, we planted our grafted trees and succesafully
rooted cuttings from juvenile donon in a comparison teet
with seedlings at Champion Timberlands' Nursery in
Plains, MT. Our two major objectives in establishing the
plantation were first, to compare the timing and quantity
of cone production among the three stock types, and second. to establish a visual demonstration of the results of
the study.

AMtract-Rooted cuttings from juvenile treell, grafta from mature Kioal. aDd aeedling-origin tree. planted in a common gar.
den in Plain •• MT, U.SA, were compared for cone production for
two conteCUtive yean. The differences between .toc.k typee 1IIIere
,tatietically .ignifieant for the mean number of CODet per producing tree for the aeeond yeu but wert not lignifieant (or the percent oftreH producing conel in either year. A projection of cone
production per 1,000 live tree••howed that the grafted tren
would produce nearly twice the number of cone. at the ~lir,
origin tTeH and more than five times the number of CODeil at
treee from rooted C'Uttinga under the .. me eondition •.

Despite ita relatively limited natural diatribution, west;..
em larch <Larix occidentali3 Nutt.) is ODe of the most de-sirable fOTest tree species in the Inland Northwest, U.SA
It produces high-quaIity, high-value wood that is uaed interchangeably with Douglas-fir for conatruction lumber,
plywood, and other induatrial uaes (Schmidt and others
1976). Genetic studies of growth and phenological characteristics of western larch seedli ngs have shown similarities among sources across much ofit& range. This finding
suggests that relatively long-distance seed transfer is feasible with moderate restrictions on elevational transfer
(Rehfeldt 1982). Additionally, relatively high genetic gains
have been predicted for juvenile height growth in this species (Fina and Ruat 1989).
All of these factors contribute to increased interest in
planting western larch, but efforts at artificial regeneration have been hampered by a shortage of seed due to repeated cone crop failures. Although cone crops have been
irregular for many years (Schmidt and others 1976), only
recently have spring frosts been implicated in the frequent
failures. In studies conducted over a widespread area
from 1985 through 1990, nearly all sample trees produced
male and female strobi li each year. However, spring
frosts subsequently lciUed most of the strobili in all but
the lowest elevation sites and insects often killed or damaged the few remaining cones (Shearer 1990).
Assuming that spring frosts will continue to decimate
weste rn larch cone crops, the development of practices
that would increase the relia bility of cone production
would be highly valuable. One alternative is to establish

MATERIALS AND METIIODS
In fall 1981 , rooted cuttings, grafta, and seedlings of
western larch were planted in 10-tree row plata at 6 ft. x 6 ft.
spacing at the Champion Timberlands Nunery at Plains,
MT. Cutting donors (34 2-year-old seedlings) and scion
donora (20 50-year-old trees) were obtained from the same
stand at Pryne's Reservoir in western Montana. Grafting
and rooting took place during spring 1981 (Staubach 1983).

Paper prnent.ed at the Sympollium on Ecoloo and MaNl!l'lmentof'
Lana Fornt.l: A Look AMad , Wh i~f\ah , MT. U.S.A, October 5-9, 1992.
L.. ur'ltn Firu i. ProfetleOr 01 Forelt Genetics, Drpartment of Fol'ftlt Jte..
1OUr'CM, Col..,. at Forntl')'. Wildlife . • nd Rance Sciencn, Univel'lity of
f~.ho. Mo.c:ow. ID. US_A. 83843. Vema Reed,. ~ former NUrMI')' SuperVlMn'. Champ10n Timberland • • Inc.. Plaina, MT. U.S.A. 59859.
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The rootstock used for the grafts were 2-0 bareroot seedlings. Comparison seedlings were operational planting
s~ k grown by three private nurseries in Montana. ThirtyeIght percent of the seedlings were containerized stock
that had been germinated in the spring of 1981 , while the
remainder were 2-0 bareroot stock. A total of 80 graft.a,
50 rooted cuttings, and 130 seedlings were planted. Prior
to planting, black plastic was laid on the ground for weed
control. Overall survival by the fall of 1991 was 69 percent.
A second block of this experiment was planted adjacent
to the first in t~e fall of 1983. Scion donors for grafting
were the same 20 trees as were used in the first block and
cutting donors (55 2·year-old seedlings) were from the
same sta nd as those pl anted two years earlier. Scions
were grafted onto rootstock in March 1982 a nd cuttings
were collected a nd set in the rooting house in July 1982
(Staubach 1983). Comparison seedlings were allS-monthold container-grown stock. A total of 100 grafts, 90 rooted
cuttings, and 200 seedlings were planted at 6 ft x 6 ft
spacing. Weeds were not controlled in this block, and survival by fall 1991 was only 30 percent.
In 1987, 10 trees in the experiment produced their first
cones. Of the 10, seven trees were grafts and three were
seedlings. Cone production slowly increased until 1990
and 1991 when a sufficient number of cones was produced
to make reasonabl e comparisons between the three stock
types. At the time these comparisons were made, 297
trees were alive in the plantation: 94 rooted cuttings, 78
gTafts, and 125 seedlings. Overall survival was about 46
percent and was considerably higher in the 1981 planting
tha n in the 1983 planting. Rooted cuttings had the highest survival at 67 percent, with the grsfts and seedlings at
43 and 38 percent , res pectively.
In addition to cone counts for all producing trees,
heights and diameters breast height were measured on a
small sample of trees of each stock type. Stock types were
compared for the percent of trees producing cones, the
mean number of cones per producing tree and the projected number of cones per 1,000 live trees of each type.
Cone production data were analyzed by two-way analysis
ofvansnc e for each year. Male strobilus production was
not assessed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In 1990, the differences among stock types or blocks
were not statistically significant for the percent ofuees
with cones, the average number of cones per producing
tree, and the projected number of cones per 1,000 trees.
Cone production data for 1990 are summarized in table 1.
By 1991, however, the differences among stock types in
average number of cones per producing tree were significant (P = 0 .03), and differences in percent of trees with
cones were near statistical significance (P = 0.11 ). Differences in the projected number of cones per 1,000 live trees
were not statistically significant (P • 0.28). Block effects
for 1991 data 'Nere significant for number of cones per
tree <P = 0.01) and percent of trees producing cones (P =
0.03), and were near significant for cones per 1,000 live
trees (P = 0.13). Cone production data for 1991 are sum·
marized in table 2,
Perhaps the most telling figures in tables 1 and 2 are
those for projected cone production per 1,000 live trees.
Despite the lack of statistical significance, these figures,
which combine the effects of the percent of trees producing cones and the number of cones per tree, show that in
these early years, 1,000 live grafta would produce nearly
twice the number of cones 88 would the same number of
seedlings and approximately 5·8 times the number of
cones 88 would rooted cuttings.
We suspected that some of the differences in cone production may have been a function of tree size. However,
the differences in heights and diameters breast height of
the samples (table 3) were not statistically Significant for
either trait (p: 0.14 and P = 0.33, respectively), although
the probability value for height was suspiciously close to
statistical significance. Correlation analysis between tree
size with percent oftrees producing cones and mean cones
per tree were not statistically significant. Thus, differences in cone production among tree types do not appear
to be confounded by differences in tree size.
Although our study was conducted on a single site only
and should be repeated under other environmental conditions, our results suggest that, li ke other coniferous, lateflowering species, western larch grafts maintain their mature physiological state and produce female strobHi sooner

T.b5e 1-Cone production by rooted cuttings, grafts. and seedlings of westem larch in 1990 at Plains, MT

Allv.
IN)

TrM_ with

conn (N)

TrM_ with
con._ (%)

Tot.1
con..

.... n co""'

ConHl' ,OOO

producing IrM

Ir...

14.3

55.6
29.7

32
615
612

5.3
30.8
20.4

762
17,083
6.059

Block (I
Rooted cuttings
Grafts
Seedlings

42
36
101

6
20
30

Block II
Rooted cuttings
Gratts
Seedlings

52
42
24

4
6
0

14.3

0.0

23
110
0

5.8
18.3
0.0

442
2,619
0

Totals
Rooted cuttings
Grafts
Seedlings

94
78
125

10
26
30

10.6
33.3
24.0

55
725
612

5.5
27.9
20.4

585
9.295
4,896

7.7

' 91(x:ju I and II wete field·planted In 1961 Ind 1983. 'espflClivety.
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l,b" 2---Cone production of rooted cuttings. grafts. and seedlings of westem larch in 1991 at F'lains, Ml
AIIv,
(N)

lr. . wlth
con.. (N)

lr. . wlth
cona (%)

lot,1
co"..

.... n col1llll Conall ,OOO
prod ucing Ir..
Ir...

42
36
101

12
23
42

29

64
42

263
1,010
1,022

22
44
24

6,262
28,056
10,119

4
21
0

12
202

6
22
0

231
4,810
0

15
41

275
1,212
1,022

20
38
24

2,926
15,538
8,176

Accelerated Breeding of Three
Larch Species

Block l'
Rooted cuttings
Grafts

Seedlings
Blocl<lI
Rooted cuttings
Grafts

Seedlings

52
42
24

Totals
Rooted cunings
Grafts

Seedlings

94

78
125

14
32
42

34

' Blocks I and II were fieId.pWIl.:;f in 1981 and 1983, respectively.

l . b .. 3--Mean heights and diameters breast height (d.b.h.) of rooted cuttings, grafts, and seedlings
of western larch in 1991 at F'lains, MT
8 1_

8'_"

Rooted cuttings
Grafts

Seedlings

11

HeIght (ft)

D,b ,h,
(Inch. .)

N'

HeIght (ft)

D,b,h,
(Inch. .)

19.32
14.92
18.26

0.88
0.61
0.95

25
21
21

13.83
8.83
9.15

0.59
0.24
0.28

N'
13
4

' Blocks I and II were ~Ieclin 1981 and 1983, rteptJCtively.
'Nurrcer of umpIe tr... 1TINIUred.
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and in greater abundance than the physiologically leas
mature rooted cuttings or seedings. And, because the economic value of a seed orchard often depends on early and
abundant seed production (Fina and Moore 1984), we recommend the use of grafts with mature scions fo r establishing western larch seed orchards in the Inland Northweet. We also recommend that true study and others like
it be followed over 8ucce88ive years to determine the longterm trends in cone production for the three stock types.
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Th rostur Eysteinsson
Michael S. Greenwood
rapid early growth rate . In northern forests (with the possible exception of Northwestern North America), larches
will outgrow a ll other conifers over rotations of 30 years ,
in 80me cases reaching a height of 14 m in 16 years (Mroz
and others 1988). Because there is considerable variability
in growth and form within larch species, prospects for genetic gain through tree improvement efforts are good.

Ah8tract.-ln 1987, an accelentted breeding program waa initiated
using se lect clones or tama rack, European, and Japanese larch .
Gibbe rellin (GA4f1) promoted fl owering by all three speciea when
applied shortly after the start or long shoot extension. Treatmenta
led to sufficient fl owering ror breeding starting 3 yea ra after the
pa rental population was grafted. Dver 120 crosses were made
with seed viability averaging around 50 percent. Finy rull-sib
ramiliea were planted in a field trial in 1992.

AN ACCELERATED BREEDING
PROGRAM FOR LARCH

In addition to traditi onal land-use pressures such as agricu lture and development, there is increasing pressure to
set aside large areas of forest ror wildlife habitat, water
resource protection, and recreation. At the same time, de·
mand for fo rest products has increased. One response to
thi s s ituation is to grow more wood on less land, practicing
intensive forestry for wood production in some areas and
not harvesting trees in others. Intensive forestry often includes plantations, where using genetica lly improved trees
can further increase producti vity per unit of land (Zobel
a nd Talbert 1984).
Trees can be genetically improved in much the same way
as agricultural crop plants. Individuals with desirable characterist ics are selected and crossed with one an other, followed by field tests of t hei r offspring, some of which should
exhibit further improve ment of selected traits. Additional
breeding, testing, and selection over several generations can
increase genetic gain even further. However, unlike annual
crop pl ants, trees often have a juvenile period of 5 to 20
years prior to the onset of flowering, and reselection of their
progeny for geneti c gai n in importa nt traits such as wood
production may only be pJ6Sible at rotation age, which may
he 25 yea rs or more.
'To accele rate the process of tree breeding , techniques
have been under development to accelerate growth, sti mul ate ea rly fl owering, and accelera te progeny testing
<Bonn et- Masi mbert 1987; Ha nover 1980; Lambeth 1980;
Lambe th and Greenwood 1987; Paq ues 1989).
Interest in planting larches ULJrix Mill.) has been increasing. La rch wood is comparable in fiber length and superi or
in specifi c gravity to that of spruces (Picea L.) as well as
being decay resista nt. The tra it th at evokes the greatest
interest in larches as plantation s pecies. howeve r , is thei r

The limited amount of work on improving larch has
largely taken plaoe in arboreta or seed orchards. mostly focusing on European larch CLan..: <kcidua Mill.), Japanese
larch (L. leptolepis Gord.), and their hybrid CL. x eurolepis

Henry). More recently. programs to improve tamarack
(L. laricina (DuRoil K Koch ) and western larch (L. occi·
dentali... Nutt.) have been instigated (Ross 1990; Simpson
1983).
Drs. Michael S. Greenwood and Katherine K Carter began an accelerated breeding and testing program fo r la rch
at the University of Maine in 1987. The objective was to
set up a program for demons tration and research in acce lerated tree breedi ng, and in the process, to create famili es
of tamarack, exotic larches, and hybri ds with im proved
volume growth and stem straightness.

Select ion of the Parental Population
A parental population of six clones each of tamarack,
J apanese larch, and European lar ch were selected in 1986.
The tamaracks were plus-trees identifi ed in forest stands
in central Maine. The European and Japanese larch selections were based on measurements in provenance tests in
Maine (Carter and others 1981), New Hampshire. and Iowa.
The European lar ch se lections were all Polis h in ori gi n.
Selecti ons were made on the basis of superior height and
straightness. Scions from the select trees were grafi.ed
onto ta ma rack a nd J a panese larch rootstock in early 1987.

Accelerated Growth
The grafts were initially grown in peat.vermi cuJitc·sand
(2: 1:1) in 12-L pl astic pots, t hen tra nsferred to 60·L pots in
J anuary 1989. Time-release fertili zer (9 month Os mocote
18-7-10 at 8 w'Ll was incorporated into the potting medi um
in 1988. 1989. an d 1990 at the beginning of each growing
season. In 1990 and 1991. liquid fertilizer (Pete", 20-20-20
a t 100 ppm N) was applied weekly during the s ummer.
Fo li ar sa mples were taken on a regu lar bas is, two to three
times per growing season, and analyzed for mineral nutrient

Pllper prellen:ed lit the Sym po!ll um on Eco tOj[)' lind ManaJ.,'f!ment of
IArhl ForestJl: A Look Ahead . Whltefillh . MT. U SA . October 5·9. 1992
Thro~ tur Ey~ tein!lSO n 11111 Rellell rch Sclentl"t . Iceland Fores t ReseA rch
SUltion. HU"8vik. Iceland MIchAel S. Greenwootl ill Profell!IOr of T ree
PhYlliolOK)'. DepRrtmenl ofFol'C!U BioloK>'. Um ve nlllyof Mlune, O rono.
ME 04469. U SA
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content. Fertilization schedules were adjusted and trace
elements (Peters Professional soluble trace element mix at
0.6 gil) applied ifneeded. Watering was done 8S needed
using a drip-irrigation system. usually every 2 to 4 days
during the summer.
The greenhouse in which the grafts were grown was constructed of corrugated fiber glass. 29 m long. 10 m wide.
and 5 m high in the center. The greenhouse was kept above
freezing during the winters of 1987 through 1990. but not
heated during the winters of 1990 and 1991 , 1991 and 1992.
Thi s change had no apparent effect on tree survival. pollen
viability. timing of bud-break. or growth of the larch. Howeve r. the greenhouse was kept from freezing once buds
started to swell. a round the middle of February each year.
Thus. the gTeenhouse growing season lasted from bud burst
in ea rly March to the end of October wh en the larches set
bud and shed their foliage. Summer temperatures were
quite high, with mean daily maxima at crown-top level averaging 27,30,32, and 30 "C, May through August, and occasional peaks of over 40 DC.
The larch gralls responded to the plentiful water and
fertili zer and the long. warm growing season with terminal
growth of up to 2 m per year, so that by the end of their
second growing season . many had to be top pruned at a
height of 3.5 m because of height constraints in the greenhouse. Top pruning is recommended at least once each
year to increase branchiness for fl owe ring.

Flower Induction
From 1989 to 1992. s ix flower stimulation zxperiments
were carried out in the indoor larch breeding orchard. including foliar sprayi ng and stem injection of the plant
growth regulator gibberellin (GA",), root pruning, drought,
a nd gi rdling. The objectives were to (1) compare responses
ofthe three species to treatments intended to sti mulate
flowering, (2) optimize treatments. and (3) induce flowering for breeding purposes.
Flowering response to GA.v, foliar spray treatments of
various timing and duration was tested. Starting time of
treatments ranged from just afte r short s hoot bud burst
(ea rly March in the greenhouse) to 1 month after the start
of long shoot extension (mid-May). Duration ranged from
one to 10 weekly applications, and as many as nine biweekly
applications lasting from May to September. Th e GA.,.,solution used for foliar spraying was constant; 200 mgIL
GA.".. 88 percent active ingredient, in 5 percent ethanol with
0.2 mllL Aromox Cl12 wadded as a surfacta nt. The cont rol soluti on was the sa me minus GA.n. Si ngle stem injections of 50 or 100 mg GA4f7 per tree in 5 or 10 mL of95
percent ethanol were also tested.
The results of experiments in flower stimulation were ana lyzed us ing analysis of variance (ANOVA ). The ANOVA's
are not presented he re, but can be found in the primary
author's Ph.D. degree di ssertation (Eysteinsson 1992).
Dr~ught . root pruning, and branch gird ling were a ppli ed
as adJunct trea tments along with the GA4f7 in some of the
experiments. Pe riodic seve re drought stress during early
summ er did not increase fl owering by any of the three species. Branch girdling appeared to enhance flowering in both
European and Japanese larch. but the effect was not statistically significant. The effect of root pruning on floweri ng

was inconsistent; sometim es increasing flowering overal l,
sometimes increaS ing flowering only on GA-treated
branches, someti mes having no effect.
Tamarack-The most obvious outcome of these experiments was the consistently good flowering response by
tamara(k to GA.,n foliar sprays. AJso. few applications were
clearly sufficient to obtain the maximum flowering response.
while long-duration treatments did not improvc flowering.
The optimum time for GA417 appl ication was during the
month immediately foll owi ng the start of long shoot extension; applications prior to the start of lon g shoot extension
were less effective. as were applications sta rting 4 weeks
after the start of extension (Eyste insson and Greenwood
1990 1.
Root pruning enhanced male flow ering and root pruning
plus drought retarded femal e flowering sli ghtly on
GA4f7-treated branches of tamarack. On the whole. grafts,
root pruning, and drought led to reduced fl owering of both
sexcs. Thus, GA417 stimulates flowering by tamarack. and
the near optimum growth condi ti ons and occas ional temperature stress in the greenhouse probably e nhance fl owering, but additional stress treatme nts are not requ ired.
Although there were c1ons.1 differt:nces in fecundity , a ll
si.x tamarack clones included in these studies responded
to GA4f7 with increased flow ering.
Japanese Larc::h~apanese larch responded to GA4f7
foliar sprays with increased pollen . but not seed cone production. and to stem injection with increased flowering of
both sexes. Girdling seemed to enhance flowering, but there
was no evidence that root pruning or drought. as applied
here. affected flow ering by Japa nese larch. These results
are consistent with other stud ies on flower promotion in
Japanese la rch (Bonnet-Masimbert. 1982; Katsuta and
others 1981; Mikami and others 1979).
Fecundity among the six Japanese larch clones varied
greatly. In 1990 and 1991 . the more fecund clones responded
to GA417 foliar sprays with increased male floweri ng while
the less fecund clones showed little or no response. In
1992, flowering of both sexes was increased by GA4f7 stem
injection in five of the six clones.

European Larch-European larch ne ver responded
significantly to GAoIIJ foliar s prays, but stem injection. on
the other hand, :-esulted in increased cone production by
all four clones treated. Root pruning also significantly
promoted female flowering.
The variation in fecundity among European larch clones
was greater than for the other two species, ranging from
59 pollen cones and 13 seed cones (total on five ramets of
clone LO-4·BOJ to ove r 19,200 pollen cones and 400 seed
cones (clone LO-I -80) in 1991.
There is no obvious explanation for why tamarack responded better to GA41'7 foliar s prays than the other two
species. There may be differences in the thickness or structure of needJe cuticles, which could affect uptake. In any
case. a s ingle stem injection a pplied around the start of
long shoot extension is effective a nd easie r to ap ply than
foliar sprays a nd is recommended for seed cone induction
in all three species.
The greenhouse conditions (heat. long s ummer. plentiful
fertilizer) were themselves flower stimulation treatments ,
and they resulted in s ufficient pollen produ ction by a ll

three species, although the GA-4I1-i nduced increase in pollen
~~~~~~~duction made a conside rabl e difference in breeding
In co nclu sion, the grecnhouse environm ent pi un nower
stimulati on treatments led to sufficient fl uwering to make
over 120 crosses betwee n 16 clones in 1990 and 1991. However. more research is needed on methods to stimulate female flowering by European and Japanese larch. especially
on mat ure. less fecund clones. which may nevertheless be
of intcrest for breeding a nd seed producti on.

Controlled Mating and Seed
Production
Th~ reproductive process in Larix has been thoroughly
descnbed (Barner and Christiansen 1960; Kosinski 1986;
Owens and Molder 1979; Said and othl]rs 1991; Villar and
others 1984 ). and we found no major departures from these
descriptions in our indoor-grown trees.
B~ause we wished to stress production of hybrids. paired
matmgs were used to genera te full-si b families. The limited
num ber of clones a nd di ffere nces in fecundity and in sex
expression made it impossible to perform full diallels. Therefore, the strategy was to make as many crosses as possible
with emphasis on (1) ma king complete half-diallels within
species (as far as was possible), (2) making as many hybrid
crosses as possible. (3) making reciprocal hybrid crosses,
and (4 ) creating fam il ies large enough for proge ny testing.
Seed viability after open pollination or controlled crossing
in larch is notoriously poor in establis hed seed orchards and
natural stands ali ke, typically ranging from 10 to 40 percent
(G reenwood and Eysteinsson 1989; Hall 1985; Kosinski
1987 ). The abi lity to identify the cone's peak of receptivity
a nd one-time application of pollen directly to the cone are
probably most important in obtaining reasonable seed viability while conserving limited supplies of pollen (Bramlett
and O'Gwy nn 1981).
Pollen must also be sufficiently viable to ensure good seed
set . Kosinsk i ( 1987) identified four fac tors that lead to decreased seed viabi liLY in larch: ( 1) female gametophyte degeneration, (2) e mbryo abortion. (3) la ck of pollination due
to insuffici en t quantities ofpoll c n being prescnt at the time
of rece ptivity, and 14, failure of fe rtilization due mostly to
nonviable pollen. To maximize seed viability. we placed
emphasis on the success of pollination usi ng fres h. viable
pollen because we had limited control over gametophyte
degene ration and embryo abortion.
Flowe ring occurred ove r 1 month from late February
to late March. ending approxi mately 1 month prior to the
onset of no we ring on la rch outdoorlj. Some European and
Japan ese larch clones produced copious quantities of pollen
cones but relatively few seed cones. Tamarack produced
ma ny more seed cones (largely the result of GA.... treatments ., but pollen was a lways in short supply due to the
low number and s mall size of ta marack pollen cones. The
orchard produced a total of 3.3 17 seed cones and 53.545
pollen cones on 70 grafts in 1991.
Pollen was collected Jaily as it shed into folded pap~ r
"boats · suspe nded direct ly under polle n cone-beari ng
branches. Pollination was accomplished using a 1112 camel's hair brush when each seed cone was dee med to be at peak
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recept\vity based on the number of days from bud burst
and on visual observation. In the greenhouse. this turned
out to be about 10 days. or roughly 850 degree hours based
on a threshold of5 DC for all three species, and did not vary
much between years.
Only fresh PCJllen was used in these studies. Pollen viability was tested in vitro by rehydration for 24 hours (on a microscope slide in a closed Petri dish with wet filter paper)
followed by 4 to 6 hours in a hanging drop of distilled water.
This treatment resulted in swelling, elongation, and the
appearance of clearly visible cellular structures (nuclei> in
live pollen grains. Larch pollen does Ilot form pollen tubes
in vitro (Ho and Rouse 1970; Said and others 1991).
Pollen viability tests revealed that fresh pollen allowed
to shed na turally in the greenhouse was generally highly
viable. although it varied from 60 to 98 percent. Howeve r.
one Japanese larch clone was al=-parentiy sterile, producing
pollen cones but nr l shedding pollen, and one European
larch clone shed little pollen. and oflow viability, from each
pollen cone. Pollen maintained its viability over at least
1 month of dry storage at room temperature and at least
1 year when stored dry in a refrigerator at 4 DC.
Ovule dissection reveaJed that pollination was consistently
effective. w!th more than 93 percent of ovules in pollinated
cones receiving pollen. As noted during dissection after fertilization, when seeds had reached their final size. seeds in
which the female gametophyte failed to develop were small.
flat, and easily detectable (see Barner and Christiansen
1960). Female gametophyte failure averaged 7. 11. and 29
percent for European larch. Japanese la rch . and tamarack,
respectively. Full-size seeds that fail ed to genninate contained a shriveled gametophyte or embryo and were the
result of either pollinatiOn/fertilization failure or embryo
abortion.
In all. 121 crosses were made in the breeding orcha rd in
1990 and 1991, with viabil ity averaging from 41 to 57 percent for intraspccies and European x J apa nese larch hybrid
crosses. A tamarack cross yielded the highest viability82 percent. Tamarack (female) x European larch (male )
hybrid crosses yie lded 18 perce nt seed viability, but thei r
reciprocals (that is. using tamarack as the poll en donor '
largely failed . Tamarack and J apanese larch a re almost
incompatible, yield ing less than 1 percent seed viability.
The difficulty of interspecific hybridi zation betwee n
tamarack on the one hand and European and Japanese
larch on the other ha s been re ported previous ly (Paques
1992). This incompatibility is genetic and not mechanical
in nature because, in the present study. polle n wa s e ngulfed into the ovule and fertili za tion took place in the
same manner for all crosscs. However, it is interesting
that using tamarack as the seed pare nt results in better
seed viability, especia lly for the tamarack x European
la rch cross.
Secd viability from the greenhouse crosses comparcd
favorably with publis hed results of outdoor larch breeding
whe re avcrage viability was usually less than 30 perce nt
(Hs l( 1985; Kosi nski 1987; Vil(ar and others 1984 ). Considering these resu lts, the plaus ibility of indoor seed production orchards of larch should be investigated, espccia lly
for the production of Europea n x Japanese larch hybrid
seed. which is in great demand and expensive.

ACCELERATED PROGENY TESTING
Research into accelerated grov,1.h. early flower induction,
and seed product ion deals wi th only part of accelera ting the
tree breedi ng process. Research in to accelera tion of prog·
e oy testing is eq ually important in maximi zing ga ins from
tree improveme nt efforts. Establishing progeny test pl a nta tions. includ ing eight la rch species a nd hybrids. will resul t
in opportunities fo r research in ea rly selection a nd accelerated progeny testi ng while provid ing infonna tion on genetic,
physiologi ca l. a nd phenological d iffere nces betwee n a nd
wit hin th e species a nd hybrids . Traditional field proge ny
tests a re the necessary controls agai nst which a ttempts a t
acce le rated proge ny testin g will be measured.
A progeny test consisting of 50 fa mili es from the indoor
breeding orcha rd was pla nted in a clearcut in J ohnson
Moun tain Township. ME. in May 1992. The test is 8 traditi onal proge ny test in the se nse tha t it was set up for longterm testi ng of fa mili es. was pl a nted on a s ite typical of
where la rch plan tations might be established. a nd can. therefo re. provi de infonn a tion direct ly a pplica ble to pl a nta tio n
forest ry. It differs from other progeny tests in that it incl udes th ree species a nd fi ve hybrids <i ncl uding reciproca1 s).
Fi nally. beca use the parental popul ation was made up of
select indivi du als. t here is every r eason to expect tha t at
least some fa mili es wi ll exhi bit improved growth a nd form
traits. Therefore. the progeny test could be used to identify
individuals fo r inclusio n in seed orcha rds and adva nce genera tio n breeding.
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Provenance Selection and Stem Volume
Production of Tamarack (Larix laricina
[DuRoi] R. Koch) in Sweden
Owe Ma rtinsson
quality. Based on this infonnation, recommendations for
optimal choice of provenances are given .

Abstract-Six fi eld tri a l. of Larix la ridna incl udin g 5 to 55 provenances on each loca lity we re evaluated 17 to 21 yean an.er es·
tablishment. For optima l prod uction in southern Sweden, proy·
enances should be trans ferred 6 to 7 degrees of la titude north of
their origin. Seed sources to be used in northern Swede n should
originate from high elevation. In suitable sites the stem volume

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Basic data of tree height, diameter at breast height.
survival, and stem quality were collected from six fi eld
trials listed in table 1.
The experiments 1904 J onstorpsmossen and 1907
Stora nget are both at Remningstorp, east of Skara in
V~stergotland . 1886 Skallsjon a nd 1887 Hedmark a re
in centra l Norrla nd, and 1888 Karl eksa lle n a nd 1889
Sveve kull a re in the most southern part of Sweden .
Expe rimental design, number of provenances, date of
establishment and revi sion a re given in tables 2 and 3.
Prove nances used in the six experime nts a re listed in
tables 4 a nd 5. The origins of prove na nces used in experiments 1904 and 1907 a re also shown in figure 1.

producti on of L. laricina may reach 90 to 100 mJlha during the
first 20 years.

Tama rack was origi na lly the common na me for a ll three
s pecies of the genu s Larix growing on the North Am erican
contine nt. Th e European immigra nts have exclusively
used the na me tama rac k for Larix laricillQ {DuRoD R.
Koch. This tree species has a natura l di stributi on within
t he borea l forests all ove r the North Ameri ca n contin ent.
However , la rgc a re~s in British Columbi a a nd the Yukon
ha ve no ta ma rack. The natural ha bitats of tamarack are
bogs or other wet la nds or la nd cove red with a peat layer .
It us ually does not form pu re stands but grows in mixtuJe
with bl ack spruce, willows, a nd poplars. In the cas t~ rn
parts of its a rea of distribut ion , ta ma rack ca n a lso associate with wh ite cedar, red ma ple, easte rn white pine, a nd
black ash .
Traditi ona lly tama rack was used for fence material
in fa rms. In la rge·sca le forestry ta ma rac k was for a
long time rega rded as a noncom mercia l species in North
Ameri ca. Not ull til t hc middl e of thi s ccntury was it discovc red that ta ma rack is a mong the most fast-growing
borea l conife rs (John stone 1973; MacG ill ivray 1968; Mea d
1978). Resea rch on breeding of ta ma rack was initiated by
Pa rk a nd Fow le r ( 1982) a nd Sim pson 11983l.
Ta ma rack was introd uced in to Sweden already a t the
end of the 1800's (Schotle 19 17). This species a ttracted
a tte ntion because of its fast j uvenil e growth a nd the great
tolerance to wet, swampy soil s where it is difficult to
grow any othcr tree species . The fi rst provenance trial in
Swedcn wa s esta blished in 1958 (Ahlbcrg and Johansson
1984 ). In 1968 the Roya ) Swedis h Coll ege of Forestry
started a brced ing program for tama rack (Simak 1979).
From 1968 to 1974 , fi eld tria ls werc cstabli shed in 10
localities throughout Sweden (Sim a k and J ea nsson 1987).
This report is based on data coll ecled in six of th ese tria ls.
The objectivcs of thi s study arc to dctermi llc ralc of survival, height growth. stem volum e producti on. a nd stem

Tabla 1- Name, locality. and soil type 01 experimental sites
l:ixperlment number
Ind lOCI' oeme

1904 Jonstorpsmossen
1907 Slorangel
1886 SkalisjOn
1887 Hedmark
1888 K~h l 8ksanen
1889 $v8vekull

Latitude l ong itude
north
elst
Alt itude

58 28
58 28
6329
6446
5535
5535

13 36
13 37
15 47
17 53
141 2
14 10

11 5
125
465
470
70
55

Soil

Poor peat
Rich peat
Silt
Morain
Morain
Rich peal

TIbia 2- Experimenlal design and lolat area of experiments
Number 01 Number at
Experiment
number
Plot size proyenlnce. replications Spicing Tolal
h.

1904
1907
1886
1887
1888
1889

Paper prellC!l1ted At th" Sympofllum on Ecology And MAnllJ{ement of
i...IriJl Forelllll: A Look Ahead, Whitefi sh. MT, USA . October 5·9. 1992.
Owe Martin lllWllI ill With the Swedi!lh Umvenll ty of AI,:ncu lturll l Sci.
ences. Oepllrtmcnt of SilViculture. S·90JItJ. Umd. S ..... cdt"n
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' ·tree
' -tree
4x4·trse
4x4' lre8
5xS·tree
6x6·lree

55
45
16
23
17
5

40
30
6
6
6(12)
6(12)

1.5<2
1.5<2
2<2
2<2
1.5)(1.5
1.5)(1 .5

0.90
0 .45
0.6 1
0 .88
0.50
0.40

T_~oI_and_

- -

~

11104
1107
I.
11187
I.
I.

li74, oping
1974, spring
llIS7, oping
I SMI7, oping
1988, oping
1988, oping

-

A great variation among eeed aoun:etI in theee character·
istiCi can be observed, also among provenances originat-.
ing &om the same &rea. In the regreuion analyaiA of u ·
perimento 1904 and 1907 using latitude, longitude, and
elevation as aplaining variables (or mean tree height and
productivity, I found that th... variabl.. bave a ligniIi·
cant influence. The strongest influence on mean tree
height and productivity ofprovenanc:ea .. as (Lo)'. The relftUion functions achieved (or mean tree height and pro-

1990. aJlUmn
1991 . IUtufm

1987• .numn
1987, IIJ1Umn
1988, oping
1988. altUrm

T.b .. 4-Seed sources used in experiments 1904 Jonslorpsmossen and 1907 Storanget

Proven.nee

SI.le Of

number

Provlnc.

Alaska
A1bef1a
British Columbia
Saskatchewan

H4 - -193.3154 + 10.44074(l.o) - O.02603(l.o)

Manitoba

+ 0.Q1306(E) - 0.1082193(L)';
r_0.66,F_7.24

H7 _ -123.4832 + 9.93708(l.o) + 0.13189(l.o)
+ 0.OOI7()(E) - 0.1099069(l.o)';
r _ 0.51, F - 2.24

P4 _ -377.0236 + 15.94661(Lo) - 0.15757(Lo)

-..pIeteI"

+ 0.01084(E) - 0.1486001(Lo)';
r _ 0.39, F _ 6.36

PI _ -a65.4722 + 34.69354(l.o) + 0.11599<Lo)
- 0.01389(E) - 0.3318159(l.o)';
r _ 0.38, F _ 1.08
wbere:

H4 - mean tree height of provenan""" in .. periment
1904, dm
H7 _ mean tree height or provenanc:ea in aperiment
1907, dm
P4 - mean productivity of provenancea in uperiment
1904,dm°'J,
P7 _ m~ productivity of provenancee in experiment
1907,dm°'J,
IA - Latitude or origin, degree N.
IA - Longitude or origin, degree W.
E - Elevation of origin, m above Me level.
FiIJUle 3 abowa the mean _ heipt and tba producti.·
ity orprovenancea in relation to latitude of oricin (Lo ). 10
this figure the 1MCl1Oun:ea' longitud. and elevation or ori·
)lin are _ conaid.....d. Beat choi""" of provenances for
muimum productivity in Remninptorp, that ia, 1904
Jonat.orpamoaaen and 1907 Storlnpt, are thoae provo
. _ oripnatinc &om latitude north 53-54, which
m..... a muimum tnnafer or 6 to 7 d _ to the north.
Compared to Sim ... and Jeanaaon (1987), who ncom·
mended a tnnafer of 7 to 8 de..- north of tba oricin of
seed lOutce, thia reouIt indicates a aborter diatonce of
tranafer. The ~ion anaIyoi. indicates that the productinty of experim.nt lite 1904 ia favored by hip·
.Ievation seed aourceo, while the eaperimental lito 1907
ia favored by low..,levation seed 1Oun:ea.
1888lCJJr~luoJkn GIld 1889 S ....bll-M.an _
""'pt and productivity oftht wo trials 1889 and 1888
are .bown in fi«ur.. 2C,D. Tbeae two trials are in the
aoutbemmoat part or Sweden only 2 kID apart. However,
tho local babitato of the two triaIa are diJl'erenL Ezperi·
ment 1889 ia in a fen and former fum land with a O.5-m·
thidt peet layer and 1888 in a dry .Iope wi mineral IOU
at the ourl"ace. In .xperiment 1889 the mean _ height

V _ O.04801d"'h + 0.08886d' - 0.01012d'
- OJ)8406dOh + 0.197211
whore:
V _ Stem volume in dm' above stump includinc bark
h - Tree beicbt above 1IfOIID<I, m
d - Diameter at bftut height includinc bark, em.
Each prvomanao'. rate or.urvivaI and productivity were
caIcWated. Produc:tivity _ defined u :
o __
beichL u-'Number or planted tn!ee)
(Number
01 ourviving

Por tho two .,.perimento, 1904 and 1907, a multipl. re. . - .....,... _ carried out uaintr mean beicbt or
produc:timy .. depeodent va -iabIea and latitud., Iongi.
lade, and eIenotioo .. npIaininf _ I...

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The man _
beiIht or proomancea. illuattated in
fican 2A-E for aU IriaIo ncept 1887 Hedmark. Tba_e
&pn alao indicaIft tho pv_ty.

ProYeDaIlCe Seledion
11104 ~_,. GIld 1907 SIordn6<I-Tba provo
Iiaced in table 4 w..... planted in two triaIa, 1904
_
1JIC77,.- to.cb a&ber in _tlH:elUral Swaden.
Tho - ' " babItata or tho two litea an diJl'ennL Plot
1904.a_""","-"
botJ, while 1907 ia a rich fen, ror·
-ty _
for apicuJtun.
Tho
baicbt and prochodmty or_.....- taat.d
.. IriooI ...... 1_ and 1907 .... ill_ted in ficure 2A,B.
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Saskatcnewan
Alberta
Manitoba

10

Ontario

11

Quebec
Quebec
Quebec
Quebec
Michtgan

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

.,

43
44
45
46
47
49
SO
51
55
56
57
59
64
66
87
68
69

Minnesota
Quebec
Quebec
Quebec
Quebec
Qu!lbec
Quebec
Minnesota
Quebec
Michigan
Minnesota
Quebec
Minnesota

Nova Scolia
Quebec

Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Quebec
Quebec
Nova Scotia

New BrunswM:k

Ontario
Wisconsin
Maine
Mklnesota
Vermont

north

Tanana River

6500

Waterways
Fort 5.1 John
Buffalo Narrows
The Pas
Meadow Lake

5639
5638
5605
5355
53 SO
5100
SO 05
4930
48 55
4030
4826
4826
4805
48 02
4801

Northwest Territory

ductivity are:

Tree beicht and diameter at breaat beicht w..... recorded from 011 ourviving tI"eotI in fi.e or the IiI aperi.
_
. In 1987 Hedmark onl" the two moot vicorous
_ _ were recorded. 10 aperimento 1907 and
1886 the _Itraiabtneoo w.. aloo cluaified aa:ordini
to a ~ Kale: 1 Itraiabt, 2 _ aome
-n __ m>Ob, 3 -.ery windy litem, 4 _1.,.,._
or _ _ 10 ~ triaIa .. well .. in 1889 Svevekull a lint
thinniIIc _ alao clone. 10 ezperimento 1907 St<Jrancet
and 1889 S-kul1 the IDtaI _
volume and the cIomi·
_ beiIbt were calculated before and after the thinnina.
The r.mctioo uaed for _
volume w.. developed for
Lariz d«ictac by Carbonnier (1964):

Lotltude

County

5858

Winnipeg
GumeyTwp
Chagel

Preissac
Roberval
AobeNaI
Isla Royale

S1. louis
Preissac

.,4745

Guetin

Lake Lortie
Se;gnM_
Cabana
Cabana

1\a5ca
La Malbaie

Houghlon
SI. Louis
Radnor
Car110n
Chignecto
Langevin
Alger
Alger
Alger
Chippewa

Cogetlic
8erthier Parta
lake Chorlsey

Beddoe
Acadia Foresl

()ne;da

Sam.... ,

4740
4739
4739
4731
4720
4701
4700
4645
46 42
4635
4621
4621

4620
4620
46 19
46 15
46 15
4611
4607
4600
4600
4546
4538
4510

W,x1Ofd

4457
4448
4430
4430
4415

Wisconsin

LacfOsse

4351

Ontario
Mk:hlgan
MIC"'IIan
MIChog.n

Oxford

Pennsytv31"11a

Lackawanna
Garren

4313
42 !lO
4229
4223
., 15
3942
3942

Nova Scotia
Vermont
Mame
M'lChigan

Maryland
Maryland

Franklin

Annapolis
LamotHe
MI. Dnar1 IsJand

Livingstone

Uvingslona
Kalamazoo

GarTo"

er;,;shco/u"....

•

Hotpianledlnl\K)"~...,

H

Not pIanIed In 1907 Sk)ttnget
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longhude

'4730
11140
111 14
120 35
108 55
10115
10840
10100
95 25
82 14
7903

Ahltude

ISO
229
335

732
427
260
640
740
229
213
290

7815

7216
7216
8842
9137

336

7817

321

7920
7415
7020
68 57
68 57
9405
7020
88 25
9300
72 SO
9231
64 25
7022
8620
8620
8620
84 14
8910
7315
7352
5945
6629
n26
8912
7016
9305
7305
6503
7237
6800
8531
9108
81) 35
83 30
8420
8522
7539
7856
7856

186 "
397 ••

244
244
396
;.:01

J87
335 "
80
244 ••
244 ••
244
183
488

30
98
146 "
366
362

244
70
229
229
30
393
208
297
274
244
256
5iB
820

"

"
"
"
"
"

820 "

T _ ~ _ _ _ indudod in Iho field trials 1886 SkallsjOn. 1887 Hedmark.
1888~.andl889S_

m
1

Bony Bay

2

Bancraft. ON
Douglas
Powassat.
Soundridgo
Waft LaM
Pert MI1ur

3
8
7
8
9
10
11
12

"

16
17

4530
4500
4530
4800
4545
'910
4827
4858
4910
5338
4753
4830

Dog,,;....

CIu10 Twp
SutIonLaM
Ely. ,...
SMrog. ON

seA

n45
7800

noo

7915
7915
8104
360
420
8918
400
8955
8104
800
8440
1.500
9151
400
8420
origin)

(1ocaI_.-.....""......,.."

..'+,-••
......
'

-+ • •

'
-+ ••

La-ix_
S_TaI

17

"55
58
61
84
85
~

115

-

Pragolalo
I<moY
BIzyn

-ScI1IItz

IpoIIca

er_
~

4700

10 00 800-1,200
1.700

'

SO 05
5106
5800
SO 40
4900
4907
4907
4818

1740
2045
1200
935
2000
20 SO
2005
1430

650

'

360
40
350
800
830
1.370

'
'
'

'
'

'

La-ix gmeIini

Shanoi Pr
UMnown'- source
\JgI<gInI<
SO"
UMnown . - -..00

'
1<12<12

270

....
....
..
..

•

La-ix_
81

:IV
82
83

1.900

v~

-

La-ix suI<M:nM

lJIjo/yBaojldrijo.
~

82

43

8357

3811

lMt.r_
'ilS

45

•
••

115 SO

..~""'in '. SkIIIiOn.

~"""" ln l_~.

'~""" int .7~

.~""""',"I_~.

_ _ _ .......- btfon UUnni.,. between 10.1 m
W . nd 9 6 m (proftfWICO 17). An.r thin_ , Iho
trw ~to 0( Iho ...... "",,,onanc_ .,.
106 ond 9 9 ... It OfdY Illllll trw hoi"'t .nd productivity
.... - . . d _ _ _ I I, Cl utoTwp rrom ....t«n
Oacario, .Iho _ p""- - in uperiment 1889. "..
_..-~ 10 Iho otbor four p n m I _ il
-n bat. I'icantlP . 0.01). In uperilllftltl888, 1ho
_ _ hoichto(..........- oaried between 9.4 m

productive. while provenance 11 haa a lower rank in this
dry lit... Unfortunouly, I ha •• no information .bout th.
local habitot of th_ two _
IOUJ'COI oth.T thon po.,.aplUc poei!Jono.

t ,........"..

1886 SMJJ.jIJn and 1887 Htdmor.-In th. two noTt.h·
em _rimento! olleo, 1888 and 1887, provo"""", 12,
Sutton Lake .t latitude noTt.h 53"38', lo.,,;tud.....t
84-40'. i, the mon productive. TN, i. the nortbemmoet
_
IOW'CO ond it a100 ori,mot..1 &om a bi,h altitude
(Ioble 2).

t _ l 7 1 o n d 4.7 .. (_ 1 2J. I'roftDODCO
, Woct Lda trr-Iho _
_
I I I I), II tho_
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Figur. 1-origins of provenances used in experiments 1904 Jonstorpsmossen and
1907 Slor3ngel, both in Aemningstorp.

","ult. The mortality of the local Scota pine in HedmOTk
was 8 pel'Cent. However, provenance 12 .wren from bad
.tem (orm (minor .tem crooks), and provenance 6 or 11
may be a better choice. It iJ remarkable that any provenance of tamarack. that haa moved more than 14 to 11
de.,..,eo of latitude to the north aboWI UUI iP'Owt.h and
vigor.
Unfortunately, the .mall number ofprovenancee
planted on the northern litee doee oot make a recreuion
onaIyeil meaninaful, uoiDi I.titude, loncitude, and .1...•
tion a. variablH. Amana the 12 provenancel oC tamarack
uaed in 1886 Skall~6n, lOme of the be.t produc:ina, luch
.. Sand II, WOTO ITonafeTl'l!d 14 10 17 doan!eo to t.he noTt.h.
1be elevation or eeed IOW'CI eeema to have a IfUleT influence on growth and lurvivaJ, moving the provenance into a
hanh climot...

In nperiment 1886 Skallsj6n the highest productivity
is to be found in provenances 11, 12, and 6, originating
north of the Great Lakes in Ontario. The t.aUe.t provenance in 1886 SkallsjOn, 12, reached the mean height of
6.73 m in 21 yean, whUe the .hortest mean tree height,
4.6 m, wa. to be found in provenance 16. The .ite lode:!.
determined from Scots pine planted at the same occasion
al the larch i. H100 . T21, which correaponciJ to a dominant height of approximately 8 m at thiJ age. Simak
(1979) evaluated tru. experiment 6 yean aft.er eitablish·
ment. The ranking of provenance. was similar at that
time .
Six of the provenances used in 1886 Skalbj(ln were 8110
uaed in 1888 Klrlekoallen (Ii,. 2C). Howe.eT. the TOnkiDi
order i. different in the two localities. In the southern l~
cality, 1888 Klrlekaa.llen. provenance 12 i. the moet .low
growjng (mean tree height 4.66 m). while provenances 8,
14, IS, and 17 ..... betteT. PTo.enance 17 hOI th. high.. t
mean bei,ht, 9.45 m, and a dominant hei,ht of mOTe than
13 m in •• periment 1888 K.I,lekoallen. In 1889 Svevekull
the mean tree heighu and the productivitiel of these
provenance. are .till higher.
In experiment 1887 Hedmark. only the two moet productive provenanCH were meuured: 1 and 12. The mean
tree hei,ht of th_ two woo 3.9 .nd 3.S m 20 ye.n aneT
plantiDl, wlUle the local Scoto pine w.. 3.7 m. The mOT'
tality of the. two larch provenaces wu 13 percent (prov·
enance 1) and 23 percent (provenance 12), which i •• rood

Stem Volume Production
Only two of the trial. have on acceptabl. d"ifn .nd av·
erage .ile o( tree for a calculation of .tem volume produc!Jon peT hectare: esperimenlo 1889 and 1907.
1889 Sww•• Il-Buic dolo 0( th. motorial in ..peri.
m.nt 1889 Sv. vekuJI befo.... and aI\eT the t.hinnin.i OTO
ai.en in Ioble 6. Befon the UUnru.,. th. IotoI 110m num·
beT wu 2,400 peT hectare cornopondiDi 10 an ........
mortality or 46 peTeent for t.he 20 y...... ThOTO WOTO no
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Figure 2A-Mean tree height an:J productivity (hatched par1) of provenances in experiment 1904
17 years aner planting. PS . Pinus sylvestris, PI. . Pic. . abies, local provo

onanaos.
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FJgur. 2C-Mean tree height and productivity (hatched part) 01 provenances in
9JCP8rimenl 1888 Katleksallen 20 years after ~anting.
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... '*11M, ~ ~ ,*,), end ...... qullMy of provononces

.. _ _ _ _ 1907 SIorIngot18,..,. _

_ _, I 0 < . I l _

planting. PI. . _

- ., BP • BeIvUl

4-

2oicni1icont ditrerenc.e In mor\aJity between the PI'O"&_
, Aft« the UWming, 1,6IlO _ _ per becUre
_

on the aperiment&! .,..• .

8e!on the UWming the tGt&I Item volume of the nperi~ ana .... 37.6 ...., ~ to. production of
118.r1ba. Aft« UWuU",29,6 ....... left awreopondiJ1I
10 78 ....1ba. Tho ro..r talJ.t u.. of the aperimental
.,.. bad • _
of 13. 1 lB. 1'wo oftheae fOW' u.. b&1anpd to _ _ II , .bile the romairu", two '"'""
beIonpd to _ _ 10 and 14.
1!IfT1 ~t-Tho cotaI number of _ I n &orupt
III the &rot thinniftc .... IIM• ........,.,.,mng to 1,lIOO _

per bedare. The CJricinally planr..d individual....... reduc:ed by 43 pertent durintll8 yean. Moot of W. mortality
• .. cauoed by roe-deen and competition from ve~totion .
The tGt&I ltom .ood production 18 yean after planting
. . . 91 m'lba. The mean hei",t of tho five tall .. t treeo
of the tGt&I trial ... 13.9 m. Th. mean tree hei.ht ofth.
tall_ proYenance, 44. Somenet, Main, " .. 12.3 m :t
1.8 M . However, MftD other provenancn had • mean
tree heicht aboo. 11.6 m. i .•. provenan"", no. 13, 20, 27,
37. 40.43, and 46.
Aft« UWuU",. the romairu", Dumber ofltome w..
1,000 per bectano. Tho tGt&I ltom volum. w.. reduced
to 87 m'lba. Th. mean tree hei"'t of the total experim.nt

Provenance No

lori x lari cina

Figure 2D-Moan "M helghl .net productivi1y (halchod par1)
of pt'oyenanc:es In experiment 1889 Sve~1 20 years atlM
planling.
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in experiment 1886 Skallsj6n 21 years after planting.

increased from 5.6 to 10.6 m , and the mean diameter at
bTO..t height from 10.0 to 12. 1 em.
Figure 4 shows a picture of a CT088 section oC a tree
IJ"OWtl in uperiment 1907 StorAnget. The mean annual
increment of stem diameter was 14 mm during the 10 last
yean, and the annual rinp were even.

CONCLUSIONS
From this investigation I conclude that tamarack is a
highly productive tree species on wet and fertile lands in
Sweden.
To achieve optimal production in the southern part of
Sweden the aeed 8OU.Tces should not be transferred more

12

- ----- ---

-- - .......

10

than 6 to 7 degrees of latitude to the north . In tho north·
em part of the country and on sites with a harsh climate,
provenances originating from a high elevation and northern latitudes should be preferred.
On suitable sites in lJOuthern Sweden tamarack can produce 90 to 100 m 3 of stem wood during the fint 20 yean
and reach a dominant height of 14 m .
On wet sites with a good supply of nutrienta, probably
no other tree species growing in Sweden can demonstrate
a higher capacity oC wood production than tamarack.
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Larch (Larix decidua Mill.) of Polish
Provenances on Experimental Areas
in Poland
Zenon Rzeinik

AbIcnIct-Larch grows in the mounteim and lowland.. o(PoIand
in two aubspeciq: European larch, IUbap. d«ldU4, and Polieh
1a.rch. aubep. Pbio.ucolRacibJOomin. Due to their rapid IJ1'OW1h
rate, both apec:iH have gn:at cultintional and economic. importance. They h ..... biological difl'eftnt'H. and the origin of larch
I!eeCb inlluencn the luttna and development of the cultivations.
It. not achuable to collect aeect. from BOme lan:h _tande in Pbland.
The ntabliahme.nt or pure I..,.dl ruJti"ationa haa proven «ODOm,j·
eall, JWltified In PoI.nd. Within 35 yean, one can obtain 400 ml
per becta.n.

Europe " 't ends (rom the Atlantic Ocean .a far as Ural
Mountains. On this area, larch haa its natural range of
distribution. It occun in the (orm of enclaves on several
lep8rate comparatively .mal1 areas. The greatest natural
area of larch occurrence i8 the region in the north-east.em
pe,rt of Europe beine connected with the area of the natural occunence of the Siberian larch CLorix ';Mrica Ldb.)
In Aai• . That localization ia comparatively far away from
the Eu:ropean larch (Lori1 d«idua Mill.) area occurring
in M'iddJe Europe. There aiet eeveral territories of larch
~ in Middle Europe. they are: the
Carpathian
Mountatnl and Sudeten. The iealation of the particular
ranpa 01 dittnbulion hal lead to the creation of local vari ~
etia. eometima delCriMd al independent tuonl. even in
the: cla.nlficat.ion of speciee.
In Middle Europe, larch OCCUr'll al a mountain lubalpine
lpeclH. and In the north-.aatern region of ita: occurrence,
It II abo found on the fonland of mountain. and in the
Iowl.nd Polond 10.. ,n Middl. Europe to the north ofth.
Taw. Moun"'lne. Poland extend. 689 km from the Welt
10 the Eo.t. ond 649 km i. the lenBth of the country from
the North to the South The total area of Poland coven
311 .730 km'
In Poland. 50 percent of the la nd liel lower than 150 m
. _ The ..... Iyonl.t the .Ititude from 150 10 300 m
CD'ftI' 4. percent. therefore 9 percent lie above 300 m elev.~
lMM. From thl number 6 percent lie at the altitude of 300
to 500 m. and onty 3 percent an eituated higher than 500 m
. _ In PlIO 0( the ou pnmacy of low·l.nd. the Polish
pe cannot be caJled lowland. It 'I not the absolute

AI"".

altitude but the relative altitude that is important. Altitude
difference. encountered on given areas sometimes exceed
100 m and even 200 m.
In Europe, there are two contrasting climatic types: the
oceanic climate in ~e West. and the continental type in the
East. The area of Poland liell in the contact lOne of theee
two climatell. The Polish climate is cloeeJy related to the
geogntphy and local relief of the terrain. A third climatic
type is sometimell diatinguillhed. It is the tranllitionaJ cli~
mate which differs from the tlantic zone by having IInowy
and frosty winters, and from the continental zone by ita
inclination to thaw which often delltroys the whole anow
cover.
Larcb is considered a very variable llpecies. In Poland, we
distinguish two aubepecies: L, chcidua~lI ubep . decidua ~ the
European larch (1... decidua 8emu 8trieto ), and L. duidua.uhop.p%nica (Racib.) Domin · the Polish lard> <L. poIonica
Racib.). The fint of the mentioned subspeciell ill divided
into separate varieties: The Sudeten population VBI'• • udeticc (Domin.) Svoboda, and the population from Tatra var.
cuknocarpa Borb. (=subep. or Vat. corpatico Domin.). From
the commercial point of vie w. the larches var . • udetiea and
SUMp. poIonica L. decidua subs p. duidua are important.
Var. , uddica occurs mainly in the southwestern and western part of Poland. It includel the foUowing regions:
KDtlins K1odzka. SudelOn and Wytyna Sl",k• . L. <kcidua
SUMp. poloniaJ occun in southeastern and eastern regions
of Poland. The cente r of Polish larch occurrence is in
Wytyna Malopolska, in the Swi,tokrzYlk.ie mountains,
in Wytyna Lubelllka and in Lower 8eskids. It allO OCCUR
in Wytyna L6cbka, Roztocz:e, in West Beskida and on
P0g6rze Karpsckie.
The p..... nt 10000.phic.1 dilltribution of the m~ority
of the larch IUMpeciell is rather well known . but it is more
difficult to define the natural distribution range of these
.ubipeciel. In Poland, already in the 18th and 19th centu~
ries. the aeeda of Polish larch and the Sudeten larch were
distributed in order to introduce them into cu ltivation on
a wider scale. Actually. on Ifl parated anal, there exist old
and v.ry fnqu.ntly magnificent .tand. of both larch taxon•.
MOfIt of them teem to be of natural origin. AA a result, the
borderline of the natural occurrence of theM! larchel hal
been blurftd (BoratyJllllU 1986).
It i.e very difficult to distinguish not only the vanetie.
or femiliell of larchell, but aleo their lubepeciel!!l and ape~
clH. A good example or this .ituation an the wonomic
attemple to cJ ..aify one of the mOlt beautiful .tand. in
Poland rrowinc in the "eeervation -Lenld" near Palltk.
An outotandin, botaniot, G..... (932). deocribed thio lard>
u the Siberian lard>. "hU. Kubner (1939) believed that it
..... Polish I.rch or a Sud'lOn I....h. Knyntofik ( 1957)

tended to agree with Gross that it was a Siberian Jarch ,
but Polakowski (1966), after a biometric analYSis of the
flowers and conell, stated that it was a European larch
(Mejnartowicz, Kosiriski 1986).
The oldest specime ns of larch in Poland reach 45 m of
height, and 1.2 m of diameter at breast height (d.h.h. ). It
is estimated that sta nds of all larch taxons, both the indig4
enous and the artificially planted ones, which exceeded the
III age class, occupy 127,800 ha; i,e., 1.8 percent of the area
of state-owned forests in Poland . The growing stock is es~
timated at about 1.5 million m 3 (Boratyriski 1986). The
established experimenta l ar eas of provenances provide
one of the best methods to compare the extent of features
variability, the breedi ng value of the different ecotypes of
larches, and their productivity. Representatives of ditTer~
ent populations grow on this area in the some climatic and
environmental conditions.

THE EXPERIMENTAL AREA
In the spring of 1967, the author established an expe ri·
mental area with indigenous larch provenances in the ex~
perimental forellt station in Siemianice belonging to the
University of Agricu ltu re , Poland. The station is situated
at 18° 19' of eastern longitude and at 5 1 II' of northern
latitude. Romer (1949) relates this aren to the climate of
the Great Valleys in the north·western port of Kraina
Wanzawska. The mean annual temperature in th is region
is 7.7 DC, a nd the lIum of annual rainfall is 651 mm. Thill
area is lIituated in the V Krains SI,ska, Wroclaw region
and me80region of Ole'nick a Plane (Trampler 1990). The
rellearch area ill localized on even land, in the habitat of a
mixed fres h coniferoull forest with the quality class I for
pine and the commercial type of oak - fir~ pine IItands.
This ·~ udy was estab1ished in a random block system
with 5 replicationll (blocks) in 21 variants of origin in each
block. Totally. there ore 105 plot •. The soil ror the larch
plantation on the experimental area was prepared with big
planting sca lps. Two-year-old larches, after one transplan·
lation were planted on the scalps into 40 cm deep pits at 8
Ipacing of 2 l 2 m. On one plot, 96 larches were planted.
The area of each plot is 384 m' Plota were separated from
each other by a free row. The total eJlperimentol area coven 49,140 m 2; i.e., almost 5 ha.
Larches growing on the experimental area originated
from 21standa from the whole country of Poland without
any diviaion into the controvereial European and Poliah
larch•• (table 1. fI,. I ). Ourinl25 y.... ofth. t ....· life
on the experimental area, increment mealuremente, phenological and morpholotical observations were carried out
(Rzetnik 1980). The nutritive componente in the needlel
were jnveatigated (Nebe and Rzetnik 1982), technical propertie. of wood were studied (Miler and Rutn ik 1982). and
the overgrowin. of knota was observed (Miler and Rtetnik
1989).
D

wood maliS, morphological evaluation of the stems oftrws
and the biological characteristic of the stands. The studies
were remeasured in 5 year intervals and they covered the
tree height from the 5th year of age, and the diameter at
bre •• t hei,ht (d.b.h.) from the 10th year of tree life ta the
25th year of age. Stand volume wall calculated for the 20and 25 ~year·old treell. The morphological evaluation of the
stems and the biological characteristiclI of the stands were
made in 25·year-old trees. The morphological evaluation
of stems was made in a 5-degree scale: 1 • a completely
straight stem, 2 ~ litem with one or two IIlight curvatures,
3 • litem with up to five slight curvatures, 4 ~ stem with
many slight and one bigger curvature, 5 ~ stem with many
big curvatures. The vitality of the trees was determined
on the bas is of the color of needlell. The following colors
were distinguished: 1 . dark green, 2 ~ green, 3 ~ light green,
4 ~ with a yellow shade. For the biological division of trees
in the lltand , the foUowing categories were distinguished:
1 ~ predominant trees , ~ ~ dominant trees, 3 ~ codominant
trees, 4 . suppreslled trees, 5 . withering trees. The fructi·
fication of trees was determined on the basis of the number
of cones on the tree: 1 4 no cones, 2 4 up to 50 cones. 3 ~ from
50 to 100 conell, 4 • 100 to 500 cones, and 5 ~ more than
500 cones on the tree.
The percentage participation of treell in the degrees of
vitality and fructification in the biological classes of trees
precisely cha racterize t he stands. However, the com pari·
lion of these numbers among the investigated provenances
oflarches was very difficult and toilsome. In order to fBcili ~
tate the interpretation of these numbers. the score method
was applied. Each IIcale of the investigated features ob~
tained an agreed number of scorell.
The vitality of the treell was scored in the following
way: ht degree ". 15 scores, 2nd degree . 10 scorel!!l, 3rd
degree ,.. 5 &corell, 4th degree :II 1 score. In the biological
division oftren in the lltand. the quality clones received
the following scorell: class 1 ~ 3 scores, clau 2 . 2 scores.
class 3 ·1 score, clo88 4 ~ 0,5 llcores and class 5 ~ 0 scores.
In the fructifications of trees the particular degrees were
scored in the following way: 1st dearee ~ 0 ecores, 2nd degree. 1 score, 3rd degree - 2 scoree, 4th degree . 10 scorea
and 5th degree 4 15 llcore•.
The re.uJl8 ofthe me .. urement of the d.b.h. and the
stand volume were .ubject to individual analyaia of vari ~
ance in order to invealigate whether the differencelJ In
thete features in the larch provenance! were atatilJtically
lignificant (Elandt 1964). In C88CI!!I where aignificftnt atft4
tilticel differenC\!s were found. the lorch provenance. were
grouped into homoa:e neous groups using the Duncan test
(Oktaha 1971).

RESULTS
Height of Trees
The grea~st increme nt in the hei.ht was by larches be~
tw .. n 5 and 15 yean of life mi. 2). Extrem. difference.
in tree height amon. the larch provenancts increaHd with
tree age. Differencel were: IS yean · 0.66 m, 10 years ~
1.10 m. 15y.... ·3. 10 m. 2Oy.... . 3. 10 m. and 25 yean ·
5.38 m. Larche. in Konatan<:jewo-Plonne domin ated In
tre. he ight from the very beginn inl until 25 y.... of OIJ1l.

PURPOSE AND METHOD OF STUDIES
The objective of the atudies wal to compare the proeeniea
that originated from the teeda of different larch atanda
from the area or Poland in orde r to determine the IJ"Owth
dynamics of tree helll'M and diameter, the production of
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Tabte l~n of larch seeds in the experiment in 1967.

ProveI ..1e.

Forest
inspectorate

Forest
district

Division

Type of
habl1et

Quality
class

LM
LM
LM
BMsw
BMsw
Lsw
LM
Lsw
LM

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II

Species
composition
of stand

Afforestation

Stand
density

Trees
(pes)

1
2

~ib6n

Zieleniec

Pelpfn

OpaIenie

3
4
5
6
7
8

Konstancjewo
Konstancjewo
Czemiejewo
RawaMazow.
Gr6jec
MatQJle

9

Skartysko

Aez. Plonne
Aez . Tomkowo
Aez. Bielawy
Aez. Trebaczew
Mala WieS
Aez. Piotrowe
Pole
Ciechoslowice

391 .4Ob
64a
87c
706g
76j

90ce
158c
135c
1!)7a
129a
130a
128a

LM

0

10

11
12
13
4
15
16
17

Bfi1yn

S
P. at.
Moskonew
br6wki

o

HoIubI
Kroddenko

PIIICa
Pr6szk6w

JastrzQbia

An. G6r.> ('tFeliksowka
Wydrze
lQtownia
Aez.Kslttv las

Rez. Smo/eI\

III

II
III

86a

••

7Md2Sw 150
7Md 150 lOb lL.p
7Md 3Sw 150 1Db
Mel
Md.Js.Sw.L.p.Wz
4Mel 2Gb 2Wz2Brz
SOb 3Brz 2Mel
9MellSo
6Mel3S0 lOb
8Mel2So
7Ob3Jd
4So4Jd2Md
4Jd 2Mel 250 2Brz
8So2Jd
8So2Jd
8Jd2So
6Jd3S0 10b
7Jd3S0
750 Jd 1Md 10b
4Jd38k3Mel
5Jd 2Md 20b 1Bk
6So1Jd1Mell0b1Brz

107a
87a
88c
89a
217b
216b
242c
192a
1948
190d
187a
A1

BM

II
II
III
I
II
I

0.7
0.7
0.8
1.0
0.6
0.9
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.4-0.8

przeryw.
przeryw
przeryw.
peine
peine
nier6wn.
przeryw.
przeryw

0.6-1 .0

3~~1OblSwlGb

3Md30b2So1JdlBrz
6So 20b 1Mel 1Brz

351

BMsw
Lsw
Lsw
lG
Lsw
LM

35f.45b

46b.49i
621
170g
1201

282

Mel
9Md 1Bk
8Mel2So
Mel
8So lMel 1Js.
5Md3S02Sw
7Mel3S0

la
la
III

II
I
I

8So4Md

"

2028

II
III

322b
299a
. lAw . Iresh lor

Mel
8Md2Sw

0.7
0.9
0.4-0.7
0.4
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.9
0.8
0.7

umlalt(.
umlalt(.
lu1ne
lu1ne

przeryw.
przeryw.
przeryw.
umlalt(.
urn It(.
umiark.

20
5
· ,5
10
20
12
20
20
3
17
4
2
1
1
1
6
2
3
1
3
2
8
3
1
2
20
18
20
20
20
6
20
20
20
20
20

Date about trees which
supplied cones
Age
Height

(years)
115
120
110
35
120-160

90
90
120
135
200
140
250
60

65

D6ft

(m)

(em)

34
38

52

43

37
15
24

18
50

33

58

26
31
27
28
30
30
30
18
17
16

35

45

40
52
58
58
61

58

50
130
80
120

20
31-45

37·70

140
100

30

50

36

45
55

90
45
80
145
95
110
105
115

38

35
16
25
35

33
30
27
27

17
28

52
56
38
47
30

• 8M • mixed c:oniIenlus Iorett. LG • c:omrnertiaIlorest. 9MG • mixed oommercIaI coniferous forest. LMB • mixed commardaI ronJSt

• Wz • elm. Gb • hombeem. Brz • bIrctI. Jd .

nr. Bk · beech

• lulne . 100M

4A!O

At age 25 yean, the tallest tree. were th OBe from
Konltancjewo-Plonne, Raw. Mazowiecka and Moekon ew.
Abo the 'a",heo from Blityn, lQod.ko, Orojec, G6r.
Chelmow... Skutylko, P'r6ezk6w and Krofcienko were 88tlaradory in reference to the height increme nt . The larches
of these provenances, due to their height, should be widely
utilized (or the establishment of plantations in Poland .
The larch from G6ra Chelmowa that grew slowly until
the age 0( 20 yea rs averaged much greater from age 20 to
25 yean. A number of the very low and curved trees with·
out any hope for proper development were removed during
the improvement felling. On the other band, a very poor
increment in height was shown by the larches from Holubla,
Pilica, Pelplin. Henryk6w, Konstancjewo-Tomkowo and
D,hr6wki. No cultivations should be established from
theee provenances in the V Kraina of natural forest in
Polaod.
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The provenances which at 10 yeara of aae we re la..rger in
diameter than the average on the whole uperimental area
generally maintained the supremacy of tree diameter until
age 25 (fig. 3). Larches which were small in diameter at
age 10, were also small at age 26. An uception .... s the
lan:h from G6ra Chelmowa. In age of 10, 15 aod 20 yean,
these trees had amaller diameten than the average on the
whole rrea, but at age 25, these same trees had the largeat
diameter of all larch provenances. This was the result of
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The smallest volume W88 reached by larches from Kowary
(190 m' lha ), Pelplin (217 m'lha), Proo. k6w (221 m'lha ),
D,browki (222 m' lha), Pille. (226 m' lha), Cz. rniejewo
(234 m'lha), Marcule (243 m'lha), Henryk6w (25 1 m' lha).
Szc.zytna SJ .. ka (259 m'lba) and G6ra Chelmowa
(260 m' lba). The larches of these prove nances should
not be used for the eatablishing of cultivationa with short
production cyclea.
Differences in stand volume of the larch provenances
from age 20 to 25 w.re groat, exceeding 100 ponent (fig. 4).
These differences in the stand volume among larch prov.
enances at alJe 26 were statistically significant at the level
ofF . 0.01 (tabl. 3). Th. ltand volume for the tota l • • porimental a rea at age 20 wa. 124 m'lba and at age 26 it waa
276 m' lba. Theee are high .tand volu mea fo r thi. age.

STAND VOLUME

7

rz2J 20years

Flgur. l-Oiameter at breast hetgtll of larch.

the removal from th is lan:h provenance of very eman trees
during the improvement fellings. The number of trees per
hectare in t rua provenance W88 a1ao the amaHeat.
The extreme dilTerencea among the larch provenancea in
the thicknen increaaed with each vegetatinn 8ea80n. At
the age of 10 yean t he difference W88 1.45 cm, 16 yean ·
1.7 cm, 20 yean · 2.2 cm, and 25 yean - 3.S cm. The differences of d.b.h. amonlJ the larch provenancee at the age of
25 years were atatiatically ailJ1'lificant at the level ofF = 0.01.
Rege rding the d .b.h. at age 25. t he lan:h ofG6ra Chelmowa
were the largest. Satiafactory reaulu of dia meter increment were also shown by the larches from Gr6jec, Rawa
Mazowiecka, Skartysko, Klod.zko, MOIkorzew, Marcule,
Konstancjewo·Plonne. Pr6n k6w and Holubl a. The emaH·
eat trees were the larches from Kro.cienko (table 2).

Number. 01 Prov.n.nc••

21

Number. 01 Provenance.

MORPHOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF
TREE STEMS

At age 20, the greateat stand volume wea shown by the
l.n:h •• from Mookorzew (154 m' lha ), Skartylko (149 m'lha),
Konata ncjewo-Tomkowo ( 146 m' lba>. Rawa Mlzowiecka
( 145 m'lha), D~br6wki ( 143 m'lha ) and Konltanc;i.wc>Plonn.
(1 41 mJlha). The amalle&t volum e was demon. trate<! by
la.rthe8 from (}dra Chelmowa (75 m:llha ). Kowary (96 m' /ha)
and from Pr6uk6w (102 m' /ho ). The greatest stand volume
was reached at nge 25 by larchel from Rawa Masowiecka
(383 m'!ha ), Skariyoko (361 m' lha ), Mooko .... w (360 m'lha ),
Konotanc;i.wo·Plonn. (324 m' lha ), Blityn (322 m' lha) and
Or6jec (320 m'lha). Th. lan:h. o of th.... provcnancee should
be utilized al e.xtenlively .. poelible for the eatabUehment
of pla ntationl. pa rticula rly in short production cyclee.

The delJf'" or tree curvature varied in the different pro¥'enen ee. of larch (table 4). The greatest number of trees
with curvature wa. noted in the two fint devreea of curva·
ture, then in the 3"', 4th and 5th derree•. Th. only exception was Cdra Chelmowa where the ,,"atest number of
t.reeI wu in the 4th del(1"H: i.e .• they were curved the leaat
and involved only 638 tree. per hectare. The proportion
of tree. in the deiJ1"'MI of tree curva ture in all larch prov·
enaneea ie preltlnted in table 4. Accepting that the best
treel with a atraight I tem developi.ng regularly a re in the
fint two d.rree. or . valuation, the beol quality from the
technical and productional point of view wal ahown by the
442
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THE VITALITY OF LARCHES
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The experimental area sbowed very few tree. with • dark
gnoen color indicating the higb ..t vitality of trees. They
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ocx:uJTed only in .is larch provenanon. and in • comparati""ly .maII percentap
from 2.9 to 0.6 percent.
The pa.tHt number ot t:reee with • dark greeD color
were...,. in !be provenance from Holubia (2.9 percent).
KroKienlr.o (1.6 pe .... nt). Czerniejewo (1 .3 peroent) and
Konotancjewo-P'onne. Henryk6w and lQocbko (0.6 peroent
each). In the remaininc 161arch p......"..,.,... there were
no _.nth. dark ....... color. The participation o l _
.nth ........ 0010< of needle. varied between 4.8 and 22.7

larch.. from DQbrowlti. Blityn. KDwary. Myilib6.... MarcuIe.
PI"6uk6w, Holubl • • Kon8tancjew~Plonne and Krokienko.
They had over 90 percent or tree. in the first and in the
eecond quality class of tree sterna.
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_ n t dependinjf 00 \be Iardl p _. Th......1oot
. . . obown by Iardl..

pen;c;.-tion of..-.. color _

from Kowary. KIocWu>. MarcuIe and Ra. . Muowiecka
(from 22.6 to 12.6 .-roanl). ODd \be lmalleot number ...
found in \be _ _ _ from &aytna SIta.... D,bnlwlti.
_
and M",ibc!n (from 9.5 to 5.6 _nt).
The _ _ o f _ with .1icbI..-.. color o f _..
ftried between 75.9 and 57.2 JI'!<UD!, dependintr on \be
_
The .....1oot proportion in Ihia catqory had
IardMe &om: _ . BIityn. Kowuy and Marc:ule (over
72 Jl'!<UDI). The Jl'UIeot number of _
with a yelJo.
color wen Iard>ea from G6ra Cbelmow. (50 percenl).
MytIib6n (41 _ n l). PIlica (36 percenl). The lmalleot
numben wen found in Iardleo from Kowuy (5 percenl).
MarcuIe (12 Jl'!<UDI~ Holubia and Blityn (14 Jl'!<UDI each).
The _ _ of Inea in \be oca1. of colora varied in uch
Iardl .....,....,.... (table 5).
The .....Ioot Ifte -ritaJity . . . shown by Iardleo from
Kowuy. KIocIzkD. Holubla and Man:ule. and the IeuI vital·
ity . . . .-.led by the _
&om PIlica. G6ra Cbelmow.
and MJ'Iibc!n (table 5). No variability or.....n. color . . .
found that could ha.. been .-.ted with ouiHpeciIla or
the _PbiCaJ orijJin of \be Iardlaeeda.

BIOLOGICAL DIVISIONS
The proportion of Inea in the bioiop:aJ cI.... of the
oland nriod, cIependinjr DD the prnvenance of Iarth. 0rrin the predominant cia. varied between 6.8 and 19.3 per.
CIIII. orr- in \be cIomiDant cia. ranpI from 38.1 to M
parcanI, and u.- in \be codomin.anl cIau ranpI from
17.7 to 31 .5 Jl'!<UDI. Treea ill \be dominated Ifte d ...
ranpI from 3.7 to 16.8 JI'!<UD!, ODd ill \be ouppnaaed
nee daaa from 0 to 4.1 _ I (table 5).
ID opita ofbit cIi1Jerenc>M ill \be bioIocical cI..... \be
pII'<UIt _
of I a r d l _ \be paJticulu provo
_ _ in the poup of _
-tuIinr \be main otand
(Ifte " ' - pndominan!, dominan!, cocIomiDant) wen
comparatiftly.....n. The toW prnpertion of _
ill Ihia
poup I1Inpd &om 8l.4 to 96.5 Jl'!<UDI. The m.t- aeon
1IUlIIbor . . . . . . - by IardMe from KIodUo (1 84 .......).
_
(180 1COn!I) and Konatanc:jewo.P1onn. (180
and \be _
enJualion ... received by IardMe
from Krakimko (158 1COn!Il, Kowuy (1M _
) and
~ MarcuIe. PIIica. Henry\I6w and SzayIDa
SItab (168 ..... uch). No rolallonahip oflardl oubape.
del .. _phicallocaliudoo or atanda from . hich \be
..... on,IDalad . . . found.
_~

FructHicatWD of Treea
The proportion o f _ ill the diIIi n nll...lo ofcona
&udillcation ill_lao tully \be frucW"lCallon of co_ .t
. . ZII ill the u....dpted ...... _
oflareb (lab'" 5).
_
. \beaa numben In clitlicuJt to iIItMpnI. ID order
10 ra.rut.at. \be ~ or Iardl fructiJlcalion in the
nanaa. the acora method . . . .ppIW.
TIaie - - " haa lbown the pnlblem in \be foIJow\q
way. The _
abundant ~ Iard>ea Included \be
_
£rom: Koallonc:Je-PIGcme (324 aconal. KIocWu>
(318 ....... ). &aytna 8Itaka (244 aconol. Hamylr6w (237

--..c.l ......

Siberian and Western Larch:
Comparisons to Other Species
in Central British Columbia

_rea). Ra. . Muowiecka (202 _nol. The leut fructify·
iDa Iardlel iIIduded thelftea from: Dtbr6.ki (67 ICOretl
and Gr6jec (87 _real.
For the total experimental area the mean value of fructification . u 182 KOrea. DifJ'erencn in the fructification of
tree. among the varioua provenances proved to be high.
However, it iI difficult to decide whether abundant fructificalion in th..... of 25 yean should be regarded ee a poei·
Ii.. or a nepli.. f..tun!. Abundant fructificalion in Ihia
.... can iDdicate an early and good development of treee,
but aJao th. beginning of the d...,neraling proc:eaaea (grow·
iDa old) of the Iardl provenancel.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Tbeoe .tudi.. have .hown that at .... 25. the inveati·
pted featurea of partic:uJar p .....Di.. ortarcb otanda in
Poland .ere cliJfennl. It wee abown thaI the diameter and
oland volume .ere aignificanlly cliJfennt. Tbeee ruuJta
confirm the cliJfenntiatioD of aome biolocical and tecbnical
fealurea of the wood in the progeni.. of larcb at YOUJl8Or

-.

2. The lan:h of Gora Chelmowa, due to genetic reasons
and becauae of the tecbnical value of the wood ahould not
be introduoad into the foreat c:uJlivatioDO. Both the prot!.
eDi.. and \be maternal atanda .ere characterized by nu·
merowo and bill curvaturea in the Ifte olema.
3. The production of wood moe from Iardl otanda at ....
25 yean c:aJl reach over 300 m'lba.
4. Th_ .tudi...bould be continued. Th. ruuJta 01>tained duriJII \be firat 25 yean or Ifte life abould be reprded .. prel.iminuy. With th.lapoe of time they can
Ibow aom. changaa. Larch in Poland reach ..... aipili·
canllyezceedins 100 yean.
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AbRract-Siberian larch (Lam .ibtrico) and welltern larch
CLaM occuuntalu) may have potentia l for esten.ion into central
Briti,h Columbia. Canada. Theae larch .peciell were crown with
three native and one introduced species on four HOIy.teDl8. The
5-year relulu indicate that Siberian and western larch perf'orm
aa well ... and in eome C81e1 better than. the native and other
introduced .pede•. On three of the four ecoIIy.teml. the performance of Siberian larch i •• Iichtly better than westem la~h .

The number of commercial tree apecies that are acceptable for reforestation ia limited in the Cariboo Forest Region. central Britiah Columbia. Canada (fig. I). If Ian:h
perfOI'll18 well in thia area it would provide another choice
of apecieathat could be beneficial. eapecially on Ihe drier
eaJ8yatema .... here lodgepole pine (PinWl contorta var. iatifolic. ) ia often the only viable apecies. I..a.rch may even become a preferred species when all of ita attributes are considered. On productive 8ite8, larch i8 generally a fa8tgrowing species. Occasionally the growth of western larth
<Lam occuuntaJu ) exceeds that of lodgepole pine
(Fowella 1965l.
Western larch al80 appears to be more resistant over
time than other native conifers to Armillaria root disease
<Armillaria oatoyoc) (MOmBOn and others 1988), which is
becoming a serious problem in the Cariboo Forest Region.
Western larch trees produce high-quality wood that is
similar to that of Douglas-fir. The U8el!!l for larch wood
range from building materials to decora tive producta to
pulpwood (Panohin and de Zeeuw 1970).
Natural stands of western larch are found just IOUth
of the Cariboo Region , and extension ofWs species into
the Region mllY be poeaible, especially into sublones of
the Interior Cedar Hemlock Zone (Klinka and others
1190). In 1988. Weat Fr...r Mill, Limited. in Queanel
Briti.h Columbia, obtained Siberian larch (La rix . i berica)
seed from a Fi nni.h aister company EnlD-Gutzeit. Siberian larch grows over 1 large range in Eurasia utendi",
from below the 50th parallel a nd into the Artllc Circle
(Gower a nd Richardo 1190). II h.. performed well in •

trial eatabliahed in Alberta. Canada (McLeod and Rapp
1978l. Therefore. lhia apeci .. may be adapted 10 the ahort
growing sel8008 and cold winteR of the central interior of
British Columbia.
A apeci.. trial. begun in 1987. teated the potential of
theee two larch species in this region. The objective ."..
to aaaeaa the suitability ofweetem and Siberian larch for
reforestation 8CI'088 four bioceoclimatic subzones in the
Cariboo Foreat Region. We compared aeedling perfor·
mance ortarcb to the performence of three native apeci_
interior spruce (Picm ,lauco I tnpimannii ), lodgepole
pine, and Douglu-fir CPuudouuga nwnzi.tsu var. ,laum }and one introduced species, ponderosa pine (Pinua pon.ckrosa) . Ponderosa pine has a limited range in the 80uthern
portion of the Cariboo Region but d... not nalurally occur
where the species trial W88 established.

METIIODS
The trial is in the Cariboo Forest Region, which encoma number of ecoeyateDl8 over a range of climatic
conditions. In British Columbia, the forest and range
paNeS
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land h.. been ecolOlicaJly mapped Wling a biogeoclimatic
dauification ')'Item. The land baee is divided into broad
climatic zones and further divided into aubzonee according to climate. vegetation, and soils (Meidinger and Pojar
1991 ). The Cuiboo FO"'"t Region il divided into 30 subzones. From theee. (our major lub'lOnes were choeen for
this IarclIlpeci .. trial. The subzon.. cbooen ranged from
a coId ....et. hich-elevation lite (ESSFwkl) to mild. moist.
mid-elevatioo sitea (SBSmw and ICH ... k2) to a cool. dry
aite characterized by I....e diurnal temperature Ouctuatiooa <IDFdk:4l. General c:Jimatic data oftheee subzone.
are given in table I (B.C. Miniltry of Foresta 1987).
Sa spec:lH were u.eed (or thie trial but not all were
planted in each aUMone (table 2). Spruce wu not appropriate on the dry IDFdk4 site . ... hile IJouilu-fir and ponderou pine were not suitable on the high-elevation
ESSFwk1 litea.
The eeed (01' the Siberian larch was aecond-generation
seed produced by Eruoo-Gutzeit in ita seed orchard in
1matra. Finland. The original seed ..... from Ruaaia.
Rai-.oIa provenance. with a location of latitude 61"12' N .•
100000tude 28"48' E .• and an elevation of 70 m. Seed for
the other lpecies came from native Briti.h Columbia
IIeedlota appropriate for the specific lite and elevation.
One-year-old seedlinga of each speci .....ere planted in the
sprine al 1987. Moat of the seedlinp ..ere grown in atyro.
block cootainen with a cavity volume of 66 mL (PSB 313).
The aceptiooa were the lodgepole pine seedlinp and the
weatem larch seedIinga planted on the ESSFwk1 aite.
..hich were grown in alichUy amaller Ityroblock containen with a volume of 39 mL (PSB 211 ). Both th ... ltocktypea are commonly WIed for operational plantina in
British Columbia.
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FlgIn 2-Seoding survivalafte< 5 ye.,..

Fifth· Year Seedling Growth

lorch. Ita leader growth " .. signi1icanUy amaller than
that of lodgepole pine on the ICHwk2 lite and Siberian
larch on th. 8B8m" and IDFdk4 .itea (fig. 6). Seedling
heighte over the tint 5 yean on the SBSmw (fig. 7) and
ICH ..k2 (fig. 8) .ite. indicate that although the larch
were 8S tall or taller than the lodgepole pine in the third
year, by the fifth year the pine equaled or exceeded the
larch . Also. the growth rate oflarch appeared to be alowing
down while the growth of lodgepole pine wu continuing
at a high rate.
To help ex-plain this reduction in erowth, "e eumined
the number of seedling leaden damaged in the fifth year
(fig. 9 ). M08t of the leader damap ... u from dead. miNing. or damaged terminal buda. Although th. co .... of
damage can be difficult to identify. the ~ority " .. pro~
ably due to froet during the growing aeaaon. The hish..t
incidence of leader damage WAI on the IDFdk4 site where
froeta can occur throughout th. growing season (Steen
and othen 1990). Annual froet damap "ould help to",,plain the poor growth and vi..,r of Douglu-fir and larch
seedlinp in this subzone.

Lodgepole pine had significantly larger mean diameters
than western and SiberiBn larch on all four sites (fig. 4),
However, the larch diameters were either larger , or not
aignificantly different, from all other native species. A
comparison of the two larch species ahows that Siberian
larch had aignificantly larger mean diameters than western larch on all the Bubzones except the ICHwk2 where
there WD no significant difference.
The 5-year total height growth data ahow the same general trends 88 the diameter meaaurementB (fig. 5). L0dgepole pine was significantly taller than the larch on all
sites except the ICHwk2 where height of western larch
W88 not significantly different than that of lodgepole pine.
On all other aitea the heights of Siberian and western
larch aeedlinp were not significantly different, and they
are equal to, or larger than, the heights of the other na-

tive .peaee.
The trial was laid out in 8 randomized block design
with three replications of each species on each aite. One
site wu established per subzone. The aeedlingB were
planted on a 12- by 12-m tree grid at 2-m lpacing and
_
periodically for seedling height, leader growth.
diameter. condition. and dam.... We analyzed the data
WIing ANOVA and Duncan', Multiple Range Teat.

RESULTS
We ...._

survival. condition. and seedling growth.

Fifth·Year Seedling Survival and
Condition
Seedling survival wu adequate on all lites and for moat
species. The exoeptione were lodgepole pine on the
ESSFwkllite and ....tern larch and Douglaa-fir on th.
IDFdk4 lite (fig. 2). Th. poor pin. lurvival is UDWlual.
Moat of the mortality oocurred in the fint yeu after
planting and .... probably due to problema with ltock
quality or handling at the tim. of plantina. Conv.....ly.
low aurvival of Oougl. .rlJ' i8 common in the IDFdk.
.ubzone due to dry conditione and frequent froeta dun",
the gnnring leuon (tJewlOtDe and othen 1990). The survival of "eltem larch alao appeared to be advenely affected by th. climate on th. IDFdk4 lite. How.ver. th.
lurvival of Siberian larch .... JIOOd and comparabl. '"
pine on all aitn.
We ..timatad oeedIing condition in termt ofth, number
of....uinga that have th. potential of becoming crop
traea. Seedlinga with poor vi..,r and any JIUIior damap
........Iiminated. In an lublon.......pt the IDFdk4. th.
~ty of lurviving seedlinga ....... conaidered potential
crop trMa (fig. 3). On th. IDFdk4 .ite Douglu-fir and
...tem larch performed poor!Jr. with only 7 and 10 porcent altha oeedlinp. respectively. upected to become
crop treea. AIao. the performan.. or Siberian larch on this
lite .01 mUJinal with only 43 pemlDt of th. seedlinga
....-d u potential crop trMo.

The 5-year leader growth did not always follow the
same trendl .a total height growth, especially for western
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DISCUSSION
A compariaoo al ....tern and Siberian 1arcl1.ho... that
Siberian larch performance ia IUperior on three aubzonee:
the IDFdlt4. SBSm... and ESSFwkl. A1thoUjlb the total
beicht pvwtIl althe two speci.. on these three sit.. was
equal. the diometer 0( Siberian Iat1:h .... larger. This
I........ diameter _
the ability 0( the tne to withAand mechanical damage &om snow or vegetation preM.
which can be. problem 00 the .....etter situ. In the future.
&"borian Iat1:h ma,. a1.. uaoed ....tern 1arcl1 in h.il!ht
pvwtIl on two ouInona. the IDFdlt4 and the SBSm... if
the leader pvwtIl of Siberian Iat1:b continu.. to uaoed
that 0 ( . . - . . Iarcl1. On the ICH..U aite, ...stern 1arcl1
did abaw beUer total beil!ht IJI'Owth than Siberian 1arcl1.
Rowner. oimiJar I.. der pvwtIl (or both .peci.. in the
tH\h year indicatea that ..oatern 1arcl1 ma,. not ma.inWn
the superior I""'I.h. '!'be poorest performance o( both
Iat1:h opecia .... in the IDFdlt4 sulnooe. a1thoUjlb Sibe""" Iat1:h performed much beUer than the ....tern larch
... the lDFdlt4 ';te. '!'be locatWn ill in a toe slope pooition
IDAkiDI it ouI_1e to froat (Steen and oIhera 1990).
Siberian Iat1:h may eabibit imp .... ed pvwtIl and condition on a ';te with a 1 _ froat huard.
In all ouInona Iodppol. pine performance .....upenor 10 both Iat1:h opeciea. A1tho1aih the total beicht o(
- . . larch .... equal to IndcepoIe pine in the ICH ..U
_
. the pine beicht will nceed tha larch beiaJ>t if the
_ _ pvwtIl rateo continue. Row..,.... compared 10
aIlMr natiqll*iM the Iuch .... po,.;", u .. all if not
_
On the IDrd1t4 aite \lie perf~ o( ....tern
larch ..... DoucI-lir wen oImilar. but neither il ..eeptable In the 10F.one. Doaat-tir 10 ahade tolerant and
... be - ' u I I y rwptMratod under a canopy that pro1«1.0 the
from ,rrriraomental ntrem. .uch al
Foar ~ ill common in a dearcut aituallon
oIhera 1990). Con...-I,., ....tern lard! ill
.....
par(onn ...11 undor an ...,..
-.y that -W halp 10 prole the ~inp rrom frooL
~. - . .
may not be a ,Wt.abIe pedn for

m - .....
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Meidinger, D.; Pojar, J . 1991. Ecosystems o( British
Columbia. Special Report Serieo 6. Briti.h Columbia.
Canada: Mininistry of Foreotry. 330 p.
Morrioon, D. J.; Wallis. G. W.; Weir. L. C. 1988. Control
of Armillaria and PhtWnw root diaeaeee: 20-year results from the Skimiltin stump removal experiment.
Inf. Rep. BC·X·302. Canadian F.... t Service, Pacific
Forest Reeeach Centre.
Newsome, T. A.; Sutherland, D. C.; Vyee, A. 1990. Esteblisbing Douglas-fir plantetioDl in the dry belt o( interior
British Columbia. In: Bawngartner, D. M.; Lotan. J . E.•
edo. Interior Douglas.tir: the .pecieo and ite management; sympooium prnaoedinp; February 27·March 1
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tion and management of lummer froat·prone aitn in
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seedling growth and condition are acceptable on the other
three 8ubzone8. However, we need further monitoring of
seedling perfonnance and tenninal damage before recommendations can be made concerning the use of either species (or regeneration in the Canboo Forest Region_
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On the other three .ublOnee. tho 6-y... IJI'OWth perfor·
mance luanta that larch may be a auitabJe aped" (or
ntpneration. However. both larch apeciet appear luxeptiblo to terminal dam... probabl,. duo to froot. Siberian
lard! oeedIi",. .howed mOOorate to hich froot damage on
tho ESSFwk I and IOFdlt4 aites, and ....tom larch ooed·
linp had moderate to ntremoly hiJh froot dam ... on
all eiteo. A1thouah W. dam.,. had not aoriOl1lly a/l'acted
o..rall oeedI;", performanee on an,y aite oth... than the
IOFdlt4. it may produce .I....r pvwtIl rateo and poor
ooedIi", form in tho futuro .
Both .peel.. oppoar to have potential (or ",tenoion into
the C.riboo Foreot Re,ion . '!'be dato .......t Siberian
lord> 10 ...n .uited to tho milder moiot ocooyotemo. \lie
ICH.. k2 and \lie S85m... It may a1 .. ha.. potential In
the ESSFwkl and tho IOFdlt4. Row.v.... ito performance
in \lie IDFdk4 .... m"";naI , and (urlber trial, may be required to dotarmin. ito ..eeptabllity. Accordini to our r ..
u1to . ..estern larch don not perform well on tho IOFdk4
.ubzono primarily due to hi,h terminal dama",. Early
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..u.tnct-WfIItenl1arch tree impnrftale-Dt ~ ill the ID.... _ _ an _led by the InloDd Empire ,.,..101.......-at ~_ the U.S- IloportmoDt at Alri<Wtwo '0'-'
... _ ' . - . . . Ropm. UId the _
C4Iumhio MiDlotry
a t P _ 11:0 objoctmo ... 10 domop _
that boo bHa MIe<.....,. _
10....-.- .... with im ................. pvwth UId
~.
ptahJo ...... atodap.. _ UId

_ .........uw.. ....

~

- t y. f'Iootnm lInooIl.,. ....tociu. p _ 10 d....

_ _ ..................tIe ...... UId . . . . . _

..... 1Arch

a.. ~tneearcb are~.

WlWe commerciaJ hanut or ....tem IaJd> (J.Grix
0CXJdmtali0 NuU. ) bepD in .... early 1900'. and increued
oubatantially in .... mid-194O'. (Schmidt and othen 1976).
...tens lare.h pDltia reeearch and tree improYement
0GIy ....... in the u.s. I..w.d North ...... in .... mid
1970'. and in Britiah CoIumbi. in 1987. 1'bfte P""",IDI
0 1 . . - .-reb ha.. rocu.ed on deacrib"" th.....
_
atroctun 01 na.ural popul.tioDi (Rehfeld. 1982;
f'm. and Seob 1986); .lucidatinJ nJatioDihipa batw.."
powth and adapt;".. tFaite and anYimnmantal ...dien ..
(RehhJcIt 1982); and ..limatinJ additi.. po.tic ..ri• -.r1ancu and rHponaa to aelection ror tFaite
..latinJ to early powth. componan .. 01 powth. powth
rhythm and diMaaa _ _ (Joyce 19815; Rehf.ldt
1992: Zhaq 1990: Zhaq and II'ina 1993). Re.u1 .. d.rivad
_
thla body 0I.-reb ha". _
uead to delin.. te
_ _ and .... bIUob -.I tranar.r IUid linn; to r.dIrtate _ . _ . I n _ . deNiona; and to
the daftIopment and Lmplementetioo oIb.....tina
plane for .... Lm_ _ nt p.".,..ma (1I'ina and franc
I
• _ _ and Pnooe I
: JtIqUiah 1987)• • hicb b...
..--... ,.~ ODd .N DOW
.
to pn>duce Lmprond
_

ro.pl.n

..

"... papar( I) ou '
-m _ I . netle. and
..... ...--rtY Uri....... oI-'am IaJd> that ....Ito in-_ . -...1 rdI_ Lm"
•• ttracUv.;

(2) id.ntifi.. and d.ocribea the .tructure. goal" end mate,iel of acendee involved in we.tem larch tree improve-men. in .... Inland North•••t and Britiah Columbia;
(3) deocribea the pJ'Otl'ft'l and p.. oen ...arly ...u1 .. from
th... p~; and (") deocribe. onllO"" reaearch and
identifiu are.. where further reaearch i.J needed to enlure the efficient IODl-term delivery of well-adapted, pnetically dive .... and .. n.tically Lmproved oead.

sn.vICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Like all .peci•• or 1aJd>.... torn Iardl ia • very .had.
intolerant pioneer spedea that thrives in open-grown, full
.unJight conditioDi. It d.monatra ... v.ry rapid early
growth and often oUlgrowo i.. aaaoc:iata ror about 90
yean. after .hich i. ia overtopped by mo ... ohade tol.rant,
.Iower P'Owin, sympatric .peciea (Schmidt and othen
1976). On many .ites, srowth rate. of 1 meter per year
are not uneommon and on productive aitea maximum tree
height caJl ea.Uy reach over 65 meten. Weetem larch
baa uceptlcnal1y JIOOd rorm. Tn!ea readily oelf-prune and.
CO~eDtIy. have dear. atniPt bol... Th••peci..' croWD
architec:tun ia cbanc:terized by .1.... tree h.iaht/crown
width ratio• • hich anabl.. individuala to capture high
lovelo or IOlar radi.tion (Gow.r and Richanl. 1990).
Branche. are .hort and small in diameter, and much
or. tree'. pbotoaynthate i. allocated to bol.wood.
Wutern larch i. relatively free or eerioua i.neect pe.ta
and diaeaee. and lince it it only IOme"hat .ueceptible to
root di... _ .uch u Annillar.. (Suth.rland and Hunt
1990). aUYiculturi... are incna.lncly in_ted In plant.inc ....tem Iardl on .i... inl'ected with root ro... It perIn plantetioDi and ....cIUy .... ponde to , tend
ronna
cultural .....tm.n .. auch u pnlCOmm.rciaI thInnIn,
(Seidel 1982) and r.rtUlution (IF1'NC 1988).
Unfortunately, acroe. much or "utem larch'l natural
_
nowar cropa are infrequ.nt and lpor.dic. particularly in ... rly d.1IJMI JDWlIJ .tend. (Ow.n. and Molder
1979; Shoo,..r and Schmidt 1987). Mal. and r.mal. reproductl.. atructure. aN often ~ by .pring Croat,
and denlopinc ...ta an prone 10 m-c pradatlcn (Sheantr
1989). CoDMquentiy. oead yi.lde .,. ty-plcally low. and In
many are.., attempt. to repnerate "Ht.ena lareh natu.-.JJy ha .. been hampered by chronic .hortqe. or high
quality oead (Sbearv and Schmidt 1987). Similarly. the
procuromant 011.... quantitiH high-quality aaad ror
plantinJ baa a1".11 bMD • chaU.n... particularly in

wo"

tFai ....uch .. total tree b.ight and re.iatenco to M.M
needle ce.t, genetic correlatioDl are poeitive and eeem
aim... oerendipitouo-otroD( ..Ieotion for tree beicbt will
reault in greater reaiatance to needle cut. For other traite,
auch aa total tree heitht and duration (number of daya)
of .hoot elongation, genetic eorrelatioll8 are allO poeitive.
CoDMqu.ntly• • troD( ...Iection for tree b.iah. will reault
in an .....nded growing period and concomiten. I..... in
adaptation (Rehf.ldt 1992). In all orth... reported .rudie., genotype: by environment interactions for JI'Owth
lrai.. have been minimal.

northern Idaho (Graham 1986) and the We.t Kootenayl
Sbu llwap regions of Briti8h Columbia.

GENETIC CHARACTERISTICS
The gene poola of foreat tree 8pecie8 are shaped by the
fOrce8 of natural 8election, mutation, migration, and random genetic drift; by factors 8uch 88 life history characteristics, mating systems and interspecific hybridization; and
by human actions such as urban and rural development,
indU8trialactivity, agriculture, timber harveating, and, in
80me inetances, programs of domestication through selective breeding. Given the relatively short time that weatern larch forestll in North America have been exploited.
for timber, the reliance on natural regeneration 88 the
primary mode of regenerating the speciea, and the general
lack of I....-ocal. urban. ruraJ and induotrial development
throughout ita natural range, the contemporary gene pool
of western larch remainelargely intact. Also, ainee introductions of exotic apedes of Larix into the region for timber or horticultura1 use have been minimal, and becauee
there are no aympatric epeciea with which to form hybrids, tru. gene pool remains relatively unadulterated
with genes of exotic or sympatric epedes. CarillOn and
Blak. (1969) and Carl.on and oth ... (1990) bav. recotJnued putative natural hybrid. or weatern larch and aubalpine larch (Lori>: lyal/ji ParI.) in a ,mall number o(local
are88 where the apecies meet. However, becauae the two
llpecies are typically separated elevationally, they are eeldom sympatric and hybrid SW8nne are rare (Amo and
Habeck 1972).
Electrophoretic surveys of isozyme variation in natural
populatione distributed throughout the Inland Empire indicated. that stands of weetem larch were , e nerally less
variable than other western conifers (Fins and Seeb
1986). The proportion or Iotal divenoity (Got) amOD( 19
populations W88 only 9 percent, with the remaining 91
percent of the obeerved genetic variation residing within
population. (tree-to-tree). Obeerved h.tero'YJIOIlty (0. 06)
wa. I... than .xpec:t.ed b.tero'YIlO.ity (0.08). a raoult contrary to experience with most other weatem conifers.
tn common garden studies of natural populations from
the Inland Northwe.t. Rehf.ld. (1982. 1992) d.tected ....
netic difTerencea among populationa for an amy oC
growth and adaptive traita, but theM dift'erenc:el occu.rred
aCI"088 relatively flat geographic and elevational clinea.
Abundant genetic variation haa been detected within
population. for growth and adaptiva tr,i" (Rehf.ldt
1992) and ror r..... and predetermined compon.nta or
growth (Joyce 1986; Zhang 1990; Zh.n, and Fin. 1993).
Quantitative genetic .tudies in we.tern larch have
ehown abundant additive genetic variance for growth
trai.. and di...... re.i.tenco (FIno .nd Ru.t 1989; Rehf.ldt
1992). TheM re.ulta: are enoouratin. and IUWlt that
for mo.t commercially important traita larae pine are
_ibla throu,h ... Iectiv. breedinc •• v.n .ith rel.tively
modest .Iaction intensitiel. However, .tron, .. netic
corNlation.lin.k th.oe .rai.. (Rehf.ldt 1992). For 10m•

WOOD CHARACTERISTICS
W..tem Iardl wood i••traiaht-grained. dunble. moderately ...iatent to decay. and ba. high relative d.n.ity and
moduluo of .laaticity (Mullina and McKnigh' 1981). 1'bfte
tharac:teriotico make ...tem Iardl a pret"erftd Itructural
product in the Dougl..-IIrII.rcll.peci.. group. Value• Jded w....m Iardl pn>ducte .uch .. glue-laminated
beama allO command premium prices. Unfortunately,
...•• tem Iardl wood i. difficult to dry and ia .u.... ptibl.
to greater Ihrinkage than moR other IOftwoodl. However, theee probleDl8 can be eaaily overcome throuah continuoUlloaa-term uperience and trainina oC proce ..i.na
.taII'(Kinahom. thla publication ).
Jona and Sen (1992) ••tabll,bed beoelin. valu•• ror
wood relativ. denaity from old-growth fore ... in Britlah
Columbia. and preoented pith-to-bark proru .. orave ....
riDg d.n.ity .. d.termined by x-ray d.noitom.try for
wood. from eecond-f1"Owth Corelta. Their re.ulta demon,trated that w••tem larch had higb relative d.n.ity (.45)
as old-growth, had no elevated relative den.ity near the
pith. and had approximately a 15-year period orjuvenila
wood production. after which mature wood wa. pn>du- '
at a conotent relativ. d.noity that approached the valu.
or old-growth wood (6,. 1). Th.... re.u1 ... ug.... that unlik. moat oth.r w•• tem corur.n (KeU_ 1982). MCOndIf'Owth or managed we.tern larch foresta will produce a
relativ.ly higb proportion or mature wood with relative
d.naity 1•••1••imilar to old-growth rore.... Th... wood
characteriatic. will become increuingIy important u in~
dUltrial ueen move away from old-growth foreate a ••
aource or r.w m.terial and towarde I8<:Ond-growth and.
u1tim.tely. to m..,.,ad ro ...te • • b.n I., .izo will be redu-'. tho proportion o(juvenU. wood will be increuad
and cbODllt" to Lmportant .ood tharac:terietico aN expected (Jo... and Sen 1992).
Collectiv.ly. th ..... "vical ... noUc. and wood characteriaUce luaeat that weatem larch ill a hich value lpede.
that i. ideal for hiah-yield, intensive manapment on a
relativ.1y .hort-rotation be ••. It I... n.tically div....
and will re.pond to Hlect.ive breedm,. Economic analy.ia
ha. indicated that inveltment in we.tern l.rch tree lmprovem.nt can be profitebl. providing oead production
from oead orch.rde i. kopt hich and plan,"" p~
.re I.....nou,b to u .. all or the oead (Fin. and Moore

1984).

or
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Relative density at BH
tree improvement council8 comprised of provincial , fedMATURE

0.60

Ri"Il Density Trends

Research Snapshot
(Old-an>wth)

(Second Growth)

0.55

ODDual plaDting demand . which by year 2000 will be approzimately niDe mUlioo oeedIinp (table 1). fiIIure. 2
and 3 outliDe Ibe current we.tem larch breeding otrategie. for Ibe Northern R.giOD and Ibe BC MInioIry o(
Fore.te, relpectively. Since the Northern Region is a key
member of the we.tern larch working group of the IETIC,

eral, industrial, and university cooperators. The administration center (or the Be western larch program ie the
Kalamalka Forestry Centre, Vernon , Be.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND
STRATEGIES
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zonee (fip . .. aDd 5), and the Northern Region', initiative
to employ rooted cutting performance testa of individuals
selected in early selection teate.

quality, while maintaining acceptable level. of adaptation
and genetic diversity. Similarly, all three.hare common
breeding suategies and program component.e: recurrent
selection (or general combining ability for traits related to
tree aize and quality; wind-pollinated genetic testing in

BREEDING ZONE DELINEATION

cient quantities of seed to meet the apecies' projected

Fd

: Jozso .-.I Son

T.b1o 1-Projoctod year 2000 annual seod1ing requiremon1s (minions of ooodllngo) In IIlllniand
Northwest and British Cdumbia by species.

Sp!clotl
L~.p;ne

ID MoaIaDa. Idaho. and Britiob Columbia. tbne .,..,.
cleo ant pnMlItll' onpc-ed In operational w..tern larch
_
Im _ _ _ t: the Inland Empire TrM Improvement
~ratl...

UETlC): the United Stateo Department o(

.-....wtun. ,"""' Sorrice. Nonhern lleiloo; and the
Britlab Columbia M"uriaUy of '0,"""
Mombont of the IDland Emp(r9 T.w Impro..mont Cooponolmo _
1aodboI '
Ibtouihout \be InIend North·
watem UnIted Stetee and Soutbtutern Britl.h ColumN and md-ado fonoI ~ ute and rodonl apncleo.
IrilMII CDWICiIAt, and uninnitlee. Tho pneral objectl... o(
\be COO\MIrotPo 10 10 ncha
Il1formatlon. Ida.. oDd ocl·
. _ date Mon apeciIiuIJl' \be IET1C w.. aatebliahod
10 ~
.....,...I aod and Iroaa for 11M 111 nforoat.a_
OIl
of ite cooparolon and 10 daY9lop and
~ methode and prncaduraa for
~ . p...-i foroat ttMo. aod. and

producu.. ...

othar plant Ill&terioII The odmimatrotioa cooter for the IET1C 10 \be
of'......,. W'IIdIifa and Ra
so.-. Untftrtyofldaho
The tJS1)A r..- 80_. Nonhem ~ 10 a momber ~ of the r:&TlC; ............ it mairIteil1a a aeparate

zone delineation. The Northern Region hal delineated
two relatively la,.. b~g ZODe. (MoDtana and Idaho)
and rec:ognized a tranaition zone where the northern Idaho
and MODtana ZODe. meet (fig. 4). Seed produced from
eilber Ibe Idaho or Montana aoed orcherdo will be uoed
in thi. tranaition zone . To account for genetic differencee
allOciated with elevation, the Northern Region further
lubdivided ita breeding zonel into two diacrete elevationsl
unite. Alternatively. Ibe IETIC delineated (our omoller
breeding ZODe. wilb lOme elevatiooal divioioDO (fig. 5) and.
reliel on seed tranlfer guidelines to acljult for genetic differences associated with elevation. The diaparity between
Ibe IETIC and Northern Resion'. breeding zooe.I.,..ly
reflects the different target land bale for management.
The BC Mini.1ry of 'oroote delineated two brMdi...
zone. (Eut KooteDay and Welt KootenaylSbuowap Adamo)
primarily OD the bol'" o( their bioseocJimatic lyotem o(
ecological c1a•• ificatioD (Meidinger and l'<Uar (edilon )
1991 ). and on admini.trative unite (5p . 4 and 5). Since
the ecological amplitude of land. targeted (or planting

variouI combinations of long-term, ahort-term, and clonal
teotlng 00 higb-quaJity oit..; and lOil·based and potted·
indoor seed orchard • .
The current goal oftheee program. i. to produce suffi-

Spruce

AGENCIES ENGAGED IN WESTERN
LARCH TREE IMPROVEMENT

Bolb Ibe IETIC and Ibe Northern RegiOD'O b~g
zoo.. (lip. 4 and 5) we.. delll1, ated accordina 10 Rehfeldt'l
(1982) ~mmendatioDo (or ...d tnnofer and b~g

Lw
Average density

pn>IIIes

_
Cy • ~. clIII_; Lw. _Ion:h: Fd • 00ug100-fI<. (_
1Mr2: t1guro . - wit! potmiIIicn 0/ _
au1ho<).

While the etated objectives of all three programa vary
IOmewhat, the general objectives are consistent acro••
progra.ma; that ill, to develop seed that hal been aelectively
bred to produce trees with improved volume growth and

Hw

doNftyfor 8r11IIh CclJrnbI• .".....!rom ~ for·
ring _
doNfty 01 br_l height .. _ _
.., ..""-.tor.,,..... tom ~ for_ Spodoo.ymboIo ora .. lei_ : CW. _
- . 51. _ _ ; P1.1odgopoIe pine: Hw. _om hom-

-..-.1

their breeding plane are very similar. The m~or difference. between the two breedina plana relate to breeding

w_rn larch p"'tIJ'&ID w"- ...... 10 10 produce _aIiCaIIY
Impn>Y9d _d (or plantinr OD federal lando wilhll1 Ibe
Inland NortbwHt. AD of Ibe Northern IIeiIOD'. tIM 1m.
provemeDt actIvitiH are coordinated tbrouab the weatorn
larch WDrkini ....up 0(1b. IET1C and. wbeDever poaaible.
P.......... aetlvitle. are performed cooperatively. Th. ad·

miniatratioD center (or the Northern Relion', Pf'OII'aDl iI
located In Miooouio. MT .
Th. Britiob Columbia MIni.t>y o( 'o",aro wHtern larch
_
ImprovomoDt p.....am te.rpte low 10 mid a1evotiOD
. . . tem larch lite. OD crown "Dda odminl.tered by lb.
MiDi.t>y o( 'on.te. Giv'D lb. Dltural diotributiOD of
woatom larch 111 Britl.b Columbia. tbIo eDcompa_ Ibo
o_rn uteDt o(lbo Kamloopa 'oroot R.IiOD and much
o(the 1'1'01... FO""t R.lion. R...arch Branch ODd SUviculture Bnoch .ban nopoD.ibWty (or variou. alpocto
of the p"'tIJ'&ID. R.ooarch Branch '" ro.pontlblo (or the
da.. lopmoDt ofbnodintr plano. oll ..... tic teotlnf and
bnodll1, octIvilio•• ,upportlvo noworiDI pbyaiolotlY . .
ooercb. and \be ootebliohmoDt and malDtananC8 0( .....
at<hJvo. of oll 001_ moterlal • . Silv!culture Branch '"
noponoiblo (or the ootebliohmont and _ O D t of all
0Md orchardo. and 0Md _etlon. Ito..... and doploy.
meDt. Botb bnnch.. cooperate 111 pareDt tn!o ooIoctioD
oetlvitl... Procrom oetlvitle. (or oll tIM Improvoment
P......mo In Britloh CollllDbla ant coordinated tbrouab

Interior Douglas-ftr
Western larch
Western white pine

Ponderooa p;no

~nl.nd

C:(~~lo

2.05
3.114
9.13
6.75
4.2G
5.65

81 .93
65. 18
8.25
1.71
0.27
0.03

mplr.

--
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PROGRESS TO DATE
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,

Parent Tree Selection
In the IETlC and Northern Recion Prop1UDll. parent
troeo for the lint Jlell'!ration or b~ we....Jec:ted in

. -----In
'.'· ----:.::~j -

--

,,# ______ •

-- ,

notural otando that opanned the _ _ phic cIiotribution
and ecolosica1 amplitude for which inteneive man.agement
of wMtern larch . . . anticipated. In Montana, 10 phenotypicaJJy ouperi.. parento per IIand .......Iec:ted from
the upper fifty percent of the boot phenotypeo. In Idaho!
Wuhiniton. between three to five troeo were ..Jec:ted per
otand. Sullicient wind-pollinoted teed .... coUec:ted for
..,netic teotinc from approximately 75 peroont or the 1M!lec:ted troeo. In this phue of oeIection ...ood quality characteri.ltica were liyen minimal conaideration. Parent tree
oeIectinn in theM Prop1UDll culminated in th••arIy 1980's
with the oeIection or 1.730 parent treeo.
In Brilhh Columbia, parent tree ..Iection ia oncoina·
The taJpt number or treeo for oelection ia 550 (Eut
Kootenay 1ODO-25O troeo; Wst KDotenaylShUl..ap Adama
zone-300 treeo). The ..Iection otrategy ia hued on five
phenntypicaUy ouperior treeo per 1Iand. the coUection of
wind-pollinated teed for Jlell'!tic teotinc. and the coUection
of scion ..ood for the eotab)iahment of fint.-seneration teed
orcharda and ..,ne archivea . Two ..ood core oampl .. are
coUec:ted &om each ..Iec:ted tree for wood relative d.noity
d.termination by Forintek Canada (GonzaJ•• 1992). To
date, 383 parent tree. have been ..Iec:ted and pro_ated

I
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'. _-,------

FigIn
Fcno1_,
......,
Region.
ond _ 4-USOA
CcIumIlia
For. . _
_
Ion:h

tor-.g_. l D n o _ i o _ _:
M.MonIano: I. _ T . T . . -; EK.EaiiI
K~ wtIISA. W. . ~1SIww;op

-..s.

. . . relatiYely narrow and becaUM of western l.arcb',
t.r...d adaptlobility (Rehf.ldt 1982, 1992). ..ea1ern Jarch
breediDa ...... in Britlib Columbia ...... not lubdinded
into elnational unito. Deopite the dilf• ..."t metbod \lied
(or delineation, b~ zone. in Brilhh Columbia are
pnera1Iy _ n t with tbooe delineated by the IETlC
and Northern Rqion in terma or
oped.. compooition.
and enYiroomental _ditioruo.

.iu.
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FIgu.. 5-1n1and Empire Traa Improv_
Cooperative (IETIC) and British CoIuorCla MinisI<y of Forests weotemlon:h breeding z..-.
F_ cirdes indicate tho location of IETIC ~
tarm genetic tests. Zone kMntification i:s .. foI._ : eM • Central Montana: WM • westom
Montana: 51 • Sou1h Idaho; HI. Nor1h Idaho;
EK • East KooI8nay: WKJSA •
Kootenayl
Shuswap Mama.

west

Genetic Testing
The cooperative IETICINorthem Region ..,netic testing
program combines long·term, sbort-term, and clow teI~
ing. The gosh of the long-term wind-poUinated testo are
to evaluate family growth performance and adaptedn...
aero.s sites within breeding zones, and to provide mate·
rial for cooperaton' seed orchards. Two eeriet of long·
term testo (Montana and IdaholWaabington) w.re planted
in 1981 and 1983, respectively. Although formal breeding
unita had not been delineated at the time of planting, the
Montana series was subdivided into three telling zonee:
central Montana, western Montana low elevation, and
western Montana high elevation. Thia series conaiJted
of 10 test lites (fig. 5) with approximately 450 families included in each test. Genetic entriel for each teet conlieted
of all ramiliee within the zone <table 2), plul a common aet
of 100 families from all zones that were planted on all ten
eitea. Theae common femilie. lerve a. standards againlt
which to measure relative performance in all of the testa.
Th. field _
were establiahed in a randomized compl.te·
block d.sign with five replicate bloc,," of eight zeedIi_
per family per block planted at 1.8 I 1.8 m spacing in non·
contiguous plota.
Similarly. the IdaholWashington series wu subdivided
into northern and lOuthern zone. along latitude 48 d~
gree.. However I in order to reduce the coet of testing and
to account for the lack of sufficiently large. uniform sitea
available for tening, only three field testa were uted for
..eli zone (fig. 5). Between 170 to 220 famili.s from
within the zone were included on each site and no com·
mon families were planted acrosa zonel. This series waB
eatabUshed in a randomized compJete·block design with
three replicate blocks of nine oeedli_ per family per block
planted at 2.112.1 m spacing in non~ntiguoul plota. In
total, the IETICINorthem Region long-term field telt p....
gram includes 1,223 wind.pollinated families.

In 1986 and 1988. the Northern Recion stabliahed
.arly oelection teIto for the IETlC Idaho NOI'th and South
b~ unita (Iii. 5) and the Northern RetPoc'. Idaho
and Montana breedinc unito (Iii. 4), reopectiveJy. The objecti_ 01 tbeae teats ...... to provide data on early ....,.nh
performance and adaptedneoa or the wind-pollinoted famiIiea and to provide material for cooperatori' teed orcharda
.arIy oeJection teIto ..... eatobliahed on hiIbly
uniform . ...U p ...pared teat .ites that. ..ere irripted ~d
kept free of competina VOI"tItion. A totaJ of 1.060 ~d
pollinoted famili ........ included in the early oeI_n
teating pnJtl"lD'. Th. """"rimental deaien for theM teIto
conaisted of three randomized complete-blocks of 24 teedIinp per family per block planted at 111m .pacing in
3 I 8 tree rectangular ploto. Bueline oeecIling height
meuurementa were recorded after one If'OWinI' eeuon,
and .hoot ....,.nh and totaJ tree height meaaurementa
...... recorded during the fourth If'OWinI' oeaaon. The beat
inc!induaJo within the beat familiea ..... oeIec:ted on the
huia of rate of....,.nh and incidence of M.ria needle cut
for inclusion in advanced ..,neration b~ orcharda
and productioo teed orcharda.
In ord.r to evaluate the long-term ....,.nh perfo......-.
reaponte to damqina ....oto. and adaptaclneaa or forward
selectiono from th... early selection teIto. the Northern
Region adopted a clonal teotinc pnJtl"lD' ..""",by oelec:ted
treeo ...... cloned by rooting cuttinp. and oteckIinp ......
outplanted in long-term field teIto. Cion.. of the material
included in th... long-term teIto ...... held .. the breeding population, and 1Ul»eta or thia collection were in·
eluded in teed orcharda.
Th. Brilhh Columbia wind-pollinoted ..,n.tic teotinc
pnJtl"lD' hep.n in 1991 with th. planting of 140 Eut
Kootenay famili ... 31 Welt KootenaylShUl".p AdamI
famili ••• and 5 local operatio:w check oeedIOtI on four
high-quality sites in the Eaat Kootenay b~ zone.
A1ao, in ord.r to evaluate the long-term efl"ecto of ostensive seed d.i.aplacement in weatern larch, wedli.ngs from
31 wiJd,"tand teed 1OUr<e coUectiono from northern and
aouth.rn Idaho ...... planted on aU four lites. Theae fieldteotl w.... eatabliabed in • randomized compl.te-block desien with ten blocka per .ite. E2:perimental unita conoiated
of four·tree row plota planted at 2 12m lpaclna. The aec·
ond aeriel of genetic teata. which conalatE of 192 Weat
KootenaylShuawap Adams familiel. 24 Em Kootenay
families and &eVen local operational controll, were planted
00 five We.t KootenaylShuawap Adams aite. in spring
1993.

n,.;..

Genetic Test Resulu
Analyoeo of7-you height data from the IETlClNorthern
Region long·term genetic testo indicated that stand efTecto
were st.aUltically lignificant only in the western Montana
zonel, and family effecta were significant in alllonea
(table 2). Stand I .ite interactiono ..ere significant in
western Mootana hiah, and northern Idaho low and mid
lOnes; family. site interactiofW were DODlignificant aCl"Ol8
all zones. In the weltern Montana l ones, stand beichta
were
itively correlated with latitude, and negatively
correlated with . I.vation (Fino and Ru st 1989).
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A _ family and indi-rid1W beri1abilitiee ..ned con·
oidenbq _ _ • but ...... hicbeot in the ....tern
MOIItana·1ow ....,. (table 3). A _ family and indi·
-rid\W beri1abilitiee ,,, aD _ _ ...... .515 and .18. reopec.
tmIy. Eotimateo ol aeaetic pin Crom oeod 0I"Charda hued
oa perenUl broedini n1_ (or 7-yur beicht and 10 percent oelection intenoity ouaeoted that the Ia,...t pine
(35 percent) would a«rUe in the ..eoteru Montana 10..
IDIMI and the IIDa1IeA pine (11 percent) wouJd ocaue in
the North Idaho low ..,... (table 3). Tbeee _ t e o o(
pin in early II"O'flb an! ......rally conUtmt with other
publiobed _ t e o of pneIic pin for _ r n Ian:h
CRehfeldt 1992) and an! "'Y e~. They IUjgIe8t
that hich ecooomic returna can be made in ..ooten> Ian:h
throuch oelecti"" and breed.iDa.
While ~ ..timeteo of...,..uc pin an! imp.-ioe.
enthuoiur~ obouId be tempend - ' > a t .. -m. baa
obown that pneIic pine in early beicbt II"O'flb o l _
en> Ian:h accrue thmuch amaJI increaoeo in nte o( II"O'flb
and relati1rely larp increaoeo in leDjItb o( the
_
CRehl'eIcIt 1992). ~tly.ltrolllloelection
for early beicht aoer juot a (ew ...nerationa could inad·
_ t l y clqenerate traita ~ to adapteclnMo and
jeopanIiu aenetic pine in future .........tioaa. '!'bere(ore.
it iI: iDcumbent upon western lan:h breeden to continue
~ relatioaahipa AmOIlII traita in breed.iDa and oeod
pmduction popuJatioaa; to monitor the eft'ecta of oeIection
on pneticalJy linked traita from ........tioa·to-pnention;
and. if neceaaary. to develop or reftDe ae1ectioa metbocIa
that minimize the adftne eft'ecta of ItroIlIJ ae1ectioa (or
early II"O'flb 011 _
related to adaptedneoa.
Alao. in theM data. the relatioe contributiona of predetennined .boot II"O'flb and f'ree..,....th to _tic vari·
ances and the rankiJqr of perenta an! unimo..... Aa tnta
mature and the relatioe contribution ol Cree-pvwth dimin·
iabea. cbanpa in aeaetic variancea. abooe _
normally
-.ted with acaJo. couJd OCXUJ' and nnIt cbanpa _ _
(amilieo micht be apocted (Joyce 1986; ZIw>f 1990).
Therefore, it ia important that theM ...oetic teata be meaured over time in order to <8tabliab tempon! Mtimat..
ol aeaetic variancea and pin. and to a<\juat the perenUl
compooition ol broedini and production popuIatio....

a..dIntI-

WMI.."MonIanaIow
W...." MonIaNI high

-..,

F,.,.,
F,.,.,

om

(aIond)

StInd ....

(aIond) I

...

0.00
0.12
0.19
50
II

l.a
32

"""

0.00
0.00
0.01
1.00
1116

....

19
34
34
37
27
31
28

-

.17
.19
.20
27
.09

46
15

gain
II

19
19
22
15
18
20
35
18

...netically improved western larch -.I. Since natural
atanda o( ..ooten> Ian:h typically Oo..er aporadically. frequently 1_ emel'8ini conoleta to .pring froota. and bave
very I... oeod yielda. uiotin(/ fintopbaoe -.I orcbarde
are located either on .ita that are conducive to flowering
and are relatively free o( .pring 'rooto. or in .,...nbouoee.
Vari.... membera ofthelETlC _ r n larch w.. king
IJ'OUP. inciudilljJ the Northe", Rqion. are in the p _
o( developiDs oeod on:harda. Champion TimberilUlda baa
<8tabliabed pft.ecI aoil·hued oeod on:harda at PIaina. MT.
(or three broedini ZOD<8: weoteru Montana hich. wootern
Montana I.... and centnJ Montana; the Montana Depart.
ment of State Landa baa ..tabliahed a grafted potted·
indoor oeod orchard at Miaaoul.. MT; Potlatch c"rpora·
tion baa ..tabliahed a oman grafted orchard at Cherry
Lauea. !D. (or their northen> Idaho land.; and the North·
en> Repm baa <8tabliabed pft.ecI ..i1-hued oeod on:harda
for their Idaho and Montana: hich <lid I... breed.iDa ZO_
at _ imProYoment cente.. in Sandpoint. !D. and Big
Fork, MT. reopectively.
Each ol the Northern Rqion -.I on:harda containa
..-Ita of ae1ected treeo f'n>m the top 50 famili.. f'n>m the
reopective breed.iDa ZODO. Espected pmduction date f'n>m
theM on:harda ia about yur 2000. The Northern RetPon
baa a1ao <8tab1iahed potted·indoor -.I on:harda (or their
Idaho I... and hich. and Montana low breed.iDa zonea at
Coeur d·Alene.!D. Tbeee on:harda each contain ..-Ita o(
two ae1ected individua1a from the top 54 (amiliea from early
aelection tnta. Espected pmduction date f'n>m th... or·
cbarda ia 1996.

..-.-

WiiiIiii IIiIiiiiiii
0.00
0.00
0.58
0.47

gain (em)

.60
.60
.32
.48
.53
.67
.73
.58

.11

CenInI MonIaNI

For DOW and quite likely (or the (o_ble future. oeod
orcbarda will _tute the primary oy8tem (or pmduciDi

Low

_ _.

~

.50

21
24
.18

Sout1Idaho low
Sout1Idaho mid
Sout1Idaho high

Seed Orchards

Criii

-!!I

Ind_ F_IJ

NorIh Idaho low
NorIh Idaho mid
NorIh Idaho high

..-me

_01_ -",-

z,,",,~andlamiy

aatimatad ganatIc gain (an) and _
gain from Ion
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in 7-'(081 hoighIfrom_em
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....

Low

....

0.29
0.00
0.00
0.89
54
18

0.15
0.00
0.01
0.116
87
29

IIOUIIWii IdIIiO

Low
0.71
0.05
0.71
0.19
21
7

O•.a

Iiiii1I*ii IdOhO

"""

0.32
75

0.07
0.01
0.38
0.83
75

25

25

0.00

O•.a

"""

0.39
0.00
0.83
0.84
46
15

In Britilb Columbia. two soil-baaed. fint-seneration
seed orchards were eltabliebed at Vernon in .pring. 1990
by field·gnlRiDs ocion.,ood collected f'n>m wiJd·atand par.
ent tre... The Eaot Kootenay orchard containa 176 clo_.
and the Weat KootenaylSbuawap Adame orchard containJ
147 clonea. Both orcharda were eltabliahed in • completely randomized deoigD with between 10 and 20 rameta
per clone planted at 2.5 x 5 m .pocing. The anticipated
date o( -.I pmduction ia about year 1997. Aa ...netic
teota matun.. both orcbarda will be rogued to improve
their genetic quality. By 1993. virtually aD o(the clonea
contained in these lint-generation orcha.rdl were included in wind· pollinated genetic teota. Sepante breecl·
ing orchardolgene archive. have al .. been eatabliahedat
Vernon.

CONCLUSIONS
Aa with aD IODi·term (o...try rMearch in_nta.
theM _n> Ian:h _ imp......... nt P......... are wI>ject to periodic technical re-riew by _Ia o( invited out.ide experta. In 1992. the lETIClUSDA Fore8t Service.
Northern Rqion .ubjected aD of their _ improvement
programo to technica1 review. and are preoently in the
proce.. of iocorporatinc' recGlIlIMDciationa into advanced
...nention breed.iDa plana.
in 1988. aD o(the
tree improvement P......... in Britiah Columbia were
technicaDy reviewecI. and _ I recommendatio... were
in<orporated into breedingf-.l orchard plana.
In the interim • ....tern larch oeod on:harda f'n>m the
6nt.pneration ol breed.iDa are betIinnini to pmduce aeed
(or plantilljJ. Aa poetic leota matun and inferior cion..
Ole removed f'n>m theM orcbarda. the poetic quality o(
oeeda pmdw:ed in the 0I"Charda will m.:z- aui>otantiaDy.
By yur 2000. virtually aD o(the -.I uaecI (or plantilljJ
weatern larch in the In1and North.,e.t and Britiah
Columbia ia apocted to be derived f'n>m -.I on:harda.
Indeed. the future loolu ·solden" (or weoteru Ian:h.

Like_.

ONGOING AND FUTURE RESEARCH
ACTIVlTIES
In order to eD.lUl'e the efficient IODl-term delivery of well
adapted. genetically improved and ...netically clive...
oeecI (or planting••upportive reaearch ia critical to th...
program.s. Since seed procurement ADd reproductive
physiology are ~or are.. of concern (or western larch
tree breedero. oeecI orchard mllDlli"re. and .i1vicu1turiota.
eeveral western larcb flowering reaearcb projecta are
preoently underway. Th ... projecta. which are deoc:ribecl
in detail in Webber and Roo (thia prooeedinp). aim at
the (ollowing: (1) improving Oower pmduction in -.I or·
charda and natural.tande throuah various combinatione
o( GA417 application. heat treatment IUId ginI1ing; (2) im·
proving pollen collection and lltorage techniques; (3) defining optimal timing of pollen application for controlled
breeding and . upplemenUl mau pollination; and (4) "".
ploring the utility and efficiencies of potted-indoor westen> larch oeedib"",diIljJ orchard•.
Additional ongoing western larch reeearch that ia supported either directly or through in·kind contributioDl in·
clude a cooperative USDA Fore.t ServicelBC. Miniatry
of Forests range-wide provenance teat, which coneiata of
sbort-term and long-term testing of 128 provenances that
aample the natural range of western larch; weetem larch
aomatif embryogenesis and other methoda of vegetative
propagation; a comparison of cone production in grafta,
mated cuttinga and -dlinso; and e~rimenta that .,..
plore the genetic relatioDlhipo between growth and phyai·
ological traits such u water-uee efficiency u meuured by
• table carbon iootope diocrimination.
Critical issues that are important to the advancement
o( the .. programo and bave been targeted (or future reo
aearch include: (1) oeecI orchard tachnolotlY and management. (2) .·age correlatioDl for .. Iected traita. (3) rela·
tiombipe between performance in long-term field telta
and e..ly .. Iection trial •• (4) the effecta o( inbreed.iDa on
.. Iect and non·.. lect traita. (5) interepecilic hybridization.
(6) rea1iud gain e.timete. f'n>m area'hued yield plantinga.
and (7) integrating the pmducta ofbiotecJmolotlY reaearch.
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Closing Address:
Ecology, Environmentalism and Green
Religion-Challenges and Opportunities
and the Management of Larch Forests
J. P. (Hamish) Kimmins
Fore.try around the world ia Cacing unprecedented challenges. A public that was previouoly too uninformed, too
preoccupied with providing the balie neceuitiee (or life, or
simply too disinterested in environmental iuuee, hu been
awakened to the threats to the world environment in gen.
eral, and to Coreato in particular. In many caaea, tho
arouoed public ia challencini the way Coreolo bave boon,
and are beiDa, managed, and in 80me cueo miamanaged.
In (oreatry, bUline.. can definitely WlSi continue -..
usual,-

BLANK PAGE

If this -environme ntal revolution- had not oc:cuned,
there i.little question that much althe world', tropical
Coreot would eventually have boon loot due to land uoe
change. or desraded by nODBuotainable barveotina methods, and that large are .. oCtemperate and northomlhiah
elevation (oreat would ha ve been l ubject to continued harvesting at rate. and by methode that lOme people believe
to be Donluatainable. Without u. .. ~t decade of concern
about how Coreato are managed, it .. probable that much oC
the world', foreet area would have been managed mainly
to achieve timber production objective., to the detriment
of lOme of the other values of the foreet.
Ooe con.eequence of the -environmental movement" of
the 1980'. and early 1990'. baa been a reuamination oC
how we manage (oreate and al the value. for which they
are managed. There is no doubt that thiIJ reuamination
will re.u1t in many improvement. in fo reat management
and fore.t conservation.
However, there are continuing threat. to the world',
foresta. The combined preaaure. o( popula tion powtb
and poverty will .... ult in a continuina 1001 oC the Corat
re80un::e in many countries, and continuinc inadequate
levele of management, etpecially in the tropical third
world. tn addition, well-intended efTorts to conaerve foreste may (ail, or even be counterproductive, if they are not
adequately baaed in the oclenco offoroot ocolotlY and if
they do not r'IICOtJIli%e eziatina lOCial and economic rulitia.
Credit Cor the recent change in public attitude. toward
the world', (oreata llellargely with the environmental
movement. AJthoua:h many (oreaten have upreaaed concem about the "'.y in which foreata have been ba.rve.ted
and managed, their m....'" went largely unheard by
aovemmenta and foreet companie,. Few ecienU.ta and
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'0....' Ec:oIot7.,

academia participated in theM iMuH; mo.t were too preoccupied with reductioniat .....arcb and the demando oC
their caraon that they do narrowly Cocuoed oclODCe; many
wore not intereoted in dealin, with 'raal world" problema.
It w.. rant for .-archon to become involved in the brood
1OCial, environmental, and 1"MOun::e iuuee that beeet 1Ociety, and thooo who did were freque ntly ijpIored by the Cor0It indUBtry and IIQVOrnment CO""try _00... It baa
boon • relati...ly .malI group ot dedicated environmentaliaIo, working largely throUlh the media, who bave
wroUlht the change in public .w......... oC environmental
iaou .. that othen Cailed to do. Society ow.. them a debt
oC ....titude.
However, lOCiety will thank them leu if the public
conociouan__ raiaina'tqo (the "political· pbaao of conoorv.tion) in which they bave boon 80 euc:ceNful ia not Collowed by the development and implementation oCpolio .. ,
re,uJatioDl, and reeoun::e man.aaement atrate,ie. that are
suc:ce..ful in eolviDc environmental problem. and awav·
inc both luatainable reeoun:ea and a . uatainable environment (the -unplementation- pb.ue of COIIIMIrvation).
If the environmental move me nt is only a ble to pa.rticipate in the political pbaao oCco_rvation, they will bave
played a nece......, but not a ,uflicient role in the overall
coD.lJ8rvation proce... UnIe.. environmentaliata are able
to make tho tranoition, when the limo ia .ppropriate, from
the .lraleJi.. that .... noceoaary Cor the political pbaao
to the .Ira\eiioB that are effective in the implementation
pbue o( coneervation. the environmental movement will
be much Ie...ucceufW in achieving ita overall IODl'-term
objective. than it h .. boon with ilo .bol'Herm objective• .
One o(the threat. to the .uc:ceu ohhe environmental
movement La the C'UJ'T'Ut con&aion between the roln o(
ecolotlY, environmental belieCl)'1Iema (·.... n reliljion"),
and wbat I interpret to be environmentaliam: an activity
that h.... ilo objective aUBtainina both the multiple value. of the environment and the ,upply o( reaoUI"'CU (or
people from tha environment. My objective in thia paper
it to review the contribution. that ecoiOlY. environmentaliam, and .... n rolilion malte to colllerY.tion and IUltainable (orelt manapment. and to lu.gelt that Invironmental.iJ:m. rather than ecolOlY or rreen reUaion, providea the
paradipl Cor .u.tain.billty.
The challellll" to Coro.lon today ia to find methodo oC
man.1inI Co....10 that wilI.chieve both the ooclaI and Invironmental pl. ofeociety, and .... con.iltent with t.be
ocolotlY of the .pod.. in the Corut. They muol al80 learn
to communicate the ecientific and eocial baia (or their
choice oC .uotainable .ywloma oC man_manl to the

coaeomed public. The opportuniti.. pooed to forelten
by the prettellt level of environmental concern i, to U8e
thiI public pl"tAUJ"e to puauade both governmenta and
fwett campania to adopt foreat policies, reruJation. and
pnctic:a that are CODlIilw.t with good m...ro.hip of the
fornt and which constitute IUstainable m.anagement (or
multiple ..JUt..

ECOLOGY
EcoIoc:J ia alCie.nce.

It provide. DO vaJuejudamente,
thouab the undenotaDding of ecooy0tem8 that eeology can
prcmde may be • portial basil for them. Phruea ouch ..
'ec:oI.,.;caIJy aound' f.....t barveating or 'ecologically de1tnx.tiTe- forest management have DO lcientific buia and
DO information content outlide of the context of lOciety'a
preoailiDa n1ue jud8ment oyatem. Such tennl imply that
the _
tiL eeolOllY can telJ ua that ODe perticular condi·
tioD ole putXul&r ec:cayatem iI beat: that it iI better than
aD other poaaibIe conditiooa which that eeooyotem milht
beiD.
Implicit ill ouch otatemeoto iI the idea that eeology. like
F.ther CbriItmu, lmowa which foreat m.anagemeot baa
been good and which bas been bad. Howe.... eeology can·
_ telJ you if. cieanut iI better or ..."... than • obelter......t. if. _
" ' - ia better or " - than an old powt.b
aund. or wbetbe.r low lpeciea divenity i.I better or wone
than hiP opocieo diversity. TheM queotiooa can ooly be
_
in the _tat of foreat manqemeot objecti.eo
or IOCieC:y'I p,....ailina preferencea and value 1)'Wtem.I.
0Dce u.... prefereneeo and n1_ have been .otabti.bed
and ocned upon. ocoiotr:Y can belp ill the evaluation of
whether the _ n t ec:cayatem condition oetiolieolOciety'1
_ t a l and reaourao objectiveo. wbether the ef·
r.cta o l _ t GO the form and functioniD, of ecoI)"Itemo ia co_ot with the dedarod preferenceo and
n1ue oyotema. and . if not. bow _,.ment milht be
allenId to oatier,. them.
But it ia ~. not the ocience of eeology. thot ..tal>liobeo the otaodarda. Ecoloc:Y merely deatribe• • uplaiDo.
___ • _
ol pndJctina future ec:cayatem conditiooa.
and coatributa to the deYe10pment aDd implementation
o l _ h I . ..._ n t otrotocie•.
Ecoloc:Y had ita oricina in tho middle of the lo.t century.
lIqinoinc with the earlier concom. of M.lthua .bout bu·
man popu!.tiono pvwth. and moviDa thrnuah the dneJ·
ideu ol oooIution • •ped.. diyeroity and ,.ne_
!Darwm ODd At odell. it beca_ iDcnoaincly .ppan:nt
that the cIiocipiinary ocioncu 01 bioloc:Y. chemiatry. phy.
.... ODd the oartb _
neod..t • complementary octly·
Ity that eouId '*<ribo. eopIoin. ODd preclict conditlooo and
..-to in _
IUltural or monqocI _tom. or land·
_pee. The pneoiI 01 ecoIov .....ncou:ropcI by tho fall·
..... oltnoclitional_tiIIc cIiocipliDoo to proride. basia
fi>r _ h i e 0Iri<u/tur0 ODd fonoUy. and to provide
the _ntondi". needed to pncli<1 and manqe out.........
ol_
PftI.I
ODd
'oreat
tural _
had
thediIo_.
_ _ oricino
..ocioDee
ecoiOllY.and 'lIricul·

EcoIov boo not 1M ......t oociely .. weU .. it miabt
........... E.Iabtiobed . . . odence dealinc with entire
~ oyoIemo, it rapidly oooIved into oubdildplioeo
with the -IocY 01 iDcIividuol orpniamo. with tho

diatribUtiOD, abundance. and change over time in group.
of organisma of the same speciee (population.) and with
compiu mixture. of fJpeciel (communities). A few ecolop.t.8 maintained an intereet in wbole landecape units
(o<ooyotemo). but they tended to foc:wo on individual func·
tional proc:euea of the ent.i.re sy.tem (Iuch .. enel'l[)' dynamics and nutrient cycling) and DOt on the c:omplez interactiona of multiapecies ueemblages in ecosystema.
Ecology beaan to 10.. s;,bt of the central focuo of the
ecience: how ecoe)'Btema work. and how they respond
to cIioturbance.
In their attempt. to become rigoroua and ecientifica1ly
rellpectable, ecologists increuingly adopted the reductionitt reaearcb approach althe dilciplinary eciencel. Euential for the advance of our understanding of individual
ecological proceaoeo. reductloniam led many ecologil1ll
away from the natural complexity of ecoayatema into the
simplified, artificial realm of experimental ecience. The
lack of appropriate method. and tool. for studying whole,
complex eco.yatems, and the need to undentand ecoeya.tem procesees in order to undentand whole eeoIyatems,
made this trend both inevitable and nece..ary. However,
(or a 10111 time it prevented ecolOlY from ma.k..ina" major
od""n_ in our und....tencliog of. and ability to predict.
.hula eco.yatem.a, and rreatly reduced the contributions
o( ecolOlY to BOlving the emerging environmental and ~
cial problems auociated with OVenllJe, miauee, and abuse
o( foreat. ec:o.y.tem.. Reductiom.m led many ecologista
to foc:wo on the individual pi..,.. of the foreotjipow punle
rather than (ocuainc OD interpreting the ueembled picture and bow it changes over time in the (ace o( periodic
disturbance. whether natural or buman caused.
It ia not eurprieing, therefore, that the ecience of ecology falled to become the "ltnigbt in lhiniD, armor" t hat
reacued the environment from ita "attackers·: ua, the buman opecie•. Unleoo it ia oyoth••ized and inte&nted to
thele.el of the ec:cayatem. much of the cumlnt body of
eeologicalltoowledae provld •• tittle b.. ia for predictlna
wbole ecoIyatem re.ponle to management or natural di8turbance; the knowledge wu created at the wrong temporal ••potial. and complexity ICO.I.o for thi. purpooe. But
t.hi.a ia not the main problem. No matter bow pod. our
ec:ologieaJ knowlecfae. it cannot, on ital own, provide a buia
for deciding wb.t bo good and what i. bod reoo ....... man·
.,.ment. Th.t muat be decided by oociely.

ENVIRONMENTALISM
Environmentaliam ia • movement that had ita origins
In the wrltinp of people .uch •• Tbo .... u and Leopold:
individuals who uw many values in natural. unmanaged
OOOIyo1llmo. and who believed In the need to .... poet na·
tun. Environmentalilta an people concerned about. and
who actively work. to eoJve, environmental problema. They
are people who advocate the control of human population
p-owth and wbo promote coDNrvation and IUltainable
mana,ement 0( the environment and of renewable , .
IOW'tH. Environmenta1i.am reflect. the detire to conNrve
and luatain lpecific valuel and conditiona in the environment in the face of increuillJ preuUJ"e' on. and demande
from. th.t onruonment by people.

People who think ofthemeelvee al environmenta1i.atal
form a remarkably heterogeneous group: from young
scbool children to elderly senion, from "alternative life4
etylen" to ·conservative" bu.ainels people and profeNionale, and from ecientieta and academia to applied engi4
neen. "Environmentalilta" include concerned citizeDli
who believe in harvelting the thinga people need from
their environment and managing eco8)'1teml to achieve
particular ecosYltem conditione or resource valuel. but
who insist that thi.I be done eUltainably and in a way that
respects many resource valuee. Such people generally
base their opinione on tbe best available information, both
ecientific and social.
There are also people wbo call tbemeelves environmentaliste (or wbom environmentalism hal become a belief
l)'Item. Faith ie unqueetioning belief. It does not require
evidence or (acta. Theee people bave embraced "green
religion" and they bave absolute (aith in ita teachinga.
Green religion is characterized by many profound beliefe
about (orest ecoeyetems, including luch ide8a as:

and objec.tiva. of environmentaliam. People who embrace
green religion rather tb!lD environmentaliam mu.t be con.idered to be • oeparote and cIiotinct group in ooci.ty.

CONTIUBUTIONSTOCONSERVATION
AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Ecology
All the ocience thot deatribeo and _ko to underotond
and predict ecoeymm. and their componento and procene., ecology h .. a vital role to play in the delign of IUItainable (oreet man.ment I8Yltema and IUc:ceeafW. conaervation Itratetiea. All too often, conNrvation meuures
and re80urte manqement activities that ipore our cur... nt und.rotending of ecooyotemo fall to ochie... their objectiv... Hiltory is replete with eumple. of the fallure of
well-intentioned efl"orte to protect lpeeiee and environmenta against mismanqemeDt and exploitation becau.ee
they were not baaed on an adequate undentandi.na of
eeology.
A aound underotending of ecology bo one of the neceoaary (oundatioD.8 (or COD88rvation and .uatainable development of reBOun:e•. However, it i.e not a .umcient foun·
dation on ita own. Becauae ecolOlY provides no und~
.tending oBhe oocial value. required from. and provided
by foretta, and becaUH it provide. no baia (or valuejuqmente, the ecience of ecoloc;y on ita own cannot be a paradigm for conaervation or IUltainable development. We
cannot deaign "ecolOjically BOund manacement" or "ec0logically wile collHrvation" baaed IOtely on this lCienee.
We can only delicn "environmentally lOund- and "environmentally wiN" activities baaed on prevailin&' aocia.l
value aylteme.
Ecology il neceIJary for con.aervation and resource mana,ement, but it ia not .ufficient.

• Clearcutting alwa)'l destroye forest eco8yatems.
• Monoculture foreata are unnatural and are inher·
ently unetable.
• Plantation (ore.try alwaYI reducee genetic diversity.
• Fo ....to e.tablilhed by plantina oeedlinp (planta•
tions) are not forest ecoeyetems.
• Natural diaturbance (such 81 fire or windthrow) i.e
the "rebirthing" of nature, whereas managementcaused diaturbance such aa c1earcutting is the "crucifixion" of nature.
Higb biological divenity ie good; low divenity ie
bad.
• Foresta cannot be barveeted and euatained.
• The only timber borve.tin, that .bould be permitted
anywhere ie individual tree selection.
• The Pn!8eDt condition of a mature or old-growth (oreet il the correct condition for that (oreet ecoayltem
and it .bould not be chanlod.
• All foresta should be grown on long rotatiOD8 of at
least several centuriee.
, Old·growth foreoto obould not be loged.
• Herbicidee destroy forest ecoeysteml and poi80n
wildlife and peopl • .
• There are no forelt.. that have been harveeted
lu.atainably more than two or three timel. After
thil, there il progreelive 8COI)'Item breakdown.

Green Religion
Belief l)'Iteml about (ore.t ecoeyateme are an euential
part of bow humaoa b •••• and should. conduct their rei.·

tionahipe with foreltal. The concepti of f'I.pect (or the for·
elt environment, of the Ipiritual and aelthetic value. of
foreoted ecooyotem•• and of the ethical .... pooaibility to
pan on forelt ec:oIyateme to future reneration. without
unacceptable lOll of value. at the landecape level are central to the delip of ,ulta.inable forelt manaaement.
Green religion provides lo aociety a eet of ethical ltandards and moral relponlibUitie. about our forelta. Thia
contribution parallell the contributionl ofth. clauical f'84
lilions to buman lOCieti ••. Society would be impo.eri.bed
without the ethieaJ contributioDl o(reli,ioDli. However.
there il ample evidence that belief .y.tell1l, on their O\JD,
fall to provide. "orkoble parodiam for tho orpni..tion
ond conduct of modem oo<iety. Unfettered by oecuIar con·
liderationl and lCientifica11y baaed information, "lirion
can become a rilid control lyatem that. taken to atremle,
can le.d to totalitarian poUtical control.
The intolerance and violence that frequenUy accompanies the adoption of fundamental ...lilioUi belief .yotemo
•• the operational parodiam for. oociety .tendo u •

The.. ideu are often held paH ionately, irre.pective
of wbetber they agree with our cuntlnt lCientific underltanding of what ecolYltems are and how they work
(which i8 certainly incomplete and .ometime8 in error) •
or whether practical esperienc:e around the world lugpst.. that these beliefs are only justified under certain
circumstances. or only in particular foreet 8COI)'Iteme, or
are entirely ul\iultified.
Green rtlligion cannot be coneidered to be environmentaUlm. becaue8 any activity th t IYltematically ignorel
available knowledge about the acienUfic and locial dimenlionl of environmental problem. poeel a major riak of failinc to arrive at IIOlutionl to theae environmental probleml.
&llief lyatema that ignore our C\ll1"tIDt undentanding of
environmental ie.uel are Dot COD8iltent with the ai.ma
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waruiDa that belief ty01emo ...... like \be ode""" of _1not 0 oufficient buUo for rua:euful
ClDD..!rn:tioa and re.ource ma.napment.

..,.. I . - , . , . but

Environmen taliam
Defined .. a ayoWD that intqnlea \be inpu ta from the
- . bod> i»ophyD:al and aociaI. and - _ - belief
.,.tema with the DMdo and upiratiOlUl of human _
.
e n _ t a l l _ ia aurely the peradip> that .... need for
w.taiDabIe fHOUJ'Ce development and COnaervatiOD.
En-rironmentaliam and foreatry have the ...... orijpna:
the cIeaire to ruatain a defined oet of conditionalDd valuea
in our foreated \andoc:apeo_ There may be 0 conllict over
what _ _ of amditiona and valuea .houJd be ouotained.
but then can be no queotion that ouatainability ia the cor_ _ ofhoth _ _ ea. Unfortunately. foreatry b..
often become confUaed in the public'. mind with 1lDftlIIl..~ e:zpIoitatioD of foreata. with .,-eed and _fuin....
and with en-rironmeDtaI-damage: none of ..bich .hould
occur in a weD 1JlaIlq"!d. ouatainable foreatry endeavor.
Eq...ny unfortunate. en'firomDentaliam baa become
confUaed with _
belief ayatemo and ecol..,.. neither of
1If'b:ich C:OIl.l'titU:t e the cenb'aJ coocept or environmentaliam.
Tho _
reIicion monment baa become OJDOnymoua in
the a:dnda of many people with the environmental move_to and it ia aaaumed by many that ecol..,. providea
the pide.l.ina for en'Yironmentali8m.
h • neult o( tbue confuaiona, (olUten are often POI'~ .. heine antien'fironmentaliat, and environmentaliota
heine antiforeatry. The conllict bet .... n economic
beIieC ayatemo and -.,..,.,.,. belief ty01ema ia uaed to imply
that then ia a Nndamental conllict between foreatry and
urrinJa.m,mtalimL 1'hia ia i.ocorrect bec.auae economia,
IbcMIch it ia of fundamental importance in foreatry. io not
the .... _ _ tiOD in _
.....,....".nt, and aln..roeIy
ICOD01Dicw ia • .uaJ part of IUcceufu1 environmentaliam.
F.....try ahouId not be practiced oolely acoordi.ng to _
baJieC ayatemo. but forutan .houId reapeel ouch ayatemo
and auept that they ani one of many DeCOIOHI]' inputa to
their dociaonmlkinl Similarly. foreatry obould not be
IUided aoIcJy by _mie belief ty01ema. althoulh eco_
inputl wiD aI,,"yo conatituta one of the important
CODtributioaa of pllDDinl how forata oro 1JlaIlq"!d.

FORESTERS AS
ENVIRONMENTALISTS
It .. t.ime &0 eon out the confwlion between ecoiOlY.
..._ t a l i a m . and _
roUIkm I Dd to rICOIJ1l ..
the IqU4I _tributioaa that aach of theae makea to con. . . . . - and auatainaI>M manapment of (oreata. Failure
to do ao will raDder tha rooolutlon of our foroatry-..taJiam CO!DlIicta akin to "hailintr fOl" (a N...

81'UJl.1W'ic:k UPf'M.iOD ~ it ia hard to lee what you are
achievinc and little apparent progren ia made.
It ia time (or (orelten, environmentaJ.ista, and green roe!i8ion people to eatabliah where they obare common KOaIo.
wbere the diff'erencea lie, and bow they can uae tbe ecience of ecolOlY to help to d..ilD more ouatainable foreat
manacement.
It ia time for foreaten to accept thot they ohould be the
leaden in the forettry-reJated environmental movement.
and to accept the reaponaibilitiee that thia impliea. Tbia
dOM DOt mean leaving behind economic, biopbysical, and
aociaI ..aliti... and embrecinl uncritically all that .... n
belief ty01ema hold. Rather. it impli.. a re.peel for the ..
beliehyalema and the adoption of value. provided by
theee systema where these values will clearly uaist in the
achievement of sustainable foreat management for a variety of different reeo\1l'Cl8 values.
None ofthia will be eaay. But it could not be more difficult and unaotiafactory than continuinl the statue quo of
co.uu.ion between the distinct and important contributiOD.l made to our quest fo r suatainability by ecology, environmentaliam. and ....n religion.

VII_ Poster Papers

CONCLUSIONS
What d... all thia mean fo r the future manallment
of larch foreela.
Larch foreate offer diverae values to society, including
timber, aesthetics, wildliCe, and biodiversity values. Tbey
roU8t be managed to provide the balance of values at the
landecapo level that the prevaililll aociety deem. to be
conaietent with the baaic concept of suatainable develop"ment: to AWfy the needJ and aspirations of preeent generations of bumane without compromising the ability of
future generations to satisfy their needs and aspirations.
M8Dlllment of larch fore.te to .atilfy the requirementa
ohuatainability will not be .ucce.. ful if baaed oolely on
the Kienee of ecology, because thi. ecience cannot tell for.oten wbot their ..aI ••bould be. It will aI .. fail if it i.
baaed oolely on ....n religion. becouae thia f'requenUy ignom C tI! ecolOtJica1 requirement. of many of the living organiema in foreat ec::oayatems, and the needs of the world',
pre..nt 5.6billion people. let alone the 12 to 16billion
that are ezpect.ed within the nut century.
Broadly defined environmentali.m ohould be the baaia
for managing and coneerving the world's luch (oreate.
Tbia monqlment ohould be he..d on the ecol..,. of the ..
(oreata • • bould .ddre.. the multipl. valull provided by
larch (orelta. and obould re.poet current atbicaI otandardo
concerning the environment. The rOnllten performing
thi. manapment Ibould be dedicated environmentaliJJta
(in the brood llnoe). UnI.oo the foreotry profll.ion become. the leade.r in ronlt environmentaJiam, there ie •
ailnificant riak that foreotry will be booed 1.... ly on
_nre!i8ion.
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The Distinctive Distribution of Alpine Larch:
Clear Patterns and Enigmas
Stephen F. Arno
Alpine larch's distribution in the Cascades is unusual
because it is the only tree occurring in Washington that
does not extend south into Oregon. The northern Cascades, where alpine larch is abundant, is a broad band of
high mountains with considerable tim berlin'! and alpine
habitat in the inland, rainshadow zone. Both southward
and northward of the species' present range, the suitable
high-elevation zone of the Cascade is narrower and often discontinuoU8.
Like the North Pacific evergreen conif6rs previoU8ly
mentioned, alpine larch and we tern larch appear to be
intolerant of the subarctic macroclimate that pre ominate north of their range limite in the Canad:an Rockies.
Also like these Pacific conifers, both larches are excluded
from the semi-arid continental climatu char cterizing
mountain rang in eastern and southern Idaho and
southern Oregon. Neverthele ,alpine larch show more
tolerance of moderately humid contin ntaJ climates than
western larch or the North P cific conifers because it
alon extends e t aCJ'088 the Continental Divid into
Alberta and north-amtral Montana, where it ocxupies
8Om@ of the adjacent east-side mountain ranges. In winter this area is ubject to extreme temper ture and fluctuations when subarctic cold w ves alternate with warm

GEOGRAPmCAL LIMITS
Several northwestern evergreen conifers-grand fir
white pine (Pinus manticola), western yew
(TO%us brt!lJifolia ), western redcedar (Thuja plicata), western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla ), and mountain hemlock
(T. nternnsia1l4}-have natural distributions along the
North Pacific coast with an extension inlanrl into the Northem Rocky Mountains (Little 1971 ). In contrast, alpine
larch (Larix lyalli ParI.) and western larch <Larix occUkntaliJI) are unique in having distributions confined to the
inland Northwest only, without an accompanying coastal
dietribu'on (
01970) (figB . 1 and 2). Both larches are
evidently into rant to the wet, maritime climate west of
the Caeca e Creet. The inland Northwest, between the
CaK8de Cr t and the Continental Divi in the Rockies,
baa a distinctive. continental-maritime clImate char cterized by long, cool, humid winters (mid-October to May at
high elevations) and short, relatively dry 8umme .
CAb~8 grandis),

9t.plIea F. ArM ia
reb Fo
at the Intarmountain Fire SciLAboratory. Intermountain ~ Station. Fo
• U.&
Department 01 Acricultu .... Mi-..Ja. MT. 69807 U.8.A.
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Alpine la.rcb', northern range limite in the Rockies are
puzzling because alpine habitat eneoda continuoU81y
northward far beyond thie point. which is netll' 51-:J5' N.
on both the British Columbia and Alberta Idopee of the
Continental Divide and at 51-aS' N. in the Bare Mountains 40 !un (25 miI.s) e.st of the Divide (Amo 1970).
At the species' northern limit on Mou nt Hector, north of
Lake Louile, AB, the trees are thrifty, relatively young,
and cone producing. This augeats an expanding distribu·
tion. However. Luckman (1986) identified the remains of
an alpine larch tree that grew 90 km (56 miles) northwest
of the curnmt known di8tribution between 1000 and 1250
A.D., during the warm Vi,n land climatic period. Clearly
more ecological investigation of the species' northern limits
is needed.
The southern limits of alpine larch also exemplify both
consistencies and enigmas. The species is abundant
throughout the Bitterroot Range, a granitic fault block
lOuth of Mill80ula that mainta.ina COD.8tant high elevations
oouth"ard to 45·46' N. (fig. 1). South ofthia point lie. an
increaaingly arid region with an undifferentiated moun·
tain complex havin, only four mountain maslites that ap·
proach the elevationallimit of erect tree8-about 2,740 m
(9,000 tt). (Evergreen conifers reach their upper limits
2()() to 3()() m lower than this on steep, rocky north and
east upecta, allowing larch to dominate.) All four of these
isolated mountain mas8ell-Piquett, Allan, Salmon, and
Stripe· Waugh mountains (fig. I)-support well-developed
groves of a1pine larch containinc both ancient and young
trees. Numerous other ilOlated. mountains reaching about
2,620 m (8,600 It) are without Ian:h. Two small iaolated
groves occur on north slopes of 2,560 m (8,400 ft) peakson an exceptionally steep cirque headwall at Saddle
Mountain and in coane talus on the peak. immediately
west of Swet Point.
The 8OuthemmOlt groves occupy the north Rlope of
2,710 m (8 ,887 It) Waugh Mountain.t 45· 30' N. on the
north side of the immense, semi·arid Salmon River Can·
yon. This l ,83()..m (6,000·1\.) deep gorge slices e8st· weat
through the mountains , and although high pew (2,740
to 3,050 m, 9,000 to 10,000 It) ocxur .s little .. 20 !un (12
miles) IOUth ofWau,h Mountain , alpine larch is absent.
Standing on the summit of Waugh Mountain, one can
see what appears to be the effect of a dry microclimate
adjacent to the Salmon River Canyon. Looking northward ,
groves of old and young alpine larch occupy the open
rocky cirques down to 2,«0 m (8,000 ft) or lower. In con·
trast, on the high ridge (2,656 m, 8,712 It) that .mnds
lOuthward 3 km before droppin, otT into the canyon, the
.mcky cirque. 'HpJX'd; only. Bjngle mab, .. lereb

,..." Nne rod _
_

obsetvaIions. the cistribution in .... CanIdIIn Rockies is ilustrated
men broodIy INn .. !he Uni1ed S _.
~ on" tn.Ip CCIIT'IISpOfld to arMS of occurT8flC8 as foI·
lows (-..on. _ _ usualono of occurronc:o): (1) Sal...,., Ml.

-

~Waugh

_

_

Ml: (5)

. W. _ _ : (2) AIIarl Ml: (3) Pique11 !It: (')

SWW. Rongo: (SA) Ml Emerine: (6) E. of Quigg

(1) ~~Rongo

(2.- ' 2.900 m): (8) N W _
Rongo: (9) GrwUoIod Ml : (10) F1in1 C<ook Rongo: (11) Bi11orToo1
Rongo (2~2.900 m): (12) Grow Pk.· WaIIon Uk.. ; (13) _
(14) S. _
Rongo (2,000-2,500 m); (15) Swon Rango;
_
(1 8) _
MI. ; (17) ow- W,. and Sun R_ Mls.; (18) S. Glacier
_ _ Pori<; (19) _
Port<; (20) logging Ml ; (21) E. 01
W _ ' - -; (22) FIaIhoad Rongo; (23) _ _ Rongo; (24)

Gallon Rongo;
(25) ~ Rongo; (28) S. Canadon _
(2,070-2.380 m);
(27) P _ _ _ ranges E. of Bow RMlr; (28) N. Yoho No·
tionaI Port<; (29) c.t>iM< Range (1,830'2.440 m); (30) Savage Ml ;

(31) Roman - .; (32) _ _ .Rod< Candy Ml ; (33)

Purcell M1s.; (34) NoIscn Rongo; (35) SIoc:an Rongo; (36) Stuar1
Rongo _ W . - M1s. (1.770-2.300 m): (37) Paddy-Go-Easy
P...: (38) CIWwaukum _ : (39) Nor1h ~ (1 .680-2.200 m) ;
(40) T,"_ Ml.; (41 ) ~ Rongo (2.130-2,440 m): (42) Four1h
_

Ml_ - . . Peal<: (43) Luno Peal<:

FIgure 2......... _ _ _ of _ _ 1on:t1
1~_) . """'l.oftIo(l971) .

CONCLUSIONS
The ronge of Ilpine larch ill still imperfectly known
a nd preeents a fascinating subject (or phyt.ogeogTaphica1
l ieu thing. Becaute of its open habitat and distinctive
form, the species often can be identified from a distance
UIIing binoculan. From mid· October through May it ia
diatinguished by a defoliated crown compooed of long,
often gnarled branches. In summer its light green decidu·
oUII fol.iage cont rasts wit h the eve rgreen conifers. and in
late September and early October ita yellow and golden

( 1970) except (or Mineral Peak in the Rattlesnake Mount8ltl1i, .hich "'AI di.8covered lateT. Perbape only the outher populationa survived PleiltOCene mountain glaciat ion
".. maybe II>ey become .... bliahed . . . reouIt of long·
diNnce oeed diapenoal by Clark's nut.c:ncker !Nut:i{.-m/.umhvma.) or tome other biTd (Vander Wan 1992),
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color is spectacu lar. I would appreciate learning of any
new locations or other revisions needed in the range map
(fig. 11.
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Provenance Testing Use of Larix Sibirica and Larix
Sukaczewii in Iceland
Ami Bragason
More ~han 100 provenances of eight Larix species have
been t.ested in Iceland . Because of good results, the work
is concentrated on Larix suJtcu:zewii and L. sibirica, of
which more than 50 provenances have been tested. The
best provenances are:

Larix sukaczewii
Pinega (Archangelskl
Schenkursk
Yarensk
Velsk
Raivola
Karpi nsk
Sve rd Jovsk
La rix sibirica
Bograd. k
Askiz
Irkutsk-Al tai
Sebalino·A)tai

64' 35'N
62' 08'N
61 ' IO'N
61· IO'N
6O' 50'N
59' 45'N
56' 5 1'N

Figure 1-'(881.1009. mean temperatures in
~ IocaIions.

contI!1ado n 1IYoo _

54· l 3'N
53' 08' N
52· 10'N
5 1' 17'N

(latitude 52"16'N, longitude 104"19'E, a ltitude 467 m ) is
shown in fi gure 1. This is a good example of the flexibility
of.lhe larch.
Larix decid ua, L. gmtlini. L. ItOtmpffri, L. laricino,
L. lyolli. a nd L. t Uroilpsis have bee n tested on a tl ma ller
sca le. The most promising older result is for L. loricina,
from latitude 63°N, longitude 146°W in AJ aska . It out·
grows both Siberian a nd Russian l al"C~ at one locality in
North Iceland . Most of t he recent work has not given any
clea r lines yet.
RU Hsian and Siberian lareh haH shown a un ique ability
to establish on eroded s ites in Iceland without use of
fertilizers.

The ove rall resu lts of a comparison of t hese provenances
show small di fferences at Ha ll onnssladur. East Iceland .
All showed good growth.
The mean temperature in Iceland (latitude 65°6'N.
longitude 14°43'W, a ltitu de 60 m). Archangelsk (latit ude
64°35'N. longitude 40"40'E. a ltitude 13 m), and Irkutsk

Am, 8n1,IIO". Ph.D
MM(ell.baer. lcehmd
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Natural Hybrids of Western and Alpine Larch
Clinton E. Carlson
Occasionally, however, western larch and alpine larch
occur sympatrically. To date, the only known locations are
in the Bitterroot Range southwest of Missoula , MT, U.S_"-.,
and in the Cabinet Range of northwestern Montana. We
located these overlap sites by aerial reconnaissance in late
September when the species are easily distinguishable due
to earlier foliage senescence of alpine larch. Ten sympatric locations were found in the Bitterroot Range (fig. 1) and
two in the Cabinet Range. We made on-the-ground viait.e
to five of the aites in the Bitterroot Range and discovered
bybrids at all five locations: Big Creek. Kootenai Creek,
B... C""'k. Carlton Creek. and Carlton Ridge. The Cabi·
net sitel have Dot yet been atudied.
It ia reuoDably eaay to determine in the field whether a
101cl> me is a bybrid. Current-year twill of alpine Ian:h
.... denaely pubeacent (haiJy). bark of3·year-<>ld branchleta

Woot<m 101cl> <L<uU occidmtalio Nutt.) and alpine Ian:h
(L.. Lyall« Pari. ) are two deciduoul c:onifen with overlap..

Pine P'OIJ'8phieal r&nI" in the Northern Rocky Mountains of Canada ant the United State• . Weatern la.n:b
thrives at the lower elevatio1l8 between 760 to 2.300 m;
a1pi.ne larch is best adapted to higber, more climatically
ricoroUl habitat. above 2,600 m. The two species rarely
ocr:ur topther (sympatric beeau.ee they are UluaUy .eparated by at least 300 m elevation. 'I'hiI intervenina lone
ia usually occupied by deMe forut compooeci 1.,..ly of
oubalpinelir CAb;', kuioaupa (Hook. 1 Nutt.) and I""",·
pole pine (Pin ... conIorla v. /4tifolia Enplm.).
Clintoft E. (Art.on .. ~ Fon.t.er, Intermountain a..-rth &.
~ FOfftt Serrice, U.s. ()eopartmeft\ ttl ApicultuN . . . toed .t Ow For.,.,. sa.-lAbon\M7. Mi _1&, In' 5M07, U.s.A

Advanced Biotechnology in the Genus Larix: Potential
Integration into Tree Improvement Programs

,

,,

hybrid, but intermediate pubeecence is a reliable indicator
variable. The higb decree of morphological variation CJb.
Hrved in the hybrids likely is the reault of extensive backc:roninc' and introcreuion over time, reaulting in a heter·
opnoua population.
Du.ring the spring monthe of 1990 and 1991 we aucce8llfully conducted controlled reciprocal c:roooes (alpine Ian:b
pollen to weatem larch remale conte, and we.tem larch
pollen to alpine larch female conte). Seeda reaulting from
the crou pollination were viable. and aeedlinp are growiDa well. Thi. work was neceuary to determine poaitively
that alpine larch and weltem larch are genetically compatible. Hybrid aeedJinga bave been outplanted in a ",pli·
cated experimental design to teat growth and development
in warmImoiat (alpine larch site) environmenta. Our work.
on hybridization between theee two larchea ahould provide inlight concernina the evolution of North American
larch apedes. The firat..generation hybrid. may be more
cold.hardy than ....tem 101cl> and could be suited for cold.
wet habitata where neither weatern nor alpine larch grow.

ia black-gray and rough textured, color of summer foliage
ia blue-green, the needles have little luater (not ahiny),
and foliage by the third or fourth week of September turna
a bright golden-yeUow. In contrut, current-year twice
of western larch are usually glabrou. (not hairy), bark
of 3-year-old branchleta ia tan and quite smooth, lummer
foliage is yellow-green and shiny, and foliage by the third
or fourth week of Septel'lber is uaually still green, unchanged from aummer c:olor.
Hybrids have numerous combinationa of the parental
characteriatics but are uaually intermediate in pubeecence. Some hybrids have intermediate valuea for bark
aDd pubescence, have blue-green summer foliage like
alpine larch, but have shiny needles like western larch.
Others have smooth branchleta like weatern larch, intermediate pubescence, yellow-green eummer foliage like
western larch that, however, is not ahiny (like alpine larch),
and foliage that, like alpine larch , hu begun to tum. color
by the third week. of September when westem larch are
.tiIlentirely gn>en. One should oboe"", at 1 _ three characteristics before deciding whether the tree ia a probable

Pierre J. Charest, Linda L DeVerno,
Krystyna K1imaszewska, Marie-Anne Lelu, and Christine Ward

/

the potential source of improved propagu!ea to a certain
period in the year and aleo limited the time when lOuree
material could be preeerved.. Preliminary reault.e in our
laboratoriel indicate that initiation of embryogenic callua
ia pol8ible at a low frequency from mature seede (2132
for t he same provenance of L. chcidua) and from needlea
of planta derived from 80matic embry08 (61'265 explanta).
In addition , early publicationa (Kllmuzewsk.a 1989;
von Aderkae and others 1990) have shown that the s0matic embryOl produced germinated precociously.
Improvements in the tiaaue culture eequence haa allowed the production of normal 80matic embryoe in Ie..
time than w.. required initially (10 venUl 21 .,eeo). Our
nut goal is to achieve the apability to manipulate and
produce million. of propagulel in a .hort time (2 to 3
month.). We expect to Ule I bio-reactor to produce harp
amounts of IOmatic embryOl and robotice to automate the
transrer of these propagulea efficiently.

Several biotechnologiee have recently been developed
and applied to Larix apeciea. Among the moat important
are somatic embryogenesil, cryopreeervation. geoetic tranaformation, and reltriction fragment length polymorphism
CRFLP). Thil review of recent progreaa in these areaa includes a diacuaaion on the potential integration of auch
technologie8 into conventional tree improvement programs.

C·
SOMATIC EMBRYOGENESIS
!II

Somatic embryogeneeis is 8 tissue culture proceaa that
mimice zygotic embryogeneais (Lelu and othel1l 1992). For
larch speciee, it includes the fonowing stepa: (1) initiation
of embryogenic callus from immature zygotic embryotl, (2)
maintenanee of the embryogenic callus, (3) maturation of
IOmatic embryos, (4) germination of the IOmatic embry08,
snd (5) transfer and scclimation of the IOmatic planUets.
The proce88 is work intenlive and time consuming; a
number of improvements are required if we want to use
IOmatic embryogenesia in tree improvement. For instance,
it W88 impoesible to obtain embryogenic larch ca11ue from
liHUe! other than immature zygotic embryoa. Thill limited
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Bitterroot

of Missoula. Mr. U.S.A.

CRYPRESERVATION
Tbis procell aUowl the cooHrvation of plant Ulluel
in an aIT'e.ted .tate for an utended period. For emb~
genic larch callul (Klimuzewska and others 1992), c~
prelMIrvation con.i.ts of 0) pre-treatment with DMSO
and Sorbitol. (2) ,...dual flft.ing at a rate of ~.03 ·C per
minute down to -40 ·C foUoweel by immenion in liquid
nitrogen , (3) atorage in the vapor phase ofliquid nitrogen

wR..N.n:h St,.ntwt .nd ~ Lud.,. K. KlitM..._,-

it a....reh Sritnla.l. t... o.Vemo it 8\o1cci.t,..nd c. W.,.d ie TKhftki....
INlUw\e. ror.tI)' Cartad .. Chalk
lU..r. On\ario, C.n.ct.. KOJ IJO. M.A tAli.... Re.areh sa.ntllt at

It \1M ,.ta...... N.tional rorwU'y

INRA. Stalion d'.t.m.liontion de. Arb,.., <Antn d. RecMn:.... d'OriM,.,
AnIon. '-46180 DUm. FnflC'll.
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(-140 ·e), (4) fut thallfing when t he tisaues are required,

followed by (5 ) a post treatment to eliminate cryoprotectants.. The proc:ed.ure is relatively efficient. and callus tisAles grown on lOUd media can be used without probleme.
Cryop1"l!8ervation is required to properly integrate
IOmatic embryogenesis into tree improvement. It will allow the we storace of tiuues while propagulee are beiDa
teatod (or field performanoe and will reduoe the ri.1r. o(
recular subculture auch aa contam.i.ution, IOmaclonal
variation, and lou of embr-yoponic potential. On that Jut
point, we have oboerved th.t in the Iardle. tbe embryogenic potential decre..ed noticeably after only 1 year of
regular aubculturiog.

GENETIC TRANSFORMATION
Genetic tranaf'onnation is the transfer of aopnoua genes
into livin, orpniaml. Numeroul methoda are available
(or thia, but not all are euitable for conifen. For larch,
there ia a report of tranacenic tree recovery Ulina Agrobocuriwn rhizOfl''''o (Huang and othen 1991) but the
data pm>ented .... preliminary. We have uaed electropontion (Charest a nd othen 1991) and microprojectile
DNA-delivery (Chareet and othen 1991; Ducheane and
Chareet 1992; Ducheane and othen 1992) to introduce
chimeric genes, but no tranapnic tiseuee have been recovered yet. However. microprojectile DNA-delivery .ppeared
to be the moet promisi.na approach becauee of a recent report of tra.nagenic white I pruce recovery (Ellis and othen
1991), In addition, becauae the method does not bave host
range restriction al with J.srobocttrium , it would undoubtedly be more practical.
In our laboratories, the Biolistic"' metbod hu been
uaed (or gene tranl!lfer. Optimum cond it ions were determined. The helium-driven device in combination with
gold particles gave the best resulu. Our work haa in duded haploid and di ploid larch embryogenic calli o( 21
linee. Differencel in transient gene expreslion were obterved. but no correlation waa pouible except (or diploid
calli where older celllinel yielded lower t ranaient gene
U'prnaion. Two gene promoten were identified as awtable for nable tranafonnation work: the wheat ABAinducible EM promoter and the double 35S promoter
of CaMV (eaulinower mosaic viru.) linked to the AMV
(alfalfa moeaic viru.) tJ'an.l.tional enhancer. Thil will
pf"O'ride the belie for future rene tranlfer .
Two .venuee could be of potential interelt (or tree improvtrment: the introduction of linale pne tJ'aiti t hat cannot be manipuJatec:t throu,h conventional breedin, luch
I I lDI«t reailt.ance and the introduction of marken allowing Mledion of IOmltiC hybride Ifter cell fu.io n be·
tWeetn larch .pecin.

RESTRICTION FRAGMENT LENGTH
POLYMORPHlSMS (RFLP)
RFLP'. Ire ueed II molecular mark.en to detect genetic
..-n.&&on and to map the poeition of mtjor genel in the
..nome and the genetic loci affecting <nita controlled by
more than one gene. Reatrict.ion fragments ofnuc1ear,

chloropl ..t , and mitochondrial - DNA that vary in length
depending on parental genotypes-are detected by rel!ltriction
endonuclease digest ion and Southern blot hybridization
to specific cloned DNA eequencel to compare homologous
DNA fragmentl within and between apeciea. The RFLP
marIen behave in a cod.ominant manner and are free of
epiltatic etrecte; an almost limitlela number can be monitored in a lingle population. BecaWie of its higb rate of
re8J'11Ull'!ment, mitochondrial DNA i8 useful for atudiea
o(intenpecific and in<n.pecific vari.bility.
We have ueed thie technique to determine that the mitochondrial genome is maternally inherited in lAm hybrid crolleS (DeVemo and othen, submitted). Heterologous hybridization analyeie of the mitochondrial genome
of lArix ltptoUpu indicated that eeveral mitochondrial
genee are present in multiple copies. In addition , both
qualitative and quantitative differences in mitocbondrial
reltriction fragmenta were obaerved between somatic embryogenic ca1lUl tiuuea and the correeponding regenerated. treee. The RFLPs in the orf'l5 gene were used to
diatinguiah among several lAm species.
The RFLP technology can help breeden in cboosing
breeding c....... by identifying lines that h.ve the de.ired
traits and by developing linkage maps for phenotypic
traits. The RFLP markers can be uaed to detect genetic
elivenity in tree populationa for germplasm preservation
and phylogenetic analyeis and to identify quel!ltionable
tree l!lpecies or hybrids.

CONCLUSIONS
The work presented here compriaea both manipulative
and analytical biotechnologiea that can help accelerate
tree improvement. The manipulative toola are somatic
embryogeneeis , cryopreaervation, and genetic tranaforma·
tion. They can aborten the time required to obtain improved propaculee either by producing large quantities
of propagules or by introducing t raita of interel!lt faster.
The analytical tool presented iI RFLP, and it can assist
the breeder in aelection work to identify specific charac·
ten or to determine lineage.
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Knowledge-Based Systems for Larix Forests
Jimmie D. Chew and Elizabeth D. Reinhardt
We have the information necessary to manage natural
resources wisely, but it is often difficult to acces. and use.
The infonnation is often fragmented , unwieldy, and time
consuming t o use. Methodl!l o( sharing, distributing, and
a pplying this knowledge a.r e not well developed. But I!IOcial demande have resulted in increasing complezity in re·
source management, and economic conliderations demand
that we look (or more efficient way! to capture our knowledge and make it ul!lable.
A combination of fundamental concepts from systeml
science and principlel!l from artificial intelligence can be
used to develop 8 broad category of decil!lion I!IUpport l yetems known 8S knowledge-bal!led l!Iystema. For the Larix
(orests o( t he Northern Rockiel!l, several knowledge-baaed
systems exist in var ious stages of development to help
make infonn ation accesaible and to interpret it for application. These aystema cover the range of scalea from
landscape an alyais to ind ividua l stand preBCript iona.

function . The interpretation o( changea will be uaed to design desired landaeapell. Differencel!l between CWTent and
deaired Jandecapes can ident ify where management activitiel are needed to achieve and maintain ecosyetem
functioning.

STAND DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM
Whether or not one hes used a landacape-Ievel analyais
to ident ify large , contiguoua areal of l!ltandl that need to
be evaluated for trea tment needs. the l!ltand eliagnolie expert . yatem (Chew 1989) i. avail.ble. Thislr.nowledgebased l!Iyatem il!l called an upe:rt aystem becauae it casr
turel!l t he es.pertise of l!I ilvicu.lturilta in diagnolia in t he
l!Iilvicultural preecription procese. Thil step comparee the
eJiating l tend to a del!lited future condition, a target .tend,
and ident ifying possible treatment needs. SUvicuJturilu'
and other reeource specialista' knowledse in identifying
stand conditions that are neceua ry to meet specific rel!Iource objectives on specific types of sitel!l, is captured
within the target ltanda. Stockinalevel concepta in t be
Regional Silvicultura1 Practicel Handbook are a fundamental part o( the tarpt atand. Limitations on harvelt
method. identified by Fore.t Plan. or h.bitat type guidelines are uaed . Insect and disease information is incorporated as hazard ratinga. The Iy.t.em capturel local van·
abies such as how .uit8ble leave treel are defined and
how one determinel the feasibility of removing oventories. The I!IYltem is available (or N1!tional Foresta within
the Northern Region.
The treatment alternatives developed by the l)"Item are
not prelCri ptiona. Additional interdisciplinary work il
necel!l8ary before a choice can be made from the poelible

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS SYSTEM
A knowledge-based system is cu rrently being developed
to provide a framewo rk fo r t he application ofthe Forest
Service's North ~ m Region'l!I ecoeYltem management elTort.
Thia system will use concept. associated with landecap8
structure, functio n, and change. Rule-baaed componenta
will be used to identify structure a nd make inferences for
(unction. Knowledge on ecosystem procellel!l will be ueed
to identify the probability of change in botb atructure and
Jimmie D. Che.. i. Fo,...te" SubIIlplne SilvicuiluN RMeatch Work
Unit., and Elillbllh O. Reinhardt I. RButch FOf'Nt.er. fiN Errena Re... rth Work Unit. Unlt.ed StaWI OIpart.ment of A.,riculturw, FOl"8lt SIr'rite. Int.ermounl.ain ReMatch Station, Miuoula, MT 59807, U.s.A.
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treatments. For the chosen treatment, the silviculturist
has to develop a sequence of deta;1'!d activities that comthe prescription.

pose

STAND CULTURE SYSTEM
To help prepare the detailed prescriptions, another system is being developed to use the existing researth knowledge that is available for stand culture. The results of research at Miller Creek and Coram Experimental Forest
on thinning and regeneration of western larch will provide the initial basis for the system. Concepts in stand
dynamics will be incorporated into the system. This knowI~ will be combined with many tools that are C\lrTently
available at the Forest and District level such as rating
IUides for thinning stands. The system will provide a vehicle for technology transfer and consistency in making
sure knowledge is applied at the prescription level.

PRESCRIBED FIRE SYSTEM
Prescribed fu-e is used. to manipulate forest ecosystems
to accomplish a variety of resource management objectives. Managers use information from a variety of sources
that include results of scientific research and of their own

experience. A knowledge-based system (Reinhardt and
othen, in press) was developed to retrieve both technical
and qualitative information and interpret it for application . Site data and the manager's objectives fo r treating
the site with prescribed fire a.re user inputa to the expert
system. The system develops 8 fire prescription: ranges
of accet>table frre effects, a description of the desired frre
treatment, and a range of conditions under which to bum
to achieve the desired treatments and effects. The system's
performance was validated u.eing data from research bums
in a variety of forest types throughout the Interior West
of the United States. It performed well within the limited
geographical domain of that area.

Tab" 1-Gharacteristics of westem larch plantations located aut of the Continental Divide in Montana
Plantation

number1

LocaUon

LAt~_g_

E_

Uvermore Creek

48°45'N!I13°15W

1.707

Plentatlon

~I"

F_habllltlyJle

oa-

lotol helghto

_'~V_mg/ob<Jl'"

22

<.6-7.0

12

1.()..O.0

4.6-7.6

m

m
SI. Mary'S Lake

48°ol2"N!113"2<W

1.737

TronsIlIon _ _

L~

_lemJgIllMand _
IaJocMpMXorop/Iylum ......

Beatpaw Mlns.

48°1TNl1 ogo45W

1,:)010

Pseudo/Sugll monziosiiPos""" SCl/b<oII.

21

Magpie Ridge

"8°"8'Nl111 "32W

2,000

AbIa lasIocIrpMU"""" borNJis-

16

1.2-0.3

Lazyman Gulch

46"32'Nl112°14W

1.580

Puudotsuga lTHIt1ZifJsJlVacQ'num

17

4 .6-6.7

Bryant Creek

45°48'N!113°10W

2.1301

3.7-6.9

450:36'Nl110 0 55W

1.648

_Ph__.

25

Bear Canyon

11

1.5-5.1

Timber Creek

45°TNl111°STW

2,180

_'~Ca/am.gro$/l.

25

2 .1-6.1

Sawlog Cleek

4S,,&'Nl111 °seW

2,180

Abies I~GaJium triflorum

25

2.6-7.6

LintUHNI borNJis phase
~V_mglobu_phase
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Can Western Larch Plantations Survive and Grow
on the East Slope of the Montana Rockies?

_1~_'lemJgIfIH

-..

' Ptantalic)rl 1utTlbersate the same aashownontt'le rrepln figure 1.

colder or drier zites avoided, western lan:.h can be successfully grown on the east slope of the Montana Rockies .
Even more encouraging ia the posaibility of plantin, hybrid •• (westAlrn lan:h and alpine larch fi.<lriJe lyalli Parl. ).
We encourage study ofthia possibility.

effect was greatest in the juvenile yean, with some indication tbat damage is lessenin, in later yean in the older
plantations.
The persi!ltence of the planted western larch in lOme of
these relatively severe eastside habitats suggests tbat, if
wel1-ehosen higb elevation seed sources are used and the

Dennis M. Cole and Jack A. Schmidt
With minor local exceptions. the range of western larth
!.lArix occu:unl4lu Nutt.) is restricted to mountainous

maritime-in nuenced areas west of the Continental Divide
in Ule United States and Canada. Froet effects on the
nOWenD, and teed production phases are ofte n facton
limiting natural regeneration of western larch. However,
it hu 1001 been known that planted we.tem larch can survi .. and IJ'OW eut ohhe Continental Divide in Montana.
FOT eomtl yean, we have heard of western larch being
planted on ditTerent eutaide Ranier Diatric:tl in National
Forntl. 10 we made a au rvey o( them, and of penonnel of
other spncie., to find out more. We wfl re infonned of 15
western larcb plantinp flalt of the Divide and were dble
to locate nine of them (fig. 1), eacb repreeenting a different (oreet habitat type (table 1). Elevations of the plant-in« IlitAll ranpd from 1,340 tA> 2,164 m, and 1ge•• ( th.
planlinp ""tIed from 11 tA> 25 y.an.
Oenen.J dilf'erenee. in aurvival, development, and condition ofth. planted western larcb could be eeen between
the dilfeTeDt plantatiOl'lls. Bec:aUM few records emt on

the plantations, neither percent survival nor the origin
of planting stock could be determined in most cases.
However, from visual examinations, we conclude that
lome of the larch in each plantation will likely peraistperhaps even to maturity.
The major (actor limiting fully luc:cel8ful establishment
at all lites wal frost damqe to tenninalleaden. This

Judith Danielson and Lee Riley
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Western Larch Containerized Seed Orchards:
Adapting a Concept to Meet the Production Seed
Needs of the Pacific Northwest

Flgur. 1-locatlons of plantations.

Montana

(CSOs). This approach has been in progress since the
mid 1970's in the Southeast and in Canada. with euch
species al!l loblolly pine, western hemlock, white spruce,
Engelmann I!Ipruce. and Eastern, Japanese. a nd European
larches. Results with some species have shown that
nowering-induced indoor orchards produce ten timee 8S
much seed aa an equivalent outdoor soil-based orchard.
with the aeed from both showing the same weiaht aDd
germination percent, and with indoor-source seedliop
outpenonning OUtdOOl-IOun:8 seedl.inp at 1 year (Eutham
and Ro.. 1988).
Since the initial groundwork on reasibility of CSOS as a
seed production stratelD' hos been done, much or the riak
has already been allayed. There are, theD, several waya
in which esos can be superior to soil-based seed orchards.

Western larch (Lari.% occichntalis) presents a weU-k.nown
l!leed production problem throughout ita range. If ita nowering phenology is not out of synchronicity with weather
patterns, the n eithe r poor pollination or insect damsge
C8uees loss of a high proportion of the seed in mOl!lt yean.
Larth seed erlraction il!l also difficult and labor intensive,
so ita notoriously low naturalaeed set makes the seed
coetly.
At prese nt, a promieing solution appean to be the estab1iahment of greenhouse containerized ICed orcharda
Judith O.nietlOn and Lee Riley. U.S. Dtpanment or Acricultu .... P'orul
Service, Umpqu. N.lion.1 FON.t. Do... n."'" Improvement Canter.
34963 ShONvl"" Ro.d . Cotlqe Grove. OR 97424. U SA
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1. A combin~ indoor/outdoor environment in a mild
climate euch 811 that at Dorena Tree Improvement Center
in Oregon, U.SA, provides manageable control over environmental and inaect problems. Freezing of flower
buds, poor wind patterns for pollination, drought streu,
and cone insect infestations are among the probleme that
can be controlled. Also, the fact that flower induction requiTes Itnss, while cone development and healthy seed
production require nurturing conditions, can be ueed when
planning and managing.
2. Experience has shown that, particularly with faet
juvenile growth species .uch as larch, a CSO environment
can produce more consistent seed crops, and at a younger
.... than a ooil-baoed orchard (110" and othen 1986).
3. CSOe provide more flexibility with the genetic makeup of a oeed orchard than aoil-baoed plantingll. All progeny teat and evaluation plantation results are received.
the donal makeup of the CSO can be modified, with seed
production results in 4 to 5 rather than 15 to 20 yean.
Soil-hued orchards seem always to be a generation behind
the t.esting knowledge by the time they reach production
capability (Nanaon 1998).
4. Control of ponen panntage, controUed-cross pollination , and advanced generation breeding are all facilitated
in a CSO environment. A more panmictic seed crop (with
a broader genetic base) can also be produced by tailoring
pollinations 80 that male and female clones which ripen
at different times can be interbred .
5. Diatinct breeding zones can be managed together in
the same CSO environment by isolating them with polyethylene barriers or by phYllically moving pots during pollination. This is a particularly attractive option for minorcomponent .pecies and species with several breeding zones
because it negates the nece8!ity of several distinct sites
beina maintained for production neede that may vary
considerably from year to year.

2-0) rootatock transplanted to 3-5 L pota and aeled-t....
acion from late winter collections on the three National
Foreets. Ages of ortet scion donors range from 40 to 150,
with the majority between 80 and 125. The technique employed is top cleft bench grafting in a greenhouse, using
budding strips but no sealant. We attempt a situation in
which the rootstock is beginning to show root growth and
the scion is still dormant at grafting. To accomplish this,
rootstock are brought into the greenhouses 2 to 3 weeks
before grafting; the scion are collected, maintained , and
transported in a dormant state just above freezing until
grafting. The poly house grafting has been done as early
as possible, in the flnt 2 weeks of February. Seedling
sowing began with 1,700 in 1992 and continued with 760
in 1994. Sowing is done in late March into Leach Supercens, with transplant to 3 L pots the following spring.
All of April 1994. we have now grafted 10.700 potted
trees and sowed 2,460 seedlings for FSOs and CSOs in
six breeding zones, with plans to graft about 3,000 more
in 1995 and 1996. At present we are culturing 8,200
potted grafta and 2,300 potted seedlings at Dorena, with
60 percent in polyhoUBes and 40 percent outside on graveUed beds; 110 grafts were outplanted to an eastern Oregon
FSO in October 1993, and 1,100 more grafts will be outplanted in .imilar FSOs in fa111994. The current grafts
represent 315 clones, and the current seedlings represent
123 half-Sibling families; 19 select trees have both progeny and grafted ramets in the program. Each clone originally has from 20 to 60 ramets grafted, with most at 35.
The intent is to produce 10 rameta for FSO outplanting,
and 15 to 20 for CSO culture. For each seedling family, 20
progeny are eown. In 1994. 65 clones from two breeding
zones were serially regrafted from 1992 grafts, to increase
numben of ramets.
Baaed on information gathered from past and on-going
work in British Columbia (Roes 199 1; Webber, J . pen.
comm. 1993), we are predicting t hat we will begin nower
induction treatments on half of the 1992 grafts in 1995,
with managed po1lination and fint cone collections expected in 1996. The intervening time will include culturing for vegetative growth; atak.ing, repotting, and moving
some trees to an outdoor environment; and pruning to
stimulate lateral long shoots and consequent short shoot
bud sites in the years before induction treatments. F10wer
induction treatmente will include stimulation with gibberelline and other poaaible strese treatments such as root
pruning, heat . and managed drought.

I'ROJECT DESCRIPTION
Dorena Tree Improvement Cente r (OTIC) is located
in lhe foothills of the far lOuthern Willamette Valley of
Oregon (tat. 43°45"N, long. 123°W, elevation 240 m). The
OTIC is an ope rational .tudies .tAtion of the Foreet Service. U.S . Department of Agriculture, and an adminisua·
tin ,ubunit of the Umpqua National Foreat. In 1991,
three National ForutIJ in ea.tem Waahington and Oregon
requated Dorena', technical aSlislance in setting up a
ItntecY (or producin, practical quantitietl of western
larch Ned (or reforelution. A pla n wu developed for
.... bU.hin .. containerized seed orchard. sited at Dorena,
with lOme paired field IHd orchard. (FSOt) on the par·
bd pating (aretta. Cooperaton in the project are OT1C.
CohilL! National Forest, Umatilla National Fore.t, and
WaJlowa~ Wb.itman National Fore.t. M\' ch infonnational
•_
baa willinflly boon ou pplied by c:ontacta in the
8ritiab Columbia (Canada ) Miniatry of For.stry. the
M'0Ilta...,. (U.S.A.) Department o(State Lands, t he Univen ity of MaiM (u.S.A ). and the Iceland Fo"," Re_rch Station.
Donna bepn culturinglOJDe root:ttock in 1991, and
.,ailing began in 199'2. u.i ng young (P -I. 1-0. I-I. and

CURRENT TRIALS
In an effort to develop and refme cultural regimes,
nowe r induction techniques, and pest manogement plans
for prod uction containerized seed orcharde, Dorena TIC
has undertaken a variety of .tudies and trials over the
past few yea n .
• Cul tural triale Were established to determine which
combination of factors would yield the highest growth and
survival rates in we.tern larch grefta. The trials compared
the effects of three fertilizer regimes, two media types.
three different environments, and t hree rootstock types
on phenology and morphology of newly grafted stock .
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• There are obeervable growth and 'Vigor differences
among clones regardless of culturing regime or rootetock
or age of ortet.
• Given the above, there are greater observable differences among some culturing regimes than among the
mean o( clonal differences.
• We observe eccentric growth pattems of flushing,
setting bud. and reflushing which appear to be conti oiled
by a complu. of nutrient availability, donal differences.
and pouibly juvenile/mature hormonal anomalies between
young rootstock and old acion, al well ae poesible relation
to the scion'e original poSition on the ortet.
• Our top-deft pot gra..l\ing technique showl a consistent 86 percent euccesa rate in the first year. This is baaed
on results from 1992 and 1993, as well as what we can
observe 90 days after the 1994 grafting. ~ noted above,
survival in the second year for the initial grafts was low,
due to a culturing problem. For the 1993 grafts. oecond
year .urvival ill currenUy at 80 percent, with CUlT'8Dt 108&e8
more related to culturing than to graft failure or demontitrated incompatibility.
• In initial trials with gibberellin (G~) on four speciee, we have observ~ flowering and seed production in
YO\lDl" Port Orford cedar, increased lammas growth in
sapling sugar pine, and a p08sible increaaed branching
response in young potted larch.
• A .mal1 number of potted treea grafted in both 1992
and 1993, in two different breeding zones, are showing
volunteer femal e cone nower production in 1994, 1 and
2 yean before expected flow er induction treatmente for
.eed production.
• There are wide variations in responses to pruning
treatmente; some of these variations appear to be based on
family/clonal differences . and some on season of treatment.
• We experience pathology problems with infestations
ofthe needle cast fungus Mtria larici1U1 , originally imported on one lot of rootstock . Efforta to control this disease involve pruning, spacing, sanitation methods such
as needle vacuuming, and chemical spray to control t he
epread ofsporea. However . we are not aware of a practi·
cal. IPM-baoed cure for the problem.
• There are ponible differences in growth after serial
grafting; the 1994 regraft.a are growing faster than the
original forest scion grafted in 1992. Whether this is due
to grafting-induced phase change or to adaptation to t he
polyhouee environment after 2 yean remains of intereet.

• Monitoring groups have been establiahed (or each
breeding zone during each grafting year. These groups
hove been used to compare phenology and morphology
under each year's standard cultural regimes.
• Preliminary flower induction trials have been done
on four species-western larch (L. occidtntalia), Port Orford
cedar (Cha171lUCYparis lawsoniana), sugar pine (Pinus lambertiana ), and westem white pine (P. monticola). Three·
to six-year-old seedlings of all species and 30-year-old
sugar pine were injected with two different amounts of
GAv, in an effort to induce flowering.
• Preliminary pruning trials have been established
to determine the effects of varying amounts o( rootstock
pruning on the survival and growth of the scion during
the first year following grafting. In addition, top pruning
at various times and various locations on the Kion has
been tested to determine the effects on branching and
short shoot versus long shoot development in the (0110'9'1ing year.
• Needle blight, specifically Mtria laril:ia, h811 recenUy
become a problem at Dorena. Small patholOl)' trials have
been estab1ished to determine the best combination of
chemical and cultural metbodolOl)' for prevention and
control.
• In an effort to determine the feasibility of utilizing
juvenile material in containerized seed orchards, eeedlings have been incorporated into the CSO for two breeding zones. Phenological and morphological traite o(the
seedling families have been compared with those of the
g:":l.ft.ed material over time. In addition, these families
will be incorporated into future induction trials, as well
os any production eso induction, to identify differences
in nowering potential between juvenile seedling material
and mature scion material.
• The majority of scion utilized for grafting into the CSO
has been collected from 80- to 125-year-old trees. In 1994.
a small amount of serial grafting was done using acion
collected from stock wh ich was grafted in 1992. A trial
was establi shed to investigate the differences in growth
rates, survival. and phenology between the two scion
sources .

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS AND
RESULTS
Two years into this program . we note the following:
• Potted graft8 and seedlings of larch (and probably
most species) are highly sensitive to 8Jlcess salinity ond
ucess moisture content in t he pot media. In our cultural
trials designed to produce rapid graft healing and vegetative growth. our tint overwintering experience was disastrous, with t he loss of over 60 pen:ent of our original established grafta. ThiB wos most certainly due to exeese
fertilizer BOlts and moisture retained in the media while
the trees were dorma nt. Currently. we are approaching
the puzzle of rapid growth fertilization with frequent
monitoring of media conductivity and leaching 8S required ,
with as little other irrigation as po8eible. This is a problem more inherent in the polyhouse than in the outdoor
environment in a rainy climate such as Dorena's. but in
ge neral we ca n attain bettA! r growth in the greenhouse .

PROJECTED TRIALS
Further studies and t rials are planned for the near
future . The purpose of theBe trials will be to investigate
future 88pecU of CSO and FSO manage ment. avoid potential production eet-baw. 8S well as fLOe tune current culturing and induction methodology.
• Further nower induction trials will be establisb;ad on
both grafted and s.. dling western larch stock. To study
the effecu on timing and amount of nowering. the trial.
wil1 include the following variables: different concentrations of GA.n, various times and method. of G~ application, root pruning at varioue times. and eaposure to differ~
ent environment!,
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• Cultural regimes for potted western larch which will
yield optimum growth while remaining cost effective continue to require investigation. Future trials will test various combina tions of fertilization and irrigation regimes,
a well as environmental requiremenUl, on morphology
and phenology of CSO grafts and seedlings.
• Maximizing the numbers of potential flowering sites
is one of the key objectives in CSO management. Top
pruning during various seasons and at various sites on
the scion will con inue to be investigated as one of the
primary methods to increase branching and short shoot
production.
• The Nursery and CSO at Dorena TIC are operated
under an Integrated Pest Management plan for prevention and control of pests and diseases. As larch is a relatively new species under cultu re at Dorena, new problems
will continue to be encountered . Therefore, investigations
into biological and chemical control method.s will be an
on-going part of CSO management .
• Unlike the majority of commercial tree species, many
peets of western larch phenology are not well understood.
Investigations into budbreaklmultiple flushing, growth
patterns, dormancy/cold hardiness are scarce. Therefore,
phenology trials will c(lntinue to be a portion of the ot>jeclives ofthe larch CSO.
• Pollen management. including production, collection,
storage, and h n dl ing, will be of prime im porta nce for
CSO and FSO management i the near future . CO:lsequ ently, Dorena ' worki ng with a variety of methods to
determine e optimal management regimes for enha ncing ed production.
•
with any movement and culturing of seed orchard
stock ou ide ita breeding zone, the po ibility WSUI for
efti
(or · after~ffecta on the seed and progeny produced
in the non-native environment . The after~ ffects may
be the result of temperatu re, nutrition , photoperiod, or
bormonallreatment which vary con i derably from the
n tural h bitat (Johnsen 19 ). In n effort to investite th o pouibility, paired orchards- for example, both
field and CSO-have been e t&bli hed in three breeding
zone . with fourth 0 ir to be established in he near futun When av ilable,
d from the p ired orchard will

be tested in germination and nursery studies to examine
viability, phenology, and morphology of seed and seedlings from the two environ menUl.
• The time course of maturation in Larix species has
been examined t hrough grafting of scion of different ages
(Greenwood and others 1989). Phase change - for example,
juvenile to mat ure or mature back to juvenile states -is
also being studied at Dorena. Methods to produce mature
flowering sites on juvenile material (seedlings) is under
investigation. 111 addition, the effects of grafting scion
from 80- to l00-year-old trees onto 1- to 2-year-old nursery stock will continue to be explored.
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ecti g Seed Yields of Larix in
· chigan's Upper Peninsula
ongill hin and David F. Karnosky
1. PrepoUination factors (pollen quality a nd strobili
abortion).
2. Factora acting between pollination 'ind fertilization
(frequency of pollination, number of pollen grains in t he
ovule, degener tion of female gametophyte, and degeneration of female strobili after pollination ).
3. Po tfertilization ractora (frequency of fertiliza tion
a nd embryo degeneration).

yi Id and poor seed quality in larch r ult from
enTironmental fI ctora that ct at different
r productive cycle. The f: ctora can be catccord' to their time of action:
to
r.

Una" nity.
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We investigated theM factors in rOUT larch species
(European larch - LevU d«idua ; J a ..... eoelarch - L. kpl<>kpu; Siberian larch-L. .ibirica; tamaraclt-L. laricina )
RTOwing in the Upper Peninoula orMic:higan. Our lltudy
abowed. that some seed 10M was r.aueect by all of theee
ractors. However, abortion of female lrtJ"Obili and embryo
degeneration were most important facton affecting eeed.
yield in oW' study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Meiotic Irregularities During Pollen
Formation
Male strobili were collected at monthly intervals from
Oct<>ber 20 until Man:h 16 when 2-<1ay interval collectionl
were made until meioe~ wu completed. Strobili were
fixed in FAA eolution. For at.aining, mic:roeporangia were
aquaabed in acetocarm.ine and e:u.mined microecopically.
Fi ... hundred PMC'. from 6 ... atrohili ror ..ch .peci..
were analyzed and irregularities were identified.

Pollen Germination
Male strobili-bearing branches of four species were
collected on April 15 and ron:od to dehioce pollen in 7· up
IOlution at room temperature. Subeamplea of the pollen
were placed in sterile micropl ates containing 100 ~ of
mecl.ium in each well. After 5 days incubation at room
temperatu re in the dark , germination rata were determined from five replications of 100 pollen grains from
eacb well.

Pollination and Frequency of
Pollination
Branchu with a bundant female Itrobili were baaed
after removing all male strobili on April 10. When remale
atrobili were fully receptive (April 25). pollen ,n.ins were
applied on the ItrobiJj with a fine paint bruah. Two weeb
after pollination. three cona from each CI"OeI were col·
Iected and O"¥U1a _ere eumined under a d.i.Aecti.na miC"'OeCOpe to determine the prnenc:e of pollen on micropylar arm• . To dete1'1Dine the number of pollen grain. in
the mic::ropylv c:an..l, O"I'Ulea were taken from cones collected 5 .....Iu after poI1ination. 0vuI.. were fised in PAA
ooIution, debydraled tD a alcohol·srl..... ..ri.., and em·
bedded in ,"-,<Prep. Embedded opocimeDa we ... ooriaJly
_ _ Jon,jtudinaJly at 81l1D and Itained with _
.
Din and rut _ n ror n>icrwcopic: _ " ation. Probobil·
ity 0( ouc:aaafuJ pollination wu calculated by multiplylq
pollen prmination rate by Iha number or pollen in Iha

...we.

Degeneration of Female Strobili
T-... _Iu after pollination , the number or degenerated
_ i in pollination bop "'""' counted and the rate wa.
determined.

Degeneration of Female Gametophyte
On May 20, three cones from each CI"088 were collected
and ovules were cut in balftransvenely. Ovules with shriveUed megagametophytea were counted from collected cones.

Fertilization

of abnormal meiosis. Around 16 percent of ita PMC's were
degenerated. and 12.4 percent of cens formed aberrant
microspores . We believe t hat high frequency of meiotic
irregularity in Siberian larch was partly due to its euliness in meiosis.

strobili were aborted either by contact with pollination
bap or by f'roat dam...,.

Degeneration of Female Gametophytes
Abortion of ovulH before fertilization. which gave ri8e
to o..t eeecls. was obee"ed in -4 to 6.8 percent of ovules
depending on the speciee.

Pollen Germination

Frequency of fertilization was determined for ovules
collected from late May to mid.June. Twenty ovules from
three cc. r.~ for each cro88 were fixed and longitudinal aerial aectiona were made as deecribed above. Ovules showing pollen tubes, egg cells with male gametes present. or
vacuolated and granular-shaped egg cells were considered
to have beeu fertilized.

Embryo Degeneration
To determine the rate of embryo degeneration, 20 ovules
from three cones for each cross were collected at 8 and 12
weeka after pollination. They were fixed and sectioned 8S
deecribed above. Preaence and number of early embryo
(slobular .tap: 8 weeb afl.er pollination ) and late embryo
(torpedo staae: 12 weelu afl.er pollination) were analyzed
for ample !miles of each c:roee and the rate of embryo degeneration w.. determined.

Tama rack showed t he higbest germination rate (78.7
percent) while European larch was the lowest (46.5 percent). The germination testa revealed that there wu little
correla tion between frequency of meiotic abnormality and
pollen germination. For example, the pollen germination
rate of Siberia n larch was higher than tbat of Japaneee
larch. which had the lowe8t in frequency of meiotic abnormality. Th is result indicated that some meiotic irTeguluities could recover to form normal pollen, while pollena that
seemed cytologically normal may hai!e other deficiencies.

Fertilization Frequency
Frequency or ovulee in which rertilization had occurred
ranged 75 to 90 pen:ent depending on the crooo. The crooo
between tamarack and European larch was the lowe.t .
while the CI'OII between European larch and Japane:ee
Ian:h wu the hisI>- It aeemed that there mi(IIlt be a cer·

tain degree of incompatibility between some larch species.

Embryo Degeneration

Pollin ation Frequency

Embryo degeneration during early atages of develoP'"
ment was common in all four species. Embryoe degenerated in 20 to.ro percent of the fertilized ovules depending
on the crose but were mOlt common in the tamarack x
European larch c ...... The frequency or polyembryony
at the early stage of e mbryo development influenced later
stage embryo condition. It ill pouible that competition
among e mbryos in a seed contributed to degeneration of
embryos.

Pollination frequencies were more tban 90 percent u cept in tamaracit, whoee frequency was 75 percent. Furthe nnor-e. most of the ovu les were pollinated with more
than one pollen. Thi s fact indicated that pollen quality
was not the major factor reducing seed yield.

Abortion of Female Strobili

RESULTS
Table 1 showl estimated loeae5 by facton investigAted.

Strobili abortion soon a fter pollination was higb in
all four s pecies. In Siberian larch, about 80 percent of

Meiotic Irregularities
The IlU\ior abnormalities observed commonly in all four
species were chromoeomal stickinesa, degeneration of pollen mother cells, acentric chromoeome fragments, unequal
dUtribution or chromoeomea at anapbase, lagging chrom~
eomea, and .ben-ant microapores. Among the four species,
Siberian larch _as obeerved to have the highest frequ ency
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Larix Lyallii and Larix Occidentalis Within USDA
Forest Service Research Natural Areas
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The Fore8t Se rv ice, U.S. Deportme nt of Agric:u1ture,
pa rtici pate8 in 8 federal progra m to develop . national
network of Research Natural Areas. The major goal of
this netwo rk is to preserve 8 represe ntative array of al1
significant natu ral ecosyste ms a nd thei r inhe rent proceS8(!! as ecological base line area s. The ForeRt Service
h OIl establ is hed neo rly 300 Research Natural Areas na·
tionwlde. These a reDS a re important ecological reference
!lilea and arc used (o r 8cie ntific studiell, education, a nd
long·te rm 4!<:ological mon itoring. The a reas are managed
to maintain natural conditIOns. wit h os little human intervelltlOn 08 po!!8Ible . Howeve r. in some ecosystems,
humn n l1CtiVllicII have inte rrupted natural processes.

In these cases , prescr ibed management actions may be
required to restore tbe processes upon which the natura l
co mmunities and species de pe nd .
Ha bitat type and plan t aasocia tion classi fication ayeterns are often employed to let targets fo r ecoe:ystema
to include witb in t he Research Na tur al Areas network.
Laru lyoUi; (alpine la rch ) a nd L. occi.chnloli., (western
larch ) a re re presented in these areas within a variety of
dassified vegeta tion types. Laru lyollii is found at h igh
elevatio ns. ofte n near tree line. in Abiu Imiororpa forest
types or Ida ho. Montana. a nd Wash ington. Ta ble 1 lisu
the eight areas in the Northwestern United State! conta ining L. 'yolli;. Laru occidftntoJUt is a sera l component
of mid-elevatio n P6~ udoUU80 m~rtZ~6ii foreet types. Oldgrowth a nd mature stands of L . occid~ n to/u occur within
27 areaa in Ida bo. Montana. Oregon. a nd Washington
(ta ble 2). Common overatory dominants in these RNAa

Anrlll G E"enlkn" N.tu,.1 AI'H.' Pt-otnm Mln-.pr. Intermoun'-,"

R.N..,., ,,
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01 Research Natural Ateas (RNA) on National Forest System lands in Idaho and Montana
representing subalpine forests dominated by Larix fya"# Part. (alpine larch). National Forest
RNA size (hectares). elevation range (meters). and associated species are also presented
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National Forest
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Bass Creek

""

AAan Mountain
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Big Creek
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n
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Plant Creek
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TIlbfe 2-lJst of Reseatch Natutal Ateas (ANA) on National Forest Sys1em cands in Idaho. Montana. Oregon ,
and Washing10n representing subalpine fofeslS dominated by Larix oc:cidentalis Nun. (western
~ch) , Nabonal Foresl, RNA size (hectates) . ......ation range (meters). and associated species are

_.
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Pswdotsuga menziesii,
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-~-.
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-~-.
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Min Creek
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WASHINGTON
Meeks Table

Wenatchee

Salmo

Colville

27

1.280 10 1,585

583

1.158102,080

are P,f(eudot!tugo menz ie~ii , Abies grandi!, Thujo plicata,
nnd Pinwt montu:ola .

PstleJdotsuga meruiesii,

rue.osc.ns

Thuj. plica'"
Tsuga I>otorophyll.

monitoring. Permission to utilize a n area ror research
may be obtained through the National Foresta and the
Forest Service Research Stations.

All Research Natural Areas a re available to the ecientific
commu nity for nonmnnipulative research a nd ecologica l
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Distribution and Sustainability of Larix Gmelini
Seed in the Soil in Northern Da Xingan Ling
Mountains, China

Five to Beven eunlit foliage eamples o( each species
were obtained by cutting sample. from • acalfold (Loot
Creek) or by .hooting branche. with a shot gun (Bonner
and Savage Lake), Gu uchanae measurements were restricted to short ahoota oflan:h folilli" and 1991 new foliage fo r all sympatric conifen since 1992 new foliage was
not fully developed until after the June sampling d.te .
Gas exchange measurements were made with an ADC
LCA-2 portable gas ""chanp system (Analytical Development, Ltd .• Hoddeodon. UK). Calculations of net photosynthelis on a mau basis (Am-> were made according to
von Caemmerer and Farquhar (1981). One-sided leaf area
of each fresh photosynthesis sample was meuured with
8 Diu II image analyail system (Decagon Devices, [nc.,
Pullman, W~ U.S.A.) and oven dried to constant ma88 at
70 'C. Specific leaf area was calculated. as the area square
meter of fresh needles per kilogram of oven-dried tissue.
Because " - can be .ignific:antly alfected by variation
in SLA when exp~ on an area baeia (Givniah 1988;
Kl08ppel.nd othe... 1993). all gas exchange data were expreaeed OD a weight buis (nmol CO2 g-1 1-1), (acilitating
comparieons between species and sitel. Bulk leaf water
potential ('1') w.s meaaured with. presaure bomb (PMS
Instrument Co .• Corvallia. OR, U.SA); allaampl.. were
obtained from the same branch used to measure net
photosynthesis.

Huacheng Xu and Yong Ban
Old-growth larch ClArix gm~lini) produce heavy seed
crops that are naturaBy diaperaed in the soil after a mot
year. Seed d ispereed in the different forest types varies
(rom 190 to 320 seedwm'l-the most in the vegetative 88lOci.tion of L.. ,mrlini-&tula frutU::osa , followed by that in
the L. gm.«ini-Alruu mand&hutico, and L. grMlini-Ledum

Col.

Authon _ " not able to .u.end the Iym~ ium but. dMilubmil th~
,...wr. Huac:hmc Xu ,. ~ ofPorftl F.nIkIo. P.o . Boa 120.
ot'FOftIt R-mot and En...IrOftmenl. 8e:iji", FOI'Htry UnivenitJ. 100083,
PMpIe'. ~blk of China; Yonr &" Ph.D.• i. ReMarch Eco~ P.O.
S. 68,
AacMmJ of FOfftLt7. 8eiji ..... 100091, Peop.... R.public
01 Chi_.

0.,_

po/ustry a88Oci.ations . Seed dispersal does not vary
greatly within each forest type .
Seeds are located mainly in the upper 2 to 4 em of soil.
Seeds distributed through all soil layers averaged 70 to 80
percent viability. Seeds germinate rapidly under optimal
conditions, but seed viability, for the moet part, laste no
more than a year. However, a few will germinate in the
second year. The presence of soil pathogens may accelerate the 1088 in viability. A seed sowing experiment with
this larch produced the same results as those observed in
the natural foreat. The L. gm.rlini seed banK quite evidently belongs to the interrupted type.

Net Photosynthesis of Western Larch and Sympatric
Evergreen Conifers Along a Precipitation Grad ient
in West ern Montana
Brian D. Kloeppel, Stith T. Gower, and Peter B. Reich
Several .tudies have compared the productivity of larch
and I)'mpatric evergreen conifen at one location (Gower
and othen 1989; Matyuek 1986). However, we are not
• • are of any .tudiel that have compared the productivity
and carbon aaimilation across an environmental gradient
to elucidate how relOurce availability may innuence the
carbon bIIl.nee, and hence, the competitiveness onarch
and co-oecurring evergree n conifen.
This ,tudy i. part of. larger ,tudy to compare the
productivity and relOUrce UN efficiency of western larch
flATU: O«ld~'Ualu Null.) and sympatric evergreen coni(en along a large ~.phic gradient within the natural dilltribution of we.tem larch in Montana. The objective of
thi' ,tudy il to compare the diurnal net phot.oeynthetic
rata (or we3tem larch and sym patric evergreen coni fen
dunn, June and Augult when water Itrels i. moderate
.nd .evere, respectively.

C r.dullte Re.e.n::h AN...... "l .nd suo. T (iowon- it!
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Site Descriptions
Three sites were established in May 1992 along a.n
edaphic gradient in western Montana. The sites were
selected to include 6 broad range in edaphic conditions
within the natural distribution of western larch (fig. 1).
Selection criteria for aU sites included ( 1) a closed canopy,
(2) a I.ck of ..... nt (10 ye .... ) stand disturb.nce. (3) •
50150 mix (basal area basis) of western larch and a sym~
patrie evergreen conifer, (4) an even-aged stand, and
(5) adequate road acte88 for whole tree sampling and
equipment tranlportation.
Mean annual precipitation for the three sites-Bonner,
Lost C....k. and Savlli" Lake-was 330. 450 • • nd 640 mm.
",spectively (table 1). A .....n.1 drought in July .nd
AIJg\1st is common at all sitell. Despite considerable ef·
fort, all of the lite lelection criteria could not be achieved.
The Bonner lite consilta of an even-age stand of western larch and Oouglu-(lI' (PuwU>t6uso rmnzie.ii vat.
6/auco ISeinn.1 Franco) th.t originated .fter a Ii", in approximately 189' (B. D. Kloeppel and S. T. Gower. unpublished data). The Loet Creek lite consists of an even-age

Figure 1-location of western larch study sitas in
the Rocky Mountains of western Montana. U.S.A..
in raferece to the oommunities of Whitefish and
Missoula,

stand of western larch and Douglas-fir with a small component (less than 4 percent basal area) o(lodgepole pine
(Pinus contorto var. lotifolia Engelm.); this forest originated after the large Swan Lake slash fire of 1920 (J. V.tes.
personal communication). The Savage Lake aite consisll
of an even-age stand of western larch and lodgepole pine
with a small component of ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws.); this forest originated after a c1earcut in 1958
and was precommercially thinned in 1985 (R. Hudson,
personal communication).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Specific leaf area was considerably higher (or larch
than either Douslas-fir or lodgepole pine at all three sites.
Specific leaf area aver.ged (± stand.rd error) 12.10 ± 0.23.
10.51 ± 0.17. and 11.49 ± 0.19 m 2lkg for western lan:h .t
Bonner, Lost Creek, and Savage Lake, respectively; 4.01
± 0.12. and 4.17 ± 0.06 m2lkgfor Douglas-fir at Bonner
.nd Lost Creek. respectively; and 5.30 ± 0.06 m21kg ror
lodgepole pine .t Sav.ge Lake. Folilli" with a high specific leaf area enables plants to support a large leaf area
with a relatively small carbon investment (Gower and
others 1993. this proceedings; M.tyssek 1986). This may
possibly facilitate carbon 88similation due to higher utilization of light within the canopy (Kuuluvainen and
Pukkal. 1989; Oker-Blom and othe ... 1989).

Field Measurements
Net photosynthesis was measured during moderate and
severe water stress periods of the 1992 growing season,
All photosynthetic measurements were restricted to days
with full sunlight. Since the study sites were a coDsiderable distance apart (375 km), only one site could be measured per day. Consequently, net photosynthesis was
measured between June 19 and 23 and August 4 a nd 10;
while at each site, oet photosynthesis was measured five
times diurnally during regularly spaced intervals from
0800 to 1800 hours (MDT).

T.ble 1-location and dimattc conditions of the three western larch study sites in westem Mont8rnt, U.S.A.

Site

Locetlon

Elevation

Av" , annual
e!oclpltetlon

m

mm

Av",-delly
("C)
JulY

tom~tu,"

J.nuary

Bonner

_ ·St ·3O·
Wtt 3"53'4S'

1.158

330

-2.0

20.5

lost Creek

N47"SS'10W113"49'0-

1.012

450

-3.6

17.4

Savage Creak

_"25'10'
WllS"40'3O-

70<.

640

-3.0

17.1

W.ther
dete
aource'

'W.alt'i .. Data Sources: 1 .lacbc:hewttz (1991). 2 ... Oe't'oungend Roberts (1929), 3. 32·,.. . ~ (1gsc).IGG,), Fire
Weather Slation, Three Lakes OIstricl. 1<001'" National FortsC. Troy. MT, U.SA
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Predawn water potentiala (PD'f' ), with more negative
values ind icating greater stress. reached their seasonal
I".)w at all s ites during the August sampling period (B. D.
Kloeppel. and S. T. Gower. unpublished data ). This re8ulted in decreased net photosynthesis due to stomatal
dOl!lure. Howeve r. the gnater precipitation and deeper
volcanic ash soils at Savage Lake than at the other sites
provided a more dependable supply of water. thereby inCTe8sing rates of A....- wh en tem peratures became more
favorable later in the seaBon.
Net photosynthesis was greater for both western larch
and Douglas-fi r at the Bonner a nd Lost Creek sites during
June compared to August. Because soil water was least
limiting in the early growing season at Bonner and Lost
Creek, A..- peaked when temperatures were favorable but
before water became limiting during the July and August
drought. At the Savage Lake site, Am- was greater in
June than August for lodgepole pine but was greater in
August than June for western larch. Because PD'+' for
western la rch was similar during both sampling periods,
we speculate that the lower A.u.. rates observed in June
were due to cool night temperatures commonly occurring
at the northern Savage Lake 8ite during the early growing sea~ n (B. D. Kloeppel. unpublished data l. Cold night
tem'p eratures have been shown to limit the enzymatic re..anions controlling ~_ (Fahey 1979; Fitter and Hay
1987 ).
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Net photosynthesis al80 differed between species. In
general , Am- was greater or equal for western larch than
sympatric evergreen conifers (fig. 2). However, Av, ... was
significantly greater for lodgepole pine than westP.rn larch
at Savage Lake on June 23, probably because the optimal
tempe rature for photosynthesis is lower for the coldtolerallt lodgepole pine than for western larch. The higher
Am- rates by weste rn larch than by the evergreen conifers were most pronounced at the drier Bonner and Lost
Creek sites during June , whe reas t his difference became
more pronounced at the end of the season at the more
mesic Savage Lake site.
Because larches have lower water use efficiencies than
evergreen conifers, both instantaneously (Matyssek 1986)
and seasonally (Gower and Richards 1990), larches tend
to dominate in Iccations and microsites where water is
more available (Schmidt and otheTS 1976; Whitford 1905).
In this 8tudy western larch exhibited greater ratea of Amduring periods when soil water was mnst available. At
Bonne r and Lost Creek this occurred during the early
growing season, whereaa at Savage Lake the deep volcartic
ash soil maintained a more favorable soil water balance
for a greater length of the growing season. Consequently,
western larch responded by increasing its values of~ ,
relative to sympatric conifers, during periods of high
moisture availability. This same pattern is apparent
when comparing the same species acl'08S sites. Western
larch had similar ~ values among the sites early in the
season, but Am_ increased from the uric Bonner site to
the mesic Savage Lake site later in the season when
water stress was more pro&1ounced.
Based on this and other studies (Gower and Richards
1990; Matyssek 1986; SmaUI972), larchea have greater
net photosynthetic rates than sympatric evergreen conifers. However , evergTeen conifers often exhibit less negative ~Iem water potentials. This 8UggeSl8 that evergreen
conifers display a more conservative water-use pattern.
These relationships are true across all six sampling dates
in figure 2 except for August 4 at Bonner when PD'f's
were le8s than - 20 ban, causing both species to restrict
stomatal conductance and photosynthesis. This conservative mechanism may in part ezptain why Douglas-fir and
lodgepole pine occur on drier sites, while western larch
appean to be restricted to more mesic microsites (Higgins
and othertl 1987; Schmidt and othe", 1976). The .. data
help to elucidate one mechanism by which the deciduous
western larch is able to achieve a positive carbon balance
and maintain its predominance among evergreen conifen
in the Intermountain West.
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Tyner Lake Stand of Western Larch Near Merritt,
British Columbia
Dennis Lloyd and Alan Vyse
There is a high incidence ofneedlecast (Meria spp.) in wet
climate8, and the species seema sueceptible to frost damage when flowering and in the seedling and sapling
stages, However, the species has been planted in many
places beyond its prese nt range, and growth ia usually
rapid in comparison with local 8pecies.
The Tyner Lake sta nd of L. occid entali8 adds to the
puzzle. It is remarkable because of its size (approximately 500 hal and its isolated position in relation to t he
main distribution of the species. The nearest population
of western larch is approximately 150 kID away.
We set out to provide a full description of the site to
support an application for permanent conservation and
to encourage further study of the ecological factors limiting the di8tribution of western larch in the province.

Within Canada . western larch (Larix. occid entalis Nutt.)
is restricted to the mountains and plateaus of the southeastern portion of British Columbia with the exception of
a small outlier in southwestern Alberta. Within that area
it grows in a wide range of habitats from valley fl oor to
relatively high elevations and in four of the 12 forested biogeoclimatic tones in the province. The eastern continen·
tal limit can be explained by the arid climate of the mid western grassla nds. but there are no obvious reasons for
the northern and wel!ltem limits of its range. Snow break·
age has been noted in areas with heavy and wet snowfalls.
Drtnnil Uoyd U, FONI' E«IlotiIt and Ala n V,... i, Section H..d. flIoteard\ Section. Kt mloopll Recion . Britilh Columbia f Ol'1!ll Service.
Kamloopl. Briti'h Colu mbi• . Canldl .
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T_ 1-5IIt1stlcs trom the latdl-dominalod po<tIon of the study

SITE DESCRIPI'ION

stand
....... rement

The stand is at 1,300 m 00 the Thompson Plateau in
lOuth-central British Columbia, at upper elevationa of the
dry, cool interior DoUC1aa-fir biogeoclimatic subzone. It i.e
about 25 km DOrthweet althe town of Merritt. The mean
annual precipitation of the aite is about «0 mm, of which
30 pe=nt fall. as .now. The £root-free period of 86 dayo
ia relatively abort, and .pring and fall frost.a are commOD.
The mean annual temperature is a little over 6 · C. The
eoil, of the aite are derived from glacial t:illtI overlying
grano-diorite and quartz-<liorite bedrock. The rolling topography supports a variety of plant communities from
depreuional sedge meadow. and riparian (oreat dominated by hybrid spruce to rock outcrope and talu ••Iopes.
The miIed Lariz-PinlU forest baa developed on the rapidly to moderately weU-<irained .ites.

Larch

970
24.8
Basal ••• m'1ha
Live YOIume m'1ha.
218.6
Dead and down volume m'/ha 15.1
Number of stemslha

PIne
107
3 .9
17.1
47.3

OI,*"

7
0 .2

t.t

Tatel
1,1)84
28 .9
231 .8
62.4

ran,.

The
of tree diameter at breast beight (d) is 0.05
to 0.60 m, of tree height (h) 6 to 30 m, and of .tand diameter (0,) 0.07 to 0.52 m . All t .... have been mealW"ed
section·wiae according to Oppermann'. method (4 + 10
sections).

For the beight interval betw..n b, and 0.49 m,

I....

The above mentioned reatrictiona are a. foUowa:
• Rotation of the atem taper lige around Item
uia gives the I&m.e volume (00) U (ound by
the previous volume equation (00); or the volumes
are compatible.
• d,:= d (or I := 1.3 m.
• d,=Ofor l.b.
• The derivative of:" with respect to I equal,
zero for I = h, whicb means nice Item taper
coune. near the tip of tree.

COMPATIBLE VOLUME FUNCTION
growth of the surviving pine and lOme of the dominant
larch. A large number of pine and .maDer number oflarch
have regenerated beneath the dominant stems since the
fire, givinB the .tend a di.tinctive tbree-.toried appearance.

From the basic material, total Item volume. (va) above
.rump beight (b,) have been calculated and used in a logarithmic model describing volume. within and between
sample plot.:

The remaining four coefficients. b •• bat be. and 1>" are vari·
abl. c:ae/licienta; that is, they vary from tree to tree to fulfill the restrictions. The variable coefficients are caJcu·
lated from the given d. h, and D, values per tree. Detaila
can be found in Mad .. n (1986, 1992) and in Madsen and
HeUMrr (1992).

I n (vo ) J.1 =I1+A.1+EJ I3 J%J+e J .1
where

STAND STATISTICS
About 50 percent of the 500 ha stand is in a larch-pine
with larch dominating and the remainder in pinedominated stand. with minor components of larch and
Douglas-fir. Table 1 summarizes aurvey reaulte from the
larch-dominated portion of the .tand.

STAND IDSTORY

J.l ia the general level of the tree apeciel
Aj ia the general level of the sample plot
~

mi2;

We exa.m.ined the ;aortion of the atend where large weltem larch dominate. The stand eeeme to bave been started
by a large-ac.aIe di.turbance about 230 ye... ago. The di.turbance woo probably a stand-destroying fire a. we have
yet to find aurvivon of the previous stand. Following the
fire, the stand woo probably composed of a milrture of codominant larch and pine, but the larch began to ouljp"ow
the pine aft.er 30 yean. or 200 yean before the preeent.
and the stand developed into a stratified milrture.
Shortly aJler that stratification ~ , a few Do\1llI.. -fir
CPuudotlUl/o mLnzi.e.ii vu. glauco ) and interior spruce
(a probable hybrid of Pi«a ,Lauro and P. • ng<lmannii)
entered the stand. About 60 yean before the preHnt, 8
ground fire ItiIIed a ,maD proportion of the pine and ocarred
• proportion of the remai.ning pine and larch. An outbreak of mountain pine beetle (Dtndroctonua pontUf'O&M
Hopk. ) removed approximately tbree-quarten ofthellU1leat aubdominant pine at about the same time. The thin·
ning effect of the fire and ineect attack stimulated the

CONCLUSIONS
The survival. growth, and reproduction of western larch
on the Tyner Lake site sugest that it ahould be coD.8idered
for introduction on .imilar eites. The riaka 8880ciated
with expansion eeem to be low baaed on the good performance of the species outside ita range in other parte oUhe
province. In addition, we found that the 1)ner Lake site
is not unique in any reapect other than the presence of
larch, which remain. a biogeographical puzz,e. The area
for introductions is large, and the potential benefits jus·
tify further 'i1vicultural and biopographical .... arch.
The area .hou1d be eecu.red as a permanent reR rYe sta·
tus as lOOn as possible. The British Columbia Forest Ser·
vice ha. already collected plant material for clone bank
and breeding purpoees.

Xi

£

are coefficients
are aina'ie tree parameters
is the residual value

EXPLOITATION

Uaing weighted regreaaion with weights W:l= 1--d12. a
mean value of the aample plot levela, and atump heighta
(b,), which equal 0.12 + dl4 m, the equation for total .tem
volume above stump height ia:

The above litem taper equation givea vanoUi po8aibilitiea
of calculation. The .tem diameter (~) may be calculated
din!ctly from the given d, h , 0" and I value. per t .... The
height (/) correopondinB to a given Item diam'lter (a,l may
be calculated by iteration. The stem volume ('1. ) betw .. n
.tump height (hO> and the height (/) abovesround where
d, = a can be calculated a. (compare Mad .. n 1986):

... · elrp. ( - 3 . 10.,03.1 . 7C 0 U1 · l.Jl(d') . 1.lSlIOt · l.Jl(b)·

O.U"U · l.D(h/(b- l . 3) - O. '061U · 0: . 0 . 0 0 13731 . ,)

Analyoe. ohow that the .tandard deviation ofthe semple
plot levela practically equals 0, and the aingle tree standard deviation within the sample plot equala 5.5 percent
ofvo·

'.-0-

0

Sn;M TAPER EQUATION

BASIC MATERIAL

Durin, the I..t decade compatible Item taper and vol·
ume equation. bave bun developed for eight conifer lpe000 In DmmarIt by Madaen.(\986, 1987, 1992) and M.dsen
.nd HouMrr ( 1992). Japane.. larch (L4r" 4aempf<ri
(IAmb I Can.) baa been included in the project, and separate equatioo.l have been developed (or thia lpecie• .

n

w..t.n • Priftdp&l Sdenu. at u..

The h.,ic material conai.ta of 515 JapllDe.. larch treeo,
from eight permanent ,ample plota, repreaent.i.ng fertile
relion. in Denmark. Within mOlt of the plots the variou.
tree. have been sampled over decades from Mvera! cutting operation• . 'There(ore, within plots, the treee represent variation in tree .ize and .tem (orm in the year o(
measurement and developments of dimeneion and Item
taper by .,..

o.n. rw.t. .nd Land-

..,. a...-m. llllllti&at.e. ~ II. 2800 L,..". Dmasark.

~ =~- o~:,))·

0~:9)J

where i = 1,2, 4,5,6, 7, 8,9,10.

A atem taper model giving atem volumes compatible

with the previous volume equation haa been developed.
The baaic model (in short notation) is:

FIT

d"~ ~~ (.!)J~..,
.

s.tren Fl. Madsen

[EJbJ ( j:3 (i)J -'+( Q';')J -'(
b,(ln( 0 .1.9} tl -

1

(.")b

J-1

J

The atem taper equation of course ahould only be U8ed
within the rangea of the basic material. Here the average
fit seems good. as mean stem diameteR of all treea in all
relative heighta above ground level are close to the meaaured onea (deviationa below 1 percent) and the standard
deviations between measured and predictec! diameten in
all heights are between 2.1 and 5.9 percent. In add ition,
pooled calculationl (or seven tree epeciea have shown
practicaUy inaignificant bial in the mfijority of various
d/h-classes (d = diameter at breaat height).
Compatibility with the stem volume functhn (or Oa im·
pliea that the atem taper describes the variation of stem
taper with varying tree aize in the stand in 1 year and.
further, the development of stem taper with increasing
age within the same sample plot.
Figure 1 is an exam ple of the stem·taper equation.

b

where

Stem Taper Equation for Japanese Larch

.t, equal.

• d t la stem diameter outside bark in l m above ground
level

• 00 ill volume according 10 the above atem volume
equation
• h is total tree he ight above ground level
• Pi are coefficients
• £ ia a reaidual value
Using restricted regression on 513 Japanese larch treea
ofthe basic material ,au flxed coefficients of the Item
taper equation valid (or the height interval above 0.49 m
above ground level have been calculated:
b, • 6. 163678·10"
b, • -6,23778·10....
b, ' 2.479618·10-'
b• • -3.471702·10'
bo = 2.257603·10'
blO • -5.820606·10'
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(Schmidt and Seidel 1988) and was initiated to evaluate
the effects of three spacings on the bole form of "young"
western larch in western Monta na . In 1961 , four study
areas were established in western Montana-two on the
Coram Experimental Forest and one each on the Flathead
and Lolo National Forests. Each location contained ex·
te nsive overstocked stands o(young, 7· to 9·year..ald, west·
em larch reproduction with minor components o( Engel.
mann spruce (Picea engelmannii Parry ex Engelm.) and
Douglas·fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauco [Beissn.1
Franco ). These young stands at each location were thinned
in 1961 to a wide range of densities. From these , three
initi.l .tand densities of704 (1740 TPA), 360 (890 TPA),
a nd 146 (360 TPA) trees per hectare of pure western larch
were selected for eva luating bole form.
After growing at t hese stand densities for 20 years,
the study plots were thinned again in early 1982 to wider
spacings at the four locations, and felled tr~es were eam·
pled for this study (table 1). Ten thinned treee in each
0.04 ha plot were randomly selected for bole form meas·
urementa. Sample trees were marked at 13 locations a10ng
the bole, and outside bark diameter and bark thickness
was measured and recorded (fig. 1). Outside bark diem·
etefS were measured with a diameter tape to the nearest
0.25 em. Bark thickness was measured with a Swedish
bark gauge to the nearest 0.13 cm. Total height was also
measured on sample trees and recorded to the nearest
0.3 m.
Outside bark diameter and bark thickness measure·
ments were taken on each sample tree at the following
locations along the bole:

DECILE SOF
TOTAL HEIGHT

10

......- \ - - - 4.9m

112 10lal

......- - - \ --

6------

3

- - -- - - - - - _

2

----------

1 __

height above
137m

- - - - dbh 137m

-_~~~"_

_

___'L__ __

1. 1.37 m aboveground, diameter at breast heigh

(d.b.h .)
2. 4.9 m aboveground
3. One-half total height above 1.37 m
4. Deciles of total height (base of each section)

Effect of 20 Years of Regulated Stand Densities
on Bole Form of Young Western Larch
Ward W. McCaughey, Wyman C. Schmidt, and Jack A. Schmidt
Because o( economic (acton auch a. increasing mill coet8
and dimini.hing wood au ppliea, accurate tree volume.
and dimen.ional characteriatitl are e.ee ntial i( ou r wood
relOun:ea are to be fully utilized. And because utilization
.tandard. are conatantly being adjuated towa rd uae o(
I maller etema, a bole (orm or tape r function equation is
an important (actor in tree volume calculation • .

Bole form variea considerably between speciea within
t he Intermountain Weat (Amidon 1984; Van Hooser and
Chojnacky 1983). Volume equations (or western larch
(Larix occicUntaliA Nutt.) have been developed uaing a
variety o(bole (orm equations, but they did not account
for .pacing effects (Planlr. and Snellgrove 1978). In this
paper, we delCribe a study deaigned to evaluate bole form
diff'ereneel between three apacing levela at four locations
in weetern Montana. Girarde and AblOiute (orm quotiente
were used aa mealUTee of bole form.

'_te"

Inside bark diameters were calculated by subtracting
twice the ba rk thickness from the outside bark diameter
value at each measurement location. Decile measurements
we re used to construct graphic representations of average
bole (onns. Bole fonn quotients (Girards a nd Absolute )
we re com pu ted and evaluated (or thei r between-spacing
differences. Anaiyeis of variance from t he SAS co mputer
atatistica i package was ueed to analyze spacing effects on

METHODS

'*'.

Thil atudy complementB a larger etudy on epacing
eft'ecte on the growth and development of weetern larch

tree heights. outside bark diameterl, Girards (GFQ), and
Abeolute (AFQ) form quotient. All eignificance tests were
computed at the p S 0.05 level. Equation8 used to compute
GFQ and AFQ we",:
Girards form quotient = d ,

Tabl.

1- Thinning schedule for 0 .04 ha plots at two locations on the
Coram Experimental Forest and one location each on the
Flathead and Lolo National Forests
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FIQure 1-Location 01 bois lorm measurements
on young western larch. Measurements were
taken at base of each decile section.

1961

RESULTS
Mean tree heights and outeide bark diameters generally
increaaed ae stand den etty decreased from 704 to 360 to
146 trees per hectsre (TPH ) (table 2). Outsid. bark diameters at the 146 TPH stand density were alwaye signifi.
cantly iprger than the 104 and the 360 TPH stand densitiee.
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The 360 TPH stand density had significantly larger diam·
eten than t he 704 TPH stand density with the ",cept ion
of Pinkham Creek, which still showed an absolute but not
significant increase. Figure 2 demonstrates average bole
conftguration for western larch trees growing at 146, 360,
and 704 TPH for all four study locations. An opposite re·
lationship exists between high and low values for GFQ
and AFQ . A high GFQ value indicates a more buttressed
tree form in comparison to a lower GFQ value, while a
high AFQ value indicates a less buttressed tree form in
comparison to a lower AFQ value.
Results from analysis of variance for Girards form quo·
tient (GFQ) for the four study locations showed that Cot·
tonwood Lakes was significantly different from Coram I,
Coram 2, and Pinkham Creek. Stand density differences
using GFQ were analyzed separately for Cottonwood Lakes
and pooled for the other three study locatiolls. Girards
form quotient could not be computed for the 704 TPH
stand density at Cottonwood Lakes because sample trees
were le88 than 4.9 m taU. There was no significant differ·
ence in GFQ between the 360 (GFQ 34.6) and 146 (GFQ
31.2) TPH stand density at Cottonwood Lakes.
The GFQ of 64.8 for the 146 TPH stand density was signi/icsntly greater than the GFQ of57.5 for the 360 and
the GFQ of 50.2 for 146 'I'PH stand densities for the combined data set of Coram I , Coram 2, and Pinkham Creek..
There was no significant difference in the GFQ between
the 360 and 146 TPH stand densitiea for the three com·
bined &reas.
The AFQ value for Coram 2 was aignificantly different
from Coram 1, Cottonwood Lakes, and Pinkham Creek,
which weM not aignificantly different from each other.
Densi ty diff'erences using AFQ were analyzed separately
for Coram 2 and pooled for the other three study loea·
tiono. The AFQ of 56.3 for the 146 TPH stand denoity
was aignificantly lower than the AFQ of 61.3 for the 360
TPH and the AFQ of 59.7 for the 704 TPH . tand denoities
at Coram 2. The AFQ value8 for the two denser spacings
at Coram 2 did not differ significantly. There were no sig·
nificant differences in AFQ values bet ween the t hree den·
sitiea for the pooled areas. However, there was an ab~
lute increaBe in AFQ as stand den sities changed from 704
(AFQ 56.5) to 360 (AFQ 57.5) to 146 (AFQ 58.6) TPH.

Teb.. 2-Mean ICtal height and outside ~ diameter at breast
height (d.b.h.) of western larch grown under three
spacing levels at 'oor Iocattons in western Montana
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
These bole form data describe the dimenaions of trees
that could be used in thinning from below. Thinning from
below is a practice commonly used in young western lan:h
otando and beot fits the biology of thio highly ohadeintolerant species. A. a result, most trees removed in
early thinninll. such as trees in thia study, are poten·
tiolly those that would be used fo r omall diameter wood
produeta.
Only trees removed by thinning were aampled for thi s
study. and as with any thinning, they generally were the
slowest growing trees. In spite o(that, relative difference!
in bole form between atand densitiea are evident 8S ahown
by dirrerences in visual appearance of bole form (fig. 3),
mean height and outeide bark diameter meuUl'eS (table 2),
and in Girard and Absolute (onn quotie nts. Trees grow·
inz under 8 low atand denaity of 146 TPH, compared to

Agur. 2- V _ 'opr_1ion at bole conIIgurolion lor _
"""" Ir_ growing al l<e. :leO.
ond 704 . _ pot 1Iectar. . . . """ study _ _
_
been pooled ond ..waged
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higher densities, are aignificantly taller, have larger outside bark diametel'8, and have GFQ and AFQ values con·
sistently larger or smaller, respectively.
The visual representation of bole form for the 146 TPH
stand density indicate that trees appear to be block.y with
more taper than trees growing under the 360 or 704 TPH
stand densities. This is due to less competition from other
trees, more growing space, and greater croWll'. retention by
this highly shade· intolerant species. Crown development
was not a part of this supplemental study but win be eva)·
uated in the main study on spacing effects on the growth
and development of western larcb.
lIappeara that spacing elfeeta hole form of "young"
western larch, and these differences ahouJd be considered
when evaluating standa, from initial and s·.1bsequent in·
termediate thinnings, for potential wood products such as
posts and poles. Further study of crop trees is needed to
evaluate bole form differences over a variety of age, site,
and stand densities and for development of volume equa·
tions specific to spacing levels. By using the full com·
plement of trees in the stand, volume equations descriir
ing growth and hole form should be developed.
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Growth of 19 Larch Provenances in Croatia
Steve Orlic and Marijan Ocvirek
of the 8ame provenance. These differences are sometimes
bigger than the ones between the provenances themselves.

Research of European larch provenancea in FOTest Re·
aearth Institute, J astrebarsko, wos 8tarted in 1965 (Ookus
1975). Seed samples were obtained from Czechoslovakia ,
Poland , Germany, and Croatia. 'rhe quantity of seed or
plants was li mited. Field tri als were establ is hed on pilot
plots in three ecologically characteristic regions o( conti·
:lentai Croatia. Because of the limited quantity of plants,
larch was planted with Weymouth pine in inter·rowa. In
addition to the L8 European larch provenances, the trial
included one provenance of Japanese larch (rom southern
Korea.
The aim of the researchen was to determine the E~
pean larch variability, to deClne the provenonce that would
be best for this environment. and to see what increment
could be upected from thi" economically interesting conifer species. It is known that European larch has a wide
area of natural distribution in Europe, both horizontally
and ve rtically, and divene edeph.ic and climatic conditions.
Pintaric (1 966 ) estab1iahed international larch prove·
nance trials on tgroan in Bosnia in 1961. The reaearch in·
cluded It provenances of European end one proven ance of
Japanese larch. The trials were esta blished in the region
of sesaile-flowered oak. in a common hornbeam community, and a montane beech forest. During the fil'8t 5 yeal'8
the best was Krnov prove nance from Czechoslovakia.
Pintar ic (1966) points out big differencea between treea
:)t,eve Or lie and MA rvan <>cv.rek art! With the FOrellit
reblirsko.CroAtla.

Reau~h

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The research program included 18 European larch
provenancea- 13 provenances from Czechoslovakia, one
fro m Poland, two from Bavaria. Gennany. an d two from
Croatia - and 1 Ja panese larch prove nance from southern
Korea. The 19 provenancea were:
Brunts1 , Razova , Czechoslovakia
Albrehtict., Czechoslovakia
Sabinov. Brezovacka, Czechoslovakia
Liptovsky, Mikula , Czechoslovakia
Nizbor, Drevic, Czechoslovakia
Jeromerice, Czechoslovakia
Ruda . Raa kov. Czechoslovakia
Rajec, Czechoslovakia
Pozorice. Czechoslova kia
Jihlava. Hencov, Czcchoalovak.ia
SHzyn, Svinia gora, Poland
Durdevac. Croatia
Vujnovic brdo. Goapic, Croatia
Tanap, Visoka Tatri Czechoslovakia
Baden-WUrtenberg, Germany
Litovel. Uaov, Czechos lovakia
Ruda on Morav;. Czechoslovakiu
Amorbach. Kirchell, Ge rmany
Yongwol·kun. Southern Korea

tn.titut..

Jill
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Larch was planted with 4 by 4 m spacing and Weymouth
pine 2 yean old were interplanted between the larch. The
trial design was a randomized variant design with four
replications. One-hundred plants (5 by 5 by 4 replications)
were planted per provenance. Fill-in planting WSB carried
out a year later in the spring of 1971 .
10 addition to tb08e two tria1s, in the spring of 1970,
pilot project ·Slatki potok," forest enterprise Bjelovar, in
a trial identical to the one in Ourgutovica, waB established.
Unfortunately, t hie was destroyed in a fire in 1980.
Survival and height growth of trees in the trial. at Lok..
and -r>urgutovica" were measured each year for the first
5 yean and then every rlith year. The last measurement
was done in the -u,kve- trial in the spring of 1989 and in
the "Durgutovico" trial in the autumn of 1989- the 20th
year after the establishment. Survival, height, and diameter at breast height (d.b.h .> were meSBured. Data from
the '"Durgutovica- trial were stati.sticalJy processed using
the variance analysiB, F test. and Duncan test.

Unfortunately. apart from data OD provenance name,
other data on locations (longitude, latitude, height above
sea-Ieve.l. relief. plant community) were not available.
Further referenca to each provenance in thia paper are
by fint name of the location.
Plante of different provenances of larch were grown in
the nunery of the Forest Reeearch Institute. Sowing was
c:arried out twice, in the spring of 1966 and 1967.
Plante flOwn in 1366 were used for the establishment
of the trial in the territory of forest enterprilfl Karlovac.
fot"eSt unit Duga Resa. pilot project "Lone.- Planta flOwn
in 1967 were used for the establiahment of the trial in the
territory of {oreat enterpri8e Vinkovci, forest unit Stari
Mikanovci . pilot project ·Ourgutovica,- and in the territory offorest enterpri.8e Bjelovar, forest unit Velilti Grdevac,
pilot project "S1.tIti potok. '
Seeds were flOwn in the Dursery beds in small furrows.
One-year-old plante were tranJplanted into bede in a tri·
angular de.ign with a 20 by 20 em .pacing and then leR
for 2 yean. The plants were liRed, balled, and tranlported to the field .
The larch provenance trial on Lone pilot project was
establisbed in the spring of 1969. Seedlinp were I and
2 yean old. Basic spacing WIUI 2 by 2 m. Larch waa
planted with 4 by 4 spacing, and Weymouth pine 2 and
3 yean old were interpianted. Tb..irteen provenancea from
Cz.echoelovakia, one from Poland, and ODe from Bavaria,
Germany, were planted in this trial. The number of
planted trees per provenance was 25 in a 5 by 5 m grid
with no replication. Fill-in planting for thoee eeedlinp
that died wu done twice, in spring, 1971 and 1972.
The provenance trial on the -otargutovica" pilot project
was establiahed in the spring of 1970. Ten provenanoe.
from Czechoslovakia, one from Poland, ane from Bavaria,
Germany, two from Croatia, and one provenance of Japenne larch from 80Uthem Korea were planted. Planta
were 1 and 2 yean old. Buie .pacing w.. aJao 2 by 2 m.

for the ftnt few years after the establishment of the trial.
The possible reason for this is favorable edaphic conditions. According to the Thomthwaite climate chart and
the data of the weather station Vinkovci , the '1>urgutovica"
locality has subhumid climate with a marked precipitation deficit in the summer months of July, August, and
September, but sufficient precipitation is accumulated in
winter to maintain favorable soil humidity until the ter·
mination of height and diameter tree growth. The -Lokve"
locality is situated on the border between the humid and
the perhumid climate with no precipitation deficit in the
su.mmer months but with marked precipitation up to 430
to 860 mm annually. Closely connected with the precipitation quantity are the temperature relations during the
vegetation period, which influences the growth of plants.
Luvic soil in · OurgutovicaJl is favorable for 18J"Ch, while
fem·beath fIOil in "Lakve" is less favorable.

Diameter
Average d.b.h. in the "Durgutovica" trial was 20.2 cm
04.5 to 22.1 em). The best provenances were Bruntal,
Blizyn, and Baden-WUrtenberg. The worst provenance
was Durdevac. Trees with d.b.h. of over 30 em were registered on the '"Durgutovica" project. Average d .h.h. in the
'Lokve" trial wa. 15.6 em (10.0 to 19.1 em). The belt
provenances were Brunta! and Sabinov. The wont were
Amorbach and Ruda on Moravi. Maximum d .b.h. regis·
tered. in this trial was 29 em.
The same provenances in the "1>urgutovica- trial have
bigger d.b.h. than the ones in the -Lokve" trial, which is
also the case with data on height.

RESULTS
Survival data and average values for total height and
d.b.h. in trials of the different provenances of European
and Japanese larch are presented in table I and figure I.

Survival and Mortality
Provenances with the lowest survival percentage in
the trials were: Ruda on Moravi 19.2 percent. Amorbach
29.3 percent, and Durdevac 54.5 percent. Other provenances had good survival at both localities. Some of the
provenances had 80 percent survival at one or the other
loca1ity.
10 the -ou.rgutovica- trial, provenance survival ranpd
from 70.4 to 82.1 pen:ent and averaged 75.4 percent. In

-

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
Research results from a trial of 18 provenances of
European larch and one provenance of Japanese larch
indicate the following:

Flgur. 1-5urvival. diameter at breast height
(1 .3 mI. and total height 01 19 different provenances 01 Larix at two locations 20 years al·
planting in Croatia.
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1. The best provenances for Croatian forestry needs
are European larch provenances from Sudetic Mountains.
Czechoslovakia, and from Bavaria in fIOuthern Germany.
2. Japanese larch was satisfactory in these trials. and
work with this species shou1d be continued.
3. All researched provenances exhibited faster growth
in subhumid climate on luvic soils than in humid-per humid
climate on fem·heath soil.
4. The intensive growth of Weymouth pine in the interrowa on fern· heath soil negatively influenced crown development and hence growth rate.

the "!.okve" trial it ranged from \9.2 to 100.0 percent, with
an ave rage of 71 .6 percent. The Japanese larch prove·
nance in "Durgutovica" trial fYongwol-kun) was among
the worst at 70.8 percent.
Certain damage and 1088 was caused by game (dee r) on
both localities.

Height
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Total height oftrees in t he -Durgutovica" tria: averaged
17.3 m (14.2 to 18.2 mI. The best provenances were Bruntal,
Jihlava. and Baden·WOrtenbe rg. The worst provenonces
we re Durdevac and Yongwoll-kun. In the Lokve trial ,
total height averaged 15.6 m (1 2.4 to 17.2 m) among the
best provena nces. They were Bruntol and Pozorice.
Among the wont were Amurbach and Nizbor.
The last measureme nt showed that the height and dl·
ameter growth of the same provenances was greater on
-Ourgutovica" than on the "Lokve" locnli ty . This wns 80

Dokua, A. 1975. bbor novih vnta i provenijencija
alohtonih cetinjoca, Kom parativn i pokus provenijencija
evropskog arisa. Dokumentacija SUUl skog inaututs,
Jostrebartlko.
Pintaric. K.; Ze ie, N. 1966. Rut ansa ra.z.nih provenijenc:ija
nB oglednim plohama na podrucju FSOD -Igman-.
Rndovi Sumarskog fakulteta i institute. Sarajevo.
Knjiga I I , sV. 2.
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Western Larch Regeneration in Partial
Harvesting Systems
Ed Oswald
Rege.neration of we stem larch <Lariz occuuntaJia) in
partial harvesting regimes is being examined at three aites
in southeastern British Columbia as part of a combined
alternative silviculture syst.em/mountain pine bark beetle
control project. Two sites CCranbrook and P8.f80DS ) BUpport. Pinus eon1orta I Sh~PMrdio caTUJ.f.Uruu-Malwnio
oqui/olium l Cala,magrwtis TUM&«1l3 community on an
aeolian cap over glacial till at Cranbrook and on 8 Ouvial
terrace at PIll'8OIl8. The third site (Elkford) ill higher in
elevation and supporte a Piaa ~ngtlmannii-PinU&
contorl4 / St..pt..rdiD t:tlIUUhnoi&.Symphorioorpoo alb...
community on coUuvium and till. All three sites are curn!ntly dominated by lodgepole pine 80 to 100 yeano old.
Western larch is cu.rrently prevalent in the Cranhrook.
site; the Parsons site is at the northern natural limit of
western lan:h though a few natural otanda exiot in the
vicinity and it baa been planted farther north; and the
EUd'ord site is slightly hi&:her in elevation than naturally
ocxu.rrin& western larch. The project treatmenta include
spacing to 4 m, spacing to 5 m. clearcut, a control, and fertili.za.tion at each tree deMity. The barvesting treatments
we.re planned for the 1992-1993 winter, with fertilization
tD follow during 1993.

Planting of western larch, Engelmann spruce, and
Douglu·fir (Puudotsuso menziesii) throughout each
study area took place in 1993 to permit examination of
potential stand conversion species. The amount of light
reaching each seedling will be estimated by determining
the leaf area index or amount of canopy covl;lr over the
seedling, or both. Advance regeneration is abundant on
the sites at Parsons and Elkford and sparse at Cranbrook.
New regeneration is anticipated at all three sites subse·
quent to treatments. Lodgepole pine will likely dominate
the new regeneration , but some western larch could occur
at Cranbrook.
Western larch saplings to a height of about 5 m occur
at the Cranbrook site. A few seedlings, mostly up to 0.5 m
in height, appear tD have good vigor and vitality, but they
are inaufficient in number to UBe88 vigor in relation to
sunlight, competition, and depth of duff. There seems to
be a high degree of mortality in aaplinga 1 to 3 m tall , and
thooe still alive bave poor vigor. Saplinga 3 to 5 m tall
have a relatively small diameter and most oite[' are ae·
verel,· bent over, which is likely the result of snow press.
Some of these with crowns lying on the ground serve as
-mother trees" to branches that turn upward and take on
a treeli.ke appearanC2, though rooting of these branches
was not observed. Even trees in excess of 15 m often had
bent tDpo.
We plan to monitor all forma of western larch regenera·
tion and subsequent development, and how these facton
compare with other species foUowing the treatments.

Ed o.wa&d wa R-rch otI\atr at Foreetry c.n.ct.. PllCiftc Fol"Mtry
<Afttft. .506 W. 9unmcte &.d. V'1dOria. Britiah Columbia. CaNIda
VSZ IM5.

Flowering in Potted Western Larch Grafts
Established from Juvenile Ortets
David Remington
western larch cone production. However, several other
advantages have been cited for potted indoor orchards
and others 1985). The other advantages we antici·
pate are reduced time from orchard estahliehment to Oow·
erin" better control over poll.ination, OeD-hie hreeding
lones, and ea. of genetic upgrading.
Grafting onto potted rootatock began in 1990. Orteto
were be.t individuale from best familie. in Montana we.t-em lan:h progeny teata, planted in fall 1981 by the Inland
Empire Tree Improve ment Cooperative (JETIC). Pending
con.truction or a permanent 4,500 IIQ. ft. greenhouse for

The Montana Department of State Lands , U.S.A, in
cooperation with Cham pion Timberlands. began develoP'"
ment of. potted indoor seed orchard for western larch
( UTU occidentalu Nutt.) in 1989. The primary reason
for .Iectin, a potted. greenhouse-baaed seed orcha rd was
to protect emergin, cone leta from spring fl"Olu. which
Sheared ( 1990) ide ntified .. the mllior factor inhibiting

T_ 1~ summaty of 2·year-old grafts, spring 1992
Typool_g
_
F.....
T_I

the orchard, stock has been temporarily maintained in
other facilities at the Forestry Division complex in MiuouJa
and at Champion Timberlands' facilities in Plaina, MT.
We anticipate that t he orchard will meet Montana west.ern larch seed needs for both the Department of State
Lands and Champion Timberlands by tbe year 2000.

G<afts -..g (n _ 1961
Clonoo -..g (n _ 78)
Familieo _ n g (n _ 43)

GmBERELLIN STUDY

o-td lWmincton Ia Su,.I"riacw, 'ClINK On.lopment Section. Forwtry
0h0iMcM. Monw.. Drpa.r\nMnt rtI BYte Landa. 2706 Spurtin Ro.d.
MT 5ge01. u.s.A.
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11 (6%1
9(12%1
9(21%1

18(9%)
15(19%)
11 (26%)

FLOWERING OF 2-YEAR-OLD GRAFI'S

In the spring of 1991, 27 clon.. were aelected for a study
of the effects of Gibberellin A.n injection on flowering. A
test graft from each clone was randomly choeen and in·
jected with 0.6 mg of GA.n diaaolved in 1.0 mI ethanol.
A second graft from each clone was randomly 8elected ..
a control. The injections were done when long ahoot bud.
had broken on about half of the grafta in the orcl>ard
popuJation.
Mortality during the 1991 growing aeaaon, related to
root damage and probable gibberellin toxicity, eliminated
most of the paired clones from the study. The remaining
clones showed inconclusive Oowering results.
An additional 37 clones were selected for a second gibberellin study, and injections were done in March 1992.
A reduced concentration ofGA.n was used in an attempt
tD avoid gibberellin·induced mortality. A apray treatment,
using GA.n in an aqueous solution, W88 also included.
Resulto will be evaluated in spring 1993.

A few grata done in 1990 flowered in 1991. In 1992,
9 pen:ent oftbe 1990 grafto Oowered, repreaenting 19
percent of the clonea and 26 percent of the families (see
table 1). Male and female flowering were in nearly equal
proportiOI18. The number of flowera ra.ngecl from one to 15
female otrobili per graft and from one to 25 male atrobili
per graft. The .. reaulta include the ourviving gibberellin.
treated grafto, but only two of the 19 flowering grafto
were treated. The winter damage suatained in 1990 may
bave atimulated flowering by mimicking a root pruning
treatment.
Theee results suggest that substantial western larch
flowering can occur only 2 years after grafting u8ing juve·
nile ortets, even with only minimal effort at flower induc·
tion. It is allO noteworthy that both male and female
flowering W88 8ubstantial. We have been concerned that
pollen production may be a serious limiting factor with
grafto eotabliohed from juvenile orteta.

STOCK MAINTENANCE
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The mfijor problem with potted stock maintenance 80
far has been winter damage affecting root systems. The
stock experienced sever cold spells while they were out·
doors in December 1990 and October and November 1991 .
Effects became apparent early the next growing aeaaon in
both cases when damaged grafts flushed but then declined
in vigor and died. Construction of a permanent green·
house for the on:hard, tentatively planned for 1993, should
prevent these problems from recurring.
There have been some occurrences of root diseases ,
larch casebearer, Meria needlecast, and drought damage.
Close monitoring is essential to eneure proper irrigation
and to detect and treat disease problems before they become severe.
Stock maintenance practices have included a combina·
tion of liqu.id and granular fertilizer application and annual pruning to maintain compact crowns. It wiU be nec·
e88ary to maintain st.o..:k at a height of nO more than 6 to
7 ft a nd in pots no larger than 5 gal.
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Ecology and Silviculture of Western Larch at its
Southern Limits
Robert Steele and Kathleen Geier-Hayes
DISTRmUTION

has been effect ively reduced. Some Larix has been planted
intenn itte ntly beyond its natu ral range as fa r east as
Driggs. Ida ho. Generally. growth ra tes a re poor on these
offsite pla ntings but the planting east of Driggs is on an
Abies lasiocarpa stream terrace and is growing remark ·
a bly well.

We!te rn lart.h (Laru occidentahs Null.) exte nds south·
...ard to about latitude 440 15' in Idaho and slightly farther
south in the Blue Mountai ns of easte rn Oregon <Little
197 1). In Idaho. t he sout hern most known Larix , now
dead (Brock 1993 ), was d isjunct from t he mai n d istribu·
lion by about 22 rnl (35.4 knu a nd was located a t a bout
the same latitude 88 the southe rnmost limits in Oregon.
In Idaho. Larix is restricted to a reas of stronger maritime climatic innuence and possi bly soil conditions with
greate r mOi&lUre and deeper volcan ic ash layers . Larix,
however. utend s fa rther south t han some maritime inditator s pecies such as Tsugo heleroph)'lla, Thuj a plica/a .
Ta.ru.& brrvifolia. A.~ ru m cauda/um. a nd C/intonia uni{10r0 .
As Larix exte nds sou th ward . it becomes restricted to sites
where A bir.• la!liocarpa and A bi.r.~ grandi.If are climu a nd
VoCt'iniu m glohu/ore a nd Linn oE'o borealis are prevalent
in the undergrowth . In eastern Oregon. the environmenta l range of Laru expa nds to include many drier sites
whe re Puudol!tuga m enzies;; is cl imu but the volcanic
ash is more exte nsive (J ohnson a nd Clausni tzer 1992).
H ~ re Laru extends beyond the dry Iimit.8 of Abies grandis,
Vaa:in ium globula rf'. a nd Linnaea borealis .

Larix. is a shade intolerant early se ral species through.
out central Idaho. It is easily replaced by Pseudotsuga ,
Picra, and Abies. Due to its longer life spa n (Minore 1979),
Larix. persists longe r in the stand than Pinus contorio
even though P. contorla is more shade tolerant .
Larix seed is relatively s mal1 and light. It is eaSily dis·
persed by wind and is well adapted for establishing on
mineral soil following extensive stand·destroying wildfire.
The moister segments of Abies grandis and A. lasiocarpa
fores ts where Larix grows are conducive to this type of
fi.re. Fire·k.illed Larix can produce viable seed if mature
cones are present at the time of the fi.re (Shearer and
Stickney 1991). However, since cone crops often fa il due
to late spring frosts, long distance dispersal from less
frost prone terrain can be critica) for regenerating burned
areas.
Laru s ites support several fast·growing shrub species
which compete with Larix seedlings. The La ru, however,
is the fastest growing conifer seedling in centra) Idaho
and ofte n reaches 4.5 ft (1.4 m) in 6 yea rs .

Lam growth rates are somewhat reduced near its southem limits and ma ximu m sizes 8re less th a n in areas to
the north . Ave rage hei ght a t 50 years is about 65 ft
(19.8 m ) in cent ral Ida ho (Stee le a nd othe rs 19R1: Steele
a nd Geie r·Hayes 1987) as compa red to 80 n. 124.4 m) on
the most fa vora ble si tes in northe rn Ida ho (Coope r and
othen 1991 ) a nd northwestern Monta na (Pfiste r a nd others 1977), In ce ntral Idaho, timber yields a re comparable
to P!lewiot.'fuga menz.uii growing on the sa me site.
A seed tree cut is the preferred si lvicul tural method for
regene ra tin g Laru na tu rally a nd rege ne rat ion is most
succeS!ful on eit her exposed mine ral soil. moss mats, or
motst rotten wood (Steele a nd Geie r-Hayes 1992). However. while snme Larix. &eed t ree cuts have successfully
re p rodu~ La ru . ma ny otherl" have failed . The primary
rea.80n for failu re appears to be lack of seed due to la te
IIpnng fr'O!t~ and cone feed ing insects (Shea rer 1990>.
BecaUlle of the uncertai nty of natu ral regene ration,
Laru seedlings have been pla nted in some a reas. SurVlval and growth IS usually adequate whe re competition

Culturing 1-0 Western Larch Seedlings at
J. Herbert Stone Nursery
David Steinfeld and Steve Feigner
The de ma nd for western la rch (Laru occidentalis) seedlings for reforestation in the Western United States has
been steadily increas ing ove r th e past decade. Si nce the
mid-1980's , the J . Herbert Stone Nursery has been su p·
plyinK' between 1 a nd 2 million seedings annually to the
effort. Situated in the Rogue Valley of south em Oregon ,
thi s nursery is in a n ideal location for producing a plant·
able seedling in 1 yeor. The warm summer and fall tern·
peratures create opti mum cond iti ons for s hoot and root
growt h. The foll owing synopsis describes the general
nursery culturing gui delines developed for this site.

soil and the entire bareroot bed is immediately covered
with a '/.·inch layer of fresh sawdust mulch. To keep the
sawdust from moving off the bed by rainsplash or wind , a
stabilizer (trade name Agri-Lock) is applied. Ammonium
phosphate and potassium sulfate is banded 4 inches bel ow
the seed during the sowing operation.

CULTURING
Sown seed is constantly monitored for moisture. Irriga·
tion is scheduled to ensure that the seeds never dry. Once
the seedlings emerge, irrigations a re then baaed on sur·
face soil temperatures and soil moisture cond itions. Short
bursts of watering during the hot afte rnoons help to keep
the temperatures below 33 °C in J uly and 35 °C in August.
When the soil profile dries below field capacity, entire
rooting zone is irrigated.
Approximately 6 weeks after seedling emerge nce (early
May), the fll'St of five fertilizer t rea tments begins. At 2·
week inte rvals, nitrogen fe rtilizer . in t he form of ammo-nium nitrate a nd ammon ium sulfate , is a pplied to the soil
surface a nd irrigated into t he profile. The total amount
of actual nitrogen a pplied du ring this period is 140 Ib per
acre . After bud set in mid·October, two more appl ica tions
of a mmonium sul fa te are made that togethe r tota l 50 lb of
actual nitrogen per acre.
By late August, most of the seedlings have reached
the ta rget height of 7 inches. At this point furt her height
growth is discouraged by limiting the number of irrigo·
t ions and allowing the root zone to dry. It is also neces·
sary to stress the seedl ings through wrenching, whe re a n
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STRATIFICATION
Seed is soaked for 48 hou rs in cold running water and
spre ad on open trays , a half inch deep, before movi ng into
stratification rooms . The te mperat ures are maintained at
1 °C. a nd foggi ng nozzles kee p the seed constantly moist.
Seed is ke pt in these rooms for 80 days. After this period,
the seed is dried down to 25 percent moisture (wet weight)
a nd ke pt at 1 °C until sowi ng.

SOWING
In April the seed is sown in eight rows at a density of
16 seedli ngs per squa re foot . The seed is pressed into the

DaVId Sl. lnf. ld III ""I . Unl Nurse ry Mllnlllft! ' and Sleye to'eime, I.
Cult u, i. l. J Herbert Stone Nurwf)'. Foresl Service. U S. Department
of Ag'l'lcuhure. 2606 Old StAK" Ro.d, Cent , . 1 Point. OR 97502. U.S.A
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angled blade is pulled below the seedlings at a depth of
12 inches . Thi s action stresses the seedlings by br! aking
some of the 8ma)) feeder roots . It also serves to loosen the
soil. creating an ideal rooting environm ent for fall root
growth.
Once seedlings have set a bud. the rooting lone is
moistened to field capacity a nd the root8 are vertically
pruned. Predawn plant moisture stress (PMS>is kept be·
low 5 bar! throughout the foJl with irrigations . The low
moisture stress cou pled with the wann fall climate allows
seve ral months of rapid root growth .

damage from insects is caused by the Iygus bug (Lygus
hes/H!rus ). This insect injects digestive enzymes into

error in MOE evaluation caused by irTegular fonn of stem
and other factors was negligible (Koizumi 1987).
The tree·bending test was carried out at Shimizu trial
in 1986 a nd at Esashi trial in 1990. The sample trees for
the t ree-bending test were selected 80 that they showed
average growth in each plot and had straight stems with·
out obvious knots or wounds a round breast height . Two
trees we re selected per plot for 19 provenances in each of
three blocks at Shimizu trial. Three!nes we", selected
per plot for 24 provenances in each upper two blocks at
Esashi trial, where additional two trees per plot in each
of t hree blocks were felled , cut into logo, and submitted to
static bending test to evaluate trunk MOE. The two trial
plantations are outlined in tahle 1.

UnU : mm

growing shoots causing tip mortality and the production of
several tops. Damaged seedlings tend to be much smaller
than undamaged seedling!. The insect is controlled with
a hug vacuum similar to those used on lettuce a nd straw·
berries . In addition, chemicaJ control with the insecticide
Pydrin is used when flight less insect stages are present.
Weeds are controlled by hand weeding.

LIFTING AND PROCESSING
PEST MANAGEMENT

The seedlings are lifted, graded , a nd packed during the
fi rst Beve ral weeks of December. The minimum grading
specifications a.re 4 inches taU and 3 mm stem caliper .
Roots a.re usually pruned between 9 a nd 12 inches. Seed·
lings are the n pl aced in bags or boxes and stored in cold
refrige ration un til t hey a.re froze n in early J a nua ry.

Weeds. insects. a nd pathogens are managed through
an Integrated Pest Management (lP M) program. The only
disease affecting the larch at t his nursery is dampening.
ofT. Th i8 i8 controlled by fumigati ng with Ba88mid at 350
Ib per acre several months before sowing. The major

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Step

Geographic Variation in Modulus of Elasticity of Tree
Trunks Among Japanese Larch Planted in Hokkaido

Figure 2- Setup 01 the tree-bending lesl to
evaluate modulus 01 elasticity of OJ tree lrunk.

Katsuhiko Takata, Koji Ueda, and Akio Koizumi

Japanese larch (Laru {ep tol~pi., Gord J is endemic to the
central part of Honshu Island, Japan, and has been planted
extensively in the northern a.rea of Ja pa n. Initially. the
plantation la rch forests had been ma naged in short rota.
lion to prod uce timber (or civil e ngi neering and packing.
However, silvicultu ral pol icy is recently shift ing to pro-duce t imber for 8tructural use in long rotation because
K'Onomic ci rcumsta nce8 and market demands have been
changi ng.
The interna tional Japanese la rch provena nce tria l was
organized by Dr. W. Langner ([.sngner 1958 ), a nd 25 seed
IOUrces were selected by Japanese Government Forest
Esperime nt Station (present nam e: Forestry and Forest
ProducUJ Researc:: h In stitute ) in 1956. Forty·fou r parallel
trial3 were esta bl ished in nine European cou ntries, the
U.SA. Ca nada . New Zealand. and Japan.
(n this pape r. we present results on two o( these trials
establis hed In Hokka ido. Ja pan . The objectives we re to
estimate geographic variation of wood quality a mong and
Wlthm provenances and to find the most promisi ng seed
lOurces for planting In the northern a rea of Japan.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study wa s undertaken in two trial stands- Esashi
trial establ ished in fall 1959 a nd Shimizu trial established
in spring 1960. The Esashi trial and the Sh imizu trial
incl uded 25 a nd 19 origins, respectively. The experime nt
was in a triple lattice design in both trials, which had 25
plots in each block and replicated th ree times. Each plot
conta ined 126 trees from a provenance phmted at 1.8 by

1.8 m spaci ng. Locations of tr ial stands a nd natural for ests from which seed were coll ected are shown in figure 1.
W e measured t he dia mete r a t breast height (d .h.h .) and
modulu s of elasticity of tree trunks (trunk MOE ). A method.
of tree-bendi ng test developed by Koizumi a nd Ueda (1986)
was applied to eva luate t run k MOE. The setup of the
tree-be nrli ng test is shown in figure 2. When a n operator
gets on a step hung on one end of a leve r a rm , the person's
weight is converted into a bendi ng move ment acting on a
stem. The deflection caused by the bending movement is
measu red by the middle-ordi nate ga uge wi th a transformer
of I - ~ m se nsitivity set on the opposite side of the stem at
breast height. The nondestructive measureme nt is made
twicc per t ree in two directions ot the right a ngle to each
other. The obtained figures are ave raged to compensate
the elT'Qr caused by uneve n s hape of cross sections . The
trunk MOE is calculated upon the applied movement, and
the movement of intertio of the trunk is detcnn ined from
the circumference a nd the bark thickness at breast height.
Theo retical a nd experimental s tudies indicated that the

Teb" 1-Qullines of two Inal slands. Numbers In parentheses are
of provenances used 10f the Iree·bendlng lesl
Number of
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Mean values a nd coefficients of variation for d.b.h . and
trunk MOE are shown in table 2. The provenance means
for d.b.h . range from 19.3 to 22.0 cm for ES8shi t rial from
16.2 to 18.3 cm for Shimizu trial. Matsuzaki and others
(1 99 1) reported the 30 yean' performance for growth
characteristics at Esashi and Shimizu trials, in which the
ranking of mean d.b.h. CR1culated Crom diameter meaSl.reme nts were nearly in agreement with our ranking. The
provenance means for trunk MOE range from 103.2 to
122.9 tonflcm 2 , a differen ce of 20 percent, for Esash i trial,
a nd from 70. 4 to 98.7 tonflcm 2, a difference of 40 percent.
for Shimizu trial. The overall mean for trunk MOE at
Esashi trial is 115.4 tonflcm2 , which is 1.3 times a8 great
as tha t a t Shimizu trial. The experime ntal design a nd s ilvicultural treatments are almost the same at both trials ,
so th at the difference between them may be attributed to
the site effect.
Table 3 shows the results of analysis of variance for
trunk MOE. The differences among provei: mces were
highly significant at 1 and 5 pe"",nt level for Esashi and
Shimizu trial, respectively. The replication and provenance
interaction is significant at 1 percent level for E88shi trial.
These results for Esashi trial indicate a strong environme nta l infl uence within each replication, which is due to
the occurrence of a shallow gully in Esashi trial.
Com pa ri son of mea n MOE's for provenances common
to ES8shi and Shimizu trials is shown in figure 3. The
correlation between the two trials is weak, and correlation
coefficie nt is not significant (r = 0.45). Howeve r, some
groups of provena nces (ci rcled) had a same tendency in
trunk MOE ranking at each trial. It must be noted that
the provenances included in each ci rcle are in adjacent
seed-stands. The provenance and environmental internc·
tion mny be weak for these provenances.
No correlation is found between trunk MOE and envi·
ummental variables such as latitude. longitUde, a nd elevatio n ofth e prove nan ces. This result agrees with oth·
era reported mainly for growth cha rocteristics (Stairs
1~5 and many others).
Based on our observations on trunk MOE, we recom·
me nd the prove nances of So ngoome and Tenzine Pass fo r
planting in the northe rn area of Ja pan to produce timber
for structural use.

Tebte 2-Average vaJues and coerncients of variation tor MOE and d.b.h. for tested provenances at two trials
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Bret W. Tobalsk e, Raymond C. Shearer, and Richar d L. Hutto
upon shared nesting or foraging habits <table 1). To test
the effect of stand condition and year upon the relative
abundance of each guild, we used two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) (SPSS Inc. 1990). Likewise, two·way
ANOVA was used to examine variance in vegetation components (table 2). Statistical significance in all tests waa
P < 0.05, employing the Bonfe rroni adjustment to control
for experiment·wise error rate (SPSS Inc. 1990). Differe nces among mean s were tested for significance using the
Scheffe method (SPSS Inc. 1990).

Abstract - Bird occu rrences were eva luated under four stand con·
ditions in western larchlDouglas-tir fo res18: clean:ut, partial cut,
u n logged (fragmented), and conti guous forest. Frequencies were
noted for fo raging guilds. tree gleaners. flycatchers, nesting guilds,
tree drillers, and primary cavity nesters. Managers should con·
Rider n diversity of habi tat conditions if maintaining habitat for
bird species is an objedive.

We studied the influence of tree ha rvests on the community of bird s inhabiting a western larch (Larix occiden·
<Pseudotsuga menziesii) forest on Coram
Experimental Forest in northweste rn Montana (Tobalske
a nd others 199 1). We eva luated bird occurrences under
four sta nd conditions: clearcut, partial cut, unlogged (frag·
men ted), a nd contiguous forest. There were five clearcuts
ranging from 14 to 35 acres (6 to 14 ha l. The largest partial cut unit was 70 acres (28 ha l, and eight others ranged
between 5 and 40 acres (2 and 16 ha l. Fragmented forest
consisted of 330 acres (134 ha) interspersed with the clear·
cuts and partial cuts. Contiguous forest was 837 acres
(339 ha l in the Coram Research Natural Area.
The most recent harvest, a seed·tree and overstory
removal. occu rred in the winter of 1988 to 1989. The cut
units were initia lly harvested fr om 1942 to 1944. Based
on guidelines for t he management of cav ity· nesting birds
in McClelland and Frissell (1975), s nags of all tree spe·
des, along with livi ng paper birch <Betula papyri(era ),
quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides), a nd black cottonwood (P. trichoca rpa ), we re retai:1ed in the cutting units
during the recent harvest.
During the breeding season , between June 1 a nd July 7
each year ( 1989-1991), the senior author of this paper censused bi rd populations with fix ed-point counts, 328 ft
(l00 m ) in radius. Counts were performed at 10 randomly
selected points within each of the fou r sto nd conditions in
the study area. Each point was visited 3 days each yea r.
Cou nts were done between one-holf hour after sunrise and
10 a .m., for ten minutes each . Species detections were by
sight or sound. including birds in flight ove r the plot.
The guidelines of the Ocular Method in Hahn and Jense n
(1987) for sampling vegetatio n were followed . Tobalske
sompled vegeta tion once each yea r during July at 10
poin~ in each sta nd cond ition selected for bird ce nsusi ng.
Tobalske obse rved 56 bird speci es. For a nalysis. species
were grouped into guilds (Di em nnd ZevelolT 1980) based
taJi.~)lDouglas·fir
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Maintaining Bird Diversity in Western La rch!
Douglas-fir Forests
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RESULTS
Among foraging guild a, foliage foragers were lesa abundant in clearcuts than in other stand conditiona (table 1).
Tree gleaners were least abundant in cleafCUta and partial
cuts. In contrast, flycatchers were most abundant in dear ·
cuta, and ground foragers were most abundant in clearcuts
and partial cuts. Among nesting guilds , conifer-tree
nesters were significantly lesa abundant in clearcuts.
The ground nesting guild was most abundant in harvested
areas.
In spite of their dependence upon trees for foraging
and nesting, the abundance of tree drillers a nd primary
cavity nesters (essentially woodpeckers ) did not dilTe r
a mong stand conditions. Keeping cutting units relatively
smaH and reservi ng weste rn larch snags along with living paper birch and quaking aspen (McClelland and
Frissell 1975) appeared to mitigate the effects of e:rten·
sive tree re moval for at least one woodpecker in these
guilds: the red·naped sapsucke r (Sphyrapicus nuchalis)
(Tobalske 1992).
Seve ral vegetation components differed among stand
conditions (table 2). Tree cover was least in c1earcuts, in·
termediate in partial-cut units, and highest in contiguous
forest. Tree basal a rea a nd average d.b.h. was least in
harvested areas. Totn l ahrub cover was least in clearcuts
and partial cuts. Total forb cover was highest in contiguous forest.

MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
If maintaining habitat for bird s pecies is a management objective in western larchlDouglas-fir forest, we
suggest that diversity in habitat condition a will promote
di ve rSity of bird species because patterns of relative abundance vary among gu ilds (table 1) and among species
within guilds (Tobalske and others 1991 ),
Tree-dependent bird spec ies, auch as foliage forage rs
nnd coni fer-tree neatera may be moat aenaitive to clear·
cutting. The foliage foraging guild is the largeat within

BreI W Tobftlake and Rlchftfd L Huno are WIth the D,villon of 81010X'
iu l Sclen('u. Un,vually or Monlflna. ~haaoulil . MT 59812. U S.A. R.oIymond
C Shurt'r 'e Rnellrth Foreat.er, Intermountliin Relellrth StatIon. Fort'lt
Service. US Depllrtment or",nculture. f-.h uouill. MT 59801, USA.
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rlb le 1--Mean number of birds. by guilds. counted per census point within the four stand conditions al Coram
Experimental Forest. 1989-1991.
Number ot

Guild'
ForCtglr'lg
Foliage forager
Flycatcher
Tree driller
Tree gleaner
Ground forager
Total
Nesting
Conifer tree
Conder or broadleaf
lree
Shrub or small tree
Primary cavity
Secondary cavity
Ground
Tot31

species

CIMrcU"tl

Plrtlel cut '

Stl nd c ondition
Frlgmented
Contiguous
torest
forest

2.0c
1.6G

2.58

2.88

.001

2.1
1.0'"
0.8
1.5
0.9 8

2.2
0.8 8
1.3
2.0
0.5 8

.859
.001
.154
.110
.001

5.2'
0.3'
0.6

15
55

3.7'"

3.0'"

0.111
0.7
1.5IC
1.8ec

10

0.9'

2.68

11

1.7
1.6'"
1.0
1.4

2.4
1.6'"
0.8
1.2

1.7'"

1.7'"

10
5
10
9
55

1.1'"

Probability'
0.001
.001
.242
.001
.001

2.4'"
0.9'
0.8
0 .6'"

2S

5.111
O.Oa

4.88

1.1

'Gullds adapted from Diem and Zevelotl' (1980).
'5nags 01 all species and living paper birch left standing where possible.
'low probability valves inctica1e slgnificantty different means among stand conditions. Bonlerroni adjusled to control lor experimenl'IftSe 8tf'OI': StJP8f$Cript letters group similar means lOt each guild (SPSS Inc. 1990).

TIb.. 2-Estimates of vegetation components within each of the four stand conditions at Coram Experimental Forest.

1989· 1991.
Stlnd condition

Frogmenled
Vegetation component
Tree basal area (rt' /aa-e)
Tree d.b.h. of dominant tree (i ~s)
Tree total cover (percent)
Pole and larger (percent)
Sapling (porc",,)
Seedling (porcen1)
Shrub lotal cover (percent)
Tall' (percent)
Mic:P (percent)
LoW! (percent)
Graminold IOtal cover (percent)
Forb totat cover (percent)

C.,cut'

Pe,,18lcut l

forMt

7'

:w

3'
2'

7'
24'
19'

11 18
14'
59"
45'
13'
2

I'
I'

a

17'
0'
13'
3'
9
19'

S'
1
40'"
8'"
25'
7"
10
16'

Contiguous
, ...001

..9"'
28'
12'
35"

104'
IS'

66'
.9"
13'
3

.

'

12'
18"
13'

..•'

Probability'
0 .001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.240
0.001
0.000
0.012
0.001
0.288
0 .001

'Tree snags 01 aft species and living paper bitch trees were left standing wnere possible.
'low probability values lfIdicaIe SIQI1ificantty diftefent means among staod conditions. Bonlerronl adjuSled 10 control lor experimentwiSe 81'1'01' (SPSS Inc 1990); superscripl leiters group similar means 101 each 'l9g8ta1iort component.
'Tall shrub. ~ lOft (3 m); midstlnb. 2 10 lO ft (0.6 10 3 m): low shrub, <2 ft (0.6 m) (Hahn and Jensen 1987).
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Siberian Larch (Larix sibirica Ledeb.): a Successful
Exotic in Finland
Anneli Vihera-Aarnio and Teijo Nikkanen
THE FAMOUS RAIVOLA
PROVENANCE

Native tree species in Finland number low because of
the ha rs h climatic conditions a nd the relatively late ceS8a·
tion of the glacia l period in Northern Europe. Only a few
economically important species exist: Scots pine (Pinus
syluestris L.), Norway spruce (Picea abies L. Karst.), and
the birches. European white birch (Betula pendula Roth),
a nd pubescent birch (Betula pubescen s Ehrh.).
Siberi an larch (Laru sibirica Ledeb.) haa been introduced
to provid e more variation to t h is sca nty species composi·
tion, a nd it is the best known a nd the most promising
exotic in Finla nd. Although it has been cultivated for more
tha n a hundred yea rs , it has not reached a commercially
Significant scale.
European la rch (Larix decidua Mill.) has a lso been cuI·
tivated in Finla nd . Howeve r . t his species is usually more
susceptible to larch ca nker and its stem quality is worse
th a n its Siberian rela tive.

Larch timber used to be a highly desired raw material
for shipbuilding. When creating the Russian navy , Czar
Peter the Great decided to establish la rch stands in
Kare1ia, close to St. Petersburg. During t he subsequent
reign of Czarina Anna, the Raivola larch forest was in·
deed started., in 1738. This famous forest became the most
magnificent stand in Northern Europe and one of the most
remarkable forest cultures in the whole of Europe. The
volume of the stand in some pl aces C!xceeded 1,000 m.1
per ha, and many trees were more than 40 m high .
The seed used for the Raivola stand origina ted from
Archangel , Northeastern Russia . SUPillementary plant·
ing and seeding waa done with seed from Ufa , in the sout h·
em }:onrt of the Ural Mountains. Thus. seed collected to·
day from the Raivola stand is probably of provena nce
hybrid origin .
The Raivola provenance has been the most Buccessful of
aU Siberian la rch provenances teated in both the sou t hern
and northe rn parts of Finland . In addi'lon . it has even
proved to be the best in reforestation tria la in Northeast·
e rn Iceland, thus showing a surprisingly wide ecologica l
tole ra nce.

NATURAL RANGE OF SmERIAN
LARCH
The na tural ra nge of Siberia n larch ie wide, covering
Northeastern Russ ia and Western Sibe ri a. The western
mos t notura l sta nd s of S ibe ria n lorch grow only about
200 km to t he ea st of Finla nd . Within its na tural ra nge
Si ber ia n la rch co ntains a lot of geogra ph ica l variation.
For inslance. popul Rtions growing to t he west of the River
Ob a re sometim es rega rded os a sepa rate species. L. suhac·
zewii Dyli s.

CULTIVATION IN FINLAND
The good growt h Bnd qu ality of t he Raivola stand inspired foresters to pl ant Sibe rid n la rch in Finland nt the
end of t he 19t h cent ury. As a resu lt. severa l promising
stands we re created in different po rts of t he couratry .
Larch stands were subseque ntly estnblisheu 10 tile ltf30'a.
inte rest in the cultivation ofl a rch arose again in t he 1950's,
eapecially in Northe rn Finla nd . However, a co nsiderable
number of the st.o nds esta blis hed at t hat time fai led l:e·
cause seed of unsuito ble origin fro m KrosnojRrsk had been

Anne h Vlherl'· Allm'n III FOn!lIl GenetlC'l!!t. Finn lJ h FOn!lIt Re IlUT'C'h
Inlllitute. ~plIrtment or FOn!at EroloK}'. POBox 18, S F·01301 V.n t. . .
Fin lAnd TelJo N ikk"ne n III FOn!lIt Genetlcl't. Finnlllh Forelt ReH IT'C'h
IntltltulA!. PunkllhftrJu Re&f!" rc h Stat IO n, S F· ~804~O PunkAhllrju 2. Finland
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available. Seven seed orchards of Siberia n larch (49 ha )
have been established in Finland. Plu8-trees used in the
seed orchards have been selected from the larch stand8
growing in Finland. Selected pl us·trees number about
200. To test the pluD-trees altogether, 51 ha of progeny
trials have been established. The plus-tree material available is inadequate C'o r any long-term breeding program.
Because of the relatively small annual cultivation area
of larch and the good performance of the famous Raivola
provenance in pl&ntations, intensive breeding of Siberian
larch has not bee n regarded 8S important. There is, however. continuou8 inte rest shown in the cultivation of lnrch
in Finland. A coope ration project of establishing a aeed
orchard of Siberian larch has heen planned to meet the
mutual needs of the Nordic count~ie8 .

used . ThI.5 stand feiluf'@ resulted in e temporary halt to
the cultivation of larch. which sta rted again in the 1970's.
At present there are nearly 10.000 ha of larch plantations
in Finla nd . However. larch has not attained any major
economical importance.

YIELD
Within ita natural di8tribution S:berian larch can grow
on a wide range of sites. To obtain the best possible yield
to Finland. fertile sites a.re recommended: a slope with
moist and deep mineral80il would be ideal.
On good sites. larch reaches large dimensions at an
ea rly age and prod uces large-si zed timber faster than any
other tree species in Finland. On fertile forest sites a larch
sta nd can reach a volume ofnear1y 1.000 m ~ per ha. which
is otherwiR rare in Finn ish co nd itions. On the average,
larch is as productive as Norway spruce on mod sites,
whereas it does not attain the sa me level of growth as
domestjc conifers on sites of medium and poor fertility.
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DISEASES AND PESTS
Siberian larch has been considered rather free of serious diseaMs o'r pests. When grown in maritime condition! such as in Western Scandinavia it is. however, susceptible to larch canker ( Lachn~llula willltommii). In
recent years. the small s pruce gall a phid (Ad~/8~s laricis
Vallot ) has damaged young la.rch plantations by decrea8ing thei r growth and eve n kiJIing the trees. especially in
Northern Pin land. Localized damage can also be caused
by the large larch sawny (Pristiphora t richsoni (Hartig»
and larch case.bearer IColtophora ~ibi rictlla Falkovitsch ).

BREED ING AND SEED PRODUCTION
Seed used for cult ivation was earlier collected from the
old and good 818nd§ already growing in Finland. Since the
early 1970's. seed produced in seed orchards has also been
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Early Survival and Growth of Eurasian Larix
Species in South Central British Columbia
Alan Vyse and Ed Elmes
Two lArix species of Eurasian origi n. Larix sibirica
Ledeb. and Larix. amelini; (Rupr.) Kuzeneva. were grown
from seed and outplanted in a number of locations around
the Province of British Columbia. The planning and planting were ca rri ed out by two privDte forest industry companies. Their intent wa s to compare the surviva l and
growth performance of t he exotics with that of native species. and L . nccidentalis NUll .. which is not native to the
trial si tes. After establishm ent of the trials the Kamloops
Regional Research Section of the British Columbia Forest
Service undertook the task of monitoring seedling performance of those trials located in the Kamloops Forest Region. Larix. laricina (Du Rois ) K. Koch . a species that is
restricted to the northeastern portion of the province, was
subsequently added to the Kam loops trials.
Seed for the trials was obtained from a varidy of sources.
SpeCies other than the larches we re of local origin. The
L. sibirica seed was obtained from Finnish ,'Csearchers:
L. gmelinii seed was obtained from Chinese Forest Authorities; L. laricina and L. occidentalis were obtained
from sou rces in northern Alberta and southea stern British
Columbia. respectively. All species were planted in 1986
except for L . laricina. which was planted in 1988.

species. On those sites, second-year survival of the Larix
was good (70 to 90 percent), but lower than the local pine
or spruce (more than 90 percent). Height growth of the
lArix over 5 years was also satisfactory (80 to 100 cm),
but again lagged behind the local species (110 cm). lArix
sibirica outperformed L . 8m ~li;ti i . Larix laricina perfo rmed as well as L . amelinii. On two other sites, frost and
browsing damaged both the local and the Larix species to
the point that the test site was ab3ndoned. The herbicide
Vision was applied to another site in the course of an operational program to reduce vegetation competition, Bnd
all Larix species were destroyed. On the seventh site.
L. sibirica outperfomled the local provenance of Douglasfir in height growth "ver 5 years (2-year survival was 83
percent versus 84 percent; S-year height WBS 94 em verSU8
69 em).

CONCLUSIONS
The results are of curiosity value only. AII four Larix
species are clearly capable of surviving and growing on
forest sites beyond their notive range, but the design of
the test does not allow for any wider t..~'lclusion8 . A far
more elaborate long-term trial would be rt:-luired to evalu ate the risk of establishing Larix species on a large scale.
Infonnation from other similar trials will be required to
assess the benefits and costs of undertaking such on expensive venture. It seems an unlikely prospect. However,
range exte nsions of L. occid~nltJ/is will be wore thoroughly tested in conjunction with the provincia l t ree
breeding program.

RESULTS
On three of seven sites the performon:e of the exotic
Larix species so far has been inferior to the best local
Allin Vy~ III 5«tlon H,"IId lind Ed Elm!"1 II Rf!IIf!IIrch Tf!ChnlcI",n.
ReIlf!Arch Stocllon. KAmloo~ RIPj(1on . nrltl!~ h Columbl • . Fore.t ServlC'e.
KIIml onps. 8r'tl,h Columbl • . C. nada
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Fate of Larix Gmelini Seeds in the Soil and
lIerbivore's Impact in Old-Growth Larch Stands
Yong Ban and Huacheng Xu

Demography of Larix Gmelini Seedling Populations
in Old-Growth Larch Stands, Da Xiogan Ling
Mountains, China
Yong Ban and Huacheng Xu

Stud ies were conducted on the of rate La,.i.x.gmelini
seeds in the soil and the role of h erbivores on seed sur-

seed s/m. Ungerminated seeds die due to seed rot induced
by high temperatures and moisture in the soil. Although

vival. The loss of seed viability and seed foraging by ani-

animals, especially rodents which have high populations
at the end of August, forage a large number of seeds, the
overall seed population is not heavily harmed. Rodents
that have a d ose relationship with L. gm'!lini seeds dis·
perse 90 percent ofthe seeds and only forage 10 percent.
Ants are also good seed disersers. Because of Larix gntelini
seeds' inherent wide dispersal and raid germination char·
acteristics, the large numbers and small size of the seed,
and partial litter cover in these old growth stands, some of
the seeds survive and germinate in spite of the predation
by rodents and losses due to other factors.

mals are the major factors affecting seed 1088 from the
time of seed d ispersal to seedling establishment. About
90 percent of the mature seeds germinate under the suitable seedbed conditions in June . This can amount to 475
Authon _"' not .ble to dLend the aympoelum but did lubmit thi.
poster. H IlM:Mn(ll' XU II Pro(nMI' of Foresl &oIoc. P.O. So. 120, College
ol Foral RaouITeS.nd Environment, Beiji"l ro~.lJ}' Univerwity.l00083,
Prop!e', Republ ic' ofChin l; YO"C Ban. Ph.D .. i. Rfte.rd! Ec:oIOIiat. P.O.
h 68. Clune..- Ac.df>my offornlry, 8eijin,. 100091. People', Republic
oCOllnl.

Effects of Intensive and Light Fire Disturbances on
Larix Gmelini Regeneration Patterns in Da Xingan
Ling Mountains, China

Demography of Laru smtlini seedling populations
was studied in old·growth larch forests in the northern
Da Xingan Ling Mountains of China from 1988 to 1992.
The results showed that after a mast year, a great num·
ber of larch seedlings emerge in June of the next year
with 100 to 270 individual seedlingalm'. Most die within
a period of 15 days after seedling emergence. The emergence of Laru smtlini seedlings in the old-growth Blands
of the Loru gmtlini.Alnus mandshurica vegetative 88sociation is later in the season than those in the Larix
gmtlin;·Betula {ruticosa and the Laru gmelini-Ltdum
po/u.'ftre a88OCiations. In the Larix Smtlini·Ltdum polustre
association, 48 percent of the seedlings died within 15 days
and 97 percent within 3 years. In the lArix gmtlini·&tula

fruticoBa 888Ociation, 29 percent died within 15 days and
66 percent within 3 yean, and in the Larix gnulini·Alnus
mandshurica a88OCiation it wall 33 percent and 69 per·
cent, respectively. Seedlings established early in the sea·
BOn have a prominent advantage in the Larix gmelin;·
&tula fruticosa and Larix gmtlini-Alnw mandshurico
a88Ociations - especially in the latter, no advantage was
evident in the Larix grrulini-Alnru mandtthurico aSl!lOCia·
tions. Seedlings emerging after July have a very low survival rate. A part of the Larix evolutionary strategy includes fully utilizing the transient growth 8e880n and
rapidly occupying burned, bare land. A great diffe",nce
in seedling numbers appean among forest types with the
moot oeedIinp in the Lari>: gm<lini-&tula fruiU:o.a , fewer
in the Larix 8fMlini·Alnw mandtthurico, and least in the
Larix gmtlini·Ltdum polrutry a88OCiationa. Although a
great number of seedlings emerge, most will die in the
same year, and a high mortality rate will continue in the
nest 4 yeara because of the low stability, a characteristic
of larch foresta.

th.

AulMnI were not .ble to .Uend the .ympoeium bUl did lubmit
pMt.er. HU.cMnl Xu i. ProfeNor afForest Ecoloo. P.O. 80. 120, COU...
of FOrHt ReIourftI.nd Environment. Beijinl Fol'fttry University,
100083, People'l Republic of Chin I; YonlJ e.n, Ph.D., i. Re..rch ~
llilt. P.O. Boa 68, Chintee Aaldemy of Forellry, Beijinl. 100091. People'.
Republic of Chin• .

Yong Ban and Huacheng Xu
mature trees of the species, presents a notably inten. ;ting
spacing pattern. 'There are circle regeneration cohorts in
a range of 2 x 2 m and 4 x 4 m on the area around the ma·
ture trees where seeds fall down into the soil as a result
of severe fire. All of this demonstrates that Larix. gmtlini
is a fire adapted species.
There is a 10 year interval between the year of a light
fire and the resulting regeneration wave, which is different from that of an intense rue. The regeneration wave
resulting from light fire cannot be sustained. Therefore,
there is no relationship between fire disturbance that oc·
curred several decades ago and the ·inverse J" age distri·
bution and wide range, especially in stands over 200 years
old. The wave, wh ich is in dynamic balance with the
compensating births and deaths of trees of different ages
is typical of advanced regeneration which comprises mul·
tigenerational stands , Further development of the under·
story trees is suppressed by the upper stan d canopy. Un·
til there is a canopy disturbance, the understory will not
reach into the upper canopy.

Following a n intensive burn and a mast year, Larix
gmtlin; regenerates with a remarkable surge the first
year , especially on the burned slash of the Larix gmtliniAlma manclshurico plant association. A great number
of seedlings also emerge in the second year on the burned
anaB in the Larix gmtlin;·Ltdum palustre association.
However, in spite of subsequent mast yeartt, seedling establishment diminishes rapidly on both plant associations
in la ter years becau6e the ecological niche for t he seed·
Imp becomes fully occupied. Therefore, seedlings which
develop from the wave of regeneration after a fire have a
narrow age range . These seedlings will continue to grow
and eventually will reach the main canopy layer. This
juvenile population of lArix, which is improved by having
AutMri Wff'! nat .bJe to .ll.end thr .ympMium bot did . ubm ll 0Ii8
pMl.er HUMtwnc Xu •• PT'GkNor of F_ t EcoIoo. PO Boa 120. Colle,..
til
Rn.'H,I~" .rtd E""lronmenl. Bellini Forntry Uni .... n1 it,..
10008.1 , ~ '. RqubtlcofChl" •. Yon. e.". Ph 0 .. i8 Re_.~h ~
lilt\. PO Do. 68. Chu,"ne Aatdem,. of 'Orelll')'. Beillnl. 100091. People'.
RqubtlC'rrlCh,,..
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Appendix A: Larix Field Tours for the
International Larix Symposium
Wyman C. Schmidt
Whitefish, MT, U.S.A., was specifically chosen as the location of the Larix symposium because
of its proximity to the three North American species of Larix; L. occidentalis, L. lyallii, and
L. laricina. All could be reached within a few hours, and L. occidentalis completely surrounded the site of the symposium. Seven tours before, during, and after the symposium
were offered, and every tour had many participants.

Stop 2: Residues Utilization and Environmental

FIELD TOUR 1: LARCH ECOLOGY
AND SILVICULTURE RESEARCH

EfI'ecte- We discussed the overall objectives of a residue

management study, including treatment effects on vegetation , tree regeneration, water use, soil nutrients , aesthetics, and other factors. Treatments in this multifaceted
study included three silvicultural methods and four levels
of residue removal. This stop was in a shelterwood that
was harvested in 1974.

Tour Coordinators:
Wyman C. Schmidt. In termountai n Research Station,
Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Gary Gregory, Glacier National Pa rk, National Park
Service. U .S. Department of the Interior

Stop 3: Lan:h Spacing Study- We covered the 30year response of larch forests that were initially thinned
at age 9 to a wide range of stand densities. Included were
effects of density, thinning interval, and shrub removal
on tree growth and mortality. cone production, water use,
vegetation response, phenology, and factors such as snow
a nd bear damage to larch. We walked through some of
the study plots.

This tou r visited two Biosphere Reserves: Coram Ex·

BLANK PAGE

perimental Forest, a managed reserve, featured over 40
years of ecological and silvicultural research; Glacier No·
tiona I Park, a natu ral reserve, featured natural ecosys·
tern processes a nd the interactions with people and wildlife in a park setting.

Stop 4: Natural Old-Growth Lan:h Foreot- The
discussion centered on research natural areas-the philosophy , system, and status in the West. Presenter Angie
Evenden included descriptions of Larix. forests represented
in the natural area system. Typical nora in a 300-yearold western larch forest was observed on this walk into
the forest. Avian a nd small mammal studies were also
covered.

Coram Experimental Forest
Coram Experimental Forest is an outdoor laboratory
dedicated to providing basic information needed to manage western larch-Douglas-fir forests. In general, resea rch
empha ses have been:
1950's: Harvesting and natural regeneration
1960's: Artificial regeneration a nd stand culture in young
forests
1970's: Environmental effects of new harvest technologies
a nd utilization standards
1980's: Long-term effects offorest practices on water use,
forest deve lopment, soil nutrient characteristics,
and animal interactions

Glacier National Park
Glacie r National Park is a n outstandi ng example of a
pristine ecosystem in the Northern Rockies . Both western
larch and alpine larch occur naturally within the Park and
contribute subetantiaUy to the visual qualities of this beautiful place, particularly during the fall . Natural ecological
processes are allowed to proceed to the greatest extent
possible.

Stop 1: Coram Overlook - At this stop we discussed
the hi storica l background and the ecological. physical,
a nd biological facts about Coram Experimental Forest. We
also discussed the cooperative working relaLionship of the
Inte rmounta in Resea rch Station and the Flathead National Forest, the International Biosphere status, and the
types of studies that ha ve been conducted at Coram Experimental Forest.. This stop was a n excellent vantage
point for viewing Rnd taking photos.

Stop 1: Ap,ar-AB we ate lunch on the shores of Lake
McDonald, we viewed fire-(;reat.ed mosaics across the la ke.
The di scussion covered the role of fire in maintaining this
naturally functioning ecosystem.
Stop 2: Fish Creek - A walk through a frontcountry
campground examined the effect! of the mass ive 1929 fire
that bumed through an old -growth forest in thi8 area. The
man y surviving western lan::h are now surrounded by a
new forest.

Wymlln C. Schmidt wa. pri ncipa l O'Xlnixer oflh e 1992 International
IAria Symp<MIium.
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regeneration from plantings. aerial seeding. and natura)
seedfall.

Stop 3: Huck1eberry Mountain - This short walk
revealed many aspect.8 of vegetation and wildlife changes
in a forest burned in 1967. One can compare the young
larch in the burned area to a n adjacent unburned forest.

Stop 2 -The second stop focused attention at the stand
level by visiting a thinning area. The treatment was related to local dimote a nd flTe effects. Successional trends
were discussed a nd related to sta nd development follow·
ing a 1926 wildfire under both managed a nd natural conditions . The tour group considered future management
options for thi3 western larch stand .

FIELD TOUR 2: ECOLOGY AND
SILVICULTURE PRACTICES IN
LARCH FORESTS OF THE NORTHERN
ROCKIES

FIELD TOUR 3: FIRE AND HARVEST
EFFECTS ON SUCCESSION AND
MANAGEMENT OF A LARIX FOREST

Tour Coordinators:
&b Naumann. Northern Region , Forest Service. U.S.
Department of Agriculture
Gary Gregory. Glacier National Park. National Park
Service. U .S. Department of the Interior

Tour Coordinators:
Raymond C. Shearer. Intermountain Resea rch Station.
Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture

Glacier National Park

Peter Stickney. Intermountain Research Station, Forest
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture

Glacier National Park is a.n outstanding example of a
pristine eco8)'!tem in the Northern Rockies. Both western
larch and alpine larch occu r naturally within the Park
and contribute s ub!ta ntially to the visual qualities of this
beautiful place. particularly during the fall. Natural ecological processes: are allowed to proceed to the greatest
extent pos8ible.

Debbie Manley. Flathead National Forest, Forest Service,
U .S. Department of Agriculture
This tour featured Miller Creek Demonstration Forest,
an area designated to protect and encourage long·term
research ...hile implementing the Forest Plan a nd main·
taining outputs. The group saw 25 years of research
documenting vegetative succession and related resource
functions following harvest and prescribed burning, har·
vest and wildfire, and wildfire in old -growth forests. This
tour also visited a lumber mill featuring cl ose utilization
of western larch.

Stop 1: Apcar - We viewed fire-ereated mosaice acroee
Lake McDonald. The discueaion covered the role of fire in
maintaining this naturally functioning ecosystem.

Stop 2: Fish Creek - A walk through a frontcountry
campgrou nd exam ined the effects of the massive 1929 fire
that burned through a n old.growth forest in this area. The
ma ny su rviving western larch are now surrounded by a
new forest.

Miner Creek Demonstration Forest
In 1967 and 1968, within the Miller Creek Demonstra·
tion Forest, 60 4·ha (1()..acre) unit. were ( 1) c1earcut and
burned by prescribed ftre or wildfire, (2) clearcut and un·
burned, or ( 3 ) uncut and burned by wildfire. Research
showed that the first 25 years of vegetation recovery and
developme nt manifest marked changes in compoeition
and structure of the seral forest community depending on
intensity of the fire and aspect. Herbs (mostly Epilobium
ongratifolium ) predomi nated during the initial stage of
suceeuion on sites where the duff layer was subetantially
reduced by fire. If soil·stored shrub seeds (such as CMnotiara ~/utinutf) were present, the cover of ahrubs eaceeded
herbs by the fifth to sixth year. Treea reestabl ish as early
in succesaion 8S t he lint postflTe year (such as Larix occUhntalu and Pinu, contorta) where on site seed sources
were available. On poorly burned sites, herbaceous pl. nts
dominated the early seral community longer in the ab8ence
of survivor or seed origin shrube or trees. Clearcutting
without fire maintained the predisturbance herb, shrub,
and small tree compone nts. Trees establiahed slowly on
unbumed sites, and most were shade·tolera nt species
(such as Ab ~s lasiocorpa and Pi~o ' na,/mannii).
Recent thinning and weeding reduced the number of
conifen on overstocked units to about 1,500 ltema per ha
(600 per acre). Changes in co'-el resulting from theM
treatments were compared at S·year intervals with un ~
treated controls located on each unit.

Stop 3: Huckleberry MouataiD - This short walk
revealed many aspect.l of vegetation and wildlife changes
in 8 forest burned in 1967. One ca.n compare the young
larch in the burned area to an adjacent unburned forest.

North Fork or the Flathead River
Management Area
The North Fork Management Area offered many oppor·
tunitietl to ca pitalize on the varied re80un:e values. After
lunch at Big Creek Campground. this portion of the tour
IlIuwtnted &Ome of the practices common ly ul!Ied in west~
ern larch foresta. Two lites were visited on F1athead Na·
tiona I Forest land on the Glacier View Ranger Dietrict
where !ulviculture practices were viewed and diecussed.
Stop J - The dUKusslon at the first atop covered man~
acement phlloeophy and objectiVel as the baRia fo r .ilvicul·
tura] treatment8 Fore.t Plane are the basis for cultural
trutmentA that are a pplied to .erve a number of lOciaJ
.nd hlo1agKat need. Sta nd level treatments a re strongly
Inn ue.nced by ec:oeystem proceMeI at the landec.ape level.
Treat.mente are deaigned through the UM! of stand data.
At th iS stop, the result. of M!veral even~aged silviculturaJ
.,-stems were ex plained. Examples were shown (or regen·
enbon harvewt methods. lite preparation technique"
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Stop I : MIller Creek Demon.tratlon Fo......t- We
wa lked on a south -facing slope burned by a late-summer
wild fire in 1967 and observed differences in forest vegetation on on area (1) dearcut and prescribed burned before
the wildfire. (2) undisturbed by salvage after the wildfire,
a nd (3) salvage-logged and then aerial seed with Larix oc·
cidenta/i., after the wildfire. Next, we viewed a spring
presc ribed fire on a nearby south ·facing c1earcut that
caused a diffe rent vegetation response. The final stop
compared vegetation on a higher elevation east-.facinl' site
made up of (1) virgin foreet.. (2) unburned d earcul, and (3)
prescribed burned c1earcut.

took the group into the Upper Whitefioh Lalte a",a and
beyond into the WhitefUlh Divide country. It ....a approximatelya 1 hour drive of 60 km (36 miles) from Whitefish,
MT, followed by a I -hour hike of about 2.5 km 0 .5 milee)
into Link Lake. Link. Lake is just one of many lakes in
this area and it offered one of the best and most accessible
areas to observe alpine larch in the Whitefish Divide. The
fint half of the trail was a moderate uphill hik.e over a
small divide with the remainirg portion, a moderate down·
hill walk. to the lake. The area h-urrounding the lake bad ex·
cellent repreaentations of alpine larch. Hiltin.g around the
lake and up adjacent ridge topll provided more vistas and
sdditional opportunities for viewing this species.

Stop 2: Larch Wood UtiJization - We observed utilization of western larch for wood prod:Jcts at Plum Creek
Timber Co., Inc. , Evergreen Mill.

Tour 3: Preeton Park (Glacier N.tlonal Park),
friday, October 8, 18112.
The group asaembled at CroUIe Mountain Lodge for the
Glacier N.P. Tour. Tour Leader was Gary Gregory. The
hike to alpine larch at Preston Park near the Continental
Divide covered 10 km (6 mileo) and pined 370 m (1,200 ~)
elevation. The trail followed Siyeh Creek fo~ a short distance. The creek bere bad carved through layers of ancient, tilted sedimentary rock. The trail then le~ the
creek and passed through a dense forest of subalpine f1l'
and spruce. Open meadows and avalanche chutes were
croesed. This was prime grizzly bear habitat. Preston
Park. has a landscape of alpine larch and subalpine fir
scattered over windswept meadows. There ...ere reward·
iog views of Going·To-The-Sun Mountain and Matahpi
Peak.

PRE- AND POST-SYMPOSIUM FIELD
TOURS
Tour I : Carlton Rldre (Bitterroot Mountain Ranp),
Saturday, October 3,1992.
We asse mbled at the Forestry Sciences Laboratory,
Missoul a, Montana. Tour Leaders were Clinton Carlson
and Steve Arno. Th is tour took the group to a nearly pure
stand of alpinl larch on the summit of Carlton Ridge, about
24 km (15 miles) southwest of Missoula, MT. The more
adventurous participa nts were then led to a site below
Carlton Ridge .....here alpine and western larch coexist and
hybridi ze na turany. The alpine larch sta nd on Carlton
Ridge was accessible only by foot trail; about a 5 km (3 miles)
walk. The trail started at 1.676 m (5,500 ft ) mean sea
level. Bnd cl imbed to 2,590 m (8,500 ft) to the alpine larch
stand . The trail was moderately steep but not at all dan·
gerou~ . There was no trail from the alpine larch on Carlton
Ridge to the hybrid oite 610 m (2,000 It) below the ridge.
It was a difficult, stee p walk and was recommended for
only the more hardy participants . Those people wishing
to view only the alpine larch stand retu rned to the trans·
portation via the foot trail. Those visiting the hybrid site
continued their desce nt to a road where they were met by
the transportation. The weathe r in ea rly October in weste rn Montan a con be cold a nd snowy but was mild for this
tou r . The group wos asked to be prepared for a hardy out-.
door adve nture that would kee p Montana on the i.r minds
forever! It did .

Tour 4: C....da ToUl'-Lori% occlMnlolU, L . lyoWl ,
...d L. lorlcl_ Ecolory, M .......meat, ...d Silviculture: Soulheutera Britl.b Columbl.... d Alberta,
C....cIa, friday, October 8, 18112.
The group left via bus from Grouse Mountain Lodge for
the Canada Tour. Tour Leader was Barry Jaquish. Thie
relaxing 4-<1ay tour explored the spectacular Canadian
Rocky Mountains and the southern extent of the Canadian
Borea1 Forest. The tour fea tured Larix occid,ntaJu man·
agement and silviculture in southeastern British Colum·
bia. L. lyallii ecology in the Banff National ParklLake
Louise area. and L . laricina ecology in west-central Alberta.
The tour overnighted in Calgary, Alberta on Sunday.
October 11. Those who wanted departed from the Calgary
International Airport. The tour terminated Monday,
Octobe r 12, in WhitefLSh , Montana. It was a scenic and
infonnative event with something for everyone. Some
walking on moderately steep trails was required in Banff.

Tour 2: LInk Lake (Whlteflsb Mountaln Ran..,),
Sunday, October 4,1992.
The group assembled at Grouse Mountain Lodge, Whitefish, Montana, Tour Leoder wos Steve Win. This tour
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Appendix B: International Larix Arboretum,
Coram Experimental Forest Headquarters,
Hungry Horse, Montana, U.S.A.
Raymond C. Shearer
Jack A. Schmidt
Wyman C. Schmidt
Th. L4rU Sympooium provided the impetua to e.tablillh
an arboretum that feature. all Larix species of the world
(lip. 1 and 2). Thi. International Larix Arboretum, ..tal>IilIhed on I 0.5 ho (1.2 Icn!) .ite next to the headquortero
oClhe Coram Experimont.aJ Foreo~ and near the Hungry
H_ ~ Station, .... dedicoted October 7, 1992, with
• tree-planting ceremony th.~ hod international porticipo-

tion by a!lend... from North America, Europe, and Asia,
and by teachen and studente from the nearby Hungry
HoTlO elementary school (figs. 3 and 4). This symbol of
global cooperation will not only provide a visual demonstration onarch intemationale. but it is designed to provide opportunities (or species comparisons and genetics
reoearch .

H
J

Figure 2-An overview

0'

the International

Larix Arboretum, Coram Experimental Forest, May 1993. Note the shade cards used
to increase seedling survivat

t I

Figure _ttendlng Ih. dedica1lon 011110
International Larix Arboretum al Coram

E_ _ For..~ MooIana. ar.: (from
left to riglt) Klata Vishnovelskaia, from
Moscow, Russia (CU"ontiy a graduate stu·
dent at Toronto); Dr. Laorid t. MiIyuIin,
from .... tnstitute 01 Forests and Wood.
Siberian Il<anch 01 Russi.... - . y 01
Science, Krasnoyarsk. Russia; and, Pool.
Dr. F_KarI HoItmeIer, WesUaiische
Wlthelms·UrIvo<si1at. Munster, Germany.

F..... 1-lDgo lot .... 1nIomalicnoI Larix Mlorotum at C<ntn
~For_

Figure 4-Ouring dedication clfomonios
01 the International Larix Arbofttum. Mrs.

Sung·CI1eoo Hong, from Ologu. South
Korea, helped plant a trH with Intermoun-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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tain Station For.sler Jac~ Schmidt, right,
and • student from Hungry Horse, _ ..... ,
Elementary School.

BEST COpy AVAILABLE
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The arboretum I ~ di vid ed into t hree equal ·sized blocks.
about 21.3 m x 70 m (70 ft x 230 ft. ). Wit h i n each block
Laru seed li n gs ore r andomly planted ev ery 1 m t5 ft) in
rows 3 m (10 ft.) apart . The design calls for 12 trees of each
Commonn8me
European larch
Asian IaIdl
Sittkim!arch

Tamarocl!
Japanese latch
AIpne larch
Masters larch
Western larch
Chinese larch

species. subspecies, and hybrids i n each of the three blocks
for a total of n early 600 trees. The species . subspecies,

and h ybri ds that are (or will be ) pl an ted are :

Spocleo .......
Comment.
lorio _ _
L._
L.gmelinii
L. griffilhiono
L./aridna
L. IopIolepis
L. /yaJlil
L. ma5tersiana
L. occidentaNs

Fonnerly kHmp''';

L. polaninii
L. rus.sica

Polish larch

L. _

Sudetic Ia<ch
0Ig0 Bay larch

L. decidua. ssp. svdatica
L. grMfinii. ssp. o/gonsis

Bitlorroollarc:h
Bitterroot Iarc:h

Sept. 2. 1992
Sept. 3.1 992
Nolplanled
Sept. 2 and 8. 1992
Sept. 3. 1992

lerhc: epee,"

Sept. 15. 1993
Sept. 17. 1992
Sept. 16. 1993
Sept. 3 and 8. 1992

Fonnetly sbIrica

lMIlI _ _ too

• • ssp. pc>/oIOca

Sept. 3. 1992
Sept. 3. 1992
Sept. 3. 1992

Spocleoneme

AHIlIotIon

Fukio Take!

Naganoken, Japan

Nagano Prefectural
FOfeslry Research
Center

Larix gm9finii
Asian larch

Yeh-chu Wang

Harbin, Peoples
Republic of China

Ecok)gk:al Research
Group. Northeast
Forestry University

Larix russica
SiberIan larch

Prof. Leonid I. Milyutin

Krasnoyarsk,
Russia

V.N. Sukachav Institute
of Forest. Siberian
Branch, Russian Acad.

Larix d6Cidua
European larch

Friedrich·Kar1 Holtmeier

Munster, Germany

Landscape Ecology.
Westfalische·Wilh8lms·
Universitat

Katrine Berg

Hungry Horse.
Montana, U.S.A.
Columbia Falls.
Montana, U.S.A.

Student, Hungry Horse
Elementaty School
Ranger. Hungry Horse
District, Aathead NF

Plenter'e neme<e)

lMIlI hyIIrido
L._(poIlen)
L.xeuroltJpis
and L. leptolepis
L. xoccilyal
L. ""'-'Ialis (pollen)
and L /yalfi;
L.olyakxx:i
L. /yallii(pollen )
and L oocidentaJis

0'

Sept. 3 and 8. 1992

Larix occid9nlafis
Western larch

Sepl 17. 1992

Al Christophersen

Sepl18, 1992

Source information for Larix species, subspecies, and hybrids in the Intern.ational
Larix Arboretum, Hungry Horse, Montana
e._oat
Nonh
Common_

City end country

larix 19ptolepis
Japanese larch

Sep!. 17, 1992

_'arch

Dunl...d IaIdl

A seedling of most of Ihe larch species wera planted along the north edge of Ihe arboretum at its dedication. Those who planted
these Irees were:

O.t. p"nted

Indudes dahurica

CEREMONIAL PLANTING-INTERNATIONAL LARIX ARBORETUM,
7 OCTOBER 1992

100Hude
Dog_
Mlnut.

"'__

longHude
Dog_
Mlnut.

EleYotlon (m)

Larix fyallii
Alpine larch

Jack A. Schmidt

Missoula. Montana
U.S.A.

Int9fmountain Research
Station , FSL.
Missoula, Montana, U.S.A.

Larix laricina
Eastern larch
or tamarack

Joseph Fisher

Hungry Horse.
Montana, U.S.A.
Fredericton, New
Brunswkk, Canada

Student. Hungry Horse
Elementary School
Forestry Canada

(arix occid9nta/is
x Iram;
Westem x Alpine
hybfid: WL pollen

Clinton E. Car1son

Florence, Montana
U.S.A.

Intermountain Research
Station . FSL,
Missoula. Montana, U.S.A.

Hungry Horse.
Montana, U.S.A.
Stephens Point. WI

Student, Hungry Horse
Elementary School
Urov9fsity of WisconSin
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L. _
L. gmoIinii
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(W1dudes dahurica)

SoI<Jum IaIdl

Np;no lorch
Masters larch
Wnlem larch
CtW10w Ia<ch

L. griffifhiMla
L. /aridna
L. /epIoIepis
(formerly i<Hrnpforlj
L. /yallii
L. mor.rsiana
L. occidtIntali5
L. poronlnii

&borIan1a<ch

L. ruuica

TornaracI<
_larch

• ••••••• . •••• - • • Not planted yel because no seed received· .• • • •••• • • • • ••
Murray Twnohp
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(formerly sbIrica)

_

Ia<ch

Sudetic Ia<ch

L . _. SSP·
pc>/oIOca
L . _• . ssp.

0Ig0 e.y Iotch

L. gmoIinii, ssp. JWin
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Larix 9urolepis
European x Japan
hybrid: EL pollen

Claudet1e Berg-Rink
Hans G. Schabel

larix/yalfil
x occidenta /is
Alpine x Western
hybrid : AL pollen

Bob Muth

Hungry Horse,
Montana , U.S.A.

Sixth Grade Teacher.
Hungry Hcne
Elementary School

Lami gmelinll
spp. o/g9nsis
Olga Bay larch

Gabe Buzzell

Hungry Horse,
Montana. U.S.A.
Daegu. Republic of
South Korea

Student. Hungry Horse
Elementary School
Kyungpook National
University

Mrs. Sung·Cheon Hong

- ••• •• • • •. • • - - - ••. - - • · In'ormation not availabte • . .••• - •.•• -
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Science

Nole: On September 17. t 993. Susan Coli planled l arix mastsfSlsnaand Jack A. Schmidt planled L. potsninii ln the lnlemational

ooE

ofrIon51s
lori. hybfld.
Ilur«eId Ia<ch

L.

0 00K0I0pis
(L. _
[pollen) &

• _ •• _. - ••• _ ••

-· I nfon'nalionnotav al~e

_ •• - ••••• - ••••
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L. /epIoIepis)

_Ia<ch
_Ia<ch

L 0 occIIyoi
(L. _
[pollen) a L. /Yo/Nil
L. olyalocd
(L /yaJlil(pollen)
a L• .",,-._)
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IIW

2,800
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113

42W
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Nationa l Pa rk Native Pl ant Nursery. The arboretum ie
enclosed by a 2.4 m (8 ft. ) h igh ch ain link fence tha t protec ~ the young larch from damage b y l arge h er b i vores
(d eer, elk, m OO8e) or by peopl e dri v i ng veh icles or enow·
mob iles ac r OS8 the area.

A poved r ood, a eidewa lk, and n 1.5 m (5 n ) wide etr ip
p l anted with n otive eh rubs fonn a bor d er aroun d t he I n ·
tern ation al Larix Arboretum . Sh rube p la n ted i n t h is strip
a r e m ost ly sn owberry (Symphoricarpo.• albus), r ed ·os ie r
dogwood (Co rnulf !ftolonifero ), roae (RCMO woodsii), an d
ch okecherry (Prunulf uirginiono ), 0 11 from t he G l acier

52 1

Schmi dt. Wyman C.; McDonald, Kathy J., camps . 1995. Ecology and management of
Larix (oreste: a look ahead . Proceedings of an international symposium; 1992
October 5-9: Whitefish . MT. U.S.A. Gen. Te<h. Rep. INT-GTR-319. Ogden, UT: U .S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Intermountain Research Station . 521 p.
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'fhill pf"OCeNinga ill the product o( an internationalaymJXM!lium on the Larix llpecies
of North America, Europe , and Aaia. Welltern larch, an important species in the
Western UniW States and Canada , wu feHtured. The syn::poaium included information on ecology, management, silviculture, regeneration processes, growth. wildlife.
vegetation succ:e88ion.silvics, history, genetics, breeding and provenance tesang.
physiology, fire, insecte and disease, and research needs. This proceedinga illuatrates
the importance of Larix in the temperate foreSla of the Northern Hemisphere.

Keywords: larch, western larch, Larix occUhntali3, ecology. international larch
management

The Intermountain Research Station provides scientific knowledge and technology to improve management, protection, and use of the forests and rangelands of the Intermountain
West . Research is designed to meet the needs of National Foreat managers, Federal and State
agencies, industry, academic institutions, public and privata organizations, and individuals.
Results of research are made available through publications, symposia, workshops, training
sessions, and personal contacts.

The Intermountain Research Station territory includes Montana, Idabo, Utah, Nevada, and
western Wyoming. Eighty-five percent of the lands in the Station area, about 231 million
acres, are classified as forest or rangeland. Tbey include gra88lands, deserts, shrublands, alpine areas, and forests. They provide fiber for forest industries, minerals and fossil fuels for
energy and industrial development, water for domestic and industrial consumptiun, forage for
livestock a nd wildlife, and recreation opportunities for millions of visitors.
Several Station units conduct research in additional western States, or have mi88ions that
are national or international in scope.

Station laboratories are located in:
Boise, Idaho
Bozeman. Montana (in cooperation with Montana Stata University)
Logan, Utah (in cooperation with Utah State University)
Missoula, Montsna (in cooperat ion with the University of Montana)
Moscow, Idaho (ir. cooperation with the University of Idaho)
Ogden, Utah
Provo, Uta;1 (in cc _'\Oration with 8righam Young University)
Reno. Nevada (in cooperation with the University of Nevada)
The policy of the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service prohibits
di8crimination on the basis of race. color, nationaJ origin, age. reUgion, sex, or disability,
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familial status, or political affiliation. Persons believing they have been discriminated
against in any Forest Service related activity should write to: Chief, Forest Service, USDA_
P.O. Box 96090, Washington, DC 20090-6090.
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